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PREFACE.

The reader of this book, being supposed to have read

my former work, in two volumes, and to have got

some account from them, of the eight years of my life

spent amongst the wild Indians of the " Far West," in

the forests of America, knows enough ofme bythis time

to begin familiarly upon the subject before us, and to

accompany me through a brief summary of the scenes

of eight years spent amidst the civilization and refine-

ments of the "Far East." After having made an

exhibition of my Indian Collection for a short time, in

the cities of New York, Boston, and Philadelphia, in

the United States, I crossed the Atlantic with it—not

with the fear of losing my scalp, which I sometimes

entertained when entering the Indian wilderness—and

entirely without the expectation of meeting with ex-

citements or novelties enough to induce me to commit

the sin of writing another book ; and the thought of

doing it would never have entered my head, had not

another of those untoward accidents, which have di-

rected nearly all the important moves of my life, placed

in my possession the materials for the following pages,

which I have thought too curious to be withheld

from the world.



PREFACE.

After I had been more than four years in England,

making an exhibition of my collection, and endeavour-

ing, by my lectures in various parts of the kingdom,

to inform the English people of the true character and

condition of the North American Indians, and to

awaken a proper sympathy for them, three different

parties of Indians made their appearance, at different

dates, in England, for the purpose of exhibiting them-

selves and their native modes to the enlightened

world, their conductors and themselves stimulated by

the hope of gain by their exertions.

These parties successively, on their arrival, (knowing

my history and views, which I had made known to

most of the American tribes,) repaired to my Indian

Collection, in which they felt themselves at home,

surrounded as they were by the portraits of their own

chiefs and braves, and those of their enemies, whom
they easily recognised upon the walls. They at once

chose the middle of my Exhibition Hall as the appro-

priate place for their operations, and myself as the

expounder of their mysteries and amusements ; and,

the public seeming so well pleased with the fitness of

these mutual illustrations, I undertook the manage-

ment of their exhibitions, and conducted the three

different parties through the countries and scenes

described in the following pages.

In justice to me, it should here be known to the

reader, that I did not bring either of these parties to

Europe ; but, meeting them in the country, where they

had come avowedly for the purpose of making money,

(an enterprise as lawful and as unobjectionable, for



aught that I can see, at least, as that of an actor upon the

boards of a foreign stage,) I considered my countenance

and aid as calculated to promote their views ; and I

therefore justified myself in the undertaking, as some

return to them for the hospitality and kindness I had

received at the hands of the various tribes of Indians I

had visited in the wildernesses of America.

In putting forth these notes, I sincerely hope that I

may give no offence to any one, by endeavouring to

afford amusement to the reader, and to impart useful

instruction to those who are curious to learn the true

character of the Indians, from a literal description of

tlieir interviews with the fashionable world, and their

views and opinions of the modes of civilized life.

These scenes have afforded me the most happy op-

portunity of seeing the rest of Indian character (after

a residence of eight years amongst them in their na-

tive countries), and of enabling me to give to the

world what I was not able to do in my former work,

for the want of an opportunity of witnessing the effects

which the exhibition of all the ingenious works of

civilized art, and the free intercourse and exchange of

opinions with the most refined and enlightened so-

ciety, would have upon their untutored minds. The

reader will therefore see, that I am offering this as

another Indian hook, and intending it mostly for those

who have read my former work, and who, I believe,

will admit, that in it I have advanced much further

towards the completion of a full delineation of their

native character.

I shall doubtless be pardoned for the unavoidable



want of system and arrangement that sometimes ap-

pears in minuting down the incidents of these inter-

views—for recording many of the most trivial opinions

and criticisms of the Indians upon civilized modes,

and also the odd and amusing (as well as grave) no-

tions of the civilized world, upon Indian manners and

appearance, which have got into my note-book, and

which I consider it would be a pity to withhold.

I have occasionally stepped a little out of the way,

also, to advance my own ojjinion upon passing scenes

and events ; drawing occasional deductions, by con-

trasting savage with civilized hfe (the modes of the

" Far West" with those of the " Far East") ; and, as

what I have written, I offer as matter of history, with-

out intending to injure any one, I do not see why I

should ask pardon for any possible offence that may

be given to the reader, who can only be offended by

imagining what never was meant.

During the series of lectures which I had been

giving in various parts of England, and in my own

country, wherein I had been contending for the moral

and religious elevation of the Indian character, many
of my hearers have believed that I had probably been

led to over-estimate it, from the fact that I had beheld

it in the wilderness, where there was nothing better to

contrast it with. But I venture to say, that hundreds

and thousands who read this book, and who became

familiar with these wild people whilst in the enlight-

ened world, and in the centre of fashion, where white

man was shaking the poor Indian by the hand, and

watching for his embarrassment while he was drawing



scintillations from him, as the flint draws fire from

the steel, will agree with me that the North American

Indian rises highest in the estimation of his fellow-

men, when he is by the side of those who have the ad-

vantage of him by their education, and nothing else.

Contemplated or seen, roaming in his native wilds,

with his rude weapons, lurking after game or his

enemy, he is looked upon by most of the world as a

sort of wild beast ; but when, with all his rudeness

and wildness, he stands amongst his fellow-men to be

scanned in the brilliant blaze of the Levee into which

he has been suddenly thrown, the dignified, the un-

daunted (and even courteous) gentleman, he there

gains his strongest admirers, and the most fastidious

are willing to assign him a high place in the scale of

human beings.

Into many such positions were these three parties

of the denizens of the American forest thrown, during

their visits to the capitals and provincial towns of

England, Scotland, Ireland, France, and Belgium

;

and as I was by their side, their interpreter, at the

hospitable boards, the Soirees and Levees to which

they were invited by the gentry, the nobility, and

crowned heads of the three kingdoms, I consider it

due to them, and no injustice to the world, to record

the scenes and anecdotes I have witnessed in those

hospitable and friendly efforts of enlightened and reli-

gious people, to elicit the true native feelings of, and

to commune with, their benighted fellow-men.

The Author.
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CATLIN'S NOTES IN EUROPE,

Sj-c. 8fc.

CHAPTER I.

The Author embarks at New York, with liis Indian Collection, and cage

with two grizly Bears, for England, in the fall of 1839—Packet-ship

Roscius, Captain Collins—Gale in the middle of the ocean—A ship

dismasted and in distress—The Captain and twenty-eight men taken off

and saved— The shipwrecked Captain and his faithful dog—"My man
Daniel "— Sailor's nose taken off by grizly bear—Dr. Madden—Terrible

gale—Sea-sickness of the grizly bears—Alarm on deck—" Bears out of

their cage"—Passengers rush below and close the hatches—A svpposed

Bear enters the cabin !—Great excitement—The explanation—The gale

subsides—Amusing mistake—The Author in the steerage—Two eccen-

tric characters—Arrival in Liverpool.

In the fall of the year 1S39 I embarked at New York on

board of the packet-ship Roscius, Captain Collins, for

Liverpool, with my Indian collection ; having received a

very friendly letter of advice from the Hon. C. A. Murray,

master of Her Majesty's household, who had formerly been

a fellow-traveller with me on the Mississippi and other rivers

in America; and who, on his retuj-n to London, had kindly

made a conditional arrangement for my collection in the

Egyptian Hall, in Piccadilly.

Mr. George Adlard, an Englishman, residing in the city

of New York, had also exerted a friendly influence for me
in procuring an order from the Lords of Her Majesty's

Treasury for passing my collection into the kingdom free

from the customary duties; and under these auspices I

was launched upon the wide ocean, with eight tons freight^

consisting of 600 portraits and other paintings which I had



2 SHIP IN DISTRESS—CREW SAVED.

made in my sojourn of eight years in the prairies and Rocliy

Mountains of America—several thousands of Indian articles,

costumes, weapons, &c., with all of which I intended to

convey to the English people an accurate account of the

appearance and condition of the North American tribes of

Indians.*

On board also, as a part of my heavy collection, and as a

further illustration of the rude inhabitants of the " Far
West," I had, in a huge iron cage, two grizhj bears, from the

Rocky Mountains ; forming not only the heaviest and most
awkward part of my freight, but altogether the most trou-

blesome, as will be seen hereafter.

The wind was kind to us, and soon drove us across the

Atlantic, without more than an incident or two worth

recording, which I had minuted down as follows:—About
the middle of the ocean, and in the midst of a four or five

days' heavy gale, we came suddenly upon a ship, partly

dismasted, with signals of distress flying, and water-logged,

rolling about at the mercy of the merciless waves. We
rounded-to with great danger to our own craft, and, during

the early part of the night, succeeded, with much difficulty,

in taking off the captain and crew of twenty-eight men, just

before she went down. This was a cjommon occurrence,

however, and needs no further notice, other than of a feature

or two which struck me as new. When the pooi-, jaded, and

water-soaked fellows were all safely landed on the deck of

our vessel, they laid down upon their faces and devoutly

thanked God for their deliverance ; and last of all that was

lifted on board from their jolly-boat was their keg of rum,

the only thing which they had brought with them when

they deserted the ship. " This," good Captain Collins

said, " you will not want now, my boys," and he cast it into

the sea.

Captain James, a bland and good-natured Scotsman,

If the reader has forgotten to read the Preface, it will take him but a

moment to run his eye over it, and by turning back to it he will find it an

useful key to what follows.

—

Author.



SHIPWRECKED CAPTAIN AND HIS DOG. rf

commander of the Scotia, the unfortunate vessel, was in-

vited b}' Captain Collins to the cabin of the Roscius, and

into his state room, where he was soon put into a suit of

dry and warm clothes, and afterwards seated at the table;

where, suddenly, a sullen resistance to food, and contempla-

tive tears rolling over his cheeks, showed his rough shell to

contain a heart that was worthy of the fondest affections of

a dear wife and sweet little ones—none of which was he

blessed with, if I recollect aright. But when his grief

found utterance, he exclaimed, " My God ! I have left my
poor dog tied to the mast of my old craft. There he is,

poor fellow ! When we took to the jolly-boat I never

thought of my poor Pompey !

"

The briny tears seemed to burn this veteran's hardened

features as they ran^over his cheeks; and hunger and

fatigue, and all gave way to them and grief, until sleep had
dried them up, and taken the edge from his anguished mind.

The next morning, his recital of the affectionate deeds

of the life of his faithful dog, " who had made eighteen

voyages across the Atlantic with him, and who would

always indicate land ahead by his nose sooner than the

sailors could discern it from the mast-head—whom he had, in

kindness, lashed to the mast for his safety, and in careless-

ness abandoned to his unavoidable fate," brought tears of

pity in my own eyes. Poor man ! he often wept for his

faithful dog—and I as often wept for him, on our way from

the middle of the ocean to Liverpool. We were, at this

time, still in the midst of the terrible gale, which was

increasing in its fury, and had already become quite too

much for the tastes and the stomachs of the (/rizlies—
a few words more of whom must go into this chapter.

These two awkward voyageurs from the base of the Rocky

Mountains, which I had reared from cubs, and fed for

more than four years—for whose roughness in clawing and
" chawing" I had paid for half a dozen cages which they had

demolished and escaped from, and the prices of as many
dogs " used up" in retaking them, had now grown to the



4 " MY MAN DANIEL."

enormoiis size of eight or ten hundred pounds each

;

requiring a cage of iron so large that it could not be packed

amongst the ship's cargo below, but must needs occupy a

considerable space on the deck^ in the form and size some-

what of a small house.

The front of this cage was formed of huge iron bars,

kindly indulging the bruins to amuse themselves with a

peep at what was progressing on deck, whilst it afforded the

sailors and steerage passengers the amusement of looking

and commenting upon the physiognomy and manoeuvres of

these rude specimens from the wilderness of America. This

huge cage, with its inmates, had ridden into and partly

through the gale with us, when the bears became subjects of

more violent interest and excitement than we had as yet

anticipated or could have wished. What had taken (and

was taking) place amongst the sick and frightened groujo of

passengers during this roaring, whistling, thrashing, and

dashing gale, was common-place, and has been a thousand

times described; but the sea-sickness, and rage, and fury of

these two grizly denizens of the deep ravines and rocky

crags of the Rocky Mountains, were subjects as fresh as they

were frightful and appalling to the terrified crew and pas-

sengers who were about them, and therefore deserve a pass-

ing comment.

The immediate guardian of these animals was a faithful

man by the name of Daniel Kavanagh, who had for several

years been in my employment as curator of my collection,

and designed to accompany me in my tour through England.

This man has occupied a conspicuous place in my affairs in

Europe, and much will be said of him in the following

pages, and the familiar and brief cognomen of " Daniel " or

" Dan" applied to him. On embarking with this man and

his troublesome pets at New York, I had fully explained to

Captain Collins their ferocious, and deceitful, and intrac-

table nature, who had consequently issued his orders to all

of his crew and to the steerage passengers not to venture

within their reach, or to trifle with them. Notwithstanding



SAILORS NOSE TAKEN OFF BY GEIZLY BEAR.

all this precaution, curiosity, that beautiful trait of human
nature, \vhich often becomes irresistible in long voyages, and

able to turn the chnvs of the Devil himself into the soft and

tapering fingers of a Venus or a Daphne, got the better of

the idle hours of the sailors, who were amusing themselves

and the passengers, in front of the iron bars, by believing

that they were wearing off by a sort of charm the rough

asperities of their grizly and grim passengers by shaking

their paws, and squaring and fending off the awkward
sweeps occasionally made at them by the huge paw of

the she bear, which *she could effectually make by lying

down and running her right arm quite out between the

iron bars. On one of these (now grown to be amusing) occa-

sions, one of the sailors was "squared off" before the cage,

inviting her grizly majesty to a sort of set-to, when she

(seemingly aware of the nature of the challenge) gradually

extended her arm and her huge paw a little and a little

further out of her cage, with her eyes capriciously closed until

it was out to its fullest extent, when she made a side-lick at

his head, and an exceedingly awkward one for the sailor

to parry. It was lucky for him, poor fellow, that he

partly dodged it ; though as her paw passed in front of his

face, one of her claws carried away entirely his nose, leaving

it fallen down and hanging over his mouth, suspended

merely by a small piece of skin or gristle, by which alone he

could claim it.

Here was a sudden check to the familiarity with the

bears ; the results of which were, a renewal of the orders of

non-intercourse from Captain Collins, and a marked coolness

between the sailors and steerage passengers and the grizlies

during the remainder of the voyage.

The sailor was committed to the care of Dr. Madden,

in the cabin, the distinguished traveller in Africa and the

West Indies, and now one of our esteemed fellow-passen-

gers, who skilfully replaced and arranged his nose ' with

stitches and splints, and attended to it during the voyage.

The poor fellow continued to swear vengeance on the
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bears when they should reach the land ; but I believe that

when they were landed in Liverpool, his nose was not

sufficiently secure to favour his design. This unlucky affair

had happened some days previous to the gale which I have

begun to describe ; and with the unsociable and cold reserve

with which they were subsequently treated by all on board

(visited only at stated periods by their old, but not yet con-

fiding friend Daniel, who brought them their daily allow-

ance), they had, as I have mentioned, become partakers and

sufferers with us in the pangs and fears of the hurricane that

was sweeping over the vessel and the sea about us.

The third day of the gale became the most alarming, and

the night of that day closing in upon us, seemed like the

gloomy shroud aiuidst the hurrying winds and the cracking

spars, that was to cover us in death. Until this day, though

swinging (and now and then jumping) from mountains to

mountains of waves, the ship and the elements mingled our

fears with amusement. When, however, this day's light

was gone, curiosity's feast was finished, and fear was no

longer chained under our feet—we had reached the climax

of danger, and terror seemed to have seized and reigned

through every part of the ship. The bears, in contemplative

or other vein, had been mute; but at this gloomy hour,

seeming to have lost all patience, added, at first their

piteous bowlings, and then their horrid growls, to the whist-

ling of the winds ; and next, the gnashing of their teeth, and

their furious lurches, and bolts, and blows against the sides

of their cage, to the cracking of spars and roaring of the

tempest ! Curiosity again, in desperate minds, was resusci-

tated, and taking in its insatiable draughts even in the

midst of this jarring and discordant medley of darkness—of

dashing foam, of cracking masts, and of bowlings and growl-

ings and raging of grizly bears; for when the lightnings

flashed, men (and even women) were seen crawling and hang-

ing about the deck, as if to see if they could discover the

death that was ready with his weapons drawn to destroy them.

The captain had twenty times ordered all below, but to
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no purpose, until in the indiscriminate confusion of his crew

and the passengers, in the jet blackness of the gale, when
his ship was in danger, and our lives, his trumpet announced

that " the bears were on deck !"

" Good God !" was exclaimed and echoed from one end

of the ship's deck to the other ;
" the grizly bears are out

!

down with the hatches—down the hatches !" The scramb-

ling that here took place to reach the cabins below can

only be justly known to each actor who performed his part

in his own way ; and of these there were many. Some
descended headlong, some sidewise, and others rolled down

;

and every one with a ghastly glance back upon the one

behind him, as a grizly bear, of course, that was to begin

his " chawing " the next moment.

When the scrambling was all over, and the hatches all

safe, all in the cabin were obliged to smile for a moment,

even in the midst of the alarm, at the queer position and

manoeuvres of a plump little Irish woman who had slipped

down the wrong hatchway by accident, and left her " other

half" to spend a night of celibacy, and of awful forebodings,

in the steerage, where she would have gone, but to which

her own discretion as well as the united voices of the cabin

passengers decided her not to attempt to make her way over

the deck during the night.

The passengers, both fore and aft, were now all snugly

housed for the rest of the night, and the captain's smothered

voice through his trumpet, to his hands aloft, and the

stamping of the men on deck, while handling the ropes

and shifting the sails, were all caught by our open ears,

and at once construed into assaults and dreadful conflicts

with the grizly bears on deck.

In the midst of these conjectures some one of the pa.s-

sengers screamed and sprang from near the stairway enter-

ing the cabin, when it was discovered, to the thrilling

amazement of all, that one of the bears had pawed open

the hatchway, and was descending into the cabin ! The
ladies' salon, beyond the cabin, was the refuge to which the
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instant rush was making, when the always good and musical

sound of the captain's voice was recognized. " Why ! you

don't think I'm a gvizly bear, do you?" The good fellow !

he didn't intend to frighten anybody. He had just raised

the hatch and came down to get a little breath and a " drop

to drink." He is as unlike to a grizly bear as any one else

in the world, both in looks and in disposition ; but he

happened to have on for the occasion a black oil-cloth hood

or cap, which was tied under the chin; and a jacket covered

with long fur on the outside, making his figure (which was

of goodly size, and which just filled the gangway), with a

little of the lively imagination belonging to such moments,

look the counterpart of a grizly bear. " Where's Catlin ?"

said he ; "damn the bears!' " Are they out ?" cried the

passengers all together. "Out?—yes; they have eaten

one man already, and another was knocked overboard with

a handspike ; he was mistaken for one of the bears. We are

all in a mess on deck—it's so dark we can't see each other

—

the men are all aloft in the rigging. Steward ! give me
a glass of brandy-and-water—the ship must be managed,

and I must go on deck. Keep close below here, and keep

the hatches down, for the bruins are sick of the scene, and

pawing about for a burrow in the ground, and will have

the hatches up in a moment if you don't look to them.

Where's Catlin?" " We don't know," was the rej)ly from

many mouths ;
" he is not in the cabin."

"Will, here, Misthcr Captain, yer honour, I'll till ye,"

said a poor fellow, who in the general fright and flight had
tumbled himself by accident into the cabin, and observed

sullen silence until the present moment ; " I'll jisttill ye—

I

sawMisther Cathlin (I sipposehe's the jintleman that owns the

bastes) and his mon Dan (for I've known Dan for these many
a long year in ould Amiriky, and I now he has chargin o' the

bears on board) ; I saw the two, God bliss them, when the

bastes was about gettin their hinder parts out of the cage,

stannin on the side jisth before 'em, Misther Cathlin with his

double-barrel gun, and his mon Dan pointin at 'em in the face,
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with a pistol in each hand ; and this was jist whin I heard

they were outh, and 1 j imped down here jist in the wrong

place, as 1 am after observin when it is too late, and I hope

there is no offence to your honour."

" Catlin's gone then," said the captain ; " he is swallowed !"

The captain was at his post again, the hatches closed,

and in the midst of dozing, and praying, and singing (and

occasionally the hideous howlings of the grizlics whenever

a wave made a breach over the deck of the vessel) was

passed away that night of alarm and despair, until the rays

of the morning's sun having chased away the mist and

assuaged the fury of the storm, had brought all hands

together on the deck, and in the midst of them the cheerful

face of our good captain ; and in their huge cage, which

had been driven from one side of the deck to the other, but

now adjusted, sitting upon their haunches, with the most

jaded and humiliating looks imaginable, as they gazed

between their iron bars, their two grizly majesties, who had

hurt nobody during the night, nor in all probability had

meditated anything worse or more sinful than an escape,

if possible, from the imprisonment and danger they consi-

dered themselves unfortunately in.

In the general alarm and scramble on deck in the fore-

part of the night, the total darkness having been such that it

was impossible to tell whether the bears were out of their

cage or not, and quite impossible to make one's way to the

quarter-deck, unaccustomed to the shapes of things to be

passed over, "Misther Cathlin" had dropped himself into

the steerage as the nearest refuge, just before the hatch

was fastened down for the night. Any place, and anything

under deck at that time, was acceptable ; and even at so peril-

ous a moment, and amidst such alarming apprehensions, I

drew a fund of amusement from the scenes and conversa-

tions around me. The circumstance of sixty passengers, men,

women, and children, being stowed into so small a compass,

and to so familiar an'acquainlance, would have been alone,

and under different circumstances, a subject of curious
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interest for a stranger so suddenly to be introduced to

;

but to be dropped into the midst of such a group in the

middle of the night, in the thickest of a raging tempest,

and the hour of danger, when some were in bed—some upon
their knees at their prayers—others making the most of

the few remaining drops of brandy they had brought with

them, and others were playing at cards and enjoying their

jokes, and all together just rescued from the jaws and the

claws of the bears over their heads, was one of no common
occurrence, and worthy at least of a few passing remarks.

The wailings of the poor fellow whose wife had got into

the cabin were incessant, and not much inferior to the

bowlings of the grizlies on deck. She had been put into my
berth, and I had had the privilege of " turning in " with her

disconsolate husband, if I had seen fit to have done so, or if

his writhings and contortions had not taken up full twice

the space allotted to him. It was known and told to him

by some of his comrades, that they saw his wife go into the

cabin, and that she was safe. " Yis," said he, "but I'm

unasy, I 'm not asy about her, d'ye see ; I don't fale asy as

she's there, God knows where, along with those jintlemen."

Amongst the passengers in this part of the vessel I at

once found myself alongside of at least two very eccentric

characters. The one, I afterwards learned, was familiarly

called by the passengers " the little Irishman in black," and

the other "the half-Englishman, or broken-down swell."

The first of these two eccentrics was a squatty little gentle-

man of about four feet nine inches elevation, and between

two and three feet breadth of beam, with a wrinkled face

and excessively sharp features. To be all in black he

showed no signs of a shirt, though he was decently clad, but

in black from head to foot, being in mourning, as he said,

for "his son who had emigi-atin to Amiriky fifteen years sin,

and livin there jist long enough to become a native, had

died and leaven of a fortin, which he had been over to

sittle up and receivin, with which he was recrossin the ocean

to his native country." He said he wished to be rispec-
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table and daccnt, havin i-cceived 12,000 dollars ; and as he

thought the dacent thing was in "payin," now-a-days, he

had paid for a berth in the cabin, but preferred to ride in the

steerage. He made and found much amusement in that

part of the vessel with his congenial spirits, and seemed

peculiarly happy in the close communication with the other

oddity of the steerage, whom I have said the passengers

called the half-Englishman, or broken-down swell, who, I

learned from my man Daniel, had laid in three barrels of old

English porter, in bottles, when leaving the city ofNew York,

and the last of which they were now opening and making

the whole company merry with, as a sort of thanksgiving

on their lucky escape from the grizly bears, who they firmly

believed held possession of everything on the vessel outside

of the hatchway.

This eccentric and droll, but good-natured gentleman,

with the aid of porter made much amusement in the steer-

age, even in the hour of alarm ; and though I did not at

that time know his calibre, or exactly what to make of him,

I afterwards learned that he was an English cockney who

had been on a tour through the States, and was now on his

way back to his fatherland. He had many amusing notions

and anecdotes to relate of the Yankees, and in his good-

natured mellowness told a very good one of himself, much
to the amusement of the Yankees on board, and the little

Irishman in black, and my man Daniel. He said that '• the

greatest luxury he found in New York were the hoisteis,

and much as he liked them he had eaten them for two years

before he had learned whether they were spelled with a

haitch or a ho." Much valuable time would be lost to the

reader if I were to chain him down to the rest of the

incidents that happened between the middle of the ocean

and Liverpool ; and I ineet him there at the beginning of

my next chapter.
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CHAPTER II.

Howling of the grizly Bears—Alarm and excitement about the docks

—

Scuffle for luggage—Scene at the Grecian Hotel—Landing the grizly

Bears—Author's journey to London—Ibbotson's Hotel—First sally into

the streets—First impressions of London—Adventure in the fog and

mud—Amusing occurrence in the street— Beggars at the crossings of the

streets—Ingenious mode of begging—Rich shops—No pigs in the streets

—Soot and smoke of London—Author returns to Liverjmol—Daniel's

trouble with the Bears—Passing the Indian Collection and grizly Bears

through the Customs—Arrival in London with Collection and Bears

—

Daniel in difficulty—Howling of Bears passing through the Tunnel

—

The " King of New York," and " King Jefferson."

On Hearing the docks at Liverpool, not only all the pas-

sengers of the ship, but all the inhabitants of the hills and

dales about, and the shores, were apprised of our approach

to the harbour by the bellowing and howling of the grizlies,

who were undoubtedly excited to this sort of Te Deum for

their safe deliverance and approach to terra Jirma, which

they had got a sight (and probably a smell) of.

The arrival of the Roscius on that occasion was of course

a conspicuous one, and well announced ; and we entered the

dock amidst an unusual uproar and crowd of spectators.

After the usual manner, the passengers were soon ashore,

and our luggage examined, leaving freight and grizly bears

on board, to be removed the next morning. From the

moment of landing on the wharf to the Custom-house, and

from that to the hotel where I took lodgings, I was obliged to

" fend otf/' almost with foot and with fist, the ragamuffins

who beset me on every side ; and in front, in the rear, and

on the right and the left, assailed me with importunities to

be allowed to carry my luggage. In the medley of voices

and confusion I could scarcely tell myself to wliich of these
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poor fello^ys I had committed my boxes ; and no douLt this

(to them) delightful confusion and uncertainty encouraged

a number of them to keep close company with my luggage

until it arrived at the Grecian Hotel. When it was all

safely landed in the hall, I asked the lad who stood fore-

most and had brought my luggage in his cart, how much
was to pay for bringing it up ? " Ho, Sir, hi leaves it to

your generosity, Sir, has you are a gentleman, Sir ; hit's

been a werry cavy load. Sir."

I was somewhat amused with the simple fellow's careless

and easy manner, and handed him eighteen pence, thinking

it a reasonable compensation for bringing two small trunks

and a carpet-bag ; but he instantly assumed a different

aspect, and refused to take the money, saying that no gen-

tleman would think of giving him less than half-a-crown

for such a load as he had brought. I soon settled with

and dismissed him by giving him two shillings ; and as he

departed, and I was about entering the coffee-room, another

of his ragged fraternity touched my elbow, when I asked

him what he wanted. " Wo, Sir, your luggage there
—

"

" But I have paid for my luggage—I paid the man you see

going out there." "Yes, Sir; but then you sees, hi elped

im put it hon ; hand I elped im along with it, hand it's

werry ard, Sir, hif Ise not to be paid has well as im." I

paid the poor fellow a sixpence for his ingenuity ; and as he

left, a third one stepped up, of whom I inquired, " What
do Tjou want ?" " Why, Sir, your luggage, you know, there

—I am very sorry. Sir, to see you pay that worthless rascal

what's just going out there—J am indeed sorry. Sir—he did

nothing, but was hoi the time hin our way—hit urts me,

Sir, to see a gentleman throw is money away upon sich

vagabonds, for it's hundoubtedly ard earned, like the few

shillings we poor fellows get." " Well, my good fellow,

what do you want of me ?" " Ho, Sir, hit's houly for the

cart. Sir—you will settle with me for the cart. Sir, hif you

please—that first chap you paid ad my cart, hand I'll be

bound you ave paid im twice has much has you bought."
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" Well, to make short," said I, " here, take this sixpence for

your cart, and be off." I was thus brief, for I saw two or

three others edging and siding up iu the passage towards

me, whom I recollected to have seen escorting my lug-

gage, and I retreated into the coffee-room as suddenly

as possible, and stated the case to one of the waiters, who
promised to manage the rest of the aflPair.

I was thus very comfortable for the night, having no

further annoyance or real excitement until the next morn-

ing after breakfast, when it became necessary to disembark

the grizly bears. My other heavy freight had gone to Her
Majesty's Custom-house, and all the passengers from the

cabin and steerage had gone to comfortable quarters, leav-

ing the two deck passengers, the grizlies, in great im-

patience, and as yet undisposed of. My man Daniel had

been on the move at an early hour, and had fortunately

made an arrangement with a simple and unsuspecting old lady

in the absence of her " good man," to allow the cage to be

placed in a small yard adjoining her house, and within the same

inclosure, which had a substantial pavement of round stones.

This arrangement for a few days promised to be an ad-

vantageous one for each party. Daniel was to have free

access and egress for the purpose of giving them their food,

and the price proposed to the good woman was met as a

liberal reward for the reception of any living beings that

she could imagine, however large, that could come within

her idea of the dimensions of a cage. Daniel had told her

that they were two huge bears ; and in his reply to in-

quiries, assured her that they were not harmless by any

means, but that the enormous strength of their cage pre-

vented them from doing any mischief.

The kind old lady agreed, for so much per day, to allow

the cage to stand in her yard, by the side of her house, at

least until her husband returned. With much excitement

and some growling about the docks and the wharf, they

were swung off from the vessel, and, being placed on a

"float," were conveyed to, and quietly lodged and fed in.
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the retired yard of the good woman, when the gate was

shut, and they fell into a long and profound sleep.

The grizly bears being thus comfortably and safely

quartered in the immediate charge of my man Daniel, who

had taken an apartment near them, and my collection being

lodged in the Custom-house, I started by the railway for

London to effect the necessary arrangements for their next

move. I had rested in and left Liverpool in the midst of

rain, and fog, and mud, and seen little else of it ; and on my
way to London I saw little or nothing of the beautiful

country I was passing through, travelling the whole distance

in the night. The luxurious carriage in which I was seated,

however, braced up and embraced on all sides by deep

cushions; the grandeur of the immense stations I was

occasionally passing under: the elegance and comfort of the

cafe's and restaurants I was stumbling into with half-sealed

eyes, with hundreds of others in the middle of the night,

with the fat, and rotund, and ruddy appearance of the

night-capped fellow-travellers around me, impressed me at

once with the conviction that I was in the midst of a world

of comforts and luxuries that had been long studied and

refined upon.

I opened my eyes at daylight at the terminus in the City

of London, but could see little of it, as I was driven to

Ibbotsons Hotel, in Vere-street, through one of the dense

fogs peculiar to the metropolis and to the season of the year

in which I had entered it. To a foreigner entering London
at that season, the first striking impression is the blackness

and gloom that everywhere shrouds all that is about him.

It is in his hotel—in his bed-chamber—his dining-room, and

if he sallies out into the street it is there even worse ; and

added to it dampness, and fog, and mud, all ofwhich, together,

are strong inducements for him to return to his lodgings, and

adopt them as comfortable, and as a luxury.

I am speaking now of the elements which the Almighty

alone can control, and which only we strangers first see, as

the surface of things, when we enter a foreign land, and
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before our letters of introduction, or the kind invitations of

strangers, have led us into the participation of the hospitable

and refined comforts prepared and enjoyed by the ingenuity

of enlightened man, within. These I soon found were

all around me, in the midst of this gloom ; and a deep

sense of gratitude will often induce me to allude to them

again in the future pages of this work.

My breakfast and a clean face were the first necessary

things accomplished at my hotel, and next to them was my
first sally into the streets of the great metropolis, to inhale

the pleasure of first impressions, and in my rambles to get a

glance at the outer walls and the position of the famous

Egyptian Hall, which I have already said my kind friend the

Hon. C. A. Murray had conditionally secured, as the locale

of my future operations. It is quite unnecessary, and quite

impossible also, for me to describe the route I pursued through

the mud and the fog in search of the Hall. Its direction had

been pointed out to me at my start, and something like the

distance explained, which, to an accustomed woodsman like

myself seemed a better guarantee of success than the names

of a dozen streets and turnings, &c. ; and I had " leaned off"

on the point of compass, as I thought, without any light of

the sun to keep me to my bearings, until I thought myself

near its vicinity, and at a proper position to make some in-

quiry for its whereabouts. I ran against a young man at the

moment (or, rather, he ran against me, as he darted across

the street to the jjavement, with a black bag under his arm),

whom I felt fully at liberty to accost ; and to my inquiry for

the Egyptian Hall, he very civilly and kindly directed me in

the following manner, with his hand pointing down the

street in the opposite direction to the one in which I was

travelling :
—" Go to the bottom, d'ye see, sir, and you are at

the top, of Piccadilly
;
you then pass the third turning to the

left, and you will see the hexibition of the uge hox ; that

hox is in the Hegyptian All, and ee his a wapper, sure

enough!" By this kind fellow's graphic direction I was

soon in the Hall, got a glance of it and "the fat ox," and
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then commenced my first peregrination, amidst the mazes

of fog and mud, through the Strand, Fleet-street, and

Cheapside ; the names of which had rung in my ears from

my early boyhood, and which the sort of charm they had

wrought there had created an impatient desire to see.

1 succeeded quite well in wending my way down the

Haymarlict, the Strand, and Fleet-street, slipping and

sliding through the mud, until I was in front or in the

rear (I could not tell which) of the noble St. Paul's, whose

black and gloomy walls, at the apparent risk of breaking my
neck, I could follow up with my eye, until they were lost in

the murky cloud of fog that floated around them. I

walked quite round it, by which I became duly impressed

with its magnitude below, necessarily leaving my con-

jectures as to its elevation, for future observations through

a clearer atmosphere.

I then commenced to retrace my steps, when a slight

tap upon my shoulder brought me around to look upon

a droll and quizzical-looking fellow, who very obsequi-

ously proceeded (as he pointed to the collar of my cloak,

the lining of which, it seems, had got a little exposed),

"The lining of your cloak, sir; hit don't look very well

for a gentleman, sir; hexcuse me, hif you please, sir."

" Certainly," said I ;
" I am much obliged to you," as I

adjusted it and passed on. In my jogging along for

some distance after this rencontre, and while my eyes were

intent upon the mud, where I was selecting the places for

my footsteps, I observed a figure that was keeping me close

company by my side, and, on taking a fairer look at him,

found the same droll character still at my elbow, when I

turned around and inquired of him, "What now?'J " Ho,

sir, your cloak, you know, sir ; hit didn't look well, for

a gentleman like you, sir. Your pardon, sir; ha sixpence,

hif you please, sir." I stopped and gave the poor fellow a

sixpence for his ingenuity, and jogged on.

The sagacity of this strata ger in rags had detected the

foreigner or stranger in me at first sig-ht, as I learned in a
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few moments, in the following amusing way. I had pro-

ceeded but a few rods from the place where I had given

him his sixpence and parted company with him, when,

crossing an intersecting street, I was met by a pitiable

object hobbling on one leg, and the other twisted around

his hip, in an unnatural way, with a broom in one hand,

and the other extended towards me in the most beseech-

ing manner, and his face drawn into a triangular shape,

as he was bittei-ly weeping. I saw the poor fellow's occu-

pation was that of sweeping the crossing under my feet,

and a sixpence that I slipped into his hand so relaxed

the muscles of his face, by this time, that I at once recog-

nised in him the adjuster of the lining of my cloak ; but I

had no remedy, and no other emotion, at the instant, than

that of amusement, with some admiration of his adroitness,

and again passed on.

Casting my eyes before me I observed another poor fellow,

at the crossing of another street, plying his broom to the

mud very nimbly (or rather passing it over, just above the

top of the mud), whilst his eye was fixed intently upon me,

whom he had no doubt seen patronizing the lad whom I had

passed. I dodged this poor fellow by crossing the street to

the right, and as I approached the opposite pavement I fell

into the hands of a young woman in rags, who placed herself

before me in the most beseeching attitude, holding on her

arm a half-clad and sickly babe, which she was pinching on

one of its legs to make it cry, whilst she supplicated me for

aid. I listened to her pitiable lamentations a moment, and in

reproaching her for her cruelty in exposing the life of her

little infant for the purpose of extorting alms, I asked her

why she did not make her husband take care of her and her

child ? '• Oh, my kind sir," said she, " I give you my honour

I 've got no husband ; I have no good opinion of those hus-

bands." " Then I am glad you have informed me," said I

;

" you belong to a class of women whom I will not give to."

" Oh, but, kind sir, you mistake me ; I am not a bad woman
—I am not a bad woman—I assure you ! I am a decent
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woman, and God knows it : the child is not mine ; it is only

one that 1 hires, and I's obliged to pay eighteen pence

a day for it; which is as true as God's holy writ; that's

what it is." " Then," said I, "you are a wretch, to keep

that innocent little thing here in the cold ; and, instead of

alms, you deserve to be handed over to the police." She

gave me many hard names as I was stepping into a cab

which I had beckoned up and directed to drive me to

Ibbotson's Hotel, in Vere-street.

" Where, sir ?" asked the cab-driver as he mounted his

seat. "Vy, sir, didn't you ear the gentleman?" said a man
with a large bronze medal hanging on his breast, who had one

hand on the door; "drive im to Hibbotson's Otel, Werc-
street, Hoxford-street." " Who are you ?" said I, as we
were moving off, and he held the door open with one hand

and his hat raised with the other ;
" what do you want ?"

" I'm the vaterman, sir; you'll recollect the vaterman?"
" Yes, I'll not forget you in a long time." So I shut the

door without giving the poor man his ha'penny, not know-
ing the usual custom yet, and too much pressed for time

to learn it at that moment.
I observed, in passing several equestrian and other

statues in the streets, that they were all black ; which

seemed curious ; and also, in every street, I saw what

was new to me, and not to be seen in the streets of

the American cities—meat-shops and fishmongers indis-

criminately mingled along the same side-walks with dry

goods — hosiers, china, and hardware—and fancy shops ; and
also performed the whole route, outward and homeward,
without having seen a solitary pig ploughing the gutters, as

we too familiarly meet them in many of the American cities,

though the gutters, much of the way, would seem to have
offered a tolerably rich field for their geological researches.

I met with evidences enough, however, that I was not out

of the land of pigs, though they were not seen promenading
or ploughing the streets. I passed several shops, all open
in front, where poor piggies were displayed in a much less

c2
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independent way—hanging by their hind legs at full length,

and the blood dripping from their noses upon the sills of the

shops and pavements, to amuse the eyes of the silken and

dazzling throng that was squeezing and brushing along by

them ; and whilst I easily decided which was the most cruel

to the poor brutes, I was much at a loss to decide which mode
was calculated to be the most shocking to the nerves that

Avould be weak enough to be offended by either.

I was thus at the end of my first day's rambles in London,

without at present recollecting any other occurrences worthy

of note, excepting a little annoyance I had felt by discover-

ing with my left eye, while walking in the street, something

like a small black spot on the side of my nose, which, by

endeavouring many times to remove by the brush of my
hand across it, I had evidently greatly enlarged, and which,

when I returned, I examined and found to have been at first,

in all probability, a speck of soot which had alighted there,

and by passing my hand over it had, as in other instances,

on other parts of my face, mashed it down and given it some-

what the shape and tail of a comet, or the train of a falling

star, though differing materially in brilliancy and colour.

I used the rest of this gloomy day in obtaining from the

Lords of the Treasury the proper order for passing my col-

lection through the Customs, which has been before men-

tioned, arranging my letters of credit, &c., and returned by

the evening's train to Liverpool, to join my collection again,

and Daniel and the grizly bears.

On my return to that city 1 found poor Daniel in a sad

dilemma with the old lady about the bears, and the whole

neighbourjjood under a high excitement, and in great

alarm for their safety. The bears had been landed in the

briefest manner possible ; exempted from the usual course

that almost everything else takes through the Queen's

warehouse ; and, though relieved from the taxes of the

customs, I soon found that I had duties of a different

character accumulating that required my attention in

another quarter. The agreement made by the old lady with
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Daniel to keep them in her yard for so much per day, and

for as long a time as he required, had been based upon the

express and very judicious condition that they were to do no

harm. From the moment of their landing they had kept up
an almost incessant howling, so Rocky-Mountain-ish and so

totally unlike any attempts at music ever heard in the coun-

try before, that it attracted a crowd night and day about the

old lady's door, that almost defeated all attempts at ingress

and egress. A little vanity, however, which she still pos-

sessed, enabled her to put up with the inconvenience, which

she was turning to good account, and counting good luck,

until it was ascertained, to her great amazement as well as

alarm, that the bears were passing their huge paws out of

the cage, between the iron bars, and lifting up the round

stones of her pavement for the pleasure of once more getting

their nails into the dirt, their favourite element, and which

they had for a long time, lost sight of.

In their unceasing pursuit of this amusement, by night

and by day, they had made a sad metamorphosis of the old

lady's pavement, as, with the strength of their united paws,

they had drawn the cage around to different paris of the

yard, totally unpaving as they went along. At the time

of the poor old lady's bitterest and most vehement com-

plaint, they were making their move in the direction of her

humble tenement, the walls of which were exceedingly

slight ; and her alarm became insupportable. The ignorant

crowd outside of the inclosure, who could get but a partial

view of their operations now and then, had formed the most

marvellous ideas of these monsters, from the report current

amongst them that they were eating the paving-stones

;

and had taken the most decided and well-founded alarm

from the fact that the bears had actually hurled some of

the paving-stones quite over the wall amongst their heads,

which were calling back an increased shower of stones and

other missiles, adding fresh rage and fears to the growling

of the bears, which altogether was threatening results of

a moi"e disastrous kind.
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In this state of affairs 1 was very justly appealed to by

the old lady for redress and a remedy, for it was quite

evident that the condition of her agreement with Daniel

had been broken, as the bears were now decidedly doing much
harm to her premises ; destroying all her rest, and (as she

said) " her appetite and her right mind ;" and I agreed that

it was my duty, as soon as possible, to comply with her

urgent request that they should be removed. She insisted

on its being done that day, as " it was quite impossible to

pass another night in her own bed, when there was such

howling and groaning and grunting in her yard, by the side

of her house." Daniel took my directions and immediately

went through the town in search of other quarters for them,

and was to attend to their moving whilst I was to spend the

day in the Custom-house, attending to the examination of

my collection of 600 paintings and many thousand Indian

costumes, weapons and other curiosities, which were to be

closely inspected and inventoried, for duties.

Immersed in this mystery of difficulties and vexations at

the customs during the day, I had lost sight of Daniel and

his pets until I was free at night, when I was assailed with a

more doleful tale than ever about the bears. Troubles

were gathering on all sides. Poor Daniel had positively

arranged in several places for them, but when "their

characters were asked from their last places," he met de-

feat in every case, and was obliged to meet, at last, the

increased plaints of his old landlady, whose rage and rant-

ing were now quite beyond control. She had made com-

plaint to the police, of whom a -po&se had been sent to see to

their removal. Daniel in the mean time had dodged them,

and was smiling amidst the crowd at the amusing idea of

their laying hold of them, or of even going into the yard

to them. The police reported on the utter impossibility

of removing them to any other part of the town, their

" character " having been so thoroughly published already

to all parts ; and it was advised, to the utter discomfiture

of the old lady, that it would be best for them to remain
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there until they should be removed to London, and that I

should pay for all damages. The poor old lady afterwards

had a final interview with Daniel in the crowd, when she

very judiciously resolved that if the bears did not move,

she must—which she did that night, and placed Daniel in

her bed, as the guardian of her property and of his pets,

until the third or fourth day afterwards, when they were

moved to the railway, and by it (night and day, catching

what glimpses they could of the country they were serenad-

ing with their howls and growls as they passed through it

under their tarpaulin) they were conveyed to the great

metropolis.

Owing to the multiplicity of articles to be examined and

inventoried in the customs, and the great embarrassment

of the clerks in writing down their Indian names, my labours

were protracted there to much tediousness ; but when all

was brought to a close by their proposing, most judiciously,

to count the number of curiosities instead of wasting paper

and time and paralj^sing my jaws by pronouncing half a

dozen times over, and syllable by syllable, their Indian names,

my collection of eight tons weight was all on the road and

soon at the Euston station in London, where we again re-

cognised the mournful cries of the grizlies, who had arrived

the night before.

On arriving at the station, I found Daniel at a small

inn in the vicinity, where he seemed highly excited by

some unpleasant altercation he had had with the landlord

and inmates of the house, growing out of national and

political prejudices, which had most probably been too

strongly advanced on both sides. Daniel had suddenly

raised a great excitement in the neighbourhood by his

arrival with the grizly bears, whose occasional bowlings had

attracted crowds of people, curious to know the nature of

the strange arrival ; and all inquirers about the station

being referred to their keeper, who was at the inn, brought

Daniel and his patience into notoriety at once.

Daniel (Plate No. 2) is an Irishman, who emigrated
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to the United States some twenty years since, and, by dint

of his industry and hard labour, had met with success in

acquiring an humble independence, and had formed the

most undoubted attachment to the Government and its in-

stitutions ; and, from his reading, and conversation with

the world, had informed himself tolerably well in political

matters, which he was always ready to discuss ; and being

rather of a hasty and irascible temperament, he often got

into debates of that nature, that led him into danger of

unpleasant results. It was in the midst of one of these Ihat

I found him at the inn, surrounded by at least a hundred

labouring men and idlers from the streets, who had been

drawn around him at first, as I have said, to get some informa-

tion of the bears, but who had changed their theme, and were

now besieging him on all sides, to combat him on some political

dogma he had advanced relative to his favourite and adopted

country, the United States ; or to taunt him with slaunts at

his native country, all of which, with his native wit, he was

ready to meet with ability, until, as he afterwards told me,
" they were showered upon him so rapidly, and from so many

quarters at once, that it became quite impossible to answer

them, and that the stupid ignorance and impertinence of

some of them had worn out all his patience, and irritated

him to that degree, t'nat I must excuse him for the excite-

ment I had found him under when I arrived." With much
difficulty I rescued him from the crowd that had enclosed

him, and, retiring to a private room, after matters of busi-

ness had been arranged, he gave me the following account

of the difficulties he had just been in, and of the incidents

of his journey from Liverpool to London with the bears.

At Liverpool he had had great difficulty in getting

permission to travel by the luggage train, to keep com-

pany with the bears, the necessity of which he urged in

vain, until he represented that, unless he was with them to

feed them, their bowlings and other terrific noises and
ravings would frighten their hands all out of the stations,

and even add probabilities to their breaking loose from the
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cage in which they were confined, to feed upon the human
flesh around them, and of which thej- were peculiarly fond.

Upon these representations, he was allowed the privilege of

a narrow space, to stand or to sit, in the corner of one of the

luggage-trains, and thus bore the bears company all the

way.

When they entered the first tunnel on their way, they

raised a hideous howl, which they continued until they were

through it, which might have been from a feeling of plea-

sure, recognizing in it something of the character of the

delightful gloominess of their own subterranean abodes; or

their outcries might have been from a feeling of dread or

fear from those narrow and damp caverns, too much for

their delicate tastes and constitutions. This, however, is

matter for the bears to decide. At Birmingham, where

they rested on the truck for the greater pai t of a day, their

notification to the town had called vast crowds of spectators

around them ; and though their tarpaulin prevented them

from being seen, many, very many, drew marvellous accounts

of them from one another, and from the flying reports which

had reached them several days before from Liverpool, of

" two huge monsters imported from the Rocky Mountains,

that had scales like alligators, with long spears of real

flint at the ends of their tails ; that they made nothing of

eating paving-stones when they were hungry, and that in

Liverpool they had escaped, and were travelling to the

north, and demolishing all the inhabitants of Lancashire as

they went along," &c. Their occasional howls and growls,

with, once in a while, a momentary display of one of their

huge paws, exhibited from under the tarpaulin, riveted

the conviction of the gaping multitude as to the terror and

danger of these animals, while it put at rest all appre-

hensions as to their being at large and overrunning the

country. Poor Daniel had to stand between the crowd and
his pets, to save them from the peltings and insults of the

crowd, and at the same time, to muster every talent he had
at natural history, to answer the strange queries and

^i/ I
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theories that were raised about them. He was assailed on

every side with questions as to the appearance and habits of

the animals, and at last, about " the other animals," as they

called them, "running on two legs, in America;" for many
of them, from his representations, had come fresh from the

coal-pits and factories, with ideas that Americans were a sort

of savages, and that savages, they had understood, were " a

sort of wild beastises, and living on raw meat." These con-

jectures and queries were answered amusingly for them, by

Daniel ; and, after he had a little enlightened them by the

information he gave them, their conversation took a sort of

political turn, which, I have before said, he was prone to run

into ; and thus, luckily, the time was whiled away, without

any set-to to bother the bears and himself, which he had seen

evidently preparing, until the whistle announced them and

him on their way again for the metropolis.

The next morning he found himself and the bears safe

landed at the terminus in London, where I have already

said that I found him and released him from a medley of

difficulties he had worked himself into.

The keeper of the inn had himself been the first to pro-

voke poor Daniel, but when he found it for his interest, and

advised a different course, he endeavoured to turn his

criticisms into good nature, and had taken sides with him.

Daniel, very amusingly however, describes his remarks as so

excessively ignorant, that they excited his mirth more than

anger, and he repeated several of them in the following

manner :—He first provoked Daniel by inquiring " who

his master was, and where he was at that time." Daniel

replied to him, somewhat to his surprise, " I have no master,

Sir ; I live in a country, thank God, where we are our own

masters. My 'boss' (if you will have it that way) is a

Mr. Catlin, who I expect here in a few hours." Finding

that Daniel and the bears were from America, of which

country he had heard some vague accounts, he very inno-

cently enquired who was the King in America at that time,

apologizing, that by the treacherousness of his memory he
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had lost the run of them. Daniel told him that they had no

king in America. He then said " he well recollected when
the old fellow died, but he had equally forgotten the name
of the Queen; he recollected to have read of the King of

New York." Daniel soon put his recollection right, and in

doing .so had given umbrage to the poor man, which led

to the long and excited political debate with which I found

Daniel so much exasperated when I arrived.

Daniel had, in the beginning of this affair, explained to

the bystanders around him the difference between a King and

a President, and then had provoked his landlord by amu.s-

ingly and pleasantly repeating the anecdote of " King
Jefferson" (which is current in America) in reply to his

questions about the " King of New York ;" and in the fol-

lowing manner :

—

" During the presidency of Thomas Jefferson, who lived

in the city ofWashington, two poor emigrants from the county

of Cork, in my own country, made their way to America in a

vessel which landed them in Philadelphia ; they got ashore,

and as they were taking their first stroll through the streets in

the 'land of liberty and equality,' without a shilling in their

pockets, they began to ' sing out '
' Huzza for King George !'

Thisof course excited too much opposition to last long in the

streets of a republican city, and a gentleman very kindly

stopped the poor fellows, and to their great surprise informed

them that he feared they would get into difficulty if they

continued to huzza for the king, as King George was not

the king of the country they were now in. He informed them
that Mr. Jefferson was the great man in America—that he

was President of the United States, and that it would not do

for them to huzza for King George. They thanked him, and

as they proceeded on they increased the volume of their

voices in huzzas for ' King Jeffer.son !—huzza for King

Jefferson !' This soon excited the attention of the police,

who silenced their bawling by ' putting them in the jug !' "
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Having landed all my effects safely at the terminus in

London, the next thing was the final locale; and to decide

on this, my letters of introduction, or a part of them at

least, should be delivered; and for this and other dodgings

about through the city for a few days, the first gentleman to

whom I delivered a letter had the kindness to insist on my
using his horse and chaise during certain portions of the day^

when he did not use them himself. This was the kindest

thing that he could have done for me, and I shall never

forget the obligation he laid me under by doing so. His

footman, who accompanied me, relieved me from all anxiety

about the horse, which was a noble animal; and my long

errands through the mud were most delightfully abridged.

As the fatalities of life seem to bring us more or less

trouble in every step we take in it, I had mine, even in

this new and independent arrangement. In my first dash

through the streets with all the confidence and tact I had

acquired from my boyhood in driving a similar vehicle in

my own country, I was suddenly in the midst of fresh

misfortune by " turning to the right, as the law directs"

(the regulation and custom of the United States), which

brought my horse into the most frightful collision with a

pair that were driven by a gentleman, and who had reined
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in the same direction under the English custom of " turn

to the left."

This affair was not only one of imminent danger of harm,

which we had all luckily escaped, but one of exceeding

mortification to me from the circumstances which imme-

diately followed.

The extreme care and skill in driving, with the fine

training of horses in England (of which we have little idea

in the United States), render accidents in the streets of

London so exceedingly rare, that when they do occur they

immediately attract an immense crowd, and into the midst

of such an one was I thi-own by the unfortunate accident

which my ignorance rather than carelessness had just been

the cause of.

By the violence of the concussion I had been landed in

the street, and the gentleman, to whose harness I had done

some injury, was suddenly in front of me with his whip in

his hand ; and in the hearing of the crowd that was hovering

around, in the most excited manner, demanding of me what

I meant by driving against him in that awkward manner,

and threatening to hold me responsible for damages done by

not turning the right way, whilst I felt every disposition to

answer his questions respectfull}^ as I saw the injury

was all on his side. I still felt that a little tenacity was

allowable on my side ; and I almost as peremptorily de-

manded of him why he did not rein to the right, as the law

requires:—"Rein to the right!" said he, "who the devil

ever heard of such a thing as turning to the right ? Where
are you from, I should like to know ?" " 1 am from a coun-

try, sir, where the law directs all vehicles to ' turn to the

right.'" " \Miat country is that, I should like to know?"

"North America, sir." "Ila! just about what I should

have thought, sir :— I suppose I shall get pay for my
coupling-lines about the time the States pay intei-est."

" Most likely," said I, as we Avere mutually taking our

scats, amidst the sullen remarks that I heard in various
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parts of the crowd as I was driving off—" There 's a Yankee
for you !—ee's a rum-looking fellow, ha?—There 's a Repu-
diator for 3'ou"

—
'• i '11 be bound—" &c., &c., &c.

I drove off from this scene with some satisfaction that 1

had learned so important a fact at so little expense, and

steered my way very safely amidst the thousands of vehicles

of various sorts that I was passing and meeting, in which

time I was very pleasantly receiving a brief lecture on the

subject from my good-natured and very civil footman, who
was behind me ; in which (having silently learned in the

disaster we had just witnessed that I was from a foreign

country) he took especial pains to explain to me that " in

Hengland it 's holays the abit to turn to the left." Just at

that moment I found myself in a fresh difficulty, and some

danger also, by one wheel of my chaise grinding against the

curbstone, and a huge omnibus in full press against us, and

driving us on to the pavement, where it had at that

moment stopped and fastened us, whilst discharging a

passenger. I demanded of the driver, a sullen-looking

fellow, half covered with an apron or boot which pro-

tected him from the weather in front, and something

like a feather-bed and bolsters tied around his neck and

chin, and half concealing his bloated face, what he meant by
reining in upon me in that way, and crowding me upon the

pavement ? to which he grumly replied as he snapped his

whip, " I should like to know what business you have in

there ?" " Never mind," said 1, " I shall go ahead." " No
you woan't—ain't you old enough to know which side of a

carriage to pass ?" At that moment the conductor of the

omnibus cried out " All right !" which was echoed by a

policeman who had taken my horse by the bit. I was some-

what relieved, though a little surprised, at the verdict given

by the conductor and the policeman at the same instant,

that "all" (or both), as I at that moment understood it,

" were right." I sat still of course till the omnibus had left

us, nearly crushed, but luckily not damaged, when I said to
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my footman, " Why, what docs this mean?—what do you

call the ' left side' in this country, I should like to know ?"

To this he very distinctly as well as amusingly explained,

that the invariable custom in England is when meeting a

vehicle, to turn to the left, and when jjassing, to turn to the

riffht. But why did the policeman and the conductor say

Ave were both right or " all right ?" " Why, sir, you know

wen the homnibus olds up to land a gent or a lady, or to

take em hin, it would be wery hawkard to drive off wen

the lady ad one leg hin the bus and the other hout ; so

wen they are both hout or both hin, and all right, the con-

ductor ollows out ' Holl right !' and the bus goes hon, d'ye

see, sir?" "Ah, yes, I thank you, Jerry, 1 understand it

now." I was then growing wiser every moment amongst

the incidents that were occasionally taking place in my
drives with the goodnatured footman and his fine horse,

which I used for several days, much to my satisfaction

and amusement, without other accident or incident worth

the reader's valuable time.

I called upon my kind friend the Hon. C. A. Murray, at

his office in Buckingham Palace, where I was received with

all that frankness and sincerity peculiar to him ; and, with

his kind aid, and that of Charles D. Archibald, Esq., of

York Terrace, to whom I am also much indebted, the

arrangements were soon made for my collection in the

Egyptian Hall, which I took on a lease, for three years,

at a rent of 550/. per annum.

My collection was soon in it, and preparing for its exhi-

bition, while the grizly bears were still howling at the

Euston station, impatient for a more congenial place for

their future residence. It was quite impossible to give

them any portion of the premises I had contracted for in

the Egyptian Hall, and the quarters ultimately procured

for them being expensive, and the anxieties and responsi-

bilities for them daily increasing upon me as they were

growing stronger and more vicious in their dispositions, it

was decided that they should be offered for sale, and dis-
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posed of as soon as possible. For this purpose I addressed

letters to the proprietors of zoological gardens in Liverpool,

in Dublin, and Edinburgh, and several other towns, and

received, in reply from most of them, the answer that they

already had them in their gardens, and that they were

so complete a drug in England that they were of little

value. One proprietor assured me that he had recently been

obliged to shoot two that he had in his gardens, in conse-

quence of mischief they were doing to people visiting the

grounds, and to the animals in the gardens.

My reply to several of these gentlemen was, that since

the death of the famous old grizly bear, that had died a few

months before in Kegent's-park, it was quite certain that

there had not been one in the kingdom until the arrival of

these, " and that if either of those gentlemen would produce

me another living grizly bear, at that time, in the kingdom,

I would freely give him my pair." This seemed, however,

to have little weight with the proprietors of wild beasts ; but

I at length disposed of them for about the same price that

I had given for them four years before, when they were not

much larger than my foot (for the sum of 125/.) ; and they

wont to the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park.

A word or two more of them and the reader will have

done with the grizlies, who had been much obliged to me, no

doubt, for four years' maintenance, and for a sight of the

beauties of the ocean, and as much of the land of comforts

and refinements as they were allowed to see through the

bars of their cage, while they were travelling from the rude

wilds of the Rocky Mountains to the great metropolis, the

scat and centre of civilization and refinement. As in their

new abode they were allowed more scope and better at-

tendance, it was reasonable to suppose that their lives

would have been prolonged, and their comfort promoted

;

but such did not prove to be the case. From the continual

crowds about them, to which they had the greatest repug-

nance, they seemed daily to pine, until one of them

died of exceeding disgust (unless a better cause can be
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assigned), and the other with similar symptoms, added

to loneliness perhaps, and despair, in a few months after-

wards.

Thus ended the career of the grizly bears, and I really

believe there were no tears shed for them, unless they were

tears of joy, for they seemed to extend their acquaintance

only to add to the list of their enemies, wherever they

went.
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My business now, and all my energies, were concentrated at

the Egyptian Hall, where my collection was arranged upon

the walls. The main hall was of immense length, and

contained upon its walls 600 portraits and other paintings

which I had made during eight years' travels amongst forty-

eight of the remotest and wildest tribes of Indians in

America, and also many thousands of articles of their

manufacture, consisting of costumes, weapons, &c. &c.,

forming together a pictorial history of those tribes, which I

had been ambitious to preserve as a record of them, to be

perpetuated long after their extinction. In the middle of

the room I had erected also a wigwam (or lodge) brought

from the country of the Crows, at the base of the Rocky
Mountains, made of some twenty or more buffalo skins,

beautifully dressed and curiously ornamented and embroi-

dered with porcupine quills.

My friend the Honourable C. A. Murray, with several

others, had now announced my collection open to their

numerous friends and such others as they chose to invite

during the three first days when it was submitted to

their private view, and by whom it was most of the time

filled; and being kindly presented to most of them, my
unsentimental and unintellectual life in the atmosphere

of railroads and grizly bears was suddenly changed to a
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cheering flood of soul and intellect which greeted me in

every part of my room, and soon showed me the way to the

recessed world of luxury, refinements, and comforts of

London, which not even the imagination of those who merely

stroll through the streets can by any possibility reach.

During this private view I found entered in my book the

names of very many of the nobility, and others of the most

distinguished people of the kingdom. My friend Mr. Murray
was constantly present, and introduced me to very many of

them, who had the kindness to leave their addresses and

invite me to their noble mansions, where I soon appreciated

the elegance, the true hospitality and refinement of Eng-
lish life. Amongst the most conspicuous of those who
visited my rooms on this occasion were H. R. H. the Duke of

Cambridge, the Duke and Duchess of Sutherland, the Duke
and Duchess of Buccleuch, Duke of Devonshire, Duke of

Wellington, the Bishop of London, the Bishop of Norwich,

Sir Robert and Lady Peel, Lord Grosvcnor, Lord Lennox,

Duke of Richmond, Duke of Rutland, Duke of Bucking-

ham, Countess- Dowager of Dunmore, Countess-Dowager of

Ashburnham, Earl of Falmouth, Earl of Dunmore, Lord

Monteagle, Lord Ashley, Earl of Burlington, Sir James
and Lady Clark, Sir Augustus d'Este, Sir Francis Head,
and many others of the nobility, with most of the editors of

the press, and many private literary and scientific gentle-

men, of whose kindness to me while in London I shall have

occasion to speak in other parts of this work.

The kindness of my friend Mr. ]\Iurray on this occasion

can never be forgotten by me. He pointed out to my
illustrious visitors the principal chiefs and warriors of the

various tribes, with many of whom he was personally

acquainted ; explaining their costumes, v,-eapons, &c., with

all of which his rambles in the Indian countries beyond the

Mississippi and Missouri had made him quite familiar.

He led Duchesses, Countesses, and Ladies in succession

upon his arm, into the wigwam of buffalo-hides, where

he descanted, to the great satisfaction and amusement

d2
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of his friends, upon the curious modes of Indian life into

which he had been initiated, and which he had long

shared with these simple people, whilst he resided with

them under roofs of buffalo-hides (^like the one now over

their heads) on the vast plains and prairies of the wilds

of America.

This was evidently an opportunity aflFording him great

satisfaction, of illustrating to his friends the styles of pri-

mitive life which he had witnessed in America, whilst his

explanations and descriptions were exceedingly entertaining

and amusing to them, and at the same time the strongest

corroboration of the fidelity with which I had made them,

and therefore the best recommendation of them and me
to the consideration of the English community.

He was fully employed, as he led alternately the

Duchess of Sutherland (with her lovely daughters by her

side), and the Duchess of Buccleuch on his arm, and a

numerous group around him, while he commented upon the

features and disposition of his old friend Wee-ta-ra-sha-ro,

who had taken him under his immediate protection and saved

his life from the designs ofsome young men who had laid their

plans to destroy him when in the country of the Pawnees.

He explained to them and the Bishops of London and

Norwich, who were following in the wake of the ladies and

giving ear, the religious ceremony of the Indians, their

modes of warfare, of hunting, and throwing the lasso in

catching the wild horse. He showed them the Indian

cradles in which the squaws carry their pappooses, slung

on their backs. He took in his hands the lasso, and illus-

trated the mode of throwing it, with which he was familiar.

He took also in his hands their war-clubs, their tomahawks
and scalping knives, and then the scalps from the heads of

enemies slain in battle, and ably explained them all. With
these he made lasting and thrilling impressions ; but with

more satisfaction to himself, and to the fair and tender

Graces, whose sylph-like gracefulness formed a halo of

loveliness around him, he pointed to my paintings of the
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ever verdant and enamelled prairies— to the very copses and

lawns through which, with his unerring rifle, he had stalked

the timid antelope or the stately elk and shaggy bison, and,

after quieting his raving stomach with their broiled delica-

cies, he had straightened his wearied limbs upon his spread

buffalo robe, and, with the long, waving grass and bowing

lilies stooping over his head, he had reflected upon London,

upon Palaces and friends, as he had glided into that sweet

forgetfulness that belongs peculiarly to the wearied hunts-

man, whose rifle has catered for his stomach, and whose

quiet conscience starts him not at the rustling of the

sweetened winds that are gently breezing over him.

/was also constantly engaged with surrounding groups,

who were anxious to know the meaning and moral of this

strange and unintelligible collection, while my man Daniel,

with his rod in his hand, was enlightening another party at

the end of the room, by pointing out the leading personages

of the various tribes, explaining their costumes, weapons,

&c., and answering the thousand questions which were put

to him, and which several years of familiarity with the

subject had abundantly qualified him to do.

Thus passed my first interview with the English aris-

tocracy. I was in the midst and the best of it ; and by it, on

all sides, was met with the kindliest feelings and con-

descension, while I received compliments from all (in the

most undoubted sincerity) for the successful efforts I had

thus made to perpetuate the records of an abused and dying

race of human beings.

The reception that myself and my works met on these

days, amongst the highest critics, the most refined and

elevated of the world, was beyond description pleasurable

to me, as I had arrived a stranger in a foreign land, where

I had risked everything upon the value that should be set

upon my labours; and that, where I had been told that

national prejudices would labour to defeat me. My life had

been a tissue of risks and chances, and I resolved to hazard

again ; and I am now pleased (and bound) to acknowledge
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that I was frankly met with the most unprejudiced and

congenial feelings ; and, even more than that, with a settled

and genuine sympathy for the benighted people whom my
works were representing, and a disposition to reward my
labours by kind and unexpected invitations to the hospi-

table boards of those who fill the highest and most enviable

stations in life.

To this general feeling it affords me pleasure to respond

in general terms, in this place ; and I shall have occasion, in

other parts of this work, to return my personal thanks for

such spontaneous kindness, which my lasting gratitude will

make it my duty to allude to.

The editors of the leading literary and scientific journals

of London, and of the daily newspapers, were chiefly there,

and with their very friendly and complimentary notices of

my collection, with the usual announcements by advertise-

' plants, I opened it for the inspection of the public on the

first day of February, 1840.*

Its commencement was flattering, from the numbers and

high respectability of my visitors, and I was pleased, from

day to day, to meet the faces and friendly greetings of those

whom I had seen there at the private view.

I was pleased also with the freedom which is granted to

exhibitions in London, leaving them entirely independent

of tithing or taxation, as well as of licences to be obtained

from the police, as is the case in France and some other

countries. Under such auspices I very pleasantly com-

menced, with a rent of 550Z. per annum, and continued it

with reasonable success for the space of four years. The
vicissitudes and incidents of that time it is not the object

of this work to detail ; but I shall connect the links of my
narrative better, and, I trust, do no injustice to my readers,

by reciting a few of the incidents that transpired in that

* The reader, by referring to Appendix A of this rolume, will see the

comments of the Press on this Collection, in England, France, and the

United States.
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time : and, while I am doing so, endeavouring to do the

justice which gratitude prompts, to those persons whose

kindness has laid me under peculiar obligations.

Amongst those kind friends I must be allowed at present

to mention the names of the Hon. C. A. Murray, Sir Au-
gustus d'Este, Charles D. Archibald, Esq., Sir James
Clark, Sir Thomas Phillips, Mr. Petty Vaughan, Dr.

Hodgkin, Capt. Shippard, Sir Francis Head, Lord Mont-

cagle, John Murray, A. M. Perkins, and Sir David Wilkie ;

and there were many others with these who were very fre-

quently at my rooms ; and for their friendly and constant

efforts to promote my interest they have my sincerest thanks.

Several of these gentlemen, and others, whose visits were

so frequent to my rooms, having formed an acquaintance

with the Indians in their own country, or, from feelings

of sympathy for them, taken so deep an interest in the

subject, relieved me much of my time from the fatiguing

task which I had adopted of explaining around the rooms

such subjects as I considered most curious and instructive,

and of answering the thousands of questions which were

naturally put in every part of the room for information on

so novel and exciting a theme.

I had entered upon this, at first, not as a task but an

amusement, from which I drew great pleasure whilst I was

entertaining my visitors and cultivating their pleasing ac-

quaintance. From an over desire and effort on my part to

explain the peculiar and curious modes of those wild people,

and from a determination on the part of my visitors to get

these explanations from my own lips (although I had my
man Daniel and several others constantly in the rooms for

the same purpose), I was held in my exhibition rooms almost

daily from morning until night.

My men were able to explain the meaning of everything

in the collection, but this did not satisfy the public whilst I was

present. All inquired for me : "Where's Mr. Catlin? he's

the Lion; his collection is wonderful; but I would give

more to see him than all the rest." " He is yonder. Madam,
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at the farther end of the room, where you see a crowd of

people around him."

I was generally in the midst of a crowd, who were densely

packed around me; moving about the rooms whilst, with a

rod in my hand to point with, I was lecturing or answering

the numerous questions which were naturally put relative to

these strange people and their modes. To lecture or to ex-

plain all day, following the current of one's thoughts, would
have been a thing feasible, though fatiguing ; but to stand

upon one's feet and all day long to answer to interrogations,

and many of those fifty times over, to different parties who
were successively taking me in tow, I soon found was far

more fatiguing than my travels and labours in the Indian

wilderness ; and I at length (at a much later period than my
friends and my physician advised) gradually withdrew from

the scene and this suicidal course, just before it might have

been too late to have saved anything useful of me.

I followed the advice of my physician by going to my
rooms at stated hours, but soon departed from it by failing

to leave them with punctuality, and take recreation in the

open air. The partial change I had adopted, however, was

of advantage to me—talking part of the day and breaking

off and leaving my men to do the talking for the other half

Like most adventurers in wilderness life I was fond of

describing what I had seen ; and, having the works of several

years around me, in their crude and unfinished condition,

spread before the criticising world, and difficult to be appre-

ciated, I was doubly stimulated to be in the collection, and

with all the breath I could spare, to add to the information

which the visitors to my rooms were seeking for. Under
these conflicting feelings I struggled to keep away from my
rooms, and did so for a part of the day, and that, as I soon

found, only to meet a more numerous and impatient group
when I re-entered.

All of the above-mentioned kind friends, and many others,

repeatedly called to impress upon me the necessity of leav-

ing my exhibition to my men, " to save my lungs—to save
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my life," as they said. Some snatched me away from the

crowd, and in the purest kindness hurled me through the

streets in their carriages, still yelling answers to their

numerous questions as we were passing over the noisy

pavements ; and then at their kind and festive boards, to

which I had been brought as places of refuge and repose,

I was, for an instance, presented as—" My dear, this is

Mr. Catlin ! {Plate No. 3, next page.)—Mother, you have

heard of Mr. Catlin?—Cousins Lucy and Fanny, here 's

the celebrated Mr. Catlin you have heard me speak of so

often. Poor fellow ! I have dragged him away from his

exhibition, where they are talking him to death—he must

have repose— and here we can entertain and amuse him.

Here, my little chicks—come here all of you—here 's Mr.
Catlin!—here 's the man who has been so long among the

wild Indians ! he will tell you a great many curious stories

about them. Where 's sister Ellen, and Betty ?" " Oh,

they are in the garden with Mr. S. and his son, who has

just returned from New Zealand." '• Good, good ; run

for them, run for them, quick ! Send the carriage for aunt

W n as swift as possible, and don't let her fail to stop

on the way and bring Lady R e : you know how fond she

is of the Indian character—she was three j'ears, you know,

in Canada—and the poem she is now writing on the Indians !

What a treat this will be to her ! Won't it be delightful

to see her and Mr. Catlin come together ? She told me
the other day she had a thousand questions she wished to

put to Mr. Catlin— how interesting! Have the dinner up
at six—no, say at seven ; it will give us the more time for

conversation, and for Professor D., the phrenologist, to get

here, and whom I have invited—he 's always behind the

time—-and this treat will be so rich to him— I would not

miss him for anything in the world."

My lecturing lungs and stomach being under a running

engagement for dinner at three o'clock, the sound of " six
"

—then, " no, seven," with the words " Indian poem," " phre-

nologist," &c., produced a most rebellious and faltering
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sensation in my chest ; the one entirely exhausted from its

customary exertions until three o'clock, and the other, at

that moment, completely in a state of collapse. The difficult

trials I had lived through with the latter, however, in my
wild adventures in the Indian wilderness, and the more
recent proofs in the Egyptian Hall, of the elasticity of the

other, inspired me with courage to enter upon the ordeal

that was before me, and (even in distress) justly to appre-

ciate what was so kindly preparing for me.

I here instantly forgot my troubles as the party entered

from the gardens, when I was thus presented by my good

fi-iend:—"Ellen, my dear, and Betty, here 's Mr. Catlin
;

and, Mr. S n, I have the extreme pleasure of presenting

to your acquaintance the famous Mr. Catlin, whose name
and whose works are familiar to you : and now, Catlin, my
dear fellow, I introduce you to Mr. J. S., the son of

the gentleman with whom I have just made you acquainted.

Mr. J. S. has just returned from amongst the natives

of New Zealand, where he has spent three or four years

;

and your descriptions of all the modes and customs of the

North American Indians, compared with his accounts of

the New Zealanders, will be so rich a treat to us ! But,

Catlin, you look pale ! Are you not well ? You look so

fagged !" " Yes, yes ; I am well." " Oh, that plagued

exhibition of yours —it will be the death of you ! You must
keep away from it, or you will talk yourself to death there !

My good friends, come, take seats ! Catlin, my dear fellow,

come, join us in a glass of good old sherr3f—it will give you

an appetite for your dinner—Is it to your liking ?" " I

thank you, it is very fine." " Will j'ou take another ?"

" No, I am much obliged to you." " My dear, look at the

clock—what time is it ?" " Quarter past five." " Ah, well,

I didn't think it was so late—be sure to have the dinner up
at seven—do you hear?"

Oh, Time and Paper ! I will not tax you with the pains

of kindness I was at that moment entering upon— I, who had
been for eight years eating at the simple Indians' hos-
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pitable boards, where eating and talking are seldom done

together ; or taking my solitary meals, cooked by my own

hand, where I had no one to talk with—but will leave it

to Imagination's exhaustless colours, which, for a harmless

pastime, will paint the pleasures, perhaps, of the dragging

hours of my lifetime that I sighed through from that until

twelve o'clock at night (the last half-hour of which I had

stood upon my feet, with my hat in my hand, taking affec-

tionate leave, with, '• My dear, charming Sir, you can't tell

how happy we have all been—your accounts have been so

interesting ! You must come another evening and dine

with us, and we will have Mr. G. and Mr. and Mrs.

L n ; they will be so impatient to hear you tell all you

have told us. Goodnight!

—

good n\g\il\—we shall all be

in a party at your exhibition to-morrow at an early hour,

at ten o'clock—mind, don't forget the hour—and it will be

so delightful to hear you explain everything in your col-

lection, which my dear husband has seen so often, and says

are so curious and interesting. Poor fellow ! he is quite

knocked up—he has been up all day, and constantly talking,

and was so completely worn out that he went off to bed an

hour ago—you will know how to excuse him. We ladies

can often entertain our friends long after his powers of con-

versation are fagged out. Good night—good night, my
dear Sir —farewell

!"

Thus and at that hour I took leave, when the busses

and cabs were all still, and I had, from necessity, a solitary

walk of three miles to my lodgings ; and before I laid my
head on my pillow, from an equal necessity, to feed my poor

stomach with some substitute for dinner, which had been in

abundance before my eyes, but which the constant exercise

of my lungs had prevented me from eating. Such a rendez-

vous as had been appointed for ten o'clock the next day,

and by so fair and so kind a lady, even the rough polite-

ness of a savage would have held sacred.

At twelve o'clock on the following morning, and when 1

had nearly finished my descriptions of Indian modes to the
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ladies, my kind friend who had taken me to his house the

day before, and having a little overslept himself on that

morning had taken a late breakfast at eleven, entered the

rooms with three or four of his friends, and quite rapidly

addressed his wife in the following manner :
—" Come now,

my dear, you and your party have kept poor Catlin talking

and answering questions quite long enough
; you will kill

him if you don't let him rest once in a while. See how pale

the poor man is. Go off and get home as quick as possible.

See all this crowd waiting around to talk him to death

when you are done with him. I have brought Mr. C, the

famous mineralogist, and the two Mr. N.'s, the geologists,

to whom I want him to explain the mineralogy and geology

of those boundless regions, of the Missouri and Rocky
Mountains, and I was to have had the famous botanist, Mr.

D. S— , but he may come by and by; and after we have

done here, I am going to take him, that he may have a

little relaxation and repose, to the British Museum, which

he has not seen yet, and to the Geological Society's rooms
;

and after that, I have got for him an invitation to dine

with the Eeverend Mr. O., who will have several reverend

gentlemen, and the famous Miss E. and Mrs. W., who you

know are all so anxious to learn about the Indians' religion

and modes of worship." I was then introduced to my friend's

three or four companions, but a few moments after was

reminded, by one of my men, of an engagement which took

me oflP for the remainder of that day.
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CHAPTER V.

Author's illness from overtalking in his collection—Daniel's illness from

the same cause—Character of Daniel—His labour-saving plan for an-

swering one hundred questions—His disappointment—Daniel travels to

Ireland for his health—Author prepares to publish his Notes of Travel

amongst the Indians—John Murray (publisher)—His reasons for not

publishing the Author's work—His friendly advice—Author's book pub-

lished by himself at the Egyptian Hall—Illustrious subscribers—Thomas

Moore—Critical notices in London papers.

In this manner passed the time from day to day, from

week to week, and from month to month ; and as I was daily

growing richer, I was daily growing poorer

—

i. e. I was day

by day losing my flesh, not from the usual cause, the want

of enough to eat, but from, derangement of the lungs and

the stomach, both often overworked, with a constant excite-

ment and anxiety of the mind, the seat of which was not far

distant.

I endeavoured, however, and gradually succeeded in

dividing my time and my thoughts, giving a proper ])ropor-

tion to the public in my rooms, a portion to my friends,

and (as it was then becoming a matter of necessity for the

preparation of my notes of eight years' travel, which were

soon to be published) decidedly the greater part to myself,

leaving my exhibition mostly to the management of my
men, of whom I had several, and all familiar enough with

the meaning of everything in the collection to give a lucid

description of its contents.

As 1 was gradually receding from the exhibition, the

arduous duties began to thicken more strongly upon my
man Daniel, of whom I have before often spoken. He had

been longest associated with me and my collection, and

having it more by heart than the rest, was the foremost
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man in illustrating it, of which he had been curator for

seven or eight years. I have before mentioned that he was

of a quick and irascible disposition, exceedingly tenacious

of national feelings, and those national prejudices mostly

in favour of the country I said he had some twenty years

since adopted—the United States. Though he was quick-

tempered and violent in his prejudices, there was always

the redeeming trait at the end, that his anger was soon

over, and there was good nature and civility at the bottom.

Though I had often complaints made to me of the

want of politeness or of the rudeness of my man Daniel, I

generally found that they were instances where he had

been provoked to it by some unnecessary allusions to the

vices of his own country, or by some objections to his political

opinions relative to the institutions of the United States,

upon which subjects he holds himself exceedingly punc-

tilious and very well jjrepared for debate. With whatever

foibles he has, I have found him invariably and strictly an

honest man ; and many of his highest offences alleged to

have been given to the public in my rooms, were given

strictly in obedience to my orders for the support of the

I'cgulations of my exhibition, or for the protection of my
property and the advancement of my interest. To those

who entered my rooms respectfully for information, he was

civil and communicative, and all such drew valuable infor-

mation from him, and many became attached to him. His

lungs were row labouring for me, while mine were getting

a little rest ; and from morning to night of every day he

was conducting individuals and parties around the rooms,

pointing out and explaining the leading peculiarities of the

museum, and answering the thousand questions that were

asked by all classes of society relative to the looks, the

modes, and habits of the Indians—the countries they lived

in—and also of Mr. Catlin, the proprietor and collector of

the museum, whom all were anxious to see, and many of

whom had been led to believe was himself an Indian.

In my own answering of these questions, many of which
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were natural to be raised on so new and exciting a subject,

I was often amused, and as often surprised at the novelty

and ignorance of many of them, even amongst a polite and

well-clad and apparently well-educated class of people.

Many of the questions, which only excited a smile with me,

elicited broad laughter from Daniel, which he could not

help, and having laughed, could not well avoid expressing

his surprise at, and his detection of, which gave umbrage,

and sometimes was another cause of difficulties that ho

occasionally though seldom got into.

I observed, after a while, that the same causes which had
affected me were emaciating him, and he finally told me that

he was talking his lungs out—and that he could not bear

it much longer at the rate he was going on. The questions

which were constantly put to him in the room were so much
of a sort, or class, that there was little variety or novelty in

them to please or excite him ; almost every person putting

the same ; much the greater part of them being general,

and therefore irksome to him, as they were often asked

a hundred or more times in the day and as often answered.

He came to me one evening, seemingly much relieved from

the painful prospect he had been suffering under, and which

was still before him, by the hope that I would adopt a plan

he had hit upon for obviating much of the difficulty, and of

saving his lungs for the explanations of questions which

might be casual, and not exactly reduced to rule. He said

he had ascertained that there were about 100 questions which

were commonplace—were put (and in the same way pre-

cisely) by the greater part of people who came in, and had
time to ask them ; and that 50 of those, at least, were asked

100 times per day, the answering of which took the greater

part of his time and the best part of his strength, which he

thought might be reserved for giving more useful in-

formation, while these 100 questions, the most of which

were extremely simple or silly, and of little importance

to be known, might be disposed of by a printed table

of answers placed around the rooms for every one to read as
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they walked, without the loss of time and fatigue consequent

upon the usual mode of asking and answering questions.

Though I could not consent to adopt his mode, yet I was

amused at its ingenuity ; and I give here but a small part

of his list, which commenced and ran thus :

—

" The Indians have no beards at all, only may be one in twenty or so."

" The Indians rforaV shave—they pull it out, when they have any beard."

" Virtuous ?—Yes. I should say they are quite as much so as the whites,

if the whites would keep away from them and let them alone."

" Ah, as amorous ?—No. Mr. Catlin says they have not the spices of life

and the imaginations to set them on, or I'll venture they would be quite as

bad as the whites."

" The Indians in America are not cannibals. Mr. Catlin says there is

no such thing."

" No, there are no tribes that go entirely naked ; they are all very decent."

" The Indians don't eat raw meat, they cook it more than the whites do."

" Mr. Catlin was amongst the Indians eight years, and was never killed

during that time."

" The scalp is a patch of the skin and hair taken from the top of the

head by a warrior when he kills his enemy in battle."

" No, they don't scalp the living—it is not a scalp to count if the man

" They sometimes eat a great deal, to be sure, but generally not so much
as white people."

" They do get drunk sometimes, but white people sell them rum and

make them so, therefore I don't think we ought to call them drunkards

exactly."

" The Indians all get married—some have a number of wives."

" Yes, they seem as fond of their wives as any people I ever saw."

" The Indians never injured Mr. Catlin in any way."

" Mr. Catlin didn't live on 'raw meat;' he was one time eighteen

months with nothing but meat to eat, but it was well cooked."

" The Indians know nothing about salt—they don't use it at all."

" Reason! yes; why, do you think they are wild beasts? to be sure

they reason as well as we do."

" They are thieves, sometimes ; but I don't think they thieve so often

as white people do."

" The Indians do lend their wives sometimes to white men, but it is only

their old superannuated ones, who are put aside to hard labour, so it is a sort

of kindness all around, and I don't see that there is much harm in it."

" The Indians all have their religion, they all worship the Great

Spirit."
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" They are treacherous, to be sure, towards their enemies only, and I'll

be whipped if the white people an't just as bad."

" The Indians are cruel, there's no mistake about that ; but it is only to

their enemies."

" Sale? there won't be any sale; Mr. Catlin don't intend to sell his

collection in this country."

" Mr. Catlin is not an Indian."

" No, he has no Indian blood in him."

" Mr. Catlin speaks the English language very well."

" The Indians don't raise tea."

" They never eat the scalps."

" The Indians that Mr. Catlin saw are not near Chusan, they arc 3,000

miles from there, they are in America."

" You can't come overland from America."

" A seal ping-knife is any large knife that an Indian takes a scalp wilh."

" A prairie is a meadow."

" The Indians speak their oivn language."

" A pappoose is an Indian baby while it is carried in the cradle."

" A prairie bluff is a hill that is covered with grass."

" The Rocky Mountains are in America, between New York and t.h-i

Pacific Ocean, and not in the Indies at all."

" A snag is a large tree that is lying in the river, its roots fast in tlie

mud at the bottom, and its trunk at the top, pointing down the stream."

" Sawyers are not alligators."

" An alligator is a sort of crocodile."

" The Chesapeake didn't take the Shannon, it was the Shannon that;

took the Chesapeake."

" The Americans are white, the same colour exactly as the English, and

speak the same language, only they speak it a great deal better, in general."

" A stump is the but-end and roots of a tree standing in the ground after

the tree is chopped down."

" It is true that all Indian women stay away from their husbands the

seven days of their illness, and I think they are the decentest people of the

two for doing it."

" A squaw is an Indian woman who is married."

" The Calumet is a pipe of peace."

" Horns on a chief's head-dress have no bad meaning."

" Mr. Catlin is not a repudiator," &c., &c.

And thus went on poor Daniel's list to the number of about

100 commonplace questions which he had hoped to have dis-

posed of by a sort of steam operation ; but finding that they
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must all continue to be "done by hand," as before, he re-

turned to his post, which, from his disappointment in his un-

realized hopes, seemed to drag more heavily than ever upon
him, and so rapidly to wear him down that he was obliged to

plan a tour to his own native land of Erin, where he went for

some weeks, to restore his lungs and his strength. His labour-

saving suggestion might have been a very convenient one for

me in his absence, but it was dispensed with, and he was soon

back at his post, recruited and assuming the command again,

whilst I was busy in advancing the material for my forthcom-

ing work.

• The Notes of my Eight Years' Travels amongst Forty-

eight different Tribes of Indians in America, to be illus-

trated with more than 300 steel plate illustrations, were

nearly ready to be put to press ; and I called on my good

friend John Murray, in Albemarle Street, believing that he

w5uld be glad to publish them for me. To my surprise he

oJ?jected to them (but without seeing my manuscript), for

two reasons which he at once alleged : first, because he was

afraid of the great number of illustrations to be embodied in

the work, and secondly for (certainly) the most unfashionable

reason, tliat "he loved me too much!"' I had brought a

Jetter of introduction to him from his old friend Washington

. .Lvving; and from the deep interest Mr. Murray had taken

in my collection and the history and prospects of the poor

•Indians, my rooms (which were near his dwelling-house)

were his almost daily resort, and I a weekly guest at

his hospitable board, where I always met gentlemen of

eminence connected with literature and art. Good and

generous old man ! he therefore " loved me too much "

to share with me the profits of a work which he said should

all belong to me for my hard labour and the risks of my life I

had run in procuring it ; and as the means of enlarging those

profits he advised me to publish it myself. " I would advise

you," said he, "as one of your best friends, to publish your

own book ; and I am sure you will make a handsome profit by

it. Being an artist yourself, and able to make the drawings
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for your 300 illustrations, which for mc would require a

very great outlay to artists to produce them, and having

in your exhibition-room the opportunity of receiving sub-

scriptions for your work, which I could not do, it will be

quite an easy thing for you to take names enough to cover

all the expenses of getting it up, which at once will place

you on safe ground ; and if the work should be well received

by Mr. Dilke and others of the critical world, it will insure

you a handsome reward for your labours, and exceedingly

please your sincere friend, John Murray."

This disinterested frankness endeared me to that good

man to his last days, and his advice, which I followed, re-

sulted, as he had predicted, to my benefit. My subscription

list my kind friend the Hon. C. A. Murray had in a few

days commenced, with the subscriptions of

Her most gracious MAJESTY the QUEEN,
H. R. H. Prince Albert,

Her Majesty the Queen Dowager,

H. R. H. the Duchess of Kent,

His Majesty the King of the Belgians,

H. M. the Queen of the Belgians,

His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex,

H. R. H. Leopold Due de Brabant,

After which soon followed a complimentary list of the

nobility and gentry, together with the leading institutions

of the kingdom.

My work was published by myself, at the Egyptian Hall,

and the only fears which my good friend John Murray had

expressed for me were all dispersed by the favourable an-

nouncements by Mr. Dilke, of the Athenaeum, and the

editors of other literary journals, from which it will be seen

that the subjoined notices are but very brief extracts.

It may not be improper also here to remark, that for all

the Royal copies subscribed for above, the Hon. C. A. Murray
E 2
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was ordered to remit me douLle the amount of the price of

the work ; and that, on a subsequent occasion, when my
dear wife and myself were guests at the dinner table of John

Murray, he said to his old friend Thomas Moore, who was

by our side, " That wild man by the side of you there, Mr.

Catlin, who has spent enough of his life amongst the wild

Indians (sleeping on the ground and eating raw buffalo meat)

to make you and I as grey as badgers, and who has not

yet a grey hair in his head, applied to me about a year ago

to publish his Notes. I was then—for the first time in my
life—too honest for my own interest, as well as that of an

author ; and I advised him to publish it himself, as the surest

way of making something out of it. My wife here will tell

you that I have read every word of it through, heavy as it

is, and she knows it is the only book that I have read quite

through in the last five years. And I tell Mr. Catlin now,

in your presence, that I shall regret as long as I live that I

did not publish that work for him ; for as sincerely as I

advised him, I could have promoted his interest by so doing,

and would have done so, had 1 known what was in the work

when he proposed it to me."

The reader will pardon me for inserting here the critical

notices which follow :

—

Edinburgh Review. Fifteen pages.

" Living with them as one of themselves ; having no trading purposes

to serve ; exciting no enmity by the well-meant but suspicious preaching

of a new religion, Mr. Catlin went on with his rifle and his pencil, sketch-

ing and noting whatever he saw worthy of record ; and wisely abandoning

all search for the ancient history of a people who knew no writing, he

confined his labours to the depicting exactly what he saw, and that only.

Notes and sketches were transmitted, as occasion served, to New York,

and the collected results now appear, partly in a gallery which has been for

some time exhibited in London, containing some five hundred pictures of

Indian personages and scenes, drawn upon the spot, with specimens of their

dress and manufactures, their arts and arms; and partly, as just stated, of

the volumes under our hands, which display engravings of most of those

specimens and pictures, accompanied by a narrative, written in a very

pleasant, homely style, of his walks and wanderings in the ' Far West.'

" The reader will find a compensation in the vigour of the narrative,

yhich, like a diary, conveys the vivid impressions of the moment, instead of
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being chilled and tamed down into a more studied composition. Such as

the work is, we strongly recommend it to the perusal of all who wish to

make themselves acquainted with a singular race of men and system of man-

ners, fast disa|)pearing from the face of the earth ; and which have nowhere

else been so fully, curiously, and graphically described."

Westminstee Review. Twelve pages.

" This is a remarkable book, written by an extraordinary man. A work

valuable in the highest degree for its novel and curious information about

one of the most neglected and least understood branches of the human
family. Mr. Catlin, without any pretension to talent in authorship, has

yet produced a book which will live as a record when the efforts of men of

much higher genius have been forgotten. Every one in London has seen

Mr. Catlin's unique gallery, and his attractive exhibition of living models

at the Egyptian Hall ; we cannot too strongly recommend them to our

country friends. And here we take our leave of a work over which we

have lingered with much pleasure, strongly recommending it to the reader,

and hoping its extensive sale will amply repay Mr. Catlin for the great

outlay he must have incurred."

Dublin University Magazine. Fifteen pages.

" Mr. Catlin's book is one of the most interesting which we have perused

on the subject of the Indians. His pencil has preserved the features of

races which in a few years will have disappeared ; and his faithful and

accurate observations may be considered as the storehouse from whence

future writers on such topics will extract their most authentic statements."

Tait's EDiNBnRGH Magazine. Two Notices, Twenty-two pages.

" This is altogether an unique work. It may be considered as a

Catalogue Raisonnee of the numerous objects of art and curiosity which

Mr. Catlin has collected in the course of his wanderings, and arranged in

his Indian Gallery. The narrative of Mr. Catlin's personal adventures

during the wandering years in which he was thus engaged, forms a work as

unique in literature, as his collection of original portraits and curiosities

is rare in art.

" Many curious traits of character and pictures of manners are exhibited

in these large and closely-printed volumes, which will remain an interesting

record of the Homeric age and race of North America, when, save a few

wild traditions and scattered relics, and a few of the musical and sonorous

Indian names of lakes, rivers, and hunting grounds, every other trace of

the red man will have perished on that vast continent."

LiTEEABT Gazette, London. TItree Notices, Twenty-fire Columns.

" Catlin's Book on the North American Indians.—An unique work ! A
work of extraordinary interest and value. Mr. Catlin is the Historian of
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the Red Races of mankind ; of a past world, or at least of a world fast

passing away, and leaving hardly a trace or wreck behind. We need not

recommend it to the world, for it recommends itself, beyond our praise."

AiHKNiEUM, London. Four Notices, Thirty-one Columns.

"The public have fully confirmed the opinion we formerly pronounced

on Catlin's Indian gallery, as the most interesting exhibition which, in our

recollection, had been opened in London. The production of the icork

will, therefore, be most acceptable to those who have seen the exhibition,

as serving to refresh their memories ; to those who have not, as helping to

explain that of which they have heard so much ; to all as a pleasant

narrative of adventure, and a circumstantial and detailed history of the

manners and customs of an interesting people, whose fate is sealed, whose

days are numbered, whose extinction is certain. The Americans should

make much of Mr. Catlin for the sake of by-gone days, which his books,

portraits, and collections will present to their grandchildren."

Art Union, London.

" We have rarely examined a work at once so interesting and so useful

as this; the publication of which is, in truth, a benefit conferred upon the

world ; for it is a record of things rapidly passing away, and the accurate

traces of which are likely to be lost within a brief time after they have been

discovered. As a contribution to the history of mankind, these volumes

will be of rare value long after the last of the persecuted races are with ' the

Great Spirit,' and they may even have some present effect ; for they cannot

fail to enlist the best sympathies of humanity on the side of a most singular

people. The book is exceedingly simple in its style ; it is the production

of a man of benevolent mind, kindly affections, and sensitive heart, as well

as of keen perceptions and sound judgment. If we attempted to do justice

to its merits, we should fill a number of our work instead of a column of it

;

we must content ourselves with recommending its perusal to all who covet

knowledge or desire amusement ;—no library in the kingdom should be

without a copy."

Times, London. One Notice, Three Columns.

" The reflection is almost insupportable to a humane mind, that the

indigenous races of America, comprising numerous distinct nations, the

original proprietors of that vast continent, are probably doomed to entire

extermination—a fate which has already befallen a large portion of the red

tribes. It is still more painful to think that this should be the eflPect of the

spread of the civilized races, who thus become the agents of a wholesale

destruction of their fellow-men. If these melancholy truths were capable

of aggravation, it may be found in the dreadful fact that the process of de-

struction is not left to the slow operation of invisible and insensible causes.
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but is hastened by expedients devised for that express end by civilized men,

the tribes being stimulated or compelled to the destruction of each other,

or provided with the means of destroying themselves.

" Mr. Catlin, the author of the work which has suggested these ob-

servations, has had better opportunities for studying the character of the

North American Indians than most travellers since the early French writers.

" Mr. Catlin is an American, a native of Wyoming, and the publisher

of his own work, at the Egyptian Hall."

MoENiNG Chronicle, London.

" As a work intended merely for general amusement, and independently

of the higher object to which it is devoted, Mr. Catlin's book will be found

exceedingly interesting. The salient or rugged points of its style have not

been smoothed down by any literary journeyman. Mr. Catlin ventures

alone and unaided before the public. What he has seen in the prairie, and

noted down in its solitude, he sends forth, with all the wildness and fresh-

ness of nature about it. This, together with his free and easy conversational

style, plentifully sprinkled with Americanisms, gives a peculiar charm to

his descriptions, which are not merely animated or life-like, but life itself.

The reader is made to believe himself in the desert, or lying among friendly

Indians in the wigwam, or hurried along in the excitement of the chase.

He is constantly surrounded by the figures of the red man, and hears the

rustle of their feathers, or the dash of their half-tamed steeds as they bound

by him.

" The work is ornamented with hundreds of engravings, taken from

original pictures drawn by Mr. Catlin, of the persons, manners, customs,

and scenes that he met with in his wanderings. They give an additional

value to those volumes which are published, as the title-page informs us,

by Mr. Catlin himself, at the Egyptian Hall. We wish him all the

success to which his candour no less than his talents fully entitle him."

Morning Herald, London.

" In the two ample volumes just published, and illustrated with more

than 300 plates, Mr. Catlin has given to the world a lasting and inva-

luable memorial of the doomed race of the Red Man, which, after having

from immemorial time held the unmolested tenancy of an entire continent,

is now but too obviously hurried on to utter extinction. Mr. Catlin's

literary matter resembles his drawings ; it has all the freshness of the sketch

from nature. Through both he brings us into companionship with the red

man, as if careering with him over the boundless plains, the primeval forests

of his hunting grounds in the far West, or in the vicinity of his temporary

village settlements, witnessing his athletic games, his strange, fantastic

dances, and his spontaneous endurance of those revolting tortures by which

he evinces his unflinching stoicism."
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Morning Post, London.

" Upwards of three hundred very well executed etchings from the paint-

ings, drawn by Mr. Catlin, adorn these volumes, and offer to the eye one

of the most complete museums of an almost unknown people that ever was

given to the public. The style of the narrative is diffuse, inartificial, and

abounding in Yankeeisms ; but it is earnest, honest, and unpretending ; and

contains most undoubted and varied information relative to the red savage

of America, fresh from the wilds, and unerabittered by border hostility or

unfounded prejudice. These volumes are handsomely printed, and ' brought

out,' in all respects, with much care and taste."

Spectator, London. Five Columns.

" The illustrative plates of these volumes are numbering upwards of

three hundred subjects—landscapes, hunting scenes, Indian ceremonies,

and portraits form a remarkable feature, and possess a permanent interest

as graphic records. They are outline etchings from the author's paintings,

and are admirable for the distinct and lively manner in which the charac-

teristics of the scenes and persons are portrayed : what is called a style of
art would have been impertinent, and might have tended to falsify. Mr.
Catlin, in his homely, but spirited manner, seizes upon the most distin-

guishing points of his subjects by dint of understanding their value, and

every touch has significance and force : hence the number of details and

the extent of view embraced in these small and slight sketches, hence their

animation and reality."

Atlas, London. Three Notices, Twelve Columns.

" This publication may be regarded as the most valuable accession to the

history of the fast perishing races of the aboriginal world that has ever been

collected by a single individual. The descriptions it contains are minute

and full, and possess the advantage of being wonderfully tested by the long

experience of the writer, and verified by the concurrent testimonials of

many individuals intimately acquainted with the scenes and races delineated.

The engravings, which are liberal to an unprecedented extent, cannot be

too highly praised for their utility as illustrations. To the readers who
have never had an opportunity of visiting Mr. Catlin's gallery, these

engravings will form for them quite a museum of Indian curiosities in them-

selves ; while to those already familiar with the actual specimens, they will

serve as useful and agreeable souvenirs. But we chiefly approve and re-

commend this work to universal circulation for the sake of the pure and

noble philanthropy by which it is everywhere inspired. As the advocate

of the oppressed Indian, now vanishing before the white man on the soil of

his fathers, Mr. Catlin deserves the unmixed thanks of the Christian world.

His volumes are full of stimulants to benevolent exertion, and bear the

strongest testimony to the character of the races for whose preservation he
pleads."
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United Sebvice Gazette, London.

" Mr. Catlin is one of the most remarkable men of the age. Every one

who has visited his singularly interesting gallery at the Egyptian Hall,

must have been struck by liis remarkable intelligence on every subject con-

nected with the North American Indians ; but of its extent, as well as of

his extraordinary enthusiasm and thirst for adventure, we had formed no

idea until we had perused these volumes. In the present blaze condition of

English literature, in which hardly any work is published that is not founded

more or less on other volumes which have preceded it, until authorship has

dwindled to little more than the art of emptying one vessel into another, it is

refreshing to come across a book which, like the one before us, is equally

novel in subject, manner, and execution, and which may be pronounced,

without hyperbole, one of the most origir.al productions which have issued

from the press for many years. It is wholly impossible, in the compass of

a newspaper notice, either to analyze or afford even a tolerable idea of the

contents of such a book ; and for the present, at least, we must limit our-

selves altogether to the first volume."

Caledoniak Mekcukt, Edinburgh.
'

' Mr. Catlin's Lectures on the North-American Indians.—We have

much pleasure in publishing the following testimonial from a gentleman well

qualified to pronounce an opinion, on the remarkable fidelity and effect of

Mr. Catlin's interesting and instructive exhibition :

—

'Cottage, Haddington, 15th April, 1843.

' Dear Sir,— I have enjoyed much pleasure in attending your lectures at

the Waterloo-rooms in Edinburgh. Your delineations of the Indian cha-

racter, the display of beautiful costumes, and the native Indian manners,

true to the life, realised to my mind and view scenes I had so often witnessed

in the parts of the Indian countries where I had been ; and for twenty

years' peregrinations in those parts, from Montreal to the Great Slave River,

north, and from the shores of the Atlantic, crossing the Rocky Mountains,

to the mouth of the Columbia River, on the Pacific Ocean, west, I had op-

portunities of seeing much. Your lectures and exhibition have afforded me
great pleasure and satisfaction, and I shall wish you all that success which

you so eminently deserve, for the rich treat which you have afforded in our

enlightened, literary, and scientific metropolis.

' I remain, dear Sir, yours very truly,

' To George Catlin, Esq.' ' John Uaij>ane.

" The following is an extract of a letter received some days since by a

gentleman in Edinburgh, from Mr. James Hargrave, of the Hudson's

Bay Company, dated York Factory, Hudson's Bay, 10th December,

1842:—
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'Should you happen to fall in with Catlin's Letters on the North
American Indians, I would strongly recommend a perusal of them for the

purpose of acquiring a knowledge of the habits and customs of those tribes

among whom he was placed. Catlin's sketches are true to life, and are

powerfully descriptive of their appearance and character.'
"

The World of Fashion, London.

" We venture to affirm of Mr. Catlin's book, which can be said of very
few others, that it is impossible to open it at any page, and not continue its

perusal with unmingled satisfaction. It has too the rare quality of being
written by a man who says nothing but that which he knows, who describes

nothing but that which he has seen. We feel while reading the book as

in the society of a man of extraordinary observation, of great talent, of

wonderful accomplishments ; and most cordially and earnestly do we re-

commend this invaluable book to the patronage of the public generally, and
to the perusal of our readers in particular."

Weekly Dispatch, London.

" A person might well be startled and frightened at the appearance of

two such large volumes as these on only the manners, customs, and con-

dition of the North American Indians, a race of savages now almost extinct.

With all this complaint against the immense bulk of a book, moreover, on

such a subject, we are bound to confess that not only is it the least weari-

some of large books that we have for a long time seen, but that it is at

least one of the most amusing and animating amongst even the condensed

publications that for a considerable period have been submitted to our

perusal and judgment, and we can confidently recommend it to our

readers."

Chambers's Edinburgh Journal. Tivo Notices, Four Columns.

" Of all the works yet published on the subject of the aboriginal in-

habitants of North America, no one, it seems to us, can be compared in

point of accuracy and extent of research with that of Mr. Catlin. In the

course of eight years he traversed North America almost from end to end,

saw and mixed with forty-eight Indian tribes, composing a large portion

of the two millions of red people yet in existence, examined personally into

all their peculiarities, and, finally, accumulated a noble gallery of portraits,

and a rich museum of curiosities, calculated to form at once a lasting monu-
ment to himself and an invaluable record of Indian persons, manners, and

habiliments.

" Mr. Catlin, combining all the qualities of the traveller, artist, and

historian, merits no sparing notice. His two volumes, large octavo, and
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closely printed, are full of most interesting matter, and contain, besides,

upwards of three hundred beautiful illustrations, engraved from the original

paintings."

" Legation des Etats-Unis, Paris, Dec. 8th, 1841.

" Dear Sir,—No man can appreciate better than myself the admirable

fidelity of your drawings and book, which I have lately received. They

are equally spirited and accurate; they are true to nature. Things that

are, are not sacrificed, as they too often are by the painter, to things as in I

his judgment they should be.

" During eighteen years of my life I was superintendent of Indian affairs

in the north-western territory of the United States ; and during more than

five I was Secretary of War, to which department belongs the general

control of Indian concerns. I know the Indians thoroughly ; I have

spent many a month in their camps, council-houses, villages, and hunting

grounds ; I have fought with them and against them ; and I have nego-

tiated seventeen treaties of peace or of cession with them. I mention these

circumstances to show you that I have a good right to speak confidently

upon the subject of your drawings ; among them I recognize many of my
old acquaintances, and everywhere 1 am struck with the vivid representa-

tions of them and their customs, of their peculiar features and of their

costumes. Unfortunately they are receding before the advancing tide of

our population, and are probably destined, at no distant day, wholly to dis-

appear ; but your collection will preserve them, as far as human art can do,

and will form the most perfect monument of an extinguished race that the

world has ever seen.

" To Geo. Catlin." • " Lewis Cass.

\
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CHAPTER VI.

The Author's wife and two children arrive in the British Queen, from New
Yorlt—First appreciation of London—Sight-seeing—Author lectures in

the Royal Institution—Suggests a Museum ofitfawAmrf—Great applause

—

Vote of thanks by members of the Royal Institution—The " Museum of
History

"—Author lectures in the other literary and scientific institu-

tions of London—Author dines with the Royal Geographical Society,

and with the Royal Geological Society—Mrs. Catlin"s travels in the

" Far West"—Her welcome, and kind friends in London.

My work being published under the flattering auspices

explained in the foregoing pages, and now in the hands of

the reading public, attracted additional numbers of visitors

to my Rooms, greatly increasing the labours of poor Daniel,

and calling also for more of my time and attention, which

I could now better devote to it. My old friends were call-

ing to congratulate me on the success of my book, and

strangers to form an acquaintance with me and offer me
the civilities of their houses.

Though every part of these calls upon my time, either in

the labours of my exhibition or in the society of friends,

was pleasing and gratifying to me, yet it became necessary

for my health to evade a part of these excitements on either

hand, and I subsequently endeavoured, by a Umited indul-

gence in the pleasures of society, and a moderate endurance

of the excitements and fatigue of my Rooms, to save my
life ; throwing the cares and labours of the exhibition, as

much as possible, upon the broader shoulders and stronger

lungs of Daniel and his assistants.

I felt now as if I had a sort of citizenship in Lon-

don, and began to think of seeing its " sights ;
" and from

this time may date the commencement of my real appro-
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ciation of the elegances and comforts of London, its hospi-

talities, and the genuine Enghsh character.

It was an opportune moment, also, for the arrival of my

dear wife and her two infant children, for whom I had

written to New York, and who were just landing from the

British Queen, in London, to share the kind attentions

and compliments that were being paid to me, and also

for seeing with me the sights and curiosities of the me-

tropolis.

About this time I was highly complimented by an invita-

tion to deliver a lecture in the Royal Institution, Albe-

marle-street. The venerable members of that institution

were nearly all present, and every seat was filled. I had,

on the occasion, several living figures, dressed in Indian

costumes, with weapons in hand, as well as many of my
paintings exhibited on my easel, as illustrations ; and I was

highly gratified with the attention and repeated applause,

convincing me that the subject and myself were kindly

received.

I endeavoured, in the compass of an evening's lecture,

to give as comprehensive a view as I could of the motives

which had led me into the Indian countries—of the time I

had spent in them—of the extent and nature of the collec-

tion I had made—of the condition and numbers of the

various tribes, and of their personal appearance and habits

of life, which I illustrated by my numerous paintings, and by

the curious manufactures of their own hands. I endea-

voured also to delineate their true native character, as I

had found it in its most primitive condition—and to explain

the principal causes that have been, and still are, leading

to their rapid declension.

I took advantage of this occasion likewise to introduce a

subject which had been for many years my favourite theme,

which had constantly stimulated me through my toils in the

Indian country, and which, as I was the first to propose in my
own country, I believe 1 was the first to suggest on this side

of the Atlantic—a Musi UM of Mankind. A shout of en-
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thusiastic applause burst from every part of the Hall when
the subject was named, and rounds of applause followed

every sentence when I proceeded to say, that in the toils

and dangers of my remotest travels in the wilderness I had

been strengthened and nerved by the hope and the belief,

that if I lived to finish my studies and to return with my
collection, I should be able to show to the world the plan

upon which a Museum could be formed, to contain and

perpetuate the looks and manners and history of all the

declining and vanishing races of man, and that my collection

would ultimately form the basis of such an institution.

I agreed with all the world as to the great interest and

value of their noble collections of beasts, and birds, and rep-

tiles, of fossils, of minerals, of fishes, of insects, and of plants,

all of which can be gathered hundreds of years hence as well

as at the present time ; and I believed that all of the

reasoning world who would give the subject a moment's

thought, would agree with me, that there was one museum
yet to be made, far transcending in interest and value all

others yet designed, and which must needs be made soon, or it

will be for ever lost—a museum containing the familiar looks,

the manufactures, history, and records of all the remnants

of the declining races of our fellow-men.

It occurred to me, and I said it then, that Great

Britain has more than thirty colonies in different quarters

of the globe, in which the numbers of civilized men
are increasing, and the native tribes are wasting away

—

that the march of civilization is everywhere, as it is in

America, a war of extermination, and that of our own

species. For the occupation of a new country, the first

enemy that must fall is man, and his like cannot be trans-

planted from any other quarter of the globe. Our war is

not with beasts or with birds : the grizly bear, the lion, and

the tiger are allowed to live. Our weapons are not em-

ployed against them : we do not give them whiskey, and rum,

and the small pox, nor the bayonet ; they are allowed to live

and thrive upon our soil, and yet their skins are ofgreat value
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in our museums ; but to complete a title, man, our fellow-

man, the noblest work of God, with thoughts, with sentiments

and sympathies like our own, must be extinguished ; and

he dies on his own soil, unchronicled and unknown (save to

the ruthless hands that have slain him, and would bury his

history with his body in oblivion), when not even his skin

has a place assigned it amongst those of the beasts and birds

of his country.

From England, from France, and the United States,

government vessels, in this age of colonization, are floating

to every part of the globe, and in them, artists and

men of science cc uld easily be conveyed to every race, and

their collections returned free of expense, were there an

institution formed and ready to receive and perpetuate the

results of their labours.

I believed that the time had arrived for the creation of

such an institution, and that well-directed efforts to bring

it into existence would have the admiration and counte-

nance of all the philanthropic world.

There was but one expression of feeling from every

part of the hall at the close of these remarks, and every

voice seemed to say "Yes—the noble philanthropy of this

Christian and enlightened and enlightening age calls for it,

and it must be done before it is too late."*

A few days after my lecture was delivered, I received

with much satisfaction from the secretary of the institution

the following communication, which the reader will allow

me the vanity of inserting here :

—

" Sir,— I have the honour to return you the thanks of the members of the

Royal Institution of Great Britain for your interesting account of your
residence and adventures among the native tribes of North American

* The noble and unaided efforts of my best of i'riends, Captain Shippard,

to bring into existence such an institution, are, I believe, too well known
and appreciated by the English public to require more of me here, than

barely to refer to his beautifully illustrated lectures on the "Arabians"
and the " Ruined Cities of America ;" and whilst wishing all success to his

noble enterprise, I beg to refer the reader to Appendix B for a synopsis of his

design.
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Indians, with notices of their social condition, customs, mysteries, and

modes of warfare—communicated at the weelily meeting of the members on

Friday, the 14th February.

" I am, Sir, your very obedient Servant,

" Edward R. Daniell, Secretary.

" To Geo. Catlin, Esq."

Invitations from the other literary and scientific institu-

tions of London afforded me the opportunity of repeating

my lectures in most of their halls, where I was uniformly

received with applause, which was also a source of much
gratification to me. These interviews suddenly and de-

lightfully led me into the society of literary and scientific

men, and also into the noble collections and libraries under

their superintendence. I was here at once ushered, as it

were, into a new world—a new atmosphere—and in it was

met and welcomed every where with the utmost cordiality

and kindness ; libraries, museums, laboratories, and lectures

were free to me ; and not only the private tables of the

advocates of science, but their public tables in their

banqueting halls, prepared a seat for me.

Thus were my labours being requited ; and I was happy

in the conviction that the claims of the poor Indians were

being heard in the right tribunal, and that I was their advo-

cate at the true source from which emanated most of the great

and moral influences that govern and improve the world.

I was invited to the annual dinners of the Royal Geo-

graphical, Geological, and Historical Societies ; and in

responding to the compliments paid me at all of them, in

proposing my health and the prosperity of my country, I

was delighted to find that my advocacy of the rights of the

poor Indian, and my scheme for a Museum of Mankind,

were met and sanctioned with rounds of enthusiastic

applause.

I have mentioned that my dear wife with her two chil-

dren^ had arrived from New York, and the pleasures

and endearments of my own little fireside, now transplanted

into a foreign land, were stealing away their part of my
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time, which, with the necessary attention to the kind

civilities being paid us, our sight-seeing, our dinings-out,

our drives, and my attendance in my rooms and lectures

at night, was curiously divided and engrossed.

The advent of my dear Clara, with her two babes,

was like the coming of the warm and gentle breezes of

spring— she who, though delicate and tender, had been,

during the three last years of my rambles in the Indian

wilds, my indefatigable companion—She who had traced and

retraced with me the winding mazes of the mighty Missis-

sippi, the Missouri, the Ohio, and the Arkansas—and with

the lightness of the bounding antelopes that dwell upon

their shores, had darted over their grassy banks and their

green carpeted and enamelled slopes, and plucked their

loveliest flowers— she who had also traced with me the

shores of the great lakes of the north, and inhaled the

glowing sweetness of Florida's lovely coast—and had kept

her journal of thirteen thousand miles of wild rambles with

her husband, and since her return to the land of her birth

had blessed him in the richness of gift with two children,

was now by his side (as I have said, like the coming of

spring), to cheer him with the familiar sweet smiles and

sounds in which he never knew guile.*

Thanks to the kind friends who took her fair hand and

bade her welcome—for they were many, and ready to con-

tribute to her happiness, which filled (at that moment at

least) the cup of our mutual enjoyment.

* The reader will pardon these expressions, and others of a similarnature

that may occasionally occur, for they apply to one who now rests with the

silent dead, as will be explained in future pages of this work.
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CHAPTER VII.

The Author dines with the Royal Highland Society—The Duke of Rich-

mond presides—His Grace's compliment to the Author and his country

—

Sir David Willcie—His compliment to the Author—Charles Augustus

Murray and the Author at the Caledonian Ball (Almack's) in Indian cos-

tumes—Their rehearsal—Dressing and painting—Entering the ball—
Alarm of ladies—Mr. Murray's infinite amusement (incognito) amongst

his friends—War-dance and war-whoops—Great applause—Bouquets

of flowers—Scalp-dance—Brooches and bracelets presented to the chiefs—
Trinkets returned—Perspiration carries off the paint, and Mr. Murray
recognised—Amusement of his friends—The " Indians " return to Egyp-

tian Hall at seven in the morning—Their amusing appearance.

Among the many very friendly invitations extended to me
about this time, there was one which I cannot omit to notice

in this place.— I was invited to take a seat at the Royal

Highlatid Society s annual dinner, at which his Grace the

Duke of Richmond presided. The name of this society

explains its character, and most of the guests at the table

were in full highland dress, with their kilts, and with the

badges and plaids of their peculiar clans. The scene was

altogether a very picturesque one, and I observed that their

chiefs wore the eagle's quills for the same purpose and in

the same manner that the Indians do ; but I did not see any

of them painted red, as the Indians paint them, to adorn

their heads as symbols of war when they are going to battle.

The banqueting hall was beautifully arranged, and two

of Her Majesty's pipers from the Palace, in the most gor-

geous Highland dress, were perambulating the table "in

full blast " whilst we were eating.

The Duke of Richmond, who is an easy, affable, and en-

tirely unostentatious man, and the best president at a con-

vivial table that I ever saw, offered the customary healths, of
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—the Queen—the Prince—the Duke, &c., which were drunk

with the usual enthusiasm, and after that proceeded to pay

his ingenious and judicious compUments to individuals at the

table, by alluding, in the most concise and amusing manner,

to their exploits or other merits, and then proposed their

healths.

After we had all joined in the uproar of—Hip, hip, hips,

—

with one foot on our chairs and the other on the table, in a

number of such cases, he arose and said

—

" Gentlemen, I now rise quite confident of your approbation of the

sentiment I am to propose, and the sentiments I am to offer. The nations

of the earth, like the individuals in the different branches of a great family,

stand in certain degrees of relationship towards each other; and as those

degrees of consanguinity are more or less remote, so are the friendships and

attachments of those nations for each other. Now, gentlemen, as an

individual component part of one of the great nations of that great national

family, I feel proud to say, that there are two of that family so closely

related, not only in commercial interests, but by blood, as almost to identify

them in an unity of existence.—The relationship that I speak of, gentlemen

(and which I believe will be familiar to many of you, as married men), is

that of parent and child."

At this period commenced a tremendous cheering, and all

eyes seemed to be in a rotary motion, endeavouring to fix

upon the representative of that nearly related country on

whom the next responsibility was to fall. His Grace pro-

ceeded :

—

" Gentlemen, the term parent and child I have used to express the en-

dearments of one stage of domestic relations ; but there is another which

lessens not the tie, but carries with it the respect that children do not win

—I would call it father and son {immense cheeriruj). I perceive, gentlemen,

that you all understand me, and are preparing for the sentiment I am to

offer ; but I would remark, that when a distinguished individual from one of

those nearly related countries pays a visit to the other, common courtesy

demands that he should be treated with kindness and respect. If that indi-

vidual, gentlemen, be one who, by the force and energy of his own mind,

has struck out and accomplished any great undertaking for tlie advancement

of science, or the benefit of mankind, he is a philanthropist, a public bene-

factor, and entitled to our highest admiration {cheering).

" Gentlemen, I have the satisfaction of informing you that there is at our

table an individual whose name when I mention it will be fiimiliar to most

of you ; who, contemplating several millions of human beings in his own
country sinking into oblivion before the destructive influences of civilization,

f2
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had the energy of character, the courage and jjhilanthropy, to throw himself,

unprotected and unaided, into the midst of them, with his brushes and his

pen, endeavouring to preserve for future ages their familiar looks, and all

that appertained to their native modes and history. In this noble enter-

prise, gentlemen, this individual laboured eight years of his life ; and having

with incessant toil and hazard visited most of the native tribes of North

America, he has brought home and to our city a collection (which I trust

you have all seen) of vast interest and value, which does great honour to his

name, and entitles him to our highest admiration and esteem. I now

propose, gentlemen, the health of Mr. Catlin, and success to the great

country that gave him birth !"

Whilst these compliments were applying to my country

only, I was fully confident there was some one of my country-

men present better able than myself to respond to them ; but

when they became personal, and all eyes were fixed upon

me, I saw there was no alternative, and that I must reply,

as well as I could, to the unexpected compliment thus paid

me and answered to with a bumper and many rounds of

applause, every guest at the table, as before, with one foot

on his chair and the other on the edge of the table. An
awful pause for a moment, while my name was echoed from

every part of the room, brought me upon my feet, and I

replied: but I never shall recollect exactly how. I believe,

however, that I explained the views with which I had visited

the Indian tribes, and what I had done ; and put in a few

words, as well as I could, for my country.

His Grace next rose, and, after the most chaste and elo-

quent eulogium upon his works and his character, proposed

the health of Sir David Wilkie, who, to my great surprise

and unspeakable satisfaction, I found was sitting by my side

and the next to my elbow. His health was drunk with great

enthusiasm, and after he had responded to the compliment

he begged to be allowed to express to his Grace and the

gentlemen present the very great satisfaction he had felt

in being able to join in the expression of thanks to so distin-

guished a gentleman as Mr. Catlin, and whom it afforded

him great pleasure to find was by his side. He stated that

he had been many times in my exhibition rooms, but with-
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out the good luck to have met me there. He commented
at great length upon the importance and value of the col-

lection ; and, while he was according to me great credit for

the boldness and originality of the design, he took especial

pains to compliment me for the execution of my paintings,

many of which, he said, as works of art, justly entitled me to

the hands of artists in this country, and he was proud to

begin by offering me his, in good fellowship, which he did,

and raised me from my seat as he said it.

This was sanctioned by a round of applause, and as he

resumed his seat I was left upon my feet, and bound again

to reply, which I did as well as I could.

The reader can more easily imagine than I can describe,

how gratifying to me was such a mode of acquaintance with

so distinguished and so worthy a man as Sir David Wilkie,

at whose elbow I was now placed, and, for the most part of

the evening, in familiar conversation.

The pipers played, the wine flowed, many good songs

were sung; a Highland dance was spiritedly flung by

M'lan, M'Donald, and several others, in Highland cos-

tume. An Indian song and the war-whoop were called for,

and given—and with other good fellowship and fun this

splendid afi'air was finished.

I was at this time devoting certain hours of the day to

visitors in my Rooms, and I found my kind friend C. A.

Murray almost daily bringing ladies of rank and fashion

upon his arm, to take a peep into the mysteries of savage

life, which he was so well prepared to explain to them,

and to illustrate by my numerous paintings and works

of Indian manufacture.

I met him here one day, however, on my entering, where

he had been for some time waiting without acting the beau

for any one, which was quite an unusual thing. He called

me aside, and told me there was a chance for us to make

a sensation if I felt disposed to join him in it, and to make a

great deal of amusement for others as well as a dish of

fun for ourselves—this was, to assume the Indian costume
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and throw ourselves into the Caledonian ball, which was

to be given at Almack's that evening, and for which he

had procured the tickets. For the information of those

who never have seen one of those annual balls, I will

briefly say that they are decidedly the most brilliant and

splendid affairs that can be seen in London—presenting the

most gorgeous display of costumes and diamonds that the

world can exhibit, short of royalty itself. It was but for Mr.

Murray to propose—the finest costumes were taken from the

walls of my Room—weapons, head-dresses, scalping-knives,

scalps, &c.—and placed in one of the chambers of the

Egyptian Hall : and three o'clock was the hour appointed

for Mr. Murray to meet me again, to fit us with our

respective dresses, and go through a sort of rehearsal in

our songs, dances, &c., which we might be called upon to

enact during the evening, and in which it would be a great

pity for us Indian knowing ones to make any mistake.

Mr. Murray was punctual at the hour of three ; and

having proposed that my nephew, Burr Catlin, a young

man of 21 years and then living with me, should be of

the party, we entered the dressing-room, and were soon

suited with our respective dresses and took our weapons

in hand. My nephew. Burr, being six feet two inches,

with a bold and Indian outline of face, was an-ayed in a

Sioux dress ; and it was instantly agreed that he should be

put forward as the Big Sioux—the Great Chief Wan-ne-

ton. He happened to wear the identical head-dress of that

distinguished chief, which was made of war- eagle's quills

and ermine skins. He was to hold himself entirely mute

upon his dignity, according to the customs of the country.

I was dressed as a warrior of the Sac tribe, with head

ornaments of red and white quiUs of the war-eagle, denot-

ing, according to the custom of the country, my readiness

for war or for peace. Mr. Murray had chosen a dress less

rich, and more light and easy to act in, and a head-dress

that was made much like a wig of long black hair spreading

over his shoulders and falling down nearly to the calves of
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his legs, surmounted by a solitary eagle's quill—giving

himself more the appearance of a "Bois Brfile," as they are

termed on the Indian frontiers of America— a race of half-

castes, who are generally used as interpreters, speaking a

little French and some " Americaine" (as they call the Eng-
lish language). These curious personages are generally the

spokesmen for all parties of Indians travelling abroad or

delegations to neighbouring tribes. This character exactly

suited Mr. Murray, as he spoke the French and the Ger-

man, and also a little of two or three Indian tongues ; and,

in the position of an interpreter for the party, he would be

the vehicle of communication between the two chiefs and

his numerous friends and relations, both ladies and gentle-

men, whom he was to meet in every part of the Rooms.

The least discerning will easily see that he was most in-

geniously laying his plans for a great deal of amusement

;

and if my readers could have seen the manner in which he

was dressed out and metamorphosed for the occasion, they

would have insured him, at a low premium, fun enough on

that evening to have lasted him for a week. Having

arrayed our persons in the respective costumes wc had

agreed upon, and arranged the different characters which

we were to sustain, I took the Indian drum or tambour in

my hand, and to the music of that and the chief's rattle,

and our combined voices in concert in an Indian song, we
practised the war-dance and scalp-dance of the Sioux, until

we agreed that we could "do them " beyond (at least) the

reach of civilized criticisms, in case we should be called upon

to dance, which it was agreed should be at first met as a

condescension that the chiefs could not submit to, but which

it was understood we should yield to if the measure was

to be verj' strenuously urged. Matters being thus arranged,

we adjourned until nine o'clock, when we were to meet again,

and make our final preparations for our debut in the ball-

room.

At nine we were drawing on our buckskin leggings, and

mocassins fringed with scalp-locks and ornamented with
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porcupine quills of various dyes ; our shirts or tuniques were

also of deerskins richly ornamented, and their sleeves fringed,

like the leggings, with locks of the hair of Indian victims

slain in battle. We painted our faces and hands of a copper

colour, in close imitation of the colour of the Indian, and

over and across that, to make the illusion more complete,

gave occasional bold daubs of vermilion and green or

black paint, so that, with our heavy and richly garnished

robes of the buffalo, thrown over our shoulders and trailing

on the floor as we walked, with tomahawks and scalping

knives in our belts, our shields of buffalo hides on our arms,

with our quivers slung and our bows and arrows clenched

in our hands, we were prepared for the sensation we were

in a few minutes to make. We stood and smiled at each

others' faces a few moments in curious anticipation, prac-

tising over each others names, which we had almost for-

gotten to take. And having decided that the great chief

was Wan-ne-ton, that the warrior's name was Na-see-us-huk,

and that of the interpreter Pah-ti-coo-chee, we seated our-

selves in a carriage, and in three minutes were being ushered

through the crowded halls leading to the splendid and bril-

liant array, into the midst of which a long Indian step or

two more placed us !

There was a little cruelty in the suddenness ofour approach,

and a simultaneous yell which we gave, innocently mis-

taking the effect it might have upon the nerves of ladies

standing near us, several of whom, on catching the sound and

then the sight of us, gave sudden shrieks far more piercing

and startling than the savage war-whoop that had been

sounded over their shoulders. By this time we formed the

centre of attraction in the room, and we stood in so dense a

crowd to be gazed at, that nothing could be scanned of us

lower down than our chins and shoulders. The big Sioux

chief, however, who was a head taller than the crowd around

him, flourishing his enormous head-dress of eagle's quills,

was quietly rolling his eagle eyes around over the multitude,

who were getting so satisfactory a view of him that it eased
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us a little from the rush that otherwise would have been

upon us.

We had made our entrj- into this world of fashion and

splendour entirely unexpected by any one, and of course

unknown to all. Here was truly a splendid field for my friend

Mr. Murray, and the time for his operations had now arrived.

All questions (and there were many, and in various lan-

guages) put to the big chief or the warrior were, by

the understanding, answered only by frowns ; and the in-

terrogations referred to Pah-ti-coo-chee, the interpreter.

This brought him at once into great demand, and he re-

plied at first in Indian, and then strained a few distorted

words of French and German into his replies, by which he

made himself partially understood. Lords and ladies,

dukes and duchesses, and princes and princesses of his

acquaintance were in the i-oom, and now gazing at his copper

colour, bedaubed with red and black paint, and patiently

listening to and endeavouring to translate his garbled

French and German and Indian for some description of

the grand personages he had in tow, without dreaming of

the honourable gentleman upon whose visage they were ac-

tually looking. From a custom of the Prairie country, which

he had wisely thought of, he carried a rifle-bullet in his

mouth whilst he was talking, and his voice was thus as

much a stranger as his face.

Amongst the gazers on, and those who questioned him,

were many of his most familiar friends ; and even his own
brother, the Earl of Dunmore, drew some marvellous tales

from him befoi-e he made himself known, which he did at

last to him and a few others of his friends, that he might

the better crack the good jokes he had come to enjoy.

The crowd, by this time, had completely wedged us in,

so that there was no apparent possibility of moving from

our position, yet it was not a crowd that was insupport-

able : it was, at least for a while, a pleasure to be thus

invested, as we were, by silks and satins, by necklaces of

diamonds and necks as fair as alabaster, by gold lace, and
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golden epaulettes, chapeaux and small swords; but the

weight of our bison robes at length brought us to the ex-

pedient that our ingenious interpreter put forth, which

gained us temporary relief, and gave us locomotive powers

by which we could show ourselves at full length, and occa-

sionally escape investigations when they became too close

for our good friend or ourselves.

It was a lucky thought of our interpreter, which he

divulged to some of his confidential friends much to our

advantage, that the paints which the Indians used were

indelible colours, and he regretted to learn that some of the

ladies had injured their costly dresses by being in too close

contact with us. And again he feared that some of the

scalp-locks on the dresses of the chief and the warrior were not

quite dry, as they were fresh from the country where they

had just been at war with the Sacs and Foxes. This had a

delightful effect, and we were not again in danger of suffo-

cation, though the space we had to move in was limited

enough during the rest of the night for our warm dresses

and our enormous buffalo robes.

The introductions I had on that night, to lords and ladies,

and to dukes and duchesses, as Na-see-us-kuk, a famous

warrior of the Sacs, and my nephew, as Wan-ne-ton, the

great Sioux Chief, were honours certainly that he or I could

never have aspired to under any other names; and our

misfortune was, that their duration was necessarily as brief

as the names and titles we had assumed.

In the midst of this truly magnificent scene, where our

interpreter was introducing us as two dignified personages

from the base of the Rocky Mountains, and enjoying his

own fun with his friends as he moved around, and after a

set of quadrilles had finished, it was announced through the

rooms that the Indians were going to give the War Dance!

This of course raised a new excitement, and the crowd

thickened, until at length a red rope or cord was passed

around us three about as high as our waists. The by-

standers were desired to take hold of this and walk back,
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which they did in all directions until a large space was

opened for us, and we were left standing in the centre.

We found ourselves there in full display in front of the

ladies patronesses of the ball, who were seated upon a plat-

form, elevated several feet above the level of the floor, and

who, it was stated to us, had expressed a desire to see the

Indians dance.

Alas! poor Murray, he had then an off-hand use to

make of his mongrel dialect, which seemed to embarrass

him very much, and wliich he had found he got along

with much better in the crowd. We were also pledged to

hesitate about our dignity in case wc were asked to dance,

which here made a dialogue in Indian language indispen-

sable, giving our interpreter fresh alarm ; nevertheless,

with enough of the same determination and firmness left

that used to decide him to dash through the turbid rivers

of the prairie, or to face the menacing savages that he met

in the wilderness, he resolved to go through with it, and the

Indian dialogue that he opened with me was never doubted,

I believe, for it was never criticised. The objections raised

by the chief and his warrior were translated in tolerable

French (with the bullet accent), to their ladyships and the

audience around us. The dignity of a Sioux Chief could

not be lowered by such a condescension, and the dance could

not be made without him. " Good Mr. Pah-ti-coo chee"

said her Grace the Duchess of (who was the presiding

patroness on the occasion), in excellent French, " do, I beg

of you, do prevail on that fine old fellow to gratify us with a

dance—don't let him look so distressed about it—tell him

that he has just been looking on to see some of the greatest

chiefs in our country dance, and he must not think it de-

grading to show us the mode in which the Indians dance
;

I dare say it is very fine. Oh, dear, what shall we do ?

they are fine-looking men— I wish I could speak to them

—

1 dare say they know Charles A. Murray,—he was in their

country—I have read his book. Where's Murray? he

ought to be here to-night ; I am sure he knows them. Do
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j'ou know Murray, my good fellows? Ah, no, they don't

understand French, though."

Our interpreter smiled, and the Sioux chief and the Sac

warrior came very near the misfortune also. The arguments

of the duchess were translated to the chief and the warrior

with great difficulty, when, after a few moments of silence,

they began to put off their robes, which were very delibe-

rately folded up and laid aside, to the great gratification of

the ladies patronesses and the rest of the crowd.

By three dancers the war dance of the Sioux is given with

considerable effect, and we were now ready to " go into it."

The drum, which until this moment had been slung on Mr.

Murray's back, was taken into my hands, the chief took his

rattle in one hand and his war club in the other, while the

interpreter's shield skilfully manoeuvred over his left

shoulder and his tomahawk brandished in his right hand,

which, with the shrill sounds of the war-song and the war-

whoop, altogether suddenly opened a new era in the musical

and dancing sphere of Almack's.

When it was done, the whole house rung with applause

;

bouquets of flowers were showered upon us, and many
compliments were paid us by the most bewitching young

ladies, but which, unfortunately for us, we could not un-

derstand. The crowd now thickened around us to shake

hands with us and lavish their praises upon us ; and

among them a lovely little creature, Avhose neck seemed

forged from a bouquet of white lilies, who was supported on

the arm of an officer, with her languishing soft blue eyes,

and breath sweeter than that of the antelope that jostles

the first dew-drops of the morning from the violets of the

prairie, was beseeching me to allow her to adjust on my
wrist a magnificent bracelet which she had taken from

her own lovely arm, and for which she wished only, as she

made me understand by signs, a small scalp-lock from the

seams of my leggings. To play our parts well it was neces-

sary, for the time being, to do as an Indian warrior would

do—I tore off the scalp-lock and gave it to her, and when her
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fair hands had adjusted the precious trinlvot on my wrist, 1

raised the leathern shirt a little higher on my arm and showed

her the colour of my skin. This unfolded a secret to her

which compelled me to speak, and I said to her and her

guardian, " Pray don't expose us ; let us have our fun.

Your precious trinket I will restore to you in a little time."

This was answered with the sweetest of smiles, and, as my
joke was thus ended, I turned round and found the ring-

prepared again for another dance. Fair hands had been

lavish upon the other two Indians, who were already deco-

rated with several keepsakes of beautiful and precious

workmanship. The scalp-dance now commenced, and as I

had brought with me a real scalp, according to the custom

of a warrior, we gave it the full effect and fury of such

scenes as they are acted in the wilderness. We entered

upon this unfortunate affair with our prizes displayed in

the fullest exultation, and no doubt might have gained many
more but for the unforeseen misfortune which our over

exertions to please and astonish had innocently brought upon

us. The warmth of the rooms at this hour had become

almost insupportable, and, in the midst of it, our violent

exertions, under the heat of our Indian dresses, had pro-

duced a flow of perspiration which had carried away the

paint in streaks from our foreheads to our chins, making us

simple studies for the ethnologist, if any there were present,

and easy of solution. Poor Murray! he had supplied him-

self with a red handkerchief, which he had often pressed

upon his face, the consequence of which was— and it was

funny enough—that his nose and his chin, and the other

prominent points of his face, had all become white, long

before he had finished his fun or been willing to acknowledge

our true character and caste.

However, he had much merriment in receiving the

cheerful congratulations of his friends (who now recognised

him once more as the Honourable C. A. Murray), and in

introducing my nephew and myself in our real names to

many of his friends, we distributed scalp-locks and feathers
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to all the fair hands whose trinkets we held and restored ;

and after partaking of the good things that were in store

for us, and looking and laughing at our white-washed faces

in the mirrors, we made our way to the front door as the

first step towards a retreat to the Egyptian Hall. We waited

in vain full half an hour for a vehicle, such was the rush

ofcarriages at the door. The only alternative seemed to be

to take to our legs, and once resolved, we dashed out into

the street, and made our way in the best manner we could.

It was now past sunrise and raining in torrents, as it

had been during the whole night. We wended our way

as fast as possible through the mud, with our white and

beautiful mocassins, and painted robes ; and the reader

must excuse me here, and imagine, if he can, how we three

looked when we arrived at the door of the Egyptian H all,

with the gang of boys and ragamuffins assembled around

us, which the cry of " Indians, Indians !
" had collected as

we passed through the streets. The poor porter, who had

waited up for us all night, happened luckily to be ready for

our ring ; and thus, fortunately, we were soon safely with-

drawn from the crowd assembling, to gaze and grin at each

other, and deliberately and leisurely to scour ourselves back

again to our original characters.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Their Royal Highnesses the Duke of Coburg and Prince Ernest visit the

Collection—Uis Royal Highness the (little) Due do Brabant visits the

Collection with the Hon. Mr. Murray—The Author presents him an

Indian pipe and pair of mocassins—Visit of Uis Royal Highness the

Duke of Sussex to the Collection—His noble sympathy for the Indians

—

He smokes an Indian pipe under the wigwam—The Author takes break-

fast with the Duke of Sussex in Kensington Palace—The Duke's dress

and appearance—John Hunter, the Indian traveller—The Duke's inqui-

ries about him—Monsieur Duponceau—Visit to the Bank of England

—

To Buckingham Palace—To Windsor Castle—Author visits the Polish

Ball with several friends in Indian costumes.

Among the distinguished visitors to my rooms about this

time were their Royal Highnesses the Duke of Coburg,

and Prince Ernest, the father and brother of Prince Albert,

at that time on a visit to the Queen and the Prince. They
were accompanied by Mr. Murray, who took great pains to

explain the collection to the Duke, who took me by the hand

when he left the room, and told me I deserved the friend-

ship of all countries for what I had done, and pronounced

it " a noble collection." His second visit was made to it

a few days after, when he was also accompanied by Mr.

Murray, and remained in the rooms until it was quite

dark.

His Royal Highness the Due de Brabant, the infant son

of the King of the Belgians, on a visit to the Queen, was also

brought in by Mr. Murray. He was an intelligent lad, nine

or ten years of age, and was pleased with a miniature In-

dian pipe which I presented to him, and also a small pair

of Indian mocassins suitable for his age.

His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex, though in feeble
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health, paid my collection his first visit. It was his wish, from

the state that he was in, to meet me alone " in an Indian

Council," as he called it. My first interview with him lasted

for an hour or more, when he told me that if his strength

would have permitted it, he could have been amused the

whole day. To this fine old venerable man my highest

admiration clung : he expressed the deepest sympathy for

the Indians, and seemed to have formed a more general and

correct idea of them and their condition than any person I

had met in the kingdom. When he left my rooms he took

me by both hands and thanked me for the rich treat I had

afforded him, and assured me that for the benefits I was

rendering to society, and the justice I was doing to the poor

Indians, I should be sure to meet my reward in the world

to come, and that he hoped I would also be recompensed

in this.

The Duke of Sussex was a great amateur of pipes and

good smoking, and took much interest in the hundreds of

different designs and shapes of the carved pipes in my ex-

hibition. He was curious to know what the Indians smoked,

and I showed him their tobacco, a quantity of which I

had brought with me. The Indians prepare it from the

inner bark of the red willow, and when dried and ready

for smoking, call it " k'nick-k'neck." 1 prepared and lit

a pipe of it for His Koyal Highness to smoke, with which

he took a seat under the middle of the Indian wigwam,

where our conversation was held at the moment ; and as he

drew the delicious fumes through the long and garnished

stem which passed between his knees, with its polished

bowl, carved in the red pipe stone, resting on the floor, he

presented for a few moments the finished personification

of beatitude and enjoyment. He pronounced the flavour

delicious, wanting only a little more strength, which he

thought the addition of tobacco would give it.

I told him that the Indians were always in the habit of

mingling tobacco with it when they could afford to buy it

:
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" Good fellows (said he), they know what is good—their

tastes arc as good as ours arc." After he had finished

his pipe, and we were moving towards the front door, the

moment before taking leave of me as I have mentioned

above, he asked me if I ever knew John Hunter, who wrote

a work on the Indians of America, to which I replied in the

aflSrmative. He seemed much pleased in learning this fact,

and said to me, " '^'ou see what a feeble wreck I am at

present; my strength is gone, and I must leave you ; but

you will take your breakfast with me at Kensington Palace

to-morrow morning: I am all alone. I am too ill to see the

world ; they cannot find the way to me : but I will see you,

and take great pleasure in your society. Your name will

be made known to the servants at the back entrance to the

palace."

The next morning, at the hour named, found me at the

door of the palace, where my name was recognised, and I

at once was ushered into the a])artment of the Duke, where

I found him in his arm-chair, wrapped in his morning

gown of white flannel, and his head covered with a cap of

black velvet richly embroidered with gold. He rose and

took me by the hand in the most cordial manner, and

instantly led me to another part of the room, in front of a

portrait hanging on the wall.—" There," said he, " do you

know that face?" ""Very well," said I ; "that is the por-

trait of John Hunter; it is an admirable likeness, and

looks to me like a picture by one of our American artists

If 1 had met it anywhere else but in this country I should

have said it was by Harding, one of our most valued por-

trait painters " " Well," said he, " you know that portrait

too, do you?" "Very well— that is his Royal Highness

the Duke of Sussex." "Well," said the Duke, "now
I will tell you, they were both painted by Mr. Harding.

Harding is a great favourite of mine, and a very clever

artist."

I at this moment presented to the Duke the Indian pipe,

through which he had smoked the day before, and also an

VOL. I. G
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Indian tobacco-pouch, filled with the k'nick-k'neck (or

Indian tobacco) with which he had been so much pleased.

He thanked me for the present, which he assured me
delighted him very much ; and, after showing me a great

variety of curious and most ingenious pipes from various

countries, we took our seats alone at the breakfast table.

In the course of our conversation, which ran upon pipes

—

upon Indians and Indian countries, his Royal Highness

said he had reasons for asking me if I had known Hunter,

and should feel most happy if he found in me a person who

had been acquainted with his history. He said he had

known Hunter familiarly while he was in London, and had

entertained him in his palace, and thought a great deal of

him. He had thought his life a most extraordinary one,

well entitling him to the attentions that were paid to him

here—that he had been entertained and amused by his

narrations of Indian life, and that he had made him

several presents, amongst which was a very valuable watch,

and had had his portrait painted, which he highly valued.

He said he had learned, with deep regret, since Hunter had

left here, that a learned French gentleman in Philadelphia,

M. Duponceau, and some others, had held him up to the

public, through the journals, as an impostor, and his

narrations as fabulous. " This to me," said the Duke,
" you can easily see, has been a subject of much pain (as I

took more pains to introduce him and his works in this

country than any one else), and it explains to you the

cause of my anxiety to learn something more of his true

history."

I replied to his Eoyal Highness that I had been equally

pained by hearing such reports in circulation in my own

country, and that my acquaintance with Hunter had not

been familiar enough to enable me wholly to refute them.

I stated that I had been introduced to Mr. Hunter in New
Orleans, where he was well known to many, and that I had

met him in two or three other parts of the United States,

and since reading his work I had visited many of the Indian
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villages, in which he lived, and had conversed with chiefs

and others named in his work, who spoke familiarly of

him. I felt assured, therefore, that he had spent the Indian

life that he describes in his work ; and yet that he might

have had the indiscretion to have made some misrepresen-

tations attributed to him, I was not able positively to deny.

His work, as far as it treats on the manners and customs of

the American Indians, and which could not have been

written or dictated by any other than a person who had

lived that familiiir life with them, is decidedly the most

descriptive and best work yet published on their every-day

domestic habits and superstitions ; and, of itself, goes a

great way, in my opinion, to establish the fact that his

early life was identified with that of the Indians.

I stated that I believed his character had been cruelly

and unjustly libelled, and that I had the peculiar satisfac-

tion of believing that I had justly defended it, and given

the merited rebuke at the fountain of all his misfortunes,

which I described as follows :

—

" On my return from an eight years' residence amongst

the remotest tribes of Indians in America, and paying a

visit to my old friends in the city of Philadelphia, M. Du-

ponceau, of whom your Royal Highness has spoken, an old

and very learned gentleman, and deeply skilled in the

various languages of America, and who was then preparing

a very elaborate work on the subject, invited me to meet
several of his friends at his table to breakfast ; which I did.

He was at this time nearly blind and very deaf, and still

eagerly grasping at every traveller and trapper from the

Indian country, for some new leaf to his book, or some new

word to his vocabularies, instead of going himself to the

Indian fireside, the true (and in fact the only) school in

which to learn and write their language.

" After our breakfast was finished and our coffee-cups

removed, this learned M. Duponceau opened his note-book

upon the table and began in this way,—' My dear Sir

(addressing himself to me), I am so delighted with such an
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opportunity—I am told that )ou have visited some forty or

fifty tribes of Indians, and many of them speaking different

languages. You have undoubtedly in eight years learned

to speak fluently ; and I shall draw from you such a valuable

addition to my great work—what a treat this will be,

gentlemen, ha ? Now you see I have written out some two

or three hundred words, for which )'ou will give me the

Blaekfoot, the Mandan, the Pawnee Pict, &c. You have

been amongst all these tribes ?' ' Yes.' The old gentle-

man her^ took a pinch of snuff and then said, ' In this

identical place, and on this very table, it was, gentle-

men, that I detected the imposture of that rascal Hunter!

Do you know that fellow, Mr. Catlin ?' ' Yes, I have

seen him.' 'Well,' said he, 'I was the first to detect

him ;—I published him to the world and put a stop to his

impostures. I invited him to take breakfast with me as I

have invited you, and in this same book wrote down the

Indian translation of a list of words and sentences that I had

prepared, as he gave them to me ; and the next day when

I invited him again, he gave me for ohe-third at least of

those words a different translation. I asked for the transla-

tion of a number of words in languages that were familiar

to me, and which he told me he understood, and he gave

them in words of other tribes. I now discovered his igno-

rance, and at once pronounced him an impostor, and closed

my book.'
"

' And now,' said I, ' M. Duponceau, lest 3'ou should

make yourself and me a great deal of trouble, and call me

an impostor also, I will feel much obliged if you will close

your book again ; for I am quite sure I should prove myself

under your examination just as ignorant as Mr. Hunter,

and subject myself to the same reproach which is following

him through the world, emanating from so high an au-

thority. Mr. Hunter and myself did not go into the Indian

countries to study the Indian languages, nor do we come

into the civilized world to publish them, and to be made
responsible for errors in writing them. I can well under-
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stand how Mr. Hunter gave you, to a certain extent, a

different version on different days ; he, like myself, having

learned a little of fi. teen or twenty different languages, would

necessarily be at a loss, with many of his Indian words, to

know what tribe they belong to ; and our partial know-

ledge of so many tongues involves us at once in a diffi-

culty not unlike the confusion at Rabel, and disqualifies

his responses or mine, as authority for such works as I

hope you are preparing for the world. With these views

(though I profess to be the property of the world, and

ready and pleased to communicate anything that I have

distinctly learned of the Indians and their modes), I must

beg to decline giving you the translation of a single word ;

and at the same time to express a hope that you may
verbally, or in the valuable works which you are soon to

bequeath to posterity, leave a repentant word at least, to

remove the censure which you say you were the first to cast

upon Hunter, and which is calculated to follow him to the

grave.'"

His Royal Highness was much interested and somewhat

amused by this narra'ivc, and agreed with me, that such

men as M. Uuponceau, and others, to whom the world

is to look for a full and correct account of the Indian lan-

guages of America, should go themselves to the wigwams
of the Indians, and there, in their respective tribes, open

the books in which to record their various vocabularies,

rather than sit at home and trust to the ignorant jargon

that can be caught from the trapper and the trader and the

casual tourists who make flying visits through the Indian

countries. He related to me many curious anecdotes of

poor Hunter, and as I left him enjoying his k'nick-k'neck

through his Indian pipe, he said to me, " Your name, sir, will

be familiar at my door, and I shall be delighted to see you

again at the same hour, whenever you feel disposed to come."

Amidst the many avocations that were now demanding

and engrossing the most of my time, I was still able, by an

effort, to allot certain portions of the day to the pleasures
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that are found in the domestic circles of wives and little

ones, and nowhere else ; and with them spent the happiest

moments of my life, notwithstanding the attentions of the

world and the efforts to make my enjoyment complete.

With my dear Clara I took my strolls and my rides to see

what was amusing or instructive in the great metropolis,

and we saw much that amused and still more that

astonished us. Through the kindness of our untiring friend

Mr. Murray, we got access to the palaces of St. James and

Buckingham, and to the public and private rooms of Wind-

sor Castle; we saw the " five tons' weight of gold plate"

that are said to enrich that noble palace, and which but

few eyes are allowed to gaze upon.

We visited the Royal Mint, the Tower, the noble man-

sions of the Dukes of Sutherland and Devonshire, and the

Bank of England. I was surprised that we were allowed

to pass through every part of this wonderful sanctuary

of gold and silver, and still more so that a guide should

stand ready to conduct us through all its numerous ramifica-

tions, and as he passed along from room to room, from

office to office, and from vault to vault, to hear him lecture

upon everything we passed, as if they feared we might

not appreciate it in all its parts. It has been many times

described and needs no further comment hei-e, except an

occurrence in one of the vaults which deserves a current

notice. The Honourable Charles Fenton Mercer, of Vir-

ginia, was among our companions on the occasion, and as

we were shown into this apartment, which I think was called

a vault, though it was a large square room with the light

of a dome over it, the gentleman having charge of it within

received us in the most courteous manner, and as if it were

a public exhibition which we had paid our shilling to see,

he led us around the room and with his keys opened the

iron safes which were all sunk in the walls, with double

doors of iron, and showed us the amount of gold and notes

contained in them, and on opening one that was filled with

packages of Bank of England notes, he took a bundle of
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them some ten or twelve inches in diameter, and smilingly

placing it in the hands of my wife, asked her if she had any

idea how much money she was holding. Her rough guess

was a very moderate one : she was so much excited and so

recently from New York, that she had forgotten pounds

sterling, and replied " Perhaps a thousand dollars f' when

he turned it the other side up and referred us to the

label upon it
—" two millions of pounds !" He then took out

another parcel of equal size, and placing that on the top of

it said to her, " Now, madam, jouhave four millions." Poor

thing! she looked pale as she handed it back, saying, "Ah,
well, I am glad it is not mine." The kind and gentlemanly

attention shown to us. and the pains taken to explain every-

thing as we passed along, were unexpected, and even a

mystery in politeness which was beyond my comprehension.

We were conducted from this room to the arched vaults,

where we traced for a long distance the narrow aisles to the

right and the left and to the north and the south, through

phalanxes of wheelbarrows loaded with bars of silver and of

gold, and all with their heads one way, seemed ready for a

subterraneous crusade in case of necessity.

We returned from this half-day's work, fatigued, and

almost sorry that we had seen so much of the " shining dust

"

which our hands are labouring so hard through life to earn

a pittance of.

There were several Americans with us on this day's ex-

pedition, and all agreed that we drew more pleasure from

the gentlemanly politeness we met in the Bank of England
than we did from its wonderful system (which was all ex-

plained to us), and from its golden riches which were all

laid open to our view.

Our fatigue, when we got home, seemed enough for one

day ; but as it happened on that day, our sight-seeing was
only begun ; for it had been arranged that we were to go to

the Polish ball at the Mansion House on that evening, and
what was to make it a double task, it was arranged that

we should all go, some five or six of us, in Indian costumes.
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My Indian wardrobe was therefore laid under heavy con-

tributions for that night. My nephew Burr and myself

were dressed as chiefs, and two or three more of my friends

were arrayed as warriors. My dear little Christian Clara,

whose sphere it was not, and who never wore an Indian

dress or painted her fair face before, becoming inspired with

a wish to see the splendour of the scene, proposed to assume

the dress of an Indian woman and follow me through

the mazes of that night as an Indian squaw follows her lord

on such occasions. I selected for her one of the prettiest and

most beautifully ornamented women's dresses, which was made
of the fine white skin of the mountain sheep ; and with her hair

spread over her back, and her face and her arms painted to the

colour of a squaw, and her neck and ears loaded with the

usual profusion of beads and other ornaments, and her fan of

the eagle's tail in her hand, she sidled along with us amidst the

glare and splendour, and buzz and din of the happy throng

we wei-e soon in the midst of, and dragging our awkward

shields and quivers and heavy buffalo robes through, as

well as we could. We took good care not to dance on

that occasion, so we kept the paint on our faces, and by

understanding no questions, answered none, and passed off

with everybody as real Indians. We went resolved to

gratify our eyes, but to give no gratification to others be-

sides what they could take to themselves by looking at us.

Our interpreter was true to his promise : he made out his

own descriptions for us, and assured all who inquired, that

we could not speak a word of English. French, German,

Russian, and Italian were all tried in vain upon us ; and

as they turned away, one after another, from us, they ex-

claimed, " What a pity ! how unfortunate the poor things

can't speak English ! how interesting it would be to talk

with them! that's a noble-looking fellow, that big chief;

egad, he is six feet and a half I'll be bound that fellow

has taken many a scalp. That's a nice looking little squaw

:

upon my word, if she had a white skin she would be rather

pretty !
" and a thousand such remarks, as the reader can
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imao-ine, while we were wending our tedious way through

the bewildering mazes of this endless throng. The ta-k

for my poor Clara soon became more than she had antici-

pated before entering the room, and was growing too much

for her delicate frame to bear : she had not thought of the

constant gaze of thousands she was to stand in every moment

of the evening; and another discipline (which she knew

must be strictly adhered to, to act out the character she

was supporting, and which had not occurred to her before

she had commenced upon the toils of the evening) made

her part a difficult one to act—that was the necessity of

following in the wake of all the party of men when we were

in motion, the place assigned to Indian women on the march,

rather than by the side or on the arms of their husbands.

This, in the street or in the wilderness or anywhere else

would have been tolerable, she said, but in her present

condition was insupportable. The idea was so ridiculous

to her, to be the last of a party of Indians (who always walk

in single file) so far behind her husband, and then the crowd

closing in upon her and in danger of crushing her to death.

We soon however were so lucky as to find a flight of several

broad steps which led to a side room, but now closed,

which furnished us comfortable seats above the crowd,

which we took good care to hold until our curiosity was all

gratified, and we were ready to return home. Our in-

terpreter, in answer to all inquiries as to the locale of these

strano-e foreigners, mentioned the Egyptian Hall; and for

weeks after, Daniel testified to the increase of our receipts,

and bore sad evidence too of the trouble he had in ex-

plaining the difficulty of showing to his visiters the " real

Indians." After having satiated our curiosity, and several

of the youngest of the party having received some veiy

pretty trinkets and other presents that had been forced uptn

them, we made our way home in good season to enjoy the

joke, and part of a good night's rest.
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CHAPTER IX.

Consequent troubles for Daniel in the exhibition-rooms—Daniel's difficulty

with an artist making copies—Takes his sketch-book from him—Ta-

bleaux vivans commenced—List of the groups—Hon. Mr. Murray attends,

with His Royal Highness the Due de Brabant—The Author presented

to Her Majesty and His Royal Highness Prince Albert, by the Hon. Mr.

Murray—Indian Collection removed to Liverpool—Biennial exhibition of

Mechanics' Institution—22,000 children admitted free to the Indian

Collection in one week—The Indian tableaux vivans in the provincial

towns for six months—Collection opened in Sheffield—In Manchester

—

Nine Ojibbeway Indians arrive, in charge of Mr. Rankin—His proposal

to the author.

Poor Daniel in the exhibition-rooms ! I mentioned in the

preceding chapter that our appearance at the Polish ball had

greatly increased the number of shillings, but, at the same

time, it was, as he said, doing great injury to the Collection,

as people paid their shillings expecting to see the real Indians,

and then, finding their error, revenged themselves upon

poor Daniel by calling him and the whole concern hard names,

and in various ways provoking him. Politics—Caste

—

Slavery—Truck-system—^Poor-houses—Repeal—Oregon

—

and Repudiation were the exciting topics—all of which he

was able and ready to discuss; and the kindof visitors I just

now mentioned, under their disappointment at the rooms,

were prepared to annoy him on these topics, and irritate

him to such a degree that it made his duties doubly hard to

him and their visits less pleasant to themselves than they

would otherwise have been.

He had other things that annoyed him, amongst which

were the constant efforts by artists and amateurs to make
copies in the room for paintings and designs, which they

somehow seemed to fancy. After having risked my life
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and spent my little fortune in the wilderness to procure

such exciting and such original studies, and bring them to

England, I did not consider it fair that these gentlemen

should step into my rooms just when they had an hour of

leisure, and industry enough to use it, and copy whatever

they could most easily convert into cash.

So many of these attempts had been made, that I was

obliged to post a printed notice around the walls, that " No
copying was allowed in the rooms."

This had the desired effect with many, but there were

some to whom the temptation was so great, that Daniel

was obliged to refer them to the printed regulations ; and

one or two others for whom this was not enough, and Avho

seemed to think that, in my absence, Daniel's authority

was rather in imagination than any thing else ; and when

he had requested them to desist, they had given him the

finish to their provocations by replying to him, that he was

of no account—-that if his master ordered them to stop they

would do so, but not for him. One of these customers had

troubled him very much for several days, and it was evi-

dently affecting his spirits, and even his health, for he

was growing pale and ghastly under the excitement. He
said he had repeatedly taken the printed regulation and

placed it before him, and he was at last told to " Go to the

devil with it."' He told me this man had some object in

view, for he came every night, and sketched very rapidly,

and made very exact copies ; and he said to me, " If you

don't see fit to come in and turn him out of the room

to-night, I shall lay hold of him, for your own interest.

I hate to do it, for he looks like a gentleman, though he

don't act like one, and that's enough ; and if you don't

stop him, Mr. Catlin, I will." " That's right," said I,

" Daniel. You have charge of the rooms, and your regula-

tions, and of course it is your duty to stop him ; and I am
responsible for any damage you may do in putting an end to

it." I was at that time occupying apartments opposite to

the Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly, and on that night observing
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the lamps burning at a much later hour than usual, was in-

duced to step in to learn the cause. As I was passing

through the Hall, and about to enter the exhibition-room, I

heard a few half-stifled and hasty words, and then something

like a struggle ; and next, I heard distinctly Daniel's voice,

in rather a stifled mood :
—" No you won't. If you get that

leg through, the deil a bit o' good will it do ye ; for 1 '11 be

shot if you ever pass your neck any farther through this

door until you give it up !"

" Let go of my collar, then !

"

" No, I '11 be blathered if 1 do that ! I 've got a good hold

now, and I might not get it again. Lay down the book and

I '11 let you go, and not before."

" What business is it of yours ? come, I should like to

know
; you are only a door-keeper." " That's what 1 am,

you've got it right ; and I'll show you, my boy, that I can

heeji a door, too."

I stood back during this conversation, easily under-

standing what the difficulty was, as I had a partial view of

them, but was unobserved, as I was standing in the dark.

It seems that Daniel's friend the copyist had been as

usual at work most of the evening, making sketches,

and Daniel had allowed him to work, resolving to appro-

priate all his sketches at a haul, as he should be leav-

ing the room. The gentleman had been intensely engaged,

and not having been interruyited as usual, had kept at his

work for half an hour or so after all visitors had left the

room, and a full blaze of gas was burning at my expense and

for his benefit. All these circumstances ripened Daniel's

taste for laying an embargo on him ; and when he had

closed his book, and was about to take leave, he found

Daniel standing with his back towards the door, which was

open. On endeavouring to pass, Daniel civilly stopped him,

and told him he should expect him on that evening to leave

his sketch-book with him before he passed out. The gen-

tleman seemed dreadfully insulted by such a suggestion,

saying that he had paid for his admission and had the same
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right to be in the room or to go out that he had ; to which

Daniel at once assented, saying he had not the slightest

objection to his going out ;
" but," said he, " if that book goes

out, it will be because you are a stronger man than I am."

At this crisis the artist had made a rush for the door,

and Daniel had fastened his left hand into his cravat and

shirt collar, whilst he had a similar grip upon Daniel with

one hand, and his sketch-book in the other, when I discovered

them on my approach to the rooms. How long they had

been in this amusing predicament I was not yet able to

ascertain ; but as Daniel, who is of a quick and rather violent

temper, was speaking quite cool and deliberate, I presumed

they must have stood there at least long enough for his first

excitement to have cooled off, which could not possibly have

been effected in a few moments.

Immediately after their last dialogue that I had heard

when approaching them, there commenced another scene

of grunting, and sighing, and shoving about, that lasted for

some minutes, when all was still again. The gentleman,

however, broke silence at length, but in a very low and

placid voice: "Why, you are a very curious fellow; I

don't see why this thing should make you so wrathy.

The pictures are not yours—come, don't clinch me so

tight there, if you please." "I don't hurt you—-I told

you I didn't wish to hurt you ; if you talk about my bein

' wratiiy,' you don't know what you are talkin about—and

the pictures I know are not mine ; but my employer

exj)ects me to guard his property, and you may be sure

I'll do it. If you had taken my advice two or three days

ago it would have saved you all this fuss, and half an hour's

time that we have been standing in the door." Another

scuffle and struggle ensued here, and after much grunting,

the gentleman exclaimed, "You have the advantage of me,

for you have both hands to work with and I have only one

!

If it were not for the book 1 could upset you, damned quick !"

Upon which Daniel made a grand lunge at the book, which

he snatched from his hand, and exultingly exclaimed.
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" There ! I'll take the book, and let you try with both hands

—and now, if you touch a finger to me again, I'll lather you
within an inch of your life. If your cloth be ever so much
better than mine, you have behaved like anything but a

gentleman ; and as I told you in the beginning, if ever you
carry this book out at that door you will do it over my
dead body." At that instant he turned off the gas, giving

the gentleman a good opportunity to depart in total silence,

and for me to dodge him, as he passed by, and to withdraw

myself, to enjoy Daniel's account of the affair, which was

amusingly given, as he handed me the sketch-book the

next morning.

Daniel's health and spirits improved very sensibly after

this affair, and his duties were somewhat lightened about

this time, though I added much to my own labours, by
closing the exhibition at night, and giving my lectures on

three evenings of the week in an adjoining hall, illustrating

them with tahleaux vivans, produced by twenty living

figures in Indian costumes, forming groups of their cere-

monies, domestic scenes, and warfare. These were got

up and presented with much labour to myself, and gave

great satisfaction ; as by them I furnished so vivid and life-

like an illustration of Indian life as I had seen it in the

wilderness.

For these tableaux I had chosen my men for some striking

Indian character in their faces cr figures, or action, and my
women were personated by round-faced boys, who, when
the women's dresses were on them, and long wigs of horses'

hair spreading over their shoulders, and the faces and

hands of all painted to the Indian colour, made the most

complete illusion that could be conceived. I had furnished

each with his little toilet of colours, &c., and instructions

how to paint the face before a mirror, and how to arrange

their dresses; and then, with almost infinite labour, had
drilled them through the Indian mode of walking with their

" toes in," of using their weapons of war and the chase, and
of giving their various dances, songs, and the war-whoop;
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and I have no hesitation in saying, that when I had brought

this difficult mode to its greatest perfection, I had suc-

ceeded in presenting the most faithful and general repre-

sentation of Indian life that was ever brought before the

civilized world. Many of these scenes were enlivened

by action, and by the various instruments of music used by

the Indians, added to their songs, and the war-whoop,

giving a thrilling spirit to them, whilst they furnished

scenes for the painter, of the most picturesque character,

as will be easily imagined from the subjoined programme
of them as announced at the time.

CATLIN'S LECTURES
WITH

TABLEAUX VIVANS ON THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS,

AT

THE EGYPTIAN HALL, PICCADILLY, LONDON.

PROGRAMME FOR THE FIRST EVENING.

WAR SCENES.

No. 1.

—

Group of Warriors and Braves, in Full Dress, reclining around

afire, regaling themselves with the pipe and a dish of pemican. In the

midst of their banquet the chief enters in full dress ; the pipe is lighted for

him—he smokes it in sadness, and breaks up the party by announcing that

an enemy is at hand—-that a number of their men have been scalped whilst

hunting the buiFalo, and they must prepare for war.

No. 2.— Warriors Enlisting, by " smoking through the reddened stem."

The chief sends " runners " (or aiers) through the tribe with a pijie, the

stem of which is painted red ; the crier solicits for recruits, and every young

man who consents to smoke through the reddened stem which is extended

to him, is considered a volunteer to go to war.

No. 3.— War Dance. The ceremony of "swearing in" the warriors,

who take the most solemn oath by dancing to, and striking the " reddened

post " with their war-clubs.

No. 4.

—

Foot War-Party on the March, (" Indian file,") armed with

shields, bows, quivers, and lances—the chief of the party, as is generally the

case, going to war in full dress.

No. 5.— War- Party encamped at Night, asleep under their buffalo
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robes, with sentinels on the watch. The alarm in camp is given, and the

warriors roused to arms.

No. 6.— War-Party in Council, consulting with their chief as to the best

and most effective way of attacking their enemies, who are close at hand.

No. 7.

—

Skulking, or advancing cautiouslj' upon the enemy to take them

by surprise—a common mode and merit in war among the North American

Indians.

No. 8.

—

Battle and Scalping ; showing the frightful appearance of

Indian warfare, and the mode of taking the scalp.

No. 9.

—

Scalp Dance, in celebration of a victory ; the women, in the

centre of the group, holding up the scalps on little sticks, and the warriors

dancing around them, brandishing their weapons, and yelling in the most

frightful manner.

No. 10.— Treaty of Peace. The chiefs and warriors of the two hostile

tribes in the act of solemnizing the treaty of peace, by smoking mutually

through the calumet, or pi|)e of peace, which is ornamented with eagles'

quills ; the calumet resting in front of the group.

No. 11.

—

Pipe-of-Peace Dance, by the warriors, with the pipes of peace,

or cahmiets, in their hands, after the treaty has been concluded. This pic-

turesque scene will be represented by the warriors all joining in the dance,

uniting their voices with the beat of the Indian drum, and sounding the

frightful war-whoop.

PROGRAMME FOR THE SECOND EVENING.

DOMESTIC SCENES.

No. I.— 2'he Blachfoot Doctor, or Mystery-man, endeavouring to cure

his dying patient by the operation of his mysteries and songs of incan-

tation.

No 2.~Mr. Catlin at his Easel, in the Mandan Village, painting the

portrait of Mah-to-toh-pa, a celebrated Mandan chief. The costumes of the

chief and the painter the same that were worn on the occasion.

No. 3.

—

An Indian Wedding. The chief, who is father of the girl, is

seated in the middle of the grou]), receiving the presents which are laid at

his feet by the young man, who (when the presents accunmlate to what the

father deems an equivalent) receives the consent of the parent, and the

hand of the girl, «hom he leads off; and as she is the daughter of a chief,

and admired by the young men, they are bestowing on her many presents.

No. 4.

—

Pocahontas rescuing Captain John Smith, an English Officer.

" It had been decided in council, over which Pow-ha-tan |)rcsided, that

Captain John Smith should be put to death, by having his head ])laced on

a large stone, and his brains beaten out by two warriors armed with huge

painted clubs. Ills executioners were standing with their clubs raised over

him, and in the very instant for giving the fatal blow, « hen Pocahontas,
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the chief's favourite daughter, then about thirteen years old, threw herself

with folded arms over the head of the captain, who was instantly ordered

by the chief to be released."

No. 5.— Wrestling. A favourite amusement among many of the tribes.

For these scenes, several distinguished young men are selected on each

side, and the goods bet being placed in the care of the stakeholders, the

wrestling commences at a signal given, and the stakes go to the party who
count the greatest number of men remaining on their feet.

No. 6.

—

Ball Play. The most beautiful and exciting of all Indian

games. This game is often played by several hundreds on a side. The
group represents the players leaping into the air, and struggling to catch

the ball as it is descending, in their ball-sticks.

No. 7.—Game of Tchtmg-kee. The favourite play of the Mandans, and

used by them as their principal gambling game.

No. 8.

—

Tlie Night Dance of the Seminolees. A ceremony peculiar to

this tribe, in which the young men assemble and dance round the fire after

the chiefs have retired to rest, gradually stamping it out with their feet,

and singing a song of thanksgiving to the Great Spirit ; after which they

wrap themselves in their robes and retire to rest.

One will easily see that this opened a new field of amuse-

ment and excitement for my old friends, who were now
nightly present, with their companions, and approving with

rounds of applause. Amongst these was my untiring

friend Mr. Murray, who, among the distinguished per-

sonages whom he introduced, made a second visit with the

little Leopold, Due de Brabant, whom he brought in his

arms from his carriage. His Royal Highness, as the cur-

tain rose and I stepped forward to give a brief lecture,

seemed not a little disappointed, by the speech that he

suddenly made—" Why, that is not an Indian, that is

Mr. Catlin, who gave me the Indian pipe and the mocas-

sins." However, a few moments more brought forth red

faces, and songs and yelps that seemed more sensibly to

affect his Royal Highness's nerves, and at which Mr.

Murray removed with him to a more distant part of the

room, from which point he looked on with apparent delight.

About this time an incident of my Transatlantic life

occurred, to which I shall ever recur with great satisfac-

tion :— there was, standing in my exhibition- room, an ela-

borate model of the Falls of Niagara, which I had made
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from an accurate survey of that grand scene some thirteen

j^ears before ; and, in compliment for the accuracy and

execution of which, a handsome silver medal had been

struck, and presented to me by the American Institute

in New York, at one of its annual exhibitions, where it had
been exposed to public view. The Hon. Mr. Murray,

whose familiarity with that sublime scene had enabled him

to judge of the fidelity of the model, upon which he was

often looking, with his friends, with intense interest, by
his representations to Her Majesty and the Prince had

excited in them a desire to see it ; and he called upon me
one morning to inform me that Her Majesty would be

pleased to have me bring it to Windsor Castle the next day

at one o'clock, at which hour I should be received.

The reader may imagine what pleasure this unexpected

and unmerited honour gave me, and also to my dear

Clara, who was in the habit of sharing with me the plea-

sures of many compliments, in the forms of which she could

not join me.

I was at Windsor the next morning, with the model, and

having placed and arranged it in Her Majesty's drawing-

room, I took Mr. Murray's arm at the appointed hour of

one o'clock, and, as we entered the drawing-room, we
observed Her Majesty and His Royal Highness enter-

ing at the opposite door. We met by the side of the

model—where I was presented, and received in the most

gracious and kind manner. Her Majesty expressed a

wish that I should point out and explain the principal

features of the scene ; which, with the vivid descrip-

tions which Mr. Murray also gave, of going under the

Horse-Shoe Fall, &c., seemed to convey a very satisfac-

tory idea to Her Majesty and the Prince ; they asked

many questions about the characters and effects of this

sublime scene, and also of the Indians, for whose rights

they said they well knew I was the advocate, and retired,

thanking me for the amusement and instruction I had

afforded them.
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Several months after this passed on in the usual rou-

tine of my business and amusements (my collection open

during the days and my lectures and tableaux given at night)

without incidents worth reciting, when I received an invita-

tion from the Mechanics' Institute at Liverpool to unite my
Indian collection to their biennial fair or exhibition, which

was to be on a scale of great magnificence. They very

liberally proposed to extend the dimensions of their build-

ings for the occasion, and I consented to join them with my
whole collection for two months. My lease had expired at

the Egyptian Hall, and my collection was soon on its way
to Liverpool.

I was received with great kindness in that town, and

my collection for the two months gained me great ap-

plause and some pecuniary benefit. During its stay there

I kept several men in Indian costumes constantly in it,

and twice a day gave a short lecture in the room, ex-

plaining the costumes and many of the leading traits of the

Indian character, sung an Indian song, and gave the fright-

ful war-whoop.

There were here, as in London, many pleasing incidents

and events for which I cannot venture a leaf in this book,

with the exceptionof one, which I cannot forbear to mention.

During the last week of their noble exhibition, the children

from all the charitable and other schools were admitted

free, and in battalions and phalanxes they were passed

through my room, as many hundreds at a time as could

stand upon the floor, to hear the lectures (shaped to suit

their infant minds), and then the deafening war-whoop

raised by my men in Indian paint and Indian arms, which

drove many of the little creatures with alarm under the

tables and benches, from which they were pulled out by
their feet ; and the list that we kept showed us the number
of 22,000 of these little urchins, who, free of expense, saw

my collection, and having heard me lecture, went home,

sounding the war-whoop in various parts of the town.

At the close of this exhibition I selected the necessary

II 2
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collection of costumes, weapons, &c. for my lectures and

tableaux, and calling together my old disciplined troop from

the City of London, I commenced a tour to the pro-

vincial towns of the kingdom, leaving my collection of paint-

ings behind. My career was then rapid, and its changes

sudden, and all my industry and energies were called into

action—with twenty men on my hands, and an average

expense of twelve pounds per day. This scheme I pushed

with all the energy I could, and in the space of six months

visited, with varied success, the towns of Chester, Manchester,

Leamington, Rugby, Stratford-on-Avon, Cheltenham, Sheffield,

Leeds, York, Hull, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Paisley, Greenock,

Belfast, and Dublin. In all these towns I was received

with kindness, and formed many attachments which I shall

endeavour to cherish all my days. The incidents of such a

tour can easily be imagined to have been varied and curious,

and very many of them were exceedingly entertaining, but

must be omitted in this place. On my return I was

strongly urged by several friends in Manchester to open my
whole collection of paintings, &c. in that town a while before

leaving for the United States, for which I was then on the

eve of embarking. I consented to this invitation, and, a hall

being prepared for its reception, I removed it and my family

there for a stay of two or three months.

The collection was soon arranged and on exhibition,

and I found myself and my dear wife in the atmosphere

(though of smoke) of kind friends who used their best

endeavours to make our stay comfortable and pleasant.

The strangers who sought our acquaintance and offered

us their genuine hospitality were many, and will have our

grateful thanks while we live.

My exhibition had been tolerably successful, and, strange

and unexpected, like most of the turning points in my life,

during the very week that I had advertised it as " positively

the last in the kingdom, previous to embarking for New
York," an event suddenly occurred which brought me back

to the metropolis, to the chief towns of the kingdom, to
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France and to Belgium ; and eventually led me through the

accidents and incidents which are to form the rest and the

most curious part of this woriv, upon which the reader will

now enter with me.

The first intimation of the cause which was to change the

shape of my affairs was suggested to me in the following

letter :—

" Sir,—Though a stranger to you, I .take the liberty of addressing this

letter to you, believing that its contents will show you a way of promoting

your own interest, or at least be the means of ray obtaining some useful

advice from you.

" I have a party of nine Ojibbeway Indians, on the way, and about at this

time to be landed at Liverpool, that I am bringing over on speculation
;

and, having been in London some weeks without having made any suitable

arrangements for them, I have thought best to propose some arrangement

with you that may promote our mutual interests. If you think of anything

you could do in that way, or any advice you can give me, I shall be most

happy to hear from you by return of post.

" Several persons in London conducting cvhibitions have told me that

they will do nothing unless they are under your management.
" I remain, yours, very truly,

" To Geo. Catlin, Esq." " Arthub Rankin.

To this letter I answered as follows :

—

"Sir,— I received your letter of the 4th, this morning, and hasten to

reply. It will be directly opposite to my present arrangements if I enter

into any new engagements such as you propose, as all my preparations are

now made to embark for New York in the course of a fortnight from this

time. I have always been opposed to the plan of bringing Indians abroad

on speculation ; but as they are in the country, I shall, as the friend of the

Indians under all circumstances, feel an anxiety to promote their views and

success in any way I can. I could not, at all events, undertake to make
any arrangement with you until I see what kind of a party they are ; and at

all events, as you will have to meet them at Liverpool, you had better call

on me in Manchester, when we can better understand each other's views.

" I remain, yours, &c.

" To A. Rankin, Esq." " Geo. Catlin.

On the third day after the posting of this letter Mr.

Rankin arrived in Manchester, and called upon me in my
exhibition-rooms. After a little conversation with him, and

without entering into any agi-eement, I advised him to lose
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no time in proceeding to Liverpool to receive them when

they landed ; and he took leave with the understanding

that he would bring them to Manchester as soon as they

arrived. The next evening, just after it was dark, my door-

keeper, who was not yet in the secret, came running in and

announced that there was a " homnibus at the door quite

full of orrible looking folks, and ee really believed they were

hindians!" At that moment Daniel whispered to me—
" The Ojibbeways are here, and they are a pretty black-look-

ing set of fellows : I think thej' will do." I saw them a

moment in the bus, and sent Daniel with them to aid Mr.

Rankin in procuring them suitable lodgings. A crowd fol-

lowed the bus as it passed off", and the cry of—" Indians

!

real Indians
!

" was started in Manchester, which soon rung

through the kingdom, as will be related.
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CHAPTER X.

Difficulty of procuring lodgings for the Indians—The Author pays them a

visit—Is recognised by them—Arrangement with Mr. Rankin—Crowds
around their hotel—First visit of the Ojibbeways to the Author's Col-

lection—Their surprise—Council held under the wigwam—Indians agree

to drink no spirituous liquors—The old Chief's speech to the Author

—

Names of the Indians—Their portraits—Description of each—Cadotte,

the interpreter.

At the beginning of this chapter the reader turns a new

leaf, or, opens a new book. He learns here the causes

that begat this book, and I hope will find fresh excitement

enough, just at the right time, to encourage him to go

through it with me. He finds me turning here upon a pivot

—my character changed and my occupation ; travelling

over old ground, and looking up old friends, of whom 1

had taken final leave, and who had thought me, ere this,

safely landed on my own native shores.

The Ojibbeways were here ; a party of nine wild Indians,

from the back-woods of America. " Real Indians !
" the

" Ob-jub-be-ways," or " Hob-jub be-ways," as the name was

first echoed through Manchester—and had gone into lodg-

ings for the night, which Daniel had procured with some

difficulty. He drove to the door of an hotel, and inquired

of the landlord if he could entertain a party of nine Indians

fur the night and perhaps for a few days. " O yes, cer-

tainly ; bring them in. Porter, see to their luggage."

They were in his hall in a moment, having thoughtlessly

sounded a yell of exultation as they landed on the pave-

ment, and being wrapped in their robes, with their bows

and arrows and tomahawks in their hands— as Indians are

sure to be seen when entering a strange place—the landlord.
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taking a glance at them as he passed out, called out to

Daniel, " What the devil is all this ? I can't take in these

folks; you must load them up again. You told me they

were Indians." "Well! they are," said Daniel. "No,
they're not ; they 're wild men, and they look more like the

devil than anything else. Every lodger would leave my
house before morning. They 've frightened the cook and

my women folks already into fits. —Load them up as quick

as you please." Daniel got them " on board " again, and

drove to another hotel, which was just being opened to the

public, and with a new landlord, with whom he had a

slight acquaintance. Here he was more successful, and,

advising the Indians to keep quiet, had got them in com-

fortably and without much excitement. This very good and

accommodating man, whose name I am sorry I have for-

gotten, being anxious to get his house and his name a little

notoriety, seemed delighted at the thought of his house

being the rendezvous of the Indians; and, upon Daniel's

representations that they were a civil and harmless set of

people, his family and himself all did the most they could

to accommodate and entertain them.

Daniel told him that they would make a great noise in

Manchester, and as they would be the " lions " of the day,

and visited by the greatest people in town, the clergy and

all, it would be a feather in his cap, and make his hotel

more known in three days than it would otherwise be in

three years. This had pleased the new landlord exceed-

ingly, and he made Daniel agree that Mr. Catlin, in

announcing their arrival in the papers, should say that they

had taken lodgings at his house, which he thought would

do him great service. The good man's wish was complied

with the next morning, but there was scarcely any need of

it, for the crowd that was already gathered and gathering

around his new hotel, were certain to publish it to every

part of the town in a very little time.

After they had been landed a while, and just when they

were all seated around a long table and devouring the beef-
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steaks prepared for them, I made my way with great diffi-

culty through the crowds that were jammed about the door

and climbing to look into the windows, and entered the

room, to take the first look at them.

As I stepped into the room I uttered their customary

ejaculation of " Hoio ! hoio ! how!''—to which they all re-

sponded ; and rising from their seats, shook hands with me,

knowing from my manner of addressing them who I was, or

at least that I was familiar with Indians. I requested them to

finish their suppers : and whilst conversing with Mr. Rankin

I learned, from giving ear to their conversation, that one of

the young men of the party had seen me whilst I was

painting the portraits of chiefs at a Grand Council held at

Mackinaw a few years before, and was coming forward to

claim acquaintance with me. He finished his meal a little

sooner than the rest, and made a dart across the room and

ofTered me his hand, with a " Hotv ! how ! how ! ketch-e-wah !"

and then telling mc, with the aid of the interpreter, that he

knew me—that he was at Mackinaw at the Great Council,

when I painted the portraits of Gitch-e-gaw-ga-osh, and

On-daig, and Ga-zaw-que-dung, and others; and I recol-

lected his face very well, which seemed excessively pleasing

to him.

The poor fellows were exceedingly fatigued and jaded

;

and after a few minutes' conversation I left them, advis-

ing them to lie quiet for two or three days until they

were rested and recruited after the fatigues of their long

and boisterous voyage. Mr. Rankin, with the aid of my
man Daniel, settled all the arrangements for this, and

the next morning I met Mr. Rankin with a view to some

arrangement for their exhibition in my collection, which

was then open in the Exchange Rooms. He seemed alarmed

about the prospects of their exhibition, from what had been

told him in London, and proposed that I should take them

oflFhis hands by paying him 100/. per month.

I instantly stated my objections to such an arrangement,

that by doing so I should be assuming all the responsibilities
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for them while abroad ; and as I had alwaj's been opposed

to bringing Indians abroad on that account, as well as from

other reasons, I should be unwilling to use them in any way

that should release him from the responsibilities he had

assumed in bringing them to this country. And I then said,

" I will propose what I feci quite sure will be more for your

pecuniary interest, and more satisfactory to my own feelings,

and it is the only way in which I will be interested in

their exhibition ; for under such an arrangement both the

Indians and the exhibition will be sure of having our

mutual and united efforts, which they will stand in need of

to ensure the success that I hope they may meet. I will

agree to make my Indian collection the place for their

exhibition (the appropriateness of which will do away all

the objections that would in many places be raised to their

dancing), and to conduct their exhibition in the best way I

can, giving my lectures on them and their modes, sharing

equally with you all expenses and all receipts from tliis day

to the time they shall leave the kingdom, expecting you to

give your whole attention to the travelling and care of the

Indians while they are not in the exhibition-rooms."

To this proposition, which never was more than a verbal

one, he at once agreed, and our arrangements were accord-

ingly being made for the commencement of their dances, &c.,

in my exhibition-rooms. During the few days of interval

between their arrival and the commencement of their exhi-

bition, several editors of the leading journals, with other

distinguished visitors to them, had examined them, and,

being much pleased with their appearance, excited the

public curiosity to see them, to an impatient degree ; and

the streets in the vicinity of their hotel became so com-

j)letely besieged, that a strong party of police was necessary

to keep back the crowds, who could only now and then get

a glimpse of an eye and a nose of the Indians peeping out

between the curtains of their windows.

Theii- first airing in Manchester was a drive in an omnibus,

to my exhibition-rooms, which they had long wished to see.
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The mayor of the city, with the editors of the Guardian and

several other gentlemen, had been invited there to see

the first effect it would have upon them. It proved to

be a very curious scene. As they entered the hall, the

portraits of several hundreds of the chiefs and warriors of

their own tribe and of their enemies were hanging on the

walls and staring at them from all directions, and wigwams,

and costumes and weapons of all constructions around them :

they set up the most frightful yells and made the whole

neighbourhood ring with their bowlings ; they advanced to

the portraits of their friends and offered them their hands ;

and at their enemies, whom they occasionally recognised,

they brandished their tomahawks or drew their bows as

they sounded the war-whoop.

This scene was truly exciting, and after our distinguished

visitors had left the rooms, I spread some robes upon the

floor, upon which we sat, and lighting an Indian pipe,

opened our first council by saying :

—

" My Fnends, I am glad to see you, and to offer you my hand in friend-

ship. You see by the paintings around you, of your friends and of your

enemies, that I am no stranger to Indians—and that I am their friend. I

am very happy to see you in my room, and all well after crossing the great

ocean. Your friend here, Mr. Rankin, tells me you have come to this

country to give your dances, &c. ; and he has proposed that I should manage
your exhibition, and have your dances all given in my rooms. This 1

have agreed to do, provided it meets your approbation."

To which they all instantly ejaculated " How, hoiv, how!"
which is always an affirmative, literally meaning yes. When
meeting a friend, it is the first salutation, meaning " How goes

it
.' " or " How do you do ? " and pronounced at the ends of

sentences, when any one is speaking, implies assent, or ap-

probation, as " hear, hear ! " is used in the English language.

" My good Friends, I have agreed to this on two conditions: the first,

that it shall please you ; and the second, that you will pledge your

words to me that you will keep yourselves all the time sober, and drink no

spirituous liquors while you are in the country. I make this condition

because I know that the Indians are generally fond of strong drink, which
wicked white men carry into their country and teach them to use. I know
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that the Indians often drink it to excess, not knowing in their country the

sin of doing so. I know that the people in England detest drunkards, and

they have an idea that all Indians are drunkards ; and that if you drink and

get drunk in this country, it will ruin all your prospects, and you will go

home poor and despised. (' How, how, how!') You are a good-looking

and well-behaved set of men, and I have no fears of any difficulties if you

will keep sober. The English people are the friends of the Indians, and

you will make many friends if you take and keep my advice.

" I will ask but one solemn promise of you, and that is, that you will

drink no spirituous liquors while you are in this country, and your friend

Mr. Rankin will perfectly justify me in this. (' How, how, howl')
" If you will keep sober, you shall have plenty of good tobacco to

smoke and roast beef to eat, and there is no doubt that I will get you per-

mission to see the Queen."

To this the old chief (Ah-quee-we-zaintSj the boy chief)

arose and replied :

—

"My Friend, I give you my hand. The Great Spirit has been kind to

us in keeping his eye upon us all in crossing the salt lake, and we are

thanking Him that we are all here safe and in good health. We had heard

much of you when in our own country, where all the Indians know you,

and we are now happy to meet you (' How, how!')
" My Friend, we are here like children in this strange country, and we

shall feel happy and not afraid if you will be our father—the Great Spirit

has put good counsel into your mouth, and we will follow it. (' How, how,

how !')

" We all know the dangers of fire-water ; we have all been fond of it, and

have been taught to drink it. We have been told that the Great Spirit sent

it to us because he loved us—but we have learned that this is not true.

" We have learned that the English people do not drink it—they are

wise ; and we will all pledge our words to you in this council that we will

not drink it while we are in this country, and we are ready to put our

names on a paper. (' How, how, how !
')
"

" My Friends," said I, " I don't require your names on a paper ; I am
satisfied ; if you were white men, perhaps I might—but no Indian who ever

gave me his word has deceived me. I will take your names on paper, how-

ever, for another purpose, that I may know how to call you, how to intro-

duce you, and to have your arrival properly announced in the newspapers."

(' How, how, how !')

Their names were then taken as follows, and the business

of our first council being finished, it broke up. (^ee Plate

No. 4.)

1. Ah-quee-we-zaints (the Boy Chief).

2. Pat-au-a-quot-a-wee-be (the Driving Cloud), war-chief.
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3. Wee-nish-ka-wee-be (the Flying Gull).

4. Sah-niah (Tobacco).

5. Gish-ec-gosh-c-gee (Moonlight Night).

6. Not-een-a-akm (Strong Wind), interpreter.

7. Wos-see-ab-e-neuh-qua, woman.

8. Nib-nab-ee-qua, girl.

9. Ne-bet-neuh-qua, woman.

After a stroll of an hour or so about my rooms, where

they were inexpressibly amused with my numerous paintings,

&c., they were driven awhile about the town, and landed

at their hotel, where the crowd had become so general and
so dense, that it was almost impossible to approach it.

The partial glance that the public got of their red faces and
wild dresses on this day, as they were moving through the

streets, and passing to and from the carriage, increased the

cry of " Ob-jubbeways I" in every part of the city, and

established the fact as certain, that" real Indiaiis" had made
their appearance in Manchester.

It should be known to the reader by this time that this

party were from the northern shore of Lake Huron, in

Canada ; therefore her Majesty's subjects, and part of one

of the most numerous tribes in North America, inhabiting

the shores of Lake Superior, Lake of the Woods, and Lake
Huron, numbering some 15,000 or 20,000, and usually (in

civilized parlance) called Chippeways, a mere refinement

upon their native name, 0-jib-be-way. The appearance

of these wild folks so suddenly in the streets of Manchester

was well calculated to raise an excitement and the most

intense curiosity. They were all clad in skins of their own
dressing, their head-dresses of eagles' quills and wild turkeys'

feathers ; their faces daubed and streaked with vermilion

and black and green paint. They were armed with their

war-clubs, bows and quivers, and tomahawks and scalp-

ing knives, just as they roam through the woods in their

country; and their yells and war-whoops, which were oc-

casionally sounded in the streets at some sudden occurrence

that attracted their attention, gave a new excitement amid

the smoke and din of Manchester. The leading man of this
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party, Ah-qtiee-tve-zaints (the boy chief), was an excellent old

man, of seventy-five years, with an intelligent and benig-

nant countenance, and had been somewhat distinguished as

a warrior in his younger days.

The next of consequence {Pat-au-a-quot-a-ivee-be, the

driving cloud), and called the war-chief (though I believe

not a chief), was a remarkably fine man of thirty-five years

of age, and had distinguished himself as a warrior in seve-

ral battles in the war of 1812, having been engaged in the

British lines, and in those engagements had been several

times severely wounded, and of which he still carried and

exhibited the most frightful scars.

Sah-mah (tobacco) and Gish-ee-gosh-e-gee (moonlight night)

were two fine young men, denoted warriors, having their

wives with them ; Wee-nish-ka-ioee-be (the flying gull) was

a sort of doctor or necromancer to the party, and a young

fellow of much drollery and wit. The Strong Wind, the

interpreter, whose familiar name was Cadotte, was a half-

caste, a young man of fine personal appearance and address,

and the son of a Frenchman of that name who had long

been an interpreter for the English factories in those

regions.

By the patient and accommodating disposition of this

young man, any conversation was easily held with these

people ; and through him, the interchange of feelings

between the civilized world and these rude and curious

people, which will appear in the subsequent chapters of

this book, was principally effected.
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CHAPTER XI.

Ojibbenays visit the Mayor in Town-hall—They refuse wine—Disli-ess of

the kind and accommodating landlord—Indians' first drive about the town

of Manchester—Their curious remarks—Saw some white i)eople drunk

—

Many women holding on to men's arms and apparently not sick—Saw
much smoke—Vast many poor people—Indians commence dancing in

the Author's Collection—Effects of the war-dance and war-whoop upon

the audience—Various amusements of the evening—A rich present to

the old Boy-Chief—And his speech—Numerous presents made—Im-

mense crowd and excitement— Indians visit a great woollen-factory

—

Casts made from their heads by a phrenologist—Visit to Orrell's cotton-

mill at Stockport—Their opinions of it—The party kindly entertained

by Mr. Hollins and lady.

The Indians having had a few days' rest, having made
their first visit to my rooms, and settled all the prelimi-

naries for their future operations, were now ready to step

forth amongst the strange sights that were open and ready

for their inspection in the new world that they had entered,

all of which was yet before them.

The world's civilities towards them commenced in an

invitation from the Mayor of Manchester to visit the Town-
Hall, and they dressed and painted and armed for the

occasion, not asking who the mayor was, or how near he

might be in rank to the Queen herself, whom it was their

greatest ambition to see; but upon the supposition, of

course, that they were going to see a " great chief," as they

called him.

They were moved through the streets in an omnibus,

accompanied by Mr. Rankin, and I met them at the door of

the hall, and conducted them to the presence of the mayor,

whom they recognised, and were not a little surprised to

find Avas one of the gentlemen to whom they had been

introduced the day before. They were then presented by
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the mayor to his lady, and a select party of ladies and
gentlemen who had been invited to see them. By these

they were received with much kindness, and after having
been shown the various rooms, &c., were led into the mayor's

court, then in session, where they stood a few minutes, and
finding that all proceedings were stopped, and all eyes upon
them while there, I beckoned to them to retire.

Various refreshments were prepared for them, to which

they returned, and whilst the lady mayoress and ladies and
gentlemen were proposing their health in wine which was

poured out for them, they were surprised to receive smiles

and thanks from the Indians as they refused to partake of

it. To the inquiries raised for the cause of their refusing

to drink, Mr. Rankin explained that they were under a

solemn pledge not to drink spirituous liquors while in

England, which was applauded by all present, and they

received many presents in consequence of this informa-

tion, which was the beginning of encouragement to keep

their promise of sobriety and total abstinence.

After leaving the town-hall, Mr. Rankin got into the

omnibus with them, and during a drive of half an hour or

so, giving them a passing glance at the principal streets of

Manchester and its suburbs, they returned to their hotel.

This excursion was calculated, of course, to bring around

their hotel its thousands and even tens of thousands of the

excitable and excited idlers that an extraordinary " turn

out " had at that time thrown into the streets ; and in en-

deavouring to pay them my customary visit that night, I

was obliged to follow in the wake of a number of police, who
had the greatest difficulty in making their way through

the mass.

The object of my visit to them was to talk, as usual,

upon the events of the day, and of our future operations.

The first " talk " I had, however, was with the kind and

good-natured landlord, who said that he had now got

notoriety enough—he didn't think his house would be

forgotten ; and was exceedingly obliged to me, and was
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pleased with the Indians, who gave him no trouble

;

alleging that they were ten times more civil and well-

behaved than the people night and day crowded around his

house. " It seemed to him as if the savages were all outside

of his house and the gentlemen inside. His house, which

was fresh painted but a few days, and not dry, was ' all done

up,' as high as they could reach and climb, and must be

done over again ; and his windows were broken and window-

shutters torn from their hinges ; and it was impossible for

him to keep them any longer without great damage to his

interest, and he hoped I would provide some other place for

them as soon as possible." It happened much to my satis-

faction that I had already prepared an apartment for them

in the Exchange Buildings, adjoining to the exhibition-

rooms, which were elevated high above the gaze of the

crowd, and to which they were to be removed the next

morning. This gave the good man much relief, and he

said he could manage to live through that night.

The conversation of the Indians that evening, while they

were passing their pipe round and making their comments

upon what they had seen, was exceedingly curious, and

deserves to be recorded. They expressed great satisfaction

at the kind manner in which they had been entertained by

the mayor, understanding that he was the head man of the

town of Manchester— " chief of that village," as they called

him ;
" they saw him and his squaw, and many other beau-

tiful squaws, all drinking ; and they saw many people

through the windows, and in the doors, as they passed along

the streets, who were drinking ; and they saw several per-

sons in the streets who were quite drunk, and two or three

lying down in the streets, like pigs ; and they thought the

people of Manchester loved much to drink liquor. They
saw a great deal of smoke, and thought the prairies were
on fire ; they saw many fine-looking squaws walking in the

streets, and some of them holding on to men's arms, and
didn't look sick neither. They saw a great many large

houses, which it seemed as if nobody lived in. They saw
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a great many people in the streets, who appeared very

poor, and looked as if they had nothing to eat. They
had seen many thousands, and almost all looked so poor

that they thought it would do no good for us to stay in

Manchester."

I explained to them the extraordinary cause that had re-

cently thrown so many thousands of poor people into the

streets; that Manchester was one of the richest towns in the

world ; that the immense houses they had seen, and apparently

shut up, were the great factories in which these thousands

of poor people worked, but were now stopped, and their

working people were running about the streets in vast num-
bers ; that the immense crowd gathered around their hotel,

from day to day, were of that class ; that the wealthy people

were very many, but that their dwellings were mostly a little

out of town ; and that their business men were principally

shut up in their offices and factories, attending to their busi-

ness whilst the idle people were running about the streets.

Such was a little of the gossip after their first visit and

drive about the town— and the next morning, at an early

hour, they were removed to their new lodgings in the

Exchange Buildings, and the kind landlord effectually,

though very gradually, relieved from the nuisance he had

had around his house for some days past.

On the same evening, by our announcements, they were

to make their first appearance in my exhibition, and at an

early hour the Rooms were filled, and we were obliged to

close the doors. I had erected a strong platform in the

middle of my room, on which the Indians were to give their

dances, and having removed all seats from the room, every

part of the floor was covered as densely as it was possible

for men and women to be grouped together. Into the midst

of this mass the party dashed in Indian file, with shield and

bow and quiver slung—with war-clubs and tomahawks in

hand, as they sounded the frightful war-whoop and were

endeavouring to reach the platform. The frightened crowd,

with screams and yells as frightful nearly as those of the
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Indians, gave way, and they soon had a free passage to the

platform, upon which they leaped, without looking for the

flight of steps prepared for them, and were at full length

before the staring, gaping multitude. Mr. Kankin was by

their side, and in a moment I was there also, to commence

ujjon the new duties devolving on me under our recent

arrangement. They were in a moment seated, and were

passing their pipe around, while I was, by a brief lecture,

introducing them, and the modes they were to illustrate,

to the audience.

I described the country and the tribe they belonged to,

and the objects for which they had crossed the Atlantic ; and

also expressed to the audience the happy opportunity it was

affording me of corroborating the many assertions I had been

heretofore making relative to the looks and modes of those

people, many of which I was fully aware were difficult of

comprehension. Having done this, I should leave the Indians

to entertain the audience with such of their dances and other

amusements as they might decide upon, and endeavour to

stand by and explain each amusement as they gave it,

feeling abundantly able to do so from a residence of eight

years amongst the various tribes in America.

There was a shout of applause at the close of my
remarks, and the most impatient anxiety evinced on all

sides to see the commencement of the curious tricks which

were just ready to be introduced. At this moment, with

a sudden yell, the men all sprung upon their feet ; their

weapons brandished and their buffalo robes thrown back,

while the women and children seated themselves at the

end of the platform. Another shrill yell of the war-whoop,

with the flourish of their weapons, and the Medicine-man

or Doctor commenced with tambour (or drum), and his

voice, upon the war-song: and they were all off in the

dance.* At the first rest, when they suddenly stopped.

* All American Indians are poor in musical instruments, the ])rincipal of

rhich, and the " heel inspiring" one, is the drum or tambour. This is

I 2
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there was but one mingled roar of applause, which showed

to the poor fellows that they had made "a hit," and were

to be received with great kindness and interest. This

stimulated them to finish it with spirit ; and when it was

done, and they were seated a few moments to rest, hundreds

were ambitious to crowd up to them and offer them their

hands. It was with great difficulty that I could get the

audience quiet enough to hear my explanations of the war-

dance—its meaning, and the objects and character of the

war-whoop which they had just heard. I gained the

patience of the crowd by promising them a number of

dances and other amusements, all of which I would render

instructive by my explanations, and afford all, in the remotest

parts of the room, an opportunity to shake hands with the

Indians when their amusements were finished.

After my explanations and their pipe were finished, they

arose and gave the Wa-be-no dance, as they call it. Wa-be-no,

in the Ojibbeway language, means mystery, and their

mystery-dance is one of their choicest dances, only given

at some occasion of their mystery-feasts, or for the accom-

plishment of some mysterious design. This dance is

amusing and grotesque, and made much merriment amongst

the audience. I explained the meaning of this also, and

they afterwards gave some surprising illustrations of the

mode of catching and throwing the ball in their favourite

game of ball-play, with their ball-sticks in their hands.

The astonishing quickness and certainty with which they

throw and catch the ball in their rackets elicited immense

applause; and after this they gave the "scalp-dance,"

which is given when a party returns from war, having

rudely, but ingeniously made, by straining a piece of raw hide over a

hoop or over the head of a sort of keg, generally made by excavating the

inner part of a log of wood, leaving a thin rim around its_side. In the

bottom of this they always have a quantity of water, which sends out a re-

markably rich and liquid tone. Besides this, they use several kinds of

rattles and whistles—some of which are for mystery purposes, and others

merely for the pleasing and exciting effects they produce in their dances.
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brought home scalps taken from their enemies' heads, and

preserved as trophies by the victors. In this dance the

women, occupying the centre, hold up the scalps, attached

to the tops of little poles, while men who have come from

war dance around in a circle, brandishing their weapons,

gnashing their teeth, and yelling the war-whoop at the

highest key of their voices. At the close of this terrifying

dance, which seemed to come just up to the anxiety of the

excited audience, there was a tremendous roar of applause,

and, in the midst of the uproar, an old gentleman took from

his pocket a beautifully chased silver tobacco-box, and hand-

ing it to me, desired me to give it to the old chief, and tell

him to carry his tobacco in it. I handed it to the old man,

and, as he had seen the hand that gave it, he sprang upon

his feet, as if he were but a boy, and reaching out his hand,

grasped, over the heads of the audience, the hand of the

venerable old gentleman, who told him " he was happy to

see him, and to make him a little present to recollect him

by." The old chief straightened up and squared himself

upon the platform, throwing his buffalo robe over his left

shoulder and passing it forward under his right arm and into

his left hand ; and with the most benignant smile (as he

turned his box a moment under his eye, and passed it into

his left hand) commenced—" My friends, though I am old

I thank the Great Spirit for giving me strength to say a few

words to you. He has allowed me to live many years, and

I believe it is because I thank him for all his gifts. His

eye was upon us when we were on the great salt lake, and

he has brought us here safe, for which we all are thankful.

He has directed you all to come hei-e this night and to be

so kind to us, for we had done nothing to make you come.

We have long heard of the Saga-noshes* and we have been

anxious to come and see them. We have fought for them

and with them, and our fathers and brothers have bled for

Englishmen.
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them. There are many of the Sag-a-noshes amongst us, and

we love them. The Great Spirit has smiled upon our under-

taking, and he has guided the hand of my brother to make
me this present. My friends, my heart is warm and I am
thankful. We have now done our dancing and singing, and

we offer you our hands in friendship." At this there was a

rush towards the platform from every part of the room to

shake the hands of the Indians, who had seated themselves

on the front of the platform for the purpose.

These greetings for half an hour or so were exceedingly

warm ; and to make them more impressive, several persons

deposited in their hands valuable trinkets and money, which

they received with thanks. Thus ended the first night's ex-

hibition of the amusements of the Ojibbeways ; and it was

quite impossible to bring it entirely to a close (such was the

avidity with which the visitors were seeking to handle and

examine every part of their costumes, their tomahawks, and

scalping-knives, &c.) until the Indians took leave and re-

tired to their private room. And even then there was almost

an equal difficulty while I was in the exhibition-room, for

crowds were gathering around me to know what they ate

—

whether they ate their meat raw—whether they were can-

nibals—what I brought them over for—whether they were

easy to manage, &c.—until I gradually edged along towards

the door, through which I suddenly slipped, when I had got

completely out of breath, leaving the group to fall upon

poor Daniel, who was lecturing in another part of the room.

Our first night's labour had taken us until eleven o'clock ;

and as I was wending my way home to my lodgings, I could

hear the war-whoop squeaking and echoing in the streets

in every part of the town.

On the following morning, at the very friendly invitation

of the proprietor of an extensive woollen-factory in the

vicinity of Bury, and who had sent a carriage with four

horses for them, the whole party paid a visit to his extensive

mills and to his mansion, where they partook of breakfast

with him, and returned in great glee and spirits, each
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one bearing a magnificent blanket of various colours, pre-

sented to them by his generous hand.

The second night of their exhibition went off much like

the first : the room was filled long before they made their

appearance ; and in the roar and confusion of applause at

the end of their amusements, there was a cry from the end

of the room, " Let some of them come this way—we can't

get near them—we can't tell whether they are in their own

skins or in fleshings." And another hallooed out " Let that

handsome Httle fellow come here (alluding to Samak, who

was a very fine-looking young man) ; here is a lady who

wants to kiss him I"

This being interpreted to him, he leaped into and through

the crowd ( as he would dash into the river that he was to

ford), and had his naked arms around her neck and kissed

her before there was any time for an explanation. The
excitement and screaming and laughing amongst the women
in that part of the room made kissing fashionable, and

every one who laid her hand upon his arm or his naked

shoulders (and those not a few) got a kiss, gave a scream,

and presented him a brooch, a ring, or some other keepsake,

and went home with a sti-eak of red paint on her face, and

perhaps with one or two of black or green upon her dress.

The gallant little fellow squeezed himself through this

dense crowd, kissing old and young as he went, and returned

to the platform, from which he held up and displayed his

trophies with much satisfaction.

I felt it my duty to reprimand him for his rudeness, and

told him it was not fashionable in such crowds to kiss the

ladies ; to which he replied, that " he knew what he was

about—the white ladies are very pretty and very sweet,

and I gave my kisses only where they were asked for."

The response all over the house was that " he had done right

;

good little fellow, he has done no harm."—A voice, " No,

no harm, indeed ; I '11 kiss him again if he will come down,

charming little fellow !"—He was in the act of leaping off,

when Cadotte, the interpreter, seized him by the arm and
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turned him back. The hour was come for closing, and

the Indians moved off to their lodgings. The events of

that day and evening furnished the Indians with rich

materials for gossip, and I retired to their chambers

to smoke a pipe of k'nick-k'ncck with them, and join in

the pleasures of their conversation. They had many fine

presents to displa3s and some of these valuable, being

taken from arms and necks and fingers, in the moments of

enthusiasm, and given to the Indians. The little gallant

Samah had been the most successful in this way, and also

had received all the kisses of the pretty women. I have

already mentioned that he had his wife with him. They

were joking her about this affair, and she coolly said she

did not care about it ; "for the more kisses he gets from

pretty women, the more presents I get, for he loves me
enough to give them all to me." There was much comment-

ing also on the great factory they had been to see in the

morning, and on the gentleman's kindness in presenting the

blankets, which they had now paraded and were examining

and showing.

They were exulting much in their happiness and success,

and were still expressing fears that, by jumping and yelling,

and making so much noise in Manchester, they might give

dissatisfaction to the Queen, who would not feel so well

disposed to see them. They asked for my opinion on the

subject; I told them to have no fears, the Queen would

certainly be glad to see them.

I was waited on about this time by Mr. Bally, a gentle-

man of great eminence and skiU in the science of phreno-

logy, and who has one of the richest collections of casts from

nature, in the world. Mr. Bally is one of the most rapid

and skilful men in the operation of casting from the living

face, and was extremely anxious to procure casts from the

Ojibbeways ; and, to a gentleman of so much worth to science,

as well as for his amiable and gentle disposition, I felt bound

to lend my best efforts in gaining for him the privilege.

I had much difficulty to overcome their superstitions ; but.
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by assuring them that they were to be done as a present to

mc, and by their seeing the operation performed on one of

my men, I succeeded in gaining their consent, and they

were all taken with great success. They were a present to

my collection ; and a copy of them in the noble collection of

Mr. Bally will, I hope, continue to be subjects of interest

and value.

Kindnesses and attentions were now showering upon the

Ojibbeways from all directions in Manchester; and amongst

them many kind invitations, which it was impossible for

them to comply with. They were invited to visit the mills

of various kinds ; and, amongst those that they went to, I

must record a few words of the one they were most pleased

with, and which they will talk the longest about.

I had received an invitation to bring them to Stockport,

to examine the cotton-mill of Mr. Orrell, which is probably

one of the finest in the kingdom, and availed myself of his

kindness, by making a visit to it with them. With his custo-

mary politeness, he showed us through it, and explained it

in all its parts, so that the Indians, as well as myself, were

able to appreciate its magnitude and its ingenious con-

struction.

Upon this giant machine the Indians looked in perfect

amazement; though it is a studied part of their earliest

education not to exhibit surprise or emotion at anything,

however mysterious or incomprehensible it may be. There

was enough, however, in the symmetry of this wonderful

construction, when in full operation, to overcome the rules

of any education that would subdue the natural impulses

of astoni-shmcnt and admiration. They made no remarks,

nor did they ask any questions, but listened closely to all

the explanations ; and, in their conversations for weeks

afterwards, admitted their bewildering astonishment at so

wonderful a work of human invention.

After viewing, in all "its parts, this stupendous work, we

were shown through the not less ingenious bleaching-mills

of Mr. Hollins ; and then, in the kindest manner, conducted
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under his hospitable roof, where his charming lady and

lovely little ones united in their efforts to make us welcome

and happy. The cloth was spread, and the luxuries of

their house all heaped upon the table,—the substantial of

life, and then its spices. It seemed cruel to see these poor

fellows devouring the one, and rejecting the other— denying

and denied the luxuries that we could not refuse, when our

friends proposed to drink to our healths and our happiness.

They were happy, however, and, good fellows, enjoyed what

they partook, and we returned, wishing our kind-hearted

friends, Mr. HoUins and his lady, many, many happy days.
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Remarks on what they saw—The smoke—" Prairies on fire "—Lascars
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—
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On our return from Stockport we found two reverend

gentlemen, who had been waiting nearly all day for an

interview with the Indians (which had been appointed,

but forgotten), to talk upon the subject of religion. They
had come several miles, and seemed somewhat vexed, as

night was near approaching, and the old chief told them

that they were going to London in a few days, and

should be very busy in the meantime; and again, that

they were expecting to see the Queen, and would rather

wait until after they had seen her Majesty. They had

learned, also, that London was the great city of England,

and thought that anything of that kind had better be de-

ferred until they were in London, and the subject was

therefore postponed.

The exhibitions at night were progressing much as I have

above described—the hall invariably full, and the Indians,

as well as the public, had their own amusement in the room,

and also amusing themes for conversation after retiring to

their own quarters.
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In the midst of our success and of their amusement and

enjoyment, an occurrence took place that was near getting

us into difficulty, as it raised a great excitement in the

neighbourhood and no little alarm to many old women and

little children.

As I was leaving my exhibition-rooms one morning, I met,

to my great surprise, an immense crowd of people assembled

in front, and the streets almost completely barricaded with

the numbers that were rapidly gathering, and all ejes ele-

vated towards the roof of my building. I asked the first

person I met what was the matter ?—supposing that the

house was on fire—to which he replied, " I believes, sir, that

the Hob-jib-be-ways has got loose ; I knows that some on

em is hout, for I seed one on em runnin hover the tops of

the ouses, and they'l ave a ard matter to catch em, hin my
hopinion, sir."

It seems that the poor fellows had found a passage leading

from their rooms out upon the roof of the house, and that,

while several of them had been strolling out there for fresh

air, and taking a look over the town, a crowd had gathered

in the street to look at them, and amongst the most igno-

rant of that crowd the rumour had become current that

they " had broke loose, and people were engaged in endea-

vouring to take them."

I started back to my room as fast as I could, and to the

top of the house, to call them down, and stop the gathering

that was in rapid progress in the streets. When I got on

the roof, I was as much surprised at the numbers of people

assembled on the tops of the adjoining houses, as I had been

at the numbers assembled in the streets. The report was

there also current, and general, that they had " broke out,"

and great preparations were being made on the adjoining

roofs, with ropes and poles, &c , to "take them," if possible,

before any harm could be done. About the time I had

got amongst them, and was inviting them down, several of

the police made their appearance by my side, and ordered

them immediately into their room, and told me that in the
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excited state of the town, with their mills all out, such a

thing was endangering the peace ; for it brought a mob of

manjr thousands together, which would be sure not to dis-

perse without doing some mischief. I was ordered by the

police to keep them thereafter in the rooms, and not to

allow them to show themselves at the windows, so great

were their fears of a riot in the streets, if there was the least

thing to set it in motion. As an evidence of the necessity

of such rigour, this affair of about tifteen minutes' standing

had already brought ten or fifteen thousand people together,

and a large body of the police had been ordered on to the

ground, having the greatest difficulty during the day

to get rid of the crowd.

Mr. Rankin, about this time, was getting alarming appre-

hensions that our delay in Manchester was calculated to

affect our prospect of going before the Queen, and at his

urgent request I announced our last night in Manchester,

after an exhibition of ten days. On the last night, as on

each of the preceding ones, the room was quite full, and

even so many were necessarily forbidden entrance, that they

began a most ruinous warfare on the door from the outside,

and to such a degree, that I was obliged to put the entrance

to my premises in charge of the police, for protection. We
were now prepared to move off to the metropolis, and I showed

to Mr. Rankin, by his share of the profits of ten days, that

he had already received more than he would have got in two

months by the plan he had proposed, to hire the party to

me for 100/. per month.

This seemed to please him very much, and we moved off

pleasantly on our way to London, leaving the ungratified

curiosity that remaiued in Manchester until a future

occasion, when we might return again.

For our passage to London we had chartered a second-

class carriage to ourselves, and in it had a great deal of

amusement and merriment on the way. The novelty of the

mode of travelling and the rapidity at which we were going

raised the spirits of the Indians to a high degree, and they
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sang their favourite songs, and even gave their dances, as

they passed along. Their curiosity had been excited to

know how the train was propelled or drawn, and at the first

station I stepped out with them, and forward to the locomo-

tive, where I explained the power which pulled us along.

They at once instituted for the engine, the appellation of

the " Iron-horse ;" and, at our next stopping-place, which was

one where the engine was taking in water, they all leaped

out " to .fee the Iron-horse drink."

Their songs and yells set at least a thousand dogs barking

and howling on the way, and as we came under the station

at Birmingham, called up a fat old gentleman, who opened

our door and very knowingly exclaimed, " What the devil

have you got here ? some more of them damned grisly

bears, have you ?" He was soon merged in the crowd that

gathered around us, and, with doors closed, the Indians sat

out patiently the interval, until we were under weigh again.

Arrived at the Euston station, in London, an omnibus con-

veyed them suddenly to apartments in George -street, which

had been pi epared for them. They were highly excited when

they entered their rooms, talking about the Queen, whom
they believed had just passed in her carriage, from seeing

two footmen with gold-laced hats and red breeches and

white stockings, standing up and riding on a carriage behind,

with large gold-headed canes in their hands : it proved,

however, to have been the carriage of Lady S——n, fami-

liarly known in that neighbourhood ; and the poor fellows

seemed wofuUy disappointed at this information.

The good landlady, who took a glance of them as they

came in, was becoming alarmed at the bargain she had made
for the rooms, and came to Mr. Rankin, expressing her fears

that the arrangement would never answer for her, as "she

did not expect such wild, black-looking savages from the

Indies." Mr. Rankin assured her that they were quite

harmless, and much more of gentlemen than many white

men she might get in her house, and he would be responsible

for all damage that they would ever do to her property,
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even if she left the whole of it unsecured by lock and key.

So she said she would venture to try them for a week, and

see how they behaved. They were now in the midst of the

great city of London, which they had been so anxious to see
;

and, upon putting their heads out of the windows to take a

first peep, the smoke was so dense that they could see but
a few rods, when they declared that the " prairies must be on

fire again."

Daniel was, at this time, remaining in Manchester to take

down and bring on my collection, which it was agreed should

be re-opened in London. I was busy effecting a new arrange-

ment for the Egyptian Hall, which I took for six months,

and in a few days my collection was being replaced upon its

walls.

The first visitor who came to see the party, and to wish

them success in London, was my excellent friend the Hon.

C. A. Murray, who was much pleased with them, and learn-

ing their desire to gain an audience of Her Majesty, he

proposed, as the surest way to bring it about, that his

Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge should have an

interview with them first, and then it would be easy to

get Her Majesty to see them. This plan was agreed to,

and the next day Mr. Murray addressed me a note, saying

that the Duke would meet them the next morning in the

Queen's drawing-room, Hanover-square Concert-rooms. I

immediately made the arrangement with the proprietor of

the rooms, and at the appointed hour the next morning

was there with them, and met His Royal Highness the

Duke of Cambridge, with the Hon. Mr. Murray and Baron

Knesebeck, in attendance. The Duke met them in the

most familiar and cordial manner, offering them his hand,

and smoking the Indian pipe with them. He conversed a

great deal with them through their interpreter, Cadotte
;

and, after closely examining their costumes, weapons, &c.,

took a seat to see them dance. They amused him with the

war-dance and the Wa-be-no dance, giving several songs and

the war-whoop ; after which they seated themselves on the
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floor, and after a few minutes' rest, having passed the pipe

around, the old chief arose and said

—

" Father, we are glad to see you and to take your hand ; we know that you

are uncle to our great mother the Queen, and we are happy to see you.

(' How, how, how

!

') We thank the Great Spirit for this ; he has kept us in

good health and safe over the great salt lake, and His eye is on us now, we

know, or we should not see our great father this day. We are poor,

ignorant children, and yet we hope the Queen, your niece, will be willing

to see us, when our hearts will be happy. (' How, how, how

!

')

" Father, my years, you see, are nearly spent. I have carried my
weapons and hunted for your enemies many years, and my warriors here

have many wounds they received in fighting for the Sag-a-noshes. (' How,

how, how

!

')

" I have no more words to say at present. (' How, how, how !')
"

His Royal Highness graciously received the old Chiefs

speech, and then examined the wounds pointed out on the

body of the War Chief; after which he replied to the

old man

—

" My friends, I meet you here to-day with great pleasure, and / thank

the Great Spirit also, that He has guarded you and kept you safe over the

ocean. I hope your visit to England may be pleasant and profitable to you,

and that you may all get back safe to your children. (' How, how, how !')

" My friends, I will make known your wishes to the Queen, and I think

you will see her. (' How, how, how ! ')
"

The Duke most kindly took leave of them, presenting

to the old chief ten sovereigns, which he divided equally

among the number, and sent them on the following day

ten pounds of the choicest smoking tobacco. On leaving

the Rooms he also thanked me for the treat I had afforded

him, and said, "Oh, the good fellows! yes, the Queen will

see them."

The announcement of the arrival of the Ojibbeways

which had been made in the public papers, and the notice

also of their interview with the Duke of Cambridge, were

now gaining them a notoriety with the public ; and amongst

my personal friends, was announcing that I had returned to

London, which altogether brought me a flood of applicants

for private interviews with them. We had resolved not to
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make any exhibition of their modes to the public, until

after they had seen the Queen, and the month that we

remained idle, and waiting for her Majesty's command, was

rendered tedious and troublesome from the above causes.

We were daily and hourly importuned for permissions to

see them, which were in part granted, until it became quite

necessary that I should absent myself from them, leaving

instructions at the door that no communication could be had

with them at present. Mr. Rankin during this time stayed

constantly with them, and I occasionally spent an evening

of gossip and smoked a pipe with them. We made use of

most of the time in endeavouring to show them as much of

the great city as possible, driving them out in a bus

during the day, and several times taking them into the

country to spend a day running over the fields for the benefit

of their health.

After one of their first drives about the City, when they

had been passed through Regent Street, the Strand, Cheap-

side, Oxford Street and Holborn, I spent the evening in a

talk with them in their rooms, and was exceedingly amused

with the shrewdness of their remarks upon what they had

seen. They had considered the "prairies still on fire,"

from the quantity of smoke they met ; one of the women had

undertaken to count the number of carriages they passed,

but was obliged to give it up; "saw a great many fine

houses, but nobody in the windows : saw many men with a

large board on the back, and another on the breast, walk-

ing in the street—supposed it was some kind of punishment

;

saw men carrying bags of coal, their hats on wrong side

before ; saw fine ladies and gentlemen riding in the middle

of the streets in carriages, but a great many poor and

ragged people on the sides of the roads ; saw a great many
men and women drinking in shops where they saw great

barrels and hogsheads ; saw several drunk in the streets. They
had passed two Indians in the street with brooms, sweeping

away the mud ; they saw them hold out their hands to people

going by, as if they were begging for money : they saw many
VOL I. K
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other poor people begging, some with brooms in their

hands and others with little babies in their arms, who

looked as if they were hungry for food to eat." They had

much to say about the two Indians they had passed. " It

could not be that white people would dress and paint them-

selves like Indians in order to beg money, and they could

not see how Indians would consent to stand in the streets

and sweep the mud away in order to beg for money." They

appealed to me to know whether they were really Indians,

and I said " Yes ; they are natives from the East Indies, called

Lascars. They are naturally, most probably like your-

selves, too proud to work or to beg ; but they have been

left by some cruel fate, to earn their living in the streets of

London, or to starve to death, and, poor fellows, they have

preferred begging to starvation." The Indians seemed

much affected by the degradation that these poor fellows

were driven to, and resolved that they would carry some

money with them when they went out, to throw to them.

I had about this time several communications from the

Reverend Mr. S , who was desirous, if possible, to have

an interview with the Indians for the purpose of learning

from them what notions they had of reUgion, if any ; and

to endeavour to open their minds to a knowledge of the

Christian religion, which it was the wish of himself and many

others of his friends to teach to them for their eternal

welfare. I at once wrote to those reverend gentlemen and

assured them that their kind endeavours would be aided in

every possible way by Mr. Rankin and myself; and I

appointed an hour at once, when they could converse with

the Indians on the subject. Their visit was made at the hour

appointed, and the conversation was held in my presence.

The reverend gentlemen most kindly and humanely greeted

the Indians on their safe arrival in this country, where they

were glad to meet them as brothers. They called upon

them not in any way to interfere with their amusements or

objects for which they had come to England, but to wish

them all success, and at the same time to learn from them
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whether as poor children of the forests they had been kept

in the dark, and out of the light of the true Christian

religion, which it was their desire to make known to their

minds. The old chief had lit his pipe in the meantime,

and having taken a few moments to smoke it out, after the

reverend gentleman had stopped, said (without rising up to

speak) that he was much pleased to see them, and shake

hands with them, for he knew their views were good and

friendly. He said that they had heard something about

the white man's religion in the wilderness where he lived,

but they had thought it too difficult for them to understand.

He said he was much obliged to them for offering to explain

it at this time, but that they would take a little time to

think of it first ; and as they had not yet seen the Queen,

they thought it best to do no more about it at present.

Poor fellows, they were daily asking for reports from the

Palace, becoming impatient for the permission to see her

Majesty. They had waited so long that they were begin-

ning to think that iheir application had failed, and they

were becoming dispirited and desponding.

I said to them one morning, " Now, my good fellows, don't

despair—you have not tried what you can do yourselves

yet ; in your own country, if you wish it to rain, you have

Bain-makers who can make it rain ; if you wish it to stop

raining, you have Rain-stoppers, who cook up a grand

medicine feast and cause it to stop raining. If buffalos

are scarce, your medicine men can make them come: why

not ' put on the Big Kettle,' and see what you ran do in

the present dilemma ?—You have your Medicine-man with

you, and your Medicine-drum and your Shi-she-quoi (mys-

tery rattle)
;
you are all prepared ;

go to work—you will cer-

tainly do no harm, and I fully believe you will bring it about.''

As 1 was leaving the room their interpreter overtook me,

and said that the medicine man wanted the money to buy

five fat ducks—that they had resolved on having a medicine

feast that afternoon, and that they would expect me to be of

the party to partake of it.

k2
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I came in at the hour appointed, and found them all

with their faces painted black on one side and red on the

other (their mode of ornamenting when they supplicate the

Great or other Spirit for any gift or favour), and pre-

pared to take their seats at the feast, which was then

smoking, on the floor in the adjoining room. Buffalo

robes were spread upon the floor, on which we were

seated, when the following dialogue took place between

their kind (and now no longer terrified) landlady and the

interpreter Cadotte :
—" Why, " said she (as she was com-

pleting the last arrangement for our feast upon the floor),

" you have left no room for the women, poor things."

" Women ! " said Cadotte, " why, do you suppose that

women can eat at a medicine feast ? " " Why not ? " said

the landlady, " are they not as good as the men ? They are

a nice set of women, and that little girl is a dear little

creature. I cooked the ducks as much for them as I did

for you, and I think it would be cruel not to invite them to

eat with you; you are no better now than you were this

morning ; they ate with you then. If I had known this, I

would have kept one of the ducks for them." " Devil a

bit
!

" said Cadotte, " do you know what medicine is ? " " No,

I don't suppose I do ; but there are the three women all

crying now in the other room, poor creatures." " And there

they are obliged to cry while we are in a medicine feast, or

we have no luck." " Oh, dear me, what a strange set of

beings
!

" said the old lady, as she returned to the kitchen,

" I won't interfere with them ; they must take their own

w ay."

With closed doors we went through all the peculiar so-

lemnities of this feast ; and, having devoured all the ducks,

leaving "none for the poor women," the medicine man
took about a quarter of an hour to recite a sort of prayer

or thanks to the Great Spirit, which, from the extreme

rapidity with which he repeated it, 1 supposed to be some

established form peculiar to such occasions. After this,

and while the last pipe was passing around, my man
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Daniel (in pursuance of my previous instructions) entered

the room, and delivered to me a large letter, which he said

he thought was from Mr. Murray, as it had the household

stamp upon it. The most impatient excitement prevailed

until 1 broke the seal and read as follows :

—

" Buckingham Palace, Thursday morning.

" Dear Sir,—I have great pleasure in informing you that Her Majesty

has expressed a desire to see the party of Ojibbeway Indians, and has

appointed Thursday next, at two o'clock, as the hour when she will receive

you with the party, in the Waterloo Gallery, Windsor Castle. I pray

that you will be punctual at the hour, and I will meet you at the threshold,

rendering all the facilities that may be in my power.

" Yours, sincerely,

" To Geo. Catlin, Esq." " C. A. Mueeat,
" Master of H. M. Household.

The reader can readily imagine what was the pleasure of

these poor people when they heard this letter read ; but it

would be difficult to know what were their feelings of sur-

prise, that the efficacy of their ynedicine should have brought

it in at that opportune moment. The reader will also sup-

pose, what their superstition prevented them from ever

imagining, that this letter was in my pocket several hours

before the ducks were bought, antl therefore cost me about

twenty shillings.

A pipe was here lit by tlie old chief, and passed around,

and smoked to the kind Spirit they had successfully invoked,

and with it all the anxieties of this day passed away.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Preparations for visiting the Queen—Amusing interview vi-ith Sykes, the

porter—Mistaken by the old Chief for Prince Albert—Meet the Hon.
Mr. Murray—The waiting-room—The Author conducts the party before

Her Majesty and the Prince in the Waterloo Gallery—Their reception

—Introductions and conversations — Indians give the war-dance—

A

smoke—-The old Chief's speech to the Queen—Pipe-dance—Her Ma-
jesty and the Prince retire—Indians at a feast in the waiting-room

—

Drinking the Queen's health in Champagne—Indians call it " Chickabob-

boo"—Story of Chichabobboo, and great amusement—Indians return to

London—Evening-gossip about the Queen and her Chichabobboo—First

evening of the Indians in Egyptian Hall—Great excitement—Alarm

—

Tremendous applause—Old Chiefs speech—Hon. Mr. Murray's letter

to the old Chief, enclosing £20 from the Queen and other presents

—

Speech of the War-chief—Pipe-dance—Shaking hands—Curious ques-

tions by the audience—Ale allowed to the Indians at dinner and after

supper—Their rejoicing—-They call it Chickabobboo.

A NEW chapter commenced here with the Indians, as it

commences with my book. All "omnibus drives" were

postponed for the present; all communications with the

world entirely interdicted; and all was bustle and prepara-

tion for the grand event which was to " cap the climax " of

their highest ambition—the point to which they had looked

ever since they had started, and beyond which, it is not

probable, their contemplations had as yet visibly painted

anything.

Colours, and ribbons, and beads, of the richest hues, were

called for, and procured from various parts of the city ; and

both night and day, all, men and women, were constantly

engaged in adding brilliancy and richness of colour to their

costumes.

The old chief was painting the stem of his pipe of peace (or

calumet) sky-blue, emblematical of the feelings they carried
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in their breasts ; and decorating it also with blue and red

ribbons, as a suitable gift to royalty. The little girl, Nib-

nab-e-qua, was crying, as she embroidered with red and

white porcupine-quills, fearing that her new mocassins would

not look so brilliant as she had sometimes made them. Her
mother was arranging black mourning plumes in the cradle

in which her infant had died, and which, by the custom of

the country, she was obliged yet to carry on her back. The
War-chief was repainting his shield, and arranging his scalps

on a little hoop, to give jtroper effect to the scalp-dance. The
Medicine-man was preparing his wa-he-no drum. Gish-ee-gosh-

ee-gee was stringing beads with his wife ; and Sah-mah was

brif^fhtening his tomahawk and his scalping-knife for a glitter-

ing effect in the war-dance. Cadottc, during this time, was

parading before the mirror, examining, arranging, and re-

arranging the ostrich-plumes in his cap, and the fit of a

laced frock he had just had made; and (I had almost

forgotten myself) I was anxiously awaiting the arrival of a

new coat I had ordered at my tailor's for the occasion.

On the morning appointed, all were satisfactorily pre-

pared, and, being seated in an omnibus posted with four

horses, we were on our way, and soon after that arrived at

the gates of Windsor Castle. Descending from the car-

riage, the poor old chief, whose eyes were getting a

little dim with age, was completely nonplused at behold-

ing the magnificent figure (in scarlet and gold lace and

powdered wig) of (his apparent Majesty) Sykes, the well-

known porter of the palace, who had him by the elbow,

and was conducting him and his heavy paraphernalia to-

wards the door. The good old chief turned round and gave

him his hand, not knowing as yet what to say, as they had

none of them contemplated anything so brilliant aud daz-

zling, short of Majesty itself. He was at this moment,

however, saved from committing himself or bestowing his

pipe of peace by the sudden approach of several others of

the household in liveries equally splendid, who conducted us

into the hall, at which moment we met our friend the
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Honourable Mr. Murray, whom we followed to the waiting-

room adjoining to the Waterloo Gallery, in which our re-

ception was to take place. Here we were seated, and

awaited the anxious moment when it was to be announced

that her Majesty was ready to see us.

The Indians were here parading before the large and

splendid mirrors and adjusting their feathers and ornaments,

and suggesting many surmises about the long table which

Avas dressed out in the room where we were, and which they

supposed was the place where the Queen and all her officers

about her took their dinners. This, as the sequel will show,

was a very great error, as it was preparing for another

and entirely different purpose.

After waiting half an hour or so, an officer in full dress

came into the room and informed us that the Queen was in

the adjoining room, and ready to receive us, and showed us

the way. There was a moment of jingling and rattling of

trinkets as the Indians were throwing on their robes and

gathering up their weapons ; and when they responded to

my question " if they were all ready ?"—by their " how !

hoio! how!" I led the way, and they followed into the

Waterloo Gallery. They were now all at full length before

her Majesty and the Prince, who most graciously received

them. {Plate No. 5.) The Queen arose from a sofa in the

middle of the room, having her Majesty the Queen Dow-
ager and H. R. H. the Duchess of Kent by her side; and

advancing towards the Indians, was joined by H. R. H.

Prince Albert and the Hon. Mr. Murray. Her Majesty

desired that the interpreter and myself should advance

nearer to her, and at her request I introduced each indivi-

dually by their appropriate names, explaining their cos-

tumes, weapons, &c. Her Majesty beckoned the little girl

up to her, and held her some time by both hands, evidently

much pleased with her appearance, and also the woman
with the cradle on her back, in whom she seemed to take

much interest. She asked many questions, as well as the

Prince, relative to their costumes, modes, &c., and they then
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took their seats on the sofa to witness the dances which the

Indians had come prepared to give.

The Indians were at this time seated in a circle on the

floor, when the Medicine-man gradually commenced tapping

on his drum and singing in a low tone. In a few moments
the house jarred with the leap of the War-chief, who was

upon his feet, and after him all the party, in the din of the

war-dance. {Plate No. 6.)

This dance finished, they were again seated on the floor,

when the old chief, seventy-five years of age, having lighted

his pipe and passed it around, arose and made the following

address to her Majesty :
—

*

" Great Mother—I have been very sorrowful since I left my home, but

the Great Spirit has brought us all safe over the great waters, and my
heart will now be glad that we can see your face. We are now happy.

" These are all the words I have to say. My words are few, for I am
not very well to-day. The other chief will tell you what I intended to

say."

The War-chief then rose, and in a very energetic manner

made the following speech, which was also literally inter-

preted to her Majesty :

—

" Great Mother—The Great Spirit has been kind to us, your children,

in protecting us on our long journey here. And we are now happy that

we are allowed to see your lace. It makes our hearts glad to see ihe faces

of so many Saganoshes (English) in this country, and all wearing ^such

pleasant looks. We think the people here must be very happy.

" Mother—We have been often told that there was a great fire in this

country—that its light shone across the great water ; and we see now where

• The poor old chief met with a sudden embarrassment at this moment
that he had not thought of, and was not prepared consequently to know how
to proceed. He had, acconling to the custom of his country, prepared and

brought with him a beautiful calumet or pipe of peace to present, and on

rising to make his speech (the moment when it is customary to present it)

it for the first time occurred to him that he was about to present it to a

woman, the impropriety of which was evident to him. He thought of the

Prince, but as the pipe of peace can only be given to the highest in power,

he had another misgiving; and, unlike to orators in the Indian countries,

continued to hold it in his hand while he was speaking, and brought it

away with him.
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this great light arises. We believe that it shines from this great wigwam

to all the world.

" Mother—We have seen many strange things since we came to this

country. W^e see that your wigwams are large, and the light that is in

them is bright. Our wigwams are small, and our light is not strong. We
are not rich, but yet we have plenty of food to eat.

" Mother—Myself and my friends here are your friends—your children-

We have used our weapons against your enemies. And for many years we

have received liberal presents from this country, which have made us quite

happy and comfortable in our wigwams.
" Mother—The chief who has just spoken, and myself, have fought and

bled by the side of the greatest warrior who ever lived—Tecumseh.
" Mother—Our hearts are glad at what we have this day seen—that we

have been allowed to see your face. And when we get home our words

will be listened to in the councils of our nation.

" This is all I have to say."

After his speech the War-chief resumed his seat upon the

floor ; and as her Majesty could not be supposed to reply to

his speech, she called upon the Prince, who thanked them

for the amusement they had aff"orded her Majesty, who felt

a deep interest in their welfare, and thankful to the old

chief for the noble and religious sentiments expressed in his

remarks.

After this the Indians rose and gave their favourite, the

Pipe Dance, which seemed to afford much amusement to

the Royal party. The Queen and the Prince then graciously

bowed and took leave, thanking them, through the inter-

preter, for the amusement they had afforded them. The
Indians at the same moment shouldered their robes and

retired, sounding their war-whoop to the amusement of the

servants of the household, who had assembled to the amount

of some hundreds in the galleries of the hall.

They were now in the waiting-room again, where, to their

surprise (and no little satisfaction), they found that the

table they had seen so splendidly arranged was intended

for their own entertainment, and was now ready for the

" set-to." Mr. Murray announced it as ready, and we all

went to work. Mr. Rankin, who had been seated in the

gallery during the presentation, having joined the party.
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had now taken his seat with them at the table. With his

usual kindness, Mr. Murray insisted on carving the roast-

beef and helping them around, and next in drinking tlie

Queen's health, which is customary at all public dinners.

For this the first bottle of champagne was opened; and

when the cork flew and the wine was pouring into glasses,

the Indians pronounced the v/oid ^^ Chick-abob-boo !" and

had a great laugh. A foaming glass of it was set be-

fore each Indian ; and when it was proposed to drink to

Her Majesty's health, they all refused. I explained to Mr.

Murray the promise they were under to drink no spirituous

liquor while in the kingdom. Mr. Murray applauded their

noble resolution, but said at the same time that this was

not spirituous liquor—it was a light wine, and could not

hurt them ; and it would be the only time they could ever

drink to Her Majesty so properly, and Her Majesty's

health could not be refused by Her Majesty's subjects.

When again urged they still refused, saying " We no

drink—can't drink." They seemed however to be referring

it to me, as all eyes were alternately upon me and upon

their glasses, when I said to them—" Yes, my good fellows,

drink ; it will not hurt you. The promise you have made to

Mr. Rankin and myself will not be broken—it did not con-

template a case like this, where it is necessary to drink the

Queen's health. And again, this is champagne, and not

spirituous liquor, which you have solemnly promised to

avoid."—" How ! how ! how !" they all responded, and with

great delight all joined in "health to the Queen !" And as

each glass was emptied to the bottom, they smacked their

lips, again pronouncing the word " Chich-a-bob-boo ! Chick-

a-bob-boo !" with a roar of laughter among themselves.

Mr. Murray and 1 becoming anxious to know the mean-

ing of chich-a-bob-boo, it was agreed that the War-chief (who

had a dry but amusing way of relating an anecdote) should

give us the etymology of the word ciiick-abob-boo, which they

said was manufactured but a few years since in their coun-

try. The old Boy-chief, who was not a stranger to chick a-
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bob-boo, nor to good jokes, said that the " War-chief couldn't

tell a story well unless his lips were kept moist ;" and he

proposed that we should drink Mr. Murray's health before

he commenced. So the champagne was poured again, and,

the Hon. Mr. Murray's health being drank, the War-chief

proceeded by saying—that " Only a few years since, when

the white men were bringing so much rum and whiskey into

the little village where he lives, that it was making them all

sick, and killing a great many, the chiefs decided in council

that they would tomahawk every keg of whiskey the white

men should bring in ; and it had the effect of keeping them

away, and their people, who had been drunk and sick, were

getting well.

" Not long after that," continued he, " a little old man with

red hair, who used to bring us bags of apples, got in the way

of bringing in one end of his bag a great many bottles filled

with something that looked much like whiskey, but which,

when we smelled it, and tasted it, we found was notfire-water,

and it was much liked by the chiefs and all ; for they found,

as he said, it was good, and would not make Indians

drunk. He sold much of this to the Indians, and came

very often ; and when he had carried it a great way on his

horse, and in the sun, it sometimes became very impatient

to get out of the bottles ; and it was very amusing to see the

little old man turn a crooked wire into the bottle to pull out

the stopper, when one was holding a cup ready to catch it.

As he would twist the wire in, it would go chee—e— ; and

when he poured it out, it would sa.y, pop-poo, pop-poo* This

amused the women and children very much, and they called

it at first chee-pop-poo, and since, chich-a-bob-boo. And this

the old man with red hair told us at last was nothing but the

juice of apples, though we found it very good ; and yet it has

made some very drunk."

* This word must be whispered, as the War-chief gave it, and not spoken,

to be appreciated—alter the mode of Indians in their imitations, or excla-

mations of surprise.
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This story of the War-chief amused Mr. Murray very

much, and he ordered one of the waiters to " twist the

crooked wire " into the neck of another bottle or two of the

chick-a- bob-boo and "pull out the little stoppers," for he was

going to propose that we all drink to the health of Prince

Alliert, who could never be neglected when her Majesty's

health was drunk. This was done with enthusiasm; and

the old chief soon proposed to drink Mr. Rankin's health,

and my health, which were attended to ; and he at length

thought of the fat porter in scarlet and gold lace, whom he

had passed at the door, and who at this moment, with se-

veral others in gold lace and powdered hair, were gathering

around the table to take a glass or two of cliick-a-bob-boo with

them. This happened at a good time, and Mr. Rankin

commenced the anecdote of the old chief having mistaken

the porter Sykes for Prince Albert just as Mr. Murray and

I withdrew from the room to proceed to town.

I visited the Indians in their rooms that evening, and

found them in good spirits, having been well pleased by her

Majesty's kind reception, and also delighted with the chick-a-

bob-boo, and the liberal construction that had been put upon

their sacred engagement " not to drink spirituous liquors."

Mr. Rankin gave me an amusing account of the old chief's

second interview with the porter Sykes, and their manner of

taking leave when they were parting to meet no more.
" Their pipes," he said, " were lit when they took their

omnibus to return, and their joyful songs and choruses

made it a travelling music-box the whole way to town."

I had come upon them at the moment when they were

taking their coffee—a habit they had got into as one of the

last things before going to bed. When they finished their

coffee they lit the pipe, and there were many comments

from different parts of the room upon what they had seen

during the day. The Queen was of course the engrossing

theme for their thoughts and their remarks; and though so

well pleased with her kindness to them, they were evidently

disappointed in her personal appearance and dress. Her
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Majesty was attired in a simple and unadorned dress of

black, and wore apparently no ornaments whatever at the

time of their presentation, affording the poor fellows nothing

either in her stature or costume to answer to the fancied

figure of majesty which they had naturally formed in their

minds, and were convinced they were going to see. They
had, on first entering the room, taken the Duchess of Kent

for the Queen, and said they were not apprised of their

error until they heard me address the Queen as " Her
Majesty."

They were advancing many curious ideas (over the pipe)

as to the government of the greatest and richest country in

the world being in the hands of a woman, and she no larger

than many of the Indian girls at the age of twelve or

thirteen years. I explained to them the manner in which

she was entitled to the crown, and also how little a king or

queen has actually to do in the government of such a

country; that it is chiefly done by her ministers, who are

always about her, and men of the greatest talents, and able

to advise her. And the old chief, who had been listening

attentively to me, as he was puffing away at his pipe, said,

he was inclined to think it was the best thing for the

country. " I am not sure," said he, " but it is the safest

way ; for if this country had a king instead of a queen, he

might be ambitious as a great warrior, and lead the country

into war with other nations: now, under her government

there is peace, and the country is happy."

Many jokes were passed upon the old chief for having

mistaken the porter Sykes for Prince Albert, and for

having brought his pipe of peace back, having been afraid

to present it. They had many remarks to make also upon

the little girl whom her Majesty took by the hand ; they

told her she turned pale, and they were afraid she would

grow up a white woman. They now, for the first time,

thought of the Queen's little children, and wondered they

had not seen them : they thought they ought, at least, to

have seen the Prince of Wales. Daniel, they said, had
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long since told them how old he was, and that he was to be

the next king of England. He had also read to them his

long names, which had pleased them very much, which they

never could recollect, but would have written down.

The conversation again, and for some time, ran upon the

deliciousness of her Majesty's chickabobboo, and also upon

the presents which they had imagined would have been made
to them, and which I assured them they might feel quite

easy about, as they would come in due time according to

the custom. So were they whiling away the evening of this

memorable day, and I left them.

The grand point having been made, their visit to the

Queen, the Indians seemed in good spirits to meet the

greetings of the public, amongst whom the daily para-

graphs in the papers, and their occasional drives through

the streets, had excited the most intense curiosity. The
place for their operations was prepared for them in the

Egyptian Hall ; and in the midst of my Indian collection,

as in Manchester, a platform was erected on which their

dances and other amusements were to be given.

Having been without any exciting occupation for more

than a month, in daily anticipation of their visit to the

Queen, the Indians had become, as well as the public,

impatient for the opening of their exhibition, which

seemed requisite for their amusement as well as necessary

for their accustomed bodily exercise.

Their first evening's amusements being announced, the

large room of the Egj'ptian Hall was filled at an early

hour, and the Indians received with a roar of applause as

they entered and advanced upon the platform. I came on

by their side, and after they had seated themselves upon

the platform, entered upon my duty, that of explaining to

the audience who these people were, whence they came,

and what were their objects in visiting this country. I also

introduced each one personally by his name, to the audience,

and briefly described their costumes, weapons, &c., and they

were then left to commence as they chose, with their dances
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and other amusements. Indian loots and Indian costumes,

&c., were supposed to have been pretty well understood

before this, by most of the audience, who had studied them

at their leisure in my rooms on former occasions ; but

Indian dances and Indian yells, and the war-whoop, had

been from necessity postponed and unappreciated until the

present moment, when the sudden yell and scream of the

whole party (as they sprang upon their feet) announced the

war-dance as having commenced. The drum was beating,

rattles were sViaking, war-clubs and tomahawks and spears

were brandishing over their heads, and all their voices were

shouting (in time with the beat of the drum and the stamps

of their feet) the frightful war-song

!

With the exception of some two or three women (whose

nerves were not quite firm enough for these excitements,

and who screamed quite as loud as the Indians did, as they

weie making a rush for the door) the audience stood amazed

and delighted with the wildness and newness of the scene

that was passing before them ; and, at the close of the dance,

united in a round of applause, which seemed to please the

Indians as much as seeing the Queen.

Like all actors, they were vain of their appearance, and

proud of applause, and (rather luckily for them, and unlike

the painful excitements that fall to the lot of most actors'

lives) they were sure of the applause which sympathy

brings, and exempt from that censure which often falls

heavily upon those whose acting the audience is able to

criticise.

According to their custom, after the war-dance was

finished, the Indians seated themselves upon the platform

and lit their long pipe, which they were almost constantly

smoking. This pipe was filled with their own native tobacco

(k'nick-k'neck), and passed around from one to the other for a

few whiffs, according to the usage of all the American tribes.

1 took this opportunity of explaining to the audience the

meaning of the war-dance, the war- whoop, &c., and whilst

I was up, was so overwhelmed with questions (all of which
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I felt disposed to answer) that I found it exceedingly diffi-

cult to sit down again. These questions were put for the

purpose of gaining information which it was my wish to

give ; and having patiently answered a number of them, I

stated to the audience that I believed the explanations I

should throw out in the course of the evening in my own

way, would answer nearly every question that they would

be disposed to put, and 1 begged they would allow me as

much time and opportunity to give them as possible. This

was responded to by acclamation all around the room, and the

exhibition proceeded by the Indians wishing me to announce

that they were to give ihe wa-he-no (or mystery) dance.

This eccentric and droll dance caused much merriment

among the audience, and gained them hearty applause

again ; after which, they being seated as usual, with the pipe

passing around, I proceeded with my explanation, which

done, I was requested by the interpreter to announce that

the old chief had something which he wished to say to the

audience, and was going to make a speech. There was a

great expression of satisfaction at this, evinced among the

crowd, which seemed to give fire to the eye, and youth to

the visage of the old man as he rose and said,

—

" My friends—It makes our hearts glad when we hear your feet stamp

upon the floor, for we know then that you are pleased, and not angry."

(Great applause.)

The old man then straightened himself up in the atti-

tude of an orator, and, throwing his buffalo robe over his

shoulder, and extending his right arm over the heads of his

audience, he proceeded :

—

" My friends and brothers—These young men and women and myself

have come a great way to see you, and to see our Grkat Mothek tbb

QoEEN. The Great Spirit has been kind to us, for we are all well, and we

have seen her face. (' How, how, how

!

')

" My friends—We know that the Saganoshes in our country all come

from this place ; they are our friends there, and we think they will not be

our enemies here. (' How, how, how'- ' and immense applause, with ' Uear,

hear, hear,' from the audience.)

VOL. I. L
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" My friends—You see I am old, and my words are few ; some of my
younger men may talk longer than I can. I hope our noise is not too

great. (' No, no,' from every part of the room :
' The more noise the

better, my good fellows.')

" Brothers—My young men will finish their dances in a little while,

when we will be glad to give you our hands." (" How, how, how!" great

applause, and "Hear, hear.")

The venerable old man then resumed his seat ; and at

that moment, as the pipe was preparing, Daniel was making

his way through the crowd, with one hand raised above the

heads of the audience, conve3'ing a large square letter, which

he was endeavouring to hand to me. On opening the letter

and reading, I found it was from the Honourable Mr.

Murray, and, with permission of the audience, I read

thus :

—

" Dear Sir,—I have great pleasure to inform you that I am instructed by

Her Majesty to tran.smit to you the enclosed 20/. note to be given to the

Ojibbeway chiefs ; and also to say that Her Majesty has instructed me to

order to be made, as soon as possible, an entire piece of plaid, of Her
Majesty's colours, which is also to be presented to them in her name, as an

evidence of Her Majesty's friendship for them, and solicitude for their

welfare. I have transmitted the order for the plaid, and as soon as it can

be prepared I shall send it to them.
" I have the honour to be, dear Sir, yours, &c. &c.

" Chas. Adg. Murray,
" Master of Her Majesty's Household, Buckingham Palace.

" To Geo. Catlin, Esq."

The reading of this letter called forth a round of ap-

plause, which the Indians did not seem to understand until

its contents were interpreted to them by Cadotte, when
they received the bank-note with a yell or two, and then

gathered around it to examine it, and to make out, if they

could, how it could be a present of 20/., or (in American

currency, which they were a little more familiar with) 100

dollars. That they might better appreciate it, however, I

sent Daniel to the door with it, who in a few moments
brought back twenty sovereigns, which were placed in the

chief's hand, and, being better understood, were soon divided
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equally, and put into the pouches which were attached to

their belts.

The War-chief (who was not much of an orator, and

always seemed embarrassed when he spoke) then rose, and

advanced to the front of the platform to offer his acknow-

ledgments. He held his long pipe to his lips, and, drawing

several deep breaths of smoke to his lungs, and pouring it

out through his nostrils, at length began :

—

" My friends—I can't speak

—

I never speak. (Great applause, and he

smoked again.)

" My friends

—

My heart and my tongue were never made to live to-

gether. (Roar of applause, and ^ How, how, how 1
') Our chief is old,

and his words few : he has told you that the Great Spirit has been kind to

us, and that we have seen the face of our Great Mother the Queen. We
have all thanked the Great Spirit for this, and we all wish to thank our

Great Mother now for the presents she has sent us. She is not here, and

we can't thank her ; but we see these presents pass through your hands,

and we wish to thank you. (' How, how, how !' and ' Hear.')

" Brothers—I have no more to say, but I shall be glad in a little time to

offer you my hand." (" How, how, howl" and applause.)

The audience were now prepared, and the Indians also,

for the pipe-dance, one of the most spirited and picturesque

of their dances, and which they gave with great effect. It

was then announced that the Indians would scat themselves

on ihe front of the platform, where all the visitors who

desired it might have an opportunity to advance and shake

hands with them. This afforded the visitors a gratifying

opportunity of getting nearer to them, and disposed many

to be liberal to them, who gave them money and trinkets to

a considerable amount.

Thus passed their first night of exhibition in London.

The audience gradually drew off, and the Indians, at length

seeing a space through which they could pass, gathered up

their weapons, &c., and retired to their private rooms, leav-

ing Daniel to answer to, and explain, all the curious sur-

mises and questions that had been raised in the minds of the

audience during the evening, and not explained ; amongst

whom (he told me the next day) there were at least a dozen

l2
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who wished to know "in what way the Indians were taken—
whether with a lasso or in a sort of pit," as they had heard

of their taking wild oxen, &c. Half a dozen inquired what

part of the Indies they were from ; twenty or more " whether

Cooper's descriptions of the Red Indians were true;" several

" whether they eat the scalps ;" and one desired to be

informed " if it was actually necessary to cross the ocean to

get to America, or whether it was not attached to the

mainland." Several ladies were waiting to inquire " whe-

ther the Indians actually had no beards;" and a great

number of women after these, some ofwhom lingered patiently

until all other questions had been answered, begged to

know "whether the interpreter and the handsome little

fellow Sah-mah were married."

Mr. Rankin and myself, as usual, went into the Indians'

apartments to smoke a pipe with them after the fatigues

of the evening were over, and we found the poor fellow s in

an unusually pleasant humour, counting over and showing

the money and trinkets which they had receiv^ed from the

visitors, and also the money sent by the Queen, which, to be

divided more exactly per capita (their mode of dividing

presents), they had got changed into silver.

Their hiijh excitement and exhilaration convinced us

that it was the very sort of life they required to lead to

secure their health ; and their remarks upon the incidents

that had transpired in the room, as well as things they dis-

covered in the crowd, wei-e exceedingly amusing and caused

them a great deal of merriment whilst they were repeating

them over. In the midst of all this they often uttered

the exciting word Chickabobhoo ; and it occurred to Mr.

Rankin and myself as a suitable occasion to explain to

them that we had no objection to their having each a glass

of ale at their dinner, and also after the exceeding fatigues of

their dances at night. We told them " that, in binding them

in the promise they had made, and so far kept, it never

entered our heads that they were not to be allowed an

occasional glass of wine or ale—luxuries of which nearly all
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the good people of England, ladies as well as gentle-

men, and even divines, partook in a moderate way. We
believed that they would use as much discretion in taking

those things as English fashionable people did, and felt

quite sure they would keep their promise with us. I told

them that this ale which 1 had just mentioned was a very

fine drink, and we thought that, though it was not quite as

good as the Queen's chickabobboo, yet they would like it,

and that a glass of it at dinner, and also after their night's

fatigues, would give them strength and be of service to

them. I told them also that we had just sent for a jug of

it (at that moment coming inj, that they might try it, and

see whether they liked it." " How, how, hoio ! " resounded

through the whole house; and each, as he emptied his glass,

shouted " Chickabobboo ! chickabobboo! ne she-sheen! 7ie-she-

sheen!" (good, good). So we agreed that, if on the next

morning they should pronounce its effects to be pleasing,

they should be allowed a similar quantity every day at

dinner, and also at night, instead of the strong coffee they

Avere accustomed to drink before going to bed.

We then left them ; and thus finished our first day's

labours and excitements at the Egyptian Hall.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Rev. Mr. S and friend visit the Indians again—A day appointed for

a talk about religion—Indians go to the Thames Tunnel—Give the me-
dicine-dance (wabeno) under it—Kind treatment there, and Chichabobboo
—The exhibition—Egyptian Hall—Debate about the propriety of the
Indians dancing to make money—Great crowd—Woman screaming and
lifted on to the platform by Cadotte (afterwards called the '' jolly fat
dame")—She gives Cadotte a beautiful bracelet—Her admiration of
Cadotte—Evening gossip after their exhibition—The amusements of the
evening and sights of the day—A clergyman asks an interview with the
Indians and gets offended-Exhibition rooms at night—Great crowd

—

The " jolly fat dame " in full dress—She talks with Cadotte—Indians
meet the Rev. Mr. S and friend by appointment—Old Chief's
speech to them—Gish-ee-gosh-e-ghee's speech—Reverend gentlemen
thank them and take leave.

The morning after their first interview with the public
at the Egyptian Hall having been deemed a proper time
for a visit to them, the Rev. Mr. S and a friend called

on me with a view to a further conversation with them on
the subject of religion, which had been postponed at their
request until after they had seen the Queen, which honour
they had now had I spoke to the chiefs about it, and they
said, " It is very difficult now, for we have not time. Mr.
Rankin has gone for the carriage, and we are just going out
to ride, but you can bring them in."

The old chief received them very kindly, and gave them
seats, when the Rev. Mr. S addressed them through the
interpreter in the most kind and winning manner. "My
friends, I have been delighted to see by the papers that
your Great Mother the Queen has graciously received you
and made you some valuable presents ; and I hope the time
is come now when your minds are at ease, and we can have
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some conversation on that great and important subject that

I proposed the other day."

The old man was at that moment painting his face with

vermilion and bear's grease, as he sat on the floor with a

small looking-glass between his knees, and the jialms of both

hands covered with his red paint, which he was ])lastering

over his face, and impressing on his naked arms and shoulders.

He was not in a condition or mood to make a speech, or to

hold a long talk ; but he replied in a few words :
" You see,

my friends, that it is impossible to talk long now, for my
young men, like myself, are all dressing and painting to

take our ride, which we take every morning at ten. We
are going now to the show of wild beasts, and we can't wait

long; if we do. we may not see them." The reverend gentle-

man very pleasantly and patiently said to him, that he did

not wish to take up any of their time when they had amuse-

ments or exercise to attend to ; but he hoped they would

keep the subject in mind, and give them some leisure hour

when they could listen to him ; and proposed the next day

at twelve o'clock. The old man said, " No ; at twelve they

were to give their exhibition, which was, after that day, to

be given in the day and evening also."—" Well, at two?"

—

" At two we dine."— " Well, what do you do after dinner?"
—" Sleep."—" Not all the afternoon ?

"—" Pretty much."

—

" Well, in the morning, at eight ?
"—" In led at eight."—

" What time do you breakfast ? "—" About nine."—" Well,

then, say ten?"—"Well, ten."—"To-morrow?"— "No,
next day " The reverend gentleman then said, " Well,

my good friends, we will come and see you the day after to-

morrow, at ten ; and we hope you will think of this import-

ant subject in the mean time." The chief said, " He would

be glad to see them, as he had promised ; but they had so

much to see and to think of, that it was not probable they

could have much time to think about it ; and as the Queen
did n't say anything to them about it, they had n't given it

any thought since they last met."

The Indians took their customary omnibus drive —
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not on this morning, as the old chief anticipated, to the

menagerie, but to the Thames Tunnel and London Bridge.

To these they were accompanied by Mr. Rankin, and looked

upon them both as the wondrous works of white men's

hands, which they could not comprehend. When they

entered the Tunnel, and were told that they were under the

middle of the Thames, and that the great ships were riding

over their heads, they stood in utter astonishment, with

their hands over their mouths (denoting silence), and said

nothing until they came out. They called it the " Great

Medicine Cave," and gave the medicine (or wa-be-no) dance

at the entrance of it. Mr. Rankin made a speech here to

the thousands assembled, which I believe was never recorded.

They were met with much kindness at that place, where they

received some fine presents, and were treated, they said,

to some very good chickabobboo

.

The scene at the Egyptian Hall on this evening was

again very exciting, the Hall being as full as it could

pack, and the Indians in great glee, which insured much
amusement. I accompanied the Indians on to the platform

as before, and, as usual, introduced them to the audience,

and explained the objects for which they had come to this

country, &c. : they then proceeded with their amusements by

giving a dance, accompanied by their customary yells and

the war-whoop, which was followed by thundering applause.

They then seated themselves and smoked their pipes,

while I explained the nature and object of the dance they

had just given. While I was thus engaged, some decided

opposition to the nature of the exhibition manifested itself,

which might well exist in the minds of persons unacquainted

with the relative position in which these Indians and my-

self stood ; and which objections I felt quite willing to meet

at that moment.

The first interruption that I met with was from a man
who had taken his position in front of me, and whom I had

seen several times endeavouring to obtain a hearing. He
at length took an opportunity when he could be distinctly
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heard, and addressed me thus:—"Do you think it right.

Sir, to bring those poor ignorant people here to dance for

money?" There was a cry of "Put him out! put him

out
!

" but as soon as I could restore silence I said, " No,

my friends, don't put him out; I wish to answer such ques-

tions." At that moment another rose in an opposite part of

the room, and said

—

" I think it is degrading to those poor people to be brought here, Sir,

to be shown like wild beasts, for the purpose of making money ; and I

think, more than that,—that it is degrading to you, Sir, to bring them here

for such a purpose ; and the sooner it is stopped the better."

The audience, at my request, had held silence until this

speech was finished, when there was a general cry of " Turn

him out ! turn him out ! Shame ! shame !
" &c.

I waited as patiently as I could until silence was restored,

when I was enabled to get every ear in the house to listen

to me ; and I then said

—

" My friends, I beg that there may be no more disposition to turn any

one out, for, if I can be heard a few moments, I will save all further trouble,

and, I venture to say, make those two gentlemen as good friends to the

Indians, and to myself, as any in the room. The questions which they have

naturally put are perfectly fair questions, and such as I am anxious every-

where to answer to. The position in which I stand at present is not, I

grant, ostensibly, the one in which my former professions would place me.

I have been several years known to the British public, from my labours

and my professions, as an advocate for the character and the rights of

American Indians. This position I have taken, and still claim, from a resi-

dence of eight years amongst the various tribes where I have travelled, at

great expense, and hazard to my life, acquainting myself with their true

native dispositions, whilst I was collecting the memorials of these abused

and dying people, which you see at this time hanging around us. In the

eight years of my life which I have devoted to this subject, I have pre-

served more historical evidences of these people, and done more justice to

their character, than any man living ; and on these grounds I demand at

least the presumption that I am acting a friendly part towards them,

who have in their own country treated me with genuine hospitality. (Hear,

hear! and immense applause.)

" My friends, we come now to the facts, which it is my duty to mention,

and which I presume those two gentlemen are not acquainted with. In

the first place, I did not bring these people to this country, but have
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always been opposed to such parties going to a foreign country for such an

object.* These Indians are men,with reasoning faculties and shrewdness

like to our own, and they have deliberately entered into a written agree-

ment with the person who has the charge of them, and who is now in the

room, to come to this couutry, stimulated by the ambition of seeing Her
Majesty the Queen, whose lawful subjects they are, and make, if possible,

by their humble and honest exertions, a little money to carry home to their

children. (Immense applause.)

" These people are the avowed friends of the English in their own
country, and several of them are here to show the frightful wounds they

received in fighting Her Majesty's battles in the war of 1812 . (Applause,

and Hear
!)

" When they arrived, their first object was to see my collection, which is

known (at least by report) to almost every Indian to the Pacific coast; and

when they were in it, they decided that there was the appropriate place for

their dances, &c., and insisted upon my conducting their exhibitions. By
this it is seen that I met these persons in this country ; and in the belief

that my countenance and aid would render them subjects of greater interest,

and therefore promote their views, I have undertaken to stand by them as

their friend and advocate—not as wild beasts, but as men (though perhaps

' degraded,' as civilized actors degrade themselves on foreign boards) labour-

ing in an honest vocation, amid a world of strangers, wiser and shrewder

* On a subject of so much importance to me, I deem proof admissible

and necessary, and therefore offer to the reader the following letter from

the former Secretary at War, Mr. Poinsett, to whom I had written on the

subject of an expedition, fitting out in the United States, for such a purpose,

several years since :

—

My dear Sir, Washington City, October l9th, 1839.

I received your letter of the 11th instant, and am much
obliged to you for the information of the contemplated speculations with

Indians in foreign countries. I have taken precautions to defeat all such

enterprises, and will prosecute the speculators, and saddle them with heavy

costs, instead of gains, if I can detect them. I consider such proceedings

are calculated to degrade the Red Man, and certainly not to exalt the

whites engaged in them.

With great regard,

Yours very truly.

To Geo. Catlin, Esq. J. R. Poinsett, Sec. at War.

A few days after I received the above letter an order was issued from the

department of war to all the surveyors of Atlantic ports, prohibiting

Indians from being shipi)ed to England, or other foreign countries, for the

purposes of exhibitions, without the consent of the Government of the

country.
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than themselves, for the means of feeding their wives and little children.

(Hear, hear, hear.)

" These people are here at an enormous expense, and the gentleman to

whom they have intrusted themselves has a tremendous responsibility oii

his hands, for he must return them safe home, at his own expense, after

sharing the receipts of the expedition with them. They are free men, and

not slaves ; and in a free country like tliis, who will have the cruelty to

say to them, ' Stop your vocation, and go to the streets, like the poor

Lascars, with brooms in your hands ;' or the kindness to say, ' Quit your

dancing, and we will pay your expenses to the shores of Lake Huron, and

give you money to buy blankets and food for your wives and little children "?

(Hear, hear ! and applause.)

" As for 'degradation,' I only hope, my friends, that I may always live

as free from it as I consider myself whilst by my exertions I am pro-

moting the honest views of these simple and unoffending people ; and for the

name and honour of civilization I only wish that the thousands of the en-

lightened world who are led into the Indian countries by the passion to

make money, would make it in as honest a way, and as free from degra-

dation, as the one in which these poor fellows are labouring here to make a

little." (Cheers and immense applause, and cries of " No reply, no

reply !")

My two opponents by this time had lowered their heads

and were lost sight of amidst the crowd, and no other

objections were heard from them ; and the poor Indians,

who had enjoyed a good pipe in the mean time, without

knowing the nature of our debate, were rested and pre-

pared for their next dance. The audience at this time were

all standing, and wedged together, as it were, in every part

of the room ; and amongst such a crowd, so closely packed,

there were many occurrences in the course of the evening

which afforded much amusement to the Indians, who were

overlooking the whole of it from their platform. The
screams of one woman, who announced that " she should faint

unless she could get out," stopped all proceedings for a few

moments. It was decided on all hands to be impossible

for her to reach the door ; and, being near the platform, she

was at length lifted on to it by the joint aid of the Indians

and those below, and she then took a conspicuous seat,

as she supposed, for the rest of the evening. Another

now hallooed for help and fresh air, and, not being so
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near the platform, was told that it was entirely impos-

sible to get out, unless she was lifted over the heads of

the crowd. " Never mind," said she, " I must go !" So she

was raised by many hands, amidst a roar of laughter and

fun, every one over whose head she was passed, being quite

willing and ready to lend a hand, with a " Lay hold here I

pass her along," &c. The "jolly fat dame" (as she was

afterwards called), who had escaped from the surges and

squeezes of the mass below, now comfortably seated on

the edge of the platform, and briskly plying her pocket-

handkerchief by way of fan, began to imagine her condition

in no way impioved, inasmuch as her back was towards her

friends the Indians, and her jolly red face, of necessity, under

the intense glare of the chandelier, and exposed to the gaze of

the audience, who she imagined were passing their criticisms

on her " good looks." (Plate No. 7.) More and more annoyed

every moment at the idea that her ruddy face was growing

redder and redder as it was just in the focus of all eyes in

the room, and at the instant thought also that (considering

she was only coming into a crowd) her stays had been left

off, and her new poplin dress, with lace frill in front, not

prudent to wear, she had silently and unadvisedly resolved

upon resuming her old position, and with that view unce-

remoniously launched herself, feet foremost, amongst the

crowd ofgentlemen below. Owing to several circumstances

—

the density of the crowd, her rotund and unwedge like form,

&c.,—there was an insurmountable difficulty (which she

probably had not anticipated) in bringing down with her

feet to the floor, or anywhere in that direction, the volumi-

nous paraphernalia with which she was circumvested. This

state of semi-suspension (her toes merely occasionally feel-

ing the floor) became instantly alarming to her, as well as

conspicuous and amusing to the Indians and the audience ;

and whilst she was imploring one party in the name of

Heaven to lift, and the other to pull, the strong and mus;cu-

lar arms of the interpreter, Cadotte, gracefully raised her

out of the abyss below, and, leading her across to the back
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part of the platform, gave her a comfortable scat, squatted

behind, and in the shadow of the Indian group, amongst

shields and war-clubs, and other implements used by the

Indians in their various amusements.

All was mirth and amusement during the remainder of

the evening ; and the last position of the "jolly fat dame "

(who it would seem had strolled in on the occasion alone)

proved exceedingly gratifying to her, as it aBbrded her

an opportunity of a few words of conversation now and

then with Cadotte, and of bestowing upon him a very

splendid bracelet which she took from her own arm, say-

ing, as she gave it, " Look here
;
you will always know

me in a crowd, for on my left arm I have the fellow to

it, and I will always wear it for your sake, that you

may not lose sight of me." This gush of kindness had

suffused the uninvaded soul of this simple and fresh-"

grown young man, and, when the exhibition had closed,

gained her the kindness of his strong grip again in easing

her down upon the floor. His backwoods gallantry could

not allow her to wander about alone and uninstructed, and

he glided down from the platform on his soft mocassined

feet, and, with his eagle and ostrich plumes waving six feet

and a half from the floor, was strolling around by her side

as the audience were withdrawing from the room, and

enlightening her by his descriptions of the paintings and

Indian curiosities covering the walls of the Hall.

The Indians in the mean time had shaken hands with the

audience, and received many tine presents, and having

gathered their robes and their weapons, and Mr, Rankin

having announced to Cadotte that " the carriage was

ready," the poor fellow turned upon his heel and said, " I am
obliged to go." " I am so sorry," she exclaimed ;

'• but look ye,

can you read ?" " Yes, ma'am." " But can you read writing ?"

" Yes, a little." " Oh, well, never mind, I'm going to be

here every night—oh ! it is so charming to me ! Good night,

good night
!"

The Indians were now off to their lodgings, and the
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greater part of the audience also, leaving poor Daniel, as

usual, in the midst of some dozen or two of the most inqui-

sitive and knowledge seeking and devouring, to answer the

accustomed routine of inquiries reserved for this (to them)

most profitable part of the exhibition.

He was assuring the crowd around him that " these

people were not taken with a lasso, nor were they taken in

a pit (as some had conjectured^, but that they hadco?we in of

their own accord," &c. He was also showing the real lasso,

and explaining that it was only a cord with a noose at the

end of it, which the Indians throw over the wild horses' necks

to catch them, and not " a net or a hammock," to both of

which he pointed, and which it seems many had mistook

for lassoes.

He had also commented upon several real scalps which

he had taken down and was holding in his hand, saying,

" Gentlemen, what nonsense to talk about Indians eating

the scalps! You see the scalp is nothing but a small

piece of the skin from the top of the head, with the hair

on it, and dried as hard as a bit of sole-leather : there

couldn't be any pleasure in eating a thing of that sort."

About this time the "jolly fat dame," having edged up

in his vicinity, touched Daniel on the shoulder, and at her

nod and wink he followed her to the other side of the

room, when she said, "Well, you know me, don't you,

Daniel?" "Yes, madam, I recollect you very well; you

used to come here, some months ago, very often, to see the

collection and the tableaux." " Well, now," said she,

" look here : those shoats there will worry you to death

;

I'd let them alone ; they'll go in a minute. Ah, what a

delightful scene this has been to-night ! The 7-eal Indians

after all ! what I never expected to see. I never was

so happy and so much delighted before—oh, dear me

!

they are such Jine fellows ! I shall be here every night. I

can't keep away. How happy they seem ! they are clever

— ah, that they are ! I venture to say they are very clever

men. That Interpreter !—what's his name ? for I have for-
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gotten." " His name is Cadotte, madam." " Ah, yes ; stop

a moment till I write it down, lest I should forget. I don't

like to forget things — I can't say that I like to forget.

How do you say? Cado—with two t's, or one? " " I believe

it is spelt with two t's, madam." " Yes, I dare say

—

Cadotte .'—now I have it ! Well, it is wonderful ! What
a fine-looking fellow that Cadotte is— ha!— what a

tremendous powerful man ! Oh, law me ! he made no-

thing of taking me up there. I suppose you saw him?"
" No, madam, I was 'tending door ; but I heard of it."

" Why, bless me ! I was no more than a pocket-handkerchief

to him as he lifted me on to the platform ; and you see I'm

not a thing for the wind to blow away—oh dear !—and

what a tremendous hand he has ! I never saw the like.

When he took hold of my arm it seemed as if he could have

crushed it in a moment. I am sure he is six feet and a half

high." " No, not quite that, madam, but pretty near it."

" Well, really he is a giant, almost; and yet I am sure he

is young—not over 20 I am quite sure !" " No, madam,
he is but just turned 18 I believe." " Oh, charming

!

and how wonderful ! But you are jesting, Daniel? " " No,

madam, I may be mistaken, but I believe I am right."

" He can't be married yet?" " Oh, no, you may be sure of

that—I don't suppose he ever thought of a woman yet."

" Bless me !—ah, well !—did you see the present I made him,

Daniel?" "No, madam, I have not." "Look there! I

gave him the fellow to that. He'll recollect me, won't he?

I took it off, and tried to buckle it on his wrist myself; but,

law me, what a tremendous arm he has got ! it wouldn't go

much more than half way around ! I thought I had a

pretty lusty arm, Daniel?—feel it—clasp it round—take

hold higher up—up there— I never wear sleeves!— that's

lusty, is'nt it ?" " Yes, by jolly ! " said Daniel, as he was
making a careful estimate of it ;

" that's a stout arm,

madam." " Well, mine is a baby's arm to that ' boy's,'

as you call him. Ah, well, Daniel, I am taking up your
time, and I must go. I shall be here every night, I assure
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you ; and you will always let me in early ? You see I am
not half dressed to-night. I want to get as near that corner

of the platform as possible when I come." " I understand."

"Goodnight!" "Goodnight! madam."
At this moment, or a moment after, Daniel closed the

door upon the last remaining visitors, and I stepped out

from behind a green curtain at one end of the platform,

forming a little retreat into which I was in the habit of

withdrawing myself to avoid the crowd at the close of

the exhibition. Owing to this little accident, therefore,

the reader is in possession of the above ejaculatory conver-

sation between the "jolly fat lady" and Daniel; for as, in

taking him to the " other side of the room," she had most

fortunately placed her back within a few inches of the screen

that was before me, bringing poor Daniel's eye to mine

directly over her shoulder, I was enabled to record, ver-

batim et literatim (which it might have puzzled poor Daniel

to have done from recollection, after the excitement of her

jolly fat arm), precisely all that was said and done on the

occasion, as above related.

" Why," said I, " Daniel, that lady seems to be quite

'taken' with Cadotte." "Taken! she's more than that

—

she's dead in love with him. I'll be shot if ever I saw the

like in my life—the woman is perfectly mad after him—and

she's the same lady that used to come to the tableaux so

often when you gave them in the Egyptian Hall, and was

repeatedly asking (as you'll recollect I told you) whether

you were actually married ; and when I told her you were,

she wouldn't believe it. She's the same identical woman. I

knew her in a moment, for I have talked hours with her in

the exhibition rooms: and didn't you hear her call me
Daniel when she spoke to me to-night ? She appears to be

quite a lady. She used to come in quite a respectable car-

riage ; and I'll venture to say it has been standing at the

door all the evening, and I'll be shot but it will be there

every night for a fortnight to come."

" Well, it is quite a curious case ; but let us treat her re-
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spcctfully, and with politeness, on all occasions." " Oh, yes,

certainly ; she is very civil and polite, and you may be

sure, Mr. Catlin, that she will receive no other treatment

from me."

Under an agreement with Mr. Rankin and the Indians

to meet them at their lodgings after the exhibition, I re-

paired to their rooms, and found them just finishing their

beefsteaks and their jug of chickahohboo . They were all in a

merry humour, talking over the curious scenes they had
witnessed in the crowd. They said they thought the

Englishwomen loved to be squeezed in a crowd, for there

were a great many there, and they .seemed to be very happy
and goodnatured. They were sure that they saw several

persons quite drunk in the room, and also believed that

many of the ladies there must have been drinking chickabob-

boo. They had several hearty laughs about the poor woman
who was passed over the people's heads ; and also about the

"jolly fat dame," who was lifted on to the platform by Ca-

dotte; and they teazed him a long lime with their jokes

about her, and the beautiful present he had received from

her, and which they had seen her a long time trying to

fasten on to his arm.

Their jokes, which they were thus innocently enjoying,

and their chickabobho, seemed to make them cheerful and

happy; and I returned home, myself pleased, and went

to bed.

My desk was now becoming loaded with communications

relative to the Ojibbeway Indians, with more inquiries about

their domestic habits and warfare than I could possibly find

time to answer, and more invitations to dinners and parties

than they could attend to ; and on the next day, amongst

numerous applications for private interviews, were two notes

from reverend gentlemen, wishing opportunities to converse

with them. To them I answered that I should feel much

satisfaction in affording them every opportunity and every

facility in my power, and I recommended that they should

come the next day at ten o'clock, when the Indians were, by

VOL. I. M
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apjiointment, to meet several clergymen to converse upon

the subject of religion. One of those reverend gentlemen

replied to my note, saying, that " he should prefer a dif-

ferent audience from that which I had named, and should

feel as if I had acted entirely up to the professions of my
first note if I would use my endeavours to obtain it;"

to which I answered that " my only reason for recommending

that occasion was, that, as they had already had several

short interviews with clergymen, and had fixed upon that

morning for a final interview, I thought it probable it would

be the only opportunity he could have of hearing them

state their religious belief." I never received any further

communication from this reverend gentleman, nor did he

attend the meeting named ; and if I gave him any ofFence,

it was done while 1 was giving him what I thought to be the

most friendly advice.

The next night of their exhibition at the Egyptian Hall

passed off much like the preceding one ; the Hall was

crowded, and in the midst of the crowd, at the end of the

platform (as she had desii-ed it), appeared the "70% fat

dame"' in /«// dress, and fully equipped and prepared for

any emergency. She was in her " stays " and her jMplin and

lace, and loaded with trinkets ; and although it was now the

middle of winter, that she might not suff'er quite so much as

she had done the night before, she had brought a large fan,

which the heat of the room and its excitements made it neces-

sary to keep constantly in motion. Daniel had placed her

where she could get some support by leaning on the plat-

form, and once in a while whisper a word to Cadotte, whose

beautifully embroidered mocassins were near to her nose

when he leant forward to listen to her, with the eagle

plumes and ostrich feathers of his cap falling gracefully

down over her shoulders. She looked altogether more

lovely and " killing " that night than on the first ; and,

while she kept more cool and considerate, was not lessening

the progress which her fascinations were making upon the

heart of poor Cadotte, nor curtailing the draughts of admi-
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ration which she was taking in at every breath she inlialed,

and at every glance that she had of his manly and herculean

figure as it moved before her.

What transpired in the bosom and the brain of this fair

dame during the evening, none but herself can exactly

know ; but, from the lustre of her eyes, and the pleasure

beaming from every part of her jolly face, it was evident

that peace and happiness, for the time, reigned within.

The dances and other amusements of the evening pleased

all of the audience well, and the "jolly fat dame" supremely.

The Indians returned to their apartments, and delighted

themselves by counting over their money and trinkets, with

which they were well pleased, and drinking their chichahobhoo

.

The next morning at ten o'clock, the hour appointed, the

Rev. Mr. S and friend called, and were conducted by me
to the Indians' apartments. They were met with cordiality

by the Indians and by Mr. Rankin ; and when the kind and

reverend gentleman reminded them of the promise made
him for that morning, they all responded " How, how, how .'"

They then, at the order of the chief, all spread their robes

upon the floor, upon which they took their seats, and at

once were in council.

The reverend gentleman then, in a tone and a manner the

most winning, and calculated to impress upon them the

sincerity of his views, told them "he was aware that they

were religious, that they all worshipped the Great Spirit,

but that he did not exactly know in what way ; that he

did not come here to tell them anything to give them offence,

but with the hope of learning something more of their

belief and modes of worship, of which he confessed he was

ignorant, and also of explaining to them what he and the

other divines in the civilized world believed to be the best, if

not the only true religion." (Here the old chief lighted

his pipe, which he commenced smoking.)

The reverend gentleman then explained, in the briefest

manner possible, and in the mode the best calculated for

their understanding (and which was literally interpreted

m2
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them), the system of the Christian religion and the mode
of redemption.

When the reverend gentleman had finished his remarks,

the old chief filled his pipe again, and, sitting with his eyes

cast down until he had smoked it partly out, he handed

it to the War-chief, and (instead of rising, as an Indian does

to speak on any other subject) the old man rested his elbows

on his knees and answered as follows :—

*

" My friends—We feel thankful for the information and advice which

you come to give us, for ne know that you are good men and sincere, and

that we are like children, and stand in need of advice.

" We have listened to your words, and have no fault to find with them.

We have heard the same words in our own country, where there have been

many white people to speak them, and our ears have never been shut

against them.

" We have tried to understand white man's religion, but we cannot—it

is medicine to us, and we think we have no need of it. Our religion is

simple, and the Great Spirit who gave it to us has taught us all how to un-

derstand it. We believe that the Great Spirit made our religion for us,

and white man's religion for white men. Their sins we believe are much
greater than ours, and perhaps the Great Spirit has thought it best there-

fore to give them a different religion.

" Some white men have come to our country, and told us that if we did

not take up white man's religion, and give up our own, we should all be

lost. Now we don't believe that ; and we think those are bad or blind

men.
" My friends—We know that the Great Spirit made the red men to

dwell in the forests, and white men to live in green fields and in fine

houses ; and we believe that we shall live separate in the world to come.

The best that we expect or want in a future state is a clear sky and

beautiful hunting-grounds, where we expect to meet the friends whom we
loved

;
and we believe that if we speak the truth we shall go there. This

we think might not suit white people, and therefore we believe that their

religion is best for them.

* The numerous conversations held on the subjects of religion and edu-

cation with the three different parties of Indians, in various parts of Eng-
land, as well as on the continent, I consider form one of the most interest-

ing features of this work; and as I have been present at them all, I have
taken down all the Indians' remarks on those occasions, and I have inserted

them in all cases in this book as I wrote them from their lips, and not in

any case from recollection.

—

Authoe.
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" If we follow the religion of our fathers we shall meet them again : if

we follow a different religion we are not sure of it.

" My friends—We are here but a few, and we are a great way from our

homes, and we shall have but little time to waste in talking on this subject.

When a few white men come into our country to make money, we don't

ask them to take up our religion. We are here away from our wives and

children to try to get some money for them, and there are many things we
can take home to them of much more use than white man's religion. Give

us guns and ammunition, that we can kill food for them, and protect them

from our enemies, and keep whisky and rum sellers out of our country.

" My friends—We love you, and give you our hands; but we wish to

follow the religion of our fathers, and would rather not talk any more on

the subject." (' How, how, how! ')

When the old man had thus closed his remarks, Gish-ee-

gosh-ee-gee took the pipe and puffed away a few minutes

as hard as he could, when he spoke as follows :

—

" My friends—The words of our chief, which you have just heard, are

good—they are the words of nearly all of our nation. Some of the

Ojibbeways say that the words of the white people are the best ; but we

believe that they have two tongues.

" My friends—A few years ago a black-coat came amongst us in the

town where 1 live, and told us the same words as you have spoken this

morning. He said that the religion of the white men was the only good

religion ; and some began to believe him, and after a while a great many

believed him ; and then he wanted us to help build him a house ; and we

did so. We lifted very hard at the logs to put up his house, and when it

was done many sent their children to him to learn to read, and some girls

got so as to read the ' good book,' and their fathers were very proud of it

;

and at last one of these girls had a baby, and not long after it another had a

baby, and the black-coat then ran away, and we have never seen him since.

My friends, we don't think this right. I believe there is another black-coat

now in the same house. Some of the Indians send their boys theie to learn

to read, but they dare not let their girls go.

" My friends, this is all I have to say." (' How, hoiv, how! ')

The reverend gentlemen kindly thanked the Indians for

their patience, and, telling me that it would be cruel and

useless, under their present circumstances, to question them

lono-er, thanked Mr. Kankin and myself for the kind assist-

ance we had rendered them, and retired, leaving with them

as a present several very handsome Bibles. As I was leaving
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the room I heard the old chief complaining that talking made
his lips very dry, and Mr. Rankin ordered for them a jug of

chickahohboo .*

* The minds of the Indians had been so much engrossed for several

days with the subject of religion, that the inventive powers of the little

Sah-mali (Tobacco) had been at work ; and when I called on them the next

morning one of them handed me his ideas, as he had put them on paper

with a lead pencil, and I give them to the reader (Plate No. 8) as near

as my own hand could copy them from his original sketch now in my port-

folio. If the reader can understand the lines, he will learn from it some-

thing of the state of the arts in the Indian country, as well as their native

propensity to burlesque.
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CHAPTER XV.

Exhibition rooms—Great crowd—The "jolly fat dame"—Her interview

with Cailotte—She gives presents to all the Indians—Excitement in the

crowd—Women kissing the Indians—Red paint on their faces and dresses

—Old Chiefs dream and feast of thanksgiving—An annual ceremony

—

Curious forms observed—Indians invited to the St. George's archery-

ground—They shoot for a gold medal—They dine with the members of

the club—The "jolly fat dame" and Cadotte—She takes him to his

lodgings in her carriage—Cadotte (or the " Strong-wind") gets sick—

•

Is in love with another !—Daniel unfolds the secret to her—Her distress

—She goes to the country—The " jolly fat dame" returns—Cadotte's

engagement to marry—Rankin promotes the marriage—The Author dis-

approves of it.

The reader will easily imagine the position of the Indians

at this time to have been a very pleasant and satisfactory

one to themselves—all in good health ; having seen and

pleased the Queen ; having met the public several times in

the great city of London, where their Hall was crowded

every night, and was likely to continue so ; where every-

body applauded, and many bestowed on them presents in

trinkets and money ; with plenty of roast beef, and withal

indulged in their chickahobhoo. The old chief had finished his

talks on religion, and Cadotte was in the delightful state of

incubation under the genial warmth of the wing of the jolly

fat dame.

The Hall on this evening was as overflowing as on the

previous nights. The "jolly fat dame " had been the first

one at the door, and, by the power of her smiles upon

Daniel's gallantry, she had passed in before the hour for ad-

mitting the public. This had most luckily (and hewitchingly

^

as she did not expect it) allowed her a delightful tete-a-tete

of a few minutes with Cadotte, who happened to be saunter-
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ing about in the half-lighted hall of the exhibition, while

the Indians were in an ante-chamber, putting on their streaks

of paint, and arranging their locks of hair and ornaments for

the evening. Lucky, lucky hour ! What passed there in

these few minutes nobody knows. One thing, however, we
may -^nesume, did pass in that short time. Upon Daniel's

authority she had a letter in her hand when she entered, and

which was never identified on her person afterwards, though

a similar one poor Cadotte was seen poring over for several

subsequent days, at odd spells, like a child at its task in its

spelling-book. As she was first in, she took her old position,

which had afforded her so much pleasure the evening be-

fore. As her heart was more smitten, her hand became more

liberal : she had come this night loaded with presents, and

dealt them out without stint to the whole party. As each

one received his brooch, or his pin, or his guard- chain, he

held it up and gave a yell, which made the good lady's kind-

nesses subjects of notoriety ; and we believed, and /earerf also,

that her vanity was such, that, to make the most of the

occasion, she drew upon some of the most costly of the orna-

ments that adorned her own ample person. During the

excitement thus produced by the distribution of her trin-

kets, some female in the midst of the crowd held up and

displayed a beautiful bracelet " for the first one who should

get to it." Three or four of the young fellows, with their

naked shoulders and arms, leaped with the rapidity almost

of lightning into the screaming mass. The little Sah-mah,

who was the beau-ideal of Indian beauty among them,

bore off the prize. As there was not the same inducement

for retracing their steps, and they were in the midst of

strong inducements to stay in the crowd, it became exceed-

ingly difficult to get them back, and to resume the amuse-

ments of the evening. Many ladies were offering them their

hands and trinkets : some were kissing them, and every kiss

called forth the war-whoop (as they called it, "a scalp").

The women commenced it as Sahmah had dashed into

the crowd ; and as he was wending his way back, finding it
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had pleased so well, he took every lady's hand that was laid

upon his nalced arm or his shoulder as a challenge, and he

said that he kissed every woman that he passed. This may
or may not be true ; but one thing is certain, that many

there were in the room that evening who went home to their

husbands and mothers with streaks of red and black paint

upon their cheeks, which nothing short of soap and water

could remove. And, curious to relate, when the amusements

were finished, and the audience nearly withdrawn, and the

"jolly fat dame " was strolling about the room, she met her

two maids, to whom she had given their shillings, and told

them to " go and see the Indians." These two buxom
young girls had been in the midst of the crowd, and,

both of them having met with the accident I have men-

tioned above, the good-natured fat lady glowed into a roar

of laughter as she vociferated, " Why, girls, you husseys,

you have been kissing those Indians ! Bless me, what a

pretty figure you cut ! why, your faces are all covered with

red paint !
" " And your face, mistress ! Look here ! all

one side of your face, and on your neck ! Oh, look at your

beautiful new lace !
" And it loas even so ; but how it hap-

pened, or where, or in what part of the excitement, or by

whom, is yet to be learned.

Leaving these excitements for a while, which were now

become of nightly occurrence, we come to one of a different

character and of curious interest. It is impossible for me
to recollect the day, but it was about this time, the old

chief related to Mr. Rankin a dream which he had had the

night before, which made it incumbent upon them to make
a feast, and of course necessary for Mr. Rankin and myself

to furnish all the requisite materials for it.

In his dream (or " vision," as he seemed disposed to call

it) he said the Great Spirit appeared to him, and told

him that he had kept his eye upon them, and guarded and

protected them across the great ocean, according to their

prayers, which he had heard; that he had watched them

so far in this country; that they had been successful in
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seeing their Great Mother the Queen, and that they were

now all happy and doing well. But in order to insure a

continuance of these blessings, and to make their voyage

back across the ocean pleasant and safe, it now became

necessary that they should show their thankfulness to the

Great Spirit in giving their great annual Feast of Thanks-

giving, which is customary in their country at the season

when their maize is gathered and their dried meat is laid

in and secured for their winter's food.

This injunction, he said, was laid upon him thus, and he

could not from any cause whatever neglect to attend to it

;

if he did, he should feel assured of meeting the displeasure

of the Great Spirit, and they should all feel at once dis-

tressed about the uncertainty of their lives on their way back.

This Feast of Thanksgiving must be given the next day,

and they should wish us to procure for them a whole goat,

or a sheep, and said that it must be a male, and that they

would require a place large enough to cook it without

breaking a bone in its body, according to the custom of their

country.

The request of this good old man was of course granted

with great pleasure ; and Mr. Rankin, in a short time,

returned from the market with the sheep, which, on close

inspection, seemed to please them ; and a large chamber in

the Egyptian Hall, which Mr. Clark, the curator of the

building, had placed at their service, was decided on as the

place where the feast should be prepared and partaken of.

Mr. Clark and his wife, who are kind and Christian people,

afforded them all the facilities for cooking, and rendered

them every aid they could in preparing their feast ; and the

next day, at the hour appointed, it was announced to Mr.

Rankin and myself that the " feast was ready, and that we
were expected to partake of it with them."

When we entered the room we found the feast arranged

on the flooi", in the centre of the large hall, and smoking,

and the men all seated around it on buffalo robes; and the

only two guests besides ourselves, my man Daniel and Mr.
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Clark, who were also seated. Two robes were placed for

Mr. Rankin and myself, and we took our seats upon them.

The three women of the party came in after we were all

arranged, and, spreading their robes, seated themselves in

another group at a little distance from us. A short time

before the feast was ready, they sent Cadotte to me to

request that I would buy for them a small cup of whisky,

which was to be partaken of, " not as drink for the belhj,

but as drink for the spirit," which by the custom of their

country was absolutely necessary to the holding of their

Feast of Thanksgiving. In this they were also, of course,

indulged ; and when we were seated, we found the whisky

standing in front of the medicine-man in a small pewter

m ug.

Everything now being in readiness, the pipe was lit by

the war-chief, who rose up with it, and, presenting its stem

towards the north and the south, the east and the %cest, and

then upwards to the Great Spirit, and then to the earth,

smoked through it himself a few breaths, and then, walking

around, held it to the lips of each one of the party (the

women excepted), who smoked a whiff or two through it;

after which he made a short and apparently vehement

appeal to the Great Spirit to bless the food we were then

to partake of. When he had taken his seat, the medicine-

man took his wa-hc-no {medicine-drum) and commenced

beating on it as he accompanied its taps with a medicine

song to the Great Spirit. When the song was finished he

arose, and, shaking a rattle (she-shee-quoin) in his left hand,

and singing at the same time, he handed the cup of whisky

around to the lips of each guest, all of whom tasted of it

;

it was then passed to the women, who also tasted it, and

returned it to its former position but partially emptied.

The War- chief then rose upon his feet, and, drawing his

large knife from his belt, plunged the thumb and fore finger

of his left hand into the sockets of the sheep's e3"es, by

which he raised the head as he severed it from the body with

his knife, and held it as high as he could reach. At this
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moment he returned his knife to its scabbard, and, seizing

the she-shee-quoin (or rattle) in his right hand, he com-

menced to sing a most eccentric song as he shook his rattle

in one hand and brandished the sheep's head in the other,

and danced quite round the circle between the feast and

the guests, going so slow as to require some eight or ten

minutes to get round. Having got round to his seat,

he gave a frightful yell, and, raising the sheep's head to his

mouth, bit off a piece of it, and again danced until he had
swallowed it. He then laid the head and the rattle at the

feet of another, who sprang upon his feet, and, taking the

sheep's head and the rattle, performed the same manoeuvre,

and so did a second and a third, and so on until each male
of the party had performed his part. After this, the flesh

was carved from the bones by the War chief, and placed

before us, of which we all partook. Parts of it were also

carried to the women, and after a little time the greater

part of the flesh of the carcase had disappeared.

It is worthy of remark, also, that at this strange feast

there was nothing offered but the flesh of the sheep ; but
which was cooked in a manner that would have pleased the

taste of an epicure.

When the eating was done, the war-chief took the rattle in

his hand, and, lightly shaking it as a sort of accompaniment,

took at least a quarter of an hour to repeat a long prayer,

or return of thanks, to the Great Spirit, which was spoken

(or rather sung than spoken) in a very remarkable and rapid

manner. After this the pipe was lit, and, having been some

three or four times passed around, the feast was finished,

and we took leave.

I leave this strange aff'air (having described it as nearly

as I possibly could) for the comments of the curious, who
may have more time than I can justly devote to it at this

moment, barely observing that the old chief, after this,

seemed quite contented and happy that he had acted in

conformity to the sacred injunction of the Great Spirit, and

strictly adhered, though in a foreign country, to one of the
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established and indispensable customs of liis race ; for

which, and for another cogent reason (that " his lips were

getting very dry after eating so much"), he thought we

would be willing (as of course we were) to let Daniel go for

a jug of chickabobboo.

The whole party now seemed to be completely happ)', and

in the midst of enjoyment. They were excited and amused

every night in their exhibitions, which afforded them whole-

some exercise ; and during the days they took their drives

through the city and into the country, and beheld the

sights of the great metropolis, or reclined around their

rooms on their buffalo robes, enjoying their pipes and count-

ing their money, of which they had received some thirty or

forty pounds, presented to them in the room at various times,

independent of that received from her Majesty, and their

wages, and trinkets, and other presents.

Of their drives, one of the most exciting and interesting

that they had or could have in London was about this time,

when her Majesty rode in state to the opening of Parlia-

ment. They were driven through the immense concourse

of people assembled on the line and along Parliament-

street, and conducted to a position reserved for them on the

roof of St. Mary's chapel, near Westminster Abbey. From

this elevated position they had a splendid bird's-eye view

of the crowd below, and the progress of the Queen's state

carriage, as it rolled along on its massive wheels of gold, and

drawn by eight cream-coloured horses. So grand a pageant

filled their rude, uncultivated minds with the strangest con-

jectures, which were subjects for several evenings' curious

gossip. And what seemed to please them most of all the

incidents of the day was, as they said, "that her Majesty

and the Prince both most certainly looked up from their

golden carriage to see them on the top of the church."

They were also most kindly invited by the members of

the St. George's Archery Club to witness their bow-and-

arrow shooting on one of their prize-days. This was calcu-

lated to engage their closest attention ; and at night they
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returned home in great glee. They had been treated with

the greatest kindness by the gentlemen of that club. They
had put up a gold medal for the Indians to shoot for, which

was won by Sah-mah (Tobacco), and other prizes were taken

by others of the party.* The first shot made by the young

man who bore off the golden prize was said to have been

one of the most extraordinary ever made on their grounds;

but in their subsequent shooting they fell a great way short

of it, and also of that of the young gentlemen belonging to

the club. After the shooting of the Indians, and also of the

members of the club, contending for their valuable prizes,

the Indians were invited to their table, where a sumptuous

dinner was partaken of Many toasts were drunk, and

many speeches made ; and, to their agreeable surprise, as

they said, they had plenty of the Queen's chickabobboo !

They continued their amusements nightly, much in the

same way as I have above described, with full houses and

similar excitements, all of which and their effects we
will imagine, as J pass over a week or two of them with-

out other notice than merely to say that the " jolly fat

dame " still continued to visit them, as she had pro-

mised, and nightly to strengthen the spell she seemed

* It was stated in some of the papers of tlie day that the Indian won the

goklcn prize from the members of the club, which was not the case. It was

put up, most liberally, by the young men of the society for the Indians to

shoot for among themselves, and won in this way, not from the members of

the club.

There are no Indians in North America who can equal the shooting

of these young gentlemen, who practise much this beautiful and manly

exercise. I have often, at their kind invitations, visited their grounds,

and I have had the opportunity of seeing the shooting amongst most

of the American tribes. The Indian tribes who use the bow and arrow

at the present time are mostly the Prairie tribes, who arc mounted, and,

from their horses' backs, at full speed, throw their arrows but a very few

paces, and use a short bow of two feet or two feet and a half in length, and

therefore never practise at the target at the distance of one or two hundred

yards. Their skill and power, however, in that mode of using the bow is

almost inconceivable, and might pifzzle the best archers in England or in the

world to equal.
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to be working upon the heart of poor Cadottc. She

was elegant, hut rather fat. She rode in a good car-

riage. She bestowed her presents liberally, and on all;

and insisted the whole time that " it was the most inte-

resting exhibition she ever saw," and that " Cadotte was

almost a giant !
" " She could not Icecp away, nor could she

keep the Indians out of her mind." All were inquiring

who she could be, and nobody could tell. She had delivered

three or four letters into Cadotte's hand in the time ; and,

though " her carriage could put him down at his door quite

easy,"' she had driven him home but one night, and then he

was landed quite quick and quite safe. The Indians

talked and joked much about her, but Cadottc said little.

He was young, and his youth had had a giant growth in

the timid shade of the woods. He was strong; but he knew
not the strength that was in him, for he had not tried it.

He was like a mountain torrent—dammed up but to burst

its barriers and overflow. The glow of this fair dame upon

him was a sunshine that he had never felt, and, like the

snow under a summer's sun, he was about to have melted

away. In the simplicity of his native ambition, he had

never aspired to anything brighter than his own colour ;

and few were dreaming till just now that the warrior Cupid

was throwing his fatal arrows across the line. Nor did

those who suspected them (or even saw them), from the

source that has been named, know more than half of the

shafts that were launched at the "Strong-wind"' at this time,

nor appreciate more than half the perplexities that were

wearing away his body and his mind. He knew them, poor

fellow, and \\aA felt them for some time ; but the world saw

no symptom of them until his treatment of this fair dame
on one night set them inquiring, when they found that

she, with her little archer, was not alone in the field.

Reader, we are now entering upon a drama that requires

an abler pen than mine, which has been used only to record

the dry realities of Indian life, stripped of the delicious
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admixture which is sometimes presented when Cupid and

civilization open their way into it.

I regret exceedingly that I cannot do justice to the

subject that is now before us ; but, knowing the facts, I will

simply give them, and not aspire to the picture, which the

reader's imagination will better paint than my black lead

can possibly draw.

On the unlucky evening above alluded to the "jolly fat

dame" had made her appearance at the rooms half an hour

before the doors were to open ; and, with Daniel's usual in-

dulgence, she passed into the room, in the hope, as she said,

to have a few words with the Indians, and shake hands with

them all, and bid the good fellows good by, as she was

going into the country for a few days. She loitered around

the room until it began to fill with its visitors for the even-

ing, without the good luck to meet the " Strong-wind" as

she had been in the habit of doing, before the chandelier

was in full blaze, and while the Indians were in their ad-

joining room, putting on their paint and ornaments. This

disappointment, for reasons that she probably understood

better than we can, seemed to embarrass her very much,

and most likely, even at that early stage, carried fore-

bodings of troubles that were "brewing." In the embar-

rassment of these painful moments, not being able to spend

the evening in the exhibition, as usual, but under the

necessity of returning to pack her things and complete her

preparations for her journey, she was retreating towards

the door as fast as the audience filled in in front, deter-

mined to hold a position in the passage where she could

shake hands with the Indians as they passed in, and drop

a little billet into the hands of the " Strong-icind," which, if

received, was intended only to stop a sort of palpitation

there would be in the side ofher breast, in case she should have

gone off to the country without informing the " Stro72ff-wind
"

of it, and that she was to return again in a very few days.

Unlucky device ! The Indians all passed by, excepting
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the " Stronff IVind," and, as each one shook her hand, he

saluted her with a yelp and a smile. All this was gratifying

to her, but added to the evident fever that was now coming

on her. She paced the hall forward and back for some

time, living yet (and thriving) upon the hope at that

moment raised in her mind, that he (" noble fellow !") was

hanging back in order to have a moment of bliss alone

with her in the hall, after the gazing visitors had all passed

by. This hope sustained her a while, and she many times

more walked the length of the passage, but in vain. At this

moment the sound of the drum and the echoing of the war-

whoop through the hall announced their exhibition as com-

menced ; and the liberal dame, advancing to the door, and

standing on tiptoe, that she might take a peep once more

at the good fellows over the heads of the audience, beheld,

to her great astonishment, the noble figure of the "Strong-

wind," swinging his tomahawk, as he was leading the dance !

Unhappy dame ! the room was closely stowed, and not the

possibility left of her getting half way to her old stand by

the end of the platform, if she tried.

This dilemma was most awful. The thought of actually

" going off to the country, as she had promised, for several

days, without the chance to say even good bye, or to shake

hands, was too bad,—it was cruel !
" She went to the door

to see Daniel, and said, " Well, this is very curious ; I wanted

to have seen Cadotte for a moment before I went away,

and I can't stay to-night. I shook hands with all the rest

as they went in, but I did not see Cadotte. I don't under-

stand it." " Why," said Daniel, " the poor fellow is not hiTe

to-night; he's getting sick : he was here when you first came

in, but he shot out a few moments afterwards, and told me
to tell you, if you came, that he was too unwell to be here

to-night. He is looking very pale and losing flesh very fast,

and his appetite isgoing He has only danced once or twice

in the last week." " Poor fellow! I am sorry. What a pity

if he should get sick ! I don't see what they would do without

him ; he is worth more than the whole j>arty besides. He's
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a fine young man. What an immense fellow he is ! Did you

examine his hand ? What a grip he has got—ha ! I may not

go to-morrow, but if I do, it will only be for a few days.

I have promised to go, and you know it is wrong to break

promises, Daniel. If anything should prevent me from

going to-morrow I shall certainly be here again to-morrow

night. Poor fellow ! I hope he won't get sick : I think a little

ride in the country would do him good. Mr. Catlin ought

to send him into the country for a while. That's what he

should do, shouldn't he ? I won't stand here too long, Daniel

;

it's rather a cold place : so good night."

It jms a. fact that the ^^ StTOng Wind" was getting sick;

and a fact also that Daniel thought he had gone home, as

he told the good lady ; and two other facts followed the next

day— the one was, that the journey to the country was not

made that morning ; and the other, that the "jolly fat dame"

was at the Hall at an early hour of the evening as usual.

Her visit was carefully timed, so as to allow her a little time

for gossip with Daniel at the door, and to subject her

to the delightful possibility of accidentally meeting the

"Strong Wind," as she had sometimes done, in the half-

lighted hall.

" You see, Daniel, that I didn't get off this morning

;

and when I am in London I cannot keep away from those

curious fellows, the Indians. They are here, I suppose,

before this?" " Yes, madam, they have just come in in

their bus." " Well, how is Cadotte ? he is my favourite,

you know." " Well," said Daniel, " I don't think he's any

better : I believe there is but one thing that will cure him."

"Bless me, you don't say so! What do you think is the

matter with him ? " " Why, I think he is in love, madam
;

and I don't believe there is anything under heaven else that

ails him." "Oh! now, but you rfo«'< iAz«A so, do you, really ?"

" I do, indeed, madam ; and I don't wonder at it, for there

are charms that are lavished upon him that are enough

to " " Oh ! come, come, now, Daniel, don't give us any

of your dry compliments. He's a fine man, certainly—that
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I know, and I should be sorry if he should get sick. He
will be in the exhibition, I suppose, to-night?" "No,
madam, I saw him a few minutes since, and he had lain

down on his buffalo robe on the floor, and I heard him tell

Mr. Rankin that he should not go into the room to-night

;

that he did not feel well enough." " So, you cruel man,

you think the poor fellow is in love, do you ?" " I am sure

of it, madam : in the next house to where the Indians lodge

there is one of the most beautiful black-eyed little girls

that I have seen since I have been in London, and, by

putting her head out of the back window to look at the

Indians, and by ]ilaying in the back yard, she long since

showed to everybody who saw her that she was fascinated

with Cadotte. She used to kiss her hand to him, and throw

him bouquets of flowers, and, at last, letters." " Pshaw !

"

" It's true ! And, finally, she and her sisters got in the

habit of coming in to see the Indians, and, at last, the

father, and mother, and brother ; and they all became

attached to Cadotte, and invited him to their house to take

tea with them and spend the evenings ; and he has at last

become so perfectly smitten with the girl that he is getting

sick: that is the reason why he is not at the Hall more than

three evenings in the week; he spends his evenings with

her, and often don't get home before twelve and one o'clock."

" Oh, but you shock me, you slioch me, Daniel—but I don't

believe it— I can't believe it—he couldiit be led away in that

silly manner— / dont believe a word of it. You say he is in the

dressing-room ? " " Yes, madam, 1 know he is there."

''You don't think he'll come into the exhibition-room to-

night?" "No, I know he will not." "You don't think

he would come out a minute? I can't stay to-night, and I

shall certainly go in the morning. I must go—you dont

think he would come out ?
" "I don't know, madam ; I will

ask him if you wish." " Well, do, Daniel ; come, that's a

good fellow—or, stop !—look here—just hand him this note ;

it is merely to say good bye : give it to him, and only tell

N 2
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him I am here, will you, and going out of town to-morrow

morning ?

"

Daniel took in the note to the " Strong Wind,'" who was

lying on his robe, and in a minute returned with the note

and this awful message :
—" Tell her she may go out of

town—I don't wish to see her." This was as much of his

ungallant message as Daniel could venture to bear to the

good lady, though the " Strong Wind " continued to say,

" Take the note back to her : she is making too free with

me, and all the people see it. She wants a husband too

bad, and I hope she will soon get one." Daniel returned

the note, and apologized for being the bearer of such a

message to her ; but he said, as he had carried her message

to Cadotte,he felt bound to bring his message back. " Cer-

tainly, certainly," said she ; "I can't blame you, Daniel ; but

this is strange—all this is strange to me ; it's quite incom-

prehensible, I assure you. The crowd is coming in, I see,

Daniel ; and I can't possibly be here through the evening.

I'll be here as soon as I come back. Good night."

One can easily imagine how the peace of the bosom of this

good-natured unoffending lady was broken up by the abrupt

way of the '^Strong Wind," and how unhappy might have

been the few days she was to spend in the country, and

which she could not then fail to do, as she had made a

promise to friends, that she could not break. By her absence

from the exhibition-room for a week or more, it was evident

that she was accomplishing her visit to the country ; and,

though her little archer was unemployed in her absence, it

would seem as if the very show of so many bows and arrows

in the great city of London had suddenly called into exist-

ence, or into service, a reinforcement of those little marks-

men, who were concentrating their forces about this time,

and seemed to be all aiming their shafts at the breast of

the " Strong Wind'' There were several fair damsels who

nightly paid their shillings, and took their positions near

the platform, in a less conspicuous way, though not less
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known to the " Strong Wind," than our friend who had
" gone for a while to the country." From the fair hands

of these he had received, unobserved, many precious and

sly gifts, and amongst them several little billets of the most

sentimental nature, containing enclosures of beautiful little

stanzas, and cards of address, &c.

Among this jealous group of inveterate gazers and ad-

mirers was always, though most coy and least noticed, the

sweet little "black-eyed maiden" of whom I have said

Daniel gave some account to the good lady who has gone to

the country, as having "kissed her hand and thrown

bouquets of flowers" to the "Strong Wind''' from the back

windows of her father's house in George-street. The whole

soul of the " Strong Wind," which, until now, had been

unchained and as free as the mountain breeze, was com-

pletely enveloped in the soft and silken web which the

languishing black eyes, the cherry and pulpy lips, and rosy

cheeks of this devouring little maid had spun and entwined

about it. He trembled when he straightened his tall and

elegant figure above the platform, not that he was before

the gazing world, but because her soft black eyes were upon

him. His voice faltered and his throat was not clear when

he brandished his glistening tomahawk and sounded the

shrill war-whoop. This was not that the ears of hundreds,

but that the ears of one, were open to catch the sound.

His heart was now free, for a few days at least, from the

dangers of the first siege, the guns of which for the time

were all silent. The glances of his eyes and his occasional

smiles were less scrupulously watched ; and now and then

they could be welcomed by sweet returns. He had now

but one real enemy in the field, and his shafts, though they

went to his inmost soul, Avere every one of them welcome

messengers of peace and love.

Thus besieged, thus pierced and transfixed, the " Strong

Wind" did as much as he could to continue his natural

existence, to eat his accustomed meals, and to act his cus-

tomary parts in the dance ; but efforts all seemed in vain.
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The sweet and balmy sleep that had been the pleasure of

his untaught youth had fled; roast beef and plum-pud-

dings, his favourite bits, had ceased to please him ; sighs

and long breaths had taken all the place of peaceful and

equal respiration : the paleness of his face showed there

was trcuble within ; his noble fi-ame and giant strength

were giving way ; and, save the devouring pleasure that was

consuming him, nothing was acceptable to him but seclusion

and his occasional mugs of chickabohhoo.

All things at the Egyptian Hall went on as usual

for several days, the Indians giving their nightly enter-

tainments, but without the aid of the " Strong Wind,"

and consequently without the presence of the "languish-

ing little black eyes" that used to be seen peeping

over the corner of the platform. The reader (who has

heard already that the " Strong Wind" loved to ride home

with this sweet little creature—that he took his dishes of

tea in her father's house, which was next door—and that

he often stayed there until twelve and one o'clock at night)

can easily understand how the time now passed with the

" Strong Wind," and how hopeless were to be the chances

of the good dame who had " gone to the country but for

a few days, where she had promised to go, but from which

she was soon to return." The reader who is old enough

will easily understand also why the '^Strong Wind" grew

pale ; how it was that everything ceased to taste good

—

beautiful things to look pretty ; and why I had to translate,

as well as I could, the speeches of the Indians, who now had

no better interpreter.

The exhibition-room continued to be filled night after

night without the presence of the " Strong Wind;" and at

length, on one of these occasions, the "jolly fat dame," who

had gone to the country for a few days, presented herself at

the door as usual before the audience had assembled. She

was admitted by Daniel's kindness ; and as she got into the

passage, the party of Indians came in from their omnibus,

and, passing her, gave her their hands, and as they passed
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on each one gave a hideous yell. She seemed delighted at

this, and, turning to Daniel, said, " Oh, did you hear the

poor fellows rejoicing ? they are delighted to see me back

again." " Why, madam." said Daniel, " that was the icar-

ichoop; and when that is given, the tomahawk always fol-

lows." She seemed a little startled at this ;
'• But," said she,

" the good fellows, I have lots of fine presents here for them

to-night ; I can make it all right with them I think. But I

don't see Cadotte— I hope he 's not sick—he 's a splendid

fellow—I have not seen a man like him in all my travels in

the country, and I have been a great way. I have a nice pre-

sent for him, d'ye see?—isnt that a fine brooch? I know
he '11 like it." " But I fear you are too late, madam—

I

believe it is all over with him." " What ! you don't mean
to say that he is dead?" "No, he's not dead, but he's

nearly as bad^he don't come here at all—he don't eat or

drink—he 's pining away for that pretty little girl I told

you of. It 's been all her doing : the foolish girl fell in love

with him, and is determined to have him, and I believe he

will marry her." " Oh, pshaw ! fie on it ! I don't believe a

word of it ;—they will get over it all in a day or two." The
kind lady after this took her position in the Hall as usual,

and during the exhibition smiled on all the group, and

dealt out her presents to them, and went home as usual

well pleased.

Most curiously, all this affair of (]!adotte's and the sweet-

mouthed, black-eyed little girl, had passed unnoticed by

me, and I had of course entirely mistaken his malady,

having sent my physician to attend him. His symptoms

and the nature of his disease were consequently fully under-

stood by examinations of the patient and others who had

watched closely all the appearances from the commencement

of his attack. Getting thus a full report of the case, I held

a conversation with Mr. Rankin, who at once told me that

it had been well understood by him for some time, and that

Cadotte had asked for his consent to marry the young lady,

and that he had frankly given it to him. I told him 1
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thought such a step should be taken with great caution, for

the young lady was an exceedingly pretty and interesting

girl, and, I had learned, of a respectable family, and cer-

tainly no step whatever should be taken in the affair by

him or me without the strictest respect to their feelings

and wishes. He replied that the mother and sisters were in

favour of the marriage, and had been the promoters of it

from the beginning ; that the father was opposed to it, but

he thought that all together would bring him over. I told

him that I did not know either the father or the mother,

but that, as long as there was an objection to it on the part

of the father, I thought it would be cruel to do anything to

promote it ; and that, much as I thought of Cadotte, I

did not feel authorized to countenance an union of that kind,

which would result in his spending his life in London, where

his caste and colour would always be against him, and defeat

the happiness of his life ; or she must follow him to the

wilderness of America, to be totally lost to thesociety of her

family, and to lead a life of semi-barbarism, which would

in all probability be filled with excitements enough for a

while, but must result in her distress and misery at last.

I'o these remarks his replies were very short, evidently

having made up his mind to let them raise an excitement

in London if they wished, and (as I afterwards learned) if

he could possibly bring it about.
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CHAPTER XVI.

Mr. Rankin resolves to take the Indians to the provincial towns—Exhibition

advertised to close—the wedding in St. Martin's church—Great excite-

ment—Its object—Grand parade through the streets in omnibuses—Ran-
kin adverlises " the beautiful and interesting bride " to appear on the

platform at the Indians' exhibitions—Public disgust and indignation—

•

Condemned by the Press—Rankin begins his exhibition—Denies Cadotte

admission to the Indians" rooms, and dismisses him from his service

—

Rankin leaves London with the Indians^Author getting out his large

work—The Indian portfolio—The "jolly fat dame" makes a visit to

Daniel in the exhibition rooms—A long dialogue—Illustrions sub-

scribers to the Author's large work—Emperor of Russia and Duke of

Wellington review 10,000 troops at Windsor—The Emperor presents

the Author a gold box—Author takes out a patent for " disengaging

and floating quarter-decks, to save lives on vessels sinking or burning at

At the commencement of this chapter we find the Indians

still proceeding with their amusements at the Egyptian

Hall, riding out during the day for fresh air and to see the

city, and enjoying their roast beef and chickabobboo ; the

interpreter laid up, as described, and Mr. Rankin labouring

to promote, and preparing for, an event that was to give

greater notoriety to himself and his party, and ensure more
splendid success through the kingdom, as the sequel will

show.

My opposition to his views in promoting the marriage of

this love- sick pair afforded him the suitable occasion of

calling on me one morning and advising me of a course

which " he had been, he said, recommended by many of his

friends to pursue, which was, that (as he had now heard me
lecture on the modes of the Indians until the subject had
become sufficiently familiar to him to enable him to give

the lectures well enough himself) he could promote his
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own interest much better by taking the Indians to the

provincial towns, meeting all the expenses, and taking all

the receipts, instead of sharing with a second person, which

his friends thought was a great pity he should any longer

do." He represented that by such a course he could

afford to do better by the Indians, and he thought it would

be decidedly for the interest of both, and he had resolved

to do it. I said to him that it was, to be sure, a resolve

which he could easily make, as we were under no other than

a verbal agreement, and entirely confidential, so that, if his

interest urged it sufficiently strong, there was no doubt

that he could do as he pleased, and that, under any circum-

stances, I should have but one anxiety, and that would be

for the welfare of the Indians under his charge. I had so

far done all I could to introduce them and him properly. I

had added my collection to their exhibition, to give it addi-

tional interest. I had devoted my best efforts in lecturing

on them and their customs, and had succeeded (after lying

still with them for a month in London) in getting for

them an audience of the Queen. By these means I had

rendered him and them a service, for which I wanted no

other return than the assurance that, wherever he went with

them, he should take good care of and protect them.

He said he had made up his mind to take them on his

own hands in that manner after an exhibition for ten days

longer in the Egyptian Hall, when he was to leave London

on a tour to the provincial towns ; and he wished me to

advertise these exhibitions positively to close on a certain day.

I then informed him that I should do so, and should freely

yield to his proposition to sever in the manner he had pro-

posed, on account of the accomplishment of the marriage,

which he had assured me was just at hand, and in the respon-

sibility of which I was determined to take no part. This I

told him was an argument sufficiently strong, without further

comment, to incline me to meet his proposition without the

slightest objection.

I therefore advertised, as he had suggested, that the
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Indians could only be seen in London that number of days
;

and from night to night announced the same thing from the

platform when giving my lecture ; and to the last day, at

his request, stated that the Indians were positively to leave

London at that time. The next morning after we had made
this final close, and I had announced it as such to the audi-

ence, advertisements appeared in the papers that "he had

rented the adjoining room to Mr. Catlin's, and on the same

floor, for two months -a much finer room, where ladies and

others would be much better accommodated ; where the

lectures in future would be given by Mr. Rankin, himself, who
had lived all his life among the Indians" And in his adver-

tisements, a few days after, he had the imprudence to state

that "hereafter the beautiful and interesting hride of the

' Strong Wind,' the interpreter, will mahe her appearaiice on the

platform with the Indians, and preside at the piano."

This extraordinary advertisement, which of course was

after the consummation of the marriage, was inserted in all

the London daily journals, and was at once a key to all the

absurd and disgusting efforts that had been used to create

an excitement on the occasion of the wedding. It had

been carefully announced that the wedding was to take

place at a certain hour in the day in St. Martin's church,

that ten thousand people might be waiting there for a

chance to see the novel spectacle of a beautiful London girl

married to an Indian from the wilds of America, and then

to trumpet it through the city and through the land where

they were going, that the shillings might the more abundantly

pour in for a sight of the extraordinary pair that were

united in St. Martin's church in London, and the " beautiful

and interesting bride who was to preside at the piano" while

the Indians danced.

To make this affair more exciting, and its disgusting

humbug more complete, several omnibuses and coaches,

drawn by four-inhand, were employed to convey the " beau-

tiful and interesting bride " and bridegroom, and Mr. Rankin

and his attendants, through the streets to and from the
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church where the ceremony took place. Each of these

splendid affairs was decorated with evergreens, ribands, &c. ;

and on their tops, bands ofmusic playing through the streets,

and other attendants, covered with belts and ribands,

waving flags of various and brilliant colours. These car-

riages were directed to be driven through the principal

thoroughfares of London, that the excitement and hubbub

might be the more complete, and that the greater number

of shillings might be turned into the exhibition-room.

The scheme, as a business one, was not without some inge-

nuity, but, most unluckily for its projector, it did not exactly

succeed. There was too much sagacity in the London people

and the London press not to detect the object of the scheme,

and too much good taste to countenance and patronise it.

The result was, and deservedly so, that it was condemned

by the press, and the project and its projectors held up to

public view in the light that they deserved.

The next day after his advertisement that " the beautiful

and interesting bride was to appear and preside at the

piano," he put forth another advertisement, stating that the

bride would not appear, as announced the day before, owing

to objections raised by some of her friends, &c. These

friends were nearly all the press in London, as well as her

father and her husband, who had never been consulted on

the subject, who were indignant at the step he had taken,

and ordered him to countermand his advertisement.

He then commenced his exhibition of the Indians in his

new quarters, and under the new auspices, necessarily with-

out the additional attraction of the new and beautiful bride,

and also without the aid of his interpreter Cadotte, whom
he had turned out of his employment, and to whom he

had refused admission to the house to see his fellow In-

dians or to hold any communication with them. Cadotte

was thus driven to his father-in-law's house, where he took

up his residence, and Mr. Rankin proceeded with his exhi-

bitions, himself lecturing on their customs and interpreting

their speeches to the audience, and all the various com-
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munications of the audiences and the public to them, wher-

ever they went, without knowing five words of their lan-

guage.

The extraordinary announcement which he had put in

the papers of the appearance of the "beautiful and interest-

ing bride upon the platform" had drawn a great crowd

together at his first exhibition under the new arrangement,

and, from the odd mixture of people it had brought together,

begat some very amusing incidents worth recording. On
ascending the platform for his first lecture, amidst a room

densely packed, chiefly with working men and working women,

whose application to their tasks during the day had prevented

them from getting a glimpse of the beautiful bride of the

" Strong Wind" and had now handed in their hard-earned

shillings, he soon found himself in the midst of difficulties

which it would seem that he had not anticipated.

In such a city as London there are always enough who
do not read the contradictions of announcements (with those

who won't believe them if they do read them) to fill a room
;

and of such was his room chiefly filled on this occasion—all

impatient to see the beautiful bride of the Indian, and full

of expectation, though his second advertisement had an-

nounced that " she would not appear." One can easily

imagine the difficulties with which he was surrounded, and

the perplexing materials with which he was about to contend

in presenting himself as the expounder of Indian modes,

and that in the absence of the " beautiful bride."

Curiosity to hear him give his first lecture on the customs

of the Indians, "who had spent all his life amongst them,"

led me into the crowd, where I caught the following amus-

ing incidents, which are given as nearly as I could hear

them amidst the confusion that soon took place. Mr. Ran-

kin had proceeded but a few sentences in his elucidations

when a voice from a distant part of the room called out, " Ran-

kin ! Mr. Rankin!" " Well," inquired the lecturer, " what's

wanted ofM r. Rankin ? " " Why, Sir, Mr. Rankin is advertised

to lecture, and we expect to hear him." " My name is
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Rankin—I am Mr. Rankin, Sir." "No, you are not Mr.

Rankin neither : why do you tell us that nonsense ? Come
now, Arthur ; you know me, old fellow : don't set yourself up
for Mr. Rankin here ; you'll get yourself into trouble if you
do." (Uproar, and cries of " Turn him out, turn him out.")

The voice continues, " Mr. Rankin ! Mr. Rankin ! what has

lived all his life with the Indians !" (Uproar.) " I am Mr.

Rankin, Sir: what do you want?" "You are ?20< Mr. Rankin;

are Mr. Arthur Jones, or was so when I knew you in New
York." (Cries of " Turn him out—shame, shame ! the bride,

the bride!" and hisses.) The lecturer here advanced to the

front of the platform and endeavoured to frown the crowd

into silence, but got nothing in return but " The bride, the

bride !" and hisses from various quarters. One of the men
in his employment unluckily at that moment seized hold

of a little square-sho\ildered working-man, standing just

before me, who was hissing, and was hauling him towards

the door. The little man gathered himself up, and brought

his antagonist to a halt before he was half way to the door.

While grasping each other by the collar, the little man, who
was nearly lost sight of in the crowd, demanded the cause of

this violence on his person. " Why, Sir, you was hissing

the lecturer, and I was ordered to put you out of the room
— that was all."

" So I did iss im, Sir, hand I'll iss again, hif I choose

ands hoff ! hifyou please !
" " You must go out, Sir." " Hout,

Sir ! [in a tremendous voice.] I'll hax this haudience hif I

am to go hout, or whether they would prefer to ear the hob-

servations I hintend to make." There was a general uproar

here for a few moments, and the friends of the little man
seemed to predominate as they were gathering around him,

and the cry of "Hands offl" freed him from the difficulties

with which he had been beset, and encouraged him to demand
an audience for a moment, which was carried by acclama-

tion all around the room. By stepping on to the end

of a bench near by, he become conspicuous above the heads

of the audience, and continued :—
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" Ladies hand Gentlemen, I opes I ave your haprobation ?" (Shouts of

approbation from all parts of the room ; the Indians seated on the platform,

and Mr. Rankin allowing the little working gentleman to proceed.)

" My friends, I am a poor and to speak, and I did not hanticipate^ an

event hov this sort. I came ere, like the rest of you, an ard-working man,

to spend my shilling, hand for wot? To be umbugged, gentlemen?

(Great applause.) To be oaxed, gentlemen ? I calls it an impudent oax !

I olds in my and the adwertiscment of that gentleman, haxing us to pay our

shillings to see the bride of the Ilindian wot was married yesterday ; and

we are now told that she is not to be ere, and that this is ol nothink.

—I say it is somethink, gentlemen. (Great applause.) Wen it was said

that this couldn't be elped, I isscd im, and ee koitght to be issed, for

I saw we was oaxed : I was then dragged by the andkerchief in a wiolent

manner, but I hescaped unurt, and I am thankful that my woice can now

be eard.

" Hif this gentleman is really Mr. Rankin, or hif ee is not, its hoi the

same— wot's the hods? he as inwited us ere, to inale the ot hatmosphere

of the Heeyptian All, to see the ' beautiful bride,' oom ee as been

hinstrumental in leading up to the halter of Ymen, after making a

great ubbub about it ; and I esitate not to pronounce it an underanded

business, that umbles a man in my hestimation, and I think it would

ave been better for im to ave ushed up the wole think holtogether.

(Applause.)

" Gentlemen, I am appy to see that I ave your haprobation. Wen I look

around me, I see that you are all working men like myself, and able

to hunderstand me. You all know it's werry ard to be oaxed out of our

shillings — wen prowisions is igh—wen work is scarce— wen weave little

to heat, and hobliged to lie hidlc." (Applause, and Hear, hear.) A
voice. "Mr. Rankin! Mr. Rankin!" A hundred voices ! "The bride!

the bride!—Turn him out!—Bagh !—The Indians! the Indians!—The
workee ! hear him out !—Mr. Rankin !—The Indians ! the Indians

!

Police! the police!—Turn him out!—The bride! the bride! the bride

!

the bride !
" &c. &c.

In the midst of all the din and confusion which it seemed

now impossible to suppress, the sudden expedient of Mr.

Rankin succeeded, and was probably the only one that

could have done it. He thought of his Indians, who

were quietly seated on the platform, and prepared for the

war-dance ; and the signal given, and " Sound trumpets,

sound
!

" they all sprang upon their feet and soon drowned

the din and confusion in the screams and yells of the war-

dance.
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By the time the brandishing of tomahawks and spears

and war-clubs and scalping-knives of this noisy affair was

done, the attention of the visitors had become so much en-

grossed with the spirit and novelty of the scene, that they

seemed generally disposed to dispense peaceably with the

expected treat of seeing the beautiful bride, and were

quiet. The little pugnacious working-man, however, arose

again, as soon as silence was restored, to resume his speech

;

and, asking " if he should go hon," the response from every

part of the house was, " No ! no !
" to which he pertinaciously

replied, "Well, then, I'll go ome, and see if I can hearn

hanother shilling in the place hov the one I ave given to

see those ill-looking wild hanimals, the Hindians."

The reader can easily understand why Mr. Rankin's stay

with the Indians in London after this was very short. Of
his career and theirs in the provincial towns, other histo-

rians will probably give some account, and I refer the

reader to them, being unable to give more than a very

imperfect account of it myself

This sudden break-up of our establishment at the Egyp-

tian Hall, just at the commencement of the fashionable

season, when considerable outlay had been made, and the

receipts daily increasing, was disastrous to all parties, and

particularly so to me, who had the Hall, at a heavy rent,

for three months longer, left on my hands. The excitement

of the exhibition being thus removed, my Indian collection,

which had already been three years in the same building,

scarcely drew visitors enough to meet its expenses, and I

left its managenient entirely to my faithful man Daniel,

while I devoted my time, in an adjoining room, to getting

out my second book, shortly after published at the Egyp-

tian Hall—a large illustrated work, entitled ' Catlhi's Hunt-

ing Scenes and Amusements of the North American Indians'

Several months being necessary for the completion of this

work, I resolved to hold my collection in the Hall, as it was,

until the expiration of my lease, and then pack it up and

return to the United States.
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I was then, for a while, free again from the yells and

stamps of the Indians, and the excitements and anxieties

attending their exhibitions ; and my exhibition room be-

came a quiet and pleasant salon in which to meet my
friends, who frequently called, and I found were glad to see

me, even though I had no Indians with me. My work was

advancing fast, and I devoted my whole time to it, except-

ing when old friends or persons of distinction called, when
I endeavoured to be with them, leaving the management
of the room and entertainment of visitors mostly to Daniel,

who by this time was a perfect key to everything in the

room, provided he was turned the right way. He had all

sorts of visitors however—those who came for useful informa-

tion, and others merely to hear the war-whoop, and see the

war-dance, supposing the Indians to be still there. These,

feeling provoked at their disappointment, often took revenge

on poor Daniel, by torturing him with questions about the

Yankees, repeal, &c., which would lead at last to most

exciting discussions on slavery, poor-laws and pooi-houses.

United States Bank, national debt, annexation, wars in

Afghanistan, the Oregon question, the income-tax, and

repudiation. As I have before said, Daniel, with a strong

mind, and well fortified with the facts and dates relative to

these subjects, was quite able to surprise his assailants with

his information on all these points, and of course to provoke

them in return. The consequence was that these debates

often ran too high, and, as soon as they arrived at a pitch of

indiscretion, I generally heard something of them in the ad-

joining room, and, leaving my work, showed myself in the exhi-

bition, which brought them to an amicable issue.

There were others, again, who came to talk and learn

more about the Indians, whom they knew had gone away.

Among such was one day the "jolly fat dame," who stepped

in merely to have a little chat with Daniel ; and, as will

be seen, she was lucky in finding him alone, and just in

the humour to talk with her. There happened to be no

cart or carriage passing at the moment, to prevent me from

VOL. I. o
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hearing her melodious voice, as she entered, and rolled

along, with her parasol swinging in her hand.—"Well,

Daniel" (who happened to be at the farther end of the

room), " I am so lucky to find you all alone for once, for

you always have such a possee around you ! Daniel, you

know you and I have always agreed very well." " Yes,

madam, T don't know why you and I should have a falling-

out." "Ah, well, we'll drop that, Daniel— I believe I'll

take a chair, I am so fatigued with those plaguy stairs.

Well, oh, but what a wonderful collection this is—Ha?
what a curiosity that man is—Mr. Catlin, I mean—what a

life he has led, to be sure ! Don't you think he has been

married to some of those little squaws ? I '11 be bound he

has." " No, madam, I should doubt whether he has. I

think Mr. Catlin went into the Indian country, determined

to make this collection and to immortalize himself; and I

have many a time heard him say that he resolved never to

get into any difficulty with them about their women ; and

I think it was one reason why he succeeded, and was everv-

where treated with friendship." " Ah, well ! may be so.

But, look ye, Daniel ; that 's been a sad affair with poor

Cadotte, has it not ? what a foolish man, ha !

"

" Why, I don 't see that it was so foolish on his part as on

that of the girl."

••Oh, tush! but she's a silly little thing. She's pretty

enough ; but what 's that to such a man as Cadotte ? She 's

no substance. He 's a giant, almost—what a grip !— I never

felt the like in my life ! Ah, well, I am sorry—I felt quite

an interest in Cadotte."

" I feel more sorry for the foolish girl," said Daniel, " for

falling in love with him—it was all her doing—she would

have him, and wouldn't take ' No' fur an answer. I never saw

the like in my life. She seemed crazy for him ; and they

both cried like children about it for weeks, and he was good

for nothing else. She has got him now ; and, as I said

before, I pity her, for she don 't know what country she is

going to, nor what society she will have instead of that of
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her parents, and sisters, and friends in London. The girl

don't know what she will come to, and therefore I pity

her."

" Well, / don 't pity her a bit. Ah, yes, I am sorry she

has been so silly ; but I pity him the most. I care nothing

about her ; or—that is—she ought to know better ; but she 's,

as I told you, a silly little thing. Ah, well, I have only

been one night to see them since they left Mr. Catlin. What
a foolish thing that was ! 1 1 will be the ruin of them all.

I am afraid they will come to want, i)oor things ! I have

only been there one night ! Cadotte was not there."

" No, madam, he won't join them any more. Rankin has

turned him out of the house, and out of his employ, be-

cause he wouldn't let his wife appear in the exhibition and

play the piano, as he had advertised."

" Noble fellow ! I like him for that. Isn't that a fine

spirit ? I knew he had it. But that little silly thing, she

can't play. What do the public care about a foolish girl's

playing upon the piano ?— Ridiculous ! Well, they have

all gone, I sup]iose ?
"

" All but Cadotte and his wife, madam ; they have not

gone."

" What ! you don't say so? Cadotte has not gone ?
"

" No ; they are living together with the girl's father.

Rankin has left him, without anything but his wife, to get

home to his own country in the best way he can."

" Well, there's a brute for you ; is'nt he—that Rankin ?

I always hated his looks, d'ye see. Not gone, ha ? What

is he to do here ? Will he stay in London ? Can't Mr.

Catlin do something for him? He'd be just a good hand

now, to help you here, Daniel—to explain : you can't

always be here—there should be two of you. He comes

here occasionally ?
"

" Oh, yes, he's here every day,"

" Well, look ye, Uanicl, I'll call again and see Mr. Catlin

about it. Something should be done. Mr. Catlin is a

good fellow 1 know. 1 want a long talk with him ; he shall
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know my whole mind on this affair. I can't stay now—

I

must go ; but what a pity—ha, Daniel ! Good day."

" Good day."

She was very near discovering me as she turned round

and passed my door ; but Daniel smiled after she had gone

out, and said he was quite sure she had not seen me, as he

had kept her conversation directed to him, so that she should

not turn her face round suddenly on me.

I was sorry that I had overheard this dialogue ; but,

as it had fallen thus into my possession, I resolved to make
the most prudent use of it, believing it to contain the sum
total of all she wished to say in her " long talk " with me ;

and I directed Daniel, when she should call to see me, to

announce me " out of town," and himself to engross all that

she had to say, saving me from entering again upon an un-

pleasant subject, which I considered now at an end.

Thus continued my labours and Daniel's, each one in his

department, for three months or more after the Indians had

left, by which time my large work was ready for publication

(like the first one, "to be published by the Author, at the

Egyptian Hall, price five guineas in printed tints, and

eight guineas coloured), with a subscription-list headed

by the illustrious names of—

•

Her Gracious MAJESTY the QUEEN,
Louis Philippe, King of the French,

The Emperor of Russsia,

The King of the Belgians,

H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge,

AND MANY OF THE NOBILITY OF ENGLAND.

The Emperor of Russia was at this time paying his visit

to the Queen of England; and my dear wife and myself

took the occasion of the grand pageant when the Emperor,

with Prince Albert and the Duke of Wellington, reviewed

10,000 troops at Windsor, to obtain a view of his Imperial

Majesty, which we did during the review, and, still more to
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our satisfaction, after it was over, from behind the post of

the gate opening into the great park, where we had sta-

tioned ourselves, and where his Imperial Majesty passed

within reach of us. Wlien the Emperor and suite had

passed by, I suddenly perceived in the passing throng

J. W. Webb, Esq., editor of the 'New York Inquirer,'

and endeavoured, but unsuccessfully, to overtake him.

A few days after this, the Honourable Mr. Murray was

kind enough to deliver to the Emperor the copy of my
work subscribed for by his Majesty; and, in a few weeks

after that, sent me the following very flattering communi-

cation ;
—

" Dear Sir, " Buckingham Palace, June 14th, 1844.

" The Emperor of Russia, having inspected your Portfolio

OP Indian Hunting and other Scenes, was so much pleased with

their spirit and execution, that he desired Count Orloft'to send me a gold

snufF-bo.t, to be presented to you as a mark of his Majesty's gratification

derived from the efforts of your pencil.

" I acquit myself of this agreeable commission by sending you here-

with a Russian bo.\ of gold and blue enamel, set in pearls, which will,

I trust, prove to you a gratifying reminiscence of the Emperor's visit to

England.

"I am, my dear Sir,

" Very faithfully yours,

" To Geo. Catlin, Esq." " C. A. MURRAY.

This most gratifying testimony of the Emperor's satisfac-

tion with my work was unexpected by me; and future

pages will show that I received evidences equally flattering

from their Majesties the King of the French and the King

of the Belgians.

My large work being now published in London, and, like my
former one, kindly noticed and highly approved by the press,

I felt as if my labours in England were coming near to a close;

and, having a little leisure, 1 was drawing my little children

(of whom I now had fourj nearer to mc than ever, and with

my dear Clara was endeavouring to see the remainder of the

sights of London before our departure for our native land.

This desired event was yet to be delayed a little, however,
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by a circumstance that I must here narrate, not to leave the

reader in the dark as to the curious incidents and impulses

of this transatlantic part of my chequered life.

About this period occurred an unparalleled destruction of

life at sea : the " Solway " and other noble vessels striking

on sunken rocks, and going down in smooth water in sight of

land, and hundreds of human beings sinking with them to

eternity. Human invention, roused by human sympathy,

was everywhere labouring to devise means for the preserva-

tion of life in such cases ; and my brain, like the brains of

hundreds of others, was busy in the same cause, when a

plan suddenly suggested itself, which appeared more prac-

ticable the more I contemplated it. I deliberated on it

much, and threw in my own way all the arguments I could

possibly raise against it ; and amongst them, as the strongest,

the blind and deafenthusiasm, which leads too many inventors

to ruin. No objections that I then raised or can yet raise,

however, have created in my mind a doubt of the feasibility

of my plan, or of its immense and never-ending importance

to the human race. And, as the sequel will show, 1 give

the following information concerning it to the world, not on

my own account, but for those who may possibly be benefited

by it, or whom it may in any way concern.

On mature deliberation I decided, like other inventors,

to avail myself of a patent for my discovery ; and, with

that view, called upon a patent-agent, who had been re-

commended to me by the highest authority. On stating

to him the object of my visit, I was invited to a private

room, where he stated that it was necessary that he should

hear a distinct description of my invention before he

could tell whether it was new, and whether it was a fi.tting

subject of a patent. I replied as follows :—" I believe.

Sir, that there is but one effectual way of saving the lives

of the greater number of persons on board steamers and

other vessels sinking or burning at sea, and that an inven-

tion applicable, for such a purpose, to all vessels (as there

is never to be an end to the increase of vessels and exposure
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of life on the ocean) would be of the greatest importance

to mankind, and would most richly repay the inventor.

A plan has suggested itself to me which I think will have

this efiect; and if, after hearing it explained, you should

decide that it is new and of sufficient consideration, I beg

you to procure me a patent for it as soon as it can be

obtained."

I then proceeded—" The patent I should ask for would

be for ' disengaging and floating quarter-decks of steamers

and other vessels for the purpose oj saving human lives at sea.'

These I would propose to build of solid timber or other

material, resting upon and answering all the purposes of

quarter-decks ; and, in case of the sinking of a vessel, to

be disengaged by means which I would set forth in the

specification, and capable of floating, as rafts, with all the

passengers and crew upon them. These rafts might easily

be made of sufficient strength to resist the force of the most

violent sea ; and their shape being such as to prevent them

from capsizing, there would be little difficulty in preserving

life for many days upon them. They might be made to

contain within them waterproof cases of sheet iron or tin, to

carry provisions and liquors, and also rockets for signals,

valuable papers, money, &c. ; and, when driven on shore,

would float safely over a reef, where vessels and life -boats

go to pieces and the greatest loss of life generally takes place.

In case of a vessel on fire at sea, when it should be found

that all exertions to extinguish the flames were unavailing,

all hands might retreat to the quarter-deck, and the vessel

be scuttled and sunk by slinging a gun and firing a

shot through her bottom, or by other means ; and as she

goes down the flames of course are extinguished, and her

passengers and crew, and valuables, might be saved on the

raft, as I have described,"

When I had thus explained the nature of my invention
^

I asked the agent whether he considered it new, and fit to

be patented, to which he at once replied, " You may rely

on it. Sir, it is entirely new : nothing of the kind has been
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patented ; and it is a subject for which I think I can get

you what we call a ' clean patent.' " Upon this I at once

authorized him to proceed and procure the patent in the

quickest manner possible, saying that the money required

for it should be ready as fast as he should call for it. After

this, and in further conversation about it, he said, " I think

remarkably well of the invention, and, though I am not

in the habit of giving encouragement to my employers, I

say to you, frankly, that I believe that when we have

obtained the patent, the Admiralty will buy it out of your

hands and give it for the benefit of the world at large."

Being thus authorized, he proceeded, and the patent

was obtained in the space of two months, and for which I

paid him the sum of 130/. After I had received my patent,

I met a friend, Mr. R , to whom I explained the nature

of my invention ; and, when I had got through, he asked

me who had been my agent in the business, and I told him
;

to which he replied that it was very strange, as he believed

that a friend of his, a Captain Oldmixon, had procured a

patent, in London, for a similar thing, some five or six years

before. He said he was quite confident that it was the same

thing, for he had heard him say a great deal about it, and

recollected his having advertised and performed an experi-

ment on a vessel in the river below the city ; and advised

me to call on my agent and put the question to him. I did

so, and he referred to the published lists of patents for ten

or twelve years back, and assured me that no such name
was on the list of patentees, and that I might rest satisfied

that no such patent had ever been taken out.

I then returned to my friend Mr. R , and informed

him of this, telling him that he must be mistaken. To which

he replied, "No; since you have been absent I have recol-

lected more. I have found the address of Captain Old-

mixon's attorney who procured the patent for him, which I

give you ; and I wish you would call on him, and he will

correct me if I am wrong."

I took the address and called on the attorney, whom
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I found in his office. I asked him if he had taken out a

patent for Captain Oldmixon five or six years ago, and

he replied that he had. I asked him if he would be kind

enough to tell me the nature of it, and he instantly re-

plied that it was for " disengaging and floating quarter-

decks for saving life." I then asked him if he had com-

pleted his patent by putting in his specification, and he

replied that he had, and that if I would ask for it in a

registry of patents in Chancery-lane I could see it. I then

inquired if it had been published in the manner that

the law requires, and he assured rae it had. He further

stated that he had been for several years, and still was,

engaged with it for Captain Oldmixon before the Com-
mittee on Shipwrecks, with a prospect of getting the Admi-

ralty to take it up. With this information I returned

immediately to my agent, and, having explained it to him,

he accompanied me to the registry in Chancery-lane, where,

on being asked if they had the specification of a patent in

the name of Captain Oldmixon, one of the clerks instantly

replied " Yes," and unrolled it upon the counter.

I read it over, and, finding it almost word for word like

my own, and the invention exactly the same, I said to my
agent, " I have nothing more to say or to do, but to go home
and attend to my business." Nor have I ever taken fur-

ther pains about it. My agent, at a subsequent period,

wrote me a letter, expressing his regret that such a thing

should have happened, and enclosing a lOZ. note, the

amount, he said, of his fees ; stating that the rest had all

been paid into different offices, for which there was no

remedy.

I have mentioned the above circumstance, as forming one

of the many instances cf ill luck that have been curiously

mixed with the incidents of my life ; and also to show

the world how much circumspection and caution are neces-

sary in guarding one's interest, even amidst the well-regu-

lated rules and formalities of this great and glorious

country.
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Captain Oldmixon has my hearty wishes for the success

of his invention ; and I hope that my allusion to it in the

above manner will do him no injury, but may be the cause

of turning the attention of the world towards it as a means

of benefiting the human race.

I have informed the reader already that, just before com-

pleting the above adventure, the Ojibbeways having left

London, and my large work being published to the world, I

was turning my eyes to my native country again, where,

with my little ones and my collection, I was preparing to

go ; but even this toas not to be as we had designed it, for it

was announced, just then, that another party of fourteen

Indians had arrived in Liverpool, and were on their way to

the metropolis ! Life has its chapters, like the chapters of

a book ; and our days are like the leaves we turn in read-

ing it. We peruse one page ignorant of what is contained

in the next ; and, as the chapters of life are often suddenly

cut short, so this chapter of my book must end here ; and

the reader will start with me afresh, in a second volume,

which commences with a new enterprise.
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS

CATLIN'S NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN MUSEUM.

The following are a few of the yery numerous eulogiums which the Press

has passed upon the merits of this Collection, in England, France, and the

United States, where it has been exhibited.

LONDON PRESS.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW.

Me. Catlin's object in visiting England with his Indian Gallery, it

would seem, is to sell his collection to our Government, and we most sincerely

hope that his reliance on the magnanimity of the British people will not be

disappointed. As a man of science, of enterprise, and of true philanthropy,

he is justly entitled to be considered as a citizen of the world ; and, although

he reflects especial honour upon the intelligent nation to which he is so

proud to declare that he owes his birth, yet, for that very reason, we are

confident, a generous feeling will universally exist to receive him with

liberality here.

But, leaving the worthy artist's own interests completely out of the

question, and in the cause of science casting aside all party feeling, we sub-

mit to Lord Melbourne, to Sir Robert Peel, to Lord Lansdowne, to Sir

R. Inglis, and to all who are deservedly distinguished among us as the

liberal patrons of the fine arts, that Mr. Catlin's Indian collection is worthy

to be retained in this country as the record of a race of our fellow-creatures

whom we shall very shortly have swept from the face of the globe. Before

that catastrophe shall have arrived, it is true, a few of our countrymen may

occasionally travel among them ; but it cannot be expected that any artist

of note should again voluntarily reside among them for seven years, as com-

petent as Mr. Catlin, whose slight, active, sinewy frame has peculiarly

fitted him for the physical difficulties attendant upon such an exertion.
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Considering the melancholy fate which has befallen the Indian race, and

which overhangs the remnant of these victims to our power, it would surely

be discreditable that the civilized world should, with heartless apathy, de-

cline to preserve and to transmit to posterity Mr. Catlin's graphic delineation

of them ; and if any nation on earth should evince a desire to preserve such

a lasting monument, there can be no doubt that there exists none better en-

titled to do so than the British people ; for with feelings of melancholy

satisfaction, we do not hesitate to assert that throughout our possessions on

the continent of America, we have, from the first moment of our acquaintance

with them to the present hour, invariably maintained their rights, and at

a very great expense have honestly continued to pay them their annual

presents, for which we have received from them, in times of war as well as

of peace, the most unequivocal marks of their indelible gratitude. Their

respect for our flag is unsullied by a reproach—their attachment to our sove-

reign is second only in their breasts to the veneration with which they

regard their " Great Spirit"—while the names of Lord Dalhousie, of Sir

Peregrine Maitland, and of Sir John Colborne, who for many years respec-

tively acted towards them as their father and as their friend, will be affec-

tionately repeated by them in our colonies until the Indian heart has ceased

to beat there, and until the Red Man's language has ceased to vibrate in the

British "wilderness of this world." Although European diseases, and the

introduction of ardent spirits, have produced the lamentable effects we have

described, and although as a nation we are not faultless, yet we may fairly

assert and proudly feel that the English government has at least made every

possible exertion to do its duty towards the Indians ; and that there has

existed no colonial secretary of state who has not evinced that anxiety to

befriend them which, it is our duty to say, ])articularly characterized the

administration of the amiable and humane Lord Glenelg.

THE LITERARY GAZETTE.

Catlin's Indian Gallery, Egyptian Hall.—We have now to announce the

opening of this exhibition, from visits to which every class of the com-

munity, old as well as young, will reap much instruction and gratification.

Having recently described, from an American journal, Mr. Catlin's seven

or eight years' sojourn among the red races of North America, we need

now only say that his representation of them, their country, their costumes,

their sports, their religious ceremonies, and in short their manners and cus-

toms, so as to enable us to form a complete idea of them, is deserving of the

utmost praise. There are above 500 subjects in these spacious rooms, from

a wigwam to a child's rattle; and everything belonging to the various

Indian tribes are before the spectator in their actual condition and integi-ify.

There are, besides, a multitude of portraits of the leading warriors, &c. &c.,

and other pictures of dances, ball-])lay, ambuscading, fighting ; and the

whole supi)lying by far the most ample and accurate history of them that has
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ever been published to the world. No book of travels can approach these

realities
; and after all we had road of the rod men, we confess we are asto-

nished at the many new and important points connected with them which

this Gallery impressed upon us. We saw more distinctly the links of re-

semblance between them and other early and distant people; and we had

comparisons suggested of a multitude of matters affecting the progress of

mankind all over the earth, and alike illustrated by similitudes and dissimi-

litudes. Indeed the philosophical inquirer will be delighted with this

exhibition, whilst the curious child of seven years of age will enjoy it with

present amusement and lasting instruction.

THE ATHEN^UM.
The Indian Gallery.—This is the collection mentioned heretofore by our

American correspondent (No. 609), and a most interesting one it is. It

contains more than 300 portraits of distinguished Indians, men and women
of different tribes, all painted from life ; and in many instances the identical

dress, weapons, &c. are exhibited which they wore when their portraits

were taken ; and 200 other ])aintings, representing Indian customs, games,

hunting-scenes, religious ceremonies, dances, villages, and said to contain

above 3000 figures : in brief, it is a pictorial history of this interesting and

fast-perishing race. It includes, too, a series of views of the Indian country
;

and we have seen nothing more curious than some of the scenes on the

Upper Missouri and Mississippi, the general accuracy of which is beyond

question. Mr. Catlin has spent seven years in wandering among the various

tribes, for the sole purpose of perfecting this collection. As he observes,

" it has been gathered, and every painting has lieen made from nature, by

my own hand ; and that, too, when I have been paddling my canoe or lead-

ing my packhorse over and through trackless wilds, at the hazard of life.

The world will surely be kind and indulgent enough to receive and estimate

them as they have been intended, as true and fac-simile traces of individual

and historical facts, and forgive me for their present unfinished and un-

studied condition as works of art."

The value of this collection is increased by the fact that the red men are

fast perishing, and will probably, before many years have passed, be an

extinct race. If proof of this were wanting, we have it in the facts recorded

in the catalogue, of the devastation which the smallpox has lately spread

among them. Of one tribe, the hospitable and friendly Mandans, as Mr.

Catlin calls them, 2000 in number when he visited them and painted their

pictures, living in two permanent villages on the Missouri, 1800 miles above

its junction with the Mississip|)i, not one now exists! In 1837 the small-

pox broke out among them, and oidy thirty-five were left alive ; these were

subsequently destroyed by a hostile tribe, which took possession of their

villages : and thus, within a few months, the race became extinct—not a

human being is believed to have escaped.
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THE ART-UNION.

Mr. Catlin's Indian Ga//ery.—Circumstances have hitheito prevented our

noticing this most admirable exhibition
; but we have examined it in all its

parts with very minute attention, and have been highly gratified, as well as

much informed, by doing so. Mr. Catlin's collection is by no means to be

classed among the ephemeral amusements of the day ; it is a work of deep
and permanent interest. Perceiving that the rapid destruction of the

aboriginal tribes by war, disease, and the baneful influence of spirituous

liquors, would soon cause all traces of the red men to be lost, Mr. Catlin

determined on proceeding through their still untrodden wildernesses, for

the purpose of gaining an intimate acquaintance with their manners and

customs, and of procuring an exact delineation of their persons, features,

ceremonies, &c., all which he has faithfully and perfectly accomplished at

no small hazard of life and limb. It was not a common mind that could

have conceived so bold a project, nor is he a common man who has so

thoroughly accomplished it.

The arms, dresses, domestic implements, &c. &c. collected by the in-

dustry of this most energetic of explorers are precisely as they have been

manufactured and used by their Indian owners, and form a collection which

everj' succeeding year will render more and more valuable. The portraits

of distinguished warriors, &c., the representations of religious ceremonies,

war-dances, buffalo-hunts, &c. &c., are depicted by Mr. Catlin himself, and
that with a force and evident truth that bring the whole detail of Indian life

in eloquent reality before the eyes of the spectator. We have no hesitation

in saying that this gallery supplies the most effective and valuable means for

acquiring an exact acquaintance with the great American continent that has

ever been offered to the hunger and thirst after knowledge, so prevailing

a characteristic of the age. Mr. Catlin is about to publish the details of his

eight years' sojourn among the interesting people with whom his portraitures

have made us so familiar ; and we have no doubt that this work will render

the stores of information he has opened to us in his gallery entire and com-
plete. As works of art their merit depends chiefly on their accuracy, of

which no doubt can be entertained.

LA BELLE ASSEMBLEE.

Mr. Catlin's Gallery of North American Indians.—Of all the exhibi-

tions that have been brought forward for the amusement of the public, we
must give this of Mr. Catlin the preference in every point of view ; it pos-

sesses not only present but future interest, for perhaps not many generations

may flourish and fade before nearly the whole of the aboriginal tribes will

be wholly extirpated. Wherever the imprint of the white man's foot has

flattened the grass of the prairie, it may be looked upon as an ominous

token to the unsuspecting native. The broad lands of the owners of the soil
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are daily passing into the hands of the stranger, and desolation conies where

lowly comfort dwelt.

As historical records, these pictures, from the faithful pencil of Mr.
Catlin, are invaluable, inasmuch as they may be considered, in all proba-

bility, the last and almost the only authentic remains of ancient tribes,

that are slowly but surely leaving nothing but a name behind.

THE TIMES.

Mr. Catlin's North American Indian Gallery.—A very curious exhibi-

tion is opened in the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. It consists of above 500

portraits, landscapes, views of combats, religious ceremonies, costumes, and

many other things illustrative of the manners and customs, and modes of

living and of battle, &c. of the different tribes of North American Indians.

Some of these pictures are exceedingly interesting, and form a vast field for

the researches of the antiquary, the naturalist, and the philosopher. The
numerous portraits are full of character : they exhibit an almost endless

variety of feature, though all bearing a generical resemblance to each other.

The views of combats are very full of spirit, and exhibit modes of warfare

and destruction horribly illustrative of savage life. The method of attacking

buffaloes and other monsters of the plains and forests are all interesting ; the

puny process of a fox-chace sinks into insignificance when compared with

the tremendous excitement occasioned by the grappling of a bear or the

butting of a bison. These scenes are all accurately depicted, not in the

finished style of modern art, but with a vigour and fidelity of outline, which
arises from the painter having actually beheld what he tiansmits to canvas.

The most curious portion of this exhibition is, however, the representations

of the horrible religious ceremonies of several of the Indian tribes, and the

probationary trials of those who aspire to be the leaders amongst them.

These representations disclose the most abhorrent and execrable cruelties.

They show to what atrocities human nature can arrive where the presence

of religious knowledge is not interposed to prevent its career. The exhi-

bition also contains tents, weapons, dresses, &c. of the various tribes visited

by Mr. Catlin. These are curious, but of secondary importance. The
catalogue, which is to be had at the exhibition-room, is a very interesting

brochure, and will afford a great deal of novel but important information.

MORNING CHRONICLE.

The Aboriginal Tribes of JS'orth America.—A pictorial exhibition of a

singularly interesting description has just been opened in the Egyptian Hall,

Piccadilly. It consists of portraits, landscapes, costumes, and other repre-

sentations of the persons, manners, and customs of the North American

VOL. I. !•
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Indians, painted by Mr. Catlin, an American artist, during eight years'

travel amongst their various tribes.

On Monday a numerous assemblage, comprising many distinguished

members of the fashionable as well as the literary world, visited this extra-

ordinary collection, and listened with the utmost curiosity and interest to

the details and explanations given by Mr. Catlin in illustration of some of its

most remarkable objects.

Mr. Catlin modestly apologizes for the unfinished character of his pictures,

considered as works of art. They are sketches rapidly and roughly executed,

as might be expected from the circumstances under which they were made
;

but they are freely drawn with a strong tone of colour ;
and being drawn

and coloured immediately from nature, there is a graphic truthfulness about

them which places, as it were, the very objects themselves before the eye of

the spectator, and fills the imagination with images of these ancient lords

of the western continent, now reduced to scattered remnants and fast dis-

appearing from the earth, a thousand times more distinct and vivid than

could be produced by volumes of description.

THE MORNING POST.

Catlin's Indian Gallerj/.—This is a very extraordinary collection, con-

sisting of an immense number of portraits, landscapes, costumes, and

representations of the manners and customs of the North American Indians,

among whom the artist-collector travelled for eight years, extending his

researches through ibrty-eight tribes, the majority of whom speak different

languages. The long room on the groundfloor of the Egyptian Hall is

covered from the roof to the floor, and nearly the floor itself, by some thou-

sands of specimens, real as well as pictorial, of these interesting races,

manj' of whom are now, alas ! nearly extinguished, under the civilizing in-

fluences of fire-water, smallpox, and the exterminating policy of the govern-

ment of the United States, in which treachery has recently played a

counterpart to the most gratuitous despotism. " I have seen them in their

own villages," says Mr. Catlin, " have carried my canvas and colours the

whole way, and painted my portraits, &c. irom the life, as they now stand

and are seen in the gallery."

The collection contains 310 portraits of distinguished men and women of

the different tribes in the British, United States, and Mexican territories ; and

200 other paintings descriptive of river, mountain, forest, and prairie scenes
;

the village games, festivals, and jjcculiar customs and superstitions of the

natives, exhibiting in all above 3000 figures ; all, Mr. Catlin assures us, were

taken from nature, and all by his own hand ! a truly Herculean undertaking,

and evidently sustained by an enthusiastic spirit, as well as a share of uncon-

querable perseverance, such as falls to the lot of few artists in any country

to boast of.
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THE MORNING POST.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—This valuable collection of portraits, land-

scapes, scenes from savage life, weapons, costumes, and an endless variety

of illustrations of Indian life, real as well as pictorial, continues to attract

crowds of spectators. We are happy to find our prediction fully borne

out by fact, that the exhibition only required to be fully made known to

the public to be properly appreciated. The most pleasing attention is paid

by Mr. Catlin and his assistants to gratify the curiosity of visitors, to point

out to notice the peculiarities of the various subjects through which they

wander, and to explain everything which strikes the eye and attracts the

observer to inquire into its use or meaning. During our visit on Saturday

the company were startled by a yell, and shortly afterwards by the appear-

ance of a stately chief of the Crow Indians stalking silently through the

room, armed to the teeth and painted to the temples, wrapped up in a buf-

falo robe, on which all his battles were depicted, and wearing a tasteful

coronet of war-eagle's quills. This personation was volunteered by the

nephew of Mr. Catlin, who has seen the red man in his native wilds, and

presents the most proud and picturesque similitude that can be conceived

of the savage warrior. His war-whoop, his warlike appearance and dignified

movements seem to impress the assemblage more strikingly with a feeling

of the character of the North American Indian than all the other evidences

which crowded the walls. Subsequently he appeared in another splendid

costume, worn by the braves of the Mandan tribe, also remarkable for its

costly and magnificent head-dress, in which we see " the horns of power "

assume a conspicuous place. The crowds that gathered around him on each

occasion were so dense that Mr. Catlin could scarcely find space to explain

the particulars of the costumes ; but we are glad to find he is preparing a

central stage where all may enjoy a full and lair sight of " the Red Man "

as he issues from his wigwam, clad in the peculiar robe and ornaments of

his tribe, to fight, hunt, smoke, or join in the dances, festivals, and amuse-

ments peculiar to each nation.

THE GLOBE AND TRAVELLER.

Indian Knowledge of English Affairs.—Mr. Catlin, in one of his lec-

tures on the manners and customs of the North American Indians, during

the last week, related a very curious occurrence, which excited a great deal

of surprise and some considerable mirth amongst his highly respectable and

numerous audience. Whilst speaking of the great and warlike tribe of Sioux

or Dahcota.s, of 40,000 or 50,000, he stated that many of this tribe, as well

as of several others, although living entirely in the territory of the United

States, and several hundred miles south of her Majesty's possessions, were

found cherishing a lasting friendship for the English, whom they denomi-

nate Saganosh. And in very many instances they are to be seen wearing
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about their necks large silver medals, with the portrait of George III. in

bold relief upon them. These medals were given to them as badges of

merit during the last war with the United States, when these warriors were

employed in the British service.

The lecturer said that whenever the word Saganosh was used, it seemed

to rouse them at once ; that on several occasions when Englishmen had

been in his company as fellow-travellers, they had marked attentions paid

them by these Indians as Saganoshes. And on one occasion, in one of his

last rambles in that country, where he had painted several portraits in a

small village of Dahcotas, the chief of the band positively refused to sit,

alleging as his objection that the Pale-faces, who were not to be trusted,

might do some injury to his portrait, and his health or his life might be

affected by it. The painter, as he was about to saddle his horse for his

departure, told the Indian that he was a Saganosh, and was going across the

Big Salt Lake, and was very sorry that he could not carry the picture of so

distinguished a man. At this intelligence the Indian advanced, and after a

hearty grip of the hand, very carefully and deliberately withdrew from his

bosom, and next to his naked breast, a large silver medal, and turning his

fiace to the painter, pronounced with great vehemence and emphasis the

word Sag-a-nosh ! The artist, supposing that he had thus gained his point

with the Indian Sagamore, was making preparation to proceed with his

work, when the Indian still firmly denied him the privilege—holding up

the face of his Majesty (which had got a superlative brightness by having

been worn for years against his naked breast), he made this singular and

significant speech :
—" When you cross the Big Salt Lake, tell my Great

Father that you saw his face, and it was bright!" To this the painter re-

plied, " I can never see your Great Father, he is dead!" The poor Indian

recoiled in silence, and returning his medal to his bosom, entered his wig-

wam, at a few paces distant, « here he seated himself amidst his family

around his fire, and deliberately lighting his pipe, passed it around in

silence.

When it was smoked out he told them the news he had heard, and in a

few moments returned to the traveller again, who was preparing with his

party to mount their horses, and inquired whether the Saganoshes had no

chief. The artist replied in the affirmative, saying that the present chief

of the Saganoshes is a young and very beautiful woman. The Sagamore

expressed great surprise and some incredulity at this unaccountable infor-

mation ; and being fully assured by the companions of the artist that his

assertion was true, the Indian returned again quite hastily to his wigwam,
called his own and the neighbouring families into his presence, lit and

smoked another pipe, and then communicated the intelligence to them, to

their great surprise and amusement; after which he walked out to the

party about to start oft', and advancing to the painter (or Great Medicine,

as they called him) with a sarcastic smile on his face, in due form, and with

much grace and effect, he carefully withdrew again from his bosom the

polished silver medal, and turning the face of it to the painter, said, " Tell
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my Great Mother that you saw our Great Father, and that we keep his

face bright!"

THE GLOBE AND TRAVELLER.

North American Indians.—An exhibition has been opened consisting

of portraits, landscapes, costumes, implements of war, articles of commerce,

and a variety of curiosities, illustrating the manners, habits, and customs of

forty-eight ditferent tribes of the North American Indians The collection,

which must prove highly interesting to all who take an interest in the

various modes of life existing among our fellow-creatures in the different

states and stages of savage life, or comparative civilization, consists of 310

portraits of distinguished men and women of the different Indian tribes,

and 200 other paintings descriptive of Indian countries, villages, sports,

and pastimes ; the whole of which were painted by Mr. Catlin during a

residence of eight years among the different tribes. An additional interest

is given to the paintings by the various implements used by the natives,

such as bows, arrows, tomahawks, and scalping knives. There are even

human scalps, which illustrate one of the paintings representing the scalp

dance, in which the victors of one tribe exhibit, in one of their war dances,

the scalps of another whom they have vanquished. Among the most

spirited of the paintings, as works of art, may be enumerated those of the

voluntarily inflicted torments to which some of the tribes subject themselves

as proofs of their courage ; those of the buffalo hunts, buffalo fights, and of

the prairies, which are all highly characteristic productions. In speaking

of the different items of interest in this exhibition, Mr. Catlin and the

cicerone should not be forgotten, as they amuse the visitors with many of

those interesting personal anecdotes which travellers always abound in.

THE SPECTATOR.

Catlin 's Indian Gallery, at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, is a museum
of the various tribes of North Anierican Indians.

Mr. Catlin is an enterprising American artist, who has devoted eight

years to the delineation of scenes and persons, and the colleciion of objects

to form a permanent record of the characteristic features and customs of the

different tribes of Indians in North America, now fast becoming extinct by

the combined operation of smallpox, spirit-drinking, and war. The walls of

a room 106 feet in length are entirely covered with portraits of Indian men,

women, and children, in their respective costumes, some small whole-

lengths, others busts the life-size, to the number of 310; and 200 views of

landscape scenery, native villages, games, customs, and hunting-scenes, all

painted on the spot. Besides the pictures, the dresses worn by several

tribes, and a numerous collection of weapons, pipes, ornaments, &c., are ar-

ranged round the room ; and in the centre is set up a wigwam of the " Crow "
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tribe, a conical tent twenty-five feet high, made of buifalo-skins, dressed and
painted, supported by thirty poles meeting at the top, and capable of shel-

tering eighty persons.

To attempt anything like a detailed description of the contents of such

a museum would require a volume ; to characterize it generally in our limited

space is difficult. It would require hours of attentive study to become fully

acquainted with the multifarious articles. The several tribes are distinguished

in the catalogue: the dresses are all so fantastic, and the physiognomies so

varied, that it would be difficult to class them.

The dances and other amusements appear anything but gamesome ; and

the religious ceremonies of the ISIandans, of which there are four scenes, are

horrible in the extreme. It is their annual custom to assemble the young
men in the " Medicine " or " Mystery " Lodge—the medicine-men are a

sort of mixture of the doctor, priest, and sorcerer—and after being starved

for four days and nights, they are tortured in the most cruel manner to test

their powers of endurance. The animal character, sharpened and sometimes

ennobled by the influence of moral qualities, is strongly expressed in all

the heads.

The scenery on the Missouri and Mississippi is remarkable for the

mixture of beauty and desolation, and an appearance of cultivation in the

wildest parts. Mr. Catlin's views bear the impress of fidelity that belongs

to pictures painted on the spot ; and their freshness and characteristic spirit

more than atone for any defects of execution. The scenes of buffalo- hunting

are full of movement and energy ; and the groups of Indians are sketched

with so much life and action, that the scene appears to pass before you.

Numerous certificates attest the accuracy of the portraits and views.

The robes and the tent covering exhibit come curious specimens of the pic-

torial skill of the ludians, which reminds one of the Egyptian and Mexican
paintings ; the outline being strongly defined, and with attention to the

characteristic points. The dresses are very tastefully decorated with beads,

feathers, and skins ; and the pipes, war-clubs, lances, bows, quivers, and

shields are profusely ornamented : the cradles are really beautiful.

Mr. Catlin is about to publish an account of his expedition, in which the

various objects in his museum will be more fully explained than in the

catalogue
;
previously to which he intends giving a sort of lecture in the

room descriptive of the people. In the mean time, a visit to this " Indian

gallery " will give a more lively and distinct idea of the aborigines of North

America, than a whole course of reading.

THE CONSERVATIVE JOURNAL.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—Th\s is, we believe, the first time that the

British public have had a fair opportunity, upon an extensive scale, of making

themselves acquainted with the personal appearance of the various tribes of

North American Indians, once constituting the noblest race of savages that

are mentioned in history, but of late years sinking into all the depravity
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•which the wicked race of white traders has inflicted on them. These

manly natives of the woods and prairies of America, " the red men," as they

are properly denominated, are sinking l;>st in character, and gradually fading

from human existence, through the sordid and base traffic of the " pale-faces,"

who drive an infamous trade by bartering the execrable " fire-waters" (rum

and whisky) amongst these children of the wood, for the furs and other

produce of their hunting expeditions. Once these vile poisons are swal-

lowed by the aborigines, they lose all their manly and martial energies,

become sottish, feeble, and enervated in mind and body, and appear as if

conscious of their self-debasement.

With respect to the subjects of exhibition, they are chiefly portraits of

the most noted chiefs of the various tribes that formerly roamed at large

over the vast territory of which they were the natural proprietors. There

are also some of the females of note and others in early life, who display

attractions of feature and expression which would not discredit the most

civilized people. Amongst the chiefs of greatest notoriety here is the cele-

brated chief "Black Hawk," on whose keen eye and determined brow
" no compromise " is plainly written by the hand of nature. The eldest and

second sons of this chief are here also, and are worthy of the sire from whom
they sprung. There are also several other distinguished warriors of this

tribe, which is denominated the Sacs (Sauskies). There also are distin-

guished chiefs and warriors of the following nations: the Konzas, Osages,

Camanchees, Pawneepicts, Sioux, Missouries, Mandans, Black Feet, A's-

sin-ne-boins, Delawares, Choctaws, Cherokees, &c., amounting to some

hundred portraits ; besides views of fine scenery, buffalo-hunting, war and

other dances; a variety of weapons, dresses, some scalps, a wigwam, &c.

We hope soon to give a few interesting details.

ATLAS.

Catlins Indian Gallery, Egyptian Hall.—A room 106 feet in length

and of proportionate breadth and height, is occupied exclusively with this

most interesting exhibition. Its pictorial portion consists of a vast series

of portraits of the chiefs, the braves, the medicine-men, and squaws of the

numerous tribes and nations' of Indians—the aborigines of North America.

Another lengthened series consists of landscape views of scenery, the

rivers, mountains, and prairies—the homes and hunting-grounds of the Red
Men. Illustrations of manners and customs, including some of the most

curious and valuable portions of the gallery, form a third series of pictures,

and these eftbrts of the pencil extend to upwards of 500. They are not

offered as specimens of the art, although in that light they are by no means

unworthy of attention, but as a pictorial histor}' of nations about to be

swept by the tide of civilization from the surface of the earth. As these

bold sketches were executed in the wigwam, in the tent, in the steam-boat,

in the forest, in the canoe, in storm and sunshine, amid strife and smoke,
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and every possible variety of interruption and annoyance, their existence

is a miracle, and the artist may be proud of the fire and spirit, the truth

and energy, yes, and the freedom and power viith which he has, under
such circumstances conveyed to canvas the vivid impress of the ancient

nobles of the forest and the prairie.

In eight years Mr. Catlin visited 48 tribes, including 300,000 Indians

;

has painted 310 portraits from life, and all the scenic accounts we have

noticed. For the sake of the pictures, of the exhibition itself, which is

intensely interesting, and yet more for the important lesson it teaches, we
earnestly recommend the Indian Gallery to the attention of the reader.

THE BRITANNIA.

Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.—The suite of apartments composing this

unique building has been opened for the exhibition of Catlin's Gallery of

North American Indians, which comprises a museum of the various articles

used in domestic life and in war by the aborigines who inhabit the Texas
and adjoining country. Besides the articles of dress and ornament, the

instruments ofchace and warfare, the walls of the apartment are hung with

a collection of 500 paintings, which represent the figures of living Indian

chiefs, their battles, festivities, and domestic habits, as well as the scenery

of the country in the " far west," and the animals which inhabit it, being

a faithful representation of those distant regions.

At the farther end of the room is a wigwam of buflralo-hide, pitched in

the manner in which the natives arrange it ; namely, in the form of a tent,

but somewhat more conical. The owner of this interesting exhibition, Mr.
Catlin, spent several years among the Pawnee, Sioux, Crow, and other

tribes, for the purpose of taking accurate delineations of the noble races of

Indians who still wander through the extensive prairies in all their primary

freedom and independence. The exhibition will amuse the mere lounger

as much as it will interest the curious and reflecting.

EAST INDIA CHRONICLE,

North American Indians.—Of late years Cooper's American novels, and

various works of travels ; and, more recently, the Hon. Mr. Murray's and

Captain Marryat's attractive volumes, have deeply interested us respecting

the Red Indians of North America, their derivation, manners, customs, &c.

Mr. Catlin, however, who has devoted eight years of his life to these

miscalled savage people, who are now rapidly fading away from the face

of the earth, sad victims of oppression, European vice and European dis-

ease, is enlightening us still further upon the subject. He has opened an

exhibition at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, in which are assembled (all of

his own painting) about 500 portraits of Indian chiefs, warriors, squaws.
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&c. ; landcapes and other scenes, illustrating their warlike and religious

ceremonies, their customs, dances, buffalo hunts, &c. The portraits, many

of them valuable even as works of art, excite a strong and vivid interest

from the almost exhaustless variety and force of character which they dis-

play. Many of the heads are bold and highly intellectual, and remarkable

for their phrenological developments. Several of the young squaws, too,

have considerable pretensions to beauty, with abundance of archness,

vivacity, and good humour. Then again there is an immense collection of

their weapons, pipes, musical instruments, dresses, &c. ; amongst them a

child's cradle, or whatever it may be termed, in which the women carry

their children at their backs. It is impossible for persons of any age to

find themselves otherwise than instructed and gratified by this exhibition.

Besides what we have mentioned, Mr. Catlin lectures thrice a week in the

evening, with the assistance of living figures for additional illustrations.

THE JOHN BULL.

Catlin's Indian Gal/eri/.— Mr. Catlin is an American artist, who, after

eight years' toilsome travel, during which he visited forty-eight tribes of

the aborigines of his native land, and traversed many thousands of miles,

appearing to have crossed in nearly every direction the vast plains which

lie between the semi-civilized border and the Rocky Mountains, has suc-

ceeded in forming a collection which he truly terms " unique," and which

ought to be so secured by the purchase of some Government or other, as to

be rendered what he fondly calls it, " imperishable." He thus explains

the motives which induced him to undertake this labour:—" Having some

years since become fully convinced of the rapid decline and certain ex-

tinction of the numerous tribes of the North American Indians, and seeing

also the vast importance and value which a full pictorial history of these in-

teresting but dying people might be to future ages, I set out alone, unaided

and unadvised, resolved (if my life should be spared), by the aid of my
brush and my pen, to rescue from oblivion so much of their primitive looks

and customs as the industry and ardent enthusiasm of one lifetime could

accomplish, and set them up in a gallery, unique and imperishable, for the

use and benefit of future ages."

A proof of the utility of his undertaking is the fact that one of the most

singularly interesting tribes which he visited, the Mandans, who numbered

2000 souls in 1834, have been since wholly destroyed, not a remnant of

their race left—name, and line, and language utterly extinct. Of the other

tribes, too, many thousands have perished since the period of his visit by

the smallpox, which deadly disease sweeps them oft' by wholesale
; by the

ardent spirits, still deadlier, introduced among them by the traders, and by
war. The red man seems doomed to inevitable destruction

; and despite

the philanthropist, no long period of time, it is to be feared, will elapse

before he will exist only by the aid of the " brush and pen."
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Mr. Catlin has made 310 portraits of distinguished individuals of the

various tribes, and 200 other paintings illustrative of their manners, games,

religious and other customs, as well as portraying some of the most remark-

able scenery of the prairies and wilderness. They are roughly executed,

but are the more valuable as being evidently faithful transcripts from the

life. They occupy the entire of the large room of the Egyptian Hall,

covering the walls on either side, whilst in the centre a long table is covered

with Indian habiliments and weapons, which likewise hang with bears' and

other skins in profusion from the ceiling, whilst the whole is crowned by a

wigwam, a veritable wigwam, brought from the foot of the Rocky Moun-

tains. Will or can any one with a spark of curiosity, not to name enthu-

siasm, in his composition, begrudge a shilling for the sight?

THE COURT JOURNAL.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—We must confess that, after the many failures

of exhibitions analogous to this, we did not go to it prepared either to be

pleased or to glean from it any novelty of information ; but we were most

agreeably disappointed, and can assure our readers that a more attractive

exercise for the mind could not well have been devised. We may, without

hesitation, describe this immense collection of portraits, landscapes, cos-

tumes, and representations of manners and customs, as embracing a view of

all the North American Indian tribes (resident in the British and Mexican

territories, and those of the United States) now unexterminated ! Out of

the entire nations swept away by whiskey, smallpox, and the aggressions of

the whites, about 300,000 souls remain
; and of these the numbei'S become

every year more and more reduced, so that ultimately we may calculate

with certainty that they will

" Leave not a wreck behind."

Under this impression Mr. Catlin has done well and wisely to " devote

more than eight years of his life to the accomplishment of so great a design
"

as that of creating their pictorial history.

Mr. Catlin states that every painting has been made from nature, and by
his own hand, many of them in the intervals of paddling a canoe, or leading

a packhorse through trackless wilds, at the hazard of his life ; that he has

visited these people in their own villages, and painted their portraits (cer-

tificated by the United States authorities) on the spot.

The room in which this exhibition takes place is on the ground-floor of

the Egj'ptian Hall, and is 106 feet in length. In the centre is a very

handsome " Crow lodge or wigwam," brought from the foot of the Rocky
Mountains. It is made of buffalo-skins garnished and painted. The pine-

poles are thirty in number, and the interior will hold eighty persons. On
a table near this tent are lances, calumets, tomahawks, scalping-knives,

and scalps ; and above, men's and women's dresses, bows, spears, shields,
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moccasins, war-clubs, drums, &c. Around are hung the numerous paintings

in oil, comprising portraits, landscapes, ceremonies, games, manual occupa-

tions, hunting excursions, councils, and feasts.

The portraits are very characteristic, the men being for the most part

ugly, with one or two striking exceptions, and the young women remarkably

handsome. The landscapes are clearly painted, and the ceremonies are

very amusing in some instances and very horrible in others. Those which

please us most are the hunting and travelling sketches, and one or two of

" the fury of the fight !" For instance, No. 486, " Bogard, Batiste, and I,

chasing a herd of buffalo in high grass, on a Missouri bottom," is one of the

most spirited things that can be imagined; and so also is No. 471, "A
Camanchee warrior lancing an Osage at full speed."

The great merit of these oil sketches is their manifest correctness, not to

a line or the mere making out of a horse's head or some portion ol' dress,

but to the action and the scene. Not only the portraits, but the landscapes

and groups, have a certificate of identity.

We recommend to all the " Descriptive Catalogue," which is very

amusing, and is necessary to the elucidation of customs and localities. At
the private view to which we were invited on Tuesday there was a very

numerous assemblage of persons of distinction.

NEW COURT GAZETTE.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—This interesting exhibition consists chiefly of

portraits of the most distinguished warriors and chiefs of the various tribes,

besides views of fine scenery, buffalo hunting, war and other dances ; a vast

variety of weapons, dresses, some scalps, a wigwam, &c. The collection

also contains some of the females of note, who display attractions of feature

and expression which would not discredit the most civilized people.

Amongst the chiefs of greatest notoriety here is the celebrated chief

" Black Hawk." The eldest and second sons of this chief are here also,

and are worthy of the sire from whom they sprung. There are several other

distinguished warriors of this tribe and others, amounting to some hundred

portraits. We can strongly recommend our readers to attend ; they will

then, for the first time, become acquainted with the real manners and cus-

toms of these " before-misrepresented people," who are fast sinking from

the face of the earth.

LONDON SATURDAY JOURNAL.

Mr. Catlin's Indian Gallery.—In visiting it, indeed, the town-bred

admirer of the freedom and grandeur of "savage life" might find some-

what, at first sight, to feed his sentimental fancies. Round the room, on

the walls, are portraits of Indians, remarkable specimens of the true animal
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man ; arrayed in their holiday dresses, tricked out in all the variety of

savage fancy, and many of them as evidently and consciously " sitting for

their portraits," as the most pedantic and affected superficialist of civiliza-

tion. With these we have many glimpses of the scenery and state of exist-

ence connected with " life in the wilds." The far stretching prairie ; the

noble river and its " reaches," and " bluffs," and waterfloods ; the shaggy

bison, whose tremendous aspect makes him fearful, even in the stillness of

a picture ; the more terrible grisly bear ; the Indian " at home," and the

the Indian " abroad," with stirring hunting scenes, enough to rouse one's

blood, and to make an unfledged adventurer long to dash away, and try

one's skill and courage in an encounter with horned monsters, or even that

" ugly creature " before whom the " strongest bull goes down."

KIDD'S LONDON JOURNAL.

CatlMs Indian Gallery, Egyptian Hall.— ^f a visit to this exhibition,

every class of the community, old as well as young, will derive much in-

struction and gratification. Mr. Catlin's representation of the red races of

North America, their country, their costumes, their sports, their religious

ceremonies, and, in short, their manners and customs, so as to enable us to

form a complete idea of them, is deserving of the utmost praise. There are

above 500 subjects in these spacious rooms, from a wigwam to a child's

rattle ; and everything belonging to the various Indian tribes are be-

fore the spectator in their actual condition and integrity. There are,

besides, a multitude of portraits of the leading warriors, &c., &c., and

other pictures of dances, ball-play, ambuscading, fighting ; the whole

supplying by far the most ample and accurate history of them that has ever

been published to the world. No book of travels can approach these

realities ; and after all we had read of the red men, we confess we are

astonished at the many new and important points connected with them

which this gallery impressed upon us. We saw more distinctly the links of

resemblance between them and other early and distant people ; and we had

comparisons suggested of a multitude of matters affecting the progress

of mankind all over the earth, alike illustrated by similitudes and dis-

similitudes.

SCOTSMAN—EDINBURGH.

Mr. Catlin's Lectures on the North American Indians.—Numbers of

fashionable persons still continue to attend the Rotunda to inspect the varied

curiosities belonging to this interesting tribe. We have much pleasure in

publishing the following testimonial from a gentleman well qualified to

pronounce an opinion, on the remarkable fidelity and effect of Mr. Catlin's

interesting and instructive exhibition :

—
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"Cottage, Haddington, 15th April, 1843.

" Dear Sib,— 1 have enjoyed much pleasure in attending your lectures at

the Waterloo Rooms in Edinburgh. Your delineations of the Indian cha-

racter, the dis|)Iay of beautiful costumes, and the native Indian manners,

true to the life, realised to my mind and view, scenes I had so often wit-

nessed in the parts of the Indian countries where I had been ; and for

tv>enty years' peregrinations in those |)arts, from Montreal to the Great

Slave River north, and from the shores of the Atlantic, crossing the Rocky

Mountains, to the mouth of the Columbia River, on the Pacific Ocean,

west, I had opi)ortunities of seeing much. Your lectures and exhibition

have afforded me great pleasure and satisfaction, and I shall wish you all

that success which you so eminently deserve, for the rich treat which you

have afforded in our enlightened, literary, and scientific metropolis.

" I remain, dear Sir, yours very truly,

" To George Catlin, Esq." " John Haldakb."

The following is an extract of a letter received some days since by a

gentleman in Edinburgh, from Mr. James Hargrave, of the Hudson's

Bay Company, dated New York Factory, Hudson's Bay, 10th Decembei-,

1842 :—

" Should you happen to fall in with ' Catlin's Letters on the North

American Indians,' I would strongly recommend a perusal of them for the

purpose of acquiring a knowledge of the habits and customs of those tribes

among whom he was placed. Catlin's sketches are true to life, and are

powerfully descriptive of their appearance and character."

VNITED STATES PRESS.

THE UNITED STATES GAZETTE.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—The conception and plan of this gallery are in

a high degree ingenious and philosophical. While it seems to the careless

visitor to be only a very animated representation of some of the most

striking incidents in Indian life, it is in fact so contrived as to contain an

intelligent and profound exposition of all that characterizes the savage in

mind, in memory, and in manners ; a revelation of the form and qualities of

his understanding, of the shape and temper of his passions, of his religious

impressions and the traditions which have given them their hue, and of the

mingled ferocity and fun, barbarity and bonhomie, which streak his cha-

racter. These are the matters that are brought out by a study of these pic-

tures ; and they show, on the part of the originator of this museum, a com-
prehension and reach of understanding which of themselves merit the name
of genius. The execution is as happy as the purpose is judicious. No
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artist in this country possesses a readier or more graphic pencil
;
perhaps no

one, since Hogarth, has had in so high a degree the faculty of seizing at a

moment the true impression of a scene before his eyes, and transferring it

to the canvEis. And as a refined and finished portrait-painter, his large

picture of Osceola alone sets him on a level with the most accomplished

professors in any part of the States, and shows what eminence and what

emolument might have been achieved by him had he devoted himself to

that narrower branch of his art. The great and unshared merit of these

sketches lies in the circumstance that there is nothing either in the grouping

or the detail in anywise imaginary, but that every scene which his collection

contains was copied by him from life, while the original was before him.

Of the tribes thus represented, some have already, in the interval since

these drawings, been entirely swept away from the earth, and it is plain

that others, who escape that fate, will, as they are more nearly approached

by the whites, lose much that is distinctive in their character and habits,

and in a few, probably a very few years, the only memorial of the bravery,

the sufferings, the toils, sports, customs, dresses, and decorations of the

Indians, will be Catlin's Gallery.

We feel great pride in stating that Mr. Catlin is a native of Pennsylvania.

His birthplace, we are informed, is the valley of the Wyoming. There,

probably, he acquired that fondness for the free wild life of the huntsman

and forester that has led him so far from the lame continuance of cities, and

has made the privations of that remote existence tolerable. There, too, he

must have imbibed in early youth that love of the chace, and that sympathy

with its noble excitements, which has made him out of sight the best ex.

hibitor of the sports of the West that ever yet employed pen or pencil in

illustration of the magnificent diversions that gave a dash of sublimity to the

occupation of those dwellers by the sources of the Father of Waters. We,
too, have seen something of that stirring Western life, and have had a taste

of its delights and dangers, though we pretend not to a tithe of the lore

here brought out. We know, perhaps, enough to judge of what is well done

in this department, and we can testify strongly to the prodigious superiority

of Mr. Catlin in the conception of the hunting-scenes, in the appreciation

and selection of its strongest points and most interesting moments, and in

the vigour and power with which the whole is presented, over Mr. Irving.

Mr. Irving's style is, at all times, nicer and more fastidious than suits our

taste ; certainly it is too dainty to be capable of expressing the roughness

and energy of those exhibitions. It may be that we ought not to have

Indian life at all, but if we are to have it, let us have something of the

heartiness and strength which make it what it is, and let there be some har-

mony between the subject and the manner. In Irving's dialect there are

no terms for the utterance of what is most peculiar on those occasions ; the

harp-like gentleness of his tones and regularity of his pauses cannot present

the hurry, helter-skelter dash and drive of those impetuous onsets and those

breathless contests. His descriptions of the buftalo-hunt remind us of

Findcn's engraving of a ragged peasant, wherein the ravelled coat seems
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fringed with lace, and the cap seems tasselled with flakes of the ermine.

Catlin brings forward the scene in all the rudeness and the raciness of

reality.

Upon the whole, Mr. Catlin has accomplished a work which will for ever

associate his name in the highest rank of honour, with a subject that wiU

interest the civilized world every year more and more through all coming

time. We have learned with great regret that he will certainly take his

museum to England in the course of a few weeks. We know too well how

it will be valued there, to imagine that it will ever be permitted to come

back.

THE PHILADELPHIA GAZETTE.

Catlin's Indian Gallevy.—We cannot notice this collection too often.

It is one of those productions which illustrate, in an eminent degree, the

observation of Playfair, that when the proper time has arrived for some

great work to be performed, some individual is raised up by Providence

whose position and character and capacity precisely fit him for accomplish-

ing the design. For reasons that will be appreciated by the philosopher,

the philanthropist, and the theologian, as well as considerations that address

themselves to the curiosity of the man of general knowledge, it was par-

ticularly desirable that a full and authentic record should be given to the

world of the national characteristics of a race whose history is so peculiar,

whose condition is so curious, and whose speedy extinguishment is so cer-

tain, as those of the North American Indians. Accordingly, when it is

plain that the moment has arrived beyond which the portraiture of their

state cannot any longer be delayed, if it would be known that they are in

that native predicament which has been in nowise modified by European

intercourse, a man appears whose birth in a spot of which the traditions are

so strongly interfused with the memory of the Indian (the Wyoming Valley),

has caused his imagination to be deeply impressed, even from his earliest

youth, by the character and actions of this people ; who is endowed by

nature with the hand and eye of a painter, and who passes through a pro-

fessional education which advances his talent to the skill of an accomplished

artist, and who has inherited a fortitude of spirit, an elevation of purpose,

and a vigour of limb, which render him competent to encounter the dangers,

the discouragements, and the difficulties which of necessity lie along the

path to the object in question. The man is willing to devote the best years

of his life to the task of working out a great picture of those tribes of

savages which are separated by 2000 miles from the farthest settlement of

his nation.

One of the most remarkable tribes which has yet been found on this con-

tinent was that of the Mandans. They were more advanced in the know-
ledge of domestic comforts, and were distinguished for more intelligence

and a higher sense of honour than any of their brethren. They possessed

certain very extraordinary and interesting annual religious celebrations,
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which were in part a commemoration of the Deluge, and contained, amongst

other things, an allusion to the twig which the dove brought back from

Noah to the earth. Mr. Catlin was the first white man who was ever ad-

mitted to inspect these ceremonies in the sacred hall in which they were

performed for four days. He made several large and very copious paintings

of the scenes which were presented to him ; and he sketched almost all that

was striking in the character of this tribe. The next year the whole of this

nation was swept away by the smallpox ; not an individual man, woman, or

child survives ; and the world possesses no other knowledge of this people

or their traditions than is contained in these pictures in the gallery of Catlin.

Fortunately they present us with as full and satisfactory a representation as

could be desired.

We believe that all who have visited this collection have formed but one

opinion as to its interest and excellence. We would remind our readers

that this gallery will remain open for their inspection but a short time longer

before its final removal to England.

Mr. Catlin's Gallery of Indian Paintings.—We congratulate our citizens

on the opportunity they have now presented to them of witnessing the

results of Mr. Catlin's labours and travels among the tribes of Aborigines

inhabiting the Rocky Mountains and the prairies of " the far West."

Mr. Catlin spent many years among these tribes, at the imminent risk of his

life, and at an incalculable cost of comfort, solely with the view of taking

likenesses and sketches from life and nature, and of representing these

"children of the forest" in their own peculiar costumes, and as he found

them in their own native wilds.

Of the accuracy of his likenesses we have the most undoubted testimony
;

and of the sketches of scenery, dances, hunting parties, &c., we may venture

to say they are graphic, bold, and free. We know of nothing from which

one who has never seen the Indian in his untamed character can derive so

accurate a knowledge of these fast-disappearing natives of the soil as from

this gallery.

We would throw in a word in favour of the young—let them by all means

see this gallery.

THE PHILADELPHIA WEEKLY MESSENGER.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—Mr. Catlin's gallery of Indian pictures and

curiosities has recently been opened at the Arcade for the inspection of the

citizens of Philadelphia. In common with other lovers of amusement, we
have visited this collection, and have found that it fully justifies whatever

has been said by those who visited it in Boston and New York, and de-

scribed it as the most surprising, entertaining, and instructive exhibition

which the efforts of American genius have ever brought before the

country

In this stage of human knowledge Catlin resolved to devote the labours
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of his life to exploring^ the condition, customs, character, and conduct of

this people, and to bring home a record of their being, which should be to

the world a possession for ever. He has fulfilled this purpose. He has

lifted the veil on which was written " ignorance," and he has shown to his

countrymen the peculiarities of a life which is competent to instruct phi-

losophy with conclusions that it has never dreamt of, and entertain curiosity

beyond the compass of the wildest fables.

THE PHILADELPHIA EVENING POST.

The subjects of Mr. Catlin's pencil, his histories and delineations, are

of a noble race. The Camanchees, the Mandans, the Pawnees, the lilack-

feet, Sioux, Crows, Assiniboins, Omahaws, &c. &c., who have not yet sunk

beneath the withering associations of white people, who on their native

prairies stalk with noble pride and independence, who manufacture their

own dresses from the skins of the mountain sheep and buffalo, and use their

S|)ears, bows and arrows, in preference to fire-arms, and with courtly pride

and hospitality welcomed the artist, and honoured him for his talents of

delineation, as a nobleman of nature, infinitely superior to the mercenary

race of traders and Indian agents, who plunder and cheat them when oppor-

tunity offers.

The Indian is truly fortunate in having so faithful and industrious a

champion, historian, and painter as Mr. Catlin, who will no doubt rescue

their name from the mass of trading libellers that have so long corrupted

and then slandered them. With a remarkable assiduity and perseverance

he has devoted man}' years of his life, and much pecuniary means, in pre-

paring a magnificent collection of their dresses, instruments, ornaments^

portrails, &c. For ourselves, we anticipate one of the most original and

curious works that has been issued from the press for many years, for

Mr. Catlin has struck out a new path to fame and fortune, and while he

leaves a memorial of the true Indian uncorrupted native character, he makes

a lasting name for himself.

THE NEW YORK EVENING STAR.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—We would remind those who have not yet

visited this extraordinary collection, that it will be closed after the lapse

of a single week, and that it will never again be exhibited in America.

There will never be presented to our citizens an opportunity of inspecting

one of the most remarkable and entertaining works that the genius and

labour of an individual has created in this age and country ; and those who
neglect this occasion of examining this most curious monument of talent

and enterprise will have missed for ever one of the noblest spectacles at

which patriotism can refresh its pride, or reason can inform its curiosity.

Mr. Catlin has received permission from the English Chancellor of the

VOL. I. o
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Exchequer to import his museum into England free from duty, a saving to

him of about two thousand dollars. He will sail for that country in the

course of the summer, and the indifference of America will have surrendered

to her rival w hat the labour of an American had created for herself.

In our opinion nothing could redound more to the patriotism, national

pride, and honour of our country, than the purchase by Congress of this rare

collection of aboriginal curiosities, to enrich a national museum at Washing-

ton. Such an object is by no means unworthy the attention of the nation
;

and as in the lapse of a few more years all traces of this interesting people

will have passed away, or but a small remnant of them remain in their

wilderness asylum almost beyond the ken of civilized man, such a depository

of the relics peculiar to this wonderful people would possess an interest

which would be immeasurably enhanced when their existence as a nation

was for ever blotted out, as from present indications it inevitably must be.

Located at the capital, members of Congress and public-spirited citizens of

the far West could from time to time contribute to the common stock, until,

in the course of a few years, a national museum of Indian curiosities would

be formed to perpetuate their manners, customs, and costumes, that would

be a monument to the taste and public spirit of the nation to the latest

generation. The facilities possessed by the Government for the successful

prosecution of so noble a design commends it forcibly to the consideration

of Congress. And as it is not yet too late, we trust, to secure the co-

operation of Mr. Catlin in furtherance of an object so congenial with his

views, and which would at the same time ensure him a just reward for his

enthusiastic devotion to this noble enterprise, without being compelled to

seek it in a foreign land, we would fain hope that his stay among us would

be prolonged until measures were taken to call the attention of Congress to

the subject. Should this suggestion be favourably received, and it be found

that the engagements of Mr. Catlin do not preclude its being carried out,

we trust the project will enlist warmly the interest of our public-spirited

and patriotic citizens at an early day.

We have already spoken once or twice at some length of the value and

interest of this exhibition. It addresses itself to the feelings of the rudest

observer, and engages the imagination of the idlest visitor, by revealing,

with amazing copiousness, the whole interior life and customs of a people

singular and striking beyond the speculations of romance, and so separated

by position, by distrust, and enmity, that no one has ever before seen what

this man has sketched. To the philosopher, the philanthropist, the moral-

ist, and the man of science, it presents matter equally attractive and im-

portant, in those higher regards with which they are conversant, with that

which amuses the fancy of the rude. By all it will be found a storehouse

of wonders, which will surprise the mind in present observation, and gratify

the thoughts in all future recollection.
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THE UNITED STATES GAZETTE.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.— I am grieved to see that this noble product

of American genius is in a few days to leave its native soil, without any

effective efforts having been made to ensure its permanent return.

I did hope that individual disposition would be matured into common
action, and that at any price a treasure so honourably, so peculiarly Ameri-

can, would be kept from passing into European hands.

Is it yet too late to avert such a result ? Cannot we yet prevent such a

spot upon our city's bright escutcheon ?

With what feelings will our descendants enter some department of the

British Museum, or some Palais or Muse'e in the city of Bourbons, to see

a treasure thus surrendered by their fatliers ? Can they boast of Catlin's

powers as a national glory ? Others can point to the possession of thefrvits

of them as our national disgrace.

VMiether in justice or in wrong, our treatment of the Indian nations has

been a reproach to us through the world. Let it not be in a stranger's

power to show how noble and how elevated a race we are thus accused of

having injured.

Let it not be said that while America has extirpated them from exist-

ence, France or England has preserved the only memorial of what they

were.

It is at all events yet in the power of each to visit the collection in his

own country. Let no man who bears the honoured name of an American

fail to do so. He has no idea of what the rude forefathers of his forests

were. He has never had Indian existence in its varied forms presented to

him in such life-like reality, never before so much relating to this people

so systematically brought together. In the labours of Catlin's hand and

in the achievements of his pencil, we and our descendants must now look

for the history of our national ancestry.

THE AMERICAN SENTINEL.

Catlin's Gallery.— Mr. Catlin's extraordinary exhibition of Indian cu-

riosities and paintings will be closed, as we learn from his advertisement,

in the course of a few days. This is the last exhibition that will be made

of this wonderful collection in the United States, as it will be taken to Eng-

land at once and there be disposed of We trust that every one who ha.s

a spark of rational curiosity or national pride will visit a work which, above

every other that we are acquainted with, is fitted to gratify both.

We do not think that, all the circumstances being taken together, there

has been produced in this age any work more wonderful or more valuable.

The hardy enterprise of the forest-born adventurer must unite with the

tact and skill a very accomplished diplomatist to carry a man through the
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scenes which Catlin has visited ; and the observation of a philosophical

genius must be joined to the ready skill of a thoroughly furnished artist,

to bring back from those scenes of savage life such illustrations as Catlin

now presents. This age will send forth no such man ; and should such

appear at any future period, he will be too late for the performance of

this task.

This museum possesses in itself more to amaze and delight than any work

to which we can point. The very spirit of savage existence is unsphered

before us as we contemplate these graphic sketches. We feel the freedom

and enthusiasm which mark the life of the hunter and the warrior of the

west, fascinating above all the attractions of civilized being. We are

pleased, astonished, charmed by the variety and strangeness of the spec-

tacles brought before us.

No parent should suffer himself to feel that he has done justice to his

children until he has taken them to view this gallery, which will never

again be open to their inspection. No citizen should suffer it to leave the

country until he has fully possessed himself of all that it reveals respecting

the aborigines of his country.

THE UNITED STATES GAZETTE.

Mr. Catlin s Views of the Far West.—There can be no mistake or ex-

aggeration in pronouncing the exhibition of these views of the scenery and

natural history of the western country the most important and interesting

object for public attention which has ever been oflfered to the eastern divi-

sion of the United States.

It has been with a fascinating degree of feeling and adventure that

Mr. Catlin has gone over the inmiense plains of the west, and employed

himself with pallet and pencil among all the scenes he could select of

landscape and natural history, and with the western natives, and to sketch

people, views, and objects which have formed so much of its distinctive

character, by which he may rescue and retain the almost incredible ap-

pearances and habits of a race of men and animals now fast disappear-

ing in the march of civilization, upon the remembrance and record of

history.

The collection of Portraits, made of upwards of 300 persons, forms a

representation from Ibrty-eight Indian nations, chiefly between the settled

part of our country and the Rocky Mountains, among which are the Sacs,

Osage, Pawnee, Camanchee, Sioux, Mandans, Blackfeet, Shawnee, Cher-

o-kee, Seneca, and Seminoles ; and of these, the portraits of Osceola,

Micanopeah, Keokuk, Black Hawk, lo-way. Red Jacket, Coee-ha-jo,

King Philip, John Ross, with several of their wives and children, will

always be prominent in the references of American history.

In addition to these important objects of personal consideration, the

peculiar and correct representations and appearances of the general
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western country are prominent, and are all of a highly novel and beautiful

character.

The views of rivers, towns, settlements, mountains, prairies, and water-

falls, and animals, are generally those which have never been before pre-

sented to us They have been taken in upwards of 200 oil paintings

coloured to nature, and consist of the most important localities reaching to

the Rocky Mountains, finished on the spot with a fidelity of delineation

and picturesque effect which would be creditable to an artist of very high

attainments with all the " appliances and means" afforded by the best

accommodation and leisure.

THE PHILADELPHIA SATURDAY COURIER.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—In a late number we took notice of the vast

and wonderful assemblage of pictures and curiosities by which Mr. Catlin

has contrived to bring before our eyes the fullness of the life of the West-

ern Indians. We would again urge upon our citizens, as Americans, and

as valuing curious information and refined pleasure, to give this gallery a

visit. There is not in our land, nor in any part of Europe which we have

visited, anything of the kind more extraordinary or more interesting. The
galleries illustrative of national character and antiquities which are to be

found in London, Paris, Florence, and other cities, have been collected by
the power of great kings ; and the outlay of immense treasure, and the

apparatus of negotiations, and special ministers, and resident consuls, and
agents innumerable, have been requisite to their completion. This is the

work of a single individual, a man without fortune and without patronage,

who created it with his own mind and hand, without aid and even against

countenance
;
and who sustained the lonely toils of eight years in a region

fearful and forbidding beyond the conceptions of civilized life, in order to

present his countrymen with a work which he knew they would one day
value as the most remarkable thing they owned, and which he was assured

that no spirit and no skill but his own could accomplish. He may point

to his magnificent collection, which now receives the admiration of every

eye, and may say with honest pride, " Alone I did it! " But without the

abatement of a reference to the circumstances of the case and without any

qualification of any sort, we declare that if this museum is less gorgeous

and less stately than those imperial galleries which give fame even to the

capitals of England and France, it is not less instructive or entertaining

than the greatest of them. Of the enterprise, the free genius, the noble

self-dependence, the stern endurance, and indomitable perseverance which

our republican system glories in inspiring and cherishing, there is no nobler,

and there will be no more abiding monument, than Catlin's Indian

Gallery.
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PHILADELPHIA SATURDAY NEWS.

Catlin's Indian Gallery—We have visited it repeatedly, and have studied

its contents with close attention, as the best exposition of savage character

and life that has ever been given to the world ; and the result of our im-

pressions is, that whether we regard the historical and philosophic value

of this museum, its strangeness and interest as matter of entertainment, or

the wonderful toil and difficulty that must have attended its formation,

there is not in our country a work more honourable to its author, or more

deserving of the esteem and admiration of the community. The hardships

of Indian existence are brought before us with a bold effect ; the few refine-

ments by which it is comforted are impressively presented ; the labours by
which it is sustained are shown ; and the romance which makes it charm-

ing is brilliantly and copiously exhibited. The gallery is a complete and

fascinating panorama of savage life
; and all who have the smallest interest

in the wild and stirring existence of the Indian hunter should hasten to

contemplate this splendid picture. No man has tasted these scenes of

daring and peril with half the sympathy and understanding of Mr. Catlin

;

and neither in the delicate touches of Irving, nor the more vigorous draw-

ings of Hoffman, is there anything like the intelligence and interest of

these animated sketches. Whoever would know to what sounds of glee

and exultation the northern forests, even at this hour, are echoing, or with

what spectacles of merriment or toil the flatness of the prairie is enlivened,

must view and ponder over this collection.

Mr. Catlin intends to remove this museum to England very soon, and

from that country it will probably never return. This, therefore, is tlie

last opportunity which Americans will have of ever inspecting this most

curious assemblage. We exhort every one who is a lover either of rare

entertainment or strange knowledge to lose no time in visiting this gal-

lery.

THE AMERICAN DAILY ADVERTISER.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—The collection embraces a wonderful extent

and variety of national history, likewise an exact and discriminating range

throughout the different tribes. They are all classed with the method and

arrangement of a philosopher, developed and associated with the vivacity

of a dramatist, and personated, defined, and coloured with the eye and

hand of a painter. Rarely, indeed, would one man be found who could do

all this ; still more rarely a man, who to these various offices and talents

would add the courage, the patience, and the taste to become an eye-

witness of his subjects, and above all, would possess the industry and the

veracity to represent them to others, and thus to command credibility and
admiration.

I hope my fellow-citizens will give this exhibition their repeated atten-
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tion. They will find in it much more than has ever been combined before.

It will greatly abridge their labours in reading, nay, it will tell them what
books do not teach

;
and it will impress upon their senses and upon their

memories the living portraits of a race, distinguished by inextinguishable

ardour, unbounded ingenuity, and indomitable determination—a race now
fast eluding the projects of the politician, the researches of the curious, and

soon to cease from demanding even the sympathies of the humane and

conscientious.

Vfe learn that Mr. Catlin is soon to embark for England, where encou-

ragement is offered to his remarkable talents and energy, and we sincerely

wish him the rewards due to native genius, exemplary diligence, and moral

integrity and refinement.

PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER.

Caflin's Gallery.—We called the attention of our readers some days ago

to Catlin's Indian Gallery, now exhibiting in this city. This collection is

in every respect so remarkable and interesting, that we again bring it be-

fore the notice of the community.

Mr. Catlin visited nearly fifty different tribes of Indians, and resided

familiarly among them for several years. He made their habits and cha-

racter his exclusive study. With the eye of a poet, the judgment of a

man of rare sagacity, and the hand of an accomplished artist, he saw and

scrutinized, and sketched the forms, the feats, the entire style of life of

the varied nations with whom he had made his home. The general fea-

tures of this strange and most interesting people are presented to us in

this collection with a copiousness and variety which could only be at-

tained by one who had devoted the enthusiasm of years to a task, to which

he had, in the first instance, brought extraordinary talents. Whatever

met his watchful glance that was striking or peculiar in the religious

ceremonies, the warlike demonstrations, the festive celebrations of peace

and leisure, the separate acts and social habits of the wanderers of the

distant wilds of the west, was instantly transferred to his canvas, and

fixed in living colours on the very spot where the scene was shown. Ac-

cordingly we have here illustrations of the mode in which almost every

thing, which is common or curious, usual or occasional, among the tribes

is performed. The chace, which there has no meaner object than the

' stately buffalo," is before us in full and numerous portraiture ; the rous-

ing of the herd in the centre of some endless prairie, the reckless vehe-

mence of the pursuit by the wild horse and the wilder hunter, the mad
dashing of the fearless sportsman into the midst of the monstrous throng,

with nothing but bow and knife ; the unhorsing of some, who roll trampled

under foot, and of others who are tossed high into the air; the final cap-

ture and death of the huge victim of the sport, all these are presented to

us in the freshness and freedom of the very scenes themselves of this
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magnificent excitement. Tlien there are dances of an art and an intricacy

that might instruct Almaclc's itself; the bear dance, in which, clothed

in skins, they imitate the postures and movements of that animal ; the

buffalo dance, in which they are masked in the skulls which they

have taken in the hunt ; the eagle dance, which mimics the attitude of

that bird ; the dance on the snow in peculiar shoes ; and the numerous

dances of war. Then we have bold and admirable sketches of the scenery

of the prairies and the hills 2000 miles above St. Louis, presenting a

richness and brilliance of verdure of which the Atlantic resident has never

formed a conception. In short, it would be difficult to point out a single

particular in which the sketches of this ardent and able painter do not

furnish the fullest and most valuable information about the western conti-

nent and its inhabitants. There are portraits, likewise, of all the remark-

able persons whom the artist encountered in his rambles, painted on the

spot, in their actual dresses and natural positions, certified as rigidly accu-

rate, in every instance, by officers of the United States, who were present

at the time.

But sketches are not all that this unique collection consists of. There

is a large number of the dresses of the chiefs and women, rich and curious

to a very great degree, implements of war and of social life—articles by

which friendship is promoted and leisure is amused.

PHILADELPHIA HERALD AND SENTINEL.

Catlin's Indian Gallery is one of the most curious and interesting col-

lections ever brought before the public. The portraits of the chiefs and

warriors constitute perhaps the least striking portion of the gallery ; al-

though the natural freedom and boldness of the attitudes, and the life-like

variety and expression of the countenances, caught with a rare felicity by

the accomplished artist, render them immeasurably superior in attraction

and value to anything of that kind ever before presented to the community.

They were all sketched on the spots of their residence, and in the charac-

teristic attire of their tribes ; and the certificates of different United States

officers, attached to the back of each picture, testify to the accuracy and

completeness of each individual portraiture. The largest and by far the

most engaging and peculiar part of the collection, consists of sketches of

groups occupied in the various games, sports, and diversions, by which the

monotony of savage life is amused.

Mr. Catlin visited forty-eight different tribes, and was domesticated

amongst them for eight years ; and whenever any spectacle of merriment,

or business, or religion was got up, the painter drew apart from the com-

pany, and producing the canvas which was always in readiness, seized

with an Hogarthian quickness and spirit the ouilines and the impression

of the scene before him, and has perpetuated for the gratification of pos-

terity the faithful and vivid likenesses of some of the most extraordinary
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acts and incidents which the history of man can exhibit. Sketched with

a distinctness and a particularity which indicate an uncommon degree of

talent and sliill on the part of the artist, we find among these paintings

almost everything that is characteristic in the life and conduct of the

Indian : the energetic dance, marked by a science and a significance, un-

known to the amusements of more cultivated nations,—the hunt of the

buffalo, with its impressive incidents of danger and daring— the religious

rite—the military council—the game—the fight—the voluntary torture by

which the " Stoic of the woods " displays his hardihood of nerve and spirit

—and the grotes(|ue gaiety which marks the occasional mirthfulness of a

nature usually so much restrained. All these are brought before us with

a fidelity of delineation attested by the certificates of the most competent

and reputal)le witnesses, and animation and interest acknowledged by all

who have approached them.

This collection is not only unique, as it concerns the particular people

whose state and character it illustrates ; but, as throwing light upon a grade

and condition of the human race of which little has ever been known, it

possesses an importance novel and unparticipated : for it has never hap-

pened, in the history of the world, that a savage people has been ap-

proached and depicted with this intelligent completeness. He who would

learn what are the dispositions and the faculties which belong to the mind

and heart of man, in the mere rudeness of his natural state, will find more

satisfactory sources of information in this Indian gallery than in the fullest

descriptions of travellers or the astutest schemes of metaphysicians.

THE PHILADELPHIA GAZETTE.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.— It is a remarkable circumstance, and one very

characteristic of the energy of this age, that the same year and almost the

same month should have witnessed the completion of three independent

collections, each of which, after its way, gives us a complete portraiture of

the nation to which it refers. What Mr. Dunn's figures have accom-

plished for China, and Mr. Wilkinson's drawings have done for Egypt,

Mr. Catlin's paintings have performed for the Indian tribes. The first of

these has excited the admiration of America, the second has won the

applause of Europe ; if the last is less brilliant than the one, it is more lively

than the other, and it is not less complete than either. It is not merely a

minute and thorough description of a nation whose situation and history

render everything that relates to it in the highest degree curious and per-

sonal to Americans, but it addresses itself to the admiration and instruction

of every philosophic mind as an encyclopaedia picture of the savage state.

While no histories present us with such copious information of the charac-

teristics of those particular tribes, which are intimately and eternally con-

nected with our annals, no speculative treatises contain anything like the
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knowledge here garnered of the qualities and attributes of that condition

which is called the state of nature. The eye of childhood and the mind of

age are alike astonished and informed by the spectacles here strikingly

presented b}' this unrivalled work.

Mr. Catlin is a native of Pennsylvania, and has therefore peculiar claims

upon the attention of Philadelphians. We know and are persuaded that

when this Museum, after the very few days allotted to its continuance

here, is closed and removed for ever from our land, it will be a matter of

deep and permanent regret to all who now fail to visit it, that they have

lost the sight.

THE PHILADELPHIA EVENING STAR.

Callings Indian Gallery.—This interesting museum of curiosities, col-

lected by Mr. Catlin, during a residence of more than eight years among
forty tribes of Indians, and of sketches painted by him, illustrative of their

habits and customs, is now -exhibited at the Arcade in this city. It is an

eloquent and illustrious witness of the genius, disinterestedness, and toil of

the person who brought it together. Those productions of Mr. Catlin's

pencil, which were given to the world many years since, evinced his ability

to rank, at some day, with the first artists of this country ; but instead of

devoting himself to those lucrative branches of his profession, which would

have gained him a sure return of wealth, he resolved, at the bidding of an

enthusiasm, perhaps inspired by the legends of his native valley of Wyom-
ing, to dedicate his life to the great and generous purpose of presenting to

his countrymen a satisfactory portraiture of a nation which had so interest-

ing a connexion with their own history, and whose condition has always

produced so strong an impression upon the imagination of Americans.

Alone and unsupported, save by a dauntless spirit, he turned towards the

western forests to seek the Indian in his boundless home.

" The general garden, where all steps may roam,

Whose nature owns a nation for her child,

Exulting in the enjoyment of the wild."

The perils of more than a Ulyssean voyage were encountered before the

artist could feel that his object was accomplished, and before he would per-

mit himself to return to his family and friends.

We have devoted much time and a close attention to the sketches which

Mr. Catlin has brought back ; and we are convinced that, severe as were

the labours and privations to which he was subject, they were less than the

value of this collection. Whoever will study the numerous and varied re-

presentations here given of savage life, and will reflect how complete a pic-

ture is presented of a most peculiar and unknown race, will be persuaded,

we think, that no greater accession has been made to the sum of human

knowledge and human entertainment, in this age and country, than is pro-

duced by. this Museum. The philosophy of Indian character is revealed
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with curious distinctness by one portion of the paintings, while another

class presents the picturesque of that existence with singular spirit. Many-

striking: suggestions for the history of civility, and many valuable meta-

physical considerations, are prompted by a survey of these illustrations of

the intelligence and the instincts of this people ; and any man who would

taste the poetry of this wild life, will find enough to satisfy him in the

animated exhibitions of the hunt, the march, and the fight, which are

here brought before his eyes. In Mr. Irving's very graphic descriptions

of the amusements of the prairie, there is nothing half so bold and stirring

as the noble pictures which here bring the adventures of the buffalo-hunt

before us, or the terrors of the fight with the grisly bear.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.— We alluded briefly a few days since to

Catlin's Indian Gallery, now open in the saloon at the Arcade, and we
again call attention to it as one of the most gratifying exhibitions of the

day, to all who feel the slightest interest in the aborigines of our country,

or desire to become acquainted with the topographical features of the

great western wild. This collection is the result of years of toil and pri-

vation, sustained by a rare and commendable enthusiasm. Mr. Catlin, who
is an artist of much ability, and is likewise in other respects well fitted for

the task which he volutarily assumed, devoted himself to a study of the

Indian character, and steadily followed out his great object for a con-

siderable length of time. He has visited many of the tribes who yet roam

in their native wildness, and he became as it were domesticated among
them to study their habits and dispositions, encountering all the perils and

privations which necessarily attend an enter])rise of this nature. In the

course of his rambles, he made paintings of every thing calculated to give

a vivid impression to others of the persons, events, and scenes which fell

under his notice, and the result is a magnificent collection of portraits and

views of the most interesting character, made still more attractive by an

immense variety of Indian dresses, arms, and utensils of many kinds,

which, with the illustrative scenes, give a clear idea of aboriginal cha-

racteristics, and form a pleasing evidence of the results which can be

achieved by the untiring perseverance of a single man. Mr. Catlin has

in this way made a contribution to American history which must gain for

him an enduring fame. It should form the nucleus of a national museum,

that posterity may have some relics of a peojile doomed to speedy destruc-

tion, as much by their own inflexible nature as by the rolling tide of

civilization.

THE PHILADELPHIA GAZETTE.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—We could scarcely recommend a more pleasing

and instructive collection than this to the notice of the community. It is
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what only a Catlin, with his enthusiasm and perseverance, could have ac-

complished. To him the study of nature is most appropriate in her great

hall or cathedral :

—

" That vast cathedral, boundless as our wonder.

Whose quenchless lamps the sun and moon supply

;

Its choir the winds and waves ; its organ thunder
;

Its dome the sky."

The boundless woods have been his home, and dwellers of the wilder-

ness the sitters for his art. So far as Indian life is concerned, the reader

will find a little of every thing in Catlin's gallery ; not of faces merely, but

of grand western life and scene.

THE WORLD.

Catlin's Indian Gallery.—I visited this collection with expectations

very highly excited by the strong and renewed expressions of admiration

which it had received from the press in New York and Boston ; but my
anticipations had fallen below the reality in degree as much as they had

differed from it in kind. I had supposed that it was merely an assemblage

of the portraits of distinguished Indian chieftains, instead of being, as we
find that it is, a very complete and curious tableau of the life and habits

of the strange and interesting races which once inhabited the soil we now
possess. Mr. Catlin's advertisement does no justice to the character of his

collection. He does not state himself. He is a person of lofty genius and

disinterested ambition, and he has abhorred to tarnish the purity of his

self-respect by even claiming his own.
Mr. Catlin spent eight years in the most intimate intercourse with the

tribes which occupy the territory lying 2000 miles above St. Louis. His

only purpose in visiting these remote and secluded nations was to transfer

to his canvas faithful representations of those scenes of conduct which

were most characteristic of that people, and those personal traits which

would best transmit the memory of the savage to times which would no

longer witness his existence. This design he fulfilled by copying on the

spot pictures of the sports, fights, business, and religious ceremonies which

passed before his sight ; and the gallery which he now opens to the com-

munity, revives before the gaze of refinement, the whole condition and

qualities of the wild and far-roaming occupants of the prairies and forests.

An attentive examination of his museum has led us to the opinion that this

is one of the most striking triumphs that the pencil has ever achieved
;
for

while the brush of Lawrence preserves the likeness of an individual, that

of Catlin has perpetuated the portraits of a nation. Let every American

visit this exhibition
; let every one who would be informed or entertained

give it his protracted study. The more it is examined the more it will

gratify.
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FRENCH PRESS.

CONSTITUTIONNEL du 22 Juin.

Le musee Catlin est uiie des collections les plus curieuses qu'on ait vues.ii

Paris, tant k cause du caractere naif de la peinturc, qu'^ cause de I'Drigi-

nalite des sujets qu'elle represente.

M. Catlin a done rapporte de son voyage aux Montagnes Rocheuscs

quatre k cinq cents toiles, portraits ou paysages, tous peints d'apres nature.

Parmi ces portraits, il y a des figures d'une beaute, dune elegance superbes.

II y a des profils, le croirait-on, qui rappellent le type grec ou I'Antinoiis.

Bien plus, dans Ics scenes de danse ou de combat, dans les fetes ou les as-

semblees de tribus, on rcmarque tres souvent des personnages dont la pose,

I'attitude, le geste, ressemblent tout-i-fait ii I'antique. Cela n'est pas, d'ail-

leurs, si surprenant pour qui veut reflechir au caractere de la beaute

antique. Qu'est-ce done qui distingue Tart grec entre tous les arts?

n'est-ce pas la simplicite et le naturel ? Les artistes grecs avaient le bon-

heur de trouver d'abord autour d'eux toutes les conditions premieres de race,

de climat, de civilisation, qui favorisent le developpement de la beaute ; et

secondement, ils laissaient faire la nature et ne torturaient jamais le mouve-

ment de leur modele. II n'y a dans toute la statuaire grecque que cinq ou

six poses peut-etre qui sont le type de tous les autres mouvemens. Les

hommes rapproches de la nature ne se tortillent pas comme les civilises.

Le calme est d'ordre naturel ; et c'est \k un des premiers elemens de la

beaute antique qu'on retrouve dans la beaute sauvage.

Les paysagistes pourraient bien aussi etudier avec profit la peinture facile

et vraie de M. Catlin qui n'est pourtant initie k aucun des precedes sca-

breux de Tart civilise. M. Catlin pcint tranquillement du premier coup, en

mettant un ton juste et franc k cOte d'un autre, et il ne parait pas qu'il re-

vienne jamais ni par glacis ni par empatement. Mais son sentiment est si

vif et en queique sorte si sincere, son execution si naive et si spontanee, que

lefftt, vu juste, est rendu juste. II a fait ainsi des ciels d'une transparence

et d'une lumiere bien difficile k obtenir, meme pour les praticiens les plus

habiles des lointains d'une finesse rare et bien balances entre la terre et le

ciel. En presence de eette nature toute nouvelle, de ces formes singulieres

du pays, de cette couleur du ciel et des arbres, si originale, un peintre de

profession se serait bien tourmente pour exprimer toutes ces belles clioses,

et il y aurait sans doute mis beaucoup trop de ses prejuges et de sa ])erson-

nalite civilisee. II est tres heureux que M. Catlin ait ete seulement assez

peintre pour faire tout bonncment sur la toile ce qu'il voyait, sans parti pris

d'avance et sans convention europeenne. Nous avons ainsi des steppes dont

nous ne nous faisions pas une image, des butfles prodigieux, des chasses fan-

tastiques, et une foulc d'aspects et de scenes plus intcressantcs I'une que

I'autre. Ici, c'est un marais vert tendre, entoure d'arbres sveltes et legers.

lA, c'est la plaine infinie avec ses grandes herbes mouvantcs comme les

vagues d'une mer sans repos, et Ton aper9oit une course diabolique dequel-
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ques animaux dont on a peine ^ distinguer la forme et qui fendent I'immen-
sit^. C'est un buffle poursuivi par un cavalier penche sur la criniere de
son cheval sauvage ; mais au-dessus des herbes profondes, on ne voit que
les epaules bossues du buffle et les oreilles dressees du cheval. Quel
drame

! Ou vont-ils ? oil s'arreteront-ils ? Quelques autres tableaux

presentent les aventures de la navigation et de la guerre, des chasses oil les

hommes, converts de peaux de loup, s'avancent a quatre pattes pour sur-

prendre les buffles, ou les chevaux sauvages sont enveloppes de lacets per-

fides, des ceremonies religieuses oil de volontaires martyrs se font pendre et

torturer en I'honneur du Grand Esprit.

LE CHARIVARI, Paris, 1845.

II y avait li une magnifique collection, un musee rare, que dis-je ?

unique et precieux, amasse k grands frais, h grand' peine, par un artiste

passionne et patient, par M. Catlin, voyageur aussi intrepide que peintre

naif et que sincere historien. Ce musee est k la fois une collectioH d'objets

d'art et un recueil de notes scientiiiques sur une classe d'hommes qui dimi-

nue de jour en jour devant les empietemens de la civilisation, et qui dans

cinquante ans aura completement disparu du globe. C'est le portrait aussi

fidele que possible, le daguerreotype d'un monde qu'on ne retrouvera plus,

et le gouvernement I'a laisse partir, I'a laisse perdre ; il n'a pas meme senti

la necessite de I'acquerir. II n'a fait ni une offre ni un prix h I'artiste qu'il

eut recompense ainsi qu'il devait I'etre de dix ans d'^tudes et d'efforts.

Tout le monde y aurait gagne : le peintre qui craint devoir eparpiller un

jour le resultat de tant de peines et de travaux, eiit ete heureux de le voir

conserve, concentre, consacre k jamais, en lieu sur, k la science et k I'art.

L'OBSERVATEUR, Oct. 9, 1845.

Le Musee-Tndien de M. Catlin.-—Lorsque la civilisation recule partout

les bornes de son horison et resserre dans un etroit espace les peuplades

nomades et sauvages qui se refusent au joug de la domination europeenne,

ce n'est pas sans un certain interet qu'on visite le Musee Indien de M. Catlin.

En voyant la collection du celebre touriste, I'esprit se refuse k croire que ce

soil Ik I'oeuvre d'un seul homme. Et cependant, rien n'est plus vrai. Ex-

plorateur hardi, M. Catlin a passe huit annees de sa vie k parcourir les

Montagnes Rocheuses et les parties les plus reculees de I'Amerique septen-

trionale ; artiste enthousiaste, il a brave les dangers, supporte les fatigues et

les privations de toutes sortes pour mener k bonne fin son audacieuse entre-

prise. II a visite les Indiens dans leurs wig-wams; il les a suivis dans Icurs

chasses ; il a etudie leurs moeurs, leurs coutumes, ne se laissant arreter par

aucun obstacle, tenant quelquefois son pinceau d'une main, tandis qu'il con-

duisait son canot de I'autre. Aussi, ne nous montrerons nous pas d'une
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grande s^v^rit^ h regard de ses tableaux ; ce n'est, pour la plupart, que des

csquisses faites !i grands traits et dont le merite consiste dans la v^rite des

costumes et des sites et dans la ressemblance parfaite des portraits, ainsi que

I'attestent les certificats les plus flatteurs delivres au hardi voyageur, sur les

lieux memes, par des personnes dont la veracity et la competence ne sau-

raient etre mises en doute.

La collection que M. Catlin a rapportee de ses excursions est d'autant

plus curieuse qu'elle est unique en son genre. Elle se compose de plus de

cinq cents tableaux representant des portraits, des paysages, et des scenes

de moeurs qui sont comme une histoire descriptive de ces races primitives,

que la guerre et la chasse decinient chaque jour, et qui disparaitront sans

doute bientot de la surface du globe.

Quant k M. Catlin, nous devrons k ses explorations et !i sa collection de

ne pas voir tomber dans Toubli les moeurs, les costumes, et la physionomie

de ces races, qui dans quelques sieeles n'existeront peut-etre plus qu'a I'etat

del

MONITEUR DE L'ARMEE.

M. Catlin, c'est le nom de cet artiste plein de resolution et de perseve-

rance, a passe huit annees au milieu des villages Indiens et sur la prairie ; il

a connu tous les chefs des tribus et les guerriers les plus renommes ; il a

assiste' aux chasses dangereuses, aux jeux animes et quelquelbis sanglans des

sauvages ; il a observe leurs coutumes et leurs superstitions
; il a recueilli

leurs traditions orales, et tout ce qu'il a vu, sous les yeux des Indiens, ses

botes, et souvent au peril de sa vie, il I'a represente sur la toile, ecrivant

ainsi d'apres nature toute I'histoire de populations que la guerre, et surtout

les liqueurs fortes et la petite v^role, font decroitre d'annee en annee dans

unc progression si rapide, que Ton peut prevoir que d'ici i cinquante ans,

la civilisation les prcssant d'ailleurs et les refoulant vers les montagnes, il ne

restera peut-etre plus d'elles que de tres petits groupes ou des individus

isoles destines k disparaitre bientot de la terre. Les peaux rouges ne pouvant

laisser aucune trace durable de leur passage sur le globe,—car si quelques

tribus ont des cabanes de terre, aucune n'a eleve de monumens qui puissent

temoigner de leur existence aupres des generations k venir— les resultats

que M. Catlin a si heureusement obtcnus dans une entreprise si hasardeuse

ne sauraicnt etre trop apprecies par les amis de la science, les ethnographes

et les artistes.

QUOTIDIENNE, Paris.

M. Catlin est un peintre plein de conscience et de talent, et un voyageur

aussi intrepide qu'intelligent, qui a passe huit ans de sa vie k explorer les

tribus sauvages du nord de I'Amerique et les rives du Missouri. Les efforts

et les travaux de cet Americain meritent qu'on les examine avec attention,

et qu'on les recommande k 1 "appreciation des artistes et des savans.
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GALIGNANI, 1845.

The Catlin Museum.—The utter strangeness of this remarkable exhibition

—displaying, it may be said, a living tableau of tlie customs and habitudes

of a race who, while the march of time has been effecting the most extra-

ordinary changes in the great family of mankind, still remain in a primitive

state of nature—at first misunderstood by the Parisian public, has now be-

come an object of general and intense curiosity. Mr. Catlin s collection of

the arms and utensils of the various tribes, with their wigwams, the identical

habitations which have ere now shcltei-ed them from the tem])est in the

depths of some North American forest, they carry back the mind, as it were,

to the infancy of the human species, " when wild in woods the noble savage

ran." The illusion, for it nearly amounts to that, is wonderfully aided

by an examination of Catlin's sketches, taken upon the spot, and often in

the midst of the dangers he has depicted with spirited fidelity. These

paintings, boldly and ra|)idly thrown off, are illustrative of every phase of

savage existence. We have to thank Mr. Catlin for an insight into the lives

and history of this most interesting race, which has all the charms of the

wildest romance, but which books can never supply.

GAZETTE DE FRANCE.

Grace k M. Catlin, I'aneantissement de ces interessantes peuplades n'est

plus possible : leurs mceurs, leurs coutumes, leurs usages, seront sans doute

de sa part I'objet d'un travail consciencieux et approfondi, en meme temps

que ces pinceaux conserveront les traits et la jjhysionomie de ces Peaux

Rouges, que dejk le celebre romancier Americain nous avait fait connaitre.

Non content d'avoir transporte en Europe les armes, les costumes, les tentes,

et tons les instrumens qui servent k I'usage des Indiens, et qui forment un

singulier contraste avec notre civilisation, M. Catlin a voulu que des monu-

mens plus durables conservassent le souvenir de ces sauvages de lAmerique

du Nord ; il a dessine lui-meme les portraits des Indiens les plus remar-

quables, leurs danses, leur maniere de fare la chasse, et leurs expeditions

guerrieres.

On ne peut assez admirer comment un homme a pu tracer tant de figures

et de paysages, pris sur les lieux memes, dans des courses souvent tres

longues et tres fatigantes. C'est Ik un prodige de la science. Assis au

milieu des sauvages, M. Catlin employait son temps k retracer sur la toile

tout ce qu'il voyait. Aussi peut-on etre assure d'avoir sous les yeux la re-

presentation exacte des costumes des sauvages du Nouveau-Monde. Si

quelques-uns de ces portraits ne sont pas des oeuvres d'art, du moins les sa-

vans leur doivent-ils I'histoire d'une tribu sauvage, detruite entierement par

les ravages de la petite-vdrole. Sans M. Catlin, on ne saurait plus mainte-

nant si elle a existe, et son pinceau I'a sauvee de I'oubli.
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L'lLLUSTRATION.

Laprdsence ii Paris dcs Indiens Y-o-Ways donne de I'Jipropos au compte

rendu siiivant d"un voyage chcz Ics Indiens de rAmerique du Nord, voyage

dii Ji M. Geo. Catlin, auqucl un scjour de huit annees parnii cos diverscs

peuplades a permis de s'initier d"une maniere complete h leurs moeurs et h.

leurs habitudes. Dans un livre plein d'interet, de faits curieux, de revelations

si extraordinaires qu'on croit rever en les lisant, il a consigne les resultats

de scs investigations et des observations qu'il a recueillies sur uno race

d'hommes qui va s'eteignant de jour en jour, et dont, sur I'affirmation de

I'auteur, il ne restera plus vestiges d'ici fi peu d'annecs. Au cbarme de ces

recits, M. Geo. Catlin a ajoute des dessins d'une scrupulcnsc exactitude, des

portraits des principaux chefs de tribus, dans leurs riches costumes que nous

aurons occasion de decrire, des paysages dun efFet saisissant, des esquisses

de joux, de chasses, de ceremonies religieuses, de combats, etc., etc. On
pent done dire que le livre de M. Catlin est ecrit aussi bien pour les hommes
sericux que pour les grands enfants qui aiment tant les images, conime nous

avouons les aimer, ct qui s'amuseront de la bizarrerie dcs costumes de tous

ces bons sauvages.

REVUE DE PARIS.

Giileric Indiennc (le M. Catlin.—La salle Valentino, transformee en une

sorte de Musee Indien, au nioyen des cinq ii six cents peintures et esquisses,

exccutees toutes, d'apres nature, par M. Catlin, cet energique et couragcux

voyageur, durant une peregrination de huit annees, h, travers I'immense ter-

ritoire qui s'etend des Montagnes Rocheuses aux derniers etablissemcns

Americains ou Mexicains,—cette salle otFrait ddjk un spectacle fort interessant.

M. Catlin a visite, en bravant raille obstacles et souvent au peril, de sa vie,

quarante-huit des tribus qui resident dans la prairie, oil elles vivent dans un

e'tat de guerre perpetuel. Installe sous le wigwam de 1 Indien Corbeau ou

du Mandan, dans la cabane du Cherokee ou de TAriccara, il a execute cha-

cun des tableaux de cette immense collection ayant la nature sous les yeux
;

aussi les presenie-t-il au public plutot comme dcsfac-simites identiqucsde la

vie Indienne que comme des oeuvres d'art. Cos facsimiles sont on ne pent

plus expressifs et curieux.

La collection dcs peintures de M. Catlin se compose de trois cent dix

portraits de chefs Indiens et de personnages de distinction, hommes ou

feninies de differcntes tribus, et de deux cents esquisses representant les sites

les plus remarquables des contrees qu"il a visitees, les danses et les cerdmo-

nies des peuplades qui les habitent, et des scenes de guerre ct de chasse.

C'est doncklafois une representation fidele dela physiononiiedu pays ct dcs

moeurs et coutumcs de ses habitans, representation d'autant plus precieuse

qu'elle a pour objet une race qui s'dteint {dyinr/ people), ct qui s'eteint

avec une rapidite qui tient du prodige.

VOL. I. R
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MONITEUR INDUSTRIEL, Nov. 16, 1845.

Parrai tous les voyageurs qui ont explore TAmerique du Nord, aucun ne

s'est occupe des races Indiennes autant que M. Catlin. Presque seul dans

un canot decorce, il a suivi tout le cours du Missouri, et pendant huit annees

il en a parcouru en tous sens Timmense bassin, s'en allant de tribu en tribu,

comme autrefois Herodote, le pere de I'histoire, s'en allait de ville en ville,

de region en region, s'enquerant des moeurs, des traditions et des idees des

populations lointaines.

M. Catlin est encore dans la force de I'Sge, mais ses traits palis portent

I'empreinte d'une vie dejk longuement et peniblement eprouvee. Son

abord est froidement poli, son visage severe et pensif, comme celui d"un

homme qui a vu beaucoup de choses. Toute sa personne revele une indomp-

table energie. En public, il parle I'Anglais avec une remarquable puissance
;

il y a dans son accentuation quelque chose du raagnifique enthousiasme d'un

poete.

Le grand ouvrage de M. Catlin est un beau monument elevd k la science
;

il faut esperer qu'on songera k en donner une traduction Franqaise. Chemin
fesant, M. Catlin a dessine et peint une etrange collection de vues, de

scenes naturelles, de portraits d'indigenes et de scenes de moeurs. Cette

nombreuse collection de toiles doit necessairement se sentir de la rapidite

forcee du travail, et des circonstances difficiles d'execution oil s'est trouve

I'artiste dans un voyage h travers les deserts de I'Ouest. On demeure, ar

contraire, etonne que le courageux explorateur ait pu mettre dans de telles

peintures autant de mouvement et de verite. Ici, c'est un troupeau de bi.

sons surpris par des chasseurs qui se trainent en rampant, converts de peaux

trompeuses ; lii, c'est un guerrier k cheval, poursuivant son ennemi dans

une course, sans hyperbole, vraiment echevelee
;
plus loin, c'est une danse

frenetique, excitation a la volupte ou au carnage ; ou bien des scenes de

tortures qui semblent copiees dans I'enfer.

INDEPENDANCE, Brussels, Jan. 4, 1846.

Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Condition of the North

American Indians, by G. Catlin (Lettres et Notes sur les Mceurs, les

Coutumes, et I'Etat Social des Indiens du Nord de I'Amerique, par George

Catlin). 2 vol. ornes de plusicurs centaines de planches.

Fils d'un homme de loi, eleve lui-raeme pour figurer au barreau, devenu

enfin avocat, M. Catlin aimait tro)) le grand air et les voyages pour se

laisser claquemurer dans I'antre de la chicane. Deux passions d'ailleurs se

partageaient sa vie : la peche et la peinture. Quand il n'etait pas au bord

d'une riviere, il etait devant une toile, et vice-versa II apprit la peinture

sans maitre, y devint habile apres trois ou quatre ans d'etudes, et se de-

mandait k quel but il devouerait son existence, et I'espritun pen enthousiaste

qui I'animait, lorsqu'arriverent h, Washington, des pays bien loin k I'Ouest,
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une douzaine d'Indiens au port noble ct majestueux, accoutres do lours

vetements bizarres, mais pittoresquos, la tete ornee de leur casque, le bras

charge de leur bouclier, le corps ceint de la tunique de peau d'antilope, les

epaules couvertes du nianteau de buffle.

Ces braves gens fircnt Tadmiration des gamins et du beau monde de

AVasbington ct donnorent beaucoup Si rcflechir b, notre peintre. 11 se dit

que les vetements de la civilisation ne servaient pas seulement Ji voiler, mais

h gater la grace et la beaute naturelles, que I'homme non garrotte dans les

liens de I'art, devait ofFrir a I'artiste le plus magnifique module, et que

I'histoire et les coutumes des peuplades sauvages dtaient des sujets dignes

d'occuper la vie d'un homme.
Ces reflexions etaient !i peine achevees que M. Catlin prit son parti. II

consulta bien pour la forme quelques amis qui essayerent de le detourner de

son projet ; ils lui representerent les dangers auxquels il allait s'exposer, les

fatigues inouies qu'il aurait h supporter et bien d'autres arguments auxquels

il fut insensible. M. Catlin fit ses paquets qui n'etaient pas lourds, et qui

se composaient de toiles roulees, de brosses, de couleurs, de papier et de

craj'ons ; il mit sa carabine en bandouliere ; et le baton blanc Si la main il

partit pour I'Ouest en quete d'aventures, de Peaux-Rouges, de buffles et de

prairies.

Mais au train dont marchent les Yankees, il avait long a aller avant

d'atteindre les vastes solitudes ou sent encore disseminees les peuplades

sauvages. La civilisation le poursuivait partout; ISi ou il esperait voyager

en canot, il etait force de prendre le bateau k vapeur ; lii oil il se croyait au

milieu des sauvages, il se trouvait avec des compatriotes ; I'Ouest, but de

son voyage, semblait le fuir ii mesure qu'il en approchait. II niaudissait les

pionniers qui avec leur beche et leur marteau ont implante la civilisation

dans les parties les plus reculees de I'Amerique, et il ddsespcrait de ren-

contrer les Peaux-Rouges qui devenaient un mythe pour lui, lorsqu'il tomba

au milieu d'un village Mandan. Sa joie fut un peu calmee en apercevant

que la civilisation avait encore passd par \h sous la forme d'un agent de la

compagnie des fourrures du Missouri. Mais il restait assez de sauvagerie

dans la localite pour le satisfaire provisoirement. Quand il eut bien vu et

bien observe, quand il eut bien fume le calumet de paix ; bien vccu sur un

quartier de buffle braise, bien dormi sous le wigwam hospitaller, et " pour-

traicte " le chef Mandan, revetu de son grand costume de guerre, depuis les

cornes de buffle dont il s'orne le front jusqu'Si ses mocassins brodes de

paille, y compris la longue bande de plumes d'aigle qui descend depuis le

derriere de la tete jusqu'aux talons, M. Catlin reprit sa course vers les

regions inconnues, en s'arretant en route chaque fois qu'un site ou quelques

aventures ou des figures d'Indiens fournissaient des sujets a son pinceau.

M. Catlin est reste huit ans en voyage; il a visite quarante-huit tribus

dont la population totale s'elevaient a plusieurs centaines de mille individus-

II a rapporte chez lui 350 portraits h I'huile d'Indiens, 200 tableaux repre-

sentant des vues de leurs villages, leurs wigwams, leurs jeux, et leurs cdr(5-

nionies religieuses, leurs danses, leurs chasses, des paysages admirables, et

r2
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eiifin une nombreuse et tres-curieuse collection de leurs costumes et vete-

ments, et d'autres objets de leur fabrique, depuis une de leurs maisons

jusqu'a de petits riens qui leur servent de jouets.

Toute cette collection avec les portraits et les tableaux figurent au Louvre
ou le Roi Louis-Philippe leur a fait donner une place. La galerie Indienne

de rAmerique du Nord, de M. Catlin, est bien connue et montre le rusullat

auquel peut arriver un homme entreprenant, patient et ferme qu'inspirent le

gout de I'art et une certaine dose d'enthousiasme.

C'est I'histoire de cet interessant voyage que M. Catlin a ecrite dans une

serie de lettres au nombre de 58, et accompagndes de 310 gravures au trait

et de cartes geographiques. Ces lettres etaient ecrites sur les lieux et en-

voyees par des Lidiens jusqu'aux bureaux do postes places par cette maudite

civilisation jusqu'aux frontiercs les plus reculees de I'Ouest.

Pen de livres ont plus d'interet que celui de M. Catlin. On lit cet

ouvrage avec le plaisir que Ton prendrait h, la lecture d'un bon ronian, s'il

y avait encore de bons romans pour servir de point de conii)araison. On
suit M. Catlin dans ses courses vagabondes, on aime avec lui ces Indiens

qu'il a toujours trouves francs et hospitaliers, genereux et dignes. Ces

Indiens si meconnus ont, quoique sauvages, toutes les qualites qui distin-

guent I'epicier le plus civilise de la rue Saint-Denis, caporal de la garde

nationale ; comme celui-ci, ils sunt bons peres, bons epoux, amis devoues
;

la seule difference entr'eux, c'est qu'ils ne payent pas trcs-exactement leurs

contributions par la raison qu'on ne leur en demande pas, et qu'ils ne nion-

tent pas assidument leur garde, par I'autre raison qu'on ne connait pas les

guerites dans ce pays.

Une Odyssee de huit ans a fait apprccier a M. Catlin les mcrites et les

vertus des sauvages ; et, apres avoir lu son livre, j'ai fini par croire avec

Jean-Jacques Rousseau que Thomme, tel que nous avons le malheur de le

connaltre, est un animal deprave par la civilisation.

Rien de plus touchant que I'apologie des Indiens faite par M. Catlin,

dans sa neuvieme lettre
;
partout ou il peut mettre en saillie la noblesse de

leur caractere, M. Catlin le fait avec bonheur ; il se souvient du bon temps

passe au milieu d'eux, des marques d'affeetion qu'ils lui ont donnees, et il

les venge du mepris que les civilises deversent sur ces pauvres et braves

gens, contents de leur sort, sans regret du passe, sans souci de I'avenir, sans

autres lois que cclles de Thonneur qui est tout puissant chez eux.

Tous ceux qui ont lu les admirabies romans de Cooper retrouvcnt dans

I'ouvrage de M. Catlin les scenes, mais cette fois vraies, animees, vivantes,

decrites avec tant de talent par le fecond romancier Americain. M. Catlin

a decrit aussi I'embi-asement des prairies, et pouvait dire : Quorum pars

magna fui; car il ne dut qu'Si la vitesse de son " pony " Indien d'echapper

h. la flamme immense qui courait sur lui avec plus de rapidite qu'une loco-

motive lancee &, fond de train. J'etais en siirete, dit-il, que je tremblais

encore. Une autre fois, plus de 2000 buffles se jettent Ji I'eau pour atteindre

le canot dans lequel il nageait, et c'est ^ grand'peine qu'il se sauve et que

le canot ne chavire pas, souleve par le dos d'un de ces aiiimaux
;
une autre
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fois encore, il se rencontre nez !i ncz avec une ourse grise accompagnee de

scs deux petits, bete enorme de la taille d'lin rhinoceros et qui vous depece

un homme en un tour de main, h I'aidc de ses ongles longs d'un deci-

metre et larges k la base de cinq centimetres pour finir par la pointe la plus

aiguij.

Un des plus agreables episodes de ce voyage, c'est la rencontre que fait

M. Catlin, dans nn immense desert et au detour d'un bois, d'un trappeur

Canadien qui sifflait entre ses levres un vaudeville Fran(;'ais du temps de

Louis XIV. et se mit Si entrer en conversation avec M. Catlin, moyennant un

langage dans loquel le Fran^ais, I'Anglais et I'lndien entraient chacun pour

un tiers. L'honnete Baptiste, descendant d'un de ces hommes que les

racoleurs allaient presser sur le quai de la Ferraille pour en faire des colons

volontaires destines k peupier le Canada, devint le comjiagnon de voyage de

M. Catlin, le Vendredi devoue de ce nouvcau Robinson de terre ferme, et

n'est pas le personnage le moins interessant de la relation.

M. Catlin, independamment de son morite d'ecrivain et de dcssinatcur,

aura celui d'avoir donne I'histoire la phis complete des moeurs de ces

peuplades que la civilisation balaj'e devant elle ct qu'elle tue avec de leau-

de-vie et la variole. Ces peuplades, autrefois maltressesdu grand continent

du nord de TAmerique, s'eteignent rapidement ; leur memoire s'eteindrait

meme si de hardis voyageurs n'allaient pas recueillir parmi elles les ren-

seignements qui peuvent la preserver de Toubli. Au nombre de ces voy-

ageurs il faut citer au premier rang Ihonorable M. Catlin, qui a rectifie bien

des idees erronnees et fait connaitre bien des faits jusqu'ici ignores.
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APPENDIX-(B).

MUSEUM OF HISTORY.

Established 1844.

This institution is intended to illustrate the History of Man by means of

popular Lectures, aided and enforced by scenery, maps, and national cos-

tumes, adding every scenic attraction to the higher views of instruction, and

combining art, history, philology, and geography
;
the audience, as it were,

being thus transported to the sites themselves.

It is also in contemplation to add gradually, as funds shall accumu-

late—

1. Models and coloured portraits of the races of man.

2. A gallery of architectural models.

3. A cabinet of coins and inscriptions.

4. Collection of views and drawings.

5. Collection of objects illustrative of the arts, sciences, navigation,

commerce, agriculture, amusements, and domestic economy of

ancient and modern nations.

6. Specimens of manufactures.

7. A library and reading-room, to contain the principal British and

foreign periodicals and newspapers, and without distinction of

party ; as also the latest publications on subjects connected with

the objects of the institution.

The transactions of the institution will be published.

Illustrated lectures will be given on ancient and modern history, as also

on New Zealand and Australia, embracing the modern settlements, and

their capabilities for the colonist or emigrant.

Amongst the illustrated lectures to be given will be the following :

—

On the Grecians.

On the Byzantines.

On the Modern Greeks.

On the Egyptians.

On the Arabians.

On the Romans.

On Russia and Siberia.

On New Zealand.

On Japan.

On the Ruined Cities of America.
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With the aid of transparent maps (on a scale never before attempted)

the spectator can follow the historian or traveller step by step, and with

the advantages and beauties of scenery combined, is enabled to locate, clas-

sify, define, and retain the knowledge thus acquired.

The scenery and machinery have been so constructed, that whilst one

series is used in London, others may be speedily sent to Edinburgh and

elsewhere, where bra:ich societies will be formed.

The management of the institution to be vested in a council elected by

the subscribers, two of whom to retire annually, who may however be

eligible for re-election.

Terms.

For permanently reserved places at the lectures, five guineas per annum.

Ordinary subscribers, two guineas per annum.

Authors, artists, ladies, members of learned societies, and foreigners, one

guinea per annum.

Ambassadors, foreign ministers, consuls, and secretaries of learned

societies onbj can become honorary members.

Admission to the public, two shillings for reserved places at the lectures

;

one shilling for ordinary visitors.

Subscribers to possess the right to be present at all lectures.

Subscribers to meet annually.

Trustees and auditors to be chosen by the subscribers.

All communications may be addressed to W. H. Suippard, Esq.,

Turnhara Green.

Museum of History,

28th April, 1845.
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A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

CATLIN'S INDIAN COLLECTION;
CONTAINING

PORTRAITS, LANDSCAPES, COSTUMES, ETC.,

REPRESENTATIONS OF THE MANNERS AND CUSTOMS
OF THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS.

COLLECTED AND PAINTED ENTIRELY BY MR. CATLIN,

Exhibited three years, with great success, in the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly,

London.

I WISH to inform the vis-itors to my Collection that, having some

years since become fully convinced of the rapid decline and certain

extinction of the numerous tribes of the North American Indians

;

and seeing also the vast importance and value which a full pictorial

history of these interesting but dying people might be to future

ages—I sat out alone, unaided and unadvised, resolved (if my life

should be spared), by the aid of my brush and my pen, to rescue

from oblivion so much of their primitive looks and customs as the

industry and ardent enthusiasm of one lifetime could accomplish,

and set them up in a Gallery unique and imperishable, for the use

and benefit of future ages.

I devoted eight years of my life exclusively to the accomplishment

of my design, and that with more than expected success.

I visited with great difficulty, and some hazard to life, forty-

eight tribes (residing within the United States, British, and

Mexican Territories), containing about half a million of souls. I

have seen them in their own villages, have carried my canvas and

colours the whole ^vay, and painted my portraits, &c., from the life,

as they now stand and are seen in the Galler)'.
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The collection contains (besides an Immense number of costumes

and other manufactures) near six Inmdred paintings, 350 of which

are Portraits of distinguished men and women of tlie different

tribes, and 250 other Paintings, descriptive of Indian Countries,

their Villages, Games, and Customs ; containing in all above 3000

figures.

As this immense collection has been gathered, and every painting

has been made from nature, by my own hand—and that too

when I have been paddling my canoe, or leading my pack-horse

over and through trackless wilds, at the hazard of my life—the

world will surely be kind and indulgent enough to receive and

estimate them, as they have been intended, as true and facsimile

traces of individual life and historical facts, and forgive me for

tlieir present unfinished and unstudied condition as works of art.

Geo. Catlin.

INDIAN PORTRAITS.

CERTIFICATES.

I hereby certify that the persous whose signatures are affixed to the certifi-

cates used below, by Mr. Catlin, are officers iu the service of the United States,

as herein set forth : and that their opinions of the accuracy of the likenesses, and

correctness of the views, &c., exhibited by him in his " Indian Gallery," are

entitled to full credit.

J. K. Poinsett, Secretary of War, Washington.

With regard to the gentlemen whose names are affixed to certificates below,

I am fully warranted in saying, that no individuals have had better opportunities

of acquiring a knowledge of the persons, habits, costumes, and sports of the

Indian tribes, or possess stronger claims upon the public confidence in the state-

ments they make respecting the correctness of delineations, &c., of Mr. Catlin's

" Indian Gallery ;" and I may add my own testimony, with regard to many of

those Indians whom I have seen, and whose likenesses are in the collection, and

sketched with fidelity and correctness.

C. A. Harris, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington.

I have seen Mr. Catlin's collection of Portraits of Indians, many of which

were familiar to me, and painted in my presence ; and, as far as they have

included Indians of my acquaintance, the likenesses are easily recognised,

bearing the most striking resemblance to the originals, as well as faithful

representations of their costumes.

W. Clark, Superintendent of Indian Affairs, St. Louis.
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I have examined Mr. Catlin's collection of the Upper Missouri Indians to

the Rocky Mountains, all of which I am acquainted with, and indeed most of

them were painted when I was present, and I do not hesitate to pronounce them

correct likenesses, and readily to be recognised. And I consider the costumes, as

painted by him, to be the onli/ correct representations I have ever seen.

John F. A. Sanford,

U. SS. Indian Agent for Mandans, Rickarees, Minatarees,

Crows, Knisteneanx, Assinneboins, Blackfeet, &c.

Having examined Mr. Catlin's collection of Portraits of Indians of the

Jlissouri and Rocky Mountains, I have no hesitation in pronouncing them, so

far as I am acquainted with the individuals, to be the best I have ever seen, both

as regards the expression of countenance and the exact and complete manner in

which the costume has been painted by him.

J. L. Bean, S. Agent for Indian Affairs.

I have been for many years past in familiar acquaintance with the Indian

tribes of the Upper Missouri and the Rocky Mountains, and also with the land-

scape and other scenes represented in Mr. Catlin's collection, and it gives nie

great pleasure to assure the world that, on looking them over, I found the like-

nesses of my old friends easily to be recognised, and his sketches of Manners

and Customs to be portrayed with singular truth and correctness.

J. PiLCHEB, Agent for LTpper Missouri Indians.

It gives me great pleasure in being enabled to add my name to the list of

those who have spontaneously expressed their approbation of Mr. Catlin's col-

lection of Indian Paintings. His collection of materials places it in his power

to throw much light on the Indian character ; and his portraits, so far as I have

seen them, are drawn with great fidelity as to character and likeness.

H. Schoolcraft, Indian Agent for Wisconsin Territory.

Having lived and dealt with the Blackfeet Indians for five years past, I

was enabled to recognise ei^eri/ one of the portraits of those people, and of the

Crows also, which Mr. Catlin has in his collection, from the faithful likenesses

they bore to the originals.

St. Louis, 1835. J. E. Brazeau.

Having spent sixteen years in the continual acquaintance with the Indians

of the several tribes of the IMissouri represented in Mr. Catlin's Gallery of

Indian Paintings, I was enabled to judge of the correctness of the likenesses,

and I instantli/ recognised every one of them, when I looked them over, from the

striking resemblance they bore to the originals ; so also of the landscapes on the

Missouri. Honore Picotte.

The portraits in the possession of Mr. Catlin of Pawnee Picts, Kioways,

Camanches, Wecos, and Osages, were painted by himfrom life, when on a tour
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to their country with the United States Dragoons. The likenesses are good,

verj- easily to be recognised, and the costumes faithfully represented.

Henry Dodge, Col. of Drag. I D. Perkins, Capt. of Drag.

R. H. Mason, Major of ditto. M. Duncan, ditto.

D. Hunter, Capt. of ditto.
| T. B. Wiieelock, Lieut, ditto.

We have seen Mr. Catliu's Portraits of Indians cast of the Rocky Moun-
tains, many of which are familiar to us : the likenesses are easily recognised,

bearing a strong resemblance to the originals, as well as a fiiitliful representation

of their costumes. J. Douguekty, Indian Agent.

November 27 t/i, 1837. J. Gantt.

We hereby certify that the portraits of the Grand Pawnees, Republican

Pawnees, Pawnee Loups, Tappage Pawnees, Otoes, Omahaws, and Missouries,

which are in Mr. Catlin's Indian Gallery, were painted from life by Mr. George

Catlin, and that the individuals sat to him in the costumes precisely iu which

they are painted. J. DouciiERTr, I. A. for Pawnees, Omahaws, and Otoes.

IVew York, 1837. J. Gantt.

I hare seen 5Ir. Catlin's collection of Indian Portraits, many of which were

familiar to me, and painted in my presence at their own villages. I have spent

the greater part of my life amongst the tribes and individuals he has represented,

and I do not hesitate to pronounce them correct likenesses, and easily recog-

nised ; also his sketches of their manners and customs, I think, are excellent ; and

the landscape views on the Missouri and Mississippi are correct representations.

K. M'Kenzie, of the Am. Fur Co., Mouth of Yellow Stone.

We hereby certify that the portraits of Seminoles and Euchecs, named in

this catalogue, were painted by George Catlin, from the life, at Fort Moultrie

;

that the Indians sat or stood in the costumes precisely in which they are painted,

and that the likenesses are remarkably good.

P. Morrison, Capt. 4th Inft.

J. S. Hathaway, 2nd Lieut. 1st Art.

H. Wharton, 2nd Lieut. 6th Inft.

Fort Moultrie, Jan. 26, 1838. F. Weedon, Assistant-Surgeon.

In addition to the above certificates, nearly every portrait has

inseparably attached to its back an individual certificate, signed by

Indian agents, oflficers of the army, or other persons, who were

present when the picture was painted. Tiie form of these certificates

is as follows :

—

No. 131, BLACKFOOT, PE-TOH-PE-KISS (TIIE EAGLE-RIBS).

I hereby certify that this portrait was painted from the life, at Fort Union,

mouth of Yellow Stone, in the year 1832, by George Catlin, and that the Indian

sat in the costume in which it is painted.

John F. A. Sanford, United States Indian Agent.
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Dear Sie, Lt'yation des Etats Unis, Paris, Dec. 8, 1841.

No man can appreciate better than myself the admirable fidelity of your

drawings and book which I have lately received. They are equally spirited

and accurate—they are true to nature. Things that are are not sacrificed, as

they too often are by the painter, to things as in his judgment they should be.

During eighteen years of my life I was Superintendent of Indian Affairs in

the north-western territory of the United States ; and during more than five

I was Secretary of War, to which department belongs the general control of

Indian concerns. I know the Indians thoroughly—I have spent many a month

in their camps, council-houses, villages, and hunting-grounds—I have fought

with them and against them—and I have negotiated seventeen treaties of peace

or of cession with them. I mention these circumstances to show you that I

have a good right to speak confidently upon the subject of your drawings.

Among them I recognise many of my old acquaintances, and everywhere I am
strack with the vivid representations of them and their customs, of their pecu-

liar features, and of their costumes. Unfortunately they are receding before the

advancing tide of our population, and are probably destined, at no distant day,

wholly to disappear; but your collection will preserve them, as far as human

art can do, and will form the most perfect monument of an extinguished race

that the world has ever seen.

Lewis Cass.

To George Catlin.

Dear Sir, Cottage, Haddington, 15(7; April, 1843.

I have enjoyed much pleasure in attending your lectures at the Waterloo

Rooms in Edinburgh. Your delineations of the Indian character, the display

of beautiful costumes, and the native Indian manners, true to the life, realised

to my mind and view scenes I had so often witnessed in the parts of the Indian

countries where I had been ; and for twenty years' peregrinations in those

parts, from Montreal to the Great Slave Kiver north, and from the shores of the

Atlantic, crossing the Eocky Mountains, to the mouth of the Columbia River, on

the Pacific Ocean, west, I had opportunitities of seeing much. Your lectures

and exhibition have afforded me great pleasure and satisfaction, and I shall

wish you all that success which you so eminently deserve for the rich treat

which you have afl^orded in our enlightened, literary, and scientific metropolis.

1 remain, dear Sir, yours very truly,

To George Catlin, Esq. John Haldane.

The following is an extract of a letter received some days since by a gentle-

man in Edinburgh, from Mr. James Hargrave, of the Hudson's Bay Company,

dated York Factory, Hudson's Bay, 10th December, 1842 :

—

" Should you happen to fall in with Catlin's Letters on the North American

Indians, I would strongly recommend a perusal of them for the purpose of ac-

quiring a knowledge of the habits and customs of those tribes among whom he

was placed. Catlin's sketches are true to life, and are powerfully descriptive of

their appearance and character."
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CATLTN'S INDIAN COLLECTION

INDIAN PORTRAITS.

SACS (SAU-KIES).

A Tribe of Indians residing on the Upper Mississippi and Desmoines
rivers. Present number (in 1840) about 5000. The smallpox carried
oft" half their population a few years since ; and a considerable number
were destroyed in the " Black Hawk War" in 1S32-3. This tribe shave
the head, leaving only a small tuft of hair on the top, which is called the
" scalplock."

[The acute accent is used in the spelling of the Indian names merely to denote the emphasis.]

1. Kee-0-ktik, the Running Fo.x ; present Chief of the Tribe. Shield

on his arm and statf of office (sceptre) in his hand ; necklace

of grisly bear's claws, over the skin of a white wolf, on his

neck.

This man, during the Black Hawk War, kept two-thirds of the warriors
of the tribe neutral, and was therefore appointed chief by General Scott,

in treaty, with the consent of the nation.

2. Miik-a-iahmish-0-kdh-kaik, the Black Hawk ; in his war dress

and paint. Strings of wampum in his ears and on his neck,

and his medicine-hag (the skin of the black hawk) on

his arm.

This is the man famed as the conductor of the Black Hawk War.
Painted at the close of the war, while he was a prisoner at Jefferson

Barracks, in 1832.

3. Ndh-se-tis-kuk, the Whirling Thunder ; eldest son of Black

Hawk.

A very handsome man. He distinguished himself in the Black
Hawk War.

4. IVa-sdw-me-saw, the Roaring Thunder
;

youngest son of Black

Ha^vk.

Painted while a prisoner of war.

5. ( ), wife of Kee-o-kiik (No. 1) ; in a dress of civilized

manufacture, ornamenled witii silver brooches.

This woman is the eldest of seven wives whom I saw in his lodge, and,
being the mother of his favourite son, the most valued one. To her alone
would he allow the distinguished honour of being painted and htmgup with
the chiefs.
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6. Me-sou-tvahk, the Deer's Hair ; the favourite son of Kee-o-

kiik, and by him designated to be his successor.

7. Wah-pe-kee-suck, White Cloud, called the "Prophet;" one
of Black Hawk's principal warriors and advisers.

Was a prisoner of war with Black Hawk, and travelled with him through
the Eastern States.

8. Ndh-pope, the Soup ; another of Black Hawk's principal ad-

.

visers ; and travelled with him, when he was a prisoner of

war, to the Eastern cities.

He desired to be painted with a white flag in his hand.

9. Ah-mou-a, the Whale, one of Kee-o-kuk's principal braves

;

holding a handsome war-club in his hand.

10. Wa-qudth-e-qua, the Buck's Wife, or Female Deer ; the wife

of Ah-ni6u-a.

11. Pash-ee-pa-ho, the Little Stabbing Chief; holding his staff of

office in his hand, shield and pipe.

A very venerable old man, who has been for many years the first civil

chief of the Sacs and Foxes.

12. I-o-wdy, the loway ; one of Black Hawk's principal warriors ;

his body curiously ornamented with his " war-paint."

13. Pam-a-ho, the Swimmer; one of Black Hawk's warriors.

Very distinguished.

14. No-kuk-qua, the Bear's Fat.

15. Pash-ee-pa-ho, the Little Stabbing Chief (the younger); one

of Black Hawk's braves.

16. Wdh-pa-ko-lds-huk, the Bear's Track.

FOXES.

On the Desmoines Eiver; present number (in 1840), 1500.

17. Aih-no-iua, t\\e Y'lre ; a doctor or " medicine" man; one half

of his body painted red, and the other yellow.

18. Wee-sheet, the Sturgeon's Head; one of Black Hawk's prin-

cipal warriors ; his body most singularly ornamented with

Iiis war-paint.

This man held a spear in his hand, with which, he assured me, he killed

four white men during the war.

19. 20, 21. Three in a group ; names not known.
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KON-ZAS.

A tribe of 1560 souls, residing on the Konza river, sixty or eighty
miles west of the Missouri. Uncivilized remains of a powerful and war-
like tribe. One-half died with the smallpox a few years since. This tribe

shave the head like the Osages, Sacs, and Foxes.

22. Sho-me-kos-see, the Wolf ; one of the Chiefs ; his head curi-

ously ornamented, and numerous strings of wampum on his

neck.

23. Jee-he-o-ho-shah, He who cannot be thrown down ; a warrior.

24. Wd-hon-ga-shee, No Fool ; a very great fop.

Used half the day in painting his face, preparing to sit for his picture.

25. Meach-o-shin-gaw, Little "White Bear; a spirited and dis-

tinguished brave, with a scalping-knife grasped in his hand.

26. 0-rdn-gds-see, the Bear-catcher ; a celebrated warrior.

27. Chesh-oo-hong-ka, the Man of Good Sense ; a handsome

young warrior; style of his head-dress like the Grecian

helmet.

28. H6n-je-a-pul-o, a woman ; wife of O-ron-gas-see.

0-SAGE, OR WA-SAAY-SEE.
A tribe in their primitive state, inhabiting the head-waters of the Ar

kansas and Neosho orGrand Kivers, 7U0 miles west of the Mississipi. Present
number of the tribe, 5200 ; residing in three villages ; wigwams built of
barks and flags, or reeds. The Osages are the tallest men on the conti-

nent, the most of them being over six feet in stature, and many of them
seven. This tribe shave the head, leaving a small tuft on the top, called the
" scalp-lock."

29. Clcr-monf, ; first Chief of the tribe ; with his war-

club in his hand, and his leggins fringed with scalp-locks

taken from his enemies' heads.

This man is the son of an old and celebrated chief of that name, who
died a few years since.

30. Wdh-chee-te, ; woman and child ; wife of Cler-mont.

31. Tchong-las-sdb-bee, the Black Dog; second Chief of the

Osages ; with his pipe in one hand and tomahawk in the

otlier ; head shaved, and ornamented with a crest made of

tlie deer's tail, coloured red.

This is the largest man in the Osage nation, and blind in liis left eye.

32. Tdl-lee, ; an Osage warrior of distinction ; with his

shield, bow, and quiver.

33. Wa-ko-beck-ec, ; a brave; said to be the hand-
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soraest man in the nation ; with a profusion of wampum on

his neck, and a fan in his hand made of the eagle's tail.

34. Mun-ne-pus-kee, He who is not afraid.

35. Ko-ha-tunk-a, the Big Crow. \ group.

36. Nah-c6m-ee-shee, Man of the Bed.

37. Moi-een-e-shee, the Constant Walker.

38. Wa-mdsh-ee-sheek, He who takes away.

39. Wa-cMsh-uh, War. j. group.

40. Mink-chesk, .

Three distinguished young men, full length.

41. Tcha-to-ga, Mad Buffalo ; bow and quiver on his back.

This man was tried and con-victed for the murder of two white men, under
Mr. Adams's administration, and was afterwards pardoned, but is held in

disgrace in his tribe since.

42. Wash-im-pe-shee, the Madman ; a distinguished warrior ; full

length.

43. Pa-hu-sha, White Hair ; the j'ounger ; with lance and quiver.

Chief of a liand, and rival of Cler-mont.

44. Shm-ga-wds-sa, the Handsome Bird ; a splendid-looking

fellow, six feet eight inches high ; with war-club and quiver.

45. Cdh-he-ga-shin-ga, the Little Chief; full-length, with bow
and quiver.

CA-MAN-CHEES.

One of the most powerful and hostile tribes in North America, inha-

biting the western parts of Texas and the Mexican provinces, and the
south-western part of the territory of the United States near the Rocky
Mountains . entirely wild and predatory in their habits ; the most expert
and effective lancers and horsemen on the continent. Numbering some
25,000 or 30,000; living in skin lodges or wigwams ; well mounted on wild
horses ; continually at war with the Mexicans, Texians, and Indian tribes

of the north-west.

Ee-shah-ko-nee, the Bow and Quiver ; first Chief of the tribe.

Boar's tusk on his breast, and rich shells in his ears.

Ta-wdh-que-nah, the Mountain of Eocks; second Chief of

the tribe, and largest man in the nation.

This man received the United States Kegiment of Dragoons with great

kindness at his village, which was beautifully situated at the base of a huge
spur of the Rocky Mountains : he has decidedly African features, and a

beard of two inches in length on his chin.

Ish-a-ro-yeh, He who carrips a Wolf; a distinguished brave ;
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so called from the circumstance of his carrying a medicine-

bag made of the skin of a wolf: he holds a whip in his hand.

This man piloted the dragoons to the Camanchee village, and received a
handsome rifle from Colonel Dudge for so doing.

49. Kots-o-ko-ro-ko, the Hair of the Bull's Neck ; third grade

Chief; shield on his arm and gun in liis hand.

50. Is-satvdh-tdm-ah, the Wolf tied with Hair; a Chief, third

rate: pipe in iiis hand.

51. His-oo-sdn-chees, the Little Spaniard; a brave of the highest

order in his tribe ; armed as a warrior, with shield, bow and

quiver, lance fourteen feet long, and war-knife.

This was the first of the Camanchees who daringly left his own war-
party and came to the regiment of dragoons, and spoke with our inter-

preter, inviting us to go to their village. A man of low stature, but of

the most remarkable strength and daring courage See him approaching
the dragoons on horseback, No. 489.

52. Hdh-nee, the Beaver ; a warrior of terrible aspect.

53-54. Two Camanchee Girls (sisters), showing the wigwam of

the Chief, his dogs, and his five children.

PAW-NEE PICTS (TOW-EE-AHGE).

A wild and hostile tribe, numbering about 6000, adjoining the Caman-
chees on the north. This tribe and the Camanchees are in league with
each other, joining in war and in the chase.

55. Wee-td-ra-sJui-ro, ; head Chief; an old and very-

venerable man.

This man embraced Colonel Dodge, and others of the dragoon officers

in council, in his village, and otherwise treated them with great kindness,

theirs being the first visit ever made to them by white people.

56. Sky-se-ro-ka, ; second Chief of the tribe.

A fine-looking and remarkably shrewd and intelligent man.

57. Kid-d-day, ; a brave of distinction.

58. Kdh-kee-tsee, the Thighs. 1

59. SM-de-ah, AVild Sage. I

Both of these women were prisoners amongst the Osages ; they were

purchased by the Indian Commissioner, and sent home to the nation by

the dragoons.

60. Ah'-sho-cole, Rotten Foot ; a noted warrior.

61. Ah'-re-kah'-na-cd-chee, the Mad Elk ; a great warrior.

KI-O-WA.

Also a wild and predatory tribe of 5000 or 6000, living on the west of

the Pawnee Picts and Camanchees, and also in alliance with those war-
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like and powerful tribes. They inhabit the base of, and extend their wars
and hunts through a great extent of the Kocky Mountains : and, like the

Camanchees, are expert and wonderful horsemen.

62. Teh'toot-sah, , first Chief.

This man treated the dragoons with great kindness in his country, and
came in with us to Fort Gibson; his hair was very long, extending down
as low as his knees, and put up in clubs, and ornamented with silver

brooches.

63. Kotz-a-to-ah, the Smoked Shield; a distinguished warrior;

full-length.

64. B6n-s6n-gee, New Fire ; Chief of a band ; boar's tusk and

war-whistle on his breast.

6o. Quay-ham-hay, the Stone Shell ; a brave, and a good speci-

men of the wild untutored savage.

66. Tunk-aht-6h-ye, the Thunderer (boy).

67. Wun-pdn-to-mee, the White Weasel (girl).)

This boy and girl, who had been for several years prisoners amongst
the Osages, were purchased by the Indian Commissioner ; the girl was
sent home to her nation by the dragoons, and the boy was killed by a ram
the day before we started. They were brother and sister.

WEE-CO.
A small tribe, living near to, and under the protection of, the Pawnee

Picts, speaking an unknown language
;
probably the remnant of a tribe

conquered and enslaved by the Pawnee Picts.

68. U'sh-ee-kitz, He who fights with a Feather. Chief of the

tribe.

This man came into Fort Gibson with the dragoons ; he was famous
for a custom he observed after all his speeches, of embracing the officers

and chiefs in council.

SIOUX (DAH-CO-TA).

This is one of the most numerous and powerful tribes at present exist-

ing on the continent, numbering, undoubtedly, some 40,000, occupying a
vast tract of country on the upper waters of the Mississippi and Missouri

rivers, and extending quite to the base of the Kocky Mountains. They
live in skin lodges, and move them about the prairies, without any per-

manent residence. This tribe lost about 8000 by smallpox a few years

since.

,
Ha-w6n-je-tah, the One Horn ; first Chief of the tribe ; Mee-

ne-cow-e-gee band, Upper Missouri ; hair tied on his head

in form of a turban, and filled with glue and red earth, or

vermilion.

The Sioux have forty-one bands ; every band has a chief, and this

man was head of all : he has been recently killed by a buffalo-bull.
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Wd-nah-dettinJi-ah, the Big Eagle, or Black Dog; at tlie

Falls of St. Anthony. Chief of the O-hah-kas-ka-toli-y-

a/i-te, or Lo/ig Avenue band.

Tclidii-clee, Tobacco; second Cliief of the nation, of the

0-gla-la band, Upper Missouri.

Wdn-ee-ton, ; Chief of the Siis-seton band. Upper
Missouri ; full-lengtb, in a splendid dress ; head-dress of war-

eagle's quills and ermine, and painted robe.

73. T6h-lo-icah-k6n-da-pee, the Blue Medicine ; a noted " medicine-

man," or doctor, at the St. Peter's, of the Tiiuj-ta-to-ah

band ; with his medicine or mystery drum and rattle in liis

hands, his looking-glass on his breast, his rattle of antelope's

hoofs, and drum of deer-skins.

These " medicine-men" are conjurers as well as physicians, paying their

dernier visits to the sick, with their mysteries, endeavouring and pretend-
ing to cure by a charm.

74. Ah-no-je-nahge, He who stands on both Sides ; and

75. We-chush-ta-doo-ta, the Red Man; the two most distinguished

ball-players of the Sioux tribe, in their ball-play dress,

with their ball-sticks in their hands.

In this beautiful and favourite game, each player is adorned with an
embroidered belt, and a tail of beautiful quills or horse-hair ; the arms,
legs, and feet are always naked, and curiously painted. (See two paintings
of ball-plays, and further description of the game, under Amusements, Nos.
428, 429, 430, and the ball-sticks among the manufactures.)

76. Ka-pes-ka-da, the Shell ; a brave of the 0-gla-la band.

77. Tdh-zee-keh-ddcha, the Torn Belly ; a very disfinguished

brave of tiie Yank-ton band, Upper Missouri.

78. Wuk-mi-ser, Corn; a warrior of distinction, of the Ne-caio-ee-

gee band.

79. Clid-tee-ivuh-nee-che,'iio Heart; a very noted Indian. Chief

of tlie Wah-ne-watch-to-nee-nah band.

80. Ee-dh-sd-pa, the Black Rock ; Chief of the Nee-caw-wee-gee

band ; a very dignified chief, in a beautiful dress, full length,

head-dress of eagles' quills and ermine, and horns of the

buffalo ; lance in his hand, and battles of his life emblazoned

on his robe.

s2
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81. Wi-looh-toh-eeh-tchdh-ta-mdh-nee, the Eed Thing that

touches in Marching ; a young girl ; and the daughter of

Black Rock (No. 80), by her side—her dress of deer-skin,

and ornamented with brass buttons and beads.

82. Toh-kie-to, the Stone with Horns. Chief of the Yank-ton

band, and principal orator of the nation ; his body curiously

tattooed.

83. Mah-to-rah-rish-nee-eeh-ee-rah, the Grisly Bear that runs

without Regard ; a brave of the Onc-pah-pa band.

,84. Mah-to-che-ga, the Little Bear ; a distinguished brave.

85. Shon-ka, the Dog ; Chief of the Bad Arroiv Points band.

86. Tdh-teck-a-da-hdir, tlie Steep Wind ; a Brave of the Ca-za-

zhee-ta (or Bad Arrow Points) band.

These three distinguished men were all killed in a private quarrel

(while I was in the country), occasioned by my painting only one-half oi

the face of the first (No. 84); ridicule followed, and resort to fire-arms,

in which that side of the face which I had left out was blown off in a few
moments after I had finished the portrait; and sudden and violent revenge

for the offence soon laid the other two in the dust, and imminently endan-
gered my own life. (For a full account of this strange transaction, see

Catlin's ' Letters and Notes on North American Indians.')

87. Heh-hdh-ra-pah, the Elk's Head ; Chief of the Ee-ta-sip-shov

band, Upper Mi.ssouri.

88. Mdh-to-een-ndh-pa, the White Bear that goes out ; Chief of

the Black Foot Sioux band.

89. Tchon-su-tnons-ka, the Sand Bar ; woman of tlie Te-ton

band, with a beautiful head of hair ; her dress almost

literally covered with brass buttons, which are highly

valued by the women, to adorn their dresses.

90. Wdbe-shaw, the Leaf; Upper Mississippi, Chief of a band,

blind in one eye ; a very distinguished man, since dead.

91. Shon-ga-ton-ga-chesh-en-day, the Horse-dung; Chief of a

band ; a great conjurer and magician.

92. Tah-ton-ga-mo-nee, the Walking Buffalo ; Red Wing's son.

93. Mdz-za, the Iron ; St. Peters ; a brave of distinction, and a

very handsome fellow.

94. Te-o-kiin-ko, the Swift.

1-natured fellow, though reputed a desperate
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PUN-CAII.

A small tribe residing on the west bank of the Missouri River, 900 in

number, reduced one-half by the smallpox in 1S24-5.

95. Slioo-de-gd-cha, the Smoke ; Chief of the Tribe.

A very philosophical and dignified man.

96. Hee-ldh-dee, the Pure Fountain ; wife of Shoo-de-ga-cha

(No. 95).

97. Hongs-hdy-dee, the Great Cliief ; son of the Chief.

This young fellow, about 18 years of age, glowing red with vermilion,
signalised himself by marrying four wives in one day, whilst I was in his

village ! He took them all at once to his wigwam, where I saw them, and
painted one of them.

98. 3Iong-sh6ng-sha, the Bending Willow ; one of the four wives

of Hongs-kay-dee (No. 97), about 13 years old, and wrapped

in a buffalo robe, prettily garnished.

PAW-NEES,—OF THE Platte.

A wild and very warlike tribe of 12,000, occupying the country wa-
tered by the river Platte, from the Missouri to the Rocky Mountains. This
once very powerful tribe lost one-half of their numbei-s by the small-pox in

1823: they are entirely distinct from the Pawnee Picts, both in language
and customs, and live 1000 miles from them. This tribe shave the head
like the Sacs and Foxes.

First Band.—Gkand Pa'wnees.

99. Shbn-ha-ki-he-ga, the Y{or&^ Q\\Ki ; head Chief of the tribe.

This chief, and a number of his braves, visited Washington in 1837.

100. La-ddo-ke-a, the Bufi'alo Bull ; his medicine or totem (the head

of a buffalo bull) painted on his face and breast, his bow and

arrow in his hands.

101. Ah-slidw-ivah-rdoks-te, the Bledicine Horse; a brave, or

soldier.

Second Band.—Tap-pa'hge Pa'wnees.

102. La-kee-too-wi-rd-sha, the Little Chief ; a great -warrior.

103. Loo-rd-toee-re-coo, the Bird that goes to War.

Third Band.—Republican Pa'wnees.

104. A'h-sha-la coots-ah, the Mole in tlie Forehead ; Cliief of his

band ; a very distinguished warrior.

105. Ld-shah-le-stdw-kix, the Man Chief.
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106. La-wee-re-coo-re-shaw-icee, the War Chief.

107. Te-aK-ke-ra-Ue-re-coo, the Chayenne; a fine-looking fellow,

witli a pipe in one hand and his whip in the other.

FouiiTH Band.—Wolf Pa'wnees.

108. Le-shdw-loo-ldh-le-hoo, the Big Elii ; Chief of the band.

109. Lo-lbch-to-hoo-lah, the Big Chief; a very celebrated man.

110. La-wdh-he-cootsla-shaw-no, the Brave Chief ; impressions of

hands painted on his breast.

111. Uhar-e-tar-rushe, the Ill-natured Man ; a great warrior.

0-MA-HAS.
The remains of a numerous tribe, nearly destroyed by the small-pnx

in 1823, now living under the protection of the Pawnees: their numbers,
about 1 500.

\\2. Man-sha-qi'd-ta, the Little Soldier; a brave.

113. Ki-ho-ga-waw-shii-shee, the Brave Chief; Chiefof the tribe.

114. Om-pahton-ga, the Big Elk ; a famous warrior, his tomahawk

in his hand, and face painted black, for war.

115. Shdw-da-mon-nee, There lie goes ; a brave.

116. Nom-bamon-nee, the Double Walker ; a brave.

OTE-TOES.

These are also the remains of a large tribe, two-thirds of which were
destroyed by small-pox in 1 823 : they are neighbours and friends of the
Pawnees, numbering about 600.

117. Wah-ro-nee-sah, the Surrounder ; Chief of the tribe, quite

an old man ; his shirt made of the skin of a grisly bear, with

the claws on.

118. N6n-je-ning-a, No Heart ; a distinguished brave.

119. No-wd>j-ke-siig-gah, He who Strikes Two at Once. Sketch

quite unfinished ; beautiful dress, trimmed with a profusion

of scalp-locks and eagles' quills
;

pipe in his hand, and

necklace of grisly bears' claws.

120. Rdw-no-way-wohkrah, the Loose Pipe-stem; a brave (full

length) ; eagle head-dress, shirt of grisly bear's skin.

121. Wie-ke-ru-laiD, He who Exchanges; beautiful pipe in his

hand.
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MIS-SOU-RIES.

Once a very numerous and powerful nation, occupying the States of

Illinois and Indiana. Reduced in wars with Sacs aud Foxes, and lastly by
the small-pox in 18i.3; now merged into the Pawnee tribe. Numbers at

present, 400 ; twenty years ago, 18,000.

122. Hdw-che-ke-sug-ga, He wlio kills the Osages ; Chief of the

tribe ; an old man, necklace of grisly bears' claws, and a

Iiandsome carved pipe in his hand.

RIC-CA-REES.

A small but very hostile tribe of 2500, on the west bank of the Missouri,

leoo miles above its junction with the Mississippi; living in one village of
earth-covered lodges.

123. Stdn-au-pat, the Bloody Hand; Chief of the tribe. His

face painted red with vermilion, scalping-knife in his hand ;

wearing a beautiful dress.

124. Kah-beck-a, the Twin ; wife of the Chief (No. 123).

125. Pshdn-shmo, the Sweet-scented Grass; a girl of twelve years

old, daughter of the Chief (No. 123), full length, in a beau-

tiful dress of the mountain-sheep skin, neatly garnished, aud

robe of tiie young buffalo.

126. Pdh-too-cd-ra, He who Strikes ; a distinguished brave.

MAN-DANS,
(See-po'hs-ka-nu ma'ji-ka'-kee,) People of the Pheasants.

A small tribe of 2000 souls, living in two permanent villages on the
Missouri, 1800 miles above its junction with the Mississippi. Earth-covered
lodges; villages fortified by strong piquets, eighteen feet high, and a ditch.

[ Thisfriendlij and interesting tribe all perished bij the small-pox and suicide
in 1837 {three years after I lived amongst them)', excepting about forty, who
have since been destroyed by their enemy, rendering the tribe entirely extinct,

and their language lost, in the short space of a few months! The disease
was carried amongst them by the traders, which destroyed in six months, of
dift'erent tribes, 25,000!]

127. Ha-na-td-nu-maiik, the Wolf Chief j head of the tribe, in a
splendid dress, head-dress of raven-quills, and two calumets

or pipes of peace in his hand.

128. Mdh-to-ioh-pa, the Four Bears ; second Chief, but the favourite

and popular man of tlie nation ; costume splendid, liead-dress

of war-eagles' quills and ermine, extending quite to the

ground, surmounted by the horns of the buffalo and skin of
the magpie.
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129. Mah-to-he-ha, the Old Bear ; a very distinguished brave ;

but here represented in the character of a Medicine Man or

Doctor, with his medimie or mystery pipes in liis hands,

and foxes' tails tied to his heels, prepared to make his last

visit to his patient, to cure him, if possible, by hocus pocus

and magic.

130. iIfaA-te'A;j-<a-tt, He who rushes through the Middle; a brave,

son of the former Chief, called " the Four Men." Necklace

of bears' claws.

131. Mdh-to-toh-pa, the Four Bears ; in undress, being in mourn-

ing, with a few locks of his hair cut off. His hair put up in

plaits or slabs, with glue and red paint, a custom of the

tribe.

The scars on his breast, arms, and legs, show that he has several tiraps in

his life submitted to the propitiatory tortures represented in four paintings,

Nos. 505, 506, 507, 508.

1 32. Seehk-Me-da, the Mouse-coloured Feather, or " White Eye-

brows-" a very noted brave, with a beautiful pipe in his

hand ; his hair quite yellow.

This man was killed by the Sioux, and scalped, two years after I painted

his portrait : his scalp lies on the table. No. 10.

133. Mi-neek-ee-sdnk-te-ka, the Mink; a beautiful Mandan girl,

in mountain-sheep skin dress, ornamented with porcupine-

quills, beads, and elk's teeth.

134. Sha-ko-ha, Mint.

A very pretty and modest girl, twelve years of age, with grei/ hair

!

peculiar to the Mandans. This unaccountable peculiarity belongs to the
Mandans alone, and about one in twelve, of both sexes and of all ages, have
the hair of a bright silvery grey, and exceedingly coarse and harsh, some-
what like a horse's mane.

135. U'n-ka-hah-hon-shee-kow, the Long Finger-nails ; a brave.

136. Mdh-tah'p-ta-hah, the One who rushes through the Middle.

137. 138, 139, 140, 141, 142. San-jaka-ko-hoh, the Deceiv-

ing Wolf; and five others, in a group; names not pre-

served.

SHI-ENNE.

A small but very valiant tribe of 3000, neighbours of the Sioux, on the

west, between the Black Hills and the Kocky Mountains : a very tall race

of men, second in stature to the Osages.

143. Ne-hee-d-ee-wdo-tis, the Wolf on the Hill : Chief of the
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tribe ; a noble and fine-looking fellow : tliis man has been

known to own 100 horses at one time.

144. T(s-se-ivdo-na-tis, She wlio bathes her Knees ; Wife of the

Chief (No. 143) ; her hair in braid.

FLAT HEADS, or NEZ PERCES.

On the head-waters of the Columbia, west of the Rocky Mountains.

145. Hee-oh'ks-te-hin, the Kabbit's Skin Leggins ; a brave, in a

very beautiful dress.

146. JTco-a-h'co-a-h'cotes-min, No Horns on Iiis Head; a brave, a

very handsome man, in a beautiful dress.

147. ( ) Woman and Child ; showing the manner in which

the heads of the children are flattened.

CHIN-OOK.

On the lower parts of the Columbia, near the Pacific Ocean.

148. Hee-doh'ge-ats, ; a young man, eighteen years of age.

BLACK FEET.

A very warlike and hostile tribe of 50,000, including the Peagans
Cotonne's and Gros-ventres de Prairies, occupying the head-waters of the
Missouri, extending a great way into the British territory on the north,

and into the Rocky Mountains on the west. Rather low in stature, broad
chested, square shouldered, richly clad, and well armed, living in skin

lodges. 12,000 of them destroyed by smallpox within the year 1838 !

149. Stu-mick-o-siicfts, the Buffalo's Black Fat; Chief of the

tribe, in a splendid costume, richly garnished with porcu-

pine-quills, and fringed with scalp-locks.

150. Eeh-nis-kim, the Crystal Stone; wife of the Chief (No. 149).

151. In-ne-6-cose, the Buffalo's Child ; a warrior, full-length, with

medicine-hag of otter-skin.

152. Pe/i-<o-;)e-/im', the Eagle's Kibs ; Chief of the '' Blood Bcmd,"
full-length, in splendid dress ; head-dress of horns of the

buffalo and ermines' tails ; lance in his hand and two medi-

ciiie-bags.

153. 3Iix-ke-m6te-skin-na, the Iron Horn ; warrior, in a splendid

dress.

154. Peh-no-mdh-kan, He who runs down the Hill.
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155. Ah'kay-ee-pix-en, the Woman who Strikes Many; full-

length; dress of mountain-sheep skin.

156. Meh-toom, the Hill.

157. Tcha-des-sa-ko-mdh-pee, the Bear's Child, with war-club.

158. Wdn-nes-iou, the White Buffalo; a. medicine-man or doctor,

with his medicine or mystery shield.

159. Tcha-aes-ka-ding

,

; boy, four years old, wear-

ing his robe made of the skin of a racoon : this boy is grand-

son of the Chief , and is expected to be his isuccessor.

160. Peh-to-pe-kiss, the Eagle's Ribs; Chief of the Blood Baud;

splendid dress.

This man boasted to me that he had killed eight white men (trappers)

in his country ; he said that they had repeatedly told the traders that they

should not catch the beaver in their country, and if they continued to do it

they would kill them.

161. ( ) , a medicine-man, or doctor, per-

forming his medicines or mysteries over a dying man, with

the skin of a yellow bear and other curious articles of dress

thrown over him ; with his mystery rattle and mystery spear,

which, he supposes, possess a supernatural power in the art

of healing and curing the sick.

CROWS (BEL-ANT-SE-A.)

A tribe of 7000, on the head-waters of the Yellow Stone River, extend-

ing their hunts and their wars into the Rocky Mountains—inveterate ene-

mies of the Black Feet ; tall, fine-limbed men, graceful and gentlemanly in

deportment, and the most richly and tastefully clad of any Indians on the

continent. Skin lodges, many of which are tastefully ornamented and
painted like the one standing in the room.

162. Chdh-ee-chopes, ihe Four Wolves; a Chief, a fine-looking

fellow ; his hair reaching the ground ; his medicine (mystery)

bag of the skin of the ermine.

This man was in mourning, having some of his locks cut off.

163. Ee-Me-a-duck-cee-a, He who ties his Hair before ; a man of

six feet stature, whose natural hair drags on the ground as

he walks.

164. Pa-z-ji-^a-roo-pa, the Two Crows ; Cliief of a band; his hair

sweeps the ground ; his head-dress made of the eagle's skin

entire ; he holds in his liand his lance and two medicijie-hags,

the one of his own instituting, the other taken from his

enemy, whom he had killed in battle.
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165. Ho-ra-io-a, ; a brave, wrapped in his robe, and

Ills hair reaching to tlie ground ; his spear in his hand, and

bow and quiver slung.

166. 06-je-en-d-he-a, the Woman who lives in tiie Bear's Den ;

her hair cut off, she being in mourning.

167. Duhk-gils-o-6-see, the Eed Bear.

168. Pa-ris-ka-roo-pa, the Two Crows (the younger), called the

" Philosopher."

A young man distinguished as an orator and wise man, though the

character of his face and head would almost appear like a deformity.

169. Bi-eets-ee-cure, the Very Sweet Man.

no. Ba-da-ah-chon-du, He who jumps over Every One; on a

wild horse, with war-eagle head-dress on his horse's and his

own head ; with shield, bow, quiver, and lance ; his long

hair floating in the wind.

GROS-VENTRES
(MIN-A-TAE-EEES), People of the Willows.

A small tribe, near neighbours and friends of the Mandans, speaking
the Crow language, and probably have, at a former period, strayed away
from them; numbering about 1100.

171. Eh-toh'k-pah-she-pee-shah, the Black Mocassin; Chief; over

a hundred years old ; sits in his lodge, smoking a handsome

pipe; his arms and ornaments hanging on a post by the side

of his bed. (Since dead.)

172. E'e-a-chin-che-a, the Red Thunder; the son of the Black

Mocassin (No. 171), represented in the costume ofa warrior.

173. Pa-ris-ka-roo-pa, the Two Crows ; witii a handsome shirt,

ornamented with ermine, and necklace of grisly bears' claws.

This man is now the head Chief of the tribe.

174. ( ), ; woman, the wife of the Two Crows
(No. 173).

175. Seet-se-be-a, the Mid-day Sun; a pretty girl, in mountain-

sheep skin dress, and fan of the eagle's tail in her hand.
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CKEES (KNIS-TE-NEUX).

A small tribe of 4000, in Her Majesty's dominions, neighbours of the

Black Feet, and always at war with them ; desperate warriors ; small and
light in stature. Half of them have recently died of the smallpox since I

was amongst them.

176. Eeh-tow-ivees-ka-zeet, He who has Eyes behind him ; one of

tlie foremost braves of the tribe, in a handsome dress.

This man visited Washington with the Indian agent, Major Sanford, a
few years since.

177. Tsee-mount, a Great Wonder; woman carrying her Infant in

her robe.

178. Tow-e'e-ka-wet, ; woman.

AS-SIN-NE-BOINS (STONE BOILERS).

A tribe of 8000, occupying the country from the mouth of the Yellow
Stone Eiver to Lake Winnepeg, in her British Majesty's dominions,

speaking the Sioux or Dahcota lauguage, ranging about, like them, in skin

lodges, and no doubt a severed band of that great nation. 4000 of these

people destroyed by the smallpox in 1838, since I was amongst them.

179. Wi-jun-jon, the Pigeon's Egg Head ; one of the most dis-

tinguished young warriors of the tribe.

He was taken to Washington in 1832 by Major Sanford, the Indian
agent ; after he went home he was coudemned as a liar, and killed, in con-

sequence of the incredible stories which he told of the whites.—(See him on
his way to, and returningfrom, Washington, No. 475.)

180. CAiw-c/ia-joee, the Fire Bug tliat creeps; wife of Wi-jun-jon

(No. 179) ; lier face painted red, and in lier hand a stick,

used by tlie women in those regions for digging the " porame

blanche," or prairie turnip.

181. ( ) ; woman and child, in beautiful skin dresses.

CHIP-PE-WAYS (OJIBBEWAYS).

A very numerous tribe, of some 1 5,000 or 20,000, inhabiting a vast tract

of country ou the southern shores of Lake Superior, Lake of the Woods,
and the Athabasca, extending a great way into the British territory ; re-

siding in skin and bark lodges.

182. Sha-c6-pay, the Six; Chief of the Ojibbeways living north

of the mouth of Yellow Stone Eiver ; in a rich dress, with

his battles emblazoned on it.

183. Kay-a-gis-gis, ; a beautiful young woman pulling

her hair out of braid.
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184. Hdh-je-day-ah'-shce, the Meeting Birds; a brave, with his

war-club in his hand.

185. Kay-ce-qua-da-him-ee-gish-kum, He who tries the Ground

with his Foot.

186. Ju-ah-kis-gaw, ; woman, with her child in a

cradle or " crib."

187. Cdh-be-m lib-bee. He who sits everywhere ; a brave.

188. Otd-wah, the Ottaway ; a distinguished warrior.

189. Ka-bes-hunk, He who travels everywhere; a desperate

warrior ; his war-club in his left hand and a handsome pipe

in his right ; strikes with his left hand ; eight quills in his

head stand for eight scalps he had taken from the heads of

the Sioux, his enemies.

190. Ohj-hd-tchee-kum, He who walks on the Sea.

191. Gitch-ee-gdw-ga-osh, the Point that remains for ever; a

very old and respectable Chief. (Since dead.)

192. Gaw-zdwque-dimg, He \yho\\a\\oos. Civilized.

l'J3. O'ndaig, the Crow; a beau or dandy in full array, called

by the Ojibbeways, sha-wiz-zee-shah-go-tay-a, a harmless

194. I-un-be-xv'ah-dich, the Male Carabou ; a brave, with a war-

club in his hand.

195. ( ), — ; woman.

IRO-QUOIS.

A small remnant of a tribe who were once very numerous and warlike,

inhabiting the northern part of New York ; only a few scattered indivi-

duals now living, who are merged in the neighbouring tribes.

196. N6t-to-iuay, a Chief, a temperate and excellent man, with a

beautiful head-dress on.

197. Chee-ah-kd-tcMe, ; woman, wife of N6t-to-way

(No. 196).

OT-TA-WAS.

A subdued and half-civilized tribe of 5500, speaking the Ojibbeway
language, on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan. Agricultural and

198. Shin-gos-se-moon, the Big Sail ; a Chief, blind in one eye.

The effects of whisky and civilization are plainly discernible in this

instance.
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WIN-NE-BA-GOES.

A very fierce and warlike tribe, on the western shores of Lake Mi-
chigan, greatly reduced of late years by repeated attacks of the smallpox
and the dissipated vices of civilized neighbours ; number at this time 4400.

199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206. Du-c6r-re-a, ; Chief

of the tribe, and his family; a group of eight.

207. Wah-chee-hdhs-ka, the Man who puts all out of Doors, called

the " Boxer ;" the largest man of the Winnebagoes ; war-

club in his hand, and rattle-snake skins on his arms.

208. Won-de-tow-a, the Wonder.

209. Ndw-kdw, Wood ; formerly the head Chief, with his war-club

on his arm. (Dead.)

210. Kdw-haiv-ne-choo-a, ; a brave.

211. Wa-kon-chdsh-haw, He who comes on the Thunder.

212. Naw-naw-pdy-ee, the Soldier.

5 13. Wah-kdn-ze-kaiv, the Snake.

214. Span-e-o-nee-kaw, the Spaniard.

215. Hoo-w'a-ne-kaw, the Little Elk.

216. No-ak-choo-she-kaiu, He who breaks the Bushes.

217. Naugh-hdigh-hee-kaw, He who moistens the Wood.

ME-NOM-0-NIES.
Like the Winnebagoes, mostly destroyed by whisky and smallpox, and

now numbering about 3500, and in a miserable state of dependence ; on the

western side of Lake Michigan.

218. Mah-hee-niee-teuv, the Grisly Bear; Chief of the nation,

and chief of a delegation to Washington city in 1829 (since

dead) ; handsome pipe in his hand, and wampum on his

neck.

219. Mee-cheet-e-neuh, the Wounded Bear's Shoulder ; wife of tlie

Chief (No. 218).

220. Chee-me-ndh-na-quet, the Great Cloud ; son of the Chief

(No. 218), a great rascal.

221. Ko-mdn-i-kin-o-haiv, the Little Whale; a brave, with his

medicine-wand, his looking-glass, and scissors.

222. Sha-wd-no, the South ; a noted warrior.

223. Mash kee-wet, ; a great beau, or dandy.

224. Pah-shee-ndu-shaw, ; a warrior.
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225. Tcha-kduks-o-ko-mdtigh, the Great Chief (boy).

226. Aunnh-hwet-to-hau-pdy-o, the One sitting in the Clouds ; a

fine boy.

227. Adh-ha-nah-paw-ivdh, Earth Standing; an old and very

valiant warrior.

228. Ko-mdn-i-kin, the Big Wave, called the " Philosopher ;" a

very old and distinguished Chief.

229. 0-ho-pdh-sha, the Small Whoop ; a iiard-visaged warrior, of

most remarkable distinction.

230. Ah-yaw-ne'tah-cdr-ron, ; a warrior.

231. Au-wdh-sheiv-kew, the Female Bear; wife of the above

(No. 230).

232. Coo-coo-coo, the Owl ; a very old and emaciated Chief; sits

smoking a handsome pipe.

233. Wdh-chees, ; a brave.

234. Che'sh-ko-iOfiff, He who sings the War-Song.

235. 236. Two in a group, names not known ; one with his war-

club, and the other with his lute at his mouth.

POT-0-WaT-O-MIE.
Once a numerous tribe, now numbering about 2700, reduced by small-

pox and whisky—recently removed from the state of Indiana to the west-

ern shores of the Missouri : semi-civilized.

237. Onsdw-kie, the Sa.c ; in the act of praying; his prayer written

in characters on a maple stick.

238. Na-pdiv-sa, the Bear Travelling in the Night ; one of the

most influential Chiefs of the tribe.

239. Kee-se, ; a woman.

KICK-A-POO.

On the frontier settlements ; semi-civilized ; number about 600 ;
greatly

reduced by smallpox and whisky.

240. Kee-dn-ne-kuk, the Foremost Man, called the " Prophet."

Chief of the tribe, in the attitude of prayer.

This very shrewd fellow engraved on a maple stick, in characters, a

prayer which was taught him by a Methodist Missionary ; and by intro-

ducing it into the hands of every one of his tribe, who are enjoined to read

it over every morning and evening as service, has acquired great celebrity

and respect in his tribe, as well as a good store of their worldly goods, as

he manufactures them all, and gets well paid for them.
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241. Ah-tdn-we-tiick, the Cock Turkey; repeating his prayer from

the stick in his hand, described above.

242. Ma-shee-na, the Elk's Horns; a Sub-Chief, in the act of

prayer, as above described.

243. Ke-chim-qua, the Big Bear ; wampum on his neck, and red

flag in his hand, the symbol of war or " blood."

244. A'h-iee-wdt-o-mee, ; woman, with wampum and silver

brooches in profusion on her neck.

245. Shee-ndh-wee, .

KAS-KAS-KIA.

Once famed, numerous, and warlike, on the frontier, but now reduced
to a few individuals by smallpox and whisky.

246. Kee-mon-saw, the Little Chief; Chief; Semi-civilized.

247. Wah-pe-se'h-see, ; a very aged woman, mother of

the above.

WEE-AH.

Remnant of a tribe on the frontier; semi-civilized ; reduced by whisky
and disease

;
present number 200.

248. Go-to-kow-pdh-ah, He who Stands by Himself; a brave of

distinction, with his hatchet in his hand.

249. Wah-pdn-jee-a, the Swan ; a warrior ; fine-looking fellow,

with an European countenance.

250. Wdh-pe-say, the White.

Also a small remnant of a tribe on the frontier, reduced by the same
causes as above; present number about 200.

251. Pah-mee-cdw-ee-tah, the Man who tracks; a Chief; re-

markably fine head.

This man would never drink whisky.

252. Wap-sha-ka-ndh, ; a brave.

253. Kee-mo-rd-nia, No English ; a beau ; his face curiously

painted, and looking-glass in his hand.
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PI-AN-KE-SriAW.

A fi'outitr tribe, reduced, as above; present number 17U.

204. Ni-a-co-mo, to Fix with tiie Foot ; a brave.

205. 3Ien-s6n-se-ah, the Left Hand ; a fieice-lookii

witli a stone hatchet in his hand.

A small tribe on the frontier, reduced by smallpox and their enemies

;

living on the Missouri ; number about 14U0. Uncivilized tine-looking
men.

256. Notch-ee-ning-a, No Heart, called " Wliite Cloud ;" Chief of

the tribe; necklace of grisly bears' claws, and shield, bow
and arrows in his hand.

257. Pah-la-cdo-chee, tlie Siiooting Cedar ; a brave, with war-club

on his arm.

258. No-o-mun-nee, He who walks in the Rain ; warrior, with liis

pipe and tobacco-pouch in his hand.

259. W'y-ee-yngk, the Man of Sense ; a brave, with a handsome

pipe in his hand, and bears' claw necklace on his neck.

260. Wos-cdm-miin, the Busy Man ; a brave.

262. Mtin-ne-o-ije, ; woman.

SEN-E-CAS.

Near Lake Erie, State of New York. 1200, semi-civilized and agri-

cultural. One of the tribes composing the great compact called the
" Six Nations."

263. lied Jacket, Head Chief of the tribe ; full-length, life size,

standing on the "Table Rock," Niagara Falls.

This man ivas chief for many years, and so remained until his death, in

1S31. Perhaps no Indian Sachem has ever lived on our frontier whose
name and history are better known, or whose talents have been more
generally admitted, than those of Eed Jacket: he was, as a savage, very

great in council and in war.

264. ( ), Deep Lake ; an old Ciiief.

265. ( ), Round Island ; warrior, half-blood.

A very handsome fellow.

266. ( ), Hard Hickory ; a very ferocious-looking, but a

mild and amiable man.

267. ( ), Good Hunter ; a warrior.

VOL. I. T
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268. ( ), String ; a warrior, renowned.

269. ( ), Seneca Steele; a great libertine. Hatchet

liis hand.

0-NEI-DA.

of a tribe,' State of New York, one of the " Six Nations
;"

present number, 600.

270. ( ), Bread ; the Chief, half-blood, civilized.

A fine-looking and an excellent man.

TUS-KA-RO-RA.

New York, remnant of a numerous tribe, one of the confederacy of the
" Six Nations ;" present number, 500 ; semi-civilized.

271. Cu-sich, ; son of tlie Cliief. Civilized and Chris-

tianized.

This man is a Baptist preacher, and quite an eloquent man.

MO-HEE-CON-NEU, or " MO-HE-GAN," tue Good
Canoemen.

Now living near Green Bay ; mimbers, 400 or 500 ; formerly of Mas-
sachusetts ; a band of the famous tribe of Pequots ; now semi-civilized.

272. Ee-tow-o-kaum, Both Sides of the River ; Chief of the tribe,

witii a psalm-book in one hand, and a cane in the other.

ChristiMiized.

273. Waun-naw-con, the Dish (John W. Quinney) ; missionary

preacher. Civilized.

DEL-A-WARES.

Remains of a bold, daring, and numerous tribe, formerly of the States

of Pennsylvania and Delaware, and the terror of all the eastern tribes.

Gradually wasted away by wars, removals, small-pox, and whisky ; now
living on the western borders of Missouri, and number only 824 ; lost by
small-pox, at different times, 10,000.

274. B6d-a-sin, ; the Chief; a distinguished man.

275. Ni-c6-man, the Answer ; the second Chief, with bow and

arrows in his hand.

276. Non-on-dd-yon, ; a Chief, with a ring in his nose.
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SHA-WA-NO (SHAW-NEE).

Remains of a numerous tribe, formerly inhabiting part of Pennsylvania,

afterwards Ohio, and recently removed west of the Mississippi River.

Number at present about 1200 ; lost one-half by small -pox at different times.

Semi-civilized ; intemperate.

277. Lmj-ldw-she-kuw, He who goes up the River ; a very aged

man, Chief of the tribe ; his ears slit and elongated by

wearing weiglits in them, according to tlie custom of the

tribe, and his iiair whitened with age.

278. Kd-te-quaw, the Female Eagle ; a fine-looking girl, daughter

of the above Chief.

279. Ten-squat-a-ivaij, the Open Door ; called the " Shawnee

Prophet," brother of Teeumsch ; blind in one eye, holding

his medicine or mystery fire in one liand, and his " sacred

string of beans" in the otlier ; a great mijstery-man.

280. Pah-te-c6o-saw, tlie Straight Man. Semi-civilized.

281. Laij-l6o-ah-pee-di-shee-kaw, Grass, Bush, and Blossom. Half

civil, and more than /iu//" drunk.

282. Cdo-ps-saw-qiiaij-te, ; woman (the Indescribable).

CHER-0-KEES.

Formerly of the State of Georgia, recently removed west of the Missis-

sippi to the head-waters of the Arkansas. This tribe are mostly civilized

and agriculturists ; number, 22,000.

283. John Ross, a civilized and well-educated man, head Chief of

the nation.

284. Tuch-ee, called " Dutch ;" first War-chief of the Cherokees ;

a fine-looking fellow, with a turbaned head.

I travelled and hunted with this man some months, when he guided the

regiment of dragoons to the Camanchee and Pawnee villages ; he is a great

warrior and a remarkable hunter.

283. Col-lee, ; Chief of a band of the Cherokees. (Since

dead.)

286. Tih-he-nih-hcc, the Black Coat ; a Chief, also of considerable

standing.

287. Ah-hee-te-wdh-chee, ; a very pretty woman, in civil-

ized dress, her hair fallins' over her shoulders.

T 2
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MUS-KO-GEE (CREEK).

Recently removed from Georgia and Alabama to the Arkansas, 700
miles west of the Mississippi. Present number, 21,000; semi-civilized and
agricultural.

288. Steeh-tclia-ko-me-co, the Great King, called, " Ben Perry-

man ;" one of the Chiefs of the tribe.

289. n6l-te-mdl-te-Uz-te-neek-ee, , "Sam Ferryman;"

brother of the Chief above, and a jolly companionable man.

290. Wat-dl-le-go, , a brave.

291. Hose-put-o-kdic-gee, ; a brave.

292. Tchow-ee-put-o-kaiv, ; woman.

293. Tel-maz-hd-za, ; a warrior of great distinction.

CPIOC-TAW.

Recently removed by Government from the States of Georgia and Ala-
bama to the Arkansas, 700 miles west of the Mississippi. Present number,
15,000; semi-civilized.

294. 3I6-sho-la-tub-hee, He who puts out and kills ; first Chief of

the tribe.

A gentlemanly-looking man (died recently of small-pox).

295. Kiit-tee-o-tiib-bee, How did he kill ? A noted brave.

296. Hd-tchoo-tuc-knee, the Snapping Turtle ; half-bred and well-

educated man.

297. , woman ; hair in braid ; remarkable expression.

298. Tul-lock-chish-ho, He who drinks the Juice of the Stone.

299. Tul-lock-chish-ko, Full-length, in the dress and attitude of a

ball-player, with ball-sticks in his hand, and tail, made of

while horse-hair, attached to his belt.

SEM-I-N(5-LEE (RUNAWAY); 3000.

Occupying the peninsula of Florida; semi-civilized, partly agricultural.

The Government liave succeeded in removing about one-half of them to the
Arkansas, during the last four years, at the expense of 32,000,000 dollars,

the lives of 28 or 30 officers, and 600 soldiers.

300. Mick-e-no-pdh, ; first Chief of the tribe; full-

length, sitting cross-legged.

This man owned 100 negroes when the war broke out, and was raising

large and valuable crops of corn and cotton.
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SOL Os-cc-o-hi, the Black Drink; a warrior of very great dis-

tinction.

Paiuted only five days before his death, while he was a prisoner of war
at Fort Moultrie. This remarkable man, though not a chief, took the lead

in the war, and was evidently (at the time he was captured) followed by the

chiefs, and looked upon as the master-spirit of the war.

302. Ee-mat-ld, King Philip ; an old man, second Chief.

Like Osceola, he died while a prisoner, soon after I painted him.

303. Ye-how-lo-gee, the Clond ; a Chief who distinguished himself

in the war.

304. Co-ee-lid-jo, ; a Chief, very conspicuous in the

present war.

305. Ldh-shee, the Licker ; a half-breed warrior, called '" Creek

Billey."

306. How-ee-dd-hee, . a Seminolee woman.

307. ( ) ; a Seminolee woman.

308. Os-ce-o-ld, the Black Drink. Full-length, with his rifle in

his hand, calico dress, and trinkets, exactly as he was dressed

and stood to be painted five days before his death.

EU-CHEE.
Remnant of a powerful tribe who once occupied the southern part of the

peninsula of Florida, were overrun by the Creeks and Seminolees, the rem-

nant of them merging into the Seminolee tribe, and living with them now
as a part of their nation. Present number, 150.

309. Etch-ce-Jix-e-co, the Deer without a Heart, called " Euchee

Jack " a Chief of considerable renown.

310. Chee-a-ex-e-co, ; quite a modest and pretty girl,

daughter of the above Chief.

LANDSCAPES, SPORTING SCENES, MANNERS,
AND CUSTOMS.

CERTIFICATES.

The Landscapes, Buffalo-hunting Scenes, &c., above mentioned, I have

seen, and, although it has been thirty years since I travelled over that country,

yet a considerable number of them I recognised as faithful representations, and

the remainder of them are so much in the peculiar character of that country as

to seem entirely familiar to me.

Wm. Clakk, Superintendent of Indian Afi'uirs.
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The Landscape Views on the Missouri, Buffalo Hunts, and other scenes,

taken by my friend Mr. Catlin, are correct delineations of the scenes they pro-

fess to represent, as I am perfectly well acquainted with the country, having

passed through it more than a dozen times. And further I know that they wee
taken on the spot, from nature, as I was present when Mr. Catlin visited that

country.

John F. A. Sanford, TJ. SS. Indian Agent.

It gives me great pleasure to be able to pronounce the Landscape Views,

Views of Hunting, and other scenes taken on the Upper Missouri, by Mr. Catlin,

to be correct delineations of the scenery they profess to represent; and although

I was not present when they were taken in the field, I was able to identify

almost every one between St. Louis and the grand bend of the Missouri.

J. L. Bean, S. Agent of Indian Affairs.

I have seen Mr. Catlin's collection ot Indian Portraits, many of which wore

familiar to me, and painted in my presence in their villages. I have spent the

greater part of my life amongst the tribes and individuals he has represented,

and I do not hesitate to pronounce them correct liknesses and easily recognised
;

also the sketches of their Manners and Customs I think are excellent, and the

Landscape Views on the Missouri and Mississippi are correct representations.

K. M'Kenzie, of the Am. Fur Company, Mouth of Yellow Stone.

I have examined a series of paintings by Mr. Catlin, representing Indian

Buffalo Hunts, Landscapes, Sec. ; and from an acquaintance of twenty-seven

years with such scenes as are represented, I feel qualified to judge them, and

do unhesitatingly pronounce them good and unexaggerated representations.

Jno. Dodghertt, Indian Agent for Pawnees, Omahas, and Otoes.

LANDSCAFES.

311. St. Louis (from the river below, in 1836), a town on the

Mississippi, with 25,000 inhabitants.

312. View on Upper Mississippi, beautiful prairie bluffs, ever)'-

where covered witli a green turf.

313. "Bad Axe" battle-ground, where Black Hawk was defeated

by General Atkinson, above Prairie du Cliien. Indians

making defence and swimming the river.

314. Cliippeways gathering wild rice near the source of St.

Peter's; shelling their rice into their bark canoes, by

bending it over, and whipping it with sticks.

315. View near " Prairie la Crosse," beautiful prairie bluffs, above

Prairie du Chien, Upper Mississippi.
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316. " Cap o'lail " (garlic cape), a bold and picturesque promontory

on Upper Mississippi.

317. Picturesque Bluffs above Prairie du Cliien, Upper Mississippi.

318. "Pii^e's Tent," the highest blufi' on tlie river, Upper Mis-

sissippi.

319. View of the "Cornice Rocks," and "Pike's Tent," in dis-

tance, 750 miles above St. Loins, on Upper Jlississippi.

320. " Lover's Leap," on Lake Pepin, Upper Mississippi, a rock 500

feet high, where an Indian girl threw iierself offa few years

since, to avoid marrying the man to whom slie was given by

her fatlier.

321. Falls of St. Anthony, 900 miles above St. Louis; perpen-

dicular full eighteen feet : Upper Mississippi.

322. Madame Ferrebault's Prairie from the river above ; tlie

author and Iiis companion descending the river in a bark

canoe, above Prairie du Chien, Upper Mississippi ; beautiful

grass-covered bluffs.

323. " Little Falls," near the Falls of St. Anthony, on a small

stream.

324. " La Montaigne que tremps I'Eau," Mississippi, above Prairie

du Cliien.

325. Cassville, below Prairie du Chien, Upper Mississippi ; a small

village just commenced, in 1835.

326. Dubuque, a town in tlie lead-mining country.

327. Galena, a small town on Upper Mississippi, in the lead-mining

district.

528. Rock Island, United States Garrison, Upper Missis-sippi.

329. Beautiful Prairie Bluffs, ditto.

330. Dubuque's Grave, ditto.

Dubuque -was the first miner in the lead-mines under the Spanish grant.

He built his own sepulchre, and raised a cross over it, on a beautiful bluff,

overlooking the river, forty years ago, where it now stands.

331. River Bluffs, magnificent view. Upper Mississippi.

332. Fort Snelling, at tlie mouth of St. Peter's, U. S. Garrison,

seven miles below the Falls of St. Anthony, Upper Mis-

sissippi.

333. Prairie du Chien, 500 miles above St. Louis, Upper Mis-

sissippi, United States Garrison.

334. Chippeway Village and Dog Feast at the Falls of St.

Anthony; lodges built with birch-bark: Upper Mississippi.
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335. SioiLx Village, Lake Calhoun, 7iear Fort Snelling; lodges

built with poles.

336. " Coteau des Prairies," head-waters of St. Peter's. My com-

panion, Indian guide, and myself encamping at sunset,

cooking by our fire, made of buffalo-dung.

337. " Pipestone Quarry," on the Coteau des Prairies, 300 miles

N. AV. from the Falls of St. Anthony, on the divide be-

tween the St. Peter's and Missouri.

The place -where the Indians get the stone for all their red pipes. The
mineral, red steatite, variety differing from any other known locality

—

wall of solid, compact quartz, grey and rose colour, highly polished as if

vitrified
; the wall is two miles iu length and thirty feet high, with a heau-

tiful cascade leaping from its top into a basin. On the prairie, at the base

of the wall, the pipeclay (steatite) is dug up at two and three feet depth.

There are seen five immense gi-anite boulders, under which there are two
squaws, according to their tradition, who eternally dwell there—the guard-

ian spirits of the place—and must be consulted before the pipestone can be

dug up.

338. Sault de St. Mary's—Indians catching white fish in the rapids

at the outlet of Lake Superior, by dipping their scoop nets.

339. Sault de St. Mary's from the Canadian Shore, Lake Superior,

showing the United States Garrison in the distance.

340. View on the St. Peter's Kiver, twenty miles above Fort

Snelling.

341. View on the St. Peter's—Sioux Indians pursuing a Stag in

their canoes.

342. Salt Meadows on the Upper Missouri, and great herds of

buflfalo—incrustation of salt, which looks like snow.

Salt water flows over the prairie iu the spring, and, evaporating during
the summer, leaves the ground covered with muriate as white as snow.

343. Pawnee Village in Texas, at tlie base of a spur of the Rocky

Mountains—lodges thatciied with prairie-grass.

344. View on the Canadian, in Texas.

345. View of the junction of Red River with the False Washitta,

in Texas.

346. Camanchee Village, in Texas, showing a spur of the Rocky
Mountains in the distance—lodges made of buffalo-skins.

Women dressing robes and drying meat.

347. View on the Wisconsin—Winnebagoes shooting ducks, in

bark canoe.

348. Lac du Cygne (Swan Lake), near the Coteau des Prairies.
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349. Beautiful Savannah in the pine-woods of Florida.

One of thousands of small lakes -which have been gradually filled in

with vegetation.

3.J0. View on Lake St. Croix, Upper INIississippi.

351. View on tlie Canadian—Dragoons crossing-, 1834.

3o2. Ta-wa-que-nah, or Rocky Mountain, near the Camanchee

Village, Texas.

353. Camanchee Village, and Dragoons approaching it, showing

the liospitable manner in whicii they were received by the

Camanchees. Caraanciiee warriors all riding out and form-

ing in a line, with a white flag, to receive the Dragoons.

354. White Sand Bluffs, on Santa Kosa Island; and Seminoles

drying fish, near Pensacola, on the Gulf of Florida.

355. View of the " Stone Man Medicine," Coteau des Prai.ies.

A human figure of some rods in length, made on the top of a high bluff,

by laying flat stones on the grass. A great mi/steri/ or medicine place of
the Sioux.

356. Fort Winnebago, on the head of Fox River, an United States

outpost.

357. Fort Howard, Green Bay, an U. S. outpost.

358. Fort Gibson, Arkansas, an U. S. outpost, 700 miles west of

Mississippi river.

359. The " Short Tower," Wisconsin.

360. Passing the " Grand Chute " with bark canoe, Fox River.

361. View of Mackinaw, Lake Michigan, an U. S. outpost.

362. View in the " Cross Timbers," where General Leavenworth

died on the Mexican borders.

363. View on Lower Missouri—alluvial banks falling in, with their

huge cotton-\^oods, forming raft and snags, 600 miles above

St. Louis.

364. View on Upper Missouri—the " Blackbird's Grave."

Where "Blackbird," Chief of the Omahas, was buried on his favourite

war-horse, which was alive ; 1100 miles above St. Louis.

365. View on Upper Missouri—"Blackbird's Grave," a back

view
;
prairies enamelled with wild flowers.

366. View on LTpper Missouri—" Brick Kilns," volcanic remains,

clay bluffs, 200 feet, supporting large masses of red pumice,

1900 miles above St. Louis.

367. View on Upper Missouri—Foot war-party on the march,

beautiful prairie—spies and scouts in advance.
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368 View on Upper Missouri—Prairie Bluffs at sunrising, near

mouth of Yellow Stone.

369. View on Upper Missouri—Mouth of the Platte; its junctiou

with the Missouri, 900 miles above St. Louis.

370. View on Upper Missouri—Magnificent Clay Bluffs, 1800

miles above St. Louis ; stupendous domes and ramparts,

resembling some ancient ruins; streak of coal near the

water's edge ; and my little canoe, with myself and two

men, Bogard and Batiste, descending the river.

371. View on Upper Missouri—Cabane's trading-house; Fur
Company's establishment : 930 miles above St. Louis, show-

ing a great avalanche of the bluffs.

372. View on Upper Missouri—View in the Grand Detour, 1900

miles above St. Louis. Magnificent clay bluffs, with red

pumice-stone resting on their tops, and a party of Indians

approaching buffalo.

373. View on Upper Missouri—Beautiful Grassy Bluffs, 110 miles

above St Louis.

374. View on Upper Missouri—Prairie Meadows burning, and a

party of Indians running from it in grass eight or ten feet

high.

These scenes are terrific and hazardous in the extreme when the wind
is blowing a gale.

375. View on Upper Missouri—Prairie Bluffs burning.

376. View on Upper Missouri—" Floyd's Grave," where Lewis

and Clarke buried Serjeant Floyd thirty-three years since

;

a cedar post and sign over the grave.

377. View on Upper Missouri—Sioux encamped, dressing buffalo-

meat, and robes.

378 View on Upper Missouri—" The Tower," 1100 miles above

St. Louis.

379. View on upper Missouri—Distant view of the Mandan Vil-

lage, 1800 miles above St. Louis.

380. View on Upper Missouri—Picturesque Clay Bluff, 1700

miles above St. Louis.

381. View on Upper Missouri—" Belle Vue"—Indian Agency of

Major Dougherty, 870 miles above St. Louis.

382. View on Upper Missouri— Beautiful Clay Bluffs, 1900 miles

above St. Louis.
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o83. View on Upper Jlissoiiri—Minatarree Village, earth -covered

lodges, on Knife River, 1810 miles above St. Louis.

Batiste, Bogard, an<i niysolf ferried across the river by an

Indian woman, in a skin canoe, and Indians bathing in the

stream.

384. View on Upper Missouri—Fort Pierre, Month of Teton

Eiver—Fur Company's trading-post, 1200 miles above St.

Louis, with 600 lodges of Sioux Indians encamped about it,

in skin lodges.

385. View on Upper Missouri—Nishnabottana Bluffs, 1070 miles

above St. Louis.

386. View on Upper Missouri—Riccaree Village, with earth-

covered lodges, 1600 miles above St. Louis.

387. View on Upper Missouri— South side of " Buffalo Island,"

showing the beautiful buffalo-bush, with its blue leaves, and

bending down with fruit.

388. View on Upper Missouri—Mouth of Yellow Stone—Fur
Company's Fort, their principal post, 2000 miles above St.

Louis, and a large party of Knisteneux encamped about it.

389. View on Upper Missouri—the "Iron Bluff," 1200 miles above

St. Louis, a beautiful subject for a landscape.

390. View on Upper Missouri—View in the "Big Bend," 1900

miles above St. Louis; showing the manner in which the

conical bluffs on that river are formed ; table-lands in dis-

tance, rising several hundred feet above the summit level

of the prairie.

391. View on Upper Missouri—View in the Big Bend—magnifi-

cent clay bluffs, with high table-land in the distance.

392. View on Upper Missouri—Back view of tlie Mandan Village,

showing their mode of depositing their dead, on scaffolds,

enveloped in skins, and of preserving and feeding the skulls

;

1800 miles above St. Louis. "Women feeding the skulls of

their relatives with dishes of meat.

393. View on Upper Missouri—Prairie Buffs, 1100 miles above

St. Louis.

394. View on Upper Missouri—" The Three Domes," 15 miles

above Mandans. A singular group of clay bluffs, like

immense domes, with skylights.

395. View on Upper Missouri—the " Square Hills," 1200 miles

above St. Louis.
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396. View on Upper Missiouri—River Bluffs and White Wolves n

tlie foreground.

397. View on Upper Missouri—Beautiful Prairie Bluffs, above the

Puncahs, 1050 miles above St. Louis.

398. View on Upper Missouri—Look from Floyd's Grave, 1300

miles above St. Louis.

399. View on Upper Missouri—River Bluffs, 1320 miles above

St. Louis.

400. View on Upper Missouri—Buffalo herds crossing the river.

Batiste, Bogard, and I, passing them in our bark canoe,

with some danger to our lives. A buffalo scene in their

running season.

40L View on Upper Missouri— Clay Bluffs, 20 miles above the

Mandans.

402. View on Upper Missouri—Nishiiabottana Bluffs.

403. View on Upper Missouri—Indians encamping at sunset.

SPORTING SCENES.
404. Buffalo Bull, grazing on the prairie in his native state.

405. Buffalo Cow, grazing on the prairie in her native state.

406. Wounded Buffalo, strewing his blood over the prairies.

407. Dying Buffalo, shot with an arrow, sinking down on liis

haunches.

408. Buffalo Chase—single death ; an Indian just drawing his

arrow to its head.

409. Buffalo Chase—surround ; where I saw 300 killed in a few

minutes by the Minatarrees, with arrows and lances only.

410. Buffalo Chase—numerous group ; chasing with bows and

lances.

411. Buffalo Chase—numerous group; chasing with bows and

lances.

412. Buffalo Chase—Cow and Calf; the bull protecting by attack-

ing the assailants.

413. Buffalo Chase—Bulls making battle with men and horses.

414. Buffalo Hunt under the wolf-skin mask.

415. Buffalo Chase, Mouth of Yellow Stone; animals dying on the

ground passed over ; and my man Batiste swamped in cross-

um a creek.
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416. Buffiilo Chase in snow drift, with snow shoes.

417. Buffalo Cliase in snow drift, with snow shoes ; killing tliem

for their robes, in great numbers.

418. Attack of the Bear (Grisly) ; Indians attacking with lances

on horseback.

419. Antelope Shooting—decoyed up.

420. Sioux taking Musk-rats, near the St. Peter's ; killing them

with spears. Women and dogs encamped.

421. Batiste and I, running Buffalo; Moutli of Yellow Stone; a

frog's leap.

422. " My turn now ;" Batiste and I, and a Buffalo Bull, Upper
Missouri.

423. Dying Bull in a snow drift.

424. Buffiilo Bulls fighting, in running season, Upper Missouri.

425. Buffalo Bulls in their ^^ wallow ;" origin of the "fairie circles"

on the prairie.

426. Grouse shooting—on the Missouri prairies.

AMUSEMENTS AND CUSTOMS.
427. Ball-play Dance, Choctaw.—Men and women dance around

their respective stakes, at intervals, during the night preced-

ing the play—four conjurors sit all night and smoke to the

Great Spirit, at the point where the ball is to be started

—

and stakeholders guard the goods staked.

428. Ball-play of the Choctaws

—

ball up—one party painted white;

each has two sticks with a web at their ends, in which they

catch the ball and tiirow it—they all have tails of horse-hair

or quills attached to their girdles or belts.

Each party has a limit or bye, beyond which it is their object to force

the ball, which, if done, counts them one for game.

429. Ball-play—same as 428, excepting that the ball is down, whicli

changes the scene.

430. Ball-play of the women, Prairie du Chien.-^Calicoes and other

presents are placed on a pole by the men—the women choose

sides and play for them, to the great amusement of the men.

In this play there are two balls attached to the ends of a string

eighteen inches iu length : the women have a stick in each hand, on whith
they catch the string i ' '
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431. Game of " Tchung-hee" of the Mandans, the principal and

most valued game of that tribe.

A beautiful athletic exercise, and one on which they often bet and risk
all their personal goods and chattels.

432. Horse-Eacing, Mandan, on a Eace-Course back of the Village,

in use on every fair-day.

433. Foot-Eace, Mandans, on the same ground, and as often run.

434. Canoe-Eace—Cliippeways in Bark Canoes, near the Sault de

St. Mary's ; an Indian Regatta, a thrilling scene.

43-5. Archery of the Mandans.

The strife is to prove who can get the greatest number of arrows flying

in the air at a time, before the first one reaches the ground. The most
of these are portraits closely studied from nature. I have seen some of them
get eight arrows in the air at one time.

436. Dance of the Cliiefs, Sioux.

A very unusual thing, as the dancing is generally left to the young
men

;
given to me expressly as a compliment by the chiefs, that I might

make a painting of it.

437. Dog Dance, Sioux.

The dog's liver and heart are taken raw and bleeding, and placed upon
a crotch ; and, being cut into slips, each man dances up to it, bites off and
swallows a piece of it, boasting, at the same time, that he has thus swallowed
a piece of the heart of his enemy, whom he has slain in battle.

438. Scalp Dance, Sioux—Women in the centre, holding tlie scalps

on poles, and warriors dancing around, brandisiiing their

war-weapons in the most frightful manner, and yelping as

loud as they can scream.

439. Begging Dance, Sacs and Foxes, danced for the purpose of

getting presents from the spectators.

440. Buffalo Dance, Mandans, with the mask of tlie buffalo on.

Danced to make buffalo come, when they are like to starve for want of
food. Song to the Great Spirit, imploring him to send them buffalo, and
they will cook the best of it for him.

441. Ball-play Dance, Choctaws.

442. Dance to the Berdash, Sac and Fox.

An unaccountable and ludicrous custom amongst the Sacs and Foxes,
which admits not of an entire explanation.

443. Beggars' Dance, (Sioux,) for presents.

444. Dance to the Medicine Bag of the Brave, Sacs and Foxes.

Warriors returned from battle, with scalps, dance in front of the widow's

lodge, whose husband has been killed. They sing to his medicine-bag,

which is hung on a bush, and throw presents to the widow.

445. Braves' Dance, Boasting, &c., Sioux.

446. Green Corn Dance, Minnatarree—Sacrificing the first kettle

to the Great Spirit.
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Four medicine men, whose bodies are painted with white clay, diu:ce

around the kettle until the corn is well boiled ; and they then burn it to

ciuders, as an oflering to the Great Spirit. The fire is then destroyed, and
«<?«• Jirc created by rubbing two sticks together, with which the coru for

their own feast is cooked.

-147. Bear Dance, Siou.K—Preparing for a Bear Hunt—Song to the

Great Spirit, praying for success.

448. Discovery Dance, Sacs and Foxes—A Pantomime ;
pretend-

ing to discover game, or an enemy.

A very picturesque and pleasing dance.

449. Eagle Dance, Choctaw—Holding tiie eagle's tail iu tlie hand,

and bodies painted white.

Given in honour of that valiant bird.

460. Slave Dance, Sacs and Foxes.

A society of young men, who volunteer to be slaves for two years, and
elect their chief or master; they are then exempt from slavish duties during
the remainder of their lives, and are allowed to go on war-parties.

4.51. Snow-shoe Dance, Ojibbeway—danced at the first fall of snow,

with snow shoes on the feet.

Song of thanks to the Great Spirit.

452. Brave's Dance, Ojibbeway—bragging and boasting.

453. Pipe Dance, Assineboins.

Each dancer is '• smohed" by the chief, who sits smoking his pipe, and
then pulled up into the dance.

454. Straw Dance, Sioux.

Children made to dance with burning straws tied to their bodies, to

make them tough and brave.

455. Sham Figlit, Mandan l>o)'s—School of practice every morning

at sunrise, back of the village—instructed iu it by the chiefs

and braves.

456. Siiam Scalp Dance, by the Mandan Boys—danced in the

village when they come in, in lionour of a sham victory.

457. War Dance of the Sioux.

Each warrior, in turn, jumps through the fire, and then advances

shouting and boasting, and taking his oath, as he •' strikes the reddened

458. Foot War Party in Council, Mandan.

Stopping to rest and take a smoke ; chief with a war-eagle head-dress

on ; their shields and weapons lying on the ground behind them.

459. Camanchee War Part)'—the Cliief discovering the enemy and

urging on his men, at sunrise.

460. Religious Ceremony ; a Sioux, with splints through his flesh,

and his body hanging to a pole, with his medicine-bag in

his hand, looks at the sun from its rising to its setting.
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A voluntary cruel self-torture, which entitles liim to gi-eat respect for

the remainder of his life, as a medicine or mystery man.

461. Dragoons on the March, and a band of Buffalo breaking

through their ranks, in Texas, 1835.

462. Prairie Dog Village.

Myriads of these curious little animals sometimes are found in one vil-

lage, -which will extend several miles. The animals are about twice the
size of a rat, and not unlike it in appearance and many of their habits.

They dig holes in the ground, and the dirt which is thrown up makes a
little mound, on which they sit and bark when danger approaches. They
feed upon the grass, which is their only food.

463. " Smoking Horses," a curious custom of the Sacs and Foxes.

Foxes, going to war, come to the Sacs, to beg for horses ; they sit in a
circle and smoke, and the young men ride around them, and cut their

shoulders with their whips until the blood runs, then dismount and present
a horse.

464. Mandans attacking a party of Riccarees, whom they had driven

into a ravine, near the Mandan village, where they killed

the whole number.

463. Chippeways making the portage around the Falls of St. An-
thony, with two hundred bark canoes, in 1835.

466. Camanchees moving, and Dog Fight—dogs as well as horses

drag tlie lodge-poles with packs upon them.

These fights generally begin with the dogs, and end in desperate battles

amongst the squaws, to the great amusement of the men.

467. White Wolves attacking a Buifalo Bull.

468. Ditto, ditto—a parley.

469. My horse " Charley " and I, at sunrise, near the Neosho, on

an extensive prairie, encamping on the grass ; my saddle for

a pillow, two buffalo-skins for my bed, my gun in my arms

;

a coffee-pot and tin cup, a fire made of buffalo-dung,

and Charley (a Camancliee clay-bank mustang) picketed

near me.

With him alone I crossed the prairie from Fort Gibson, on the Ar-
kansas, to St. Louis, 5 DO miles.

470. Sioux worshipping at the Red Boidders. A large boulder

and two small ones, bearing some resemblance to a buffalo

cow and two calves, painted red by the Indians, and regarded

by them with superstitious reverence, near the " Coteau des

Prairies."

471. Camanchee Warrior laiicing an Osage, at full speed.

472. Camanchees giving the Arroios to the Medicine Sock.

A curious superstition of the Camanchees : going to war, they have no
faith in their success, unless they pass a celebrated painted rock, where
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tliey appease the spirit of war (who resides there), by riding by it at full

gallop, and sacrificing their best arrow by throwing it against the side of

the ledge.

473. " Batiste, Bogard, and I" approachimj Buffalo, on the

Missouri.

474. Wi-jun-jon (an Assinnehoin Chief), going to and returning

from Washington,

This man was taken to that city in 1832, in a beautifiil Indian dress, by
Major Sanford, the Indian agent, and returned to his country the next
spring, in a Colonel's uniform. He lectured a while to his people on the

customs of the whites, when he was denounced by them for telling lies,

which he had learned of the whites, and was, by his own people, put to

death at the mouth of the Yellow Stone.

475. " Butte de Mart" Upper Missouri, a great burial-place of

the Sioux, called by the French " Butte de Mort," Hill of

Death.

Regarded by the Indians with great dread and superstition. There are

several thousand buffalo and human skulls, perfectly bleached and curiously

arranged about it.

476. " Rain-making," amongst the Mandans, a very curious

custom. Medicine-men performing their mysteries inside

of the lodge, and young men volunteer to stand upon the

lodge from sunrise until sundown, in turn, commanding it to

rain.

Each one has to hazard the disgrace which attaches (when he descends

at sundown) to a fruitless attempt; and be who succeeds acquires a lasting

reputation as a jVysteri/ or Medicine man. Tliey never J'uil to make it rain!

as this ceremony continues from day to day until rain comes.

477. " Smoking the Shield." A young warrior, making iiis shield,

invites his friends to a carouse and a feast, who dance around

his shield as it is smoking and hardening over a fire built in

the ground.

478. " 77(6 Thu?ider's Nest" (Nid du Tonnerre), and a party of

Indians cautiously approaching it, Coteau des Prairies.

Tradition of the Sioux is that in this little bunch of bushes the thunders

are hatched out by quite a small bird, about as large (say their Medicine-

men, who profess to have seen it) as the end of a man's thumb. She sits on
her eggs, and they hatch out in claps of thunder. No one approaches within

several rods of the place.

479. Sac and Box Indians sailing in canoes, by holding up their

blankets.

480. Grand Tournament of the Camanchees, and a Sham Fight in

a large encampment, on the borders of Texas.

481 . Bogard, Biitiste, and I, travelling through a Missouri bottom,

grass ten feet high.

VOL. I. U
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482. Band of Sioux, moving.

483. Bogard, Batiste, and /, descending the Missouri River.

484. Bogard, Batiste, and I, eating our breakfast on a pile of

drift wood, Upper Missouri.

485. Medicine Bujfalo of the Sioux, the figure of a buffalo cut out

of the turf on the prairie, and visited by the Indians going

on a buffalo-hunt.

486. Bogard, Batiste, and I, chasing a herd of buffalo in high

grass, on a Missouri bottom.

487. Feats of Horsemanship.

Camanchees throwing themselves on the side of their horses, while at

full speed, to evade their enemies' arrows—a most wonderful feat.

488. Camanchee War Party meeting the Dragoons ; and one of

their bravest men advancing to shake liands with Colonel

Dodge, with a piece of white buffalo-skin on the point of his

lance. On the Mexican frontier, 1835.

489. An Indian Wedding, Assinneboin—young man making

presents to the father of the girl.

490. Crow at his Toilette, oiling his long hair with bear's grease.

491. Crow Lodge, of twenty-five buffalo-skins, beautifully orna-

mented.

This spendid lodge, with all its poles and furniture, was brought from
the foot of the Rocky Mountains.

492. Pawnee Lodge, thatched with prairie grass, in form of a straw

beehive.

493. Camanchee Lodge, of buffalo-skins.

494. Dog Feast, Sioux ; a religious feast.

Given to Mr. Sanford (Indian agent), Mr. Chouteau, Mr. M'Kenzie,
and myself, in a Sioux village, 1400 miles above St. Louis, 1833. The only
food was dog's meat, and this is the highest honour they can confer on a

stranger.

495. An Indian Council, Sioux—Chiefs in profound deliberation.

496. Camanchee War Party, mounted on wild horses, armed with

shields, bows, and lances.

497. Scalping, Sioux ; showing the mode of taking the scalp.

498. Scalping, Mandans—" Conqueror conquered."

From a story of the Mandans—took place in frontof the Mandan village.

499. Wild Horses at Play, Texas, of all colours, like a kennel of

hounds.

500. Throwing the Laso, with a noose, which falls over the horse's

neck.
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501. Breaking down the Wild Horse, with liobbles on his fore feet,

and the laso around iiis underjaw.

502. A Bird's-Eye Fiew of tlie vT/an^o« Village, 1800 miles above

St. Louis, on the west bank of the Missouri River.

The lodges are covered with earth, and so compactly fixed by long use,

that men, women, and children recline and play upon their tops in pleasant

weather.

These lodges vary in size from forty to fifty feet in diameter, and are all

of a circular form. The village is protected in front by the river, with a

bank forty feet high, and on the back part by a piquet of timber set firmly

in the ground. Back of the village, on the prairie, are seen the scaffolds on

which their dead bodies are laid lo decay, being wrapped in several skins of

buffalo, and tightly bandaged.

In the middle of the village is an open area of 150 feet in diameter, in

which their public games and festivals are held. In the centre of that is

Iheir " Big Canoe," a curb made of planks, which is an object of religious

veneration. Over the Medicine (or mystery) Lodge are seen hanging on

the tops of poles several sacrifices to the Great Spirit of blue and black

cloths, which have been bought at great prices, and there left to hang and
decay.

503. The Interior of a Mandan Lodge, showing the manner

in wliicli it is constructed of poles, and covered with dirt.

The Chief is seen smoking his pipe, and his family grouped

around him.

At the head of each warrior's bed is seen a post with his ornaments

hanging on it, and also his buffalo-tnask, which every man keeps to dance

the buffalo-dance. Some of these lodges contain thirty or forty persons,

and the beds are seen extending around the side of the lodge, all with

sacking bottoms, made of a buffalo-skin, and the frames of the bed covered

with dressed skins.

*,* Reader, the hospitable and friendly Mandans, who were about 2000 in

number when I was amongst them and painted these pictures, have recently been

destroyed by the small-pox. It is a melancholy fact, that only thirty-one were

left of the number, aud these have been destroyed by their enemy, so that their

tribe is extinct, and they hold nowhere an existence on earth.

Nearly twenty of their portraits can be seen on the walls, and several other

paintings of their games and amusements.

MANDAN RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES.

CERTIFICATE.

We hereby certify that we witnessed, in company with Mr. Catlin, in the

Mandan village, the ceremonies represented in the four paintings to which this

certificate refers, and that he has therein faithfully represented those scenes as

we saw them transacted, without any addition or exaggeration.

J. Kip, Agent Araer. Fur Company.

L. Ckawfobd, Clerk.

Mainlan ViUiiiiP, Jvhj 2()lli, 18.",.1. Abraham Bogard.
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504. Inferior View of the Medicine (or Mystery) Lodge of Man-
dans, during the first three days of an Annual Ceremony.

This ceremony continues four days and nights in succession, in comme-
moration of the subsiding of i\iefluod ; and also for the purpose of conduct-
ing all the young men, as they arrive at manhood, through an ordeal of
voluntary torture, which, when endured, entitles them to the respect of the

chiefs, and also to the privileges of going on war-parties, and gaining repu-

tation in war. The floor and sides of the lodge are ornamented with green
willow-boughs. The young men who are to do penance, by being tortured,

are seen lying around the sides of the lodge, their bodies covered with clay

of different colours, and their respective shields and weapons hanging over
their heads. In the middle of the lodge lies the old Medicine-man, who has
charge of the lodge : he cries to the Great Spirit all the time, and watches
these young men, who are here to fast and thirst for four days and nights,

preparatory to the torture. Behind him, on the floor, is seen a scalping-

knife and a bunch of splints, which are to be passed through the flesh ; and
over their heads are seen also the cords let down from the top of the

lodge, with which they are to be hung up by the flesh.

On the ground, and in front of the picture, are four sacks (containing

several gallons each of water), made of the skin of the buffalo's neck, in form
of a large tortoise, lying on its back. These are objects of veneration, and
have the appearance of great antiquity.

By the side of them are two she-she-quoi, or rattles, which are used,

as well as the others, as a part of the music for the dance in the next
picture.

505. This picture, which is a continuation of the ceremonies, is a

representation of the Buffalo Dance, which they cal] BeU
lohck-nah-pick (the Bull Dance).

To the strict observance of which they attribute the coming of Buffalo

to supply them with food during the season. This scene is exceedingly
grotesque, and takes place several times in each day outside the lodge, and
around the curb, or " Big Canoe," whilst the young men still remain in

the lodge, as seen in the other picture. For this dance, however, the four

sacks of water are brought out and beat upon, and the old medicine-7uau

comes out and leans against the " Big Canoe " with his medicine-pipe in

his hand, and cries. The principal actors in this scene are eight men
dancing the Buffalo Dance, with the skins of buffalo on them, and a bunch
of green willows on their backs. There are many other figures, whose
offices are very curious and interesting, but which must be left for my
Lectures or Notes to describe. The black figure on the left they call

O-kee-heede (the Evil Spirit), who enters the village from the prairie,

alarming the women, who cry for assistance, and are relieved by the old

medicine-man ; and the Evil Spirit is at length disarmed of his lance, which
is broken by the women, and he is driven by them in disgrace out of the
village. The whole nation are present on this occasion as spectators and
actors in these strange scenes.

506. Represents what they call Pohk-hong (the Cutting Scene).

It shows the inside of the Medicine Lodge, the same as is

seen in tlie first picture (505).

This is on the fourth day of the ceremonies, in the afternoon. A num-
ber of the young men are seen reclining and fasting, as in the first pic-

ture ; others of them have been operated upon by the torturers, and taken out
of the lodge ; and others yet are seen in the midst of those horrid cruelties.

One is seen smiling whilst the knife and the splints are passing through his

flesh. One is seen hanging by the splints run through the flesh on his
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shoulders, ami drawn up by men on tlie top of the lodge. Another is seen

hung up by the pectoral muscles, with four bufi'alo-skuUs attached to splints

tlirough the flesh on his arms and legs ; and each is turned round by another,

with a pole, until he faints, and then he is let down. One is seen as he is

lowered to the ground ; and another, who has been let down and pot

stn-ngtli enough to crawl to the front part of the lodge, where he is offering

to the Great Spirit the little firger of the left hand, by laying it on a buf-

falo-skull, where another chops it off with a hatchet. In the right of the

picture are all the chiefs and dignitaries of the tribe looking on.

507. Represents what tliey call the " Last Race."

After they have all been tortured in the lodge in the above manner,
they are led out of it with the weights, buffalo-skulls, &c. hanging to their

flesh. Around the " Big Canoe " is a circle of young men formed, who
hold a wreath of willow-houghs between them, and run round with all pos-

sible violence, yelling as loud as they can.

The young fellows who have been tortured are then led forward, and
each one has two athletic and fresh young men (their bodies singularly

painted), who step up to him, one ou each side, and take him by a leathern

strap, tied round the wrist, and run round, outside of the other circle, with
all possible speed, forcing him forward till he faints, and then drag him
with his face in the dirt until the weights are all disengaged from him, by
tearing the flesh out, when they drop him, and he lies (to all appearance a
corpse) until the Great Spirit gives him strength to rise and walk home to

his lodge.

In this scene also the medicine-man leans against the " Big Canoe " and
cries, and all the nation are spectators. Many pages would be required
to give to the world a just description of these strange scenes; and they
require to be described minutely in all their parts in order to be fully

appreciated and understood. (A full account of these in my Notes and
J^tlters.)

NINE JIBBEWAYS,

WHO VISITED LONDON IN 1 S 4 5.

508. Ah-qvee-ice-zaints, the Boy Chief ; a voiierable man of 72
years.

509. Pat-aii-a-quot-a-wee-hf, the Driving Cloud ; a war-chief.

510. Wce-nish-ka-icce-he, the Flying Gull ; a medicine-roan.

511. Sah-mah, Tobacco.

512. Gish-ee-gosh-e-gee, the Moonlight Night.

513. Not-een-a-akm, the Strong Wind.

514. Wos-see-ab-e-neuh-qua ; a woman.

515. Nih-nub-ee-qua ; a young girl.

516. Nc-hei-neuh-quat ; a woman.
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FOURTEEN lOWAYS,

WHO VISITED LONDON AND PARIS IN 1845 AND 1846.

517. Mew-hew-she-kaw, the White Cloud ; first Chief of tlie

nation.

518. Neu-mon-ya, the Walking Rain ; War-chief.

519. Se-non-ti-yah, the Blistered Feet; a medicine-maTi.

520. Wash-ka-mon-ya, the Fast Dancer ; a warrior.

521. Shoti-ta-yi-ga, the Little Wolf; a famous warrior.

522. No-ho-mun-ya, One who gives no Attention.

523. Wa-ton-ye, the Foremost Man.

524. Wa-ta-icee-buch-a-na, the Commanding General.

WOMEN.

525. Rii-ton-ye-ioee-ma, the Strutting Pigeon ; wife of Wiiite

Cloud.

526. Ru-ton-wee-me, Pigeon on the Wing,

627. 0-kee-wee-me, Female Bear that walks on tlie Back of anotlier.

528. Koon-za-ya-me, Female War Eagle.

529. Ta-pa-ta-me, Wisdom; girl.

530. Corsair ; a pappoose.

TWELVE OJIBBEWAYS,

WHO VISITED LONDON AND PARIS IN 1845 AND 1846.

531. Maun-gua-daus, a Great Hero; Chief, 41 years old.

532. Say-say.gon, the Hail Storm ; 31 years old.

533. Kee-che-us-sin, the Strong Eock ; 27 years old.

534. Mush-ee-mong, King of the Loons ; 25 years old.

535. Au-nim-mtick-hu-a-vtn, tlie Tempest Bird ; 20 years old.

536. A-ivun-ne-iva-he, the Bird of Thunder ; 19 years old.

537. Wa-hud-dick, the Elk ; 18 years old.

538. Ud-je-jock, the Pelican ; 10 years old.

539. Noo-din-no-kay, the Furious Storm ; 4 years old.

540. TIfm-wii-wi-woo, a Brave Warrior ; 3 years old.
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541. Uh-wtts-sig-gee-zigh-gook-kway, the Woman of tlie Upper
AVorld ; 38 years old.

542. Pappoose, born in Salle Valentino, Paris.

543. Death of the White Bitffalo. A feat of the Mandan Chiefs.

544. A Sioux War Council. The Ciiief Waneton speaking, and

asking of tlie head C'liief a war-party to go against the Sacs

and Foxes.

545. Sattle between the Sioux and Sacs and Foxes. The Sioux

Ciiief killed and scalped on his horse's back. An historical

fact.

546. The Death of Ha-wan-je-tah, the One Horn ; head Chief of

the Sioux.

Having been the acciJental cause of the death of his only son, he threw
himself in the way of a bufi'alo-bull. (See Catlin's Notes, vol. ii., for a full

account.)

547. The Long Speech.

It is an invariable rule amongst Indians, that while any one speaks in

council no one can rise. See-non-ty-a (the Blistered Feet), a great medicine-

man, made his favourite boast, that when he once rose in an loway council

of war it happened unfortunately for the council that " he began to speak
just as it began to snow."

548. Battle of the Buffalo Bulls.

549. Buffaloes crossing a Ravine in a snow-drift.

550. Buffaloes crossing the 3Iissouri on the ice.

551. Grisly Bears attacking a Buffalo Bull.

66'2. Indians spearing Salni07i at Night by Torchlight.

553. Deer-hunting by Moonlight.

554. Deer-hunting by Torchlight, in bark canoes.

555. War Party attached in their Camp at Night.

INDIAN CURIOSITIES AND MANUFACTURES.

Amongst this most extensive and valuable collection of them in

existence, a few of the most remarkable are

A CROW LODGE, OR -WIGWAM.

A very splendid thing, brought from the foot of tiie Kocky
Mountains, twenty-five feet in height, made of buflalo-skins, gar-
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r.ished and painted. The poles (thirty in number) of pine, cut in

the Rocky Mountains, have been long in use, were purchased with

tlje lodge, and brought the whole distance. This wigtvam stands

in the middle of the gallery, and will shelter eighty or more

persons.

Indian Cradles, for carrying their pappooses. Lances, Calu-

mets or Pipes of Peace, Ordinary Pipes, Tomahaioks, Scalping

Knives, and Scalps.

A very full and valuable collection of 3Ien and Women's Dresses

from the different tribes, garnished and fringed with scalp-locks

from their enemies' heads, Sows, Quivers, Spears, Shields, War-
Eayle and Raven Head-dresses, Necklaces, Mocassins, Belts,

Pouches, War- Clubs, Robes, Mantles, Tobacco- Sacks, Wam-
2)ums, Whistles, Rattles, Drums, Indian Saddles, Masksfor their

Mystery Dances, ^c. ^c.

Amongst the immense collection of Indian curiosities, &c., too

numerous to be described in the catalogue, there are Skulls from

diffei-ent tribes, of very great interest ; and particularly several

from the Flat-heads, sliowing perfectly the character of this un-

accountable custom, and also the Flat-head cradles, illustrating the

process by which these artificial distortions are produced.

Indian Cloths, Robes, &c., manufactured by tlie Indians from

the mountain sheep's wool, and from wild dogs' hair, beautifully

spun, coloured, and woven.

END OF VOL. I.
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CHAPTER XVII.

Arrival of fourteen loway Indians in London—Their lodgings ni

James's Street—The Author visits them—Their portraits and

Mr. Melody, their conductor—Jeffrey Doraway, their interpreter

—

Landlady's alarm—Indians visit the Author's Collection in the Egyptian

Hall—Arrangement to dance in the Collection—The Doctor (Medicine

or Mystery man) on top of the Hall—Their first drive in a bus—Doctor's

appearance outside— Indians' first impressions of London— Lascars

sweeping the streets—Man with a big nose—The Doctor lost, and found

on the housetop—Their first exhibition in Egyptian Hall—Eagle-dance

—The Doctor's speech—Great amusement of the ladies—His description

of the railroad from Liverpool to London—War-dance, great applause

—The " jolly fat dame "—She presents a gold bracelet to the Doctor

by mistake—Her admiration of the Roman-nose—War-whoop—Descrip-

tion of—Approaching-dance—Wolf-song, and description of— Great

amusement of the audience—Shaking hands—Mistake with the bracelet.

The event which I spoke of at the close of my last

chapter—the arrival of another party of Indians—was one

which called upon me at once for a new enterprise, and I

suddenly entered upon it, again deferring the time of my
return to my native land.

The " fourteen loway Indians," as report had said, had

arrived, and were in apartments at No. 7, St. James's

Street, with their interpreter. This party was in charge of

Mr. G. H. C. Melody, who had accompanied them from

their own country, with a permission gained from the Secre-

tary at War to bring them to Europe, which permission

was granted in the following words :

—
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Deak Sir, War Department, Washington City, Sept. lith, 1843.

In answer to your application relative to Mr. Melody's making a

tour to Europe with a party of loway Indians, as well as to a similar one

on his behalf from the Rev. Wm. P. Cochran, of Marian County, Missouri,

I beg leave to say, that it has not been usual to grant any permissions of the

kind, and the verbal instructions to the Agents, Superintendents, &c. have

been against permitting such tours, for the reason, I presume, that the per-

sons having them in charge are usually men who merely wish to make mo-
ney out of them by exhibitions, without taking any care of their habits or

morals, or inducing them to profit by what they see and hear upon their

route.

In the present case, however, I do not think that the evils usually to be

apprehended will occur, from the character of Mr. Melody, and the mode
in which the Indians are proposed to be selected. This I understand is to

be done by the Chief, White Cloud, with the full assent of the individuals

thus selected, and their continuance on the tour to be their own act.

Under all the circumstances, I suppose all the Department can do, is to

allow Mr. Melody and the Chiefs of the tribe to do as they please, with-

out imposing the usual or any prohibition.

I am, yours, very truly,

J. M. PoBTEE,

Vespasian Ellis, Esq.
"

Secretary at War.

Dkab Sib, Washington City, Sept. 1843.

Under this letter you are authorised to make any arrangement with

the Chief of the tribe of Indians that you and he may please to make
;

and the War Department agrees, in consideration of your well-known inte-

grity of character, not to interfere with the arrangement which you and the

Chief or the Indians may make.
Your obedient Servant,

Mr. Melody. Vespasian Ellis.

Mr. Melody called upon me immediately on his arrival

in London, and I went with him to see his party, several of

whom I at once recognized as 1 entered their rooms. On
seeing me they all rose upon their feet and offered me their

hands, saluting me by their accustomed word, " How ! how !

how! Chip-pe-ho-la !" and evidently were prepared for

great pleasure on meeting me. White Cloud, the head chief

of the tribe, was of the party, and also the war-chief Neu-

mon-ya (the Walking Rain). These two chiefs, whose

portraits were then hanging in my collection, had stood

before me for their pictures several years previous in their
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Own village, and also one of the warriors now present, whose

name was JVask-ka-mon-ya (the Fast Dancer). These facts

being known, one can easily imagine how anxious these

good fellows had been, during a journey of '2000 miles from

their country to New York, and then during their voyage

across the ocean, to meet me in a foreign land, who had

several years before shared the hospitality of their village,

and, to their knowledge, had done so much to collect and

perpetuate the history of their race. They had come also,

as I soon learned, in the full expectation to dance in my
collection, which they were now impatient to see.

This first interview was during the evening of their

arrival, and was necessarily brief, that they might get their

night's rest, and be prepared to visit my rooms in the

morning. A few pipes were smoked out as we were all

seated on the floor, in a " talk" upon the state of affairs in

their country and incidents of their long and tedious journey,

at the end of which they now required rest, and I left

them.

By entering the city at night, they had created little

excitement or alarm, except with the landlady and her

servants, where they had been taken in. Their rooms

had been engaged before their an-ival, but the good woman
" had no idea they were going to look so savage and wild

;

she was very much afraid that their red paint would destroy

her beds," not yet knowing that they were to wash the

paint all off before they retired to rest, and that then they

were to spread their buffalo robes upon the floor and sleep

by the side of, and under her beds, instead of getting into

them. These facts, when they became known, amused her

very much; and Mr. Melody's representations of the harm-

lessness and honesty of the Indians, put her at rest with

respect to the safety of her person and her property about

her house.

The objects of these being the same as those of the

former party, of seeing the country and making money

by their exhibitions, I entered into a similar arrangement

b2
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with Mr. Melody, joining with my collection, conducting

their exhibitions, and sharing the expenses and receipts of

the same, on condition that such an arrangement should be

agreeable to the Indians.

Their first night's rest in London being finished, they

were all up at an early hour, full of curiosity to see what

was around them ; and their fourteen red heads out of their

front windows soon raised a crowd and a novel excitement

in St. James's. Every body knew that the " Indians had

gone," and the conjectures amongst the crowd were various

and curious as to this strange arrival. Some said it was
" the wedding party returned ;" others, more sagacious, dis-

covered the difference in their appearance, and pronounced

them " the real cannibals from New Zealand ;" and others

said " their heads were too red, and they could be nothing

else than the real red-hea.ds—the man-eaters—that they

had read of somewhere, but had forgotten the place."

The morning papers, however, which are the keys for all

such mysteries, soon solved the difficulty, but without

diminishing the crowd, by the announcement that a party

of fourteen loway Indians, from the base of the Rocky

Mountains, had arrived during the night and taken up

their lodgings in St. James's Street.

After taking their breakfasts and finishing their toilets,

they stepped into carriages and paid their first visit to my
collection, then open in the Egyptian Hall. Instead of

yelling and shouting as the Ojibbeways did on first entering

it, they all walked silently and slowly to the middle of the

room, with their hands over their mouths, denoting surprise

and silence. In this position, for some minutes (wrapped in

their pictured robes, which were mostly drawn over their

heads or up to their eyes), they stood and rolled their eyes

about the room in all directions, taking a general survey of

what was around them, before a word was sjjoken. There

was an occasional " she-e " in a lengthened whisper, and

nothing more for some time, when at length a gradual and

almost imperceptible conversation commenced about por-
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traits and things which they recognized around the room.

They had been in a moment transferred into the midst of

hundreds of their friends and their enemies, who were

gazing at them from the walls—amongst wig-wams and

thousands of Indian costumes and arms, and views of the

prairies they live in—altogether opening to their view, and to

be seen at a glance, what it would take them years to see in

their own country. They met the portraits of their chiefs

and other friends, upon the walls, and extended their hands

towards them ; and they gathered in groups in front of their

enemies, whom the warriors had met in battle, and now

recognized before them. They looked with great pleasure on

a picture of their own village, and examined with the closest

scrutiny the arms and weapons of their enemies. One may
easily imagine how much there was in this collection to enter-

tain these rude people, and how much to command their

attachment to me, with whom they had already resolved to

unite.

A council was held and the pipe lit under the Crow

wig-wam, which was standing in the middle of my room,

when Mr. Melody explained to the Indians that he had now

got them safe across the ocean as he had promised, and into

the midst of the greatest city in the world, where they would

see many curious things, and make many good and valuable

friends, if they conducted themselves properly, which he was

confident they would do.

" You have met," said he, " your old friend Ckip-jie-ho-la,

whom you have talked so much about on the way
;
you are

now in his wonderful collection, and he is by the side of you,

and you will hear what he has to say." (" Hoio ! how ! how !")

I reminded the White-cloud of the time that I was in his

village, and lived under his father's tent, where I had been

kindly treated, and for which I should always feel grateful.

That in meeting them here, I did not meet them as strangers,

but as friends. ("How! Iioio ! how!"') That they had

come a great way, and with a view to make something to

carry home to their wives and little children; that Mr.
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Melody and I had entered into an arrangement by which I

was in hopes that my efforts might aid in enabling them to

do so. (" How ! how I how! ") That I was willing to de-

vote all my time, and do all that was in my power, but the

continuation of my exertions would depend entirely upon

their own conduct, and their efforts to gain respect, by

aiding in every way they could, and keeping themselves

entirely sober, and free from the use of spirituous liquors.

(" How ! how ! how ! ")

Mr. Melody here remarked that they had pledged their

words to him and their Great Father (as the condition on

which they were allowed to come), that they would drink

no ardent spirits while absent, and that he was glad to say

they had thus far kept their promise strictly. {"How! how!

how!")

I told them I was glad to hear this, and I had no doubt

but they would keep their word with me on that point, for

every thing depended on it. We were amongst a people

who look upon drunkenness as low and beastly, and also as

a crime ; and as I had found that most white people were

of opinion that all Indians were drunkards, if they would

show by their conduct that such was not the case, they

would gain many warm and kind friends wherever they

went. (" How ! hoiv ! how ! ") I told them that the Ojib-

beways whom I had had with me, and who had recently

gone home, gave me a solemn promise when they arrived

that they would keep entirely sober and use no spirituous

liquors,—that they kept that promise awhile, but I had

been grieved to hear that before they left the country

they had taken up the wicked habit of drinking whiskey,

and getting drunk, by which they had lost all the respect

that white people had for them when they first came over.

(A great laugh, and " How ! how ! how ! ")

Neu-mon-ya (the war-chief) replied to me, that they were

thankful that the Great Spirit had kept them safe across

the ocean and allowed them to see me, and to smoke the

pipe again with me, and to hear my wise counsel, which
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they had all determined to keep (" How ! hmo ! hoto ! ").

He said that they had been very foolish to learn to drink

"Jire-tvater
" in their country, which was very destructive to

them, and they had promised their Great Father, the

President, that they would drink none of it whilst they were

abroad. He said he hoped I would not judge them by the

Ojibbeways who had been here, " for," said he, " they are

all a set of drunkards and thieves, and always keep their

promises just about as well as they kept them with you."

(A laugh, and '' Hoio ! how! /lotv!")*

This talk, which was short, was ended here, to the satis-

faction of all parties, and the Indians were again amusing

themselves around the room, leaving the wig-wam and

further conversations to Mr. Melody, the interpreter, and

myself. Mr. Melody, though a stranger to me, bearing the

high recommendations contained in the letter of the Secre-

tary at War, already published, at once had my confidence

(which I am pleased to say his conduct has kept up) as an

excellent and honest man.

Their interpreter, Jeffrey Doraway (a mulatto), and
who had been one of the first to recognize and hail me
when I entered their rooms, had been an old and attached

acquaintance of mine while travelling in that country, and
that acquaintance had several times been renewed in St.

Louis, and New York, and other places where I had subse-

quently met him. He had been raised from childhood in

the tribe, and the chiefs and all the party were very much
attached to him, and his interest seemed to be wholly identi-

fied with that of the tribe. He was of a most forbearing

and patient disposition, and of temperate habits, and as he

was loved by the chiefs, had great influence with them, and
control over the party.

I related to Mr. Melody and Jeffrey the difficulties that

laid before us; the prejudices raised in the public mind by

* Some allowance will be made for ihe freedom with which the loways

occasionally speak of their predecessors, the Ojibbeways, as these two tribes

have lived in a state of constant warfare from time immemorial.
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the conduct of Mr. Rankin with his party of Ojibbeways,

and the unfortunate season of the year at which they had
arrived in London. That the middle of July was the very

worst season in which to open an exhibition, and that it

might be difficult to raise a second excitement sufficiently

strong to pay the very heavy expenses we must incur ; but

that I had resolved to unite my whole efforts to theirs, to

bring their party into notice ; which formed so much more
complete and just a representation of the modes and ap-

pearance of the wild Indians of America than the Ojibbe-

ways had given.

Finishing our conversation here, we found the Indians

adjusting their plumes, and their robes, and their weapons,

preparing to step into their " omnibus and four," to take

their first rapid glance at the great City of London, in " a

drive," which was to pass them through some of its principal

thoroughfares for their amusement. At this moment of ex-

citement it was suddenly announced that one of the party

(and a very essential one), the " Doctor" (or medicine man), was

missing ! Search was everywhere making for him, and when
it was quite certain that he could not have passed into the

street, Jeffrey inquired of the curator of the Hall if there

was any passage that led out upon the roof? to which the

curator replied, " Yes." " Well then," said Jeffrey, " we may
be sure that he is there, for it is ' a way that he has :' he

always is uneasy until he gets as high as he can go, and then

he will stay there all night if you will let him alone." I

went immediately to the roof, and found him standing on

one corner of the parapet, overlooking Piccadilly,—wrapped
in his buffalo robe, and still as a statue, while thousands

were assembling in the streets to look at him, and to warn
him of the danger they supposed him in.

The readers who have not had the pleasure of seeing this

eccentric character, will scarcely be able to appreciate the

oddity of this freak until they become better acquainted with

the Doctor in the following pages. I invited him down from
his elevated position, which he seemed reluctant to leave, and
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he joined his party, who passed into their carriage at the door.

In this moment of confusion, of escaping from the crowd and

closing the door, heads were counted, and the old Doctor

was missing again. A moment's observation showed, how-

ever, that his ascendiiiff -p^o^pcnsity had gained him a position

over their heads, as he had seated himself by the side of

the driver, with his buffalo robe wrapped around him,

the long and glistening blade of his spear passing out from

underneath it, near to his left car, and his vermilioned face

surmounted by a huge pair of buffalo horns, rising out of

a crest of eagle's quills and ermine skins. Thus loaded,

and at the crack of the whip, and amidst the yelling mul-

titude that had gathered around them, did the fourteen

loways dash into the streets, to open their eyes to the sights

and scenes of the great metropolis.

An hour or so in the streets, in a pleasant day, enabled

them to see a great deal that was unlike the green prairies

where they lived ; and the " old Doctor," wrapped in his

robe, and ogling the pretty girls, and everything else that

he saw that was amusing as he passed along, raised a new

excitement in the streets, and gave an extensive notifi-

cation that "the wedding party had actually got back,"

or that another party of red skins had arrived. They re-

turned to their lodgings in great glee, and amused us at

least for an hour with their " first impressions " of London ;

the leading, striking feature of which, and the one that

seemed to afford them the greatest satisfaction, was the

quantity offresh meat that they saw in every street hanging

up at the doors and windows—pigs, and calves, and sheep,

and deer, and prairie hens, in such profusion that they thought

" there would be little doubt of their getting as much fresh

meat as they could eat." Besides this, they had seen many
things that amused them, and others that excited their pity.

They laughed much about the " black fellows with white eyes "

who were carrying bags of coal, and " every one of them

had got their hats on the wrong side before." They had

seen many people who seemed to be very poor, and looked
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as if they were hungry : for they held out their hands to

people passing by, as if they were asking for something to

eat. " They had passed two Indians, with brooms in their

hands, sweeping the dirt in the streets
!"

This occurrence had excited their greatest anxieties to

know " what Indians they could be, that would be willing to

take a broom in their hands and sweep the dirt from under

white men's feet, and then hold out their hands to white

people for money to buy food to eat." They all agreed " that

loioays would not do it, that Smix would not, that Pawnees

would not ;" and when they were just deciding that their

enemies, the Ojibbeways, might be slaves enough to do it, and

that these were possibly a part of the Ojibbeway party that

had been flourishing in London, I explained the mystery

to them, by informing them that their conjectures were

wrong—that it was true they were Indians, but not from

North America. I agreed with them that no North Ame-
rican Indian would use that mode of getting his living,

but that there were Indians in different parts of the world,

and that these were from the East Indies, a country many
thousands of miles from here ; that these people were

Indians from that country, and were of a tribe called

Lascars; that many of them were employed by the cap-

tains of English ships to help to navigate their vessels from

that country to this ; and that in London they often come
to want, and are glad to sweep the streets and beg, as the

means of living, instead of starving to death. It seemed
still a mystery to them, but partly solved, and they made
many further remarks among themselves about them. The
good landlady at this moment announced to Mr. Melody

and Jeff"rey that the dinner for the Indians was ready, and

in a moment all were seated save the Doctor; he was
missing. " That old fool," said Jeffrey, " there's no doubt

but he has found his way to the top of the house." I was
conducted by one of the servants through several unoccu-

pied rooms and dark passages, and at last through a narrow

and almost impassable labyrinth that brought me out upon
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the roof. The "Doctor" was there; and, wrapjjed in his

buffalo robe, with his red face and his buffalo horns,

was standing like a Zealand penguin, and smiling upon the

crowds of gazers who were gathering in the streets, and

at the windows, and upon the house-tops, in the vicinity.

For the several days succeeding this, while the Indians

were lying still, and resting from their long and tedious

voyage, and I was announcing in the usual way their

arrival, and the time of the commencement of their exhi-

bitions, I held many curious and amusing conversations

with them about things they had already seen, and scenes

and events that were yet in anticipation and before them.

These are subjects, however, that must be passed over

for events that were before us, and fuller of interest and

excitement.

They had much amusement at this time also, about a

man they said they had seen, with a remarkably big nose,

which they said looked like a large potato (or tcapsapinnakan),

and one of the women sitting near the door of the omnibus

declared "that it was actually a icapsajnnnakan, for she

could distinctly see the little holes where the sprouts

grow out." The bus, they said, had passed on rather too

quick for all to have a fair look, but they beHeved they

would at some future time meet him again, and take a

good look at him.

The evening for their first appearance before the public

having arrived, the loways were prepared in all their rouge

and fine dresses, and made their debut before a fashionable,

but not a crowded audience. Their very appearance, as

they entered the room, was so wild and classic, that it

called forth applause from every part of the hall. The
audience was composed chiefly of my friends, and others

who had been familiar with the other group, and who were

able to decide as to the comparative interest of the two

parties; and it was proclaimed in every part of the room,

that they were altogether more primitive in their appear-

ance and modes, and decidedly a finer body of men. I had
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accompanied them on to the platform, and when they had

got seated, and were lighting their pipe, I introduced them

by stating, that in the exhibition of this party of Indians,

I felt satisfied that I was bringing before the eyes of the

audience the most just and complete illustration of the

native looks and modes of the red men of the American

wilderness, that had ever been seen on this side of the

Atlantic ; and that I should take great pleasure in intro-

ducing them and their modes, as they so satisfactorily

illustrated and proved what I had been for several years

labouring to show to English people, by my numerous

paintings and Indian manufactures which I had collected,

as well as by my notes of travel amongst these people, which

I had recently published

:

That the loway was one of the remote tribes, yet adher-

ing to all their native customs and native looks ; and that

this party, composed, as it was, of the two principal men of

the tribe, and several of its most distinguished warriors, not

only conveyed to the eyes of people in this country the

most accurate account of primitive modes, but was calcu-

lated to excite the deepest interest, and to claim the respect of

the community. That the position of this tribe being upon

the great plains between the Missouri and the Rocky

Mountains, 1000 miles farther west than the country from

which the Ojibbeways came, their modes and personal

appearance were very different, having as yet received no

changes from the proximity of civilization :

That I had visited this tribe several years before, during

my travels in the Indian countries, and that I had there

formed my first acquaintance with the two chiefs who were

now here, and which acquaintance, from the hospitable

manner in which they had welcomed me in their humble

wig-wams, I now felt great pleasure in renewing : (" Hear,

hear" aiid applause.)

That these facts being known, with others which would

be incidentally given, I felt fuUy assured that they would

meet with a kind reception in this country, and that the
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audience were prepared for the introduction I was now to

make of them and their modes.* {Great applause.)

I then pointed out and explained to the audience, the

characteristic differences between the appearance and modes

of this party and the Ojibbeways, whom they had seen, and
which will be obvious to the reader in the anne.xed illustra-

tion {Plate No. 9). The loways, like three other tribes

only, in North America, all adhere to their national mode
of shaving and ornamenting their heads. This is a very

curious mode, and presents an appearance at once that dis-

tinguishes them from the Ojibbeways and other tribes, who
cultivate the hair to the greatest length they possibly can,

and pride themselves on its jet and glossy black. Every
man in the loway tribe adheres to the mode of cutting all

the hair as close as he can, excepting a small tuft which is

left upon the crown, and being that part which the enemy
takes for the scalp, is very properly denominated the " scalp-

lock." He then rouges with vermilion the whole crown of

his head (and oftentimes his whole face), and surmounts

his scalp-lock by a beautiful crest, made of the hair of the

deer's tail, dyed of vermilion red.

The chief man of this party, the " White Cloud," the son

of a distinguished chief of the same name, who died a few

* Names of the Indians.

1. Mew-hew-she-kaw (the white cloud), first chief of the nation.

2. Neu-mon-ya (the walking rain), war-chief.

3. Se-non-ti-yah (the blistered feet), the medicine man (or Doctor).

4. Wash-ka-mon-ya (the fast dancer).

5. Shon-ta-yi-ga (the little wolf).

6. No-ho-niun-ya (one who gives no attention), or Roman Nose.

7. Wa-ton-ye (the foremost man).

8. Wa-ta-we-buck-a-na (commanding general).

Women.

9. Ru-ton-ye-wee-ma (strutting pigeon), wife of White Cloud.

10. Ru-ton- wee-me (pigeon on the wing).

11. O-kee-wee-me (female bear that walks on the back of another).

12. Koon-za-ya-me (female war-eagle sailing).

13. Ta-pa-ta-me (wisdom), girl.

14. Corsair (pap-poose).
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years since, was 35 years of age, and hereditary chief of the

tribe. By several humane and noble acts, after he received

his office of chief, he gained the admiration and friendship

of the officers of the United States Government, as well as

of his tribe, and had therefore been countenanced by the

Government (as has been shown) in the enterprise of going

Neu-mon-ya (the Walking Rain), and war-chief of the

tribe, was 54 years of age, and nearly six feet and a half in

height. A noble specimen of the manly grace and dignity

that belong to the American wilderness, and also a man
who had distinguished himself in the wars that he had led

against his enemies.

Se-non-ti-yah (the Blistered Feet), the Medicine or

Mystery Man, was a highly important personage of the

party, and held a high and enviable position, as physician,

soothsayer, and magician, in his tribe.

These personages are found in every tribe, and so much
control have they over the superstitious minds of their

people, that their influence and power in the tribe often

transcend those of the chief. In all councils of war and

peace they have a seat by the chiefs, and are as regularly

consulted by the chiefs, as soothsayers were consulted in

ancient days, and equal deference and respect is paid to

their advice or opinions, rendering them oracles of the tribe

in which they live.

A good illustration of this was given by this magician,

while on their voyage to this country, a few weeks since,

when near the land, off the English coast. The packet ship

in which the Indians were passengers, was becalmed for

several days, much to the annoyance of the Indians and

numerous other passengers, when it was decided, by the

Indian chief, that they must call upon the Medicine Man, to

try the efficacy of his magical powers in the endeavour to

raise a wind. For this purpose he very gradually went to

work, with all due ceremony, according to the modes of the

country, and after the usual ceremony of a mystery feast.
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and various invocations to the spirit of the toind and the

ocean, both were conciliated by the sacrifice of many plugs

of tobacco thrown into the sea ; and in a little time the wind

began to blow, the sails were filled, and the vessel soon

wafted into port, to the amusement of the passengers, and

much to the gratification of the Indians, who all believed,

and ever will, that the vessel was set in motion by the

potency of the Doctor's mysterious and supernatural y)owers.

Of the Warriors, Shon-ta-tji-ga (the Little Wolf) and

No-ho-mun-ya (called the "Roman Nose") were the most

distinguished, and I believe the world will agree with me,

that it would be an act of injustice on my part, should I

allow the poor fellows to carry through this country, with-

out giving them publication, the subjoined documents,* by

* Know all men by these presents, That Shon-fa-yi-ga or the Liltle

Wolf, an loway brave, is well entitled to be called a brave, from the fact of

his having been engaged in many expeditions against the enemies of his

tribe : in all such excursions he has, I am informed, universally behaved

bravely. But especially is he entitled to the love and confidence of all men,

whether white or red, on account of his humanity and daring conduct in ar-

resting from the cruel nation of which he is a member, a partj' of Omahaws.
On last Sabbath day he saved from the tomahawk and sealping-knife ten

unoffending Omahaws : one of the party was decoyed out of sight and mur-

dered ; the other ten consisting of the well-known and much loved chiefs

Big Elk, Big Eyes, and Washkamonia, one squaw and six young men. This

party was on a visit of friendship, by special invitation from the loway s.

When they arrived within ten miles of this post, they were seen and con-

versed with by the son in law of Neu-mon-ya, a chief of the loways, who
undertook to bring the tobacco and sticks to the loway chiefs, as is a custom

of Indians when on a begging expedition. This young man proved trea-

cherous, and failed to deliver his message to his chiefs, and gave informa-

tion of the approach of the Omahaws to a man who was preparing to go on

a war party. He and two-thirds of the nation started out to murder their

visitors, and were only prevented by the timely assistance and interference

of the Little Wolf, or Shon-ta-yi ga, and one other loway, whose name is

the Roman Nose.

This man (the Little Wolf) interfered, as he says, and doubtless he tells

the truth, because he considered it treacherous and cowardly to strike a

brother, after having invited them to visit their nation. Such treachery is

rare indeed among the wildest North-American Indians, and never oc-

curred with the loways before. I met him and Jefirey, the loway inter-
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which it will be seen that they saved, in a humane manner,

and worthy of warriors of better caste, the lives of ten

unarmed and unoffending enemies.

preter, together with two other loways, guarding the Big Elk and his party

on to my agency, in a short time after this occurrence took place.

I cannot close this communication without expressing my sincere thanks

to the Little Wolf and his comrade for their good conduct ; and I most

respectfully beg leave to recommend them to the kind attention of their

great father, the President of the United States, and all gentlemen to

whom this paper may be shown.
W. P. RiCHAEDSON.

Great Nemahaw Sub-Agency, Oct. 23, 1843.

Sir, Office of Indian Affairs, St. Louis, Missouri, April 10, 1844.

Permit me to introduce to you the bearer, No-ho-mun-ya (Roman

Nose), an loway brave. Roman Nose, in company with Shon-ta-yi-ga, or

Little Wolf, in October last defended and rescued from impending death by

a party of his own nation, ten Omahaw Indians, consisting of four respected

chiefs, braves, and squaws, under circumstances highly flattering to their

bravery and humanity.

I would recommend that a medal be presented to No-ho-mun-ya (Ro-

man Nose) as a testimonial of his meritorious conduct on the occasion re-

ferred to. Medals from the Government are highly esteemed by the Indians
;

and if bravery and humanity are merits in the Indian, then I think Roman
Nose richly merits one. His character in every respect is good.

A notice by the Government of meritorious acts by the Indians has a

happy tendency in making a favourable impression in reference to the act

that may be the cause of the notice.

I have presented Little Wolf with a medal that was in the oflBce. On
receiving it, he very delicately replied, that " he deserved no credit for

what he had done—that he had only done his duty, but was gratified that

his conduct had merited the approbation of his nation and his father."

I have the honour to be, very respectfully, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

W. H. Harvet, Sup. Ind. AfF.

To his Excellency John Tyler, President of the

United States, Washington City.

I concur with Mr. Harvey in thinking this Indian Chief entitled for

his bravery and humanity to a medal.

June 8, 1844. J. Tyler, Presid. U. States, Washington City.

Medal delivered accordingly to Mr. Geo. H. C. Melody, for the Chief.

June 8, 1844. J. Haetlbt CRAwroRD.
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Okee-\cee-me (the wife of the Little Wolf) is the mother

of the infant pappoose, called Corsair. This child is

little more than three months old, and slung in the cradle

on the mother's back, according to the general custom

practised by all the American tribes, and furnishes one of

the most interesting illustrations in the group.

All tribes in America practise tlic same mode of carrying

their infant children for several months from their birth upon

a flat board resting upon the mother's back, as she walks or

rides, suspended by a broad strap passing over her forehead, or

across her breast. By this mode of carrying their children,

the mothers, who have to perform all the slavish duties of

the camp, having the free use of their hands and arms, are

enabled to work most of the time, and, in fact, exercise and

labour nearly as well as if their children were not attached

to their persons. These cradles are often, as in the present

instance, most elaborately embroidered with porcupine

quills, and loaded with little trinkets hanging within the

child's reach, that it may amuse itself with them as it rides,

with its face looking^rom that of its mother, while she is at

work, so as not to draw upon her valuable time.

This rigid, and seemingly cruel mode of binding the

child with its back to a straight board, seems to be one

peculiarly adapted to Indian life, and, I believe, promotes

straight limbs, sound lungs, and long life.

I having thus introduced the party to their first audience

in England, and left other remarks upon them for their

proper place, the Indians laid by their pipe, and commenced

their evening's amusements by giving first their favourite,

the Eagle-Dance. The Drum (and their " Eagle- V/histles"

with which they imitate the chattering of the soaring eagle),

with their voices, formed the music for this truly pic-

turesque and exciting dance. At their first pause in the

dance, the audience, who had witnessed nothing of this de-

scription in the amusements of the Ojibbeways, being ex-

cited to the highest degree, encouraged the strangers with

rounds of applause. The song in this dance is addressed to

VOL. II. c
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their favourite bird the war-eagle, and each dancer carries

a fan made of the eagle's tail, in his lelt hand, as he dances,

and by his attitudes endeavours to imitate the motions of

the soaring eagle. This, being a part of the war-dance, is a

hoasting dance ; and at the end of each strain in the song

some one of the warriors steps forth and, in an excited

speech, describes the time and the manner in which he has

slain his enemy in battle, or captured his horses, or performed

some other achievement in war. After this the dance pro-

ceeds with increased spirit ; and several in succession having

thus excited their fellow-dancers, an indescribable thrill and

effect are often produced before they get through.

In the midst of the noise and excitement of this

dance the Doctor (or mystery-man) jumped forward to the

edge of the platform, and making the most tremendous

flourish of his spear which he held in his right hand, and

his shield extended upon his left arm, recited the military

deeds of his life—how he had slain his enemies in battle and

taken their scalps; and with singular effect fitting the

action to the word, acting them out as he described.

The thrilling effect produced by the Doctor's boast brought

him showers of applause, which touched his vanity, and at

the close of the dance he imagined all eyes in admiration

fixed upon hiiTi, and no doubt felt himself called upon for

the following brief but significant speech which he delivered,

waving his right hand over the heads of the audience from

the front of the platform where he stood, and from which he

dropped his most humble and obsequious smiles upon the

groups of ladies who were near him, and applauding at the

end of every sentence :

—

" My Friends,— It makes me very happy to see so many smiling faces

about me, for when people smile and laugh, I know they are not angry
—

"

Jeffrey, the Interpreter, now made his debut ; the Doctor

had beckoned him up by his side to interpret his speech to

the audience, and when he explained the above sentence,

the "Doctor" received a round of applause, and parti-

cularly from the ladies, who could not but be pleased
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with the simple vanity of the speaker and the self-com-

placent smiles which he always lavished upon the fair sex

who were around him. The Doctor, though advanced to

the sound and efficient age of 45, had never taken to him a

wife ; and, like too many of his fraternity, had always lived

upon the excessive vanity of believing that he was the

beau ideal of his tribe, and admired too much by all to be a

legitimate subject of exclusive appropriation to any par-

ticular one. And more than this (which ma}' not have

quite fallen to the happy lot of any of his brother bachelors

in the polished world), from the sort of charitable habit he

had of spreading his glowing smiles upon the crowds about

him, one would almost be of opinion that in his own com-

munity, under the aids and charms of his profession, he in a

measure had existed upon the belief that his smiles were

food and clothing for the crowds ujwn whom they were

bestowed.

The Doctor yet stood, the concentration of smiles and

anxious looks from every part of the room, and at length

proceeded {Plate No. 10) :

—

" My Friends,—I see the ladies are pleased, and this pleases me—be-

cause I know, that if they are pleased, they will please the men."

It was quite impossible for the Doctor to proceed further

until he had bowed to the burst of laughter and applause

from all parts of the room, and particularly from the ladies.

This several times ceased, but suddenly burst out again,

and too quick for him to resume. He had evidently made
a "hit" with the ladies, and he was braced strong in

courage to make the best use of it, although tiie rest of his

comrades, who were seated and passing the pipe around,

were laughing at him and endeavouring to embarrass him.

One of the party, by the name of Wash-ha-mon-ya, and a good

deal of the hraygart, had the cruelty to say to him, " You
old fool, you had better sit down, the white squaws are all

laughing at you." To which the Doctor, deliberately turning

round, sarcastically replied, "You badger, go into your

burrow backwards : I have said more in two sentences than

c2
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you ever said in your life." He then turned round, and

calling Jeffrey nearer to his side, proceeded

—

" My Friends,"—[here was a burst of irresistible laughter from the

ladies, which the drollness of his expression and his figure excited at the

moment, and in which, having met it all in good humour, he was taking a

part, but continued]

—

" My Friends,—I believe that our dance was pleasing to you, and that

our noise has not given you offence. {Applause.)

" My Friends,—We live a great way from here, and we have come over

a great salt lake to see you, and to offer you our hands. The Great Spirit

has been kind to us ; we know that our lives are always in his hands, and

we thank him for keeping us safe. {How, how, howl from the Indians,

and applause, with Hear, hear, hear ! )

" My Friends,—We have met our friend Chip-pe-ho-la here, and seen the

medicine things that he has done, and which are hanging all around us,

and this makes us happy. We have found our chiefs' faces on the walls,

which the Great Spirit has allowed him to bring over safe, and we are

thankful for this. {How, hoiv, how

!

)

" My Friends,—This is a large village, and it has many fine wig-wams ; we

rode in a largo carriage the other day and saw it all. (A laugh, and Hear ! )

We had heard a great deal about the people on this side of the water, but

we did not think they were so rich ; we believe that the Saganoshes know

a great deal. {How, how, how ! )

"My Friends,—We have come on your great medicine road, and it

pleased us very much. When we landed from our ship, we came on your

medicine road, and were told it would be very fine ; but when we started,

we were all very much alarmed ; we went in the dark ; we all went right

down into the ground, under a high mountain ; we had heard that a part of

the white people go into the ground when they die, and some of them into

the fire ; we saw some fire ; there was a great hissing, and a great deal of

smoke coming out of this place,* and we could not get out ; we were then

somewhat afraid, my friends and I began to sing our 'death-song;' but

when we had commenced, our hearts were full ofjoy, we came out again in

the open air, and the country was very beautiful around us. {How, how,

how! and great applause.)

" My Friends,—After we got out from under the ground, we were much

pleased all the way on the medicine road until we got to this village. There

were many things to please us, and I think that before the trees were cut

down, it was a very beautiful country. My friends, we think there were

Indians and buffalos in this country then. {How, how, how!)
" My Friends,—We think we saw some of the'k'nick k'necA f as we came

* The railway tunnel at Liverpool.

t The red willow, from the inner bark of which the Indians make their

substitute for tobacco.
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along the medicine road, and some qtiash-e-gon eh-co* but we came so fast

that we were not certain ; we should like to know. My Friends, this is all

I have to say." {How, how, how ! and great applause.)

The Doctor's speech, which would have been terminated

much sooner if he had been allowed to proceed unmo-

lested, had a very pleasing effect upon the audience, and

had allowed abundant time for the rest of the party to

prepare for the next dance.

I now announced to the audience that the Indians were

about to give the Jf'arrior's-daiicc, as performed by their

tribe. I explained the meaning of it, the circumstances

under which it was given, and the respects in which it

differed from the War-dance as given by the Ojibbcways.

After which they were all upon their leet, and, with weapons

in hand, proceeded to give it the most exciting, and even

alarming effect.

They received great applause at the end of this dance,

and also a number of presents, which were handed and

thrown on to the platform. This created much excitement

and good cheer among them, and I was not a little sur-

prised, nor was I less amused and gratified, to discover at

this moment, that the (so-called) '^jolly fat dame," of Ojib-

beway notoriety, was along side of the platform, at her old

stand, and, in her wonted liberality, the first one to start

the fashion of making the poor fellows occasional presents.

I regretted, however, that I should have been the ignorant

cause of her bestowing her first present upon a person for

whom she did not intend it. The finest-looking man of the

party, and one of the youngest, was No-ho-mun-ya (the

Roman-nose), upon whom it seems this good lady's admira-

tion had been fixed during the evening, notwithstanding the

smiles that had been lavished by the Doctor, and the elo-

quence which he had poured forth in his boastings and

speeches.

The elegant limbs, Herculean frame, and graceful and

* A medicinal herb, the roots of which the Indians use as a cathartic

medicine.
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terrible movements of this six foot and a-half young

man, as she had gazed upon him in this last dance, had

softened her heart into all its former kindness and liberality,

and she had at this moment, when I first discovered her,

unclasped a beautiful bracelet from one of her arms, and

was just reaching over the platform to say to me as she

did, "Wonderful ! wonderful ! Mr. Catlin ; I think it one of

the wonders of the world ! Will you hand this to that

splendid fellow, with my compliments— give him my com-

pliments, will you—it's a bracelet for his arm (Cadotte

has got the other, you know). Oh! but he is a splendid

fellow—give him my compliments, will you. I think them

a much finer party than the other—oh, far superior ! I

never saw the like ; hand it to him, will you, and if he can't

put it on, poor fellow, I will show him how."

All this had been run over so rapidly that I scarcely

could recollect what she said, for several were speaking to

me at the same time ; and at that unfortunate moment it

was that I committed the error, for which I was almost

ready to break my own back when I found it out. I pre-

sented it by mistake to the Doctor, who, I supposed, had of

course been winning all the laurels of the evening, and with

them the good lady's compliments, which it would have been

quite awkward on her part and mine also to have mi-pre-

sented. The Doctor raised up the bracelet as high as he

could reach, and made the house ring and almost tremble

with the war-whoop, which he several times repeated.*

What could be done ? She was too gallant, and / did not

yet know the mistake. The Doctor happened to know how

to put it on—it fitted to his copper-coloured arm above his

elbow—and his true politeness led him to bow and to smile

* The frightful war-whoop is sounded at the instant when Indians

are rushing into battle, as the signal of attack. It is a shrill sounded note,

on a high key, given out with a gradual swell, and shaken by a rapid

vibration of the four fingers of the right hand over the mouth. This note

is not allowed to be given in the Indian countries imless in battle, or in

the war or other dances, where they are privileged to give it.
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a thousand thanks upon the fair danic as he bent over her

from the platform.

The Approacliiiu/- dance* was now given, in which the

Doctor took the lead in great glee, and of course with great

effect. He tilted off with a light and clastic step, as he was

" following the track of his enemy," and when he raised his

brawny arm to beckon on his warriors to the attack, he took

great pains to display the glistening trinket which he had

accepted with such heartfelt satisfaction.

This dance finished, they all sat down upon the platform

and passed the pipe around, whilst I was further explaining

upon their appearance and modes, and the dance which

they had just given. I asked them what amusement they

proposed next, and they announced to me, that as the

Doctor was taking all the honours and all the glory to him-

self on that night (and of whom they all seemed extremely

jealous), they had decided that he should finish the amuse-

ments of the evening by singing the " Wolf-song." He was

so conscious of having engrossed the principal attention of

the house that he at once complied with their request,

though at other times it required a great effort to get him

to sing it. I had not myself heard this song, which seemed,

from their preparations, to promise some amusement, and

* The Approaching Dance is a spirited part of the War Dance, in

which the dancers are Ijy their gestures exhihiting the mode ol' advancing

upon an enemy, by hunting out and following up the track, discovering the

enemy, and preparing for the attack, &c., and the song for this dance nms
thus :—

O-ta-pa

!

I am creeping on your track.

Keep on your guard, O-ta-pa !

Or I will hop on your back,

I will hop on you, I will hop on you.

Stand back, my friends, I sec them
;

The enemies are here, I sec thcni

!

They are in a good place,

Don't move, I see them !

&c. &c. &c.
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which Jeffrey told me belonged exclusively to the Doctor,

he having composed it. The Doctor was ready to commence,

and wrapping his robe around him, having his right arm

out, he shook a rattle (she-she-quoin) in his right hand, as

he tilted about the platform, singing alone; at the end

of a sentence he commenced to bark and howl like a wolf,

when another jumped upon his feet and ran to him, and

another, and another, and joined in the chorus, with their

heads turned up like wolves when they are howling. He
then sang another strain as he moved about the platform

again, all following him, singing, and ready to join in

the deafening chorus. This strange and comic song drew

roars of laughter, and many rounds of applause for the

Doctor, and left him, sure enough, the lion of the evening.*

After he had finished his song, he traversed the platform

* Wolf Song.—This amusing song, which I have since learned more

of, and which I believe to be peculiar to the loways, seems to come strictly

under the province of the medicine or mystery man. I will venture to say,

that this ingenious adaptation will excite a smile, if not some degree of real

amusement, as well as applause, whenever it is fairly heard and understood

by an English audience. The occasion that calls for this song in the loway

country is, when a party of young men who are preparing to start on a

war excursion against their enemy (after having fatigued the whole village

for several days with the war dance, making their boasts how they are going

to slay their enemies, &c.) have retired to rest, at a late hour in the night,

to start the next morning, at break of day, on their intended expedition.

In the dead of that night, and after the vaunting war party have got into

a sound sleep, the serenading party, to sing this song, made up of a number
of young fellows who care at that time much less about taking scalps than

they do for a little good fun, appear back of the wig-wams of these " men

of war," and commence serenading them with this curious song, which they

have ingeniously taken from the howling of a gang of wolves, and so admi-

rably adapted it to music as to form it into a most amusing duet, quartet,

or whatever it may be better termed ; and with this song, with its barking

and howling chorus, they are sure to annoy the party until they get up,

light the fire, get out their tobacco, and other little luxuries they may have

prepared for their excursion, which they will smoke and partake with them

until daylight, if they last so long, when they will take leave of their morn-

ing friends who are for the " death," thanking them for their liberality and

kindness in starting, wishing them a good night's sleep (when night comes

again) and a successful campaign against their enemies.
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a few times, lavishing his self-complacent smiles upon the

ladies around the room, and then desired me to say to the

audience, that on the next evening they were going to give

the Pipe of Peace-dance, and the Scalp-dance, which he

wished all the ladies to see, and that norv the chiefs and

himself were ready to shake hands with all the people in the

room.

This of course brought a rush of visitors to the platform,

anxious to welcome the new comers by giving them their

hands. A general shake of the hands took place, and a

conversation that occupied half an hour or more, and much
to the satisfaction of the Indians as well as to those who
came to see them.

Much curiosity was kept up yet about the Doctor. The
impression that his countenance and his wit had made upon

the women had secured a knot of them about him, from

whom it was difficult to disengage him : some complained

that they were sick, and desired him to feel their ])ulse ; he

did so, and being asked as to the nature of their disease, he
replied that " they were in love,"—and as to the remedy,

he said, " Get husbands, and in a day and a night you will

be well." All this they could have got from other quarters,

but coming from an Indian, whose naked shoulders were
glistening around the room, it seemed to come with the

freshness and zest of something entirely new, and created

much merriment.

The amusements of their first night being over, the

Indians were withdrawn from the room, and the audience

soon dispersed. Daniel, as usual, had been at his post, and
his report of a few moments' chat with the "jolly fat dame "

gave me the first intelligence of the awful error I had com-
mitted in giving her bracelet to the Doctor instead of the

Roman-nose, for whom she had intended it. She had said to

him, however, that " it was no matter, and the error must not

be corrected ; she would bring one on the following evening for

the Roman-nose, and begged that the Doctor might never be
apprised of the mistake which had resulted to his benefit."
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" They are a splendid set of men, Daniel—far superior

to the others. It is the greatest treat I ever had—

I

shall be here every night. You '11 think by and by

that I am a pretty good customer; ha, Daniel? That

Roman-nose is a magnificent fellow—he 's got no wife, has

he, Daniel?" "No, Madam, he is the youngest man of the

party." " He is an elegant fellow—but then his shin,

Daniel. Their skins are not so fine as the others—they are

too black, or red, or what you call it ; but Cadotte ! what

a beautiful colour he was, ha? But I dare say a little

washing and living in a city would bring them nearly white ?

These people love Mr. Catlin— he's a curious man

—

he 's a wonderful man ; these are his old acquaintance, he

has boarded with them ; how they love him, don't they ?

Ah, well, good night, good night." She was the last of

the visitors going out of the door, and did not know that I

was so close behind her.
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CHAPTER XVm.

Character of the Doctor (mystery or medicine man)—An omnibus drive

—

The Doctor's admiration of the " jolly fat dame"—Jealousy—War-dress

and war-paint of the Roman-nose—His appearance—He leads the War-

dance—The Welcome-dance, and Bear-dance—Description of—Pipe-of-

peace (or Calumet) dance, and Scalp- dance

—

Chip-pe-ho-la (the

Author)—Speech of the War-chief—The " jolly fat dame "—She pre-

sents a gold bracelet to liotnannose—Jealousy and distress of the

Doctor—She converses with Daniel—Two reverend gentlemen converse

with the Indians about religion—Reply of .White-cloud and War-chief

—Questions by the reverend gentlemen—Answers by the War-chief

—

Indians invited to breakfast with Mr. Disraeli, M.P., Park Lane

—

Indians' toilette and dress—The Doctor and Jim (Wash-ka-mon-ya)

fasting for the occasion.

On paying a visit to the lodgings of the Indians, after they

had returned from the exhibition, I found them in a merry

mood, cracking their jokes upon the Doctor, who had put

him.self forward in so conspicuous a manner, to the great

amusement of the ladies. During the exhibition, it would

have appeared, from his looks and his actions, that he was

to be perfectly happy for a twelvemonth at least; but he

now appeared sad and dejected as he listened to their jokes,

and turned his splendid bracelet around with his fingers.

Several of the women had received brooches and other

trinkets of value, and all had been highly pleased.

It seemed that the War-chief was looked upon by the

rest of the party as their orator; and, on an occasion

like that which had just passed by, it was usual, and

was expected, that he would have arisen and made a

speech ; and it was as little expected that the Doctor,

who, they said, was a very diffident and backward man on

such occasions, should have had so much, or anything to say.

But the Doctor was a man of talent and wit, and with an
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exorbitant share of vanity and self-conceit, which were ex-

cited to that degree by the irresistible smiles of the ladies,

that he was nerved with courage and ambition to act the

part that he did through the evening. Under the mo-
mentary excitement of his feelings, he had, to be sure, but

innocently, stepped a little out of his sphere, and in the way
of the chiefs, which had somewhat annoyed them at the

time, but of which they were now rather making merry than

otherwise. The Doctor was a good-natured and harmless

man, and entirely the creature of impulse. He was always

polite, though not always in good humour. The two leading

traits in his character, one or the other of which was always

conspicuous, were extreme buoyancy of spirits and good

humour, when he smiled upon everybody and everything

around him, or silent dejection, which bade defiance to every

social effort. In either of these moods he had the pecu-

liarities of being entirely harmless, and of remaining in

them but a very short time ; and between these moods, he

was like a spirit level, exceedingly difficult to hold at a

balance.

The jokes that had been concentrated on the Doctor had
been rather pleasant and amusing than otherwise, though

there had been so many of them from the chiefs, from the

warriors, from the squaws, and also from Mr. Melody,

and Jeffrey and Daniel, all of whom were laughing at his

expense, that I found him, and left him, sitting in one corner

of the room, with his robe wrapped around him, in stoic

silence, occasionally casting his eyes on his gold bracelet,

and then upon the smoking beef-steaks and coffee which were

on the table for their suppers, and of which he partook not.

Whilst the rest were at the table, he silently spread his

robe upon the floor, and wrapped himself in it. In the

morning he washed, as usual, at the dawning of day, spent

an hour or so in solitary meditation on the roof of the

house, and afterwards joined with a pleasant face at the

breakfast table, and through the amusements of the day

and evening.
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Mr. Melody had, with mj cordial appvobation, employed

an omnibus with four horses, to drive them an hour each

day for the benefit of their health ; and, at the same time,

to amuse and instruct them, by showing them everything

that they could see in the civilized world to their advantage.

The Doctor joined, in good spirits, in the " drive " of that

day ; and, as on the day before, was wrapped in his buffalo,

and seated by the side of the driver, with the polished blade

of his lance glistening above his head, as many Londoners

who read this will forcibly recollect.

From their drive, in which they had seen many strange

things, they returned in good sjnrits, and received in their

chambers a private party of ladies and gentlemen, my
esteemed friends, and several editors of the leading journals

of London. A long and very interesting conversation was

held with them on several subjects, and the clear and argu-

mentative manner in which their replies were made, and the

truly striking and primitive modes in which they were found,

at once engaged the profound attention of all, and procured

for them, besides some handsome presents at the time, the

strongest recommendations from the editors of the press, as

subjects of far greater interest than the party of Ojibbeways,

whom they had before seen. Amongst these visiters they

recognized with great pleasure, and shook hands with, my
kind friend Dr. Thomas Hodgkin, at whose hospitable

board they had, a few days before, with the author, par-

taken of an excellent dinner prepai-ed for them. This was

the first gentleman's table they were invited to in the king-

dom, and probably the first place where they ever tried the

use of the knife and fork in the English style.

Dr. Hodgkin being of the Society of Friends, they re-

ceived much kind and friendly advice from him, which they

never forgot ; and from the unusual shape of his dress, they

called him afterwards (not being able to recollect his name)

Tchona-wap-im (the straight coat).

At night they were in the Hall again, and around them,

amidst a greatly increased audience, had the pleasure of
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beholding nearly all the faces they had seen the night be-

fore ; and the Doctor, in particular, of seeing the smiling

ladies whom he had invited to see the scalp-dance and the

scalps, and, to his more identical satisfaction, of beholding,

at the end of the platform where he had taken pains to

spread his robe and seat himself, the fair dame of gushing

charms, to whom he was occasionally gently turning his

head on one side and smiling, as he presented to her view

his copper-coloured arm, encompassed with the golden

bracelet.

This kind lady's goodness was such that she could not but

respond to the bows and the smiles of the Doctor, though

(within herself) she felt a little annoyed at the position

which he had taken, so immediately between her place,

which the crowd prevented her from changing, and that of the

splendid " Roman Nose," who was now much more an object

of admiration than he had been the night before, and more

peremptorily called for all her attention. He had been

selected to lead in the scalp-dance which was to be given that

night; and for this purpose, in pursuance of the custom of

the country, he had left off his shirt and all his dress save

his beautifully garnished leggings and mocassins, and his

many-coloured sash and kilt of eagle's quills and ermine

around his waist. His head was vermilioned red, and

dressed with his helmet-like red crest, and surmounted with

a white and a red eagle's quill, denoting his readiness for

peace or for war. His shoulders and his arms were curi-

ously streaked with red paint, and on his right and his left

breast were the impresses, in black paint, of two hands, de-

noting the two victims he had struck, and whose scalps he

then held attached to his painted tomahawk, which he was

to wield in triumph as he had in the scaljj-dance. Thus
arrayed and ornamented, he appeared in his " war dress,"

as it is termed; and as he arose from his seat upon the

platform, and drew his painted shield and quiver from his

back, shouts of applause rung from every part of the hall,

and, of course, trepidation increased in the veins of the fair
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dame, whose elbows were resting on the edge of the plat-

form, while she was in rapture gazing upon him, and but

partly concealing at times a beautiful trinket, the sparkling

of which the sharp eyes of the Doctor had seen, as she

endeavoured to conceal it in her right hand.

The Doctor could not speak to this fair lady except with

his eyes, with the softest expressions of which he lost no

time or opportunity; and (for several combined reasons, no

doubt) he seemed quite unambitious to leave his seat to

"saw the air,'" and strike for a repetition of the applause

he had gained the night before.

Unfortunately in some respects, and as fortunately no

doubt in others, the splendid " Roman Nose " held his posi-

tion at the farther end of the platform during the greater

part of the evening ; and the Doctor, for the several reasons

already imagined, remained in the close vicinity of the fair

dame, whose over-timidity, he feared, held her in an un

necessary and painful suspense.

In this position of things and of parties, the amusements

allotted for the evening had commenced, and were progress-

ing, amidst the roars of applause that were ready at the

close of each dance. They commenced by giving the "Wel-

come Dance'' and song* peculiar to their tribe. The senti-

ment of this being explained by me, gave great pleasure to

the audience, and prepared them for the dances and amuse-

ments which were to follow.

They next announced the "Bear Dance" and amused

the audience very much in its execution. This curious

dance is given when a party are preparing to hunt the hlack

bear, for its delicious food ; or to contend with the more

* This peculiar dance is given to a stranger, or strangers, whom they

are decided to welcome in their village ; and out of respect to the person or

persons to whom they are expressing this welcome, the musicians and all

the spectators rise upon their feet while it is being danced.

The song is at first a lament for some friend, or friends, who are dead or

gone away, and ends in a gay and lively and cheerful step, whilst they are

announcing that the friend to whom they are addressing it is received into

the i)lace which ha.s been left.
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ferocious and dangerous " tjrizly bear" when a similar

appeal is made to the bear-spirit, and with similar results,

(i.e.) all hands having strictly attended to the important

and necessary form of conciliating in this way the good will

and protection of the peculiar spirit presiding over the des-

tinies of those animals, they start off upon their hunt with

a confidence and prospect of success which they could not

otherwise have ventured to count upon. In this grotesque

and amusing mode, each dancer imitates with his hands,

alternately, the habits of the bear when running, and when

sitting up, upon its feet, its paws suspended from its breast.

It was customary with them to be seated a few minutes

after each dance, and to pass around the pipe ; and in the

interval they were thus filling up after this dance, the

Indians, as well as the audience, were all surprised at the

appearance of a large square parcel handed in, and on to the

platform, by a servant in liver}^, as a present to the Indians

from his anonymous mistress, " Curiosity was on tip-toe
"

to know what so bulky a parcel contained; and when it

was opened, it was found to contain 14 beautifully bound

Bibles—the number just equal to the number of Indians of

the party ; and a very kind letter addressed to them, and

which was read, exhorting them to change the tenor of their

lives, to learn to read, and to profit by the gifts enclosed to

them.

The Bibles being distributed amongst them, the War-
chief arose, and in the most respectful and appropriate

manner returned his thanks for the liberal present and the

kind wishes of the lady who gave them ; he said he was

sorry he did not know which lady to thank, but by thanking

all in the room, he considered he was taking the surest way

of conveying his thanks to her.

After this, the ne plus ultra (as the Doctor would un-

doubtedly call it), the frightful " Scalp Dance," * was an-

* This barbarous and exciting scene is the Indian mode of celebrating a

victory, and is given fifteen nights in succession, when a war party returns

from battle, having taken scalps from the heads of their enemies. Taking
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nounced. AH parties, t"he modest squaws (of whom they

had four with them) as well as the men, were arranging

their dresses and implements to take part in it. The drums
struck up, and the "splendid Roman Nose'' led off, waving
his two scalps on the point of a lance, until he was once

around the circle, when they were jjlaced in the hands of a

squaw to carrj-, whilst he wielded his tomahawk and scalping-

knife, and showed the manner in which his unfortunate

enemies had fallen before him. This was ])robably the first

time that the Scalp Dance, in its original and classic form,

was ever seen in the city of London, and embellished by
the presence of real and (/enuiite scalps.

This exciting scene, with its associations, had like to have

been too much for the nerves and tastes of London people ;

but having evidently assembled here for the pleasure of

receiving shocks and trying their nerves, they soon seemed

reconciled, and all looked on with amazement and pleasure,

whilst the}' were sure for once in their lives, at least, that

they were drawing information from its true and native

source. This dance was long and tedious, but when it was

finished, it was followed by a deafening round of applause,

not of approbation of the shocking and disgusting custom,

but of the earnest and simple manner in which these

the scalp is practised by all the American tribes, and by them all very much

in the same way, by cutting off a patch of the skin from a victim's head

when killed in battle ; and this piece of skin, with the hair on it, is the

scalp, w hich is taken and preserved solely for a trophy, as the proof positive

that its possessor has killed an enemy in battle, and this because they have

no books of history or public records to refer to for the account of the

battles of military men. The scalp dance is generally danced by torch

light, at a late hour in the night; and, in all tribes, the women take a con-

spicuous part in it, by dancing in the circle with the men, holding up the

scalps just brought from battle, attached to the top of a pole, or the handle

of a lance.

A scalp, to be a genuine one, must have been taken from the head of an

enemy, and that enemy dead. The living are sometimes scaljicd, but when-

ever it occurs, it is on a field of battle, amongst the wounded, and supposed

to be dead, who sometimes survive, but with the signal disgrace of having

lost a patch of the skin and hair from the top of tlieir heads.

VOL. II. D
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ignorant and thoughtless people Avere endeavouring to

instruct and to amuse the enlightened world by a strict and

emphatic illustration of one of the barbarous, but valued,

modes of tlieir country.

The subject and mode of scalpiyiff, and of thus celebrating

their victories, so little understood in the enlightened world,

afforded me an interesting theme for remarks at this time

;

and when the Indians were again seated and ''taking a

smoke'' I took the occasion of this complete illustration to

explain it in all its parts and meanings, for which, when I

had done, I received five times as much applause as I

deserved for doing it.

The Pipe of Peace (or Calumet) Dance * was the next an-

nounced ; and was danced with great spirit, and gained

them much applause. At the close of this, their favourite

dance, it became peculiarly the privilege of the War-chief to

make his boast, as the dance is given only at the conclusion

of a treaty of peace between hostile tribes, and at which

treaty he is supposed to preside. For this purpose he rose,

and straightening up his tall and veteran figure, with his

buffalo robe thrown over his shoulder and around him, with

his right arm extended over the heads of his fellow war-

riors, made a most animated speech to them for several

minutes (with his back turned towards the audience),

reminding them of the principal exploits of his military life,

with which they were all familiar. He then called upon

one of the younger men to light his pipe, which being done,

and placed in his hand, he took several deliberate whiffs

* The Pipe of Peace (or calumet) is a sacred pipe, so held by all the

American tribes, and kept in possession of the chiefs, to be smoked only at

times of peace- making. When the terms of a treaty have been agreed upon,

this sacred pipe, the stem of which is ornamented with eagle's quills, is

brought forward, and the solemn pledge to keep the peace is passed through

the sacred stem by each chief and warrior drawing the smoke once through

it. After this ceremony is over, the warriors of the two tribes unite in the

dance, with the pipe of peace held in the left hand, and a she-she-quoi (or

rattle) in the right.
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through its long and ornamented stem ; this done, and his

ideas all arranged, he deliberately turned around, and

passing his pipe into his left hand, extended his right o%'er

the heads of the audience and commenced :—

-

" My Friends,—We believe that all our happiness in this life is given to

us by the Great Spirit, and through this pipe I have thanked Him for en-

abling me to be here at this time, and to speak to you all who are around me.

{How, how, how! and applause )
" My Friends,—We have had a long journey, and we are still very much

fatigued. We prayed to the Great Spirit, and He has heard our prayers
;

we are all here, and all well. (How, how, how! and Hear! )

"My Friends,—We are poor and live in the woods, and though the

Great Spirit is with us, yet lie has not taught us how to weave the beauti-

ful things that you make in this country ; we have seen many of those

things brought to us, and we are now happy to be where all these fine things

are made. (How, how, how I )

" My Friends,—The Great Spirit has made us with red skins, and taught

us how to live in the wilderness, but has not taught us to live as you

do. Our dresses are made of skins and are very coarse, but they are warm
;

and in our dances we are in the habit of showing the skins of our shoulders

and our arms, and we hope you will not be angry with us—it is our way.

(How, how, how! and great applause.)

" My Friends,—We have heard that your chief is a woman, and we
know that she must be a great chief, or your country would not be so rich

and so happy. (Cheers and Hear!) We have been told that the Ojib-

beways went to see your queen, and that she smiled upon them ; this makes

us the more anxious to see her face, as the Ojibbeways are our enemies.

(Hoiv, how, how ! )

" My Friends,—We hope to see the face of your queen, and then we
shall be happy. Our friend Chippehola* has told us that he thinks we
shall see her. My Friends, we do not know whether there are any of her

relations now in the room. {How, how, how! and a laugh.)

" My Friends,—We shall be glad to shake your hands. This is all I

have to say." (Great applause.)

At the close of his speech, and as he turned around to

meet the approbation of his fellow-warriors, there was a

sudden burst of laughter amongst the Indians, occasioned

by the sarcastic and exulting manner in which the old

Doctor told him he had better say something more before he

sat down, "because," said he, " you have not made half as
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much laugh yet as I did last night." " I should be sorry if

I had," said the War-chief; " the audience always laugh the

moment they see your ugly face."

The Doctor's troubles commenced here, for just at that

moment the "fair dame" had caught the eye of the

" Roman-nose" and holding up a beautiful bracelet enclosing

a brilliant stone, she tempted him up, while she clasped it

upon his arm as it was extended immediately over the

Doctor's head, whose unfailing politeness induced him to

bow down his head to facilitate the operation.

When the " Roman-nose-'' had taken his seat, and the

poor Doctor had raised up his head to meet the eyes and

the taunts of his fellow- Indians, who were laughing at him,

and the gaze of the visitors from every quarter of the

room, there was a smile, but altogether a new one, and a new

word should be coined for the sudden and singular distress

of the dilemma he was in : it would not do to undervalue

the beautiful present that was already upon his arm, and to

save his life he could not smile as pleasantly upon the fair

haiid that gave it as he had been smiling a few minutes

before. The trinket had instantly fallen fifty per cent, in

its value—the brilliant prospect that had been before him
had fled, and left him in the dread, not only that his beauti-

ful commercial prospects were blighted, but that he was to

have an en^my in the field.

The Roman-nose received his present in a respectful

and thankful inanner, but it was too late to be affectionatehi

accepted, as it was the second one that was afloat, and taken

by him, partly as an evidence of a kind heart, and partly as

a foil to cover the true meaning of the first one that had

been bestowed. However, he valued it very much, and the

secret respecting the mistake that had been made in pre-

senting the first, having been committed only to Daniel and

myself, was thought best, for the peace of all parties, not to

be divulged.

The amusements of the evening being finished, there com-

menced a general shake of the hands, and when it had been
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requested by some of the audience that the Indians should

come on to the floor, the request was instantly complied with,

which afforded the most gratifying o])portunity for the

visitors to get near to them, and scan them and their

costumes and weapons more closely. There was a general

outcry by the ladies for the wife of the Little - wolf to

descend from the platform with her little pappoose slung on

her back in its splendid cradle, ornamented with porcupine's

quills and ermine skins. It was a beautiful illustration,

and formed one of the most attractive features of the exhi-

bition, for gentlemen as well as for ladies, as thousands will

recollect.

The "jolly fat dame" had an opportunity of meeting the

Roman-nose and of shaking his hand : but, " oh, the distress !

she could not speak to him as she had done to Cadotte,— it

was impossible for her to explain to him the abominable

mistake of the first night, and she feared he never would

properly appreciate the present which she had just made
him ; nevertheless they were " a noble, fine set of fellows."

The Doctor passed about in the crowd shaking hands,

and shaking his fan also, which was made of the eagle's tail.

He met the " fair dame," and (cruel that he could not speak

to her) he dropped many smiles as he looked down upon and

over her dimpled cheeks and round neck, as he raised and

showed her his brawny arm with the golden bracelet.

The Indians soon withdrew, and after them the crowd
;

and after the crowd the " jolly fat dame," who said to

Daniel as she passed, " I can't stop to-night, Daniel, I am
in a great hurry ; but I gave the bracelet to the Roman-

nose— [ got a good opportunity, Daniel— I buckled it on

myself: oh, yes, I did—that I did—the good fellow, he stood

it well—he never stirred. He '11 recollect me, won't he,

Daniel? I am going; but oh, look here— I can't, to save

my life, make the poor fellow understand how the accident

took place— it is so provoking!—it's awkward—it is very

annoying to me. You can tell him, Daniel— I wish you

would tell him— I want you to explain it to him. Come,
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will you, Daniel ? that 's a good fellow. Tell him I never

intended to give a bracelet to the old Doctor. But stop,

he won't tell the Doctor that, will he ? I wouldn't for the

world hurt the poor old man's feelings—no, Daniel, not for

twenty bracelets—what shall we do ?" " Oh, there is no

danger, Madam, that the Doctor will ever hear of it."

" You think so ?" "Oh, I am sure. Madam." "Then it's

all right—good night. I shall be here every night, you

know."

The next morning after this, the Rev. Mr. and Mr.

called upon me at my family residence, to ask if it

would be consistent with my views and the views of the

Indians for them to have some conversation with them in

private on the subject of religion and education. I replied,

that it was one of the greatest satisfactions I could have

during their stay in England, to promote as far as in my
power such well-meant efforts to enlighten their minds, and

to enable them to benefit in that way by their visit to this

country. I told them also, that I was very glad to say that

this party was under the charge of Mr. Melody, a man who

was high in the confidence of the American Government,

and that 1 knew him to be a temperate and moral man : as

he was interested in the missionary efforts being made in

this very tribe, I felt quite certain that he would do all in

his power to promote their object, and they had better call

on him. They did so, and an appointment was made for

them to visit the Indians in the afternoon, subsequent to

their usual daily " drive."

Mr. Melody had had a conversation with the Indians on

the subject, and although they felt some reluctance at first,

on account of the Uttle time they would have to reflect upon

it, they had agreed to see the reverend gentlemen in the

afternoon, and I was sent for to be present. I was there at

the time, and when the reverend gentlemen called, I intro-

duced them to the Indians in their rooms. The Indians

were all seated on the floor, upon their robes and blankets,

and passing around the pipe. After the usual time taken
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by strangers to examine their curious dresses, weapons, Sec-

one of the reverend gentlemen mentioned to the chiefs, in a

very kind and friendly manner, the objects of their visit, and

with their permission gave them a brief account of the life

and death of our Saviour, and explained as well as he could

to their simple minds the mode of Redemption. He urged

upon them the necessity of their taking up this belief, and

though it might be difficult for them to understand at first,

yet he was sure it was the only way to salvation. This

gentleman took full time to explain his views to them, which

was done in the most suitable language for their under-

standing, and every sentence was carefully and correctly

interpreted to them by Jeffrey, who seemed to be himself

much interested in hearing his remarks.

After the reverend gentleman had finished, Mr. Melody

stated to the Indians that he believed all that the gentleman

said was true, and that he knew it to be worth their closest

and most patient consideration. He then asked White-cloud

if he had anything to answer ; to which he said, " he had but

a few words to say, as he did not feel very well, and A^eu-

mon-ya (the War-chief) was going to speak for him." He
thought, however, that it was a subject which they might as

well omit until they got home.

Neu-moti-ya during this time was hanging his head quite

down, and puffing the smoke as fast as he could draw it

through his pipe, in long breaths, and discharging it through

his nostrils. He raised up after a moment more of pause,

and passing the pipe into White-cloud's hand, folded his

arms, with his elbows on his knees, when he drew a deep

sigh, and followed it with the last discharge of smoke from

his lungs, which was now passing in two white streams

through his distended nostrils, as he said

—

" My friends,*—The Great Spirit has sent you to us with Itind words,

and he has opened our ears to hear them, which we have done. We are

glad to see you and to hear you speak, for we know that you are our friends.

• Being a silent listener to these conversations, I took out my note book

and wrote down the remarks here given, as they were translated by Jeffrey.
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What you have said relative to our learning to read and to write, we are'

sure can do us no good—we are now too old ; but for our children, we think

itT^'ould be well for them to learn ; and they are now going to schools in

our village, and learning to read and to write. Ai to the white man's

religion which you have explained, we have heard it told to us in the same

way, many times, in our own country, and there are white men and women
there now, trying to teach it to our pcojile. We do not think your religion

good, unless it is so for white people, and this we don't doubt. The Great

Spirit has made our skins red, and the forests for us to live in. He has

also given us our religion, which has taken our fathers to 'the beautiful

hunting grounds,' where we wish to meet them. We don't believe that

the Great Spirit made us to live with pale faces in this world, and we think

He has intended we should live separate in the world to come.

" My friends,—We know that when white men come into our country

we are unhappy—the Indians all die, or are driven away before the white

men. Our hope is to enjoy our hunting grounds in the world to come,

which white men cannot take from us : we know that our fathers and our mo-

thers have gone there, and we don't know why we should not go there too.

" My friends,—You have told us that the Son of the Great Spirit was

on earth, and that he was killed by white men, and that the Great Spirit

sent him here to get killed ; now we cannot understand all this—this may

be necessary for white people, but the red men, we think, have not yet

got to be so wicked as to require that. If it was necessary that the Son of

the Great Spirit should be killed for white people, it may be necessary for

them to believe all this ; but for us, we cannot understand it."

He here asked for the pipe, and having drawn a few

whifFs, proceeded.

" My friends,—You speak of the ' good book' that you have in your

hand ; we have many of these in our village ; we are told that ' all your

words about the Son of the Great Spirit are printed in that book, and if

we learn to read it, it will make good people of us.' I would now ask why
it don't make good people of the pale faces living all around us? They can

all read the good book, and they can understand all that the ' black coals'*

say, and still we find they are not so honest and so good a people as ours

:

this we are sure of; such is the case in the country about us, but here we
have no doubt but the white people who have so many to preach and so

many books to read, are all honest and good. In our country the white

people have two faces, and their tongues branch in different ways ; we

know that this displeases the Great Spirit, and we do not wish to teach it

to our children.'

He here took the pipe again, and while smoking, the

reverend gentleman asked him if he thought the Indians

* Clergymen.
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did all to serve the Groat Spirit that they ought to do

—

all that the Great Spirit required of them ? to which he

replied

—

" My friends,—! don't know that we do all that the Great Spirit wishes

us to do; there are some Indians, I know, who do not ; there are some
bad Indians as well as bad white people ; I think it is very difficult to tell

how much the Great Spirit wishes us to do."

The reverend gentleman said

—

" That, my friends, is what we wish to teach you ; and if you can learn

to read this good book, it will explain all that."

The chief continued—

•

" We believe the Great Spirit requires us to pray to Him, which we do,

and to thank Him for everything we have that is good. We know that He
requires us to speak the truth, to feed the poor, and to love our friends.

We don't know of anything more that he demands ; he may demand more

of white people, but we don't know that"

The reverend gentleman inquired

—

" Do you not think that the Great Spirit sometimes punishes the Indians

in this world for their sins ?
"

War-chief.—" Yes, we do believe so."

Rev. Gentleman.—" Did it ever occur to you, that the small pox that

swept off half of your tribe, and other tribes around you, a few years ago,

might have been sent into your country by the Great Spirit to punish the

Indians for their wickedness and their resistance to his word ?
"

War-chief.—" My Friends, we don't know that we have ever resisted

the word of the Great Spirit. If the Great Spirit sent the small pox into

our country to destroy us, we believe it was to punish us for listening to the

false promises of white men. It is white man's disease, and no doubt

it was sent amongst white people to punish them for their sins. It never

came amongst the Indians until we began to listen to the promises of

white men, and to follow their ways ; it then came amongst us, and we are

not sure but the Great Spirit then sent it to punish iis for our foolishness.

There is another disease sent by the Great SjMrit to punish white men, and

it punishes them in the right place—the place that offends. We know that

disease has been sent to punish them ; that disease was never amongst the

Indians until white men came— they brought it, and we believe we shall

never drive it out of our country."

The War-chief here reached for the pipe again for a

minute, and then continued

—

" My Friends,—I hope my talk does not offend you ; we are children,

and you will forgive us for our ignorance. The Great Spirit expects us to
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feed the poor ; our wives and children at home are very poor ; wicked white

men kill so many of" our hunters and warriors with fire-water, that they

bring among us, and leave so many children among us for us to feed, when
they go away, that it makes us very poor. Before they leave our country

they destroy all the game also, and do not teach us to raise bread, and our

nation is now in that way, and very poor ; and we think that the way we
can please the Great Spirit first, is to get our wives and children something

to eat, and clothes to wear. It is for that we have come to this country,

and still we are glad to hear your counsel, for it is good."

The reverend gentlemen, and several ladies who had ac-

companied them, here bestowed some very beautiful Bibles

and other useful presents upon the Indians ; and thanking

them for their patience, were about to take leave of them,

when Mr. Melody begged their attention for a few mo-

ments while he read to them several letters just received

from reverend gentlemen conducting a missionary school

in this tribe, giving a flattering account of its progress,

and presented them a vocabulary and grammar, already

printed in the loway language, by a printing-press be-

longing to the missionary school in their country. This

surprised them very much, and seemed to afford them great

satisfaction.

The comments of the press, as well as the remarks of the

public who had seen them, now being made upon the

superior interest of this party, they were receiving daily

calls from distinguished persons, and also numerous in-

vitations to gentlemen's houses, which daily increased their

consequence, and, of course, their enjoyment. Amongst the

first of these kind invitations was one from Mr. Disraeli,

M.P., for the whole party to partake of a breakfast at his

house, in Park Lane.

This was for the next morning after the interview just

described ; and, not knowing or even being able to imagine

what they were to see, or what sort of rules or etiquette

they were to be subjected to, they were under the most

restless excitement to prepare everything for it, and the

greatest anxiety for the hour to approach. They were
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all up at an unusually early hour, preparing every trinket

and every article of dress, and spent at least an hour at

their toilets in putting the paint upon their faces. The

Doctor had been told that he would sit down at the table

amongst many very splendid ladies; and this, or some

other embarrassment, had caused him to be dissatisfied

with the appearance of the paint which he had put upon

his face, and which he was carefully examining with his

little looking-glass. He decided that it would not do, and

some bear's grease and a piece of deer-skin soon removed

it all. He spent another half hour with his different tints,

carefully laying them on with the end of his forefinger;

and, displeased again, they were all demolished as before.

Alarm about time now vexed him, and caused him to

plaster with a more rapid and consequently with a more
" masterly touch." The effect was fine ! He was ready,

and so were all the party, from head to foot. All their

finest was on, and all were prepared for the move, when I

came in at about eight o'clock to advise them of the hour

at which we were to go, and which I had forgotten to

mention to them the evening before. I then referred to

the note of invitation, and informed them that the hour ap-

pointed was twelve o'clock. The whole party, who were at

that time upon their feet around me, wrapped in their

robes, their shields and quivers slung, and the choice tints

upon their faces almost too carefully arranged to be exposed

to the breath of the dilapidating wind, expressed a decided

shock when the hour of twelve was mentioned. They

smiled, and evidently thought it strange, and chat some

mistake had been made. Their conjectures were many and

curious : some thought it was dinner that was meant, instead

of breakfast ; and others thought so late an hour was

fixed that they might get their own breakfasts out of the

way, and then give the Indians theirs by themselves. I

answered, " No, my good fellows, it is just the reverse of

this ; you are all wrong— it is to breakfast that you are

invited, and lest their family, and their friends whom they
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have invited to meet you, should not have the honour of

sitting down and eating with you, they have fixed the hour

at twelve o'clock, the time that the great and fashionable

people take their breakfasts. You must have your break-

fasts at home at the usual hour, and take your usual drive

before you go ; so you will have plenty of time for all, and

be in good humour when you go there, where you will see

many fine ladies and be made very happy."

My remarks opened a new batch of difficulties to them

that I had not apprehended, some of which were exceedingly

embarrassing. To wait four hours, and to eat and to ride

in the meantime, would be to derange the streaks of paint

and also to soil many articles of dress which could not be

put on excepting on very particular occasions. To take

them off and put them on, and to go through the vexations

of the toilet again, at eleven o'clock, was what several of the

party could submit to, and others could not. As to the

breakfast of huge beefsteaks and coflFce which was just

coming up, I had felt no apprehensions ; but when it was on

the table I learned that the old Doctor and Wash-ka-mon-ya

and one or two others of the young men were adhering to a

custom of their country, and which, in my rusticity (having

been seven or eight years out of Indian life), I had at the

moment lost sight of.

It is the habit in their country, when an Indian is

invited to a feast, to go as hungry as he can, so as to be as

fashionable as possible, by eating an enormous quantity,

and for this purpose the invitations are generally extended

some time beforehand, paying the valued compliment to

the invited guest of allowing as much time as he can pos-

sibly require for starving himself and preparing his stomach

by tonics taken in bitter decoctions of medicinal herbs. In

this case the invitation had only been received the day

before, and of course allowed them much less than the

usual time to prepare to be fashionable. They had, how-

ever, received the information just in time for the Doctor

and Wash-ka-mon-ya and the Roman-nose to avoid the
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annoyance of their dinners and suppers on that day, and

they had now laid themselves aside in further prepara-

tion for the feast in which they were to be candidates for

the mastery in emptying plates and handlincr the " knife

and fork " (or " knife and fingers "), the custom of their

country.

In this condition, the Doctor particularly was a subject

for the freshest amusement, or for the profoundest contem-

plation. With all his Snery and his trinkets on, and his

red and yellow paint—with his shield, and bow and quiver

lying by his side, he was straightened u])on his back, with

his feet crossed, as he rested in a corner of the room upon

his buifalo robe, which was spread upon the floor. His

little looking glass, which was always suspended from his

belt, he was holding in his hand, as he was still arranging

his beautiful feathers, and contemplating the patches of red

and yellow paint, and the tout ensemble of the pigments and

copper colour with which he was to make a sensation where

he was going to feast (as he had been told) with ladies, an

occurrence not known in the annals of the Indian country.

He had resolved, on hearing the hour was twelve, not to eat

his breakfast (which he said might do for women and chil-

dren), or to take his usual ride in the bus, that he might

not injure his growing appetite, or disturb a line of paint

or a feather, until the hour had arrived for the honours and

the luxuries that awaited them.

I reasoned awhile with these three epicures of the land of
'^ buffaloes' toiiffues and beavers^ tails," telling them that they

were labouring under a misconception of the ideas of gen-

tility as entertained in tlie civilized and fashionable world;

that in London, the genteel people practised entirely the

opposite mode from theirs ; that light dinners and light

breakfasts were all the fashion, and the less a lady or gen-

tleman could be seen eating, the more sentimental he or

she was considered, and consequently the more transcend-

ently genteel : and that when they went to breakfast with

their friends at 12, or to dine at 7 or 8, they were generally
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in the habit of promoting gentility by eating a little at

home before they stai'ted.

My reasoning, however, had no other effect than to excite

a smile from the Doctor, and the very philosophic reply,

" that they should prefer to adhere to their own custom

until they got to the lady's house, when they would ti-y to

conform to that of the white people of London." The
drollness of these remarks from this droll old gentleman

entirely prevented Mr. Melody and myself from intruding

any further suggestions, until the hour arrived, and it was

announced that the carriage was at the door.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Kind reception at Mr. Disraeli's—View of Hyde Park from the top of

his house—Review of troops, and sham fight—Breakfast-table—The

Doctor missing—The Author finds him in the bathing-room—Cham-

pagne wine—Refused by the Indians

—

Chickabobboo : Chippehola tells

the story of it—The Indians drink—Presents—The " big looking-

glass "—The Doctor smiles in it—Spoech of the War-chief—Shake of

hands, and return—Exhibition-room, Egyptian Hall—Doctor presents a

string of wampum and the " White-feather " to the " jolly fat dame "

—

Indians talk about chickabobboo—The Rev. Mr. G calls—A different

religion (a Catholic)—Interview appointed—Two Methodist clergymen

call—Indians refuse to see them—The giant and giantess visit the In-

dians—The Doctor measuring the giantess—The talk with the Catholic

clergyman

.

This chapter begins with the introduction of the loways into

fashionable life, through the various phases of which they

had the good or bad fortune to pass, in this and other

countries, as will be seen, before they returned to re^unle

the tomahawk and scalping-knife in their favourite prairies,

and the Rocky Mountains in America.

Mr. Melody and myself accompanied the Indians, and

all together were put down at the door, where we met a

host of waiters in livery, ready to conduct us to the kind

lady and gentleman, whom they instantly recollected to

have seen and shaken hands with in the exhibition room.

This gave them confidence, and all parties were made easy

in a moment, by a general introduction which followed.

Through the interpreter, the ladies complimented them for

their dances and songs, which they had heard, and pro-

nounced to be very wonderful. Their women and little

children were kindly treated by the ladies, and seats were

prepared for them to sit down. The men were also desired

to be seated, but on looking around the room, upon the
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richness of its furniture, the splendid carpet on which they

stood, and the crimson velvet of the cushioned chairs that

were behind them, they smiled, and seemed reluctant to sit

upon them, for fear of soiling them. They were at length

prevailed upon to be seated, however, and after a little con-

versation, were conducted by Mr. Disraeli through the dif-

ferent apartments of his house, where he put in their hands,

and explained to them, much to their gratification, many
curious daggers, sabres, and other weapons and curiosities

of antiquity. In passing through the dining saloon, they

passed the table, groaning under the weight of its costly

plate and the luxuries which were prepared for them ; upon

this the old Doctor smiled as he passed along, and he even

turned his head to smile again upon it, as he left it.

After we had surveyed all below, the party were invited

to the top of the house, and Mr. Disraeli led the way. The

ladies, of whom there were a goodly number, all followed

;

and altogether, the pictured buffalo robes—the rouged

heads and red feathers—the gaudy silks, and bonnets, and

ribbons—glistening lances and tomahawks—and black coats,

formed a novel group for the gaze of the multitude who

were gathering from all directions, under the ever exciting

cry of " Indians ! Indians !

"

Hyde Park was under our eye, and from our position we

had the most lovely view of it that any point could afford
;

and also of the drilling of troops, and the sham-fight in the

park, which was going on under our full view. This was

exceedingly exciting and amusing to the Indians, and also

the extensive look we had in turning our eyes in the other

direction, over the city. The ladies had now descended, and

we all followed to the saloon, where it was soon announced

that the breakfast was ready ; and in a few moments all were

seated at the table, excepting the Doctor, who was not to

be found. Jeffrey and I instantly thought of his ^^propen-

sity" and went to tie house-top for him, but to our amaze-

ment he was not there. In descending the stairs, however,

and observing a smoke issuing out of one of the chambers,
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into which we had been led, on going iip to examine the

beautiful arrangement for vapour and shower baths, we
stepped in, and found the Doctor seated in the middle

of the room, where he had lit his pipe, and was taking a

more deliberate look at this ingenious contrivance, which

he told us pleased him very much, and which he has often

said he thought would be a good mode to adopt in his

practice in his own country. He was easily moved, how-

ever, when it was announced to him that the breakfast was

on the table and ready, where he was soon seated in the

chair reserved for him.

Great pains were taken by the ladies and gentlemen to

help the Indians to the luxuries they might like best ; and

amongst others that were ofl'ered, their glasses were filled

with sparkling champagne, in which their health was pro-

posed. The poor fellows looked at it, and shaking their

heads, declined it. This created some surprise, upon which

Mr. Melody explained for them that they had pledged their

words not to drink spirituous liquors while in this country.

They were applauded by all the party for it, and at the

same time it was urged that this was only a light loine,

and could not hurt them : we were drinking it ourselves,

and the ladies were drinking it, and it seemed cruel to

deny them. Poor Melody!—he looked distressed : he had

a good heart, and loved his Indians, but he felt afraid of

the results. The Doctor and Wash-ka-mon-ya kept their

hands upon their glasses, and their eyes upon Melody and

myself, evidently understanding something of the debate

that was going on, until it was agreed and carried, by the

ladies and all, that taking a little champagne would not be a

breach of their promise in the least, and that it would do

them no harm. Their health and success were then proposed,

and all their glasses were drained to the bottom at once.

The Doctor, after finding the bottom of his glass,

turned round, and smacking his lips, dropped me a bow

and a smile, seeming to say that " he was thankful, and

that the wine was very good."

VOL. II. E
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I told them that this was not ^'fire-water" as they could

themselves judge, but that it was " chickabobboo." This

word seeming to them to be an Indian word, excited their

curiosity somewhat, and being called upon by the ladies to

explain the meaning of it, as they did not recollect to have

met such a word in Johnson's Dictionary or elsewhere,

I related to them the story of chickabobboo, as told by the

war-chief of the Ojibbeways, at Windsor Castle ; and the

manner in which those Indians partook of the Queen's wine,

or " chickabobboo," as they called it, on that occasion.

This explanation afforded much amusement to the party,

and to the Indians also, as Jeffrey interpreted it to them

;

and it was soon proposed that their glasses should be filled

again with chickabobboo. The Doctor sat next to me at

the table, and every time he emptied his glass of chickabobboo

I was amused to hear him pronounce the word " good !"—the

first word of English he had learned, and the first occasion

on which I had heard him sound it. After the wine was

first poured out, he had kept one hand around his glass or

by the side of it, and had entirely stopped eating. He had

minced but a little in the outset, and seeming to have a

delicate stomach, was giving great pain to the ladies who
were helping him and urging him to eat, in his irrevocable

resolution to be genteel, as he had before suggested, and which

they probably never understood.

The last dish that was passed around the table, and

relished by the Indians quite as much as the chickabobboo,

was a plate of trinkets of various kinds, of brooches, brace-

lets, chains, and other ornaments for their persons, which

they received with expressions of great thankfulness as

they were rising from the table. Thus ended the " feast,"

as they called it; and on entering the drawing-room the

Doctor became a source of much amusement to the ladies,

as his attention was arrested by the enormous size of a

mirror that was before him, or by the striking eff'ect of his

own beautiful person, which he saw at full length in it. He
affected to look only at the frame, as the ladies accused him
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of vanity ; and he drew out from under his belt his little

looking-glass, about an inch square, imbedded in a block

of deal to protect it from breaking. The contrast was

striking and amusing, but what followed was still more

so. The ladies were anxious to examine his looking-glass

(which was fastened to his person with a leathern thong), and

in pulling it out, there necessarily came out with it, attached

to the same thong, a little wallet carefully rolled up in a

rattle-snake's skin; and which, on inquiry, was found to

be his toilet of pigments of various colours, with which

he painted his face. A small pair of scissors also formed

a necessary appendage, and by the side of them hung a

boar's tusk and a human finger shrivelled and dried.

This he had taken from a victim he had slain in battle,

and now wore as his " medicine,^' or talismanic charm, that

was to guard and protect him in all times of trouble

or danger. This remarkable trophy was generally, on

occasions when he was in full dress, suspended from his

neck by a cord, and hung amongst the strings of wampum
on his breast ; but on this occasion he had so many other

things to think of, that he had forgotten to display it there.

The War-chief at this time preparing his mind to

make some remarks before leaving, and to thank the

lady for her kindness, was asking " if he should give any

offence by lighting his pipe;" to which they all answered

at once, "No, oh no! we shall be glad to see the old

chief smoke
; get him some fire immediately." When the

fire arrived, he had lighted his pipe with his flint and

steel, and was arranging his ideas as he was drawing the

smoke through its long stem. It amused the ladies very

much to see him smoke, and when he was ready he passed

the pipe into White Cloud's hand, and rising, and throwing

his head and his shoulders back, he said to the lady that

" he was authorized by the chief to return to her and her

husband his thanks, and the thanks of all the l^arty, for the

kindness they had shown them." He said they were strangers

in the country, and a gi-eat way from home, and this would
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mate them more thankful for the kindness they had met
this day.

"My Friends (said he), the Great Spirit has caused your hearts to be

thus kind to us, and we hope the Great Spirit will not allow us to forget it.

We are thankful to all your friends whom we see around you also, and we
hope the Great Spirit will be kind to you all.

" My friend the chief wishes to shake hands with you all, and then we
will bid you farewell."

The kindest wishes were expressed, in reply to the old

man's remarks, for their health and happiness ; and after a

general shaking of hands we took leave, and our omnibus,

for St. James's Street.

The usual dinner hour of the Indians was just at hand

when they returned, which was a joyful occurrence for

the Doctor, who had, at some inconvenience, been endea-

vouring to practise Indian and civilized gentility at one and

the same time. He smiled when dinner came on, and

others smiled to see him endeavouring to mend the breach

that had been made.

The excitements of this day had put the Indians in re-

markably good humour for their evening's amusements at

the Hall, which they gave to a crowded house, and, as usual,

with great applause. The "jolly fat dame" was there as

she had promised, still admiring, and still " quite miserable

that she could not speak to them in their own language, or

something that they could understand." Daniel had taken

a private opportunity to tell the Doctor the whole story

of her attachment to Cadotte, and to assure him, at the

same time, of her extraordinary admiration of him, the

evidence of which was, that " she had made him the first

present, after which all others were mere foils." The
Doctor took a peculiar liking to Daniel from that moment,

and little else than a lasting friendship could be expected

to flow from such a foundation as was then so kindly laid.

This most welcome information had been communicated to

the Doctor's ear on the evening previous, and he had now

come prepared to present her (with his own hand, and the
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most gracious smile, and at the end of the platform) a string

of wampum from his own neck, and a tchite feather with two

spots of red painted on it, to which he pointed with great

energy, and some expression that she heard, hut did not

understand. The "fair dame " held her exciting present in

her hand during the evening, with some little occasional

trepidation, expecting to draw from Daniel some key to

the meaning of the mysterious gift as she was leaving the

rooms. This hope proved vain, however; for Daniel,

it seems, was not yet deep enough in Indian mysteries to

answer her question, and she carried the present home, with

its mysterious meaning, to ruminate upon until the riddle

could be solved.

Mr. Melody and I visited the Indians in their apartments

that evening after their exhibition was over, and taking a

beefsteak and a cup of coffee with them, we found them

still in high glee, and in good humour for gossip, which ran

chiefly upon the immense looking-glasses they had seen

(and "forgot to measure"), and the chichabohboo, which they

pronounced to be first-rate for a grand feast, which it would

be their duty to get up in a few days to thank the Great

Spirit for leading them all safe over the ocean, and to ensure

their safe return when they should be ready to go. I then

told them of the kind of chichubobboo that the Ojibbeways

liked very much, and of which I had allowed each one

glass every day at his dinner, and also at night after

their dances were done, and which the physicians thought

would be much better for them than the strong coffee they

were in the habit of drinking; that I had talked with

Mr. Melody on the subject, and he was quite willing,

with me, that they should have it in the same way, provided

they liked it.

" Hoiv, hoic, how!''' they all responded; and while the

servant was gone for a jug of ale, I explained to them that

we did not consider that this was breaking their solemn

promise made to us, "not to drink npiritiwus liquors." I

stated to them, also, that it was possible to get drunk by
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drinking chickabobboo ; and if any of them drank so

mu(;h of it as to produce that effect, we should con-

sider it the same as if they had got drunk by drinking

whiskey.

The ale came in foaming, and being passed round, they

all decided that "it was good, but not quite so good as that

the kind lady gave us at the feast to-day."

These evening gossips with these good-natured fellows in

their own rooms, after their day's work and excitements

were over, became extremely pleasing to me ; so completely

reviving the by-gone pleasures I had felt in whiling away
the long evenings in their hospitable wigwams, when I was
a guest in their remote country, amused with their never-

ending fund of anecdotes and stories.

On the next morning, or the day after, at an early hour,

Daniel announced to the Indians that there was a reverend

gentleman in the sitting-room who wished to see them a

little while, and to have some talk with them if possible.

Daniel had taken this liberty, as he had heard Mr. Melody

and myself say that we should feel disposed to promote, as

far as we could, all such efforts. The Indians had not yet

had their breakfasts, which were nearly ready, and felt a

little annoyed ; the War-chief observing " that they had had

a long council with some clergymen, and had said to them all

they had to say, and thought this gentleman had better go

and see and talk with them ; and another thing, as he be-

lieved that Chippehola * had written in a book all that he

and the clergymen had said, he thought he might learn it

all by going to him."

Daniel whispered to him, in an earnest manner, that

" this was a Catholic priest, a different kind of religion alto-

gether." This created some little surprise and conversation

around the room, that the white people should have two

kinds of religion ; and it was at last agreed that the War-
chief and Jeffrey should step into the other room a few
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minutes and see him, the White Cloud saying "he did not

care about going

It seems that Jeffrey took some interest in this gentleman,

as the little that his ancestors had learned of relijiion had
been taught them by Roman Catholic clergymen, who have

been the first to teach the Christian religion in most parts

of the American wilderness. The conversation and manner
of the priest also made some impression on the mind of

the War-chief; and as they heard the others using their

knives and forks in the adjoining room, they took leave of

the reverend gentleman, agreeing to a council with him and

a number of his friends in a few days. White Cloud and

Wash-ka-mon-ya excited much laughter and amusement

amongst the party, on learning that the War-chief had ap-

pointed another council, " when he was to make his talk all

over again." They told him " they expected to take him

home a preacher, to preach white man's religion when he

got back ;" and they thought he had better get a " black

coat" at once, and be called ''Black-coat to the party of loicaij

Indians."

The next day after the above interview, Daniel again

announced to the chiefs and Jeifrey that there were two

reverend gentlemen waiting to see them, who had seen Mr.

INIelody on the subject, and were to meet him there at that

hour. White Cloud told the War-chief, that "as he had

promised to meet them, he must do it ; but as for himself,

he would rather not see them, for he was not well." Wash-

ka-mon-ya laughed at the old chief and Jeffrey as they went

out. "Now," said he, "for }our grand council!" The
War- chief lit his long pipe, and he and Jeffrey entered the

room ; but finding they were not the persons whom they

were expecting to meet, they had a few words of conversa-

tion with them, taking care not to approach near to the

subject of religion, and left them, as they had some other

engagements that took up their time.

There was much merriment going on in the meantime in

the Indians' room, and many jokes ready for the War-chief
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and Jeffrey when they should get back, as Daniel bad

returned to their room, and told them that, by the cut of

their clothes and their manners, he was quite sure that these

two gentlemen Were of a different religion still ; he believed

they were Methodist preachers.

The War-chief, who was always dignified and contem-

plative in his manners, and yet susceptible of good humour

and jokes, returned to the Indians' room at this time,

apparently quite insensible to the mirth and the remarks

around him, as he learned from the Indians, and got the

confirmation from Daniel, that this was the third kind of

religion, and that there were the Baptists, the Jews, and

several other kinds yet to come. He seated himself on his

robe, which he spread upon the floor, and taking out of

his pouch his flint and steel, and spunk, struck a light in

the true Indian way (though there was fire within reach

of his arm), and, lighting his pipe, commenced smoking.

During this silent operation he seemed downcast, and in

profound meditation. Mr. Melody and I entered the room

at this moment, but seeing the mood he was in, did nothing

to interrupt the train of his thoughts. When his pipe

was smoked out, he charged it again with tobacco, but

before lighting it he laid it aside, and straightening his

long limbs upon the floor, and drawing another buffalo robe

over his body and his head, he went to sleep.*

This was the day for " seeing the Giants," and they were
soon after announced as having arrived, according to

appointment. During one of the Indians' exhibitions there

* Though the old War- chief, who was their speaking oracle on the sub-

ject of religion, remained sad and contemplative, there was daily much con-

versation and levity amongst the rest of the party on the subject of the " six

religions of white men," which they had discovered; and either Jim or the

little " commanding general " (son of the War-chief), both of whom were
busy with their pencils, left on the table for my portfolio the subjoined cu-

rious, but significant illustration of their ideas of white man's paradise, and
the six different modes of getting to it. Plate No. 1 1 is s.fac simile of this

curious document, which the reader will appreciate on examination.
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had been a great excitement produced amongst them by

the appearance in the crowd, of two immense persons, a

man and a woman, who stood nearly' the whole length of

their bodies above the heads of others about them ! This

had excited the amazement of the Indians so much, that for

a while they stopped their dances, to sit down and smoke a

pipe. They must necessarily make some sacrifice on such

an occasion, and it was decided to be done with a piece of

tobacco, which being duly consecrated by them, was carried

by the Doctor (the medicine man) to an adjoining room, and

burned in the fire.

There were no questions asked by the Indians about

these unaccountable people, where they came from, &c.,

but they wished me to invite them to call at their lodgings

at No. 7, St. James's-strcet, the next day at twelve o'clock,

where they would be glad to see them a little while. This

wish was communicated to them in a note which I wrote on

my knee, and was passed to them over the heads of the

audience ; the giant man read it, and smiling, nodded his

head, accepting of their invitation. This pleased the

Indians, who all joined in sounding the war-whoop. These

two extraordinary personages proved to be the well-known
" Norfolk giants," who were brother and sister, and walking
" arm-in-arm," so high that the eye of an ordinary man
was just on a level with the apron string of the fair damsel

;

and the waist of the brother was, of course, yet some inches

higher. I regret that I have not preserved the exact

elevation of these two extraordinary persons, which I took

pains to procure, but have somehow mislaid.

The invitation thus given brought them on their present

visit to the Indians, who had great satisfaction in shaking

their hands, and closely inspecting them : and not many
minutes after their arrival a scene ensued that would have

made a sick man laugh, or a rich subject for the pencil of

Hogarth. The Indians had sent Daniel for a ball of twine,

which they had unfolded upon the floor, and each one

having cut off a piece of sufficient length, was taking for
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himself the measure of the ^^ giant man," from head to foot

-—from hand to hand, his arms extended—the span of his

waist—his breast and his legs—the length of his feet, and

his fingers ; and tying knots in their cords to indicate each

proportion. In the midst of all this, the Doctor presented

the most queer and laughable point in the picture, as he

had been applying his string to the back of the fair damsel,

having taken her length, from the top of her head to the

floor, and tied a knot in his cord at the place where the

waist of her dress intersected it ; he had then arrested the

attention of all, and presented his singular dilemma, when

he stood with both ends of his cord in his hands, contem-

plating the enormous waist and other proportions before

him, which he coveted for other knots on his string, but

which his strict notions of gallantry were evidently raising

objections to his taking. 1 whispered to him, and relieved

him from his distressing state of uncertainty, by saying I

thought he had been particular enough, and he withdrew,

but with a sigh of evident regret.

They insisted on the giant and giantess receiving from

them some little keepsakes of trinkets, &c., as evidences

of the pleasure they had afforded them by calling on

them.

This extraordinary occurrence, like most others of an

exciting or interesting nature which these jovial and funny

fellows met with, made subject for much subsequent anec-

dote and amusement. Wash-ka-mon-ya (the fast dancer),

a big-mouthed and waggish sort of fellow (who for

brevity's sake was called, in English parlance, "Jim"), was

continually teasing the Doctor about his gallantry amongst

the ladies ; and could rather easily and coolly do it, as he

was a married man, and had his wife constantly by the side

of him. He had naturally an abundant stock of wit and

good humour, and being so much of a wag withal, he was

rather a painful companion for the Doctor all the way,

and was frequently passing jokes of a cruel as well

as of a light and amusing kind upon him. It was known
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to the whole party that there was no record kept of the

length and breadth of the ffiant lady, except the one that

th-; Doctor had taken, and carefully rolled up and put away
in H little box, amongst other precious things, at the head
of 'his bed, and which he generally used as his pillow. It

was known also that much stress would be laid upon this

in his own country, when they returned home, as something

which the rest of the party could not produce, and which

for him, therefoi-e, would be of great and peculiar interest

there, and probably on other occasions, when it might be

proper to refer to it as a thing he could swear to as a

subject of interest in this country. Jim's best jokes (like

most Indian jokes) were those which no one else takes a

share in ; and a piece of the twine that had caught his eye

as it was lying upon the floor, probably first suggested the

wicked idea of being cut about two feet longer than the

Doctor's measure of the fair giantess, and with a knot about

one foot higher than the one made for her waist, and of

being rolled up in the same way, and slipped (in place of the

other) into the same corner of the box, to which the Doctor

had a key, but, according to all Indian practice, he never

made use of it. The sequel to all this, and the fun it might

have subsequently made for "Jim," with his "big mouth,"

the reader may as well imagine here, or patiently wait till

we come to it.

In the afternoon the Catholic clergyman called with a

couple of friends, for the interview which Jeffrey and the

War-chief had promised. Mr. Melody sent me word when

they called, and I came to the meeting, having taken a

great interest in these interviews, which were eliciting

opinions from the Indians which are exceedingly difficult to

obtain in any other ^vay, and which I was careful on all

occasions to write down, as translated at the time. These

opinions, however unimportant they may seem to be, I am

sure many of my readers will find to be of curious interest

;

and I fully believe, if rightly appreciated, of much impor-
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tance in directing future efforts to the right points in en-

deavouring to impress upon these ignorant and benighted

people the importance of education, and a knowledge of tb.^

true Christian religion. h

On this occasion Wash-ka-mon-ya for " Jim," as I shd [

often call him) endeavoured to make himself conspicuous le^

teasing the War-chief aiid Jeffrey about "going to p'Vj
with the black-coats," and springing upon his feet, took his

tomahawk in his hand, and throwing off his robe, jumped to

the middle of the floor, where, naked down to the hips, he

landed, in an attitude not unlike that of the colossal statue

of Rhodes. He fiowned a moment upon all around him,

and then said, "Let me go in— I have said nothing yet ; I

want to make a speech to the black-coats."

White-cloud, who was at that moment taking up his robe

to accompany Jeffrey and the War-chief to the " talk," very

mildly said to Jim, that "he would look much more re-

spectful if he would sit down again and hold his tongue, for

these were very good people who were calling to talk with

them, and must be treated with respect, however their

opinions might differ froni those of the Indians." This

severe rebuke from the chief instantly silenced Jim, who
quietly and respectfully joined the rest of the party, at

White-cloud's request, who seated themselves in the room

where the talk was to be held. The pipe was lit and pass-

ing around, while one of the reverend gentlemen stated the

views with which they had come to visit them, and asked

the Indians if it was perfectly convenient and agreeable for

them to hear what they had to say, to which the chief

replied in the affirmative. The reverend gentleman then

proceeded with his remarks upon the importance of educa-

tion and religion, the nature of which the reader can easily

imagine, and save the time it would require to record them

here. To these the chiefs and all the party (excepting Jim
and the Doctor, who had fallen asleep) listened with patience

and profound silence, as the pipe was passing around. The
reverend gentleman having finished, the War-chief took a
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few deep-drawn breaths through the pipe, and passing it

along, said

—

"My Friends,—I speak for the chief who is here, and not very well.

My words are his words, and the words of all our party. We have heard

what you had to say, because we had promised to do so.

" My Friends,—Wo have talked many times on this subject, and some of

our talks have been long ; but at this time our words w ill be few, tor we
are weary, and as we have before said, we are poor, and our wives and chil-

dren are hungry, and we have come over here to try to make some money

to get them warm clothes and food to eat. (How, huw, how 1 )

" My Friends,—Many of our children are now in schools in our country,

and the ' good booh ' which is in your hands is in their hands at this time.

We believe that the Great Spirit has made our religion good and sufficient

for us if we do not in any way oft'end him. We sec the religion of the white

people dividing into many paths, and we cannot believe that it is pleasing

to the Great Spirit. The Indians have but one road in their religion, and

they all travel in that, and the Great Spirit has never told them that it was

not right.

" My Friends,—Our ears have been open since we came here, and the

words we have heard are friendly and good ; but we see so many kinds of

religion, and so many people drunk and begging when we ride in the streets,

that we are a little more afraid of white man's religion than we were before

we came here.

" My Friends,—The Indians occupied all the fine hunting grounds long

before the white men came to them, but the white men own them nearly

all now, and the Indians' hunting grounds are mostly all gone. The In-

dians never urge white men to take up their religion, they are satisfied to

have them take a different road, for the Indians wish to enjoy their hunting

grounds to themselves in the world to come. (How, Jiotv, how ! )

" My Friends,—We thank you, and shall wish the Great Spirit may be

kind to you. I have no more to say."

Thus ended the conversation this time, and the Indians

all rising (except the Doctor, who was still asleep) shook

hands with the clergymen and retired to their own room.

These excellent gentlemen then expressed to Mr. Melody

and myself their high admiration and respect for them as

men, and said that they could make every allowance for

them, travelling here only for the laudable objects which

they had so clearly explained, and their patience taxed in

so many instances as I had mentioned, of a similar nature.

They agreed that it would be cruel to urge them to listen
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any further under their present circumstances, and that

they had already exercised far greater patience than white

men would in a similar condition. They said they should

feel bound to call on another day (and did so), not to talk

with them about religion, but to bring them some presents

that would be serviceable to their wives and little children,

and took leave.
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CHAPTER XX.

The Doctor and Jim visit several churches—The Indians in St. Paul's

—

In Westminster Abbey—The exhibition at the Hall—The Doctor agrees

to go in the carriage of the " jolly fat dame "—Mr. Melody objects

—

The Doctor's melancholy—Indians stop the bus to talk with Lascars

—

Make them presents of money—Indians discover chickabobboo-ags (gin-

palaces)—and ladies lying down in their carriages reading books

—

Chim-
e-gotch-ees (or fish)—Jim's story of " Fish "—Experiments in mesmerism
—Wash-ka-mon-ya (Jim) mesmerized—The Doctor's opinions on mes-

merism—loways in Lord's Cricket-ground—Archery and ball-playing

—

Encampment—Wigwams—Indians invited by Mrs. Lawrence to Ealing

Park—Their kind reception—Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and

Duchess of Cambridge—The Princess Mary—The Duchess of Gloucester

—The Hereditary Grand Duke and Duchess, and other distinguished

guests^Amusements—Beautiful grounds—Indians dine on the lawn—
Roast beef and plum-pudding

—

Chichabobhoo—Alarm of the parrots—

•

Doctor's superstition

—

Chickabobboo explained—Speech of the War-
chief—Taking leave—Fright of the poor birds—Handsome jiresents

—

Conservatory—^The Doctor's ideas of it—Indians visit Surrey Zoological

Gardens—Fright of the birds and animals—Indians sacrifice tobacco to

the lion and the rattle-snakes.

Mr. Melody, feeling the high importance of the charge of

these fourteen wild people intrusted to his hands by the

Government while they were to sec the sights of a foreign

country, and feeling the strongest attachment to theim per-

sonally, was stimulated to every exertion by which he could

properly open their eyes to the benefits of civilization, and

consequently was inquiring from day to day "what shall

be shown them next ?"

I had also, with feelings of the highest respect for the

chiefs of the nation, knowing them to be of the party,

enlisted my warmest exertions in their behalf, and resolved

to render them, in all ways I could, the aid that was due
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from me for their hospitality which benefited me when I was

in their country.

With these views we continued our omnibus in driving

them about the City and country, and one or the other

of us was abuost daily accompanying them to some in-

stitution or public works from which they might derive

some useful information. To these they generally went

together and in their native dresses, but there were others

where their costumes and their paint would render them

too conspicuous, and for such purposes two or three suits of

clothes, beaver hats and wigs, became necessary for such a

number as wished at any time to look further (and un-

observed) into the arcana and hidden mysteries of the great

metropolis. And the reader will be ready to exclaim

with me, that the field before us was a vast and bound-

less one.

The two most ambitious to profit by such adventures

were " Jim " (as I have before denominated him) and

the " Doctor ;" the jirst, from a peculiar faculty he had

of learning the English language (in which he was jnal;ing

daily progress), and a consequent insatiable desire to see

and learn the modes, and everything he could, of white

people, excepting their religion; and the second, from an

indomitable desire to look in everywhere and upon every-

thing, more for the pleasure of gratifying a momentary

curiosity, and enjoying a temporary smile, than from any

decided ambition to carry home and adopt anything, unless

it might be a vapour-bath, or something of the kind, in thq

way of his profession.

In frock-coats and beaver hats, and boots, with a large

stick or an umbrella under the arm, and the paint all

washed off, there was not much in the looks of these two

new-fangled gentlemen to attract the public gaze or re-

mark ; and consequently little in the way of the sights

and treasures of London being opened to their view.

From the time that this expedient was adopted, our avo-

cations became more diversified and difficult ; our anxieties
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and caves increased, and with them our amusement : for

with Melody the sights of London were as }'et prospective ;

and with me, whether old or new, I met them with an equal

relish with my unsophisticated brethren from the wilder-

ness.

The amusement of •' trying on " and " getting the hang "

of the new dresses made merriment enough for the party

for one day ; and all but these two were quite willing to

forego all the pleasures they could aiford, rather than cover

their cool and naked heads with beaver hats, their shoulders

with frock-coats, and substitute for their soft and pliant

mocassins and leggings of buckskin, woollen pantaloons and

high-heeled boots. The two wiseacres, however, who had

adopted them were philosophers, and knew that they were

only for certain occasions, after which they were to be

dropped off, and their limbs " at home again " in their light

and easy native dresses. They were obliged, on such occa-

sions (to be in keeping), to leave their long and ornamented

pipes and tomahawks behind, and (not to lose the indis-

pensable luxury of smoking) to carry a short and handy

civilized pipe, with their tobacco, and a box of lucifers, in

their pockets.

Reader, pray don't try to imagine what a figure these

two copper-coloured "swells" cut, when they first sallied

forth in their new attire, for it will be in vain : but behold

them and me, in the future pages of this book, and when

their dresses had got to work easy, profiting by gazing

upon the wonders and glories of civilization, which we

never otherwise could have beheld together.

As one of the first fruits of the new expedient (and while

the subject was fresh and revolving in the minds of all),

there was now a chance of gratifying the Doctor's desire to

see the modes and places of worship of some of the different

denominations of religion, of which he had heard so much,

from Daniel and others, within the few days past. These

visits were their first attempts in their assumed characters,

and were mostly made in the company of Mr. Melody or

VOL. II. F
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Jeffrey, and without any amusing results either for the

congregations or the loways, save an incident or two, such

as must be expected in the first experiments with all great

enterprises. The Doctor had been told that when he

entered the Protestant Church, he must tate his hat off

at the door, and had practised it before he started ; but,

seeing such an immense number of ladies, he had unfortu-

nately forgot it, and being reminded of it when he had
been placed in his seat, his wig came off with it, exposing,

but a moment however, his scalp-lock and the top of his

head, where he had not deemed it necessary to wash off

the red paint.

In the Methodist chapel, where these two queer

fellows had ventured one day with Daniel, the sermon

was long and tedious, and there was nothing observed

curious excepting a blue smoke rolling up over the top

of the pew, where the Doctor's pipe had been lit,

and his head sunk down between his knees; and one

other occurrence, that afterwards happened in the heat of

the exhortation from the pulpit, and much to the amuse-

ment of the Doctor and Jim, of a young woman, in their

immediate vicinity, who began to groan, then to sing,

and at length tumbled down from her seat upon the

floor. The Doctor thought at first she was very sick, and

wondered there was no phj'sician there to bleed her; but

when Daniel told him what was the matter, the old man
smiled, and often talked about it afterwards.

I took the whole party thi-ough Westminster Abbey and

St. Paul's, whei-e they stood and contemplated in amazement

the works of human hands, so entirely beyond their compre-

hension that they returned in reserved and silent contem-

plation.

Returning again to the Exhibition-room at the Egyptian

Hall, several evenings of which have passed by without

mention, but much in the same way, we find the same ex-

citement and applause, and the "jolly fat dame " at the

end of the platform, nightly receiving the Doctor's impres-
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sive smiles, which are constantly ready for her ; and which

by this time, aided by the continued coldness of the Roman-

nose, were making visible inroads upon her tender affections.

She had had, it seemed, on this evening, some conversation

with the Doctor, through the interpreter, who had heretofore

studiously kept out of the way, and she had invited the

Doctor to ride to her house in her carriage, after the exhi-

bition was over, believing that he would be able to find in

her garden, some roots which he was in great distress to find,

and that she would bring him home again safe. Mr. Melody

objected to this, which seemed to puzzle the fair dame, and

to throw the Doctor into a profound melancholy and dejection.

This rebuff from Mr. Melody ^<'as so unexpected and so

provoking, when she had so nearly accomplished her object,

that the good lady passed out of the room earlier than usual,

and tossed her head about with her ostrich plumes as she

passed along in the crowd, without having the heart to stop

and speak a few words to Daniel, as she had been in the

habit of doing. Mr. Melody retired with the Indians, and

I remained after the crowd had left, at the solicitation of a

party of ladies, who had sent me their card and wished to

see me after the exhibition was over. The room being

nearly emptied, 1 saw a party of several fashionably-dressed

ladies at the further end of the room, examining the paint-

ings on the walls. In advancing towards them, the one who
seemed to be the leader of the party turned around and

exclaimed, " Oh, here comes Mr. Catlin, I believe ?"

"Yes, Madam, I am Mr. Catlin." "Oh, I am so happy

to have the honour of seeing you, Sir, and of speak-

ing to you—you have made all these paintings? " " Yes."

" These Indians are curious fellows, and well worth seeing,

but I consider you ten times more of a curiosity. Look

here, ladies, here 's Mr. Catlin, the very man that I have so

often told you about. Dear me, what dangers and hard-

ships you must have been through ! Oh, I do think you

are one of the wonders of the world—and not a grey hair in

your head yet ! My dear Sir, I know your whole history

—

F 2
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you 'd scarcely believe it—I know it ' like a book,' as they

say. I recollect the very day when you started for India,

and I have followed you the whole way—I have your book

—I bought several copies to give to my friends ; I have

read every word of it over and over again—and, oh ! it's

wonderful—it's charming—one can't stop in it—there 's no

stopping place in it. By the way, I don't suppose you were

down much in the neighbourhood of Chusan (I 've got a

nephew there—a fine fellow—he 's a surgeon). I suppose

you kept pretty much back in the mountains? You had

no object in coming down about the coast ; and they have

had rather hot work there." " No, Madam, I had not the

slightest object to take me near Chusan— I kept a great way
back." " That was right ; oh, how judicious ! Oh, I have

read your interesting work so often. By the way, these

fellows are not from the coast—they are from a great way

back, 1 dare say? " "Yes, Madam, they are a great way

in the interior." " I thought so, I knew so— I can tell,

d' ye see— I can always tell a coaster. These are fine men

—

they grow tea, I suppose, though ? " " No, these people

don't grow tea." "Ah, well, it's late, we won't take up

your time ; but I have been so happy to have seen you

—

glad, glad to see you home alive to your native soil, and

out of that plagued India. Good night." " Good night,

ladies."

As they left me, I turned round, and met a poor fellow

approaching me on one leg and a pair of crutches, and his

wife holding on to his arm. He said he had been waiting

some time to have the honour of speaking to me before he

left, having heard my name pronounced. He told me he

lived at Woolwich, where he held some situation for life, as

he had lost his leg in the service of his country, and it was

a good living for him, luckily, though he had been so un-

fortunate as to lose his leg.

" My wife and I (said he) ave long eard of this extro'nary

hexibition, and she as often hax'd me to come to see it

;

and though we ave been off and hon about it a great
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many times, we never got off together until this hafter-

noon—it's a wonderful sight, sir, hand we are appy to ave

seen you halso."

I thanked the poor fellow, and asked him how he lost his leg.

" It was done by the kick of a orse, Sir."

" But your leg has been taken off above your knee."

" Yes, Sir, the bone was broken, hand it ad to be ham-

putated."

" It must have been very painful !

"

" Ah, hit urt a little ; though as for the pain of hampu-

tation, I woudn't give a penny for it : but the loss of my leg

is worth a great deal to me ; it's hall ealed up now, Sir,

though it's vea-y hunandy."

This simple and unfortunate man and his very pretty

little wife left me, and I repaired to the Indians' rooms in

St. James's Street, where I found them finishing their sup-

pers and taking their cldckabohboo. Here was in readiness

a long catalogue of the adventures of the day—of things

they had seen in their drive, &c,, to be talked over, as well

as the cruel jokes to be listened to, which they were all

passing upon the poor Doctor, for the sudden failure of his

prospects of digging roots in the fair dame's garden.

There were many subjects of an amusing nature talked

over by these droll fellows during the pipes of this evening,

and one of the themes for their comments was the drive

which we had given them in two open carriages through

Hyde Park, at the fashionable hour. They decided that

" the Park, along the banks of the Serpentine, reminded

them of the prairies on the shores of the Skunk and the

Cedar rivers in their own country ; and in fact, that some

parts of it were almost exactly the same." They were

amused to see many of the ladies lying down as they rode

in their carriages ; and also, that many of the great chiefs,

pointed out to them riding on horseback, "didn't know how

to ride—that they were obliged to have a man riding a little

behind them to pick them up if they should fall off."

Jim, who was in an unusual good humour this evening.
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either from the effects of his chickabobboo or from some

fine present he might have received in the room, seemed

to be the chief " spokesman " for the evening, and for the

purpose of assisting his imagination or aiding his voice

had laid himself flat upon his back upon his robe, which was

spread upon the floor. His loquacity was such, that there

was little else for any of us to do than sit still and excessively

laugh at the dryness of his jokes, and his amusing remarks

upon the things they had seen as they were taking their

ride on this and past mornings. He had now got, as has

been said, a facility of using occasional words of English,

and he brought them in once in a while with the most

amusing effect.

He said they had found another place where there were

two more Ojibbeway Indians (as he called them), Lascars,

sweeping the streets ; and it seems that after passing them
they had ordered their bus to stop, and called them up and

shook hands, and tried to talk with them. They could

speak a few words in English, and so could Jim : he was

enabled to ask them if they were Ojibbeways, and they to

answer, " No, they were Mussulmen." " Where you live ?
"

"Bombay." "You sweep dirt in the road?" "Yes."
" Dam fool !

" Jim gathered a handful of pennies and gave

them, and they drove off.

It seemed that in their drive this day, Jim and the

Doctor had both rode outside, which had afforded to Jim

the opportunity of seeing to advantage, for the first time,

the immense number of " gin palaces," as they passed along

the streets ; and into which they could look from the top of

the bus, and distinctly see the great number of large kegs,

and what was going on inside. The Doctor had first dis-

covered them in his numerous outside rides, and as he

was not quite sure that he had rightly imderstood them,

hearing that the English people detested drunkards so

much, he had not ventured to say much about them. He
had been anxious for the corroboration of Jim's sharper

eyes, and during this morning they had fully decided thai
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the hundreds of such places they were in all directions pass-

ing, were places where people went to drink chickabobboo,

and they were called chickabohbooags. The conversation of

Jim and the Doctor enlarged very much on this grand dis-

covery, and the probable effects they had upon the London

people. They had seen many women, and some of them

with little babies in their arms, standing and lying around

them, and they were quite sure that some of those women
were drunk. Jim said that he and the Doctor had counted

two or three hundred in one hour. Some of the party told

him he had made his story too big, so he said he and the

Doctor next day would mark them down on a stick. Jim
said there was one street they came through, where he

hoped they would never drive them again, for it made their

hearts sore to see so many women and little children all in

dirty rags : they had never seen any Indians in the wilder-

ness half so poor, and looking so sick. He was sure they

had not half enough to eat. He said he thought it was

wrong to send missionaries from this to the Indian" country,

when there were so many poor creatures here who want

their help, and so many thousands as they saw going into

the cMckabobbooags to drink fire-water.

He said they came through a very grand street, where

every thing looked so fine and splendid in the windows, and

where the ladies looked so beautiful in their carriages,

many of them lying quite down, and seemed as if they were

very rich and happy ; and some of them lay in their car-

riages, that were standing still, so as to let them read their

books. And in this same grand street they saw a great many

fine-looking ladies walking along the sides of the roads, and

looking back at the gentlemen as they passed by them.

These ladies, he and the Doctor observed, looked young,

and all looked very smiling, and they thought they wanted

husbands. A great deal, Jim said, they had seen of these

ladies as they were every day looking out of their own

windows in St. James's Street. A great many of these

women, he said, behave very curious; he said he didn't
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know for certain but some of these might be chimegotches.

This excited a tremendous laugh with the Doctor and

several of the young men, and made some of the women
smile, though it was rather hushed by the chiefs as an im-

prudent word for Jim to apply in the present case. This

did little, however, to arrest the effects of Jim's joke, and

he continued with some further ingenious embellishments,

which set the chiefs into a roar, and Jim then kept the

field. Melody and myself laughed also, not at the joke, for

we did not understand it, but at their amusement, which

seemed to be very great, and led us to inquire the meaning

of chimegotches. " Fish," said Jim, " fish !
" We were still at

a loss for the meaning of his joke ; and our ignorance being

discovered, as well as our anxiety to know, they proposed

that Jim should relate the story of Chimegotches, or " Fish."

Some one was charging and lighting the pipe in the mean

time, which was handed to him, as he rose and took a

whiff or two, and then, resuming his former position, flat

upon his back, he commenced

—

" When the great Mississippi river was a young and beautiful stream, and

its waters were blue and clear, and the loways lived on its banks, more

than a thousand snows since, J^et-no-qxia, a young man of great beauty, and

son of a great chief, complained that he was sick. His appetite left him,

and his sleep was not good. His eyes, which had been like those of the

war-eagle, grew soft and dim, and sunk deep in his head. His lips, that had

been the music for all about him, had become silent; his breast, that had

always been calm, was beating, and deep sighs showed that something was

wrong within. O-za-pa, whose medicine was great, and to whom all the

plants and roots of the prairies were known, was quite lost; he tried all, and

all was in vain ; the fair son of the chief was wasting away, as each sweet

breath that he breathed went oft' upon the winds, and never came back to

him. Thus did Net-no-gua, the son of Ti-ah-ha, pine away. The medi-

cine man told him at last that there was but one thing that could cure him,

and that was attended with great danger. In his dream a small prairie

snake had got upon a bush, and its light, which was that of the sun, opened

his eyes to its brightness, and his ears to its words :
' The son of Ti-ah-ka

grieves—this must not be—his breast must be quiet, and his thoughts like

the quiet waters of the gliding brook ; the son of Ti-ah-ka will grow like

the firm rocks of the mountain, and the chiefs and warriors, who will de-

scend from him, will grow like the branches of the spreading oak.' The
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medicine man said to the son of Ti-ah-ka that he must now take a small

piece of the flesh from his side for his bait, and in a certain cove on the

bank of the river, the first fish that he cauerht was to be brought to his wig-

wam alone, under his robe, and she, whose blood would become warm, would

be to him like the vine that clings around and through the branches of the

oak ; that then his eyes would soon shine again like those of the eagle ; the

music of his lips would soon return, and his troubled breast would again be-

come calm, his appetite would be good, and his sleep would be sweet and

quiet like that of a babe.

" Net-no-qua stood upon a rock, and when the hook, with a piece of his

side, lay upon the water, the parting hair of Lin-ta (the river-born) was

seen floating on the water, and its black and oily tresses were glistening in

the s<m as the water glided oft' from them ; and her lips were opening to

enclose the fatal hook that raised her beautitid breasts above the water.

Her round and delicate arms shone bright with their beauty as she extended

them to the shore, and the river shed its teai-s over her skin as her beauti-

ful waist glided through its surface, above which the strong and manly arm

of Net-no-qtia was gently raising her. The weeping waves in sparkling

circles clung around her swelling hips and pressing knees, until the folding

robe of the son of Ti-ah-ka was over the wave and around her bending

form. One hand still held her slim and tapering fingers, and with the other

he encompassed her trembling form, as their equal stejis took them from

the shore and brought them to the wig-wam of Net-no-qua. His silent

house was closed from the footsteps of the world ; her delicate arms clung

around the neck of the son of the chief, and her black and glossy tresses fell

over and around his naked shoulders and mingled with his own. The same

robe embraced them both, and her breath was purer than the blue waves

from which she came. Their sleep was like the dreams of the antelope,

and they awoke as the wild rose-buds open amidst the morning dew ; the

breast of Net-no-qua was calm, his eyes were again like the eyes of the

eagle, his appetite was keen, and his lips sounded their music in the ears

of Lin-ta. She was lovely, she was the wife of the son of the chief, and

like the vine that clings around and through the branches of the oak, did

she cling to Net-no-qua. They were happy, and many have been the de-

scendants that have sprung from the dreams of the son of Ti-ah-ka and

the beautiful Lin-ta (the river-born).

" O-ne-ak'n was the brother of Net-no-qua, and Di-ag-gon was his cou-

sin ; and t/iey were sick ; and they sat upon the rock in the cove in the

river ; and the two sisters of Lin-ta shone as they lifted their graceful forms

above the wave, and their beautiful locks spread as they floated on the sur-

face. The two young warriors sighed as they gazed upon them. The two

sisters embraced each other as they glided through and above the waves.

They rose to full view, and had no shame. The river ' shed no tears, nor

did the sparkling waves hang in circles about their swelling hips and press-

ing knees ;' and as they sank, they beckoned the two young warriors, who
followed them to their water-bound caves. Tlicy stole back in the morning.
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and were ashamed and sick. Their tongues were not silent, and others

went. The two sisters again showed their lovely forms as they glided above

the water, and they beckoned all who came to their hidden caves, and all

came home in the morning sick and sad, while every morning saw the son

of the chief and his river-born Lin-ta calm and bright as the rising sun.

Shame and fear they knew not, but all was love and happiness with them ;

very different were the sisters of Lin-ta, who at length ventured from their

caves at night, and strolled through the village ; they were hidden again at

the return of the light. Their caves were the resorts of the young men,

but the fair daughters of Lin-ta knew them not.

"Such was the story of Lin-ta (the river-born) ; she was the loved of her

husband, and the virtuous mother of her children. Her beautiful sisters

were the loved of all men, but had no offspring. They live in their hidden

caves to this day, and sometimes in the day as well as in'the night are seen

walking through the village, though all the Indians call them Chim-ee-

gotck-es, that is, Cold-bloods, or Fish."

Jim got a round of applause for his story, though the

Doctor thought he had left out some of the most essential

and funny parts of it. Jim, however, seemed well content

with the manner in which it was received, and continued to

remark that he and the Doctor had come to the con-

clusion that those beautiful young women, that they saw

looking back at the gentlemen in the streets, as well as

those who were standing in front of their windows, and bow-

ing to them, and kissing their hands every day, must be
" fish ;

" and that in the great village of London, where so

much chickabobboo is drunk, there must be a great number

of " fish." And they thought also that some of these they

had seen in the Egyptian Hall when they were giving

their dances.

The above and other critiques of Jim upon London modes

seemed to the chiefs to be rather too bold, and an impolitic

position for Jim to take; and whilst their reprimands were

being passed upon him, the train of humour he had hap-

pened to get into on that night turned all their remarks

into jokes, and they were obliged to join in the irresistible

merriment he produced on this occasion, merely from his

having taken (as his wife had refused it on this evening,

as it was just now discovered) the additional mug of his

wife's chickabobboo.
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Much merriment was produced amongst the Indians

about this time by an appointment that had been made to

see some experiments in mesmerism, to be performed by

a Dr. M at the Indians' rooms. The Doctor was

received at the appointed hour, and brought with him a

feeble and pale-looking girl of 14 or 15 years of age to

operate upon. This had taken the Indians rather by sur-

prise, as no one had fully explained the nature of the

operations to them. I got Jeffrey, however, to translate

to them, as near as he could, the nature of this extraordi-

nary discovery, and the eflfects it was to produce; and the

doors being closed, and the young woman placed in a chair,

the mesmeriser commenced his mysterious operations. I

had instructed the Indians to remain perfectly still and

not to laugh, lest they might hinder the operator, and pre-

vent the desired effect. With one knee upon the floor, in

front of her, and placing both of his extended thumbs (with

his hands clenched) just in front of her two eyebrows, he

looked her steadily in the face. This eccentric position and

expression disposed Jim to laugh, and though he covered his

huge mouth with his hand, and made no noise, still the

irresistible convulsions in his fat sides shook the floor we
were standing on ; and the old Doctor at the same time,

equally amused, was liable to do less harm, for all his

smiles and laughter, however excessive, were produced by

the curious machinery of his face, and never extended

further down than the chin or clavicles. The little patient,

however, was seen in a few minutes to be going to sleep,

and at length fell back in the chair, in the desired state of

somnambulism. The operator then, by mesmeric influences,

opened her eyes, without touching them, and without waking

her, and by the same influence closed them again. In

the same way he caused her hand to close, and none of

us could open it. Here our Doctor, who tried it, was

quite at a stand. He saw the fingers of the operator

pass several times in front of it, and its muscles relaxed—it

opened of itself. He then brought, by the same influence.
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her left arm to her breast, and then the right, and chal-

lenged the strength of any one in the room to unbend them.

This was tried by several of us, but in vain ; and when his

fingers were passed a few times lightly over them, they

were relaxed and returned to their former positions. By
this time the Indian women, with their hands over their

mouths, began to groan, and soon left the room in great

distress of mind. The chiefs, however, and the Doctor and

Jim, remained until the experiments were all tried, and

with unaccountable success. The operator then, by passing

his fingers a few times over the forehead of his patient,

brought her gradually to her senses, and the exhibition

ended. The convulsions of Jim's broad sides were now all

tempered down into cool quiet, and the knowing smiles of

the old Doctor had all run entirely off from, and out of, the

furrows of his face, and a sort of painful study seemed to

be contracting the rigid muscles that were gathering over

them.

The chiefs pronounced the unaccountable operation to be

the greatest of medicine, and themselves quite satisfied, as

they retired ; but the old Doctor, not yet quite sure, and

most likely thinking it a good thing for his adoption among

the mysteries of his profession in his own country, was dis-

posed to remain, with his untiring companion Jim, until

some clue could be got to this mystery of mysteries. With

this view he had the curiosity of feeling the little girl's

pulse, of examining and smelling the operator's fingers, &c.,

and of inquiring whether this thing could be done by any

others but himself; to which I replied, that it was now being

done by hundreds all throiigh the country, and was no secret.

The charm had then fled—it had lost all its value to the old

Doctor. The deep thoughts ceased to plough his wrinkled

face, and his self-sufficient, happy smiles were again playing

upon his front. His views were evidently changed. Jim

caught the current of his feelings, and amusement was their

next theme. The old Doctor " thought that Jim could

easily be frightened," and would be a good subject. It
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was proposed that Jim should therefore take the chair, and

it was soon announced to the squaws, and amongst them to

his wife, that Jim had gone to sleep, and was mesmerised.

The)' all flew to the room, which upset the gravity of his

broad mouth, and, with its movements, as a matter of

course, the whole bearing of his face ; and the operator's

fingers being withdrawn from his nose, he left the chair

amidst a roar of laughter. It was then proposed that the

old Doctor should sit down and be tried, but he resisted

the invitation, on the grounds of the dignity of his profession,

which he got me to explain to the medical man, whom he

was now evidently disposed to treat rather sarcastically, and

his wonderful performance as a piece of extraordinary

juggling, or, at least, as divested of its supposed greatest

interest, that of novelty. He told him " that there was

nothing new or very wonderful in the operation, that he

could discover; it was no more than the charm which the

snakes used to catch birds; and tha more frightful and

ugly a man's face was, the better he could succeed in it.

He had no doubt but many ill-looking men amongst white

people would use it as a mode of catching pretty girls,

which they could not otherwise do, and therefore it would

be called amongst white people a very useful thing."

"All the medicine-men (said he) in the Indian country

have known for many ycai-s how to do the same thing, and

what the white people know of it at this time they have

learned from the Indians; but I see that they don't yet

half know how to do it ; that he had brought a medicine dress

all the way with him for the very purpose, and if the mes-

meriser would come the next morning at 9 o'clock, he

should see him with it on, and he would engage to frighten

any white lady to sleep in five minutes who would take a

good look at him without winking or laughing." The mes-

meriser did not come, though the Doctor was on the spot

and ready. {Plate No. 12.)

An event which they had long been looking for with

great solicitude took place about this time—the prorogation
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of Parliament, which afforded the poor fellows their only I

opportunity of seeing the Queen. They were driven off in I

good season in their bus, and succeeded in getting the

most favourable view of the Queen and the Prince as they

were passing in the state-carriage ; and, to use their own

words for it, " The little Queen and the Prince both put

their faces quite out of their carriage of gold to look at us

and bow to us." There is no doubt but by the kindness of

the police they were indulged in a favourable position and

had a very satisfactory view of Her Majesty the Queen, and

it is equally certain that they will never cease to speak of

the splendour of the effect of the grand pageant as long as

they live.

The nightly excitements and amusements going on at the

Egyptian Hall were increasing the public anxiety to see

these curious people more at large, and we resolved to

procure some suitable ground for the purpose, where their

active limbs could be seen in full motion in the open air, as

they are seen on their native prairies with their ball-sticks,

in their favourite game of the ball, and the use of their

bows and arrows, all of which they had brought with them,

but could not use in their amusements at the Hall. Their

dances, &c., were, however, to be kept up as usual, at

night ; and for their afternoon exercises in the open air, an

arrangement was made for the use of " Lord's Cricket

Ground," and on that beautiful field (prairie, as they called

it) they amused thousands, daily, by their dances, archery,

and ball-playing.* For this purpose an area of an acre or

* This is, undoubtedly, the favourite and most manly and exciting game

of the North American Indians, and often played by three or four hundred

on a side, who venture their horses, robes, weapons, and even the very

clothes upon their baclis, on the issue of the game. For this beautiful

game two byes or goals are established, at three or four Inmdred yards from

each other, by erecting two poles in the ground for each, four or five feet

apart, between which it is the strife of either party to force the ball (it hav-

ing been thrown up at a point half-way between) by catching it in a little

hoop, or racket, at the end of a stick, three feet in length, held in both

hands as they run, throwing the ball an immense distance when they get it
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two was enclosed by a rope, and protected for their amuse-

ments by the police. To this the visitors advanced on

every side, and seemed deliu^htcd with their rude appear-

ance and native sports. This arrangement afforded the

Indians the opportunity of showing their games and amuse-

ments to the greatest advantage, and also of meeting again

the acquaintances they had made at the Egyptian Hall, and

shaking hands with all who felt disposed to do them that

honour. They had also brought with them, to illustrate

the whole of Indian life, no less than three tents (wig-wams)

made of buffalo hides, curiously but rudely painted, which

the squaws daily erected on the ground, in presence of the

spectators, forming by no means the least accurate and

pleasing part of the exhibition.

The beautiful scenes presented there could be repeated

but a few days, owing to other uses to be made of the

grounds ; but during that time they were visited by vast

numbers of the nobility of London, and several members

of the Royal Family. The incidents of those days, which

were curious and many, must be passed over, excepting that

the Doctor daily beheld in front of the crowd, and at full

length, the "jolly fat dame," to whom he as often advanced,

with a diffident smile, to receive a beautiful rose, which she

handed to him over the rope.

These amusements in the open air in the daytime, with

the dances, &c., at the Hall in the evenings, with their

" drive " in the morning, and civil attentions to persons

calling on them at their rooms, now engrossed completely

all their time, and they were actually compelled to give

offence to some parties who called on them, and to whom
they could not devote the time. Amongst those were

several deputations from public schools, of clergymen, and

in the stick. This game is always played over an extensive prairie

or meadovp, and the confusion and laughable scrambles for the ball when
it is falling, and often sought for by two or three hundred gathered to

a focus, are curious and amusing beyond the reach of any description or

painting.
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Sunday school teachers ; and also three very excellent

Christian ladies in a party, one of whom, Mrs. E . I was

well acquainted with, and knowing her extensive Christian

and charitable labours, I had encouraged to call, as she had

expressed a strong desire to talk with them on the subject

of religion. They appealed to me, and I desired them to

call at another hour, which they did, and I said to the chief

that there was another proposition for a talk on the subject

of religion. This seemed to annoy them somewhat, and

after smoking a pipe, they decided not to see them. I then

told them that they were three ladies ; this seemed to startle

them for a few moments, but they smoked on, and finally

the War-chief said " it was a subject on which, if they had

anything more to say, they would rather say it to the men
than to women—they can talk with our women if they like."

I then invited the Indian women into the room, and Jeflfrey

interpreted for the ladies, Avho had a long conversation

with them, but, as the ladies afterwards told me, few words

on the subject of religion : as to the first questions on that

subject, the squaws answered that they left that mostly to

their husbands, and they thought that if they loved their

husbands, and took good care of their children, the Great

Spirit would be kind to them. These kind ladies called the

next day and left them fourteen Bibles and some other very

useful presents, and their prayers for their happiness,

feeling convinced that this was the most effectual and best

way of making lasting and beneficial impressions on their

minds.

One of the very high compliments paid them from the

fashionable world was now before them, and this being the

day for it, all parties were dressing and painting for the occa-

sion. I had received a very kind note from Mrs. Lawrence,

inviting me to bring them to pay her a visit in her lovely

grounds at Ealing Park, a few miles from the city of Lon-

don. The omnibus was ready, and being seated, we were

there with an hour's drive, and received on the fine lawn in

the rear of her house. Here was presented the most beauti-
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ful scene which the loways helped to CTntcllish whilst they

were in the kingdom— for nothing more sweet can lie seen

than this little paradise, hemmed in with the richness and

wildncss of its surrounding foliage, and its velvet carpet of

green on which the Indians were standing and reclining,

and the Ivind lady and her Royal and noble guests, collected

in groups, to witness their dances and other amusements.

Their Hoyal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Cam-
bridge, with the lovely Princess Mary, the Hereditary

Grand Duke and Duchess of Mecklenburgh Strelitz, the

Duchess of Gloucester, and many of the nobility, formed

the party of her friends whom this lady had invited, and

who soon entered the lawn to meet these sons of the forest,

and witness their wild sports.

At the approach of the lady and her Royal party, the

Indians all arose, and the chiefs having been introduced,

half an hour or more was passed in a conversation with

them, through Jeffrey and myself, and an examination of

their costumes, weapons, &c., when they seated themselves in

a circle, and passing the pipe around, were preparing for a

dance. The first they selected was their favourite, the eagle-

dance, which they gave with great spirit, and my explana-

tion of the meaning of it seemed to add much to its interest.

{Plate No. 13.) After the dance they strung their bows and

practised at the target, and at length Mr. Melody tossed

up the ball, when they snatched up their ballsticks, which

they had brought for the purpose, and darted over and

about the grounds in the exciting game of the ball. This

proved more amusing to the sjiectators than either of the

former exercises, but it was short, for they soon lost their

ball, and the game being completed, they seated themselves

again, and with the pipe were preparing for the imr-daiice,

in which, when they gave it, the beautiful lawn, and the

forests around it, resounded with the shrill notes of the

war-whoop, which the frightened parroquets and cockatoos

saucily echoed back with a laughable effect, and a tolerable

exactness. The pipe of peace (or calumet) dance was also

VOL. II. G
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given, with the pipes of peace in their hands, which they

had brought out for the purpose.

While these exciting scenes were going on, the butler was

busy spreading a white cloth over a long table arranged

on the lawn, near the house, and on it the luxuries that

had been preparing in the kitchen, for their dinners.

This arrangement was so timed that the roast beef was on

and smoking just when their amusements were finished, and

when the announcement was made that their "dinner Avas

up," all parties moved in that direction, but in two divi-

sions, the one to partake, and the other to look on and see

how wild people could handle the knife and fork. This

was to be the last, though (as I could see by the anxiety of

the spectators) not the least amusing of their amusements, and

it was in the event rendered peculiarly so to some of us,

from the various parts which the kind and illustrious spec-

tators were enabled to take in it, when in all their former

amusements there was no possible way in which they could

" lend a hand." Every one could here assist in placing a

chair or handing a plate, and the Indians being seated, all

were ready and emulous, standing around the table and at

their elbows, to perform some little office of the kind, to

assist them to eat, and to make them comfortable. His

Royal Highness proposed that I should take my stand at

the head of the table, before a huge sirloin of roast beef,

and ply the carving knife, which I did ; whilst he travelled,

plates in hand, until they all were helped. The young

Princess Mary, and the two little daughters of the kind

lady, like the three Graces, were bending about under loads

of bread and vegetables they were helping the Indians to,

and the kind lady herself was filling their glasses from the

generous pitcher of foaming ale, and ordering the butler to

uncork the bottles of champagne which were ready and

hissing at the delay.

This unusual scene was taking place in the nearer vicinity

of the poor parroquets and cockatoos, who seemed, thus far,

awed into a discretionary silence, but were dancing to the
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light and the hft, and busily swinging their heads to and fro,

with their eyes and their cars open to all that was said and

done. When the cork flew from the first hottle of champagne,

the parrots squalled out, " There ! there ! ! there ! !
!" and the

Indians as suddenly, " Chichahobboo ! chickabobboo ! " Both

laughed, and all the party had to laugh, at the simultaneous

excitement of the parrots and the Indians ; and most of

them were as ignorant of the language (and of course of the

wit of) the one as of the other. Chickabobboo, however, was

understood, at least by the Indians ; and their glasses being

filled with champagne, the moment they were raising it to

their lips, and some had commenced drinking, the cockatoos

suddenly squalled out again, " There! there!! there!!!"

The old Doctor, and his superstitious friend Jim, who
had not got their glasses quite to their mouths, slowly

lowered them upon the table, and turned, with the most

beseeching looks, upon Mr. Melody and myself, to know
whether they were breaking their vow to us. They said

nothing, but the question was sufficiently plain in their

looks for an answer, and I replied, " No, my good fellows,

the parrots are fools, they don't know what they are talking

about ; they, no doubt, thought this was whiskey, but we
know better ; it's some of the ' Queens chickabobboo,' and

you need not fear to drink it." This curious affair had

been seen but by a part of the company, and only by the

Indians at our end of the table, and therefore lost its general

effect until I related it. The queer-sounding word " chicka-

bobboo" seemed to amuse, and to excite the curiosity of

many, and there was no understanding it without my going

over the whole ground, and explaining how and where

it originated, which, when finished, created much amuse-

ment. While I was relating this story the plates were being

changed, and just at the end of it the parrots sang out again,

" There! there!! there!!!" as before; but it was discovered

that, at that instant, one of the waiters was passing near

them with a huge and smoking plum-pudding, and so high

that we could but just see his face over the top of it. This

g2
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was placed before me, and as I divided and served it, the

same hands, Eoyal and fair, conveyed it to the different

parts of the table. This was a glorious pudding, and I had

helped each one abundantly, expecting, as all did, that they

would devour it without mincing ; but, to the surprise of

all, they tasted a little, and left the rest upon their plates.

Fears were entertained that the pudding did not suit them,

and I was constrained to ask why they did not eat more.

The reply was reluctant, but very significant and satisfac-

tory when it came. Jim spoke for all. He said, " They all

agreed that it was good—very good ; but that the beef was

also vei'y good, and the only fault of the pudding was, that

it had come too late."

The War-chief at this time was charging his long pipe

with linick h'neck, and some fire being brought to light it, it

was soon passed from his into the chief's hands, when he

arose from the table, and offering his hand to His Royal

Highness, stepped a little back, and addrcs^^ed him thus :

—

" My Great Father,—Your face to-day has made us all very happy. The
Great Spirit has done this for us, and we are thankful for it. The Groat

Spirit inclined your heart to let us see your face, and to shake your hand,

and we are very hap])y that it has been so. {How, how, hoiv

!

)

" My Father,—We have been told that you are the uncle of the Queen,

and that your brother was the Kingof this rich country. We fear we shall

go home without seeing the face of your Queen, except as we saw it in her

carriage ; but if so, we shall be happy to say that we have seen the great

chief who is next to the Queen. (How, how, how ! )

" My Father,—We are poor and ignorant people from the wilderness,

whose eyes are not yet open, and we did not think that we should be

treated so kindly as we have to-day. Our skins are red, and our ways are

not so pleasing as those of the white people, and we therefore feel the more

proud that so great a chief should come so far to see us, and to help to feed

us ; this we shall never forget. {How, hoiv, how ! )

" My Father,—We feel thankful to the lady who has this fine house

and these fine fields, and who has invited us here to-day, and to all the ladies

and gentlemen who are here to see us. We shall pray for you all in our

prayers to the Great Spirit, and now we shall be obliged to shake hands

with you and go home. {How, how, how 1 )
"

His Royal Highness replied to him,

—

"That he and all his friends present had been highly pleased with their
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appearance and amusements to-day, and most of all with the reverential

manner in which he had just spoken of the Great Spirit, before whom we
must all, whether red or white, soon appear. He thanked the chiefs for

the etibrts they had made to entertain them, and trusted that the Great

S|)irit would be kind to them in restoring them safe home to their friends

again."

At this moment, when all were rising and wrapping tlicir

robes around them preparing to start, the lady appeared

among them, with a large plate in her hands, bearing on it

a variety of beautiful trinlvets, which she dispensed among
them according to their various tastes ; and with a general

shake of the hand, they retired from the grounds to take

their carriage for town. The parrots and cockatoos all

bowed their heads in silence as they passed by them ; but

as the old Doctor (who always lingers behind to bestow and

catch the last smile, and take the second shake of the hand

where there are ladies in question) extended his hand to

the kind lady, to thank her the second and last time, there

was a tremendous cry of " There ! there !! there !!! " and

"Cockatoo! cockatoo!"—the last of which the poor Doctor,

in his confusion, had mistaken for " Chickahohboo ! cliicka-

hohhoo ! " He, however, kept a steady gait between the din

of ''Tliere! there!! there!!!" and '^Cockatoo!" that was

behind him, and the inconceivable laughter of his party in

the carriage, who now insisted on it (and almost made him

believe), that his ugly face had been the sole cause of the

alarm of the birds and monkeys since the Indians entered

the ground.*

This was theme enough to ensure them a merry ride

* The polite Doctor often spoke of his admiration of this excellent lady

and of her beautiful park, and expressed his regrets also that the day they

spent there was so short ; for while hunting for the ball which they had lost,

it seemed he had strolled alone into her beautiful Conservatoire, where he

said, " in just casting his eyes around, he thought there were roots that they

had not yet been able to find in this country, and which they stood much in

need of." He said "he believed from what he had seen when he was look-

ing for the ball, though nobody had ever told him, that this lady was a

great root-doctor."
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home, where they arrived in time, and in the very best of

humour, for their accustomed evening amusements at the

Hall ; and after that, of taking their suppers and chickahobboo

in their own apartments, which resounded with songs and

with encomiums on the kind lady and her chickabohboo, until

they got to sleep.

The next morning we had an appointment to visit the

Surrey Zoological Gardens, and having the greatest cu-

riosity to witness the mutual surprise there might be

exhibited at the meeting of wild, men and wild animals, I

was one of the party. The interview, in order to avoid

the annoyance of a crowd, had been arranged as a private

one : we were, therefore, on the spot at an early hour

;

and as we were entering (the Doctor, with his jingling

dress and red face, being in advance of the party, as he

was sure to be in entering any curious place, though the

last to leave if there were ladies behind), we were assailed

Avith the most tremendous din of " There! there!! there!!!"

" Cockatoo! cockatoo!" and "God dam!" and fluttering of

wings of the poor affrighted parrots, that were pitching down
from their perches in all directions. I thought it best that

we should retreat a few moments, until Mr. Cross could

arrange the front ranks of his aviary a little, which he did

by moving back some of their outposts to let us pass. We
had been shown into a little office in the meantime, where Mr.

Melody had very prudently suggested that they had better

discharge as many of their rattling gewgaws as possible,

and try to carry into the ground as little of the frightful

as they could. Amusing jokes were here heaped upon

the Doctor for his extreme ugliness, which, as Jim told

him, had terrified the poor birds almost to death. The
Doctor bore it all patiently, however, and with a smile ; and

partially turned the laugh upon Jim with the big mouth,

by replying that it was lucky for the gentleman owning the

parrots that Jim did not enter first j for if he had, the poor

man would have found them all dead, instead of being a

little alarmed, as they then were.
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We were now entering upon the greatest field for the

speculations and amusement (as well as astonishment) of the

Indians that they were to meet in the great metropolis.

My note-book was in my hand and my pencil constantly

employed; and the notes that I then and in subsequent

visits made, can be allowed very little space in this work.

All were ready, and we followed Mr. Cross ; the Indians,

fourteen in number, with their red faces and red crests,

marching in single file. The squalling of parrots and

barking of dogs seemed to have announced to the whole

neighbourhood that some extraordinary visitation was at

hand; and when we were in front of the lions' cage,

their tremendous bolts against its sides, and unusual roar,

announced to the stupidest animal and reptile that an

enemy was in the field. The terrible voice of the king of

beasts was heard in every part, and echoed back in affrighted

notes of a hundred kinds. Men as well as beasts were

alarmed, for the men employed within the grounds were re-

treating, and at every turn they made amidst its bewilder-

ing mazes, they imagined a roaring lion was to spring upon

their backs. The horrid roaring of the lions was answered

by lions from another part of the garden. Hyenas and pan-

thers hissed, wolves were howling, the Indians (catching the

loved inspiration of nature's wildness) sounded their native

war-whoop, the buffaloes bellowedj the wild geese stretched

their necks and screamed ; the deer, the elk, and the ante-

lopes were trembling, the otters and beavers dived to the

bottom of their pools, the monkeys were chattering from

the tops of their wire cages, the bears were all at the sum-

mit of their poles, and the ducks and the geese whose wings

were not cropped, were hoisting themselves out of their ele-

ment into quieter regions.

The whole establishment was thus in an instant " brushed

up," and in their excitement, prepared to be seen to the

greatest possible advantage ; all upon their feet, and walk-

ing their cages to and fro, seemingly as impatient to see
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what they seemed to know was coming, as the visiting party

was impatient to see them.

I explained to the Indians that the Hon was the king of

beasts—and they threw tobacco before him as a sacrifice.

The hyenas attracted their attention very much, and the

leopards and tigers, of the nature of all of which I promised

to give them some fuller account after we got home. They

met the panther, which they instantly recognized, and the

recognition would seem to have been mutual, from its evi-

dent alarm, evinced by its hissing and showing its teeth.

Jim called for the Doctor " to see his brother," the wolf The

Doctor's totem or arms was the wolf—it was therefore medicine

to him. The Doctor advanced with a smile, and offering it

his hand, with a smirk of recognition, he began, in a low and

soft tone, to howl like a wolf. All were quiet a moment, when

the poor animal was led away by the Doctor's " distant huiol-

ings" until it raised up its nose, with the most pitiable looks

of imploration for its liberty, and joined him in the chorus.

He turned to us with an exulting smile, but to his "poor

imprisoned brother," as he called it, with a tear in his eye,

and a plug of tobacco in his hand, which he left by the side

of its cage as a jjeace offering.

The ostrich (of which there was a noble specimen there)

and the kangaroo excited the admiration and lively re-

marks of the Indians ; but when they met the poor dis-

tressed and ragged prisoner, the buffalo from their own wild

and free prairies, their spirits were overshadowed with an

instant gloom ; forebodings, perhaps, of their own approach-

ing destiny. They sighed, and even wept, for this worn

veteran, and walked on. With the bears they would have

shaken hands, if they could have done it, " and embraced

them too," said the Little-wolf, "for he had hugged many
a one." They threw tobacco to the rattlesnake, which is

medicine with them, and not to be killed. The joker, Jim,

made us white men take off our hats as we passed the

beaver, for it was his relation ; and as he had learned a little
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English, when he heard the ducks cry " quack," he pointed

to them and told the Doctor to go there—he was called for.

Thus rapid were the transitions from surprise to jntj, and

to mirth, as we passed along, and yet to wonder and astonish-

ment, which had been reserved for the remotest and the last.

Before the massive elephant little or nothing was said ; all

hands were over their mouths ; their tobacco was forgotten,

they walked quietly away, and all of us being seated under

an arbour, to which we were conducted, our kind guide said

to Jeffrey, " Tell the Indians that the immense arch they

see now over their heads is made of the jaw-bones of a whale,

and they may now imagine themselves and the whole party

silting in its mouth." "Well, now," said Jeffrey, "you
don't say so?" "Yes, it's even so." " Well, I declare ! why,

the elephant would be a mere baby to it." Jeffrey ex-

plained it to the Indians, and having risen from their

seats, and being satisfied, by feeling it, that it was actually

bone, they wished to go home, and " see the rest at a future

time." Wc were then near the gate, wliere we soon took

our carriage, and returned to their quarters in St. James's

Street.
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CHAPTER XXI.

Indians' remarks on the Zoological Gardens—Their pity for the poor buf-

falo and other animals imprisoned—Jim's talk with a clergyman about

Hell and the hyasnas—Indians' ideas of astronomy—Jim and the Doctor

hear of the hells of London—Desire to go into them—Promised to go—
Indians counting the gin-palaces {chic/iabobboo-ogs) in aride to Blackwall

and back—Tlie result—Exhibition in the Egyptian Hall—A sudden

excitement—The War-chief recognises in the crowd his old friend

"Bobasheela"—Their former lives on the Mississippi and Missouri

—

Bobasheela an Englishman—His travels in the " Far West " of America

—Story of their first acquaintance—The doomed wedding-party—Lieut.

Pike—Daniel Boone and Son—Indians visit a great brewery—Kind re-

ception by the proprietors—Great surprise of the Indians—Immense

quantities of chickabohboo—War-dance in an empty vat—Daniel com-

mences Jim's book of the statistics of England—Indians visit the Tunnel

—Visit to the Tower—The Horse Armoury—The Royal Regalia

—

Indians' ideas of the crowns and jewels—" Totems" (arms) on the fronts

of noblemen's houses—Royal arms over the shops—Strange notions of

the Doctor—They see the "man with the big nose" again—And the

" great white War-chief (the Duke of Wellington) on horseback, near

his wig-wam."

Three or four of my particular friends had joined us in our

visit to the Zoological Gardens this morning, and amongst

them a reverend gentleman, whose professional character

was not made known to the Indians. He kept close to

Jeffrey and the Indians all the way, and his ears were open

to the translation of everything they said. He was not only

highly amused at their remarks, but told me he heard

enough to convince him that lessons of morality, of devotion,

and religion, as well as of philosophy, might be learned

from those poor people, although they were the savages of

the wilderness, and often despised as such. Mr. Melody

and I accompanied them to their rooms, and as we came

in when their dinner was coming up, we sat down and par-
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took of it with them. The Indian's mode is to eat exclusively

while he eats, and to talk afterwards. We adhered to their

rule on this occasion, and after the dinner was over, and a

pipe was lit, there were remarks and comments enough ready,

upon the strange things they had just seen.

As usual, the first thing was, to have a laugh at the

Doctor for having frightened the parrots ; and then to re-

flect and to comment upon the cruelty of keeping all those

poor and unoffending animals prisoners in such a place,

merely to be looked at. They spoke of the doleful looks

they all wore in their imprisoned cells, walking to and

fro, and looking through the iron bars at every person who

came along, as if they wished them to let them out. I was

forcibly struck with the truth and fitness of their remarks,

having never passed through a menagerie without coming

out impressed, even to fatigue, with the sympathy I had

felt for the distressed looks and actions of these poor crea-

tures, imprisoned for life, for man's amusement only.

Jim asked, " What have all those poor animals and birds

done that they should be shut up to die? They never have

murdered anybody—they have not been guilty of stealing,

and they owe no money ; why should they be kept so, and

there to die ?"' He said it would afford him more pleasure

to see one of them let loose and run away over the fields,

than to see a hundred imprisoned as they were. The
Doctor took up the gauntlet and reasoned the other way.

He said they were altogether the happiest wild animals he

ever saw ; they were perfectly prevented from destroying

each other, and had enough to eat as long as they lived,

and plenty of white men to wait upon them. He did not

see why they should not live as long there as anywhere

else, and as happy. He admitted, however, that his heart

was sad at the desolate look of the old buffalo bull, which

he would like to have seen turned loose on the prairies.

The Roman-nose said he heard one of the parrots say

" God dam." " So he did," said Jim ;
" and who could

say otherwise, when the Doctor poked his ugly face so sud-
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denly in amongst them ? They know how to speak English,

and I don't wonder they say God dam."*

I here diverted their attention from the jokes they were

beginning upon the Doctor, by asking them how they Hked

the chickahohhoo they got in the gardens, which they recol-

lected with great pleasure, and which they pronounced to

have been very good. Mr. Cross had invited the whole

party to a private view, and after showing us, with great

politeness, what he had curious, invited us into one

of his delightful little refreshment rooms, and treated

all to cold chickens, pork pies, pastries, and champagne,

which the Indians called cliichahohboo ; and as he did not

know the meaning of the word, I related the story of it,

which pleased him very much.

The Doctor made some laugh, by saying that " he was

going over there again in a few days, if he could find some

strings long enough, to measure the elephant and the bones

of the whale, as he had got the dimensions of the giant

man." Jim told him " he had not got the measure of the

giant man—he had only measured the giant uvman, and getting

scared, he only half measured her ; and he was so much
afraid of women, that he didn't believe he could ever take

the measure of one of them correct, if a hundred should

stand ever so still for him." The Doctor smiled, and looked

at me as if to know if I was going to ask some question

again. He was fortunately relieved at that moment, how-

ever, by Mr. Melody's question to Jim, "how he liked the

looks of the hyenas, and whether he would like him to buy

one to carry home with him?" Jim rolled over on to his

back, and drew his knees up (the only position in which he

could "think fast," as he expressed it ; evidently a peculi-

arity with him, and a position, ungraceful as it was, which

it was absolutely necessary for him to assume, if he was going

to tell a story well, or to make a speech) ; and after think-

* No Indian language in America affords the power of swearing, not

being sufficiently rich and refined.
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ing much more profoundly than it required to answer so

simple a question, replied, " Very well, very well," and kept

thinking on. The Little Wolf, who was lying by his side,

asked him "what he was troubled about?—he seemed to be

thinking very strong." Jim replied to this, that " he was

thinking a great way, and he had to think hard." He said,

that when he was looking at the hyenas, he said to Jeffrey

that he thought they were the wickedest looking animals he

ever saw, and that he believed they would go to hell ; but

that the gentleman who came to the garden with Mr.
Melody* said to him, " No, my friend, none but the animals

that laugh and cry can go to heaven or to hell." He said

that this gentleman then wanted to know how he had heard

of hell, and what idea he had of it. He said, he told Jef-

frey to say to him that some white men {black coats) had
told amongst his people, that there was such a place as hell,

very low under the earth, where the wicked would all go,

and for ever be in the fire. He said, the gentleman asked

him if he believed it ? and that he told him he thought there

might be such a place for white people—he couldn't tell

—

but he didn't think the Indians would go to it. He said,

the gentleman then asked him why he thought those poor

ignorant animals the hj'enas would go there ? And he re-

plied to him that Chippehola^ said " the hyenas live by dig-

ging up the bodies of people after they are buried; " and

he therefore thought they were as wicked as the white

people, who also dig up the Indians' graves, and scatter

their bones about, all along our country
; \ and he thought

such white people would go to hell, and ought to go there.

He said he also told the gentleman he had heard there

were some hells under the city of London, and that he had

been invited to go and see them : this, he said, made the

* The reverfind gentleman.

t Mr. Catlin.

X One of the most violent causes of the Indian's hatred of white men is,

that nearly every Indian grave is opened by them on the frontier for their

skulls or for the weapons and trinkets buried with them.
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gentleman laugh, and there was no more said : that he had

begun to think that this gentleman was a black coat, but

when he saw him laugh, he found out that he was not.

" Just the time you were mistaken," said Mr. Melody ;
" for

that gentleman was a clergyman, and you have made a very

great fool of yourself." " I will risk all that," said Jim ;
" I

have wanted all the time to make a speech to some of them,

but the chiefs wouldn't let me."

The pipe, during these conversations, was being handed

around, and Jim's prolific mind, while he was " thinking

fast " (as he had called it), was now running upon the

elephant, and he was anxious to know where it came from.

I told him it was from the opposite side of the globe : he

could not understand me, and to be more explicit, I told

him that the ground we stood upon was part of the surface

of the earth, which was round like a ball, and many thou-

sands of miles around ; and that these huge animals came
from the side exactly opposite to us. I never could exactly

believe that Jim, at the moment, doubted my word ; but in

the richness of his imagination (particularly in his thinking

position) he so clearly saw elephants walking underside of

the globe, with their backs downwards, without falling, that

he broke out into such a flood of laughter, that he was

obliged to shut out his thoughts, and roll over upon his

hands and knees until the spasms went gradually off". The
rest of the group were as incredulous as Jim, but laughed

less vehemently ; and as it was not a time to lecture further

on astronomy, I thought it best to omit it until a better op-

portunity : merely waiting for Jim's jDencil sketch (and no

doubt according to his first impression), which he was then

drawing, with considerable tact ; and with equal wit, pro-

posed I should adopt as my " arms " or totem, the globe with

an inverted elephant.

Melody and I strolled off together, leaving the Indians in

this amusing mood, while we were agreeing that they were

a good-natured and well-disposed set of men, determining to

take everything in the happiest way; and that they were
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well entitled to our protection, and our best energies to pro-

mote their welfare. We saw that they enjoyed every thing

that we showed them, with a high relish ; and in hopes that

they might profit by it, and feel a stronger attachment to

us, we resolved to spare no pains in showing them whatever

we could, that they might wish to see, and which would be

likely, in any way, to render thera a benefit.

The reader will have seen, by this time, that they were

a close observing and an amusing set of fellows : and

knowing also that at this time nearly all the curious

sights of London were still before us, he will be prepared

to meet the most exciting and amusing parts of this book

as he reads on.

We continued to give these curious and good fellows their

daily drives in their bus, and by an hour spent in this way
each day, for several months, they were enabled to form a

tolerably correct idea of the general shapes and appearance

of the city, and its modes, as seen in the streets. In these

drives, as weU as in institutions of various kinds, which they

visited, they saw many curious things which amused them,

and others which astonished them very much; but their

private room was the place for their amusing debates, and

remarks upon them, when they returned : and to that I

generally repaired every night before they went to bed, to

hear what they had to say and to think, of the sights they

had seen during the day.

Chichahohboo, though an Ojibbeway word, had now become

a frequent and favourite theme with them, inasmuch as it

was at this time an essential part of their dinners and

suppers, and as, in all their drives about town, they were

looking into the "gin palaces'' which they were every moment
passing, and at the pretty maids who were hopping about,

and across the streets, in all directions, both night and day,

with pitchers of ale in their hands. The elevated posi-

tions of the Doctor and Jim, as they were alongside of

the driver of the bus, enabling them, in the narrow streets,

to peep into the splendid interior of many of these, as
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the}' were brilliantly illumined, and generally gay with

bonnets and ribbons, and imagining a great deal of happi-

ness and fun to reign in them, they had several times

ventured, very modestly, to suggest to me a wish to look

into some of them—" not to drink," as they said, " for they

could get enough to drink at home, but to see how they

looked, and how the people acted there."

I had told them that if they had the least curiosity, thei'e

should be no objection to their going with me on some

proper occasion, when they again got on their frock coats

and beaver hats; and also that if there were any other

curious places they wished to see in London, Mr. Melody

or I would take them there. Upon hearing this the big-

mouthed and quizzical Jim at once took me at my word,

and told me that "some gentleman with Daniel had been

telling him and the Doctor that there were several ' hells

'

under the city of London, and that they ought some time to

go down and see them." He didn't think from what Daniel

and that man said that they were hells of " fire," but he

thought as Daniel had been to them, there could not be

much danger, and he thought they would be very curious

to see ; he knew these were not the hells which the black

coats spoke of, for Daniel told him there were many beau-

tiful ladies, and fine music, and chickabohboo there ; that

they did not wish to drink the chichabobboo, but merely to

look and see, and then come away ; and they had no objec-

tions to put on the black coats for that purpose ; he said, in

fact, that Daniel had invited them to go, and that Jeffrey

had agreed to go with them. Jim had me thus " upon the

hip" for this enterprise, and when I mentioned it to poor

Melody, he smiled as he seemed to shrink from it, and said,

" Ah, Catlin, that never will do : we are going to spoil these

Indians, as sure as the world ; there will be in a little time

nothing but what they will want to see, and we shall have

no peace of our lives with them. They have all gone now,

and Daniel and Jefft-ey with them, in their bus, all the

way to Blackwall, merely to see how many chichabobbooags
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(gin palaces) they can count in the way, going by one route

and returning by another. Their minds are running on

chickahohhoo and such things already, and they are in the

midst of such a scene of gin-drinking and drunkenness as

they see every day, that I am almost sorry we ever under-

took to drive them out at all. I am daily more and more

afraid that they will all become drunkards, in spite of all T

can do, and I sometimes wish I had them safe home, where

we started from. You have no idea what a charge I have

on my hands, and the annoyance 1 have about the front of

their apartments every night, from women who are beckon-

ing them down from their windows to the door, and even

into the passages and streets. They seem daily to be losing

their respect (or me, and I find it every day more and more

difficult to control them." " And so you will continue to

find it," said I, " unless privileges and freedom to a reason-

able extent are granted to them, while they are strictly

adhering to the solemn promises and restraints we have

laid them under. These people have come here under

your promises to show them everything you can, and to

teach them how the civilized world live and act. They
have reposed the highest confidence in you to take care of

and protect them, and in return they have solemnly pro-

mised to conduct themselves properly and soberly ; and as

long as they adhere to that, you should not let them doubt

your confidence in them, by fearing to show them some

parts of the shades as well as the lights of civilization.

They are here to learn the ways of civilization, and

I should deem it wrong to deny them the privilege, if they

ask for it, of seeing such parts of it as j^ou and myself would

go to see. I have been to see the ' hells of London' myself,

and would much sooner take my son there, and there give

him the most impressive lesson in morality, than forbid

him to go, expressing to him my fears of his contamination.

These people are like children in some respects, and they

are men in others ; and while I fully appreciate all your

noble attachment to them, and your anxieties for them,

VOL. II. H
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with the knowledge I have gained of the Indian character,

I feel assured that as they are brought here to be shown

everything of civilization, to restrict them in seeing the

parts of it they desire to see, will be to exhibit to them a

want of confidence which would be apt to lead to worse and

more injurious results before you get home with them. I

should have been very far from mentioning such places to

them, or the many other dens of iniquity which exist in the

great city of London and the cities of our own country, and

which I hope they may remain strangers to ; but they having

heard of the hells of London, and expressed a desire to see

them, I should feel no hesitation in giving Jim and the

Doctor a peep into them, instead of representing them (as the

means of keeping them away from them) as being a much

greater degradation of human nature than they actually are."

Good, kind Melody looked so much distressed, that I

finished my arguments here, and told him to " rest quite

easy ; there was a way by which we could get over it,

and I not break my promise with Jim and the Doctor.

That a friend of mine who had been into them recently

and narrowly escaped with his life, would have a talk with

them on the subject in a few days, and all would be right.*

* This unfortunate " friend of mine " called the next day, with a hand-

kerchief tied over one eye, and one arm in a sling ; and while we happened

to be talking of their intended visit to some of the " hells," he took occasion

to exclaim at once, " My good fellows, let me advise you, go and see every-

thing else in London, but take especial care you don't go into any of those

infernal regions, and get served as I have been, or ten times worse, for I

was lucky that I didn't lose my life." "Then you have seen them ?
"

said I. " Seen them ? yes, I saw, till I was knocked down three or four

times, and my pockets picked, after I paid out to those infernal demons

fifteen pounds ; so 1 lost about thirty pounds altogether, and have not been

able to see since. Nat B—n of New York was with me, and he got off

much worse than I did ; he was carried home for dead and hasn't been

out of his room since. When I get a little better, my good fellows, I will

give you a long account;of what we saw, and I'll venture you never will

want to risk your heads there." My friend here left us, and Jim and the

Doctor had evidently changed their minds about going to sec the " Hells

of London."
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As for the joke they are on to-day, about the ffin-shops,

I don't see the least harm in it. They must have some-

thing to laugh at, and while they are getting their usual

daily ride in the open air, they are passing one of the best

comments that ever was made upon one of the greatest

vices of the greatest city in the world."

The simple old Doctor, in his curious cogitations amidst the

din of civilised excitements, while he had been ogling the

thousands of ladies and gin-palaces, and other curious things

all together, from the pinnacle of his bus, had brought home

one day in round numbers the total amount oi chickabohhooags

that he had seen during the hour's drive on one morning.

The enormous amount of these, when added up, seemed too

great for the most credulous ; and Jim, seeming to think

that the Doctor had counted the ladies instead of the grog-

shops, disputed the correctness of his report, which had led

to the result that was being carried out to-day, by some

pretty spirited betting between the Doctor, Jim, Daniel,

and Jeffrey, as to the number of gin palaces (chickabohbooaf/s)

they should pass on their way from St. James's Street to

Blackwall (where they had curiosity to taste " white bait "),

and back again by a different route, taking Euston Station in

their way as they returned. For this purpose it was arranged

that the Doctor and Jim should take their customary seats

with the driver; and Roman Nose and the Little Wolf ms'ide

of the bus, where there was less to attract their attention,

should each take his side of the street, counting as they passed

them, while the old War-chief should notch ther.i on a stick

which they had prepared for the puqjofc, having Daniel and

Jeffrey by their sides to see that there was no mistake.

The amusements of this gigantic undertaking were not

to be even anticipated until they got back, nor its difficulties

exactly appreciated until they appeared in the prosecution

of the design. At starting off, the Roman Nose and Little

Wolf took their positions on opposite scats, each one appro-

priating a pane of glass for his observations, and the old

War-chief with his deal stick in one hand and a knife in

h2
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the other ; and in this way they were ready for, and com-

menced operations. Each one as he passed a gin-shop,

called out " chickabobbooag !" and the old chief cut a notch.

This at first seemed to be quite an easy thing, and even

allowed the old man an occasional moment to look around

and observe the direction in which they were going, while

the two axnusing chubs who were outside could pass an

occasional remark or two upon the ladies as they were com-

mencing to keep an oral account, to corroborate or correct

the records that were making inside. As they gradually

receded from the temperate region of St. James's (having

by an ignorant oversight overlooked the numerous club-

houses), their labours began to increase, and the old War-

chief had to ply his knife with precision and quickness ; the

two companions outside stopped all further conversation,

holding on to their fingers for tens, hundreds, &c. The

word chickabobbooag was now so rapidly repeated at times

inside (and oftentimes by both parties at once), that the old

chief found the greatest difficulty in keeping his record

correct. The parties all kept at their posts, and attended

strictly to their reckonings, until they arrived at Blackwall.

They cast up none of their accounts there, but the old chief's

record was full—there was no room for another notch. He
procured another stick for the returning memorandums,

and the route back, being much more prolific and much longer,

filled each of the four corners of his new stick, and when it

was full he set down the rest of his sum in black marks,

with a pencil and paper which Daniel took from his pocket.

The reckoning, when they got back, and their curious re-

marks upon the incidents of their ride, were altogether very

amusing, and so numerous and discordant were their accounts,

that there was no final decision agreed upon as to the bets.

Their results were brought in thus :

War-chief notches 446

Jim oral 432 doubtful 60

Doctor oral 754 doubtful

Average 544.
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What route they took I never was able to learn, but such

were their accounts as they brought them in; and as it

was ascertained that the Doctor had been adding to his

account all the shops where he saw bottles in the windows,

it was decided to be a reasonable calculation that he had

brought into the account erroneously :

Apothecaries and confectioners—say 300

Leaving tlie average of all together (which was no doubt

very near the thing) Chichabobbooags 450

So ended (after the lialf-hour's jokes they had about it)

this novel enterprise, which had been carried out with great

pains and much fatigue, and in which, it was suggested by

them, and admitted by me, they had well earned a jug of

chichabohboo

.

The settlement of this important affair was not calculated

by any means to lessen the Doctor's curiosity in another

respect, and which has been alluded to before—his desire to

visit some of those places, to see the manner in which the

chickabobboo was made. I put him at rest on that subject,

however, by telling him that there was none of it made at

those shops where it was sold, but that I had procured an

order to admit the whole party to one of the greatest brew-

eries in the city, where the chickabobboo was made, and

that we were all to go the next day and see the manner in

which it was done. This information seemed to give great

pleasure to all, and to finish for the present the subject of

chickabobboo.

The night of this memorable day I had announced as the

last night of the Indians at the Egyptian Hall, arrange-

ments having been effected for their exhibitions to be made a

few days in Vauxhall Gardens before leaving London for some

of the provincial towns. This announcement, of course,

brought a dense crowd into the Hall, and in it, as usual, the

"jolly fat dame," and many of my old friends, to take their

last gaze at the Indians.

The amusements were proceeding this evening, as on
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former occasions, when a sudden excitement was raised in

the following manner. In the midst of one of their noisy

dances, the War-chief threw himself, with a violent jump and

a yell of the shrill war-whoop, to the corner of the platform,

where he landed on his feet in a half-crouching position,

with his eyes, and one of his forefingers, fixed upon some-

thing that attracted his whole attention in a distant part of

the crowd. The dance stopped—the eyes of all the Indians,

and of course those of most of the crowd, were attracted to

the same point ; the eyes of the old War-chief were standing

open, and in a full blaze upon the object before him, which

nobody could well imagine, from his expression, to be any-

thing less exciting than a huge panther, or a grizly bear,

in the act of springing upon him. After staring awhile, and

then shifting his weight upon the other leg, and taking a

moment to wink, for the relief of his eyes, he resumed the

intensity of his gaze upon the object before him in the crowd,

and was indulging during a minute or two in a dead silence,

for the events of twenty or thirty years to run through his

mind, when he slowly straightened up to a more confident

position, with his eyes relaxed, but still fixed upon their

object, when, in an emphatic and ejaculatory tone, he pro-

nounced the bewildering word of Bobasheela ! and repeated

it, Bobasheela ? " Yes, I 'm Bobasheela, my good old fellow !

I knew your voice as soon as you spoke (though you don't

understand English yet)." Chee-au-7nung-ta-xoangish-kee,

Bobasheela. "My friends, will you allow me to move along

towards that good old fellow ? he knows me ;" at which the

old chief (not of a hundred, but) of many battles, gave a

yell, and a leap from the platform, and took his faithful

friend Bobasheela in his arms, and after a lapse of thirty

years, had the pleasure of warming his cheek against that

of one of his oldest and dearest friends— one whose heart, we
have since found, had been tried and trusted, and as often

requited, in the midst of the dense and distant wildernesses

of the banks of the Mississippi and Missouri. Whilst this

extraordinary interview was proceeding, all ideas of the
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dance were for the time lost sight of, and whilst these vete-

rans were rapidly and mutually reciting the evidences of

their bygone days of attachment, there came a simultaneous

demand from all parts of the room, for an interpretation of

their conversation, which I gave as far as I could understand

it, and as far as it had then progressed, thus :—The old

Sachem, in leading off his favourite war-dance, suddenly

fixed his eye upon a face in the crowd, which he instantly

recognized, and gazing upon it a moment, decided that it

was the well-known face of an old friend, with whom he had

spent many happy days of his early Hfe on the banks of the

Mississippi and Missouri rivers in America. The old chief,

by appealing to this gentleman's familiar Indian cognomen

of Bobasheela, brought out an instant proof of the correct-

ness of his recognition ; and as he held him by both hands,

to make proof doubly strong, he made much merriment

amongst the party of Indians, by asking him if he ever
" floated down any part of the great Mississippi river in the

night, astride of two huge logs of wood, with his legs hang-

ing in the water ?" To which Bobasheela instantly replied

in the affirmative. After which, and several medicine

phrases, and masonic grips and signs had passed between

them, the dance was resumed, and the rest of the story, as

well as other anecdotes of the lives of these extraordinary

personages postponed to the proper time and place, when

and where the reader will be sure to hear them.

The exhibition for the evening being over, Bobasheela

was taken home with the Indians, to their lodgings, to smoke

a pipe with them ; and having had the curiosity to be of the

party, I was enabled to gather the following further in-

formation. This Bobasheela (Mr. J. H., a native of Cornwall)

(Plate No. 14), who is now spending the latter part of a very

independent bachelor's life amongst his friends in London, left

his native country as long ago as the year 1805, and making

his way, like many other bold adventurers, across the Alle-

ghany Mountains in America, descended into the great and

almost boundless valley of the Mississippi, in hopes by his
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indefatigable industry, and daring enterprise, to share in

the products that must find their way from that fertile

wilderness valley to the civilized world.

In this arduous and most perilous pursuit, he repeatedly

ascended and descended in his^^bark canoe—his pirogue or his

Mackinaw boat, the Ohio, the Muskingham, the Cumber-

land, the Tennessee, the Arkansas, the Missouri, and Missis-

sippi rivers ; and amongst the thousand and one droll and

amusing incidents of thirty years spent in such a sort of life,

was the anecdote which the War-chief alluded to, in the

unexpected meeting with his old friend in my exhibition-

room, and which the two parties more fully related to me in

this evening's interview. The good-natured Mr. H. told

me that the tale was a true one, and the awkward pre-

dicament spoken of by the War-chief was one that he was

actually placed in when his acquaintance first began with

his good friend.

Though the exhibition had kept us to a late hour, the

greetings and pleasing reminiscences to be gone over by

these two reclaimed friends, and (as they called themselves)

" brothers " of the " Far West," over repeatedly charged

pipes of k'nick k'neck, were pleasing, and held us to a most

unreasonable hour at night. When the chief, amongst his

rapid interrogations to Bobasheela, asked him if he had pre-

served his she-she-quoin, he gave instant relief to the mind

of his friend, from which the lapse of time and changes of

society had erased the recollection of the chiefs familiar

name, She-ske-quoi-me-(/on,hy which his friend had christened

him, from the circumstance of his having presented him a

she-she-quoin (or mystery rattle), the customary badge

bestowed when any one is initiated into the degree of

" doctor "or " brother."

From the forms and ceremonies which my good friend

Bobasheela had gone through, it seems (as his name indicates)

that he stood in the relationship of brother to the chief; and

although the chiefs interrogations had produced him plea-

sure in one respect, one can easily imagine him much pained
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in another, inasmuch as he was obliged to acknowledge that

his sacred badge, his she-she-quoin, had been lost many years
since, by the sinking of one of his boats on the Cumberland
river. For his standing in the tribe, such an event might
have been of an irretrievable character ; but for the renewed
and continued good fellowship of his friend in this country,

the accident proved to be one of little moment, as will be
learned from various incidents recited in the following

pages.

In this first evening's interview over the pipe, my friend

Mr. H., to the great amusement of the party of Indians, and
of Daniel and the squaws, who had gathered around us, as

well as several of my London friends, related the story of

"floating down the Mississippi river on two logs of wood,"

&c., as follows :

—

" This good old fellow and I formed our first acquaintance in a very cu-

rious way, and when you hear me relate the manner of it, I am quite sure

you will know how to account for his recognizing me this evening, and for

the pleasure we have both felt at thus unexpectedly meeting. In the year

1806 I happened to be on a visit to St. Louis, and thence proceeded up
the Missouri to the mouth of the ' Femme Osage' to pay a visit to my old

friend Daniel Boone, who had a short time before left his farm in Ken-
tucky and settled on the banks of the Missouri, in the heart of an entire

wilderness, to avoid the constant annoyance of the neighbours who had

flocked into the country around him in Kentucky. The place for his fu-

ture abode, which he had selected, was in a rich and fertile country, and

forty or fifty miles from any white inhabitants, where he was determined

to spend the remainder of his days, believing that for the rest of his

life he would be no more annoyed by the familiarity of neighbours. I

spent several weeks very pleasantly with the old pioneer, who had inten-

tionally built his log cabin so small, with only one room and one bed for

himself and his wife, that even his best friends should not break upon the

sacred retirement of his house at night, but having shared his hospitable

board during the day were referred to the cabin of his son, Nathan Boone,

about four hundred yards distant, where an extra room and an extra bed

afforded them the means of passing the night.

" The old hunter and his son were thus living very happily, and made me
comfortable and happy whilst I was with them. The anecdotes of his ex-

traordinary life, w hich were talked over for amusement during that time,

were enough to fill a volume. The venerable old man, whose long and

flowing locks were silvery white, was then in his 78th year, and still he al-

most daily took down his trusty rifle from its hooks in the morning, and in
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a little time would bring in a saddle of venison for our breakfast, and thus

he chiefly supported his affectionate old lady and himself, and the few friends

•who found their way to his solitary abode, without concern or care for the

future. The stump of a large cotton-wood tree, which had been cut down,

was left standing in the ground, and being cut square off on the top, and

his cabin being built around it, answered the purpose of a table in the

centre of his cabin, from w hich our meals were eaten. When 1 made my
visit to him, he had been living several years in this retired state and been

perfectly happy in the undisturbed solitude of the wilderness, but told me
several times that he was becoming very uneasy and distressed, as he found

that his days of peace were nearly over, astwo Yankee families had already

found the way into the country, and one of them had actually settled within

nine miles of him.

" Having finished my visit to this veteran and his son, I mounted my
horse, and taking leave followed an Indian trail to the town of St. Charles,

some thirty or forty miles below, on the north banks of the Missouri. I

here visited some old friends with whom I had become acquainted on the

lower Mississippi in former years, and intending to descend the river from

that to St. Louis by a boat had sold my horse when I arrived there. Be-

fore I was ready to embark, however, an old friend of mine, Lieutenant

Pike, who had just returned from his exploring expedition to the Rocky

Mountains, had passed up from St. Louis to a small settlement formed on

the east bank of the Mississippi, and a few miles below the mouth of the

Missouri, to attend a wedding which was to take place on the very evening

that I had received the information of it, and like himself, being intimately

acquainted with the young man who was to be married, 1 resolved to be pre-

sent if possible, though I had had no invitation to attend, it not being known

to the parties that I was in that part of the country. The spot where the

wedding was to take place being on the bank of the river, and on my route

to St. Louis, I endeavoured to procure a canoe for the purpose, but not

being able to get such a thing in St. Charles at that time for love or money,

and still resolved to be at the wedding, I succeeded in rolling a couple of

large logs into the stream, which laid upon the shore in front of the village,

and lashing them firmly together, took a paddle from the first boat that I

could meet, and seating myself astride of the two logs I pushed off into the

muddy current of the Missouri, and was soon swept away out of sight of the

town of St. Charles. My embarkation was a little before sundown, and

having fifteen or twenty miles to float before I should be upon the waters of

the Mississippi, I was in the midst of my journey overtaken by night, and

had to navigate my floating logs as well as I could among the snags and

sandbars that fell in my way. I was lucky, however, in escaping them

all, though I sometimes grazed them as I passed, and within a few inches

of being hurled to destruction. I at length entered the broad waters of the

Mississippi, and a few miles below on the left bank saw the light in the ca-

bins in which the merry circle of my friends were assembled, and with all

my might was plying my paddle to propel my two logs to the shore. In
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the midst of my hard struggle I discovered several objects on my right and

ahead of me, which seemed to be rapidly approaching me, and I concluded

that I was drifting on to rocks or snags that were in a moment to destroy

me. But in an instant one of these supposed snags silently shot along by

the side of my logs, and being a canoe with four Indians in it, and all with

their bows and war-clubs drawn upon me, they gave the signal for silence,

as one of them, a tall, long-armed, and powerful man, seized me by the col-

lar. Having partially learned several of the languages of the Indian tribes

bordering on the Mississippi, I understood him as he said in the loway lan-

guage, ' Not a word ! if you speak you die!' At that moment a dozen

or more canoes were all drawn close around my two logs of wood, astride

of which I sat, with my legs in the water up to my knees. These canoes

were all iilled with warriors with their weapons in their hands, and no

women being with them, I saw they were a war party, and preparing for

some mischief. Finding that I understood their language and could speak

a few words with them, the warrior who still held me by the collar made

a sign to the other canoes to fall back a little while he addressed me in a

low voice. ' Do you know the white chief who is visiting his friends this

night on the bank yonder where we see the lights ? ' to which I replied

' Yes, he is an old friend of mine.' ' Well,' said he, ' he dies to-night,

and all those wig-wams are to be laid in ashes. Stet-e-no-ha was a cousin

of mine, and Que-tun-Jia was a good man, and a friend to the white people.

The pale faces hung them like two dogs by their necks, and the life of

your friend, the white warrior, pays the forfeit this night, and many may

be the women and children who will die by his side I ' I explained to him

as well as I could that my friend. Lieutenant Pike, had had no hand in the

execution of the two Indians ; that they were hung below St. Louis when

Lieutenant Pike was on his way home from the Rocky Mountains. I told

him also that Lieutenant Pike was a great friend of the Indians, and would

do anything to aid or please them ; that he had gone over the river that

night to attend the wedding of a friend, and little dreamed that amongst the

Indians he had any enemies who w ould raise their hands against him.

" ' My friend,' said he, ' you have said enough : if you tell me that your

friend, or the friend or the enemy of any man, takes the hand of a fair

daughter on that ground to-night, an loway chief will not offend the Great

Spirit by raising the war-cry there. No loway can spill the blood of an

enemy on the ground where the hands and the hearts of man and woman

are joined together. This is the command of the Great Spirit, and an loway

warrior cannot break it. My friend, these warriors you see around me with

myself had sworn to kill the first human being we met on our war excur-

sion ; we shall not harm you, so you see that I give you your life. You

will therefore keep your lips shut, and we will return in peace to our vil-

lage, which is far up the river, and we shall hereafter meet our friends, the

white people, in the great city,* as we have heretofore done, and we have

* St. Louis.
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many friends there. We shall do no harm to an}' one. My face is now
blackened, and the night is dark, therefore you cannot know me; but this

arrow you will keep—it matches with all the others in my quiver, and by it

you can always recognize me, but the meeting of this night is not to be

known.' He gave me the arrow, and with these words turned his canoe,

and joining his companions was in a moment out of sight. My arrow being

passed under my hat-band, and finding that the current had by this time

drifted me down a mile or two below the place where I designed to land,

and beyond the power of reaching it with my two awkward logs of wood,

I steered my course onward toward St. Louis, rapidly gliding over the sur-

face of the broad river, and arrived safely at the shore in front of the town

at a late hour in the night, having drifted a distance of more than thirty-

five miles. My two logs were an ample price for a night's lodging, and

breakfast and dinner the next day ; and I continued my voyage in a Macki-

naw boat on the same day to Vide Pouche, a small French town about

twenty miles below, where my business required my presence. The wed-

ding party proceeded undisturbed, and the danger they had been in was

never made known to them, as I promised the War-chief, who gave me as

the condition of my silence the solemn promise, that he would never carry

his feelings of revenge upon innocent persons any farther.

" Thus ends the story of 'floating down the Mississippi River on the two

logs of wood,' which the War-chief alluded to in the question he put to me

this evening. On a subsequent occasion, some two or three years after-

wards, while sitting in the oifice of Governor Clark, the superintendent of

Indian affairs in St. Louis, where he was holding ' a talk ' with a party of

Indians, a fine-looking fellow, of six feet or more in stature, fixed his eyes

intently upon me, and after scanning me closely for a few moments, ad-

vanced, and seating himself on the floor by the side of me, pronounced the

word ' Bohasheela,' and asked me if ever I had received an arrow from the

quiver of an Indian warrior. The mutual recognition took place by my
acknowledging the fact, and a shake of the hand, and an amusing conversa-

tion about the circumstances, and still the facts and the amusement all kept

to ourselves. This step led to the future familiarities of our lives in the va-

rious places where the nature of my business led me into his society, and

gained for me the regular adoption as Bobasheela (or Brother) and the

badge (the she-she-quoin, or Mystery Rattle) alluded to in the previous

remarks, and which, it has been already stated, was lost by the sinking of

one of my boats on the Cumberland River."

There was a burst of laughter and mirth amongst the

squaws and others of us who had listened to this curious

tale, and, as the reader will easily decide, a great deal of

pleasure produced by its relation. The supjjer-table by

this time was ready, and Bobasheela took a seat by the side

of his old friend. The author was also in the humour, and
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joined them at theii- beef-steak and chickabobboo, and so did

Mr. Melody and Daniel, and all who had joined in the

merriment of the occasion of Bobasheelas relation of the

story of his going- to the wedding astride of the two logs of

wood. After the supper was over, and while the pipe was

passing around, a number of other recitals of adventures in

the " Far-West " continued the amusements of the evening

to a late hour, when the author retired and left them to

their own jokes and their night's rest.

The next morning after this was an exciting and bustling

one, as all were preparing, at an early hour, to visit the

great brewery on that day, as had been promised ; and on

their way back to see the Thames Tunnel, and the treasures

of the Tower of London. One will easily see that here was a

gigantic day's work struck out, and that material enough was

at hand for my note-book. Bobasheela must be of this party,

and therefore was not left behind: with all in (except

the two bucks, who habitually went outside), the Indian

bus, with four horses, was a travelling music box as it

passed rapidly through the streets ; and the clouds of smoke

issuing from it at times often spread the alarm that " she

was all on fire within " as she went by. At the brewery,

where they had been invited by the proprietors, servants

in abundance were in readiness to turn upon their giant

hinges the great gates, and pass the carriage into the

court; and at the entrance to the grand fountain of

chickabobboo there were servants to receive them and an-

nounce their arrival, when they were met, and with the

greatest politeness and kindness led by one of the pro-

prietors, and an escort of ladies, through the vast labyrinths

and mazes, through the immense halls and courts, and under

and over the dry-land bridges and arches of this smoking,

steeping, and steaming wonder of the world, as they were

sure to call it when they got home. The vastness and com-

pleteness of this huge manufactory, or, in fact, village of

manufactures, illustrated and explained in all its parts and

all its mysterious modes of operation, formed a subject of
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amazement in our own as well as the Indians' minds—diffi-

cult to be described, and never to be forgotten.

When the poor untutored Indians, from the soft and

simple prairies of the Missouri, seated themselves upon a

beam, and were looking into and contemplating the im-

mensity of a smoking steeping- vat, containing more than 3000

barrels, and were told that there were 130 others of various

dimensions in the establishment—that the whole edifice

covered twelve acres of ground, and that there were neces-

sarily constantly on hand in their cellars 232,000 barrels of

ale, and also that this was only one of a great number of

breweries in London, and that similar manufactories were in

every town in the kingdom, though on a less scale, they began,

almost for the first time since their arrival, to evince

profound astonishment ; and the fermentation in their minds,

as to the consistency of white man's teachings of temperance

and manufacturing and selling ale, seemed not less than

that which was going on in the vast abyss below them.

The pipe was lit and passed around while they were in

this contemplative mood, and as their ears were open,

they got, in the meantime, further information of the won-

derful modes and operations of this vast machine ; and also,

in round numbers, read from a report by one of the pro-

prietors, the quantity of ale consumed in the kingdom

annually. Upon hearing this, whicli seemed to cap the

climax of all their astonishment, they threw down the pipe,

and leaping into an empty vat, suddenly dissipated the pain

of their mental calculations by joining in the Medicine {or

Mystery) Dance. Their yells and screaming echoing through

the vast and vapouring halls, soon brought some hundreds

of maltsmen, grinders, firers, mashers, ostlers, painters,

coopers, &c., peeping through and amongst the blackened

timbers and casks, and curling and hissing fumes, completing

the scene as the richest model for the infernal regions.

Every reader will paint (and must paint) this picture for

himself, imagining the steeping vapour everywhere rising

in curling clouds of white towards the blackened walls, and
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timbers, and wheels, and stairways, and arches, and

bridges, and casks, and from amongst and between all

of these, the blackened faces and glaring eyeballs piercing

through the steam, upon the unusual, and to them as

yet unaccountable, fermentation going on (to the admiration

and amusement of those who were in the secret) in the

empty vat

!

At the end of their dance, a foaming mug of the delicious

was passed around, enabling them more easily and lightly

to comprehend the wonders of this mighty scene ; and after

they had finished their round, and seen its varied mysteries,

a huge and delicious beefsteak, and foaming mugs of the

cream of chickahohboo, prepared for them by the kind lady

of one of the proprietors of the establishment, soon smoothed

off all the edges of their astonishment ; and after the war-

dance and the war-whoop, given to please the ladies, they

again passed under the huge arches and gateways, and took

their omnibus for a visit to the Totoer.

The mood in which these good-natured fellows had left

the brewery was a very merry one ; they had got just ale

enough for the present emergency, and seen an abundant

and infallible source at the great fountain of chichabohboo

to ensure them a constant supply, and seemed, as they

passed along the streets, to be pleased with everything they

saw. They met the man again with the " big nose," and

succeeded in stopping the bus to take a good look at his

wonderful proboscis. As the bus stopped, he, like many

others, came up to catch a glimpse of the red skins, and

they all declared, on close examination, that his nose at

least must have been begot by a potato ; for, as the women

had before said, they could distinctly see the sprouts, and

Jim and the Doctor both insisted, that " if it were planted

it would sprout and grow."

They stopped the bus again to speak with some poor

Lascars sweeping the streets; it was difficult to get any

interpretation from them, though the Indians tried their
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own language on both sides, but in vain ; they gave them

fifteen shillings, and passed on.

The Tower, from its outward appearance, did not seem

to excite in them any extravagant expectation of what

they were to see within its gloomy walls. They remarked,

when going in, that " they were going to prison ;" and they

were of opinion, no doubt, that it consisted of little else, as

they had as yet heard no other description of it than that

it was the " Tower of Londonr and they were going to see

it. Poor fellows ! they guessed right ; they knew not of the

illustrious prisoners who had pined within its gloomy walls,

nor of the blood that had been shed within and around it.

They went to see, and had enough to engage all their

thoughts and attention without referring to the events

of history. We were kindly conducted through the dif-

ferent rooms, and most of its curiosities explained to us.

The " small-arms room," containing 200,000 muskets, had

been burned. The " horse armoury " seemed to afford

them much delight; the thousands of various spears and

lances, they thought, presented some beautiful models for

Indian warfare, and hunting the buffaloes. The beheading

block, on which Lords Balmerino, Kilmarnock, and Lovat

were beheaded in the Tower in 1746, attracted their atten-

tion, and the axe that severed the head of Anne Boleyn.

In the Regalia Room, the crown of her Majesty and four

other crowns, the sceptres and staffs, and orbs, swords of

justice, swords of mercy, royal spurs, salts, baptismal fonts,

&c., in massive gold and brilliant stones, seemed rather to

disappoint than to astonish them ; and to us, who knew
better than they did the meaning and value of these mag-

nificent treasures, there seemed a striking incongruity in

the public exhibition of them in so confined and humble

an apartment.

The Thames Tunnel was our next object, and a drive of

a quarter of an hour brought us to the dismal neighbour-

hood of its entrance. Paying our fees, and descending
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some hundred or more steps by a spiral staircase, we were

ready to enter the tunnel. Walking through its gloomy

halls, and spending a few shillings for toys protruded under

our faces at every rod we advanced, by young women sitting

at their little stalls under each of its arches, we at length

ascended an ccjual number of steps, and came to the light of

day on the opposite side of the Thames ; and in the midst of

one of the most unintelligible, forlorn, and forsaken districts

of London or the world, we waited half an hour or more for

our omnibus to make its circuit across the bridge and

take us up. We sauntered and loitered our way through,

and as long as we were passing this monster speculation of

the world, we met, to the best of our recollection, but four

or five persons passing through, who had paid their penny

a-head for the privilege.

While waiting for the bus, some " on-the-spot " remarks

were made by the Indians, which I thought had some sound

sense in them. They thought it must have cost a great

deal of money, and believed it was too far out of London

ever to pay ; and they did not see that it was any curiosity

for them, as they had passed through several on the railway

ten times as long. They did not think, however, that it

need be time and money thrown away, as " they thought it

might make a first-rate place to twist ropes." These and

other remarks they were making about the great tunnel as

we were jogging along towards home, and evidently some-

what surprised that we should have excited their curiosity

so high about it.

On our return, after this fatiguing day's work was finished,

their dinner was ready ; and after that their pipe was

smoked, a nap taken, and then their accustomed amuse-

ments in the Egyptian Hall. Their supper was the next

thing, and with it their mug of chickahohboo, then their

pipe, passing around as they all reclined on their buffalo

robes on the floor, and then began the gossi]) about the

sights they had seen and incidents they had witnessed during

the day.
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This extraordinary day's rambling had taken them across

more bridges and through a greater number of crooked

and narrow streets than they had passed on any former

occasion, which brought the Doctor to one of the first

and shrewdest remarks of the evening. He said "he

thought from all that he had seen, sitting on top of the bus

all day, that the English people had the best way in the

Avorld for crossing rivers, but lie thought their paths were

many of them too narrow and much too crooked."

"The poor people, and those who seemed to be drunk,

were much more numerous than they had seen them in any

other of their drives;" and they were counting the money

left in their pouches to see how much they had thrown out

to the poor. They soon agi-eed that " they had given

away something more than thirty shillings, which they

thought would do a great deal of good, and the Great Spirit

would reward them for it."

The Doctor and Jim, the everlasting cronies, on the out-

side, were comparing their estimates of the numbers they

had counted of the " Kon-to-too-ags (fighters with one

horn) * that they had seen over the doors and shops as they

had passed along, which they had been looking at every day

since they came to London, but had never yet been able

quite to learn the meaning of," and also " the totems (arms,

as they supposed) of great chiefs, so beautifully painted

and put out between their chamber windows."

The Doctor said " he believed the white people had got

this custom from the Indians, as it was the habit of the

great chiefs and warriors to put their ' totems ' over their

loig-wam doors, but when they did so, they always put out

scalps on certain days, to show what they had done. He
had watched these totems in London as he had been riding,

in all sorts of weather, and as he had seen no scalps or any-

thing hung out by the side of them, he couldn't exactly see

how all these people were entitled to them ; still, it might

* The Royal Arms (the Lion and the Unicorn).
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all be right." Daniel put the Doctor's inquiries all at

rest on the subject of totems and the " one-horn fighters,"

by telling him that if he would wait a little until Mr.

Catlin and Mr. Melody had gone, he would give him the

whole history of white men's totems, how they got them and

the use they made of them ; and he would also tell him all

about the " Lion and the Unicorn fighting for the Crown," &c.

The Doctor here made some comments on the great

white war-chief (the Duke of Wellington) who had been

pointed out to them on horseback as they passed him in the

street, and his wig-warn was also shown to them {i.e. to the

Doctor and Jim as they sat outside with the driver).

He was disposed to learn something more of him, and

Daniel silenced him by saying, " Let that alone too for

awhile, and I will tell you all about him."

Daniel and Jim I found at this time very busily engaged

in a corner of the room, with a candle on the floor ; whilst

Daniel was entering in a little book the astonishing estimates

given us at the brewery, of the quantity of ale on hand, the

size and number of the vats, and the almost incredible

quantity consumed in the kingdom each year. Jim, as 1

have before said, was the only one of the party who seemed

ambitious to civilize ; and as he was daily labouring to learn

something of the English language, he had this day con-

ceived the importance of instituting a little book of entries

in which he could carry home, to enlighten his people, some-

thing like a brief statistical account of the marvellous things

he was seeing, and was to see, amongst the white people.

Daniel had at this moment finished entering into it the

estimates of the brewery and chickahobboo, which had opened

their eyes wider, perhaps, than anything else they had seen
;

and he had very wisely left a few blank pages in the begin-

ning of the book for other retrospective notes and estimates

of things they had already seen since the day they left

home. Jim's Journal was thus established, and he was,

with Daniel's aid, to become a sort of historian to the party
;

and as the sequel will show, he became stimulated thereby
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to greater exertions to see and to understand what was

curious and interesting, and to get estimates of the beauties

and blessings of civilization to carry home. He laboured

from that moment indefatigably, not to write or to read,

but to speak; and made rapid progress, as will be seen

hereafter, having known, as he said, but two English

sentences when he came to England, which were, " How do

do?" and " God dam."
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CHAPTER XXII.

The loways in Vauxhall Gardens—Surrey Theatre—Carter in the lions'

cage—Astonishment of the Indians— Indians in the Diving Bell, at the

Polytechnic Institution—Indians riding— Shooting at target on horseback

—Ball-play—" Jolly fat dame "— Ladies converse with the Doctor

—

His reasons for not marrying— Curious questions—Plurality of wives

—

Amusing scene—The Author in Indian costume—A cruel experiment^
loways arrive in Birmingham—The Author's arrival there—Society of

Friends—Indians all breakfast with Mr. Joseph Sturge—Kind treatment

—Conversation after breakfast about religon and education—Reply of

the War-chief—The button-factory of Turner and Sons—Generous pre-

sents to the Indians

—

Bobasheela arrives—Indians dividing their buttons

—Doctor found on top of the Shakespeare Buildings—Indians' kindness

to a beggar-woman—Poor-houses—Many Friends visit the Indians

—

Indians' visit to Miss Catherine Button—Her great age—Her kind-

ness—Dinner—Her presents to them in money—Parting scene—The
War-chief's speech to her—Her letters to the Author—Indians present

to the two hospitals 370 dollars—Address read by the Presidents to the

Indians—Doctor's reply—Indians start for York—A fox-hunt—Curious

notions of Indians about it—Visit to York Minster—Ascend the grand

tower—Visit to the castle and prison—Museum of the instruments of

murder—Alarm of the Doctor—Kindness of the governor of the castle

and his lady—Indians' ideas of imprisonment for debt, and punishment

for murder.

The scene of the Indians' amusements was now changed from

the Egyptian Hall to the open air in Vauxhall Gardens,

and their dances and other exercises were given in the

afternoon. Their lodgings were also changed at the same

time to the buildings uithin the enclosure of the gardens.

This arrangement was one of very great pleasure to the

Indians, as it allowed a free space to exercise in during their

leisure hours, amongst trees and shrubbery, affording them

almost a complete resumption of Indian life in the wilder-

ness, as they had the uninterrupted range of the gar-

dens during the hours that the pubHc were not there to
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witness their amusements. This arrangement was pleasing

to them in another respect, and to us also, as there were

many things they were j'et anxious to see in London, and

which, as they could only be seen at night, our former ar-

rangements had entirely precluded them from seeing. Under

these new arrangements they still had their omnibus drives,

and at night attended the parties of numerous friends who

had been desirous to show them some attentions, and also

were taken to several instructive exhibitions, and to two or

three of the principal theatres.

We were then in the vicinity of the Surrey Theatre,

where Mr. Carter, " the lion-tamer," invited them several

times to witness his wonderful feat of going into the lion's

cage. This scene was one of the most impressive and ex-

citing nature to them, and will probably be as long recol-

lected by them as the wonders opened to their minds at the

fomdain of chickabobboo.

The Polytechnic Institution was one I took great pleasure

in accompanying them to ; and a scene of much amusement
for a numerous audience as well as amusing and astonishing

to themselves, was that of their descending in the diving-

bell. They were at first afraid of it, but after the Doc-

tor had made a descent with me, and come out unhurt and

unwet, several others went down with Mr. Melody, others

with Jeffrey—the old War-chief with his old friend Boba-

sheela, and so on, until every one of the party, men, women,
and children, went down and experienced the curious

sensation of that (to them) greatest of medicine affairs.

In Vauxhall Gardens the Indians erected their four wig-

wams of buffalo hides, and in darting into and about them
during their various games and amusements, whilst the

blue smoke was curling out of their tops, presented one

of the most complete and perfect illustrations of an Indian

encampment that could possibly have been designed. It

was the thing itself, and the very men, women, and children

living and acting on a similar green turf, as they do on the

prairies of the Missouri.
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In the amusements as there given, there was an addition

to those which had been made in Lord's Cricket-ground some

weeks before, having in Vauxhall brought horses in to add,

with equestrian exercises, to the completion of all the modes

practised by this tribe. The loways, like most of the

Indians of the prairies of America, subsist upon the food of

the buffalo, and kill them from their horses' backs, with

their bows and arrows, while running at full speed. In the

same manner they meet their enemies in battle, in which

they carry their shield and lance. Thus fully equipped,

with their own native shields and lances, and bows, and even

the saddles and trappings for their horses, they all mounted

upon their backs, in the midst of their amusements, and

dashing off at full speed, illustrated their modes of drawing

the bow as they drove their arrows into the target, or made
their warlike feints at it with their long lances as they

This formed the most attractive part of their exhibition,

and thousands flocked there to witness their powers of

horsemanship and skill in prairie warfare. This exciting

exhibition which pleased the visitors, I could have wished

might have been less fatiguing, and even dangerous, to

the limbs of the Indians than it actually was from the awk-

wardness and perverseness and fright of the horses, not

trained to Indian modes. With all these difficulties to con-

tend with, however, they played their parts cheerfully and

well, and the spectators seemed highly pleased. Amidst

the throngs who visited them here, we could discover most

of their old standard friends and admirers, who came to see

them on horseback, and in the beautiful game of ball, in the

open grounds of Vauxhall, where they could more easily

approach and converse with them ; and amongst such, the

"jolly fat dame " was present, and more pleased than ever,

when she could catch the Doctor's smile as he passed by

her at full speed, and raising his shield of buffalo's hide

upon his arm, he darted his long lance in feints at her

breast, and sounded the piercing war-cry. The vanity of
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the Doctor was so well suited in this mode of the exhibition,

where he could dash by ranks and files, and even phalanxes

of ladies, with the endless flourishes of his shield and lance,

that he soon began to exhibit convincing evidences that his

ambition and his vanity were too much for his bodily re-

sources, which it became necessary to replenish occasionally

by refusing him his horse, on which occasions he made good

use of his time, by placing himself, wrapped in his robe, with

his fan in his hand, by the side of the ladies, with whom he

could exchange by this time a few words, and many signifi-

cant looks and gestures, which never failed to amuse, and

seldom failed to operate upon their generous feelings, which

were constantly adding to the contents of his tobacco pouch,

which was now known to be a reservoir for money and

trinkets of various kinds, instead of tobacco.

I happened to be by the side of the Doctor on one of

these occasions, when I became so much amused with the

questions and answers, that I immediately after retired and

committed them to my note book. A number of jolly fat

dames, of middle and knowing age, had drawn themselves

around the Doctor, and looking over their shoulders and

under their arms, a number of delicate and coy little

girls. And having called Jeff'rey to translate, they were

enabled to get the gist of all he said, without loss from

modesty or evasion, which seemed to be exactly what they

most desired. His friend Jim having seen him thus enve-

loped, turned his horse loose and came to his aid (or coun-

tenance), and as the old man hesitated, Jim gave him the

nod and the wink to be plain in his replies. They had first

asked him if he was married ? to which he replied " No."

They then asked him why he did not get him a wife? he

said "He had always been very particular about giving

oifence to the women, and he had feared that if he selected

one in preference to the others, that the others would all be

offended." This queer reply raised a great laugh amongst

the crowd, and encouraged the Doctor to go on. Some one

of the ladies then told him she feared he did not admire the
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ladies enough ? he said, " he had always believed that the

reason he did not get married was, that he admired them
too much; he saw so many that he wanted, that he had
never decided which to take, and so had taken none." Me-
lody came up at this time, and seemed a httle vexed, and
said, " Catlin, you had better call that old fool away, those

people will spoil him, he is quite vain enough now." " Oh,
no," said I, "let him alone, he is gratifying the ladies,

and we shall see, in a few moments, which is the fool, he or

the ladies who are questioning him." Melody smiled, and

looked on.

" I have been told," said one of the ladies, " that some of

the Indians have a number of wives : is that so ?
"

"Yes," the Doctor replied in English, "sometimes have

a heap." (The ladies all laughed.) Two or three inquired

what a " heap " was ? Jeffrey said, " Why, ma'am, it is what
in our country means a ^ lot

:

' you know what they call a
' lot ' here ? " " Oh, yes ! it means a great many." " Yes,

a number." " Well, tell the Doctor I want to know what

they do with so many ?
"

Here the poor Doctor was quite at a loss to knOAv what

to say ; one thing he was sure to do—he smiled—and it

seemed as if he wished that to go for an answer : and it

might have done so with most of her sex, but in this

instance it was not quite satisfactory, and the question was

again put : to which the big-mouthed Jim, who I said had

come to the relief of his friend, and who had a wife of his

own, put in an instant reply, which relieved the Doctor,

and seemed very much to embarrass the lady, for she

instantly added, (as all were bursting with laughter,) " That

isn't what I mean : I want to know how a chief can get along

with so many, how he can manage them all, and keep them

in good humour and satisfied ; for," said she, " in this country,

one is quite as much as a man can manage."

This seemed to aflFord the Doctor a little relief, and he

was evidently able to go on again, as he smilingly said, "It

was quite easy, as Indian women were much more peaceable
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and quiet than white women, it was much more easy he

thought to manage them ; they drank no chichabobboo

,

and therefore did not require so much watching as white

women."

The lady seemed quite balked in the debate she was

about entering on with the Doctor, from her ignorance of

the meaning of chichabobboo, and asked for an explanation

of it, as if for all the company about ; to which Jim put in

(again in plain English), " Gin !
" " Oh ! Doctor," said she,

" I hope you don't accuse the ladies of London of drinking

gin?" The Doctor replied, thiit " he had not seen them do

it, but that he had been told that they did, and that it was

the reason why the ladies here grew so large and so fat."

He said, " that they could always look out of the windows,

where he lived, and just before going to bed they could

see any night a hundred women going home with pitchers

full of it, to drink after they got into bed, so as to sleep

sound : and that one night, coming home in their carriage

at a late hour, from a distance, where they had been to see

a show, he and Jim had counted more than three hundred

women running along in the street, with pitchers filled with

it in their hands, to drink as they were going to bed."

The lady's explanation of this, that " It was only harm-

less ale that these women were carrying in for their masters

and mistresses,"' excited the Doctor's smiles, but no reply.

She seemed not satisfied yet about the first subject that

she had started, and reverting to it again, said, " Well,

Doctor, I can't excuse the Indians for having so many wives.

I like the Indians very much, but I don't like that custom

they have ; I think it is very cruel and very wicked. Don't

you think it is wrong ?
"

The Doctor studied a moment, and replied, " that it

might be wrong, but if it was, he didn't see that it was any

worse than for white women to have a number of husbands."

" But what, Doctor, what do you mean ? I hope you have

not so bad an opinion of white women as that ? " To this

he very coolly replied, " that when they drank a great deal
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of gin, he believed, from what he had seen in his practice,

that a woman would require more than one husband ; and

that since he had been in London he had seen many walk-

ing in the streets, and some riding in fine carriages, whom
he thought, from their looks, must have more than one hus-

band : and from what he had been told, he believed that

many women in London had a heap!" "That's a lot!"''

(cried out a very pretty little girl, who had been listening,

and, frightened at her own unintentional interpretation,

started to run.)

" Come, come, Catlin," said Melody, " pull the old fellow

out, and take him away; " and so the debate ended, amidst

a roar of laughter from all sides.

One more of the hundred little reminiscences of Vaux-
hall, and we will leave it. I have already said, that in the

spacious apartments of Vauxhall, unoccupied, the Indians

were quartered, and took their meals ; and during the fore-

part of the day, between their breakfast and the hour of

their afternoon exhibitions, their time was mostly spent in

strolling around the grounds, or at their varied amusements.

Many of my personal friends finding this a pleasing oppor-

tunity to see them, were in the habit of coming in, and
amusing themselves with them. I had accidentally heard

of a party of ladies preparing to come on a certain morning,

some of them my esteemed friends, and others strangers to

me : and from a wish to get relieved from a fatiguing con-

versation, as well as from a still stronger desire for amuse-

ment, I selected from my wardrobe a very splendid dress,

head-gear and all complete, and fully arranged myself in

Indian costume, " cap-a-pied," with face fully painted, and

weapons in hand ; and at the hour of their arrival in the

house, took care to be strolling about in the grounds with

Washka-mon-ya (Jim). Whilst the ladies were amused
with the party in the house, where there were constant in-

quiries for me, two of them observing us two bcaus saun-

tering about in the garden, came out to keep us company,

and to talk to us, and with themselves, in the English Ian-
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guage, which of course we Indians knew nothing of: when

we shook our heads to their inquiries, " Do you speak

English, good Indians?" I saw they did not recognize mc,

yet I trembled for fear, for they were lovely women, and

every sentence almost which they uttered would have made

the discovery more cruel : we held ourselves dignified and

dumb; whilst they, poor things, were so much regretting

that we could not understand what they said. They finished

their visit to us and their remarks, and returned, leaving

me to regret my folly upon which I had thoughtlessly

entered.

Several weeks were spent in their daily exhibitions in

Vauxhall, and, as one can easily imagine, much to the satis-

faction of the Indians, and, I believe, much to the amuse-

ment of the visitors who came to see them. Within the

last week of their exhibition I admitted from charity

schools 32,000 children, with their teachers, free of charge ;

to all of whom I gave instructive lectures on the position of

the tribe, their condition, their customs and character : and

explained also the modes, which were acted out by 14 living

Indians before their eyes; and but one of these schools ever

communicated with me after, to thank me for the amuse-

ment or instruction ; which might not have been a curious

omission, but I thought it rcas, at the time.

With the amusements at Vauxhall ended my career in

London ; and contemplating a tour to several of the pro-

vincial towns, in company with the Indians, I took my little

family to Brighton, and having left them comfortably

situated and provided for, I joined the party in Birming-

ham, where they had arrived and taken lodgings. The
idea of moving about pleased the Indians vei-y much, and

I found them all in high spirits when I arrived, delighted

to have found that the cldchahobboo was the same there as in

London, and was likely to continue much the same in all

parts of the kingdom to which they should go. There was

an unfortunate offset to this pleasing intelligence, however,

which seemed to annoy them very much, and of which they
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were making bitter complaint. On leaving London for the

country, they had spent some days, and exercised all their

ingenuity, in endeavouring to clean their beautiful skin

dresses, which the soot of London had sadly metamorphosed

;

and on arriving in Birmingham they had the extreme

mortification to anticipate, from appearances, an equal

destruction of that soft and white surface which they give

to their skin dresses, and which (though it had been entirely

lost sight of during the latter part of their stay in London)

had, with great pains, been partially restored for a more
pleasing appearance in the country.

Though I had several times passed through Birming-

ham, and on one occasion stopped there a day or two,

I entered this time a total stranger, and in rather a

strange and amusing manner. On my journey there by the

railway, I had fallen in company and conversation with a

very amusing man, who told me he was a commercial tra-

veller, and we had had so much amusing chat together,

that when we arrived, at a late hour at night, 1 was quite

happy to follow his advice as to the quarters we were to

take up in the town, at least for the night. He said it was

so late that the hotels would be closed, and that the com-

mercial inn, where he was going, was the only jilace open,

and I should find there everything to make me comfortable,

and a very nice sort of people. We took an omnibus for

town, and as there was only room for one inside, he got

upon the top, and so we went off; and getting, as I sup-

posed, into or near the middle of the town, the bus stopped

at a " commercial inn," which was open, and lighted up in

front, and a number of passengers getting out, and others

down from the top, I "as seeing to get my luggage in safe,

and the omnibus drove off with my jolly companion still on

the top; or this I presumed, as he was not left behind.

My only alternative now was, to make the best of it, and be

as comfortable as I could ; so I got into the " commercial

room," and having been told that I should have a bed, I

felt quite easy, and told the plump, tidy little landlady.
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who was waiting upon me herself, that I would have a mug
of ale and a biscuit, and then be ready to go to bed. As
she turned round to execute my command, she met a party

consisting of three young women, and a man leading one

of them on his arm, and in his hands carrying three or

four carpet-bags and band-boxes, just got down from the

same bus, and entering the inn on the same errand that I

was on. " Madam," said he, " what have you ?"—" Hevery-

think, sir, that you can wish." " Well, one thing we imist

have, that is, two beds."—" They are ready, sir." " Well,

ladies," said he, " suppose we take a drop of wet." This

agreed to, the " wet " was brought in in a moment, and

also my mug of ale.

A very genteel-looking little man whom I had seen in the

same carriage with mc, and now sitting in the room before

mc, with his carpet-bag by the side of him, and his umbrella

in his hand, addressed me, " Stranger, you'll allow me."

—

" Certainly, sir." " I think I heard you tell a gentleman in

the carriage that you were from New York."—^" Yes, I did

so." "/'mfrom there. I left there four months ago, and I've

gone ahead, or I'll be shot. How long have you bin from

there, sir ?"—" About five years." " Hell ! there's been great

fixins there in that time ; you'd scarcely know New York
now ; look here, isn't this the darndest strange country you

ever saw in your life ? rot 'em, I can't get 'em to do anything

as I want it done; they are the greatest set of numskulls I

ever saw; now sec, that little snub of a petticoat that's just

gone out there, I suppose she is cock of the walk here too ;

she's been all civility to you, but I've had a hell of a blow up

with her ; I was in here not five minutes before you by the

watch, and I spoke for a bed and a mug of ale ; she brought

me the ale, and I told her to bring me a tumbler and a cracker,

and she turned upon me in a hell of a flare-up. She said

she was very much obliged to me for my himpudence, she

didn't allow crackers in her house, and as for ' tumblers,' they

were characters she never had anything to do with, thank

God ; they were a low set of creatures, and they never got
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any favour about her house. She wanted to know what

quarter I came from. I tokl her I wasn't from any quarter,

I was from lialf—half the globe, by God, and the better half

too—wasn't I right, stranger ? She said her house was a hinn,

to be sure, but she didn't hentertain blackguards, so there

was my hale, and I might drink it hup and be hoff, and be

anged, and then she cut her string quicker than lightning
;

now isn't she a hard un ? I don't suppose there is another

house open in this darned outlandish place at this time of

the night; what the devil shall I do? you are fixed snug

enough." " Oh, well, never mind," said I, " be quite easy, it

is settled in a moment,"—as I rung the bell. The tidy

little landlady came in again, and I said, " This gentleman

will have a glass if you please, and a biscuit."—" Hif he ims

a gentleman. Sir,'' said she, "but I assure you. Sir, is

beaviour as'nt been much like it." " Well, well," said I,

" never mind it now, you will be good friends after a little

better understanding—he comes from a country where a

glass is a tuvibler and a biscuit is a cracker : now, if you had

known this, there would have been no difficulty between

you." " Ho, that I hadmit, but it's very hodd." " Never

mind that, you will find him a good fellow, and give him

his bed." "Is bed, Sir?— hit's too late; it's been

hoccupied hever since you entered the ouse—the only

chance his for you and im to turn hin." " Well," said I,

"never mind, he and I will manage that; it is after mid-

night, and I suppose the other houses are all shut ?" " I'll

hanswer for that : hif you are ready, gentlemen, I'll show you

hup." My friend kept by my side, but knowing the gloomy

fate that awaited him if he got into the street again, he kept

entirely quiet until the little landlady was down stairs.

" There," said he, " isn't she a roarer ? I could have settled

the hash with her myself in a twinkling, if she had only let

me have said five words, but her tongue run so slick that

I couldn't get the half of a word in edgewise."

My new acquaintance and I talked a little more before

we "turned in," but much more after we had got into
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bed. He could command words and ideas fast enough

when he was on his feet ; but I found in him something

of Jim's peculiarity, that he thought much faster and

stronger when on his back ; and for half an hour or so I

reaped the benefit of the improvement. How long I heard

him, and how much he actually said, I never could tell

exactly ; but what he said before I went to sleep I always

distinctly recollected, and a mere sentence or two of it

was as follows :—" Well, stranger, here we are : this is

droll, ain't it? 'hodd,' as the landlady would call it. I'd a

been in the streets to-night as sure as catgut if it hadn't

been for you. God knows I am obliged to you. Youv'e

got a sort o' way o' gettin' along ur' these ere darned,

ignorant, stupid sort o' beings. I can't do it : dod rot 'cm !

they put me out at every step ; they are so eternally ignorant

;

did you ever see the like ? I suppose you are going to stop

awhile in Birmingham ?" "A few days." " / shall be here

a week, and be bright and early enough to get into a

decenter house than this is, and be glad to join you. I was

told in London that the loway Indians went on here yester-

day. I'm damned anxious to meet them : you've seen them,

I suppose?" "Yes, I saw them in London." "Well, /

did not ; I was just too late ; but I must go andlook 'em up

to-morrow: they know me." "Then you have seen them ?"

" Oh, dam 'cm, yes : I've known 'em for several years : they'll

be at home with me at once. I've run buffaloes Avith

White-Cloud, the chief many and many a time. He and I

have camped out more than once. They are a fine set of

fellows. I'm going to spend some time with them in Bir-

mingham. I know 'em like a book. Oh yes, they'll know

me quick enough. I was all through their country. I

went clean up Lake Superior, nearly to Hudson's Bay. I

saw all the Chijjpeways, and the Black-feet, and the Crows,

Catlin's old friends. By the way, Catlin, I'm told, is with

these Indians, or was, when they were in London—he's all

sorts of a man." "Have you seen him?" "Seen him?
why, dam it, I raised him, as the saying is : I have known
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him all my life. I met him a number of times in the

Prairie country ; he 's a roarer." This was about the last

that I distinctly recollected before going to sleep ; and the

next morning my vigilant and wide- awake little bedfellow,

being about the room a little before me, where my name
was conspicuous on my carpet bag and writing-desk, &c.,

had from some cause or other thought it would be less

trouble and bother to wend his way amongst these " stupid

and ignorant beings" alone, than to encounter the Indians

and Mr. Catlin, and endeavour to obliterate the hasty pro-

fessions he had made ; and therefore, when I came down
and called for breakfast for two, the landlady informed me
that my companion had paid his bill and left at an early

hour. I was rather sorry for this, for he was quite an

amusing little man, and I have never heard of him since.

I found the dumpy little landlady kindly disposed, and

she gave me a very good breakfast, amusing me a great

deal with anecdotes of the party who called for " a little

bit of wet;" she informed me they were a wedding-party,

and the man who had the lady on his arm was the bride-

groom. While waiting for my breakfast I was much amused
with some fun going on in the street before the window. It

seems that the house directly opposite had been taken by

a couple of tidy-looking young women who were sisters, and

that, having established a millinery business on the lower

floor, they had several apartments which they were anxious

to underlet in order to assist them in paying their heavy

rent. Young gentlemen are everywhere in this country

considered the most desirable lodgers, as they give less

trouble than any others, are less of the time at home, and

generally pay best. These young adventurers had been there-

fore anxious to get such a class of lodgers in their house, and

had, the day before, employed a sign-painter to paint a

conspicuous board, in bright and glaring letters, which was

put up on a post erected in the little garden in front of their

house, near the gate. The announcement ran, when the

young ladies retired to bed, " Lodfjingsfor sinfjle gentlemen'

VOL. II. K
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—a customary and very innocent way of offering apartments ;

but owing to the cruelty of some wag during the night, it

was found in the morning, to the great amusement of the

collected crowd, to read, " Longings for single gentlemen."

How long this continued to amuse the passers-by, or how it

might have affected the future prospects of the poor girls, I

cannot of course tell, as I forthwith proceeded to a more

pleasant part of the town. Birmingham I found on further

acquaintance to be one of the pleasantcst towns I visited

in the kingdom, and its hotels and streets generally very

different from those into which my commercial travelling

acquaintance had that night led me.

Mr. Melody had all things prepared for our exhibition

when I arrived, having taken the large hall in the Shaks-

peare Buildings, and also procured rooms for the Indians to

sleep in in the same establishment.

The Indians and myself were kindly received in Birming-

ham, for which, no doubt, they, like myself, will long feel

grateful. The work which I had published liad been ex-

tensively read there, and was an introduction of the most

pleasing kind to me, and the novelty and wildness of the

manners of the Indians enough to ensure them much atten-

tion.

In their exhibition room, which was nightly well at-

tended, we observed many of the Society of Friends, whom
we could always easily distinguish by their dress, and also

more easily by the kind interest they expressed and ex-

hibited, whenever opportunity occurred, for the welfare of

those poor people. The Indians, with their native shrewd-

ness and sagacity, at once discovered from their appearance

and manner that they were a different class of people from

any they had seen, and were full of inquiries about them.

I told them that these were of the same society as their

kind friend Dr. Hodgkin, whom they so often saw in Lon-

don, who is at the head of the Aborigines Pi-otection Society,

who was the first person in England to invite them to his

table, and whom the reader will recollect they called Ichon-
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na Wap-pa. (the straight coat) ; that they were the followers

of the great William Penn, whom I believed they had heard

something about. They instantly pronounced the name of

" Penn, Penn," around the room, convincing me, as nearly

every tribe I ever visited in the remotest wildernesses in

America had done, that they had heard, and attached the

greatest reverence to, the name of Penn.

These inquiries commenced in their private room one

evening after the exhibition had closed, and they had had

an interview in the exhibition room with several ladies and

gentlemen of that society, and had received from them

some very valuable presents. They all agreed that there

was something in their manners and in their mode of

shaking hands with them that was more kind and friendly

than anything they had met amongst other people ; and

this I could see had made a sensible impression upon them.

I took this occasion to give them, in a brief way, an

account of the life of the immortal William Penn ; of

his good faith and kindness in all his transactions with the

Indians, and the brotherly love he had for them until

his death. I also gave them some general ideas of the

Society of Friends in this country, from whom the great

William Penn came ;—that they were the friends of all the

human race ; that they never went to war with any people;

that they therefore had no enemies; they drink no

spirituous liquors ; that in America and this country they

were unanimously the friends of the Indians ; and I was

glad to find that in Birmingham we were in the midst of a

great many of them, with whom they would no doubt

become acquainted. There were here some inquiries about

the religion of the Friends, which I told them was the

Christian religion, which had been explained to them ; that

they were all religious and charitable, and, whatever religion

the Indians might prefer to follow, these good people would

be equally sure to be their friends. They seemed, after

this, to feel an evident pleasure whenever they saw parties

of Friends entering the room : they at once recognised them

K 2
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whenever they came in, and, on retiring to their own room,

counted up the numbers that had appeared, and made their

remarks upon them. In one of these conversations I pleased

them very much by reading to them a note which I had

just received from Mr. Joseph Sturgc, with whom I had

been acquainted in London, and who was now residing

in Birmingham, inviting me to bring the whole party of

Indians to his house to breakfast the next morning. I told

them that Mr. Sturge was a very distinguished man, and

one of the leading men of the Society of Friends. This

pleased them all exceedingly, and at the hour appointed

this kind gentleman's carriages were at the door to convey

the party to his house. Mr. Melody and Jeffrey accom-

panied us, and there wei-e consequently seventeen guests to

be seated at this gentleman's hospitable board, besides a

number of his personal friends who were invited to meet

the Indians. After receiving all in the most cordial man-

ner, he read a chapter in his Bible, and then we were in-

vited to the table. This interview elicited much interesting

conversation, and gained for the Indians and Mr. Melody

many warm and useful friends.

Before taking leave, the War-chief arose, and, offering his

hand to Mr. Sturge, made the following remarks :

—

" My Friend,—The Great Spirit, who does everything that is good, lias

inclined your heart to be Icind to us ; and, first of all, we thank Ilim for it.

" The Chief, White Cloud, who sits by me, directs me to say that we

are also thanliful to you for this notice you have taken of us, poor and

ignorant people, and we shall recollect and not forget it.

" We hope the Great Spirit will be kind to you all. I have no more

to say."

The simplicity of this natural appeal to the Great Spii'it,

and its close (in which they were commended by the poor

and unenlightened Indian of the wilderness to the care and

kindness of their God), seemed to create surprise in the

minds of the audience, and to excite in the Indians' behalf

a deep and lively interest.

After the breakfast and conversation were over, the
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whole party was kindly sent back by the same carriages, and

the Indians returned in a state of perfect delight with the

treatment they had met with, and the presents they had

received.

Poor Jim (the student and recorder) was anxious that I

should write down the name of William Penn in his book,

and also that of the gentleman who had just entertained us,

that he might be able to repeat them correctly when he got

back to the wilderness again, and have something to say

about them.

We found on our return that the hour of another en-

gagement was at hand, and carriages were soon prepared

to take us to the button-factory of Messrs. Turner and

Son, to which we had been kindly invited; and on our

arrival we found ourselves most cordially received and

entertained. The proprietor led the party through every

room in his extensive establishment, and showed them the

whole process of striking the buttons and medals from va-

rious dies, which pleased them very much, and, after showing

and explaining to them all the different processes through

which they passed in their manufacture, led them into his

ware-room or magazine, where his stock on hand was ex-

hibited, and package after package, and gross upon gross,

of the most splendid and costly buttons were taken do^\^^,

and by his own generous hand presented to them. These

were such brilliant evidences of kindness, and would be so

ornamental to the splendid dresses which they and their

wives were to have when they got home, that they looked

upon them as more valuable than gold or silver. These

were presented to them in the aggregate, and all carried in

a heavy parcel by the interpreter ; and when they had

thanked the gentleman for his munificent liberality and got

back to their rooms, a scene of great brilliancy and much

interest and amusement was presented for an hour or two,

while they had their treasures spread out, covering half of

the floor on which they lodged, and making a j^er capita

division of them.
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In the midst of this exhilarating and dazzling scene, their

old iriend Bobashcela made his appearance, having just ar-

rived from London on his way to Cornwall. He could not,

he said, pass within a hundred miles of them without stop-

ping to see them a few days, and smoke a pipe or two with

them again. Bohasheela was stopped at the door, notwith-

standing their love for him ; he could not step in without

doing sacrilege with his muddy boots to the glittering carpet

of buttons which they had formed on the floor, and upon

which his eyes were staring, as he thought at the first

glance they could have committed no less a trespass than to

have plundered a jeweller's shop. A way was soon opened

for his feet to pass, and, having taken a hearty shake of the

hand with all, he was offered a seat on the floor, and in a

few moments found that an equal parcel was accumulating

between his knees as in front of each, and that, instead of

fourteen, they were now dividing them into fifteen parcels.

This he objected to, and with much trouble got them to

undo what they had done, and go back to the first regulation

of dividing them equally amongst fourteen.

The Shakspeare Buildings afforded the Indians a fine

promenade in its large portico overlooking the street, where

all Birmingham passed before their eyes, giving them one

of the most gratifying privileges they had had, and promis-

ing them a rich and boundless means of amusement ; but

their enjoyment of it was short, for the crowds that assem-

bled in the streets became a hinderance to business, and they

were denied the further privilege of their delightful look-out.

They were therefore called in, and stayed in, and yet the

crowd remained, and could not be dispersed, while their

attention seemed fixed upon some object higher up than

the portico, which led us at once to surmise its cause, and,

seai'ching for the old Doctor, he was not to be found : he was,

ofcourse, upon the pinnacle ofthe house, wrapped in his robe,

smiling upon the crowd beneath him, and taking a contem-

plative gaze over the city and country that lay under his

view. I could only get to him by following the intricate
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mazes through which the old lady (curatress) conducted me,

and through which the Doctor said he had required

several days of investigation to find his way, and which he

had never succeeded in until just at that moment.

Under this rather painful embargo there was no satisfac-

tory way of peeping into the amusements of the streets but

by going down the stairs, which Jim and his ever-curious

friend the Doctor used daily and almost hourly to do, and,

standing in the hall, see all they could that was amusing,

until the crowd became such that it was necessary to recall

them to their room. On one of these occasions they had

espied a miserably poor old woman, with her little child,

both in rags, and begging for the means of existence. The

pity of the kind old Doctor was touched, and he beckoned

her to come to him, and held out some money; but fear was

superior to want with her, and she refused to take the

prize. The Doctor went for Daniel, who, at his request,

prevailed upon the poor woman to come up to their

room, by assuring her that they would not hurt her,

and would give her much more than white people

would. She came up with Daniel, and the Indians, all

seated on the floor, lit a pipe as if going into the most pro-

found council; and so they were, for with hearts sympa-

thizing for the misery and poverty of this pitiable-looking

object, a white woman and child starving to death amidst

the thousands of white people all around her in their fine

houses and with all their wealth, they were anxious to talk

with her, and find out how it was that she should not be

better taken care of. Jeffrey was called to interjjret, and

Melody, Bobasheela, Daniel, and myself, with two or three

friends who happened to be with us at the time, were spec-

tators of the scene that ensued. The War-chief told her not

to be frightened nor to let her little child be so, for they

were her friends; and the Doctor walked up to her,

took his hand out from under his robe, put five shillings

into hers, and stepped back. The poor woman curtsied

several times, and, crossing her hands upon her breast, as
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she retreated to the wall, thanked " his Honour" for his

kindness. " The Lard be with your Honours for your

loving kindness, and may the Lard of Haven bless you to

al etarnity, for ee niver e thaught af sich threatment fram

sich fraightful-lukin gantleiTiin as ee was a thakin you

to ba."

The War-chief then said to her, " There, you see,by the

money we have been all of us giving out of our purses, that

we wish to make you happy with your little child, that you

may have something for it to eat
;
you see now that we don't

wish to hurt you, and we shall not ; but we want to talk

with you a little, and before we talk we always make our

presents, if we have anything to give. We are here poor,

and a great way from home, where we also have our little

children to feed ; but the Great Spirit has been kind to us,

and we have enough to eat." To this the Indians, who

were passing the pipe around, all responded " How ! how !

how !"

The old chief then proceeded to ask the poor woman how

she became so poor, and why the white people did not take

care of her and her child. She replied that she had been

in the workhouse, and her husband was there still ; she de-

scribed also the manner in which she had left it, and how

she became a beggar in the streets. She said that when

she and her husband were taken into the poorhouse they

were not allowed to live together, and that she would rather

die than live in that way any longer, or rather beg for

something to eat in the streets as she was now doing ; and

as the cold weather was coming in, she expected her child

and herself would be soon starved to death.

The poor Indians, women and all, looked upon this mise-

rable shivering object of pity, in the midst of the wealth

and luxuries of civilization, as a mystery they could not ex-

pound, and, giving way to impulses that they could feel and

appreciate, the women opened their trunks to search for

presents for the little child, and by White Cloud's order

filled her lap with cold meat and bread sufficient to last
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them for a day or two. The good old Doctor's politeness

and sj^mpathy led him to the bottom of the stairs with her,

where he made her understand by signs that every morning,

when the sun was up to a place that he pointed to with

his hand, if she would come, she would get food enough for

herself and her little child as long as they stayed in Bir-

mingham ; and he recollected his pi'omise, and made it his

especial duty every morning to attend to his pensioners at

the hour appointed.*

The moral to be drawn from all this was one of curious

interest and results in the minds of the Indians, and a long

conversation ensued amongst them, in which Daniel and

their friend Bohaslieela (who were familiar with the suffer-

ings and modes of treatment of the poor) took part, and

which, as Melody and I had withdrawn, afterwards gave us

some cause to regret that such a pitiable object of charity

had been brought into their presence for the temporary

relief they could give her, and which resulted in so glaring

an account of the sum total of misery and poverty that was

constantly about them, of the extent of which we both began

to think it would have been better to have kept them
ignorant. Daniel and Bohaslieela had opened their eyes to

the system of poorhouscs and other public establishments

for the employment and protection of the poor ; and until

this account, which was already entered in Jims book, had

been given them by these two knowing politicians, they had

but little idea of this enormous item that was to go into

the scales in weighing the blessings of civilization.

Almost daily visits were now being made to their private

rooms by parties of ladies and gentlemen of the Society of

* It is worthy of remark, and due to these kind-hearted people, that I

should here explain that this was by no means a solitary instance of their

benevolence in Birmingham. Whenever they could get out npon the

portico to look into the streets, they threw their pence to the poor

;

and during the time they were residing in London, we ascertained to a

certainty that they gave away to poor Lascars and others in the streets, from

their omnibus, many pounds sterling.
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Friends, with whom they were rapidly advancing into the

most interesting acquaintance, and which I observed it was

affording Mr. Melody almost unspeakable satisfaction to

behold. They were kindly invited to several houses, and

treated at their tables with the greatest friendship. Of

these, there was one visit that it would be wrong for me to

overlook and to neglect to give here the notes that I made

of it at the time.

A note was written to me in a bold and legible hand

by Miss Catherine Hutton, desiring to know "at what hour

it would be suitable for her to come from her house, a few

miles out of town, to see the Indians (for whom she had

always had a great love), so as not to meet a crowd, for her

health was not very good, being in the ninety-first year

of her age." This venerable and most excellent lady I

held in the highest respect, from a correspondence 1 had

held with her on the subject of the Indians ever since I had

been in England, though I never had seen her. Her letters

had always teemed with love and kindness for these be-

nighted people, and also with thanks to me for having done

so much as I had for their character and history. I there-

fore deemed it proper to respond to her kindness by pro-

posing to take the whole party to her house and pay her

the visit. Her note was answered with that proposition,

which gave her great pleasure, and we took a carriage and

went to her delightful residence.

We were received with unbounded kindness by this most

excellent and remarkable lady, and spent a couple of hours

under her hospitable roofwith great satisfaction to ourselves,

and with much pleasure to her, as her letter to me on the

following day fully evinced.* After a personal introduction

* Bennett's Hill, near Birmingham, Nov. 1st, 1844.

My dear Mr. Catlin,—I have seen the nobility of England at a birth-

night ball in St. James's palace. I have seen the King and Queen move

around the circle, stopping to speak to every individual, and I have wondered

what they could have to say. I have seen the Prince of Wales (afterwards

George the Fourth) open the ball with a minuet, and afterwards dance
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to each one in turn, as she desired, and half an hour's con-

versation, they were invited into an adjoining room to a

breakfast-table loaded with the luxuries she had thought

most grateful to their tastes. This finished, another half-

hour or more was passed in the most interesting conversa-

tion, containing her questions and their answers, and her

Christian advice to prepare their minds for the world to

which, said she, " we must all go soon, and, for myself, I am
just going, and am ready." When we were about to take our

leave of her, she called each one up in succession, and, having

a quantity of money in silver half-crowns placed on the sofa

by her side, she dealt it out to them as they came up, shaking

hands at the same time and bidding each one a lasting fare-

well, embracing each of the women and children in her arms

and kissing them as she took leave. This kindness melted

their hearts to tears, and brought old Neu-mon-ya (the

War-chief) up before her at full length, to make the fol-

lowing remarks :

—

" My Friend,—The Great Spirit has opened your heart to feel a friend-

ship for the red people, and we are thankful to Him for it. We have been

happy to see your face to-day, and our hearts will never forget your kind-

ness. You have put a great deal of money into our hands, which will help

down a country dance ; and I thought him a handsome young man, and a

fine dancer. This was in the year 1780.

Yesterday, as you well know, for you brought them to visit me, I sawr

the fourteen loway Indians. I shook hands with each, and told them,

through the interpreter, that red men were my friends. I looked at them,

as they were seated in a half-circle in my drawing-room, immoveable as

statues, and magnificently dressed in their own costume, with astonishment.

I had never seen a spectacle so imposing. At my request, you presented

them to me separately—first the men, and then the women and children

—

and I gave each a small present, for which they were so thankful. At
parting, the War-chief stood before me and made a speech, thanking me
for my kindness to them, which they should long recollect, and saying,

" that, although we should meet no more in this world, yet he hoped the

Great Spirit would make us meet in the next." The action of the chief

was free and natural, and most graceful ; far superior to anything I ever

saw. Indeed, these people are the nobility of nature.

I am, my dear Sir, your very obliged and very respectful

CatHEEINE HllTTON.
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to feed our little children, and the Great Spirit will not forget this when

you go before liim.

" My kind Mother,—You are very old. Your life has been good ;
and

the Great Spirit has allowed you to live to see us ; and He will soon call

you to Him. We live a great way from here, and we shall not look upon

your face again in this world ; though we all believe that, if we behave

well enough, we shall see your face in the world to come."

The chief here stopped, and, shaking her hand again,

withdrew. The excellent lady was overwhelmed in tears,

and called to her maid, " Betty, bring all the silver that I

left in the drawer there ; bring the whole of it and divide

it among them ; my eyes are so weak that I cannot see it

—

give it to them, dear creatures ! May God bless their dear

souls!" Such had been the meeting, and such were her

parting words as we came away.

The Indians continued to speak in terms of the greatest

admiration of this kind old lady, and the certainty that they

should never see her face again made them for some days

contemplative and sad. They had many civilities extended

to them in town, however, which were calculated to dissipate

melancholy and contemplation. Their repeated visits to

the house and the table of Doctor Percy were exceedingly

pleasing to them, where they were amused with experiments

in electricity and galvanism, and other chemical results,

to them new, and far beyond the reach of their compre-

hensions.

Their days and nights were now passing away very plea-

santl)', visited by and visiting so many kind friends, doing

all they could to make them happy—giving their nightly

amusements at the Shakspearian Rooms, and enjoying the

society and western jokes of their old friend Bobasheela,

and, after their dinners and suppers, their other old fi-iend,

cldckabohhoo-

About this time some very kindly-disposed friends pro-

posed that a couple of nights of their exhibitions should be

given in the immense room of the Town-hall, and one half

of the receipts be presented to the two hospitals, representing

that upon such conditions they thought the use of the hall
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would he granted free of expense, and believing that the

results would be beneficial to both parties. Mr. Melody
and I at once consented, and, the entertainments on those two
nights being for a charitable purpose, the crowds that came
in were very great, and the receipts beyond what we ex-

pected, the profits being 1451. I'ls., the half of which,

7'2l. 16s., the loways presented to the two hospitals, and on
the following day were invited to attend at the Town-hall
at eleven o'clock in the morning, to receive an acknowledg-

ment of it from the venerable Presidents of the two institu-

tions, and to hear an address which was prepared to be read

and given to them. The Indians met the two kind and
excellent gentlemen (both of whom were Friends), and many
others, both ladies and gentlemen, of their society ; and

seeing the results of this meeting likely to be of a very inte-

resting nature, I took pains to make notes of all that was

said on the occasion. The venerable Mr. R. T. Cadbury,

from the General Hospital, in a very impressive manner,

and suited to their understandings, explained to the Indians,

through their interpreter, the purpose for which the hos-

pital was built and carried on, after which he read the fol-

lo\ving resolution, which had been passed at the weekly

meeting of the Board of Governors on the preceding day :

—

-That the Chairman be requested to present the thanks of

this Board to Mr. Catlin, Mr. Melody, and the loway Indians, for the

donation of 36^. 8s., being a moiety of the net proeeeds of two exhibitions

made for the benefit of the two hospitals at the Town-hall ; and to assure

them their generous gift shall be faithfully applied to the relief of the sick

and maimed, for whose benefit the said hospital was instituted, and for

si.xty-five years has been supported by voluntary donations and subscriptions."

After reading this, Mr. Cadbury presented to each of

them a copy of the annual report and rules of the institu-

tion, and expressed a hope that all of them would reach

their distant homes in safety, and that their visit to this

country would be beneficial to them.

The chief, Jfliite Cloud, shook hands with Mr. Cadbury,

and replied as follows :

—
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" My Friend,—I have very few remarks to make to you. We are all

very thankful to you for the speech you have made to us, and for the prayer

you have made that we may all reach home safe. Those words pleased all

my people here very much, and we thank you for them.

" My Friend,—We have now been some time in England, and, amongst

all the words of friendship we have heard, nothing has been more pleasing

to us than the words we have heard from your lips. We have seen some of

the greatest men in this country, and none have delighted us so much as

you have by the way in which you have spoken ; and we believe that the

service we have rendered to the hospital will be looked on with mutual

satisfaction.

" My Friend,—The Americans have been long trying to civilize us, and

we now begin to see the advantages of it, and hope the Government of the

United States will do us some good. I hope some of the people of my
nation will place their children with white people, that they may see how

the white children live.

" My Friend,—I have nothing more to say, but to thank you."

After the speech of White Cloud, Mr. J. Cadbur}', at the

head of a deputation fi'om the " Temperance Society'' (to

which the Indians had sent also the sum of .36Z. 85.), pre-

sented himself, and read an address from that association,

thanking them for the amount received, and advising the

Indians to abstain from the use of '^fire-water " and to prac-

tise charity, which was one of the greatest of virtues.

Mr. Cadbury then addressed the Indians, in all the

fervency and earnestness of j^rayer, on the all-important

subject of temperance. His words and sentences, selected

for their simple understandings, were in the simplicity, and

consequently the eloquence of nature, and seemed to win

their highest admiration and attention. He painted to

them in vivid colours the horrors and vice of intemper-

ance, and its consequences; and also the beauty and love-

liness of sobriety, and truth, and charity, which he hoped

and should pray that they might practise in the wilderness,

with constant prayers to the Great Spirit in the heavens,

when they returned to their own country.

When this venerable gentleman's remarks were finished,

the old Doctor (or Medicine-man) arose from his seat upon

the floor, with his pipe in his lips, and, advancing, shook hands
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with the two Messrs. Cadbury, and, handing his pipe to the

chief, spoke as follows :

—

" My Friends,—I rise to thank you for tlie words you have spoken to

us : they have been kind, and we are thankful for them.

" My Friends,—When I am at home in the wilderness, as well as when
I am amongst you, I always pray to the Great Spirit ; and I believe the

chiefs and the warriors of my tribe, and even the women also, pray every

day to the Great Spirit, and He has therefore been very kind to us.

" My Friends,—We have been this day taken by the hand in friendship,

and this gives us great consolation. Your friendly words have opened our

ears, and your words of advice will not be forgotten.

" My Friends,—You have advised us to be charitable to the poor, and

we have this day handed you 360 dollars to help the poor in your hospitals.

We have not time to see those poor people, but we know you will make
good use of the money for them ; and we shall be happy if, by our coming

this way, we shall have made the poor comfortable.

" My Friends,—We Indians are poor, and we cannot do much charity.

The Great Spirit has been kind to us though since we came to this country,

and we have given altogether more than 200 dollars to the poor people in

the streets of London before we came here ; and I need not tell you that

this is not the first day that we have given to the poor in this city.

"My Friends,—If we were rich, like many white men in this country,

the poor people we see around the streets in this cold weather, with their

little children barefooted and begging, would soon get enough to eat, and

clothes to keep them warm.
" My Friends,— It has made us unhappy to see the poor people begging

for something to eat since we came to this country. In our country we are

all poor, but the poor all have enough to eat, and clothes to keep them

warm. We have seen your poorhouses, and been in them, and we think

them very good
; but we think there should be more of them, and that the

rich men should pay for them.
" My Friends,—We admit that before we left home we all were fond

of 'flre-uater^ but in this country we have not drunk it. Your words

are good, and we know it is a great sin to drink it. Your words to us on

that subject, can do but little good, for we are but a few ; but if you can

tell them to the white people, who make the 'fire-water,' and bring it

into our country to sell, and can tell them also to the thousands whom we see

drunk with it in this country, then we think you may do a great deal of

good ; and we believe the Great Spirit will reward you for it.

" My Friends,—It makes us unhappy, in a country where there is so

much wealth, to see so many poor and hungry, and so many as we see

drunk. We know you are good people, and kind to the poor, and we give

you our hands at parting
;
praying that the Great Spirit will assist you in

taking care of the poor, and making people sober.

" My Friends,—I have no more to say."
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Temperance medals were then given to each of the

Indians, and the deputation took leave.

A council was held that evening in the Indians' apart-

ments, and several pipes smoked, during which time the

conversation r-an upon numerous topics, the first of which was

the interesting meeting they had held that day, and on

several former occasions, with the Friends, and which good

people they were about to leave, and they seemed fearful

they should meet none others in their travels. They were

passing their comments upon the vast numbers which Daniel

and Bohasheela had told them there actually were of poor

people shut up in the poorhouses, besides those in the

streets, and underground in the coal-pits ; and concluded

that the numerous clergymen they had to preach to them,

and to keep them honest and sober, were not too many,

but they thought they even ought to have more, and should

at least keep all they had at home, instead of sending them

to preach to the Indians. Jim was busy poring over his

note-book, and getting Daniel to put down in round num-
bers the amount of poor in the poorhouses and in the

streets, which they had found in some newspaper. And
he was anxious to have down without any mistake the large

sum of money they had presented to the hospitals, so that

when they got home they could tell of the charity they

had done in England ; and if ever they got so poor as to

have to beg, they would have a good paper to beg with.

7'he sum, in American currency (as they know less of

pounds, shillings, and pence), amounted to the i-espectable

one of 370 dollars.

This last night's talk in Birmingham was rather a gloomy

one, for it was after leave had been taken of all friends.

Bohasheela was to start in the morning for Liverpool, and

I for London, where I h;id been summoned to attend as a

witness in court, and Mr. Melody and the Indians were to

leave for Nottingham and other towns in the north. So at

a late hour we parted, and early in the morning set out

for our different destinations, bearing with us many warm
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attachments formed during our short stay in the beautiful

town of Birmingham.

For what befel these good fellows in Nottingham and

Leeds there will probably be no historian, as I was not with

them. I commenced with them in York, where I became

again the expounder of their habits and mysteries, and was

delighted to meet them on classic ground, where there is so

much to engage the attention and admiration of civilized or

savage. I had visited York on a former occasion, and

had the most ardent wish to be present at this time, and to

conduct these rude people into the noble cathedral, and on

to its grand tower. I had this pleasure ; and in it accom-

plished one of my favourite designs in accompanying them

on their northern tour.

On my return from London I had joined the Indians

at Leeds, where they had been exhibiting for some days,

and found them just ready to start for York. I was their

companion by the railway, therefore, to that ancient and

venerable city ; and made a note or two on an occurrence

of an amusing nature which happened on the way. When
we were within a few miles of the town the Indians were

suddenly excited and startled by the appearance of a party

of fox-hunters, forty or fifty in number, following their

pack in full cry, having just crossed the track ahead of the

train.

This was a subject entirely new to them and unthought of

by the Indians ; and, knowing that English soldiers all wore

red coats, they were alarmed, their first impression being that

we had brought them on to hostile ground, and that this

was a " war-party" in pursuit of their enemy. They were

relieved and excessively amused when I told them it was

merely a fox-hunt, and that the gentlemen they saw

riding were mostly noblemen and men of great influence

and wealth. They watched them intensely until they were

out of sight, and made many amusing remarks about them

after we had arrived at York. I told them they rode with-

out guns, and the first one in at the death pulled off the
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tail of the fox and rode into town with it under his hatband.

Their laughter was excessive at the idea of "such gentlemen

hunting in open fields, and with a whip instead of a gun
;

and that great chiefs, as I had pronounced them, should be

risking their lives^ and the limbs of their fine horses, for a

poor fox, the flesh of which, even if it were good to eat, was

not wanted by such rich people, who had meat enough at

home ; and the skin of which could not be worth so much
trouble, especially when, as everybody knows, it is good

for nothing when the tail is pulled off."

On our arrival in York one of the first and most often

repeated questions which they put was, whether there were

any of the " good people," as they now called them, the

Friends, living there. I told them it was a place where a

great many of them lived, and no doubt many would come

to see them, which seemed to please and encourage them

very much. Mr. Melody having taken rooms for them near

to the York Minster, of which they had a partial view from

their windows, their impatience became so great that we
sallied out the morning after our arrival to pay the first

visit to that grand and venerable pile. The reader has

doubtless seen or read of this sublime edifice, and I need

not attempt to describe it here. Were it in my power

to portray the feelings which agitated the breasts of these

rude people when they stood before this stupendous

fabric of human hands, and as they passed through its

aisles, amid its huge columns, and under its grand

arches, I should be glad to do it ; but those feelings which

they enjoyed in the awful silence, were for none but

themselves to know. We all followed the guide, who

showed and explained to us all that was worth seeing

below, and then showed us the way by which we were

to reach the summit of the grand or middle tower, where

the whole party arrived after a laborious ascent of 273

steps. We had luckily selected a clear day ; and the giddy

height from which we gazed upon the town under our

feet, and the lovely landscape in the distance all around
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US, afforded to the Indians a view far more wonderful

than their eyes had previously beheld. Whilst we were

all engaged in looking upon the various scenes that lay

like the lines upon a map beneath us, the old Doctor,

with his propcHsitt/ which has been spoken of before,

had succeeded in getting a little higher than any of the

rest of the party, by climbing on to the little house erected

over the gangway through which we entered upon the

roof; and, upon the pinnacle of tiiis, for a while stood

smiling down upon the thousands of people who were

gathering in the streets. He was at length, however, seen

to assume a more conspicuous attitude by raising his head

and his eyes towards the sky, and for some moments he

devoutly addressed himself to the Great Spirit, whom
the Indians always contemplate as "in the heavens, above

the clouds." When he had finished this invocation, he

slowly and carefully descended on to the roof, and as he

joined his friends he observed that when he was up there

"he was nearer to the Great Spirit than he had ever been

before." The War-chief excited much merriment by his

sarcastic reply, that " it was a pity he did not stay there,

for he would never be so near the Great Spirit again." The
Doctor had no way of answering this severe retort, except

by a silent smile, as, with his head turned away, he gazed on

the beautiful landscape beneath him. When we descended

from the tower, the Indians desired to advance again to

the centre of this grand edifice, where they stood for a few

minutes with their hands covering their mouths, as they

gazed upon the huge columns around them and the stujien-

dous arches over their heads, and at last came silently away,

and I believe inspired with greater awe and respect fur

the religion of white men than they had ever felt before.

Our stay of three days in York was too short for the

Indians to make many acquaintances; but at their exhi-

bitions they saw many of the Society of Friends, and these,

as in other places, came forward to oflFer them their hands

and invite them to their houses.
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Amongst the invitations they received was one from the

governor of the Castle, who with great kindness conducted us

through the various apartments of the prison, explaining

the whole of its system and discipline to us. We were

shown the various cells for different malefactors, with

their inmates in them, which no doubt conveyed to the

minds of the Indians new ideas of white men's iniquities,

and the justice of civilized laws.

When we were withdrawing we were invited to ex-

amine a little museum of weapons which had been used

by various convicts to commit the horrid deeds for which

they had suffered death or transportation. A small room,

surrounded by a wire screen, was devoted to these, and as

it was unlocked we were invited in, and found one wall of

the room completely covered with these shocking records of

crime.

The turnkey to this room stepped in, and in a spirit of

the greatest kindness, with a rod in his hand to point with,

commenced to explain them, and of course add to their

interest, in the following manner :—

" You see here, gentlemen, the weapons that have been used in the

commission of murders by persons who have been tried and hung in this

place, or transported for life. That long gun which you see there is the

identical gun that Dyon shot his father with. He was hung.

" That club and iron coulter you see there, gentlemen, were used by two

highwaymen, who killed the gatekeeper, near Sheffield, by knocking out

his brains, and afterwards robbed him. They were both hung.

" This club and razor here, gentlemen (you see the blood on the razor

now), were used by Thompson, who killed his wife. He knocked her

down with this club, and cut her throat with this identical razor.

" This leather strap—gentlemen, do you see it ? Well, this strap was

taken from a calf's neck by Benjamin Holrough, and he hung his father

with it. He was hung here.

" That hedging-bill, razor, and tongs, gentlemen, were the things used

by Healy and Terry, who knocked an old woman down, cut her throat,

and buried her. They were hung in this prison.

" Now, gentlemen, we come to that hammer and razor you see there.

With that same hammer Mary Crowther knocked her husband down, and

then with that razor cut his throat. She was hung.
" Do you see that club, gentlemen ? That is the club with which Turner
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and Swihill, only nineteen years of age, murdered the bookkeeper near

Sheffield. Both were hnng.

" Do you see this short gun, gentlemen ? This is the very gun with

which Dobson shot his father. He was hung.

"This hat, gentlemen, with a hole in it, was the hat of Johnson, who
was murdered near Sheffield. The hole you see is where the blow was

struck that killed him."

The Indians, who had looked on these things and listened

to these recitals with a curious interest at first, were now

becoming a little uneasy, and the old Doctor, who smiled

upon several of the first descriptions, now showed symptoms

of evident disquiet, retreating behind the party, and towards

the door.

" Do you see this knife and bloody cravat, gentlemen ? With that same

knife John James stuck the bailifl' through the cravat, and killed him. He
was executed here.

" A fire-poker, gentlemen, wilh which King murdered his wife near

Sheffield. He was hung here.

"These things, gentlemen—this fork, poker, and bloody shoes—with

this poker llallet knocked his wife down, and stabbed her with the fork;

and the shoes have got the blood on them yet. Hallet was hung.

" That rope there is the one in which Bardsley was hung, who killed his

own father.

" A bloody axe and poker, gentlemen. With that axe and poker an

old woman killed a little boy. She then drowned herself. She was not

executed.

" This shoe-knife, gentlemen, is one that Robert Noll killed his wife

with in Sheffield. He was executed.

" Another knife, with which Rogers killed a man in Sheffield. He
ripped his bowels out with it. He was hung.

" A club, and stone, and hat, gentlemen. With this club and stone

Blackburn was murdered, and that was his hat : you see how it is all broken

and bloody. This was done by four men. All hung.

" The hat and hammer here, gentlemen—these belonged to two robbers.

One met the other in a wood, and killed him with the hammer. He
ivas hung.

" That scythe and pitchfork, you see, gentlemen "

When our guide had thus far explained, and Jeffrey had

translated to the Indians, I observed the old Doctor quite

outside of the museum-room, and with his robe wrapped close

around him, casting his eyes around in all directions, and

evidently in great uneasiness. He called for the party to
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come out, for, said he, " I do not think this is a good place

for us to stay in any longer." We all thought it was as well,

for the turnlvcy had as )'et not described one-third of his

curiosities ; so wc thanked him for his kindness, and took

leave of him and his interesting museum.
We were then conducted by the governor's request to

the apartments of his family, where he and his kind lady

and daughters received the Indians and ourselves with

much kindness, having his table prepared with refresh-

ments, and, much to the satisfaction of the Indians (after

their fatigue of body as well as of mind), with plenty of the

Queens cliichabobhoo.

The sight-seeing of this day and the exhibition at night

finished our labours in the interesting town of York,

where I have often regretted we did not remain a little

longer to avail ourselves of the numerous and kind invita-

tions which were extended to us before we left. After our

labours were all done, and the Indians had enjoyed their

suppers and their cMckaholloo, we had a pipe together, and

a sort of recapitulation of what we had seen and heard since

we arrived. The two most striking subjects of the gossip

of this evening were the cathedral and the prison ; the one

seemed to have (illtd their minds with astonishment and

admiration at the ingenuity and power of civilized man,

and the other with surprise and horror at his degradation

and wickedness; and evidently with some alarm for the

safety of their persons in such a vicinity of vice as they had

reason to believe they were in from the evidences they had

seen during the day. The poor old Doctor was so anxious

for the next morning to dawn, that we might be on our

way, that he had become quite nervous and entirely con-

templative and unsociable. They had heard such a cata-

logue of murders and executions explained, though they

knew that we had but begun with the list, and saw so

many incarcerated in the prison, some awaiting their trial,

others who had been convicted and were under sentence

of death or transportation, and others again pining in
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their cells, and weeping for their wives and children

(merely because they could not pay the money that they

owed), that they became horrified and alarmed; and as it

was the first place where they had seen an exhibition of

this kind, there was some reason for the poor fellows'

opinions that they were in the midst of the wickedest

place in the world.

They said that, from the grandeur and great number of

their churches, they thought they ought to be one of the

most honest and harmless people they had been amongst,

but instead of that they were now convinced they must be

the vei"y worst, and the quicker Mr. Melody made arrange-

ments to be off the better. The Indians had been objects

of great interest, and for the three nights of their amuse-
ments their room was well filled and nightly increasing ; but
all arguments were in vain, and we must needs be on the

move. 1 relieved their minds in a measure relative to the

instruments of death they had seen and the executions of

which they had heard an account, by informing them of a

fact that had not occurred to them—that the number of

executions mentioned had been spread over a great number
of years, and were for crimes committed amongst some hun-
dreds of thousands of inhabitants, occupying a tract of coun-

try a great many miles in every direction from York; and
also that the poor men imprisoned for debt were from

various parts of the country for a great distance around.

This seemed to abate their surprise to a considerable de-

gree ; still, the first impression was here made, and made by
means of their eyes (which they say they never disbelieve,

and I am quite sure they will never get rid of it), that York
was the " wicked town," as they continued to call it during the

remainder of their European travels. I explained to them
that other towns had their jails and their gallows—that in

London they daily rode in their buss past prison walls, and
where the numbers imprisoned were greater than those in

York, in proportion to the greater size of the city.

Their comments were many and curious on the cruelty of
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imprisoning people for debt, because they could not pay

money. " Why not kill them ?" they said; "it would be bet-

ter, because when a man is dead he is no expense to any one^

and his wife can get a husband again, and his little children

a father to feed and take care of them ; when he is in jail they

must starve : when he is once in jail he cannot wish his face

to be seen again, and they had better kill them all at once."

They thought it easier to die than to live in jail, and seemed

to be surprised that white men, so many hundreds and thou-

sands, would submit to it, when they had so many means

by which they could kill themselves.

They saw convicts in the cells who were to be transported

from the country : they inquired the meaning of that, and,

when I explained it, they seemed to think that was a good

plan, for, said they, " if these people can't get money enough

to pay their debts, if they go to another country they need

not be ashamed there, and perhaps they will soon make
money enough to come back and have their friends take

them by the hand again." I told them, however, that they

had not understood me exactly—that transportation was

only for heinous crimes, and then a man was sent away in

irons, and in the country where he went he had to labour

several years, or for life, with chains upon him, as a slave.

Their ideas were changed at once on this point, and they

agreed that it would be better to kill them all at once, or

give them weapons and let them do it themselves.

While this conversation was going on, the Recorder Jim

found here very interesting statistics for his note-book,

and he at once conceived the plan of getting Daniel to

find out how many people there were that they had

seen in the prison locked up in one town; and then, his

ideas expanding, how many (if it could be done at so late

an hour) there were in all the prisons in London ; and then

how many white people in all the kingdom were locked up

for crimes, and how many because they couldn't pay money.

His friend and teacher, Daniel, whose head had become a

tolerable gazetteer and statistical table, told him it would
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be quite easy to find it all ready printed in books and news-

papers, and that he would put it all down in his book in a

little time. The inquisitive Jim then inquired if there

were any poorhouses in York, as in other towns ; to which

his friend Daniel replied that there were, and also in nearly

every town in the kingdom ; upon which Jim started the

design of adding to the statistical entries in his book the

number of people in poorhouses throughout the kingdom.

Daniel agreed to do this for him also, which he could

easily copy out of a memorandum-book of his own, and also

to give him an estimate of the number of people annually

transported from the kingdom for the commission of crimes.

This all pleased Jim very much, and was amusement for

Daniel ; but at the same time T was decidedly regretting

with Mr. Melody that his good fellows the Indians, in their

visit to York, should have got their eyes open to so much

of the dark side of civilization, which it might have been

better for them that they never had seen.

Jim's book was now becoming daily a subject of more

and more excitement to him, and consequently of jealousy

amongst some of the party, and particularly so with the old

Doctor; as Jim was getting more rapidly educated than

either of the others, and his book so far advanced as to

discourage the Doctor from any essay of the kind himself

Jim that night regretted only one thing which he had

neglected to do, and which it was now too late to accomplish

—that was, to have measured the length of the cathedral

and ascertained the number of steps required to walk

around it. He had counted the number of steps to the top

of the grand tower, and had intended to have measured the

cathedral's length. 1 had procured some very beautiful

engravings of it, however, one of which Daniel arranged in

his book, and the length of the building and its height we
easily found for him in the pocket Guide.

The Doctor, watching with a jealous eye these numerous

estimates going into Jim's book, to be referred to (and of

course sworn to) when he got home, and probably on various
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occasions long before, and having learned enough of arith-

metic to understand what a wonderful effect a cipher has

when placed on the right of a number of figures, he smiled

from day to day with a wicked intent on Jim's records,

which, if they went back to his tribe in anything like a

credible form, would be a direct infringement upon his

peculiar department, and materially affect his standing,

inasmuch as Jim laid no claims to a knowledge of medicine,

or to anything more than good eating and drinking, before

he left home.

However, the Doctor at this time could only meditate

and smile, as his stiff hand required some practice with

the pen before he could make those little O's so as to match

with others in the book, which was often left carelessly lying

about upon their table. This intent was entirely and

originally wicked on the part of the old Doctor, because he

had not yet, that any one knew of, made any reference to

his measure of the giant woman, since he had carefully

rolled up his cord and put it away amongst his other esti-

mates, to be taken home to "astonish the natives" on their

return.
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Distress of the Little Wolf and his wife—Curious ceremony—Young
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Indians—-War-chiers remarks—Greenock—Doctor's regret at leaving.

Newcastle-on Tyke was the next place where we stopped,

and when I arrived there I found Mr. Melody and his

friends very comfortably lodged, and all in excellent spirits.

The Indians, he told me, had been exceedingly buoyant in

spirits from the moment they left "^'ork, and the old Doctor

sang the whole way, even though he had been defeated in

his design of riding outside on the railway train, as he had

been in the habit of doing on the omnibus in London. I

told them I had remained a little behind them in York

to enjoy a few hours more of the society of an excellent and

kind lady of the Society of Friends,* whom they would

* Miss E. Fothergill.
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recollect to have seen in the exhibition room when they

had finished their last night's exhibition, who came forward

and shook hands in the most affectionate manner, and left

gold in their hands as she bade them good bye, and com-

mended them to the care of the Great Spirit.

I told them that this good lady had only returned from

the country on the last evening of their exhibiting in York,

and was exceedingly disappointed that she could not have

the pleasure of their society at her house. I then sat

down and amused them an hour with a beautiful manuscript

book, by her own hand, which she had presented to me,

containing the portraits of seven Seneca chiefs and braves,

who were in England twenty-five years before, and whom
she entertained for three weeks in her own house. This

interesting work contains also some twenty pages of poetry

glowing with piety, and Avritten in a chaste and beautiful

style ; and an hundred or more pages in prose, giving a full

description of the party, their modes, and a history of their

success, as they travelled through the kingdom. This was

a subject of much pleasure to them, but at the same time

increased their regret that they had not seen more of this

kind lady before they left the town of York.

Their first inquiries after their arrival in Newcastle

were whether they would meet any of the " good people
"

in that town, and whether that was a place where they had

prisons and a gallows like those in London and in York.

I answered that they would no doubt find many of the

Friends there, for I knew several very kind families who
would call upon them, and also that the good lady who
gave me the book in York had written letters to se-

veral of the Friends in Newcastle to call on them ; and

that, as to the jails, &c., I believed they were much the

same.

In a sort of council which we held there, as we were in the

Indian habit of convening one whenever we were leaving

an old lodging or taking possession of a new one, it was
very gravely and diffidently suggested by the Doctor, as
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the desire of the whole party, that they presumed Chij)-

pehola* had money enough left in London (in case they

should fail in this section of the country to make enough to

pay their debts) to keep them clear from being taken up
and treated like white men who can't pay what they owe.

I approved this judicious suggestion, and assured them they

might feel quite easy as long as they were in the kingdom.

I told them I was quite sure they had a good and faithful

friend in Mr. Melody, and, if anything happened to him,

they would be sure to find me ready to take care of them,

and that, if we were both to die, they would find all the

EngUsh people around them their friends. This seemed

to satisfy and to cheer them up, and our few days in New-
castle thus commenced very pleasantly. From their first

night's exhibition they all returned to their lodgings with

peculiar satisfaction that they had observed a greater

number of Friends in the crowd than they had seen in any

place before, and many of these had remained until every-

body else had gone away, to shake hands and converse with

them. They found roast beef and beef-steaks and chick-

abobboo also, the same as in other places, and altogether

there was enough around them here to produce cheerful

faces.

I need not describe again to the reader the nature and

excitement of the dances, &c., in their exhibitions, which

were nightly repeated here as they had been in London

;

but incidents and results growing out of these amuse-

ments were now becoming exceedingly interesting, and

as will be found in the sequel of much importance, I

trust, to those poor people and their descendants. Very

many of the Society of Friends were nightly attending their

exhibitions, not so much for the purpose of witnessing or

encouraging their war-dances and customs, as for an oppor-

tunity of forming an acquaintance with them, with a view

to render them in some way an essential good. With this
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object a letter was addressed to me Ly Mrs. Anna Richard-

son (with whom I had formerly corresponded on the subject

of the Indians), proposing that a number of the Friends

should be allowed to hold a conversation with them in

their apartments, on some morning, for the purpose of

learning the true state of their minds relative to the subjects

of religion and education, and to propose some eftbrts that

might result to their advantage, and that of their nation.

Mr. Melody and myself embraced this kind proposal at

once, and the Indians all seemed delighted with it when it

was made known to them. The morning was appointed,

and this kind and truly charitable lady came with fifteen or

twenty of her friends, and the Indians listened with patience

and apparent pleasure to the Christian advice that was

given them by several, and cheerfully answered to the

interrogatories which were put to them.

The immediate appeal and thanks to the " Great Spirit,

who had sent these kind people to them," by the War-chief

in his reply, seemed to impress upon the minds of all present

the conviction of a high and noble sentiment of religion in

the breasts of these people, which required but the light of

the Christian revelation. His replies as to the benefits of

education were much as he had made them on several

occasions before, that, " as for themselves, they were too far

advanced in life to think of being benefited by it, but

that their children might learn to read and write, and that

they should be glad to have them taught to do so." Here

seemed to dawn a gleam of hope, which that pious lady, in

her conversation and subsequent correspondence with me,

often alluded to, as the most favourable omen for the desire

which the Friends had of rendering them some lasting

benefit. Mr. Melody on this occasion produced a little book

printed in the loway language, in the missionary school

already in existence in the tribe, and also letters which he

had just received from the Rev. Mr. Irvin, then conducting

the school, giving an encouraging account of it, and hoping

that the Indians and himself misrht return safe, and with
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means to assist in the noble enterprise. This information

was gratifying in the extreme, and all seemed to think that

there was a chance of enlightening these benighted people.

The heart of this Christian woman reached to the American

wilderness in a letter that she directed to this reverend

gentleman, believing that there, where were the wives and

children of the chiefs and warriors who were travelling,

was the place for the efforts of the Society of Friends to be

beneficially applied ; and thus, I believe, formed the chain

from which I feel confident the most fortunate results will

flow.*

Several subsequent interviews were held with the Indians

by these kind people, who took them to their houses and

schools, and bestowed upon them many tangible proofs of

their attachment to them, and anxiety for their welfare.

The Indians left Newcastle and these suddenly made friends

with great reluctance, and we paid a visit of a couple of

days to Sunderland. Here they found also many of the

"good people" attending their exhibitions, and received

several warm and friendly invitations to their houses.

Amongst these kind attentions there was one which they

never will forget : they were invited to breakfast at the

table of Mr. T. Richardson, in his lovely mansion, with

his kind family and some friends, and after the breakfast was

over all were invited into his beautiful garden, where a

spade was ready, and a small tree prepared for each one to

plant and attach his name to. This ceremony amused them

very much, and, when they had all done, there was one left

for Chippehola, who took the spade and completed the in-

teresting ceremony. This had been kindly designed for

their amusement, and for the pleasing recollections of his

family, by this good man ; and with all it went off cheer-

fully, except with the Doctor, who refused for some time,

but was at length induced to take the spade and plant his

' See in Appendix (A) to this volume Correspondence, &c., relative to

vay Mission.
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tree. I observed from the moment that he had done it that

he was contemplative, and evidently apprehensive that some

bad luck was to come from it— that there was medicine in it,

and he was alarmed. He was silent during the rest of

the interview, and after they had returned to their rooms

he still remained so for some time, when he explained to me
that " he feared some one would be sick—some one of those

trees would die, and he would much rather they had not

been planted." He said " it would be necessary to make a

great feast the next day," which I told him would be diffi-

cult, as we were to leave at an early hour. This puzzled

him very much, as it was so late that, " if they were to try

to give it that night, there would not be time for the ducks

to be well cooked." They all laughed at him for his super-

stition, and he got the charm off as well as he could by
throwing some tobacco, as a sacrifice, into the fire.

We travelled the next day to North Shields, and the gloom

that was still evidently hanging over the old man's brow was

darkened by the increased illness of the Roman Nose, who
had been for some weeks slightly ailing, but on that day was
attacked for the first time with some fever. The Doctor's

alarm was such that he stayed constantly by him, and did not

accompany his friend Jim and one or two others with Daniel

to the coalpit. This, from the repeated representations

of Daniel and their old friend Bobasheela, was one of the

greatest curiosities in the kingdom^ and they were not

disappointed in it. In this enterprise I did not accompany
them, but from their representations ascertained that they

descended more than two thousand feet and then travelled

half a mile or so under the sea—that there were fifty horses

and mules at that depth under the ground, that never will

come up, drawing cars loaded with coal on railways, and six

or seven hundred men, women, and children, as black as ne-

groes, and many of these who seldom come up, but sleep there

at nights. This scene shocked them even more than the

sights they had seen in York, for they seemed to think that

the debtors' cells in a prison would be far preferable to the
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slavery they there saw, of •' hundreds of woiuen and chil-

dren drawing out, as they said, from some narrow places

where the horses could not go, little carriages loaded with

coal ; where the women had to go on their hands and knees

through the mud and water, and almost entirely naked,

drawing their loads by a strap that was buckled around their

waists ; their knees and their legs and their feet, which were

all naked, were bleeding with cuts from the stones, and their

hands also ; they drew these loads in the dark, and they

had only a little candle to see the way." This surprising

scene, which took them hours to describe to their com-

panions, became more surprising when Daniel told them of

" the vast number of such mines in various parts of the

kingdom, and of the fact that many people in some parts

have been born in those mines, and gone to school in them,

and spent their lives, without ever knowing how the day-

light looked."

Daniel reminded them of the hundreds of mines he had

pointed out to them while travelling by the railroads, and

that they were all under ground, like what they had seen.

Here was rich subject for Jim, for another entry in his

book, of the statistics of England; and Daniel, always

ready, turned to the page in his own note book, and soon

got for Jim's memorandum the sum total of coalpits and

mines in the kingdom, and the hundreds of thousands of

human civilized beings who were imprisoned in them.

It happened, on the second day that we were stopping in

North Shields, much to the amusement of the Indians, that

there was a sailors' dinner prepared for an hundred or more

in the large hall of the hotel where we were lodging ; and,

from the rooms which the Indians occupied, there was an

opportunity of looking through a small window down into

their hall, and upon the merry and noisy group around

the table. This was a rich treat for the Indians ; and, com-

mencing in an amusing and funny manner, it became every

moment more and more so, and, finally (when they began

to dance and sing and smash the glasses, and at length the

VOL. II. M
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tables, and from that to " set-to's," " fisticuffs," and " knock-

downs," by the dozens, and, at last, to a general mi4ee, a

row, and a fight in the street) one of the most decidedly

exciting and spirited scenes they had witnessed in the

country.

It afforded them amusement also for a long time after the

day on which it took place, when they spoke of it as the

" great fighting feast."

Two days completed our visit to North Shields, and on

the nest we were in comfortable quarters in Edinburgh.

The Indians were greatly delighted with the appearance of

the city as they entered it, and more so daily, as they took

their omnibus drives around and through the different

parts of it.

The Doctor, however, who was tending on his patient,

Roman Nose, seemed sad, and looked as if he had forebod-

ings still of some sad results to flow from planting the

trees ; but he took his seat upon the bus, with his old

joking friend Jim, by the side of the driver, smiling occa-

sionally on whatever he saw amusing, as he was passing

through the streets. Their novel appearance created a

great excitement in Edinburgh ; and our announcements

filled our hall with the most respectable and fashionable

people.

Their dances called forth great applause ; and, in the

midst of it, the War-chief, so delighted with the beauty

of the city, and now by seeing so numerous and fashionable

an audience before him, and all applauding, arose to make
a speech. As he straightened up, and, wrapping his

buffalo robe around him, extended his long right arm,

the audience gave him a round of applause, occasioned

entirely by the dignified and manly appearance he made
when he took the attitude of the orator, and he com-

menced :

—

" My friends, I understand by the great noise you have made with your

hands and feet, that sometliing pleases you, and this pleases us, as we are

strangers amongst you, and with red skins. (Applause.)
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" My friends, we have but just arrived in your beautiful city, and we

see that you are a different people from the English in London, where we
have been. In gning into a strange place, amongst strange people, we

always feel some fear that our dances and our noise may not please—we

are showing you how we dance in our own country, and we believe that is

what you wish to see. (Applause and ' How, how, how!')
" My friends, we are delighted with your city, what we have seen of it

—

we have seen nothing so handsome before—we will try to please you with

some more of our dances, and then we will be happy to shake hands with

you. (' How, how, how !')

" This is all I have to say now." (Great applause.)

We were now in the most beautiful city in the kingdom,

if not one of the most beautiful in the world ; and the

Indians, as well as ourselves, observed the difference in the

manners and appearance of the people. The Indians had

been pleased with their reception in the evening, and,

in their drive during the day, had been excited by the

inviting scenery ovcrtowering the city,—the castle, with its

" big gun," gaping over the town—the Salisbu7-y Crag, and

Arthur s Seat—all of which places they were to visit on that

day ; and, having swallowed their breakfasts and taken

their seats in their carriage, seemed to have entered upon a

new world of amusement. Their views from, and runs over,

these towering peaks afforded them great amusement; and

the castle, with its crown of Robert Bruce, and other in-

signia of royalty—its mammouth gun, and the little room in

which King James I. of England was born ; and in Holy

-

rood House,—the blood of Rizzio upon the floor, and the

bed in which Queen Mary had slept—were all subjects of

new and fresh excitement to them.

Nor was their amusement less whilst they were riding

through the streets, at the constant variety and sudden con-

trasts—from the low and poverty-stricken rabble of High-

street and its vicinity, to the modern and splendid sections

of the citj-—of crossing high bridges over gardens, instead

of rivers ; of houses built upon the sides of the hills and on

rocks ; and many other amusing things that they talked

about when they got back.

H 2
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To Mr. Melody and Jeffrey also, and to Daniel, all these

scenes were neAV ; and the Indians, therefore, had com-

panions and guides enough, and enough, also, to explain to

them the meaning of all they saw.

I had been in Edinburgh on a former occasion, and was

now engaged in looking up and conversing with old friends,

whose former kindness now claimed my first attention ; and

in hunting for one of them, I found his office had been

removed to another part of the city ; and, making my way

towards it as well as I could, I was amused at the instructions

given to me when I inquired of a man whom I met in the

street, and who, it happened, was acquainted with my friend

and his location, and who relieved me instantly from further

embarrassment by the following most lucid and simple direc-

tion, as he pointed down the street:—"You have only to

take the first turning to the right. Sir, and it is the top flat at

the bottom." This seemed queer and amusing to me, though

not in the least embarrassing, for I had been long enough

in Edinburgh before to learn that a " flat " was a " story
"

or floor ; and long enough in London to know that one end of

a street is the " top " and the other the " bottom."

To a stranger, however, such an answer as the one I

received might have been exceedingly bewildering, and in-

creased his difficulties rather than diminished them.

The old law maxim of " Ciijus est solum, ejus est usque ad

cwlum," would scarcely apply to real estate in the city of Edin-

burgh ; for houses are not only rented Ly floors or flats, but

titles, in fee simple and by deed, are given for floor above

floor, oftentimes in the same house ; a custom that is difficult

to account for, unless from the curious fact that so many of

the houses in Edinburgh are built so high, by the sides of

hills and precipitous ledges, that an adjoining tenant may
oftentimes step from the surface of his cultivated fields

into the tenth or twelfth story of his neighbour's back

windows, and, by this singular mode of conveyance, able

to walk into a comfortable dwelling without the expense

of building, and without curtailing the area of his arable
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ground. By thus getting, for a trifle, the fee simple for

the upper story, and of course the privilege of building as

many stories on the top of it as he should require, when he

could afford the means to do it, his neighbour below was

called a " flat." The law, which is generally cruel to most

flats, relinquished one of its oldest and most sacred maxims,

to support the numerous claims of this kind which the side-

hills and ledges in the building-grounds of the city had pro-

duced ; and so numerous were the flats, and so frequent the

instances of this new sort of tenure, that the term " flat
"

has become carelessly and erroneously applied to all the

floors or stories of buildings in Edinburgh that arc to be

let or sold separately from the rest of the house.

It was arranged that our stay in Edinburgh was to be

but for a few days ; and, with this view, we had begun to

see its sights pretty rapidly during the two first since our

arrival. Many fashionable parties were calling on the

Indians in their apartments, and leaving them presents

;

and at their second night's exhibition the room was crowded

to great excess with the fashion and nobility of the city.

The Indians discovered at once that they never before were

in the midst of audiences so intellectual and genteel. There

was nothing of low and vulgar appearance in any part of the

room ; but all had the stamp of refinement and gentility,

which stimulated their pride, and they did their utmost.

In the midst of their amusements on that evening there

was a general call upon me from the ladies, to explain why the

little " pappoose in its cradle" was not shown, as announced

in the bills ; to w-hich I was sorry to re])ly that it was so ill

that it could not be seen. This having been interpreted to

the Indians by Jeffi-cy, and also heard by the Little Wolf's

wife, the mother of the child, and then nursing it in the

room behind their platform, she suddenly arranged it, sick

as it was, in its beautifully ornamented little cradle, and,

having slung it upon her back, and thrown her pictured robe

around her, walked into the room, to the surjjri.se of the

Indians, and to the gi-eat satisfaction of the gentlemen as
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well as the ladies of the whole house. Her appearance was

such, when she walked across the platform, that it called

forth applause from every quarter. Many were the ladies

who advanced from their seats to the platform, to examine so

interesting a subject more closely ; and many presents were

bestowed upon the mother, who was obliged to retire again

with it, from the feeble state it was then in. This fine little

child, of ten or twelve months old, and the manner in which

it was carried in its Indian cradle upon its mother's back,

had formed one of the most interesting parts of the exhibi-

tion the whole time that the Indians were in London, and

since they had left. Its illness now becoming somewhat

alarming, with the increasing illness also of the Roman
Nose, was adding to the old Doctor's alarms, growing out of

the plaiitinff of the little trees, which he had insisted was

ominous of something that would happen, but what, he did

not attempt to predict.

He was daily prescribing and attending his patients, but,

being without the roots which he uses in his own country,

he was evidently much at a loss ; and the ablest advice was

procured for both of the patients while in that city.

The Doctor, on this occasion, (though somewhat de-

pressed in spirits, owing to his superstitious forebodings

about the sick, seeing such a vast concourse of ladies pre-

sent, and all encouraging him with their applause as he

made his boasts in the eagle dance,) made an effort for a

sensation, as he did on his first night in London. When the

dance was done, he advanced to the edge of the platform,

and, with his usual Cjuizzical look and smile from under his

headdi-ess of buffalo horns and eagle quills, addressed the

audience. His speech was translated by Jeffrey, and, though

it was highly applauded, fell much short of the effect amongst

the ladies which he had produced on former occasions. He sat

down somewhat in a disappointed mood, when his cruel

companion, Jim, told him that his attempt " was an entire

failure, and that he would never take with the ladies in Edin-

burgh." The old man replied to him that he liad better
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try himself, and, if he would lie flat on his back and make a

speech, perhaps he might please the ladies of Edinburgh.

After another dance, and amidst the roar of applause, old

Neii-mon-ya (the War-chief) arose, and, in the best of his

humour, said,

—

" My friends, I thank the Great Spirit who conducted us safe across the

Great Salt Lake that His eye is slill upon us, and tliat He has led us to

your city. No city that we have seen is so beautiful as yours ; and we

have seen a great deal of it as we have been riding in our carriage to-day.

(' How, how, how !')

" My friends, the Great Spirit has made us with red skins, and, as all our

modes of life are different from yours, our dances are quite different,

and we are griad that they do not give any offence when we dance them.

Our dresses, which are made of skins, are not so fine and beautiful as yours,

but they keep us warm, and that we think is the great thing. (' How, how,

howl' Applause and ' Hear, hear.')

" My friends, we have been to-day to see your great fort. We were

much pleased with it, and the 'big gun;' we think it a great pity it is

broken. We saw the room where the king of England was born, and we

feel proud that we have been in it. (' How, how, how !' Much laughter.)

" My friends, we saw there the crowns of your kings and queens as we

were told. This we don't think we quite understand yet, but we think Cliip-

pehola will tell us all that,—it may be all right. (Laughter and ' Hear.')

" My friends, we went to another great house where we saw many things

that pleased us—we saw the bed in which your Queen slept : this was very

pleasing to us all ; it was much nearer than we got to the Queen of England.

(Great laughter.)

" My friends, this is all I have to say." (' Bravo!')

After this night's exhibition, and the sights of the day

which had pleased them so much, there was subject enough

for a number of pipes of conversation ; and to join them in

this Mr. Melody and I had repaired to their room, where

we found them in the midst of a grand feast of ducks, which

they said it was always necessary to give when they entered

a new country, and which in this case they had ex])ended

some of their own money in buying. Daniel and Jeff"rey

were seated with them, and we were obliged to sit down upon

the floor, and take each a duck's leg at least, and a glass of

the Queen's chichahohhoo (champagne), which had been added

at the expense of Daniel and Jefl'rey, as the ordinary chicka-
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bohboo did not answer the object of a feast of that descrip-

tion. After the feast was over, and the War-chief had re-

turned thanks to the Great Spirit, according to their in-

variable custom, the pipe was lit, and then the gossip for

the evening commenced. They had already learned from

Daniel that there were jails and poorhouscs here as in

other places, and were now remarking that they had not

yet seen any of the " good people " here, and began to fear

they had lost all chance of meeting any of them again.

They seemed to be much at a loss to know how it was that

here were the crowns and swords of kings and queens, and

the houses they had lived in, and the beds they had slept on,

and that there are none of them left. They believed,

though they were not yet quite certain of it, that this country

must have been conquered by England. These inquiries

were all answered as nearly as I could explain them ; and

the result was, that " it was a great pity, in their estimations,

that so fine a country and people should not continue to

have a king of their own to put on the crown again, instead

of leaving it in the castle to be shut up in a dark room."

They seemed to think it " very curious that the Scotch

people should like to keep the crown for people to look at,

when they could not keep the king to wear it;" and they

thought " it would be far better to take out the beautiful

red and green stones and make watch-seals of them, and

melt the gold into sovereigns, so that some of it might get

into poor people's pockets, than to keep it where it is, just

to be looked at and to be talked of"

They thought " the crown was much more beautiful than

the one they saw in London belonging to the Queen, and

which was kept in the great prison where they saw so many
guns, spears, &c."* The joker, Jim, thought that " if he

were the Queen he should propose to swap, for he thought

this decidedly the handsomest crown." The old Doctor said,

that " if he were the Queen of England he should be very
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well suited to wear the one they had seen in London, and

he would send and get this one very quickly, and also the

beautiful sword they saw, for Prince Albert to wear." In

this happy and conjectural mood we left them, receiving

from Daniel further accounts of the events and history of

the country which they had seen so many evidences of during

their visits in the early part of the day.

Our stay in this beautiful city was but four days, contem-

plating another visit to it in a short time ; and at the close

of that time the party took a steamer for Dundee, with a

view to make a visit of a few days to that town, and after-

wards spend a day or two in Perth. I took the land route

to Dundee, and, arriving there before the party, had an-

nounced their arrival and exhibition to take place on the

same evening. An accident however that happened on the

steamer compelled it to put back to Edinburgh, and their

arrival was delayed for a couple of days.

During this voyage there was an occurrence on board of

the steamer, which was related to me by Mr. Melody and

Daniel, which deserves mention in this place. It seems that

on board of the steamer, as a passenger, was a little girl of

twelve years of age and a stranger to all on board. When,

on their way, the captain was collecting his passage-money

on deck, he came to the little girl for her fare, who told him

she had no money, but that she expected to meet her

father in Dundee, whom she was going to see, and that he

would certainly pay her fare if she could find him. The

captain was in a great rage, and abused the child for coming

on without the money to pay her fare, and said that he

should not let her go ashore, but should hold her a prisoner

on board, and take her back to Edinburgh with him. The

poor little girl was frightened, and cried herself almost into

fits. The passengers, of whom there were a great many, all

seemed affected by her situation, and began to raise the

money amongst them to pay her passage, giving a penny or

two apiece, which, when done, amounted to about a quarter

of the sum required. The poor little girl's grief and fear
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still continued, and the old Doctor, standing on deck,

wrapped in his robe, and watching all these results, too

much touched with pity for her situation, went down in the

fore-cabin where the rest of the party were, and, relating

the circumstances, soon raised eight shillings, one shilling

of which, the Little Wolf, after giving a shilling himself, put

into the hand of his little infant, then supposed to be dying,

that its dying hand might do one act of charity, and caused

it to drop it into the Doctor's hand with the rest. With the

money the Doctor came on deck, and, advancing, offered

it to the little girl, who was frightened and ran away,

Daniel went to the girl and called her up to the Doctor,

assuring her there was no need of alarm, when the old

Doctor put the money into her hand, and said to her. through

the interpreter, and in presence of all the passengers, who

were gathering around, " Now go to the cruel captain

and pay him the money, and never again be afraid of a man
because his skin is red ; but be always sure that the heart

of a red man is as good and as kind as that of a white man.

And when you are in Dundee, where we are all going, if

you do not find your father as you wish, and are amongst

strangers, come to us, wherever we shall be, and you shall

not suffer
;
you shall have enough to eat, and, if money is

necessary, you shall have more."

Such acts of kindness as this, and others that have and

will be named, that I was a witness to while those people

were under my charge, require no further comment than to

be made known : they carry their own proof with them that

the Doctor was right in saying that " the hearts of red men
are as good as those of the whites."

As I was in anxious expectation of their arrival, I met

the party with carriages when they landed, and I was pained

to learn that the babe of the Little Wolf, which he had

wrapped and embraced in his ai-ms, was dying, and it

breathed its last at the moment they entered the apart-

ments that were prepared for them. My heart was broken

to see the agony that this noble fellow was in, embracing
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his little boy, and la3'ing him down in the last gasp of death,

in a foreign land, and amongst sti-angers. We all wept for

the heartbroken parents, and also for the dear little

" Corsair," as he was called (from the name of the steamer

on which he was born, on the Ohio river in the United

States). We had all become attached to the little fellow,

and his death caused a gloom amongst the whole party.

The old Doctor looked more sad than ever, and evidently

beheld the symptoms of Roman Nose as more alarming than

they had been.

A council was called, as the first step after their arrival,

and a pipe was passed around in solemn silence ; after which

it was asked by the War-chief if I knew of any of the " good

people " in that town ; to which I answered that " I was a

stranger there, and did not know of any one." It seemed

it was an occasion on which they felt that it would be an

unusual pleasure to meet some of them, as the Little Wolf
and his wife had expressed a wish to find some. It occurred

then to Mr. Melody that he had a letter to a lady in that

town, and, on delivering it, found she was one of that

society, and, with another kind friend, she called and

administered comfort to these wretched parents in the

midst of their distress. They brought the necessary clothes

for the child's remains, and, when we had the coffin prepared,

laid it out with the kindest hands, and prepared it for the

grave ; and their other continued and kind offices tended to

soothe the anguished breasts of the parents while we re-

mained there.

It is a subject of regret to me that I have lost the names

of those two excellent ladies, to whom my public acknow-

ledgments are so justly due. After they had laid the

remains of the child in the coffin, each of the young men of

the party ran a knife through the fleshy part of their left

arms, and, drawing a white feather through the wounds,

deposited the feathers with the blood on them in the coffin

with the body. This done, the father and mother brought

all they jiossessed, excepting the clothes which they had on.
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and presented to them, according to the custom of their

country'; and also all the fine presents they had received,

their money, trinkets, weapons, &c. This is one of the

curious modes of that tribe, and is considered necessary to

be conformed to in all cases where a child dies. The parents

are bound to give away all they possess in the world. I

believe, however, that it is understood that, after a certain

time, these goods are returned, and oftentimes with increased

treasures attending them.

There now came another pang for the heart of this noble

fellow, the Little Wolf, and one which seemed to shake his

manly frame more than that he had already felt. His child

he could not take with him, and the thought of leaving it in a

strange burying-ground, and " to be dug up," as he said he

knew it would be, seemed to make his misery and that of

his wife complete. However, in the midst of his griefs, he

suggested that, if it were possible to have it conveyed to

their kind friends in Newcastle-on-Tyne, he was sure those

" good people," who treated them so kindly, would be glad

to bury it in their beautiful burying-ground which he had

seen, where it would be at home, and he and his wife should

then feel happy. Mr. Melody at once proposed to take it

there himself, and attend to its burial, which pleased the

parents very much, and he started the next day with it.

He was received with the greatest kindness by Mrs. A.

Richardson and their other kind friends, who attended to

its burial in the society's beautiful cemetery.*

Our visit to the delightful little town of Perth was made,

where we remained, and the Indians astonished and pleased

with their wild and unheard-of modes, for two days. We
then were within fifteen miles of Merthyl Castle, the seat

of Sir William Drummond Stewart, the well-known and

* The reader is referred to the fervent breathing pages of a little period-

ical, entitled the ' Olive Branch,' for a most feeling and impressive account

of the reception of this little child's remains, and its bwial in their beauti-

ful cemetery, by the Friends in Newcastle-on-Tyne.
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bold traveller of the prairies and Kocky Arountains of

America, whose friendly invitation we received to visit his

noble mansion, but which I shall long regret came so late

that other engagements we had entered into in Edinburgh

and Glasgow prevented us from complying with it.

Our way was now back, and, having repeated their exhi-

bitions a few nights longer in Edinburgh, and, as before, to

crowded and fashionable houses, we commenced upon our

visit to the noble city of Glasgow. On our arrival, the

party were taken in an omnibus from the station to the

town-hall, in which it was arranged their exhibitions were

to be given, and in a private room of which the Indians

were to lodge.

They were pleased with the part of the city they saw as

they entered it, and were in good spirits and cheer, and

prepared for the few daj-s they were to stop there. The
same arrangement was at once made by Mr. Melody, as in

other places, to give them their daily ride in an omnibus

for their health, and for the purpose of giving them a view

of everything to be seen about the town. In their drives

about the city of Glasgow there was not so much of the

picturesque and change to amuse them as they saw in

Edinburgh, yet everything was new and pleasing.

The beautiful cemetery attracted their highest admira-

tion of anything they saw, with all the party but the Doctor,

whose whole and undivided admiration was withheld from

everything else to be centred in the noble Huntcrian Mu-
seum : the vapour-baths, conservatories, &c., which had

before arrested his attention, were all sunk and lost sight of

in this. After each and every of his visits to it he returned

dejected and cast down with the conviction of his own igno-

rance and white man's superior skill. He wished very

much to see the great man who made all those wonderful

preparations of diseases, and the astonishing models in wax,

as he would be so proud to offer him his hand ; but, being

informed that he had been dead for many years, he seemed
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sad that there was no way of paying him the tribute of his

praise.

Their exhibitions, which were given nightly, as they had
been given in the Egyptian Hall, were nightly explained by
me in the same way, and fully and fashionably attended.

The same kind of excitement was repeated—speeches were

made, and rounds of applause—young ladies falling in love

—Indians' talks at night, and their suppers of beef-steaks

and chickaholboo.

Another present of Bibles, equal in number to the num-
ber of Indians, was handed on to the platform from an

unknown hand, and each one had the Indian name of its

owner handsomely written in its front.

Scarcely a day or an evening passed but they received

more or less Bibles from the hands of the kind and Christian

people who were witnessing their amusements or inviting

them to their houses ; and from the continued access to their

stock during their whole career, together with toys, with

cloths and knives, and other presents, their baggage was

becoming actually of a troublesome size.

In taking their daily drives about town they had several

times passed through some of the most populous and at the

same time impoverished parts of the city ; and the great

numbers of poor and squalid-looking and barefooted crea-

tures they saw walking in the snow had excited their

deepest pity, and they had got in the daily habit of throw-

ing pennies to them as they passed along. The numbers

of the ragged poor that they saw there they represented

as surpassing all they had seen in their whole travels.

They inquired whether there were any poor-houses there,

and, being informed that there were a number, and all

full, they seemed to be yet even more surprised. They

were in the habit daily, until Mr. Melody and m3self de-

cided it was best to check it, of each getting some shillings

changed into pennies before they started on their ride, to

scatter among the poor that they passed. Their gene-
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rosity became a subject so well known in a few days, that

their carriage was followed to their door, where gangs of

beggars were stationed great part of the day to get their

pennies "when the savages went out." Some pounds of their

money they thus threw out into the streets of this great

and splendid city, in spite of all we could do to prevent

them.

Our apprehensions were now becoming very great, and of

course very painful, for the fate of the poor Roman N^ose : he

seemed daily to be losing flesh and strength, and one of the

most distinguished physicians, who was attending on him,

pronounced his disease to be pulmonary consumption. This

was the first decided alarm we had about him, and still it was

difficult to believe that so fine and healthy a looking man as

he appeared but a few months before should be thus rapidly

sinking down with such a disease. He was able to be walk-

ing and riding about, but was weak, and took no part in the

exhibitions.

About this time, as I was entering the Indians' room one

morning, I met two gentlemen coming down the stairs, who
recognised me, and said they had proposed to the interpreter

and the Indians to have had a Httle time with them to talk

upon the subjects of religion and education, and to know
whether missionaries could not be sent into their country to

teach and christianise them ; and they were afraid they

might not have been understood, for they were answered

that the Indians did not wish to see them. At that mo-
ment Jeffrey was coming up the stairs, and, as it could not

have been him whom they saw, I presumed it might have
been Daniel who refused them admittance, as he might
have been unable to understand the Indians. Jeffrey told

them that they had got almost tired of talking with so many
in London, but still they could go up, and the Indians, he

thought, would be glad to see them. Mr. Melody happened

at the moment to be passing also, and he invited them up.

They were introduced to the Indians and their object ex-

plained by Jeffrey. The War-chief then said to them, as he
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was sitting on the floor in a corner of the room, that he

didn't see any necessity of their talking at all, for all they

would have to say they had heard from much more intelli-

gent-looking men than they were, in London, and in other

places, and they had given their answers at full length,

which Chippehola had written all down.

" Now, my friends," said he, " I will tell you that when we first came
over to this country we thought that where you had so many preachers, so

many to read and explain the good book, we should find the white people

all good and sober people ; but as we travel about we find this was all a

mistake. When we first came over we thought that white man's religion

would make all people good, and we then would have been glad to talk

with you, but now we cannot say that we like to do it any more." (' Howi
how, how!' responded all, as Jim, who was then lying on a large table, and

resting on one elbow, was gradually turning over on to his back, and drawing

up his knees in the attitude of speaking.)

The War-chief continued :

—

" My friends—I am willing to talk with you if it can do any good to the

nundreds and thousands of poor and hungry people that we see in your

streets every day when we ride out. We see hundreds of little children

with their naked feet in the snow, and we pity them, for we know they are

hungry, and we give them money every time we pass by them. In four

days we have given twenty dollars to hungry children—we give our money
only to children. We are told that the fathers of these children are in the

houses where they sell fire-water, and are drunk, and in their words they

every moment abuse and insult the Great Spirit. You talk about sending

black-coats among the Indians : now we have no such poor children among

us ; we have no such drunkards, or people who abuse the Great Spirit.

Indians dare not do so. They pray to the Great Spirit, and he is kind to

them. Now we think it would be better for your teachers all to stay at

home, and go to work right here in your own streets, where all your good

work is wanted. This is my advice. I would rather not say any more."

(To this all responded ' How, how, how .' ')

Jim had evidently got ready to speak, and showed signs

of beginning ; but White-cloud spoke to him, and wished

him not to say anything. It was decided by these gentle-

men at once to be best not to urge the conversation with

them ; and Mr. Melody explained to them the number

of times they had heard and said all that could be said on

the subject while in London, and that they were out of pa-
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tience, and of course a little out of the humour for it.

These gentlemen, however, took great interest in them, and
handed to each of the chiefs a handsome Bible, impressing

upon them the importance of the words of the Great Spirit,

which were certainly all contained in them, and which they

hoped the Indians might have translated to them. And as I

was descending the stairs with them, one of them said to me
that he never in his life heard truer remarks, or a lesson

that more distinctly and forcibly pointed out the primary

duties of his profession.

A few days more, the incidents of which I need not name,

finished our visit to the city of Glasgow ; and an hour or

more by the railway, along the banks of the beautiful Clyde,

and passing Dumbarton Castle, landed us in the snug little

town of Greenock, from which we were to take steamer to

Dublin.

The Indians gave their dances and other amusements

there for three or four evenings before we took leave. They
were looked upon there as great curiosities, but scarcely

formed any acquaintances or attachments, except in one

branch of our concern. All were anxious to leave and be

on the way to Dublin, except the Doctor, who thought

it was bad policy to leave so quick ; and though he got on

to the steamer with all the rest, he did it very reluctantly,

without assigning any reason for it until we were on the

voyage, when he acknowledged to Daniel that the reason

why he disliked to leave so soon was, that " one of the little

maids in the hotel where they lodged used to come in every

night, after all were asleep, and lie by the side of him on

his buffalo robe." For this simple acknowledgment all

seemed rather to sympathise with the polite old gentleman ;

but it was now too late for a remedy, for we were near to

the desired city of Dublin.
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CHAPTER XXTV.

Arrival in Dublin—Decline of the Roman Nose—Exhibition in the Ro-

tunda—Feast of ducks—First drive—Phoenix Park—Stags—Indians'

ideas of game-laws and taxes—Annual expenses of British government

—National debt—Daniel enters these in Jim's book—Indians called

" Irishmen"—Author's reply—Speech of the War-chief—Jim's rapid

civilization—New estimates for his book—Daniel reads of " Murders,

&c.," in Times newspaper—Jim subscribes for the Times—Petition of

100,000 women—Society of Friends meet the Indians in the Rotunda

—

Their advice, and present to the chiefs 40/.—Indians invited to Zoolo-

gical Gardens—Presented with 36/.—Indians invited to Trinity College

—Conversation with the Rev. Master on religion—Liberal presents

—

They visit the Archbishop of Dublin—Presents—All breakfast with Mr.
Joseph Bewly, a Friend—Kind treatment—Christian advice—Sickness

of Roman Nose—Various entertainments by the Friends—A curious

beggar—Indians' liberality to the poor—Arrival at Liverpool—Rejoicing

and feast—Council

—

Roman Nose placed in an hospital—Arrival in

Manchester—Exhibition in Free Trade Hall—Immense platform

—

Three wigwams—Archery—Ball-play, &c.—Great crowds

—

Bobasheela

arrives—Death of the Roman Nose—Forms of burial, &c.

In Dublin, where we arrived on the 4th of March, after

an easy voyage, comfortable quarters were in readiness

for the party, and their breakfast soon upon the table.

The Indians, having heard that there were many of " the

good people " (the Friends) in Dublin, and having brought

letters of introduction to some of them, had been impatient

to reach that city; and their wish being successfully and

easily accomplished, they now felt quite elated and happj%

with apparently but one thing to depress their spirits,

which was the continued and increasing illness of the

Roman Nose. He was gradually losing flesh and strength,

and getting now a continual fever, which showed the

imminent danger of his condition. lie had the ablest

medical advice that the city could afford, and we still had
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some hopes of his recovei*y. Rooms had been prepared for

the exhibitions of the Indians in the Rotunda, and, on the

second night after their arrival, they commenced with a

respectable audience, and all seemed delighted and sur-

prised with their picturesque effect.

There was much applause from the audience, but no

speeches from the Indians, owing to their fatigue, or to the

fact that they had not )'et rode about the city to see any-

thing to speak about. They returned from their exhibition

to their apartments, and after their supper they were

happy to find that their beef-steaks were good, and that

they had found again the London chickabobboo.

A very amusing scene occurred during the exhibition,

wliich had greatly excited the Indians, though they had

but partially understood it, and now called upon me to

explain it to them. While speaking of the modes of life of

the loway Indians, and describing their way of catching the

wild horses on the prairies, a dry and quizzical-looking sort

of man rose, and, apparently half drunk, excited the hisses

of the audience whilst he was holding on to the end of a seat

to steady him. It was difficult to get him down, and I

desired the audience to listen to what he had to say.

" Ee—-you'l escuse me, sir, to e— yax e— y if you are ye man
woo was lecturing e—year some time see—ynce, e—on ther

Yindians and the—r wild e — yorses ? — e — (hie) — e—
and the—r breathin, he — (hie) — e— in thee— ir noses?"

The excessive singularity of this fellow set the whole house

in a roar of laughter, and all felt disposed to hear him go on.

" Yes," I replied, " I am the same man." " Ee—e— r wal_

sir, e— yerts all — (hie), e—yits all gammon, sir, o—yer, y
—ers, (hie) yers tried it on two fillies, sir, e-yand— (hie)

yand it didn't se—seed, sir." The poor fellow, observing the

great amusement of the ladies as he looked around the room

was at once disposed to be a little witty, and proceeded

—

''Ee— (hie)—ye— yer tried it e—yon se

—

r\ young ladies, c—
yand (hie) se—seded yerry well! "

'1 he poor fellow seemed

contented with his wit thus far rather than try to proceed

n2
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further ; and he sat down amidst the greatest possible amuse-

ment of the audience, many of whom, notwithstanding, did

not seem to understand his meaning, when I deemed it

necessary to explain that he referred to my account of Indians

breaking wild horses by breathing in their noses, which it

would seem he had tried in vain, but by experimenting on

young ladies he had met with great success.*

The Indians had become very much attached to Daniel,

who had been so long a companion and fellow-traveller with

them, and felt pleasure with him that he was again upon

his native soil. He had described to them that they were

now in a dirt'erent country again, and they resolved to

have their necessary feast of ducks the next morning for

breakfast, so as not to interfere with their drive, in which

they were to open their eyes to the beauties of Dublin,

when Daniel was to accompany them, and explain all that

they saw. They invited him to the feast, and thought it as

well to call upon him now as at a future time for the bottle

or two of the Queen's chickabobboo (champagne) which he had

agreed tu produce when he got on to his native shore again.

Nothing more of course could be seen until their feast

was over, and they were all in their buss as usual, with four

horses, which was ready and started off with them at ten

o'clock the next morning. The Doctor, in his familiar way,

was alongside of the driver, with his buffalo horns and

eagle crest, and his shining lance, with his faithful com-

panion Jim by his side, and they caused a prodigious

sensation as they were whirled along through the prin-

cipal streets of Dublin. One may think at first glance

that he can appreciate all the excitement and pleasure

which the Doctor took in those drives, taking his first survey

of the shops and all the curious places he was peeping into

as he rode along ; but on a little deliberation they will

easily see that his enjoyment might have been much greater

* See English experiments in breaking horses by the Indian mode.
Appendix B.
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than the world supposed who were gazing at him, without

thinking how much there was under his eye that was novel

and exciting to a savage from the wilderness.

After passing through several of the principal streets

they were driven to the Phcrnix Park, where they left their

carriage, and, taking a run for a mile or two, felt much
relieved and delighted with the exercise. The noble stags

that started up and were bounding away before them

excited them very much, and they were wishing for their

weapons which they had left behind. However, they had

very deliberately and innocently agreed to take a regular

hunt there in a few days, and have a saddle or two of

venison, but wiser Daniel reminding them of the game-laics

of this country, of which they had before heard no account,

knocked all their sporting plans on the head.

Nothing perhaps astonished them since they came into

the country more than the idea that a man is liable to

severe punishment by the laws, for shooting a deer, a rabbit,

or a partridge, or for catching a fish out of a lake or a river,

without a licence, for which he must pay a tax to the govern-

ment, and that then they can only shoot upon certain

grounds. The poor fellows at first treated the thing as

ridiculous and fabulous ; but on being assured that such

was the fact, they were overwhelmed with astonishment.

" What !" asked one of them, " if a poor man is hungry and

sees a fine fish in the water, is he not allowed to spear it out

and eat it ?" " No," said Daniel, " if he does, he must go

to jail, and pay a heavy fine besides. A man is not allowed

to keep a gun in his house without paying a tax to the

government for it, and if he carries a weapon in his pocket

he is liable to a fine." " Why is that ?" " Because they arc

afraid he will kill somebody with it." " What do you

call a tax ?" said Jim. " Let that alone," said Daniel, " until

we get home, and then I will tell you all about it." Here
was a new field opening to their simple minds for contem-

plation upon the beautiful mysteries and glories of civiliza-

tion, in which a few hours of Daniel's lectures would be
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sure to enlighten them. They dropped the subject here

however, and took their carriage again for the city and

their lodgings, laughing excessively as they were returning,

and long after they got back, at cabs they were constantly

passing, which they insisted on it had got turned around,

and were going sideways.* When they had returned and

finished their first remarks about the curious things they

had seen, Daniel bcL^an to give them some first ideas about

taxes and fines which they had inquired about, and which

they did not as yet know the meaning of. He explained

also the game-laws, and showed them that in such a country

as England, if the government did not protect the game and

the fish in such a manner, there would soon be none left, and,

as it was preserved in such a way, the government made

those who wished to hunt or to fish, pay a sum of money to

help meet the expenses of the government, and he explained

the many ways in which people pay taxes. " All of this," said

he, "goes to pay the expenses of the government, and to sup-

port the Queen and royal family. He read to them from a

newspaper that the actual cost of supporting the royal family

and attendants was 891,000/. sterling (4,455,000 dollars)

per annum; that the Queen's pin-money (privy purse)

is 60,00i7. (30i),0L)0 dollars); the Queen's coachmen, pos-

tilions, and footmen 12,550/. (62,750 dollars).

He read from the same paper also that the expenses of

the navy were 5,854,S51/. (being about 29,274,'255 dollars)

per annum, and that the expenses of the army were still

much greater, and that these all together form but a part of

the enormous expenses of the government, which must all

be raised by taxes in different ways, and that the people

must pay all these expenses at last, in paying for what they

eat and drink and wear, so much more than the articles are

worth, that a little from all may go to the government to

pay the government's debts. He also stated that, notwith-

standing so much went to the government, the nation

* Only to be appreciated by those who have seen the Dublin " cars."
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was in debt at this tiiAe to the amount of 764,000,000/.

(3,8-20,000,000 dollars). This was beyond all their ideas

of computation, and, as it could not be possibly appreciated

by tliem, Daniel and they had to drop it, as most people

do (and as the country probably will before it is paid), as a

mystery too large for just comprehension.

Jim wanted these estimates down in his book however,

thinking perhaps that he might some time be wise enough

to comprehend them or find some one that could do it. And
when Daniel had put them down, he also made another memo-
randum underneath them to this effect, and which astonished

the Indians very much—" The plate that ornamented the

sideboard at the banquet at the Queen's nuptials was

estimated at 500,000/. (2,500,000 dollars)."

By the time their statistics had progressed thus far their

dinner Avas ready, which was a thing much more simple to

comprehend, and consequently more pleasing to them ; so

their note-book was shut, and taxes and game-laws and

national debt gave way to roast-beef and chickabohhoo.

Their drive through the city had tended to increase the

curiosity to see them, and their exhibition-room on tlie

second night was crowded to excess. This was sure to put

the Indians into the best of humour ; and seeing in different

i^arts of the room quite a number of Friends, gave them

additional satisfaction.

In a new country again, and before so full and fashion-

able an audience, I took unusual pains to explain the

objects for which these people had come to this country,

their personal appearance, and the modes they were to

illustrate. When I had got through, and the Indians were

sitting on the platform and smoking their pipe, a man rose

in the crowd and said, '-That's all gammon, sir! -these

people are not Indians. I have seen many Indians, sir,

and you can't hoax me!" Here the audience hissed,

and raised the cry of "Put him out 1—shame !" &c. I

stepped forward, and with some difficulty got them silent,

and begged they would let the gentleman finish his re-
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marks, because, if they were fairly heard and understood,

they might probably add much to the amusements of the

evening. So he proceeded: "I know this to be a very

great imposition, and I think it is a pity if it is allowed to

go on. I have seen too many Indians to be deceived about

them. I was at Bombay six years, and after that at Cal-

cutta long enough to know what an Indian is. I know that

their hair is always long and black, and not red : I know
that these men are Irishmen, and painted up in this manner
to gull the public. There 's one of those fellows I know very

well—I have seen him these three years at work in M'Gill's

carpenter's shop, and saw him there but a few days ago

;

so I pronounce them but a raw set, as well as impostors
!"

When he sat down I prevented the audience from making
any further noise than merely laughing, which was excessive

all over the room. I said that "to contradict this gentle-

man would only be to repeat what I had said, and I

hoped at least he would remain in the room a few minutes

until they would execute one of their dances, that he might

give his opinion as to my skill in teaching ' raw recruits ' as

he called them." The Indians, who had been smoking their

pipes all this time without knowing what the delay had

been about, now sprang upon their feet and commenced the

war-dance ; all further thoughts of " imposition " and " raw

recruits " were lost sight of here and for the rest of the

evening. When their dance was done they received a

tremendous roar of applause, and after resting a few

minutes the Doctor was on his feet, and evidently trying

very hard in a speech to make a sensation (as he had made
on the first night in London) among the ladies. Jeffrey

interpreted his speech ; and although it made much amuse-

ment, and was applauded, still it fell very far short of what

his eloquence and his quizzical smiles and wit had done on

the former occasion. Being apprehensive also of Jim's cruel

sarcasms when he, should stop, and apparently in hopes, too, of

still saying something more witty, he, unfortunately for its

whole effect, continued to speak a little too long after he had
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said his best things ; so he sat down (though in applause) rather

dissatisfied with himself, and seemed for some time in a

sort of study, as if he was trying to recollect what he had

said, & peculiarify possibly belonging to Indian orators.

When the Doctor had finished, all arose at the sound of

the war-whoop given by the War-chief, and they gave with

unusual spirit the discovery dance, and after that their

favourite, the eagle dance. The finish of this exciting

dance brought rounds of deafening applause and " bravo !"

in the midst of which the War-chief arose, and, throwing his

buffalo robe around him, said,

—

" My friends—We see that we are in a new city, a strange place to us,

but that we are not amongst enemies, and this gives us great pleasure.

{'How, how, how!'' and ' Hear, hear.')

" My friends— It gives me pleasure to see so many smiling faces about

us, for we Icnow that when you smile you are not angry ; we think you are

amused with our dancing. It is the custom in our country always to thank

the Great Spirit first. He has been kind to us, and our hearts are thankful

that he has allowed us (o reach your beautiful city, and to be with you

to-night. (' How, how, how!')
" My friends—Our modes of dancing are different from yours, and you

see we don't come to teach you to dance, but merely to show you how the

poor Indians dance. We are told that you have your dancing-masters ; but

the Great Spirit taught us, and we think we should not change our mode.

(' How, how, how ! ')

" My friends—The interpreter has told us that some one in the room

has said we were not Indians—that we were Irishmen ! Now we are not

in any way angry with this man ; if we were Irishmen, we might be perhaps.

(' Hear, hear.' 'Bravo!')

" My friends—We are rather sorry for the man than angry ; it is his

ignorance, and that is perhaps because he is too far off: let him come nearer

to us and examine our skins, our ears, and our noses, full of holes and

trinkets— Irishmen don't bore their noses. (Great laughter, and ' Bravo !

')

" My friends—Tell that man we will be glad to see him and shake hands

with him, and he will then be our friend at once." (" Bravo !
" and cries

of " Go, go !
" from every part of the room :

" You must go !
")

The gentleman left his seat upon this in a very embar-

rassed condition, and, advancing to the platform, shook the

War-chief and each one of the party by the hand, and took

a seat near to them for the rest of the evening, evidently
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well pleased with their performances, and well convinced

that they were not Irishmen.

After this the Indians proceeded by giving several other

dances, songs, &c. ; and when it was announced that their

amusements for the evening were finished, they seated them-

selves on the edge of the platform to meet those who desired to

give them their hands. Half an hour or so was spent in this

ceremony, during which time they received many presents,

and, what to them was more gratifying, they felt the affec-

tionate hands of a number of the " good people " they

were so anxious to meet, and who they saw were taking

a deep interest in their behalf already. They returned to

their apartments unusually delighted with their reception,

and, after their supper and chickabubboo, Jim had some dry

jokes for the Doctor about his speech ; assuring him that he

never would ''go down " with the Irish ladies ~ that his

speech had been a decided failure—and that he had better

hereafter keep his mouth entirely shut. They had much
merriment also about the " mistake the poor man had made
in calling them Irishmen," and all applauded the War-
chief for the manner in which he had answered him in his

speech.

The Indians in their drive during the morning had observed

an unusual number of soldiers in various parts of the city,

and, on inquiring of Daniel why there were so many when

there was no war and no danger, they learned to their great

surprise that this country, like the one they had just left,

had been subjugated by England, and that a large mili-

tary force was necessary to be kept in all the towns to keep

the people quiet, and to compel them to pay their taxes to

the government. They thought the police were more fre-

quent here also than they had seen them in London, and

laughed very much at their carrying clubs to knock men
down with. They began to think that the Irish must be

very bad people to want so many to watch them with guns

and clubs, and laughed at Daniel about the wickedness of

his countrymen. He endeavoured to explain to them, how-
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ever, that, if they had to work as hard as the Irishmen did,

and then had their hard earnings mostly all taken away

from them, they would require as strong- a military force

to take care of them as the Irish did. His argument com-

pletely brought them over, and they professed perfectly

to understand the case ; and all said they could sie why so

many soldiers were necessary. The police, he said, were

kept in all the towns, night and day, to prevent pco])le from

stealing, from Ijreaking into each other's houses, from fight-

ing, and from knocking each other down and taking away

their property. The insatiate Jim then conceived the idea

of getting into his book the whole number of soldiers that

were required in England, Scotland, and Ireland to keep

the people at work in the factories, and to make them pay

their taxes ; and also the number of police that were ne-

cessary in the different cities and towns to keep people all

peaceable, and quiet, and honest. Daniel had read to them

only a day or two before an article in the ' Times ' news-

paper, setting forth all these estimates, and, being just the

thing he wanted, copied them into his book.

The reader sees by th's time that, although Jim's looks

were against him, as an orator or lecturer, when he should

get back to his own country—and also that though his ima-

gination could not take its wings until he was flat upon

his back—still that he was, by dint of industry and con-

stant effort, preparing himself with a magazine of facts

which were calculated to impress upon the simple minds of

the peoyjle in his country the strongest proofs of the virtue

and superior blessings of civilization.

These peojilehad discernment enough to see that such an

enormous amount of soldiers and police as their list pre-

sented them would not be kept in pay if they were not

necessary. And they naturally put the question at once

—

' What state would the country be in if the military and

police were all taken away ? " They had been brought to

the zenith of civilization that they might see and admire it

in its best form ; but the world who read will see with me
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that they were close critics, and agree with me, I think, that

it is almost a pity they should be the teachers of such statis-

tics as they are to teach to thousands yet to be taught in

the wilderness. As I have shown in a former part of this

work, I have long since been opposed to parties of Indians

being brought to this country, believing that civilization

should be a gradual thing, rather than open the eyes of

these ignorant people to all its mysteries at a glance, when

the mass of its poverty and vices alarms them, and its luxu-

ries and virtues are at a discouraging distance—beyond the

reach of their attainment.

Daniel was at this time cutting a slip from the ' Times,'

which he read to Jim ; and it was decided at once to be an

admissible and highly interesting entry to make, and to go

by the side of his former estimates of the manufacture

and consumption of chickabobhoo. The article ran thus :

—

" The consumption of ardent spirits in Great Britain and

Ireland in the last year was 29,200,000 gallons, and the

Poor Law Commissioners estimate the money annually

spent in ardent spirits at 24,000,000/. ( 120,000,000 dollars)
;

and it is calculated that 50,000 drunkards die yearly in

England and Ireland, and that one-half of the insanity, two-

thirds of the pauperism, and three-fourths of the crimes of

the land are the consequences of drunkenness."

This, Jim said, was one of the best things he had got down

in his book, because he said that the black-coats were always

talking so much about the Indians getting drunk, that it

would be a good thing for him to have to show ; and he said

he thought he should be able, when they were about to go

home, to get Chippehola* to write by the side of it that

fourteen loways were one year in England and never

drank any of t\us Jire-water, and were never drunk in that

time.

Daniel and Jeffrey continued to read (or rather Daniel

to read, and Jeffrey to interpret) the news and events in

* The Author.
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the ' Times,' to which ^the Indians were all listening with

attention. He read several amusing things, and then of a

" Horrid murder!" a man had murdered his wife and two little

children. He read the account ; and next—" Brutal Assault

on a Female /"

—

"A Father killed hj his own Son !"—" Mur-

der of an Infant and Suicide of the -JMothcr T'— ^^ Death from

Starvation /"—" Execution of Sarah Loundes for poisoning her

Husband

r

—^'Robbery of 150/. Bank of England Notes!"

&c. &c.

They had read so many exciting things in one paper, and

were but half through the list, when Jim, who had rolled

over on his back and drawn up his knees, as if he was going

to say something, asked how much was the price of that

newspaper ; to which Daniel replied that there was one

printed each day like that, and the price fivepence each.

" Well," said Jim, " I believe everything is in that paper,

and I will give you the money to get it for me every day.

Go to the man and tell him I want one of every kind he

has : I will take them all home with me, and I will some

time learn to read them all."

A clever idea entered (or originated in) the heavy brain of

Jim at this moment. He went to a box in the corner of the

room, from which he took out, and arranged on the floor,

about twenty handsomely-bound Bibles, when he made this

memorable and commercial- like vociferation, in tolerably

plain English : " I guess em swap I" He had been much amused
with several numbers of ' Punch,' which he had long pored

over and packed away for amusement on the prairies ; and

believing that his plan for " swapping " would enable him

to venture boldly, he authorized Daniel to subscribe for

Punch also, provided Punch would take Bibles for pay.

Daniel assured him that that would be " no go," as he

thought Punch would not care about Bibles; but told him
that he would at all events have the ' Times ' for him every

morning, as he wished, and was now going to read to them

a very curious thing that he had got his thumb upon, and
commenced to read :

—
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" Lord R. Grosvenor and Mr. Spooner attended yesterday at the Home-
office with Sir George Grey to present a memorial to the Queen from the

women of Kngland, signed by 100,000, praying that the bill for preventing

trading in seduction may pass into a law. The following is a copy of the

petition :

—

" ' TO THE QUBEN.
" ' We, the undersigned women of Great Britain and Ireland, placed by

Divine Providence under the sway of the British Sceptre, which God has

committed to your Majesty's hands, most humbly beg leave to make known

to our beloved Sovereign the heavy and cruel grievance that oppresses a

large portion of the female population of the realm. A system exists, by

which not only are undue facilities and temptations held out to the immoral,

the giddy, and the poor, to enter upon a life of infamy, degradation, and

ruin, but unwary young females and mere children are frequently entrapped,

and sold into the hands of profligate libertines. Agents are sent into the

towns and villages of the United Kingdom, whose ostensible object is to

engage young girls for domestic service, or other female employments, but

whose real design is to degrade and ruin them. Female agents are also

employed in London and many of our large towns to watch the public con-

veyances, and decoy the simple and inexperienced into houses of moral

pollution and crime, by offers of advice or temporary protection. By such

and other means the entrapping of innocent young women is reduced to a

regular trade, the existence of which is, in the highest degree, discreditable

to the nation. Despite the efforts of right-minded men and of benevolent

institutions to suppress, by means of the existing laws, this vile trade in fe-

male innocence, thousands of the most helpless of your Majesty's subjects

are annually destroyed, both in body and soul. We therefore appeal to

your Majesty, beseeching you to extend your Royal protection around the

daughters of the poor, by promoting such vigorous laws as the wisdom of

your Majesty's counsellors may see good to devise, and thereby deliver

your Majesty's fair realm from a system of profligacy so offensive to Al-

mighty God, and so fatal to the personal, social, temporal, and spiritual

well-being of the women of England.' "

"Fish! fish!" exclaimedJim, as Daniel finished reading.

Some laughed excessively, and the poor Indian women
groaned; but Jim, lying still on his back, and of course his

ideas circulating freely, roared out again " Fish ! Jish

!

chickahohboo ! money! money!—put that all in my book."

Daniel said, " There is no need of that, for it is in your

paper, which is all the same, and I will mark a black line

around it." " Then be careful not to lose the paper," said

Jim, " for I like that very much : I'll show that to the blach-

coats when I get home."
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Thus the talk of that night had run to a late hour, and I

took leave.

The next morning I received two invitations for the In-

dians, both of which were calculated to give them great

pleasure : the one was an invitation to visit the Zoological

Gardens, then in thiir infant but vcrj- flourishing state,

when the directors very kindly proposed to admit the

public by shilling tickets, and to give the receipts to the

Indians. This, therefore, was very exciting to their ambition
;

and the other invitation was equally or more so, as it was

from several gentlemen of the Society of Friends, who pro-

posed that, as there were a great many of that society in

Dublin, and who all felt a deep interest in the welfare of the

Indians, but who had, many of them, a decided objection to

attend their war-dances, &c., they should feel glad to meet

them at some hour that might be appointed, in their exhi-

bition room, for the purpose of forming an acquaintance

with them, and of having some conversation with them on

the subject of education, agriculture, &c., with a view to

ascertain in what way they could best render them some

essential service. This invitation was embra&'d by the

Indians with great pleasure, and at the time appointed they

met about one hundred ladies and gentlemen, all of that

society, to whom I introduced them by briefly explaining

their objects in visiting this country, their modes of life,

their costumes, &c. After that, several ladies, as well as

gentlemen, asked them questions relative to their religious

belief and modes of worship ; to all of which the War-chief

answered in the most cheerful manner ; and, as he constantly

replied with appeals to the Great Spirit, who, he said,

directed all their hearts, they all saw in him a feeling

of reverence for the Great Spirit, which satisfied all that

they were endowed with high sentiments of religion and

devotion.

Mr. Melody here stated that he had just received very

interesting and satisfactory letters from the reverend gen-

tlemen conducting a missionary school, which was prospering.
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in their tribe, parts of which letters he read, and also pre-

sented a small book already printed in the loway languao-e

by a printing-press belonging to the Missionary Society, and
now at work at their mission. ITiis gave great satisfaction

to the visitors, who saw that these people had friends at

home who were doing what they could to enlighten their

minds.

The friendly feelings of all present were then conveyed

to them by several who addressed them in turn, expressing

their deep anxiety for their worldly welfare and their

spiritual good, and in the kindest and most impressive

language exhorted them to temperance, to a knowledge of

our Saviour, and to the blessings of education, which lead to

it. They impressed upon their minds also the benefits that

would flow from the abandonment of their hunters' life and
warfare, and the adoption of agricultural pursuits. It was

then stated that it was the object of the meeting to make
them a present of something more than mere professions of

friendship, and desired of me to ascertain what would be

most useful and acceptable to them. The question being put

to them, the White Cloud replied that " anything they felt

disposed to give they would accept with thankfulness, but,

as the question had been asked, he should say that money

would be preferable to anything else, for it was more easily

carried, and when in America, and near their own country,

they could buy with it what their wives and little children

should most need." It was then proposed that a hat should

be passed around, for the purpose, by which the sum of 40^.

was received, and handed to the chief, to divide between

them. Besides this very liberal donation, a number of beauti-

fully-bound Bibles were presented to them, and several very

kind and lovely ladies went to the shops, and returned with

beautiful shawls and other useful presents for the women and

children ; and one benevolent gentleman, who had been of the

meeting, and whose name I regret that I have forgotten,

brought in with his own hands, a large trunk filled with

pretty and useful things, which he took pleasure in dividing
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amongst them, and in presenting the trunk to the wife of

the chief

Thus ended this vci-y kind and interesting meeting, which

the Indians will never forget, and which went far to

strengthen their former belief that the "good people,"' as

they called them, would be cvei'ywhere found to be their

genuine friends.

Their invitation to the Zoological Gardens was for the

day following, and they were there highly entertained by the

young men who were the founders of that institution. They
met in those peculiarly beautiful grounds a great number of

the fashionable ladies and gentlemen of Dublin; and, after

an hour or two delightfully spent amongst them, received

from the treasurer of the institution the sum of 36/., that

had been taken at the entrance. Nothing could have been

more gratefully received than were these two kind presents

;

nor could anything have afforded them more convincing

proofs of the hospitality and kindness of the people they

were amongst.

The exhibitions at the Rotunda were continued on every

evening, and the Indians took their daily ride at ten o'clock

in the morning, seeing all that was to be seen in the sti'eets

and the suburbs of Dublin, and after their suppers and their

chickabobboo enjoyed their jokes and their pipe, whilst they

were making their remarks upon the occurrences of the day,

and listening to Daniel's readings of the 'Times' newspaper,

to which the Chemokemon* (as they now called him), Jim,

had become a subscriber. This boundless source of inform-

ation and amusement, just now opened to their minds, was

engrossing much of their time : and Daniel and Jeffrey

were called upon regularly every night, after their suppers,

to tell them all that was new and curious in the paper of

the day ; and Jim desired a daily entry in his book of the

number of murders and robberies that appeared in it. All

this Daniel, in his kindness, did for him, after reading the
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description of them ; and in this way the ingenious Jim
considered he had all things now in good train to enable him

to enlighten the Indian races when he should get back to

the prairies of his own country.

Poor Jim, whose avarice began to dawn with his first

steps towards civilization, and who, having his wife with

him to add her share of presents to his, and was now getting

such an accumulation of Bibles that they were becoming a

serious item of luggage, related here a curious anecdote

that occurred while he was in the Zoological Gardens :

—

The Bibles they had received, and were daily receiving,

as " the most valuable presents that could be made them,"

he had supposed must of course have some considerable

intrinsic value ; and he felt disposed, as he was now increas-

ing his expenses, by taking the ' Times' newspaper and in

other ways, to try the experiment of occasionally selling one

of his bibles to increase his funds, and, on starting to go to

the gardens, had put one in his pouch to offer to people he

should meet in the crowd ; and it seems he offered it in

many cases, but nobody would buy, but one had been given

to him by a lady ; so he came home with one more than he

took ; and he said to us, " I guess em no good—I no sell em,

but I get em a heap."

A very friendly invitation was received about this time

from the President of Trinity College for the party to visit

that noble institution, and Mr. Melody and myself took great

pleasure in accompanying them there. They were treated

there with the greatest possible kindness ; and, after being

shown through all its parts—its library, museum, &c.—

a

liberal collection was made for them amongst the reverend

gentlemen and their families, and presented to them a few

days afterwards.

I took the War-chief and several of the party to visit the

Archbishop of Dublin and his family, who treated them

with much kindness, and presented to each a sovereign, as

an evidence of the attachment they felt for them. This

unexpected kindness called upon them for some expression
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of thanks in return ; and the War-chief, after offering his

hand to the Archbishop, said to him :

—

" My friend, as the Great Spirit has moved your heart to be kind to us,

I rise up to thanlc Him first, and then to tell you how thankful we feel to

you for what your hand has given us. We are poor, and do not deserve

this ; but we will keep it, and it will buy food and clothing for our little

children.

" My friend, we are soon going from here, and we live a great way. We
shall never see your face again in this world, but we shall hope that the

Great Spirit will allow us to meet in the world that is before us, and where

you and I must soon go."

The Archbishop seemed much struck with his remarks

;

and, taking him again by the hand, said to him that he

believed tlicy would meet again in the world to come, and,

commending them to the care of the Great Spirit, bade

them an affectionate farewell.

An invitation was awaiting them at this time, also, to

breakfast the next morning with Mr. Joseph Bewley, a

Friend, and who lived a few miles out of the city. His

carriages arrived for them at the hour, and the whole

party visited him and his kind family and took their break-

fast with them. After the breakfast was over, the chief

thanked this kind gentleman for his hospitality and the

presents very liberally bestowed ; and the party all listened

with great attention to the Christian advice which he gave

them, recommending to them also to lay down all their

weapons of war, and to study the arts of peace. These

remarks seemed to have made a deep impression on their

minds, for they were daily talking of this kind man and the

advice and information he gave them.

Having finished our exhibitions by advertisement, but

being detained a few days longer in Dublin than we expected

by the illness of the Roman Nose, an opportunity was afforded

the Indians to attend a number of evening parties, to

which they were invited by families of the Society of Friends,

and treated with the greatest kindness and attention.

The Indians had thus formed their notions of the beauti-

o2
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fill city of Dublin by riding through it repeatedly in all its

parts—by viewing, outside and in, its churches, its colleges,

its gardens, and other places of amusement; and of its

inhabitants, by meeting them in the exhibition rooms, and

in their own houses, at their hospitable boards. They

decided that Edinburgh was rather the most beautiful

city; that in Glasgow they saw the most ragged and poor;

and that in Dublin they met the warmest-hearted and

most kind people of any they had seen in the kingdom.

In Dublin, as in Glasgow, they had been in the habit of

throwing handfuls of pence to the poor; and at length

had got them baited, so that gangs of hungry, ragged crea-

tures were daily following their carriage home to their door,

and there waiting under their windows for the pence that

were often showered down upon their heads.

Out of the thousands of beggars that / met while there

(and many of whom extracted money from my pocket by

their wit or drollery when I was not disposed to give it),

there was but one of whom I shall make mention in this

place. In my daily walk from my hotel to the Rotunda,

there was an old, hard^^-looking veteran, who used often to

meet me and solicit with great importunity, as I had encou-

raged him by giving to him once or twice when I first met

him. I was walking on that pavement one day with an

American friend whom I had met, and, observing this old

man coming at some distance ahead of us on the same

pavement, I said to my friend, " Now watch the motions of

that old fellow as he comes up to beg—look at the expres-

sion of his face." When we had got within a few rods of

him the old man threw his stomach in, and one knee in an

instant seemed out of joint, and his face ! oh, most pitiable

to look upon. We approached him arm-in-arm, and while

coming towards him I put my hand in my pocket as if I

was getting out some money, which brought this extraor-

dinary expression from him: " My kind sir, may the gates

of Heaven open to receive you !"—(by this time we had got

by him, and, seeing that my hand remained stationary in
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my pocket, as he had turned round and was scowling

daggers at me)—" and may you be kicked out the moment

you get there !"

There is an inveteracy in the Irish begging and wit that

shows it to be native and not borrowed; it is therefore more

irresistible and more successful than in any other country

perhaps in the world. I speak this, however, merely as an

opinion of my own, formed on the many instances where the

very reasons 1 assigned for not giving were so ingeniously

and suddenly turned into irresistible arguments for giving,

that my hand was in my pocket before I was aware of it.

The Indians however gave from other motives; not able

to appreciate their wit, they had discernment enough to see

the wretchedness that existed among the poor people in the

lanes and outskirts of the city, and too much pity in their

hearts not to try with their money to relieve them ; and in

that way I fully believe that they gave a very considerable

proportion of the money they had received since they

entered the city.

The symptoms of the poor Roman Nose, whose case was now

decided to be almost hopeless, were a little more favourable,

and it was agreed, with his united wish, that we should

start for Liverpool by steamer ; and on the morning when

we went on board, the Indians were more strongly than ever

confirmed in their belief that the Friends were the people

who had taken the deepest interest in their welfare, by

meeting nearly all they had seen in heir numerous visits,

down at the wharf, to shake hands with them, and wish them

an everlasting farewell ! Such proof as this, which brought

even tears in their eyes, will be the last to be forgotten by

them or by me, and should be the last to be overlooked in

the public acknowledgment I am now making.

Our voyage across the Channel was easy and pleasant;

and amongst the numerous and fashionable people on board,

poor Jim had the mortification of trying to test the intrinsic

value of his numerous stock of Bibles by occasionally offering

one that he carried in his pouch. " I no sell 'em—they no
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like 'em," was his reply again ; and he began to doubt the

value of them, which he was greatly disappointed to find

they had fixed much above their market-price.

On landing at the wharf in Liverpool the Indians re-

cognised the spot where they first set their feet upon English

soil, and they raised the yell (not unlike the war-whoop)

which is given by war-parties when, returning from battle,

they are able to see their own village. This gathered a

great crowd in a few moments, that was exceedingly diffi-

cult to disperse, and it instilled new ambition and strength

into the poor Roman Nose, who thought in his weakness that

they were near home ; but he rallied only to look out and

realize that he was too far from his home ever to see it

again.

Lodgings had been prepared for them, to which they

immediately repaired ; and, as their sinking companion was

so rapidly declining, they were all in sadness, though they

tried, poor fellows, to be gay and cheerful. Their exhibi-

tions had been advertised to commence, and they proceeded

with them. Before they commenced, however, a feast was

made to thank the Great Spirit for having conducted them

quite around England to the place from whence they

started, and also for the benefit of the health of their fellow-

warrior, the Roman Nose.

A council was also held, when Mr. Melody and I were

called in, and by some it was proposed to start for home,

and by others to go to Paris and see a King, as they had

tried, but in vain, to see the Queen of England. A visit

to Paris had been a favourite theme with them for some

months past, and all at length joined in the wish to see the

King and Queen of France.

The most skilful physicians were called to attend the poor

Roman Nose, and they advised us to place him in an hospital.

He was consulted, and, wishing to go, was removed there,

where the interpreter, Jeffrey, stayed, and every attention

was paid him. A few nights of exhibitions in Liverpool

finished our stay in that town, and brought us to an engage-
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ment we had made, for four nights, in the Free Trade Hall

in Manchester.

The Indians saw that their fellow-warrior was to sink to

the grave in a few days, and yet, like philosophers, they said

it was the will of the Great Spirit, and they must not com-

plain. They said they would give their exhibitions for the

four nights, as they were promised to the public, and then

stop until their companion was dead and buried ; our exhi-

bitions were consequently made to immense crowds on those

evenings, and to the same people who had seen the Ojibbe-

ways with such a relish when they first arrived. The dif-

ferent appearance of this tribe, and difference in their

modes, made them subjects of new and fresh interest, and

no doubt that their exhibitions, if they had been continued,

would have been nightly filled for a length of time. They
here gave their exhibitions the additional interest of

erecting three wigwams into a sort of Indian village on the

immense platform, and stationed their targets at the two

ends, giving a fair illustration of their skill in archery, as

they shot for prizes across the breadth of the immense hall.

Their exhibitions gained them much applause here, as

in other places, with which they were well pleased, and

they had many invitations from kind families in town, but

which they declined, as they said they were sad, as one

of their number was dying. Thus their amusements in

Manchester, and for the kingdom, were finished, and they

retired to their private apartments, awaiting the end of the

poor Roman Nose, which was now daily expected. Mr.

Melody and Jeffrey stayed by him, and I went to see him,

and so did several of the Indians, on each day until his

death.

While the Indians were thus resting in their quarters,

they were surprised and cheered by the sudden arrival of

their old friend, Bobasheela, who had just come from Corn-

wall to see them again before their dc^iarture for America,

as he supposed, from seeing by the papers that they had

arrived in Liverpool.
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They thus amused themselves from day to day, lying still,

not wishing to ride about, or to admit company, or to attend

to the invitations from various quarters given to them.

Their time was now chiefly taken up in repairing their

dresses, &c., in anticipation of going before the King of

France, and listening to the amusing and shocking things

which Daniel was daily reading in Jim's newspaper, and

minuting down in his note-book, as he required. He
wished Daniel and his friend Bohasheela to find in his paper,

if they could, how many churches there were in England,

and how many black-coats (as he called them) there were

who were constantly reading the good book and preaching

to them. This they could not do at the moment, but

Bobaslieela told him he could get it all out of a book that

had lately been published, and would give it to him the

next day. This was done according to promise, and by

Daniel recorded in his book.

Bobasheelds anxieties were now turned towards the poor

suffering Roinan Nose, and he went to Liverpool to see him,

and arrived with some of the Indians just in time to see

him breathe his last. Alas! poor, fine fellow! he went

down gradually and regularly to the grave ; and though

amongst strangers and far away from all of the graves of

his relatives, he died like a philosopher, and (though not a

Christian) not unlike a Christian. He said repeatedly to

Jeffrey that he should live but so many days, and after-

wards so many hours, and seemed to be perfectly resigned

to the change that was to take place. He said that his

time had come ; he was going to the beautiful hunting-

grounds, where he would soon see his friends who had gone

before him : he said that when he shut his eyes he could

plainly see them, and he felt sure it was only to change the

society of his friends here for that of his dear parents and

other friends, and he was now anxious to be with them.

He said the road might be long, but it did not matter

where he started from ; the Great Spirit had promised him

strength to reach it. He told his friend Bobaslieela that in
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his pouch he would find some money, with which he wished

him to buy some of the best vermilion, ;ind, if possible, some

green paint, such as Ohi]>jje/wla used to get for him in

London, and have them put in his pouch with his flint and

steel, and to be sure to be placed in his grave, that he

might be able to make his face look well among his friends

where he was going. He wished him, and Daniel also, to

have his arrows examined in his quiver, and repaired with

new and sharp blades, as he recollected that, before he was

sick, many of them were injured by shooting at the target,

and during his illness others might have been destroyed.

He had requested his silver medal, which was given to him

by the American government for saving the lives of ten of

his defenceless enemies, to be suspended by a blue ribbon

over his head while he was sick, that he might see it until

he died, and in that position it hung when I was last with

him—his cj'es were upon it, and his smile, until he drew

his last breath. After his death his friend Bohashecla, and

Jeffrey and the Doctor, laid him in his coflin, and, placing in

it, according to the Indian mode, his faithful bow and

quiver of arrows, his pipe and tobacco to last him through

the "journey he was to perform," having dressed him in all

his finest clothes, and painted his face, and placed his bow

and quiver and his pouch by his side, and his medal on his

breast, the coflRn was closed, and his remains were buried,

attended by his faithful friends around him, by the officers

of the institution, and many citizens, who sympathized in

his unlucky fate.

Thus ended the career of No-ho-mun-ya (or the Roman
Nose), one of the most peaceable and well-disposed and

finest men of the party, or of the tribe from which he came.

The reader will now contemplate the Indians and their

friend Bobasheela again in their private rooms in Manchester,

spending a week or so together, smoking their pipes, with

their faces painted black, recounting the deeds of the

vanished warrior, and recapitulating the events of their

tour through England, Scotland, and Ireland, and trying to
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cheer the view that was ahead of them by drinking chich-

abohhoo. These few days passed heavily by, and they soon

became anxious to throw off the gloom that was cast over

them, by seeing something new, and by resuming the exer-

cise and excitements of the dance. Their thoughts were

now on Paris, and I was there making arrangements for

their reception. The reader will therefore, with my help,

imagine himself across the Channel (and probably for the first

time in his life without being sea-sick), and ready to com-

mence, with the Indians and me, amidst new scenes and new
scenery, the following chapter.
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CHAPTER XXV.

The Author arrives in Paris—Victoria Hotel—Mr. Melody and his Indians

arrive—Doctor missing, and found on the top of the hotel—Alarm of

servants—First drive in Paris—Visit to Mr. King, the American ambas-

sador—French chickabobbuo—M. Vattcmare—Indians visit the Hotel de

Ville—Prefetde police—Magnificent salons—The " big looking-glasses"

—The Prefet's lady—Refreshments and chickabobboo—Speech of the

War-chief—Reply of the Prefet—Salle Valentino taken for the exhi-

bition— Daniel arrives with the Collection from London—Indians visit

the King in the palace of the Tuileries—Royal personages—Conversa-

tion—War-chief presents the calumet—His speech to the King—Eagle-

dance—W'ar-dance—Little Wolf presents his tomahawk and whip to

the King—His speech—Refreshments and "Queen's chickabobboo"^

Drinking the King's and Queen's health, and health of the Count de

Paris—" Vive le Roi"—Jim's opinion of the King—An Indian's idea

of descents—Presents in money from the King—Mode of dividing it

—

A drive—Ladies leading dogs with strings—The number counted in one

drive—The Indians' surprise—An entry for Jim's book—Jim laments

the loss of the Times newspaper and Punch—He takes Galignani's Mes-

senger—Indians dine at W. Costar"s—The Doctor's compliment to a

lady's fine voice—Indians visit the Royal Academy of Sciences— Curious

reception—M. Arago—Indians' suspicions and alarms—Jim's remark-

able speech—Opening of the exhibition in Salle Valentino—Great excite-

ment—Speech of the W'ar-chicf—Shaking hands—Public ojjinion of the

Author's Collection.

Having long before resolved to take my collection to Paris

before returning it to my own country, and the Indians

being ambitious to see the King of the French, it was mu-
tually agreed that my whole collection should be opened in

Paris, and that their dances and other amusements should

for a short time be given in it, as they had been given in

London.

Under this arrangement, with my wife and my four dear

little children, I repaired to Paris as soon as possible,
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leaving Daniel to ship over and accompany my collection,

whilst Mr. Melody conducted his party of Indians.

In crossing the Channel, and receding from its shores, as

I was seated on the deck of a steamer, I looked back, and,

having for the first time nothing else to do, and a little

time to reflect upon England, and what I had seen of it in

five years, I took out of my pocket my little note book,

where I had entered, not what England is, and what she

does (and which all the world knows), but the points in

which her modes are different from those in my own country.

I would have a few leisure hours to run over these curious

entries, and time to reflect upon them, as we sailed along,

and I began to read thus :

—

" London, 1844. The essential Differences between England and

the United States.

" The United States much the largest ; but England is a great deal

older.

" New-Yorkers cross the streets diagonally; the Londoners cross them

at right angles.

" In England the odd pennies are wrapped in a paper, and handed back

with ' I thank you, Sir.'

" Streets in London have tops and bottoms ; in America they have

upper and lower ends.

" In England a man's wife is ' very bad ;' in America, ' very ill
;' and in

France, ' bien malade.'

" Americans ' turn to the right as the law directs ;' the English turn to

the left.

" English mutton and babies are much the fattest.

'' Gooseberries in England much the largest, but not so sweet.

" Pigs in the American cities are seen promenading in the streets; in

London, only seen hanging by their hind legs.

" In England men are ' knocked up ;' in America they are ' knocked

down.'

" ^Top-coats' are very frequent in England, in America nothing is

known higher than an ' over-coat.'

" In the United States a man is 'smart ;' in England he is ' clever.'

" English ladies are more luscious, but not quite so
"

Just when I had read thus far, the steward tapped me
on the shoulder and told me that " I was wanted below

immediately, for my lady was very ill." I closed my book
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and ran below, where I found m}' poor wife and little family

all dreadfully sick. I waited on them a while and got sea-

sick myself My musinfgs on England and America were

thus broken off; and from the time that we launched forth

amidst the clatter upon a French wharf, I had as much
as I could do to keep my little children and my luggage

together, and all recollections of England and my native

country vanished in the confusion and din that was around

me in the new world we were entering upon. Custom-

houses and railways and diligences have been a thousand

times described, and I need say nothing of them, except

that we got through them all, and into the Victoria Hotel, in

Paris, where we found rest, fine beds, kind attentions, and

enough to eat.

A few days after mj- arrival in Paris, Mr. Melody made
his appearance with his party of loways, for whom apart-

ments were prepared in the same hotel, and after much
fatigue and vexation the immense hall in Rue St. Honore

(Salic Valentino) was engaged as the place for their future

operations. Daniel in the mean time was moving up with

the Indian collection of eight tons weight, and in a few

days all parties were on the ground, though there was to be

some delay in arranging the numerous collection, and in

getting the Indians introduced to the King, which was the

first object. They had entered the city at a late hour at

night, and for several days it had been impossible to attend

to the necessary arrangements for driving them about ; and

they became excessively impatient to be on wheels again, to

get a glimpse of the strange and beautiful things which

they knew were about them. In the mean time they were

taking all the amusement to themselves that they could

get, by looking out of the windows; and their red and

crested heads in Paris soon drew a crowd together in

the streets, and thousands of heads protruding from the

windows and house-tops. The Doctor soon found his way

to the roof, and from that regaled his eyes, at an early

hour, with a bird's-eye view of the boundless mystery and
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confusion of chimneys and house-tops and domes and spires

that were around him.

The servants in the house were at first alarmed, and the

good landlady smiled at their unexpected appearance ; and

she roared with laughter when she was informed that the

beds were all to be removed from their rooms, that they

spread their own robes, and, in preference, slept upon the

floor. All in the house, however, got attached to them in a

few days, and all went pleasantly on.

The first airing they took in Paris was in an omnibus

with four, as they had been driven in London ; but, to the

old Doctor's exceeding chagrin, there was no seat for him to

take outside by the side of the driver. He was easily recon-

ciled however to his seat with the rest, and they thus soon

had a glance at a number of the principal streets of the city,

and were landed at the American Embassy, to pay their first

respects to Mr. King, at that time the minister to France.

They were received by Mr. King and his niece with great

kindness ; and after a little conversation, through the in-

terpreter, Mr. King invited them to the table, loaded with

cakes and fruit, and off"ered them a glass of wine, proposing

their health, and at the same time telling them that, though

he was opposed to encouraging Indians to drink, yet he was

quite sure that a glass or two of the viii rouge of the French

would not hurt them. The colour of it seemed to cause

them to hesitate a moment, while they were casting their

eyes around upon me. They understood the nod of my
head, and, hearing me pronounce it chickabobboo, took the

hint and drank it off with great pleasure. Mr. Melody

here assured Mr. King of the temperate habits of these

people; and I explained to the party the origin and

meaning of chickabobboo, which pleased them all very much.

They partook of a second glass, and also of the cakes and

fruit, and took leave, the War-chief having thanked Mr.

King and his niece for their kindness, and having expressed

his great pleasure at meeting so kind an American gentle-

man so far from home.
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The Indians were now in their omnibus again, and Mr.

Melody and myself in our carriage, with a kind friend,

Mons. A. Vattemare, who had obtained for the Indians an

invitation to visit the Hotel de Ville, where we were now to

drive. In' this drive from St. Germain we recrossed the

Seine by Pont Neuf, and had a fine view of all the bridges,

and the palace of the Tuileries, and the Louvre. The
omnibus stopped a moment on the middle of the bridge, and
they were much excited by the view. A few minutes more

brought us in front of the Hotel de Ville, where several

thousands of people were assembled ; it having been heard

in the streets, in all probability, from the servants or police,

that a party of savages were to be there at that hour.

There was a great outcry when they landed and entered

the hall, and the crowd was sure not to diminish whilst they

were within.

We were all presented to His Excellency the Prefet de

Police by my friend Mons. Vattemare, and received with

great kindness, and conducted through all the principal

apartments of that noble edifice, which are finished and fur-

nished in the most sumptuous style, and in richness of effect

surpassing even the most splendid halls of the palaces of the

Tuileries or St. Cloud. The gorgeousness of the carpets

on which they stood, and the tapestry that was around them,

and the incredible size of the mirrors that were reflecting

them in a hundred directions, were subjects till then entirely

new to them ; and they seemed completely amazed at the

splendour with which they were surrounded. From these

splendid salons we were conducted into the salle a manger,

and opportunely where the table was spread and the plates

laid for a grand banquet. This was a lucky occurrence,

affording us, as well as the Indians, an opportunity of see-

ing the richness of the plate upon which those elegant affairs

are served up, and which but a choice few can ever behold.

Retiring from and through this suite of splendid salons,

we entered an antechamber, where we were presented to

the elegant lady of the Prefet and several of their friends.
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who brought us to a table loaded with fruit and cakes and

other refreshments, and wine of several sorts and the best

in quality. The corks of several bottles of champagne

were drawn, and, as the sparkling wine was running, each

one smiled as he whispered the word cldckahohboo. The
Prefet drank their health in a glass of the " Queens chick-

abohboo," as they called it, and then, with his own hand,

presented each a handsome silver medal, and also one to

Mr. Melody and myself.

The War-chief by this time felt called upon for some

acknowledgment on their part for this kind treatment, and,

advancing to the Prefet, shook hands with him, and addressed

him thus :

—

" My friend and father, your kindness to us this day makes our hearts

glad, and we thank you for it. We are strangers here, and poor ignorant

children from the wilderness. We came here with heavy hearts, having just

buried one of our warriors, and your kindness has driven away our sorrow.

(' How, how, how !')

" My father, the splendour of the rooms, and other things you have just

shown us, blind our eyes with their brightness, and we now see that white

men can do anything.

" My father, we were astonished at what we saw in London, where we
have been, but we think your village is much the most beautiful. We
thank the Great Spirit, who has opened your great house to us to-day, and

also your lady, who has been kind to us.

" My father, I have done."

At the close of his speech the Prvfet assured him of his

kindly feelinm towards them, and his anxiety for their wel-

fare ; and after a general shake of hands we took leave, and

descended to the street, and, passing through a dense crowd,

took our carriages and drove back to our hotel. Thus
ended their first day's drive and visits in Paris, furnishing

them with a rich fund for a talk after their dinner and

chickabobboo, which was to be vin rouge in Paris, instead of

ale, which they had been in the habit of drinking in England.

Nothing could exceed the exhilarated flow of spirits in

which they returned, and the admiration they were express-

ing of the beauty of the city, and the splendour of the
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rooms they had been in. They were decided that they

should be pleased with Paris; and as Palaces, Kings, anil

Queens were yet before tjiem, they seemed to be perfectly

happy. During their curious remarks on what they had
seen, they already were saying that they had seen many
thousands of people, and were glad that they saw nobody
in rags or begging. They thought the French people all

had enough to eat, and that, they said, was a great pleasure

to them ; for it made their hearts sore, when riding out, if

they saw poor people, who had nothing to eat, as they had
seen in some places.

The Indians decided that the houses of Paris were much
more beautiful than they had seen in any place ; and they

thought, from their cheerful looks, that cither the people

had their debts more paid up than the English people, or

else that they had not so much money as to distress their

looks for fear of losing it. We were all pleased with the

appearance of Paris, and compelled to feel cheerful from

the buoyant feelings that were displayed all around us.

Like the Indians, I was pleased with the neat and cleanly

appearance of the poorest in the streets, and surprised at

the beauty and elegance of their houses, which want, in my
estimation, but one more embellishment, which it would be

quite easy to give, to render the effect of their streets more

beautiful than words can describe. That would be, to paint

their window-blinds green, which, by contrast, would make

the walls appear more white and clean, and break with

pleasing variety the white monotony that now prevails

throughout.

This first day's drive about the city had created a pro-

digious excitement and curiosity where they had gone, and

given to the Indians just peep enough, amidst the beauties

of Paris, to create a restlessness on both sides for a more

familiar acquaintance, and which it had been thought most

prudent to defer until they had made their visit to the

Palace, for which their application had been made to the

King by the American minister, and to which we were daily
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expecting a reply. In the mean time, Mr. Melody, and

Jeffrey, and the Indians kept quiet, entertaining an occa-

sional party of some American friends, or distinguished

personages, who were sending in their cards, and seeking

interviews with them. During all this delay they had

enough to amuse them, by talking of what they had already

seen, and what they expected they were going to see, and

cleaning and preparing their dresses for the great occasion.

J, in the mean time, with my man Daniel, and others, was

arranging my collection on the walls of the Salle Valentino ; and,

by the kind and friendly aid of Mons. Vattemare, obtaining

my licence from the authorities, and also conforming to the

other numerous and vexatious forms and ceremonies to be

gone through before the opening of my exhibition to public

view.

The Minister of the Interior had kindly granted an order

for the admission of my whole collection into the kingdom,

by my paying merely a nominal duty, but there were still

forms and delays to submit to in the customs, which were

tedious and vexatious, but by the aid of my above-mentioned

good friend, they had all been overcome ; and my collection

was now nearly ready for the public examination, when I

received a letter from the American minister, informing me,

that " on a certain day, and at a certain hour. His Majesty

would see Mr. Catlin and Mr. Melody, with the loway
Indians, in the Palace of the Tuileries." There was great

rejoicing amongst the good fellows when they heard this

welcome letter read, and several of them embraced me in

their arms, as if I had been the sole cause of it. Their

doubts were now at an end : it was certain that they should

see the King of France, which, they said, " would be far more
satisfactory, and a greater honour, than to have seen the

Queen of England." Whatever the poor fellows thought,

such was their mode of exultation. " The Ojibbeways," they

said, " were subjects of the Queen, but we will be subjects of

Louis Philippe."

They had yet a few days to prepare, and even without
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their drives or company they were contented, as the time

passed away, and they were preparing for the interview.

On the morning of the day for their reception, the long

stem of a beautiful pipe had been painted a bright blue,

and ornamented with blue ribbons, emblematical of peace,

to be presented by the chief to the King. Every article of

dress and ornament had been put in readiness ; and, as the

hour approached, each one came out from his toilet, in a

full blaze of colour of various tints, all with their wampum
and medals on, with their necklaces of grizly bears' claws,

their shields, and bows, and quivers, their lances, and war

clubs, and tomahawks, and scalping knives. In this way,

in full dress, with their painted buffalo robes wrapped

around them, they stepped into the several carriages

prepared for them, and all were wheeled into the Place

Carousel, and put down at the entrance to the Palace. We
were met on the steps by half a dozen huge and splendid

looking porters, in flaming scarlet livery and powdered wigs,

who conducted us in, and being met by one of the King's

aides-de-camp, we were conducted by him'into His Majesty's

presence, in the reception hall of the Tuileries.

The royal party were advancing towards us in the hall,

and as we met them, Mr. Melody and myself were presented

;

and I then introduced the party, each one in person, accord-

ing to his rank or standing, as the King desired. A sort

of conversazione took place there, which lasted for half an

hour or more, in which I was called u])on to explain their

weapons, costumes, &c., and which seemed to afford great

amusement to the royal personages assembled around and

amongst us, who were—their Majesties the King and

the Queen, the Duchess of Orleans and Count de Paris, the

Princess Adelaide, the Prince and Princess de Joinville, the

Duke and Duchess ^Aumale, and his Royal Highness the Duhe

de Brabant.

His Majesty in the most free and familiar manner (which

showed that he had been accustomed to the modes and feel-

ings of Indians) conversed with the chiefs, and said to Jeffrey,

p 2
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" Tell these good fellows that I am glad to see them ; that I

have been in many of the wigwams of the Indians in Ame-
rica when I was a young man, and they treated me every

where kindly, and I love them for it.—Tell them I was

amongst the Senecas near Buffalo, and the Oneidas—that I

slept in the wigwams of the chiefs—that I was amongst the

Shawnees and Delawares on the Ohio ; and also amongst the

Cherokees and Creeks in Georgia and Tennessee, and saw

many other tribes as I descended the Ohio river the

whole length, and also the Mississippi to New Orleans, in a

small boat, moi-e than fifty years ago." This made the

Indians stare, and the women, by a custom of their country,

placed their hands over their mouths, as they issued groans

of surprise.

" Tell them also, Jeffrey, that I am pleased to see their

wives and little children they have with them here, and glad

also to show them my family, who are now nearly all around

me. Tell them, Jeffrey, that this is the Queen ; this lady is

my sister ; these are two of my sons, with their wives ; and

these little lads [the Couiit de Paris and the Due de Brabant']

are my grandsons ; this one, if he lives, will be King of the

Belgians, and that one King of the French."

The King then took from his pocket two large gold

medals with his own portrait in relief on one side of

them, and told me he wished to present them to the two

chiefs with his own hand, and wished Jeffrey to explain to

them, that after presenting them in that way, he wished

them to hand them back to him that he might have a proper

inscription engraved on them, when he would return

them, and silver medals of equal size to each of the others,

with their names engraved upon them. After the medals

were thus presented and returned, the War-chief took out

from under his robe the beautiful pipe which he had pre-

pared, and advancing towards the King, and holding it with

both hands, bent forward and laid it down at his Majesty's

feet as a present. Having done so he reached down, and

taking it up, placed it in his Majesty's hand (Plate No. 15),
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and then, assuming his proud attitude of the orator, ad-

dressed their Majesties in these words :

—

" Great Father and Great Mother,—the Great Spirit, to whom we have

a long time prayed for an interview with you, kindly listens to our words

to-day and hears what we say. Great Father, you have made to us to-day

rich presents, and I rise to return thanks to you for the chief and his

warriors and braves who are present ; but, before all, it is necessary that we
should thank the Great Spirit who has inspired your heart and your hand

thus to honour us this day.

" Great Father, we shall bear these presents to our country and instruct

our children to pronounce the name of him who gave them.

" Great Father, when the Indians have anything to say to a great chief,

they are in the habit of making some present before they begin. My chief

has ordered me to place in your hands this pipe and these strings of wampum
as a testimony of the pleasure we have felt in being admitted this day into

the presence of your Majesty.

" My Great Father and my Great Mother, you see us this day as we
are seen in our country with our red skins and our coarse clothes. This

day for ynu is like all other days ; for us it is a great day—so great a day

that our eyes are blinded with the lustre of it.

" Great Father, the chief, myself, and our warriors have for a long time

had the desire to come and see the French peo])le, and our Great Father

the President of the United States has given us permission to cross the

Great Lake. We desired to see the Great Chief of this country, and we
now thank the Great Spirit for having allowed us to shake the hand of the

Great Chief in his own wigwam.
" Great Father, we are happy to tell you that when we arrived in Eng-

land, we had much joy in meeting our old friend Mr. Catlin, who has

lived amongst us and whom we are happy to have here, as he can tell you

who we are.

" Great Father and Great Mother, we will pray to the Great Spirit to

preserve your precious lives ; we will pray also that we may return safe to

our own village, that we may tell to our children and to our young men
what we have seen this day.

" My Parents, I have no more to say."

When the War-chief had finished his speech, the King
told Jeffrey to say that he felt very great pleasure in having

seen them, and he hoped that the Great Spirit would guide

them safe home to their country, to their wives and little

children.

The King and Royal Family then took leave ; and as they

were departing, some one of them being attracted to the
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Indian drum which Jeffrey had brought in his hand, and

had left upon the floor in another part of the room, and

inquiring what it was, was told that it was their drum.

which they had brought with them, supposing it possible

they might be called upon to give a dance. This informa-

tion overtook the King, and he said, " By all means ; call

the Queen :" and in a few moments the august assembly

were all back to witness the dance, for which purpose all

parties moved to the Salle du Bal. Their Majesties and the

ladies were seated, and the Indians all seating themselves

in the middle of the floor, commenced moderately singing

and beating the drum, preparatory to the Eagle Dance, in

which they were in a few moments engaged.

During this novel and exciting scene, her Majesty desired

me to stand by the side of her to explain the meaning of all its

features, which seemed to astonish and amuse her very much.

The Doctor led off first in the character (as he called

it) of a soaring eagle, sounding his eagle whistle, which he

carried in his left hand, with his fan of the eagle's tail,

while be was brandishing his lance in the other.

At the first pause he instantly stopped, and, in the

attitude of an orator, made his boast of an instance where

he killed an enemy in single combat, and took his scalp.

The Little Wolf, and Wash-ha-mon-ya, and others, then

sprang upon their feet, and sounding their chattering

whistles,* and brandishing their polished weapons, gave an

indescribable wildness and spirit to the scene. When the

dance was finished, the Indians had the pleasure of receiving

their Majesties' applause, by the violent clapping of their

hands, and afterwards by expressions of their pleasure and

admiration, conveyed to them through the interpreter.

This was exceedingly gratifying to the poor fellows, who

were now seated upon the floor to rest a moment previous

to commencing with the war-dance, for which they were

* An ingenious whistle made to imitate the chattering of the soaring

eagle, and used in the eagle dance.
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preparing their weapons, and in which the Little Wolf was

to take the lead. For this, as the drum beat, he threw

aside his buffalo robe arid sprang upon the floor, brandish-

ing his tomahawk and shield, and sounding the frightful

war-whoop, which called his warriors up around him.

Nothing could have been more thrilling or picturesque than

the scene at that moment presented of this huge and ter-

rible-looking warrior, frowning death and destruction on his

brow, as he brandished the very weapons he had used in

deadly combat, and, in his jumps and sudden starts, seemed

threatening with instant use again ! The floors and ceilings

of the Palace shook with the weight of their steps, and its

long halls echoed and vibrated the shrill- sounding notes of

the war-whoop. (Plate No. 16.)

In the midst of this dance, the Little Wolf suddenly

brandished his tomahawk over the heads of his comrades,

and, ordering them to stop, advanced towards the King, and

boasting in the most violent exclamations of the manner in

which he had killed and scalped a Pawnee warrior, placed in

his Majesty's hands his tomahaioh and the v:hip which was

attached to his wrist, and then said,

—

" Mj Great Father, you have heard me say that with that tomahawk I

have killed a Pawnee warrior, one of the enemies of my tribe ; the blade

of that tomahawk is still covered with his blood, which you will see. That
whip is the same with which I whipped my horse on that occasion.

" My Father, since I have come into this country I have learned that

peace is better than war, and I ' bury the tomahawk ' in your hands—I fight

no more."

His Majesty deigned graciously to accept the arms thus

presented, after having cordicdly shaken the hand of the

loway brave.

Their Majesties and attendants then withdrew, taking

leave of the Indians in the most gracious and condescending

manner, expressing their thanks for the amusement they

had afforded them, and their anxiety for their welfare,

directing them to be shown into the various apartments of

the palace, and then to be conducted to a table of wine and
other refreshments prepared for them.
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We were now in charge of an officer of the household,

who politely led us through the various magnificent halls of

the Palace, explaining every thing as we passed, and at

length introduced us into a room with a long table spread

and groaning under its load of the luxuries of the season,

and its abundance of the " Queens chickabobboo." These

were subjects that required no explanations ; and all being

seated, each one evinced his familiarity with them by the

readiness with which he went to work. The healths of the

King and the Queen were drank, and also of the Count de

Paris, and the rest of the Royal family. The chickabobboo

they pronounced " first-rate ;" and another bottle being

poured it was drank off, and we took our carriages, and,

after a drive of an hour or so about the city, were landed

again in our comparatively humble, but very comfortable,

apartments.

The party returning from theTuileries found their dinner

coming up, and little was said until it was over, and they

had drank their chickabobboo, and seated themselves upon
their buffalo robes, which were spread upon the floor, and
lighted the pipe. I have before said that the pipe is

almost indispensable with Indians, where there is to be

any exertion of the mind in private conversation or public

speaking, and that generally but one pipe is used, even in a

numerous company, each one drawing a few whiffs through

it, and passing it on into the hands of his next neighbour.

In this manner they were now seated, and passing the

pipe around as I came in, and took a seat with them.

They were all quite merry at the moment by trying to

sound the " Vive le Boi !" which I had taught them at the

King's table when they were drinking his Majesty's health.

It puzzled them very much, but the adept Jim took it

directly, and as the rest found he had got it they seemed

quite satisfied, thinking most probably that they could

learn it at their pleasure.

" Well, Jim," said I, " what do you think of the King,

Louis Philippe ?" He reached for the pipe, and taking a
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puff or two handed it to the Doctor, and rolling over on to

his back, and drawing up his knees, said, " I think he is a

great man and a verj- gbod man. I believe he is a much
greater chief than the Queen of England, and that he

governs his people much better, because we don't see so

many poor people in the streets—we think that his people

all have enough to eat. His wigwam is very grand and

very bright, and his chickahohboo the best that we have had.

We did not see the King with his fine dress on, but as his

servants all around him were beautifully dressed, like

gentlemen, we know that the King and Queen must look

very elegant when they are in full dress. We saw the

King's two sons, and he told us that his grandson was to be

the King when he dies—now we don't understand this
!"

It seemed that his teacher, Daniel, had overlooked the

doctrine of descents during their close investigations of the

statistics and politics of England, and the poor fellow was

yet quite in the dark to know "how a grandson (a mere
child) would be taken in case of the King's death, instead

of one of his sons, either of whom he said he thought would

make a very good king if he would take a trip for a year

or two, as his father did, on the Mississippi and Missouri,

amongst the different tribes of Indians." This was con-

sidered a pretty clever thing for Jim to say, and it raised

a laugh amongst the Indians ; he was encouraged to go

on, and turned his conversation upon the gold and silver

medals, with which he was very much pleased. They
were delighted with the idea that the King's portrait

was on one side, and that he was to have their names
engraved on the other ; and they were not less delighted

when I told them that the gentleman who had come in

with me and was now sitting by my side, had come from

the King to bear them some other token of his Majesty's

attachment to them. The object of his visit being thus

made known to them, he turned out into the lap of the chief

500 francs to be divided according to their custom. This

of course put a stop to conversations about descents and
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Palaces, &c., for the time, and all went to counting until it

was divided into thirteen parcels, one of which for the inter-

preter. Jeflrey, however, very kindly surrendered his

share, and insisted that they should divide it all amongst

themselves. It was accordingly made into twelve parcels,

each one, old and young, taking an equal share, according

to the Indian mode of dividing in all the tribes I have

visited.

The War-chief rose and addressed the young man who
was commissioned to bear the present to them :

—

" My Friend, we have seen your King (our Great Father) this day, and

our hearts were made glad that we were allowed to see his face. We now
receive the token of his friendship which he has sent through your hands,

and our hearts are again glad. (' How, how, how

!

')

" My Friend, we wish you to say to the King, our Great Father, that

we are thankful for his kindness, and that we shall pray that the Great

Spirit may be kind to him and his children.

" My Friend, we are all much obliged to you, and we shall be glad to

offer you the pipe with us. (' How, how, how! ')"

The pipe was passed a few times around, with some

further anecdotes of their visit to the palace, when the

messenger arose and took leave of them. In counting the

money, Jim had lost his attitude, so there was little more of

the sentimental from him, as the conversation was running

upon the King's bounty, rather than his greatness, or the

splendour of things they had seen during the day. From
the liberal additions to their private purse while in Dublin,

and by what they were now receiving, they were beginning

to feel a little purse proud. Jim was talking of having a

brick house to Live in when he got home, and the Doctor of

heading a war party to go against the Ojibbeways. The
War-chief told him he had better pay his debts first, and

that he had slain enough in his own tribe, without going

amongst his enemies for the purpose. The Little Wolf was

going to get money enough to buy thirty horses, and lead

a war party against his old enemies, the Pawnees; but

Mr. Melody reminded him that he was to go to war no
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more, as he had "buried the tomahawk in his Majesty's

hands."

Thus musing and moralizing on the events of the day, I

left them to their conversation and their pipe, to attend,

myself, where my presence was necessary, in arranging my
collection, and preparing my rooms for their exhibitions.

In this I had a real task—a scene of vexation and delay

that I should wish never to go through again, and of

which a brief account may be of service to any one of my
countrymen who may be going to Paris to open a public

exhibition ; at least, my hints will enable him, if he pays

attention to them, to begin at the right time, and at the

right end of what he has got to do, and to do it to the best

advantage

.

His first step is, for any exhibition whatever, to make his

application to the Prefect of Police for his licence, which is

in all cases doubtful, and in all cases also is sure to require

two or three weeks for his petition to pass the slow routine

of the various offices and hands which it must go through.

If it be for any exhibition that can be construed into an

interference with the twenty or thirty theatre licences, it

may as well not be applied for or thought of, for they will

shut it up if opened.

It is also necessary to arrange in time with the overseer

of the poor, whether he is to take one-eighth or one-fifth of

the receipts for the hospitals —for the hospice, as he is termed,

is placed at the door of all exhibitions in Paris, who carries

oif one-eighth or one-fifth of the daily receipts every night.

It is necessary also, if catalogues are to be sold in the rooms,

to lodge one of them at least two weeks before the exhibi-

tion is to open in the hands of the Commissaire de Police,

that it may pass through the office of the Prefect, and twenty

other officers' hands, to be read, and duly decided that there

is nothing revolutionary in it ; and then to sell them, or to

give them away (all the same), it is necessary for the person

who is to sell, and who alone can sell them, to apply person-

ally to the Commissaire de Police, and make oath that he
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was born in France, to give his age and address, &c , &c.,

before he can take the part that is assigned him. It is then

necessary, when the exhibition is announced, to wait until

seven or eight guards and police, with muskets and bayonets

fixed, enter and unbar the doors, and open them for the

public's admission. It is necessary to submit to their

friendly care during every day of the exhibition, and to pay

each one his wages at night, when they lock up the rooms

and put out the lights. In all this, however, though expen-

sive, there is one redeeming feature. These numbers of

armed police, at their posts, in front of the door, and in the

passage, as well as in the exhibition rooms, give respecta-

bility to its appearance, and preserve the strictest order

and quiet amongst the company, and keep a constant and

vigilant eye to the protection of property. During the time

I was engaged in settling these tedious preliminaries, and

getting my rooms prepared for their exhibition, the Indians

were taking their daily rides, and getting a passing glimpse

of most of the out-door scenes of Paris. They were admitting

parties of distinguished visitors, who were calling upon

them, and occasionally leaving them liberal presents, and

passing their evenings upon their buffalo skins, handing

around the never-tiring pijje, and talking about the King,

and their medals, and curious things they had seen as they

had been riding through the streets. The thing which as

yet amused the Doctor the most was the great number
of women they saw in the streets leading dogs with ribbons

and strings. He said he thought they liked their dogs better

than they did their little children. In London, he said he

had seen some little dogs leading their masters, who were

blind, and in Paris they began to think the first day they

rode out that one half of the Paris women were blind, but

that they had a great laugh when they found that their eyes

were wide open, and that instead of their dogs leading them,

they were leading their dogs. The Doctor seemed puzzled

about the custom of the women leading so many dogs, and

although he did not in any direct way censure them for
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doing it, it seemed to perplex him, and he would sit and

smile and talk about it for hours together. He and Jim

had, at first, supposed, after they found that the ladies were

not blind, that they cooked and ate them, but they were

soon corrected in this notion, and always after remained at

a loss to know what they could do with them.

On one of their drives, the Doctor and Jim, supplied with

a pencil and a piece of paper, had amused themselves by

counting, from both sides of the omnibus, the number of

women they passed, leading dogs in the street, and thus

made some amusement with their list when they got home.

They had been absent near an hour, and driving through

many of the principal streets of the city, and their list stood

thus:

—

Women leading one little dog .... 432
Women leading two little dogs .... 71

W^omen leading three little dogs ... .5

Women with big dogs following (no string) . . 80

Women carrying little dogs .... 20

Women with little dogs in carriages ... 31

The poor fellows insisted on it that the above was a

correct account, and Jim, in his droll way (but I have no

doubt quite honestly), said that " It was not a very good

day either."

I was almost disposed to question the correctness of their

estimate, until I took it into my head to make a similar

one, in a walk I was one day taking, from the Place Ma-
deleine, through a part of the Boulevard, Rue St. Honore,

and Rue Rivoli, and a turn in the garden of the Tuileries.

I saw so many that I lost my reckoning, when I was actually

not a vast way from the list they gave me as above, and

quite able to believe that their record was near to the truth.

While the amusement was going on about the ladies and the

little dogs, Daniel, who had already seen many more of the

sights of Paris than I had, told the Indians that there was a

Dog Hospital and a Dog Market in Paris, both of them curious

places, and well worth their seeing. This amused the
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Doctor and Jim very much. The Doctor did not care for

the Dog Market, but the Hospital he must see. He thought

the hospital must be a very necessary thing, as there were

such vast numbers ; and he thought it would be a good

thing to have an hospital for their mistresses also. Jim

thought more of the market, and must see it in a day or

two, for it was about the time that they should give a feast of

thanksgiving, and " a Dog Feast was always the most accept-

able to the Great Spirit." It was thus agreed all around,

that they should make a visit in a few days to the Dog
Market and the Dog Hospital.

Jim got Daniel to enter the above list in his book as a very

interesting record, and ordered him to leave a blank space

underneath it, in order to record any thing else they might

learn about dogs while in Paris.

Poor Jim ! he was at this time deeply lamenting the loss

of the pleasure he had just commenced to draw from the

' Times ' newspaper, for which he had become a subscriber,

and his old and amusing friend ' Punch,' which Daniel had

been in the habit of entertaining them with, and which he had
been obliged to relinquish on leaving England. His friend

Daniel, however, who was sure always to be by him, parti-

cularly at a late hour in the evenings, relieved him from his

trouble by telling him that there was an English paper

printed in Paris every day, ' Galignani's Messenger,' which

republished nearly all the murders, and rapes, and robberies,

&c. from the ' Times ;
' and also, which would make it doubly

interesting, those which were daily occurring in Paris. Jim

was now built up again, and as he could already read a few

words was the envied of all the party. He was learning

with Daniel and Jeffrey a few words in French also, to which

the others had not aspired ; he could say quite distinctly

^'vive le roi ;" he knew that "bonjour' was " good morning,"

or " how do do ? " that " bon' was " good," that " mauvais" was

"bad," and that "very sick" was ''Men malade." He re-

quested Daniel to get Galignani's paper daily for him, for

which he and the Doctor had agreed to pay equal shares.
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He seemed now quite happy in the opinion that his prospects

for civilization were again upon a proper footing, and the

old Doctor, who profited equally by all of Daniel's readings,

was delighted to lend his ])urse to share in the expense.

Daniel at this moment pulled the last number of Galignani

out of his pocket, the first sight of which pleased them very

much, and after reading several extracts of horrid murders,

highwaif robberies, &c., from the 'Times,' he came aci-oss alittle

thing that amused them,—the great number and length of

the names of the little Prince of Wales, which he reail over

thus:

—

(The author regrets very much that he took no memo-
randum of this, but refers the reader to the London papers

for it.)

There was a hearty laugh by the whole troop when Daniel

got through, but when Mr. Melody repeated the name of a

poor fellow who used to dress deer skins for a living in the

vicinity of St. Louis, they all laughed still more heartily,

and Chippehola set in and laughed also. He had forgotten a

part of this poor fellow's name, but as far as he recollected

of his sign board, it ran thus:

—

'' Haunus, huhbard, lubbard,

lamberd, huih, vandtuih, Peter, Jacobus, Lockamore, Lavendolph,

dresses deer skins of all animals, and in all ways, alum

dressed."

Such was a part of the gossip of an evening, while my days

were occupied in preparing my rooms for the admission of

the public. During this delay, one of the gentlemen

nho visited the Indians most frequently, as his native

countrymen, was Mr. W. Costar, formerly of New York, but

now living in Paris, and whose kind lady invited the whole

party to dine at her house.

The Indians had expressed the greatest pleasure at meet-

ing this American gentleman in Paris, as if they claimed a

sort of kindred to him, and met the invitation as one of great

kindness, and the interview as one in which they were to

feel much pleasure. They were particularly careful in

dressing and preparing for it, and when ready, and the
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time had arrived, Mr. Melody and I accompanied them to

this gentleman's house, where a most sumptuous dinner was

served, and besides his accomplished lady and lovely

daughters, there were several ladies of distinction and of

title, seated, to complete the honours that were to be paid to

the Indians.

It was a matter of great surprise to all the fashionable

guests who were present, that those rude people from the

wilderness, used to take their meals from the ground, were

so perfectly composed and so much at ease at the table,

and managed so well with the knife and fork, and even so

gracefully smiled over their glasses of wine when a lady or

a gentleman proposed the health of any one. Just before

we had finished our dessert, a number of fashionable

ladies, the Countess of L , the Baron and Baroness de

G , and several others who had begun to assemble for

the evening soiree, arrived, and were ushered into the din-

ing room, where they had the curiosity of seeing the Indians

as they were seated in all their trinkets and ranged around

the table ; and from the lips of all escaped the instant ex-

clamations of, " Bless me I what a fine and noble-looking

set of men they are ! How much at ease they seem ! Why,
those are polished gentlemen," &c. &c.

From the dinner table they were invited to the salon,

where a large party had gathered, who were delighted with

the wild and picturesque appearance of the " Peaux Rouges."

The Indians saw some fine dancing and waltzing, and

heard some splendid playing on the piano, and singing.

The Doctor's complete fascination by the playing and

singing of a beautiful young lady was so conspicuous as to

become the principal event of the evening, and after he had

stood and smiled upon her in profound admiration during

her fourth or fifth song, he amused many of the party, and

shocked others, by the extraordinary and unexpected, though

perfectly just remark, that " her voice was as soft and sweet

as that of a wolf!"

This startling compliment I must leave for the estimates
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of the world, mentioning only the two facts, that the Doctor's

totem (or arms) is the wolf; and that in my travels in the

prairies of America I have often thought that the soft, and

plaintive, and silvery tones of the howling ])rairie wolf often-

times surpassed in sweetness the powers of the human voice.

M. Vattemarc, in his kind endeavours to promote the

interest of the Indians, and that of myself, had obtained an

invitation from the Members of the Royal Academy of

Sciences for the Indians to visit them at one of their sittings,

which was a great honour ; but the poor Indians left Paris

without ever having been able to learn how or in what way

that honour arrived. Messrs. Melody and Vattemare and

myself accompanied the whole party to their rooms, and,

being ushered and squeezed and pushed into a dense crowd

of gentlemen, all standing, and where the Indians were not

even offered a seat, they were gazed and scowled at, their

heads and arms felt, their looks and capacities criticised

like those of wild beasts, without being asked a question, or

thanked for the kindness of coming, and where they were

offered not even a glass of cold water. The Indians and

ourselves were thus eyed and elbowed about in this crowd

for half an hour, from which we were all glad to escape,

deciding that it was entirely too scientific for us, and a style

of politeness that we were not perhaps sufficiently acquainted

with duly to appreciate.

The various conjectures about the objects of this visit

were raised after we got home, and they were as curious as

they were numerous. The Indians had reflected upon it with

evident surprise, and repeatedly inquired of M. Vattemare

and myself for what purpose we had taken them there.

M. Vattemare told them that these were the greatest

scientific men of the kingdom. This they did not under-

stand, and he then, to explain, said they were the great

medicine men, the learned doctors, &c. They then took

the hint a little better, and decided alarm with it, for they

said they recollected to have seen in some of their faces,

while examining their heads and arms, decided expressions

VOL. II. U
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of anxiety to dissect their limbs and bones, which they now

felt quite sure would be the case if any of them should die

while in Paris. The War-chief, who seldom had much to say

while speaking of the events of the day, very gravely

observed on this occasion, that " he had been decidedly dis-

pleased, and the chief also, but it woulil be best to say no

more about it, though if any of the party got sick, to take

great care what physicians were called to visit them."

M. Vattemare, in his kind interest for all parties, here

exerted his influence to a little further degree, and per-

suaded the Indians to believe that those distinguished men,

the great philosopher M. Arago and others, who were pre-

sent, would be their warmest friends, but that with these

transcendently great and wise men, their minds and all

their time were so engrossed with their profound studies,

that they had no time or desire to practise politeness; that

they were the eyes which the public used, to look deep into

and through all things strange or new that came to Paris ;

and that the public were after that, polite and civil, in pro-

portion as those learned men should decide that they ought

or ought not to be.

Jim here took a whiff" or two on his pipe, and, turning

over on his back and drawing up his knees and clasping his

hands across his stomach (Plate No. 17), said

—

" We know very well that the King and the Queen and all the royal

family are pleased with us, and are our friends, and if that is not enough to

make us respected we had better go home. We believe that the King is

a much greater man, and a much better man, than any of those we saw

there, and better than the whole of them put together. We know that

there are many kind ])eopIe in this great city who will be glad to shake

our hands in friendship, and there are others who would like to get our

skins, and we think that we saw some such there to-day. We met some
kind people yesterday, where we went to dine—we love those people and

do not fear them. If we should get sick they would be kind to us, and we
think much more of that kind lady and gentleman than we do of all the

great doctors we have seen this day— we hope not to see them any more.

This is the wish of the chiefs, and of our wives and little children, who are

all alarmed about them."

This finished the conversation for the present about the
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learned society, though the impression was one of a most

unfavourable kind on their minds, and was a long time in

wearing away.

The time had at length arrived for the opening of my
collection and the commencement of the illustrations of the

Indians. It had been for some days announced, and the hour

had approached. The visitors were admitted into the rooms

where my numerous collection of 600 paintings and some

thousands of articles of Indian manufactures were subjects of

new and curious interest to examine until the audience were

mostly assembled, when, at a signal, the Indians all entered

the room from an adjoining apartment, advancing to and

mounting the platform, in Indian file, in full dress and paint,

and armed and equipped as if for a battle-field. They
sounded the war-whoop as they came in, and nothing could

exceed the thrill of excitement that ran through the crowd in

every part of the Hall. There was a rush to see who should

get nearest to the platform, and be enabled most closely

to scan " fes Sauvages horribles," " les Peaux Rouges,''^ ou '' les

nouvelles Diables a Paris."

The chief led the party as they entered the room, and,

having ascended the platform, erected the flag of his tribe in

the centre, and in a moment the party were all seated

around it, and lighting their pipe to take a smoke, whilst I

was introducing them and their wives to the audience. This

having been done in as brief a time as possible, they finished

their pipe and commenced their amusements in Paris by

giving the discovery-dance. This curious mode forms a

part and the commencement of the war-dance, and is gene-

rally led off by one of the War- chiefs, who dances forward

alone, pretending to be skulking and hunting for the track

of his enemy, and when he discovers it he beckons on his

warriors, who steal into the dance behind him, and follow

him up as he advances, and pretends at length to discover

the enemy in the distance, ordering all to be ready for the

attack.

q2
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The Doctor was the one who opened the hal on this

occasion, and it was a proud and important moment for him :

not that the fate of nations unborn, or the success of their

enterprise, depended upon the event, but what to him was

perhaps as high an incentive—^that his standing with the

ladies of Paris would probably be regulated for the whole

time they should be there by the sensation he should make

at the first dash. He therefore put on his most confident

smile as he went into the dance : as he tilted about and

pointed out the track where his enemy had gone, he made

signs that the enemy had passed by, and then, beckoning up

his warriors, pointed him out amongst a group of beautiful

ladies who had taken an elevated and conspicuous position

in front. He sounded the war-whoop, and all echoed it as

he pointed towards the ladies, who screamed, and leapt from

their seats, as the Indians' weapons were drawn ! Here was an

excitement begun, and the old Doctor smiled as he turned

his head and his weapons in other directions, and proceeded

with the dance. At the end of its first part their feet all

came to a simultaneous stop, when the Doctor advanced

to the front of the platform, and, brandishing his spear over

the heads of the audience, made the most tremendous boast

of the manner in which he took a prisoner in a battle with

the Pawnees, and drove him home before his horse rather

than take his life : he then plunged into the most agitated

dance alone, and acting out the whole features of his battle in

time to the song and beating of the drum ; and at the close,

rounds of applause awaited him in every part of the crowd.

These the Doctor received with so complaisant a smile of satis-

faction, as he bowed his head gracefully inclined on one side,

that another and another burst of applause, and another

bow and smile, followed ; satisfying him that the path was

cleared before him. He then shook his rattle of deer's

hoofs, and, summoning his warriors, they all united in finish-

ing with full and wild effect this spirited dance. Though
in the midst of a dancing country, their mode of dancing
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was quite new, and was evidently calculated to amuse, from

the immense applause that was given them at the end of

their first effort.

The dancers had now all taken their seats, except the

Doctor, who was lingering on his feet, and had passed his

spear into his left hand, evidently preparing to push his ad-

vantage a little further with the ladies, by making a speech,

as soon as silence should be sufficiently restored to enable

him to be heard. This little delay might or might not

liave been a fortunate occurrence for the Doctor, for it

afforded Jim an opportunity to remind him how ijiuch he

had lost by his last two or three speeches, which so com-

pletely put him out, that he sat down, apparently well

pleased and satisfied with what ho had already accomplished.

My kind friend M. Vattemare, who had now become

a great favourite of the Indians, went forward, and

offered them his hand to encourage them, assuring them of

the great pleasure the audience were taking, and encou-

raging them to go on with all the spirit they could, as there

were some of the most distinguished people of Paris

present—the Minister of the Interior and his lady, the

Prefet de Police, several foreign ambassadors, and a num-
ber of the editors of the leading journals, who were taking

notes, and would speak about them in the papers the next

morning.

The eagle-dance was now announced to the audience as

the next amusement; and after a brief description of it,

the Little TVolf sprang upon his feet, and sounding his

eagle whistle, and shaking the eagle's tail in his left

hand, while he brandished his tomahawk in his right,

he commenced. His fellow-warriors were soon engaged

with him, and all excited to the determination to make
" a hit." As after the first, they were complimented by
rounds of applause, and sat down to their pipe with peculiar

satisfaction. The War-chief took the first few whiffs upon
it, and, rising, advanced to the front of the platform, and in

the most dignified and graceful attitude that the orator
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could assume, extended his right hand over the heads of the

audience, and said

—

" My Friends,— It gives us great pleasure to see so many pleasant faces

before us to-night, and to learn from your applause that you are amused

with our dances. We are but children ; we live in the woods, and are igno-

rant, and you see us.here as the Great Spirit made us; and our dances are

not like the dances of the French people, whom we have been told dance

the best of any people in the world. (' How, how, how !' and immense

applause.)

" My Friends,—We come here not to teach you to dance—(a roar of

applause and laughter)—we come here not to teach you anything, for you

are a great deal wiser than we, but to show you how we red people look

and act in the wilderness, and we shall be glad some nights to go and see

how the French people dance. (Great applause and ' How, how, how!')

" My Friends,—We are happy that the Great Spirit has kept us alive

and well, and that we have been allowed to see the face of our Great

Father your King. We saw him and your good Queen, and the little boy

who will be king, and they all treated us with kind hearts, and we feel

thankful for it. (' How, how, how!')
" My Friends,—We have crossed two oceans to come here, and we

have seen no village so beautiful as Paris. London, where the Saganoshes

live, is a large village, but their wigwams are not so beautiful as those in

Paris, and in their streets there are too many people who seem to be very

poor and hungry. (' How, hoiv, how!)
" My Friends,—I have no more to say at present, only, that, when my

young men have finished their dances, we shall be glad to shake hands w ith

you all, if you desire it." ("How, how, how!")

The old man resumed his seat and his pipe amidst a din

of applause ; and at this moment several trinkets and pieces

of money were tossed upon the platform from various parts

of the room.

After the eagle-dance they strung their bows, and, sling-

ing their quivers upon their backs, commenced shooting at

the target for prizes. The hall in which their dances were

given was so immensely large that they had a range of

150 feet to throw their arrows at their targets, which

formed by no means the least amusing and exciting part of

their exhibitions. Their ball-sticks were also taken in

hand, and the ball, and their mode of catching and throwing

it, beautifully illustrated. After this, and another dance,

a general shake of the hands took place, and a promenade
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of the Indians through the vast space occupied by my collec-

tion. They retired from the rooms and the crowd in fine

glee, having made their debut in Paris, about which they had

had great anxiety, somebody having told them that the

French people would not be pleased with their dancing, as

they danced so well themselves.

The Indians being gone, / became the lion, and was aslied

for in every part of the rooms. The visitors were now ex-

amining my numerous works, and all wanted to see me. My
friend M. Vattemare was by my side, and kindly pre-

sented me to many gentlemen of the press, and others of

his acquaintance, in the rooms. There were so many who

said they were waiting " for the honour," &c., that I was

kept until a very late hour before I could leave the room.

There were a number of fellow-artists present, who took

pleasure in complimenting me for the manner in which my
paintings were executed ; and many others for my persever-

ance and philanthropy in having laboured thus to pre-

serve the memorials of these dying people. I was compli-

mented on all sides, and bowed, and was bowed to, and

invited by cards and addresses left for me. So / went

home, as well as the Indians, elated with the pleasing con-

viction that mine was a " hit," as well as theirs.

The leading journals of the next day were liberal in their

comments upon the Indians and my collection, pronouncing

my labours of great interest and value, and the exhibition

altogether one of the most extraordinary interest ever

opened in Paris, and advising all the world to see it.*

Thus were we started in the way of business after the first

night's exhibition, and that after remaining there just one

month before we could meet and pass all the necessary

forms and get quite ready.

See critical notices of the French Press, Appendix to vol. i. p. 239,
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CHAPTER XXVI.

Indians at Madame Greene's party—Their ideas of waltzing—The Doctor's

admiration of the young ladies—The King's fete, first of May—Indians

in the Palace—Royal Family in the balcony—Grand and sublime scene

on the river—Indians in a crowd of nobility in the Due d'Aumale's apart-

ments—Messenger to Indians' apartments with gold and silver medals-

Medals to the women and children—Consequent difficulties—Visit to

the Hospital of Invalids—Place Concorde—Column of Luxor—The

fountains—Visit to the Triumphal Arch—Jim's description of an ugly

woman—Victor Hugo—Madame Georges Sands—Indians visit the

Louvre—M. de Cailleux—Baron de Humboldt—Illness of the wife of

Little Wolf—A phrenologist visits the Indians—The phrenologist's head

examined—Two Catholic priests visit the Indians—Indians visit the

Garden of Plants—Alarm of the birds and animals—The " poor prisoner

bufialo"—Visit to the Salk mix Vins—Astonishment of the Indians

—

The war-whoop

—

Chickabobboo—Cafes explained—Indians visit Pere

la Chaise—A great funeral—A speech over the grave—Hired mourners

—Visit the School ofMedicine—and " DupuytrerCs Room"—Excitement

of the Doctor—Visit to the Foundling Hospital—Astonishment and

pity of the Indians—Entries in Jim's note-book, and Doctor's remarks

—

Visit the Guillotine—Indians' ideas of hanging in England, and be-

heading in France—Curious debate—Visit to the Dog Market—Jim's

purchase and difficulty—The Dog Hospital—Alarm of the " petites

malades"—Retreat

—

Bobasheela arrives from London—Great rejoicing

—Jim's comments on the Frenchwomen—The little foundlings and the

little dogs.

Having thus commenced upon our operations in the Salle

Valentino, it was thought best to change the lodgings of the

Indians to some point more near to the place of their exhi-

bitions, and rooms were at length procured for them in the

same building with their hall, and communicating with it.

To these apartments they were removed, and arrangements

were made for two open carriages to drive them an hour

each day for their recreation and amusement. By this

arrangement we had the sights of Paris before us, and easily
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within our reach, to be visited at our leisure. Our exhibi-

tions were given each night from eight to ten, and each

afternoon from one to thVee o'clock ; so that they had the

mornings for sight-seeing, and their evenings, from ten to

twelve, to visit the theatres or parties, whenever they were

invited and felt disposed to attend.

The first evening-party they were invited to attend in

Paris was that of the lady of Mr. Greene, the American

banker. They were there ushered into a brilliant blaze of

lamps, of beauty, and fashion, composed chiefly of Americans,

to whom they felt the peculiar attachment of countrymen,

though of a different complexion, and anywhere else than

across the Atlantic would have been strangers to.

They were received with great kindness by this polite and

excellent lady and her daughters, and made manj' pleasing

acquaintances in her house. The old Doctor had luckily

dressed out his head with his red crest, and left at home

his huge head-dress of horns and eagles' quills, which would

have been exceedingly unhandy in a squeeze, and subjected

him to curious remarks amongst the ladies. He had loaded

on all his wampum and other ornaments, and smiled away

the hours in perfect happiness, as he was fanning himself

with the tail of a war-eagle, and bowing his head to the

young and beautiful ladies who were helping him to lemon-

ade and blanc-mange, and to the young men who were in-

viting him to the table to take an occasional glass of the

" Queen s chickabobboo." Their heavy buffalo robes were

distressing to them (said the Doctor) in the gi-eat heat of

the rooms, " but then, as the ladies were afraid of getting

paint on their dresses, they did not squeeze so hard against

us as they did against the other people in the room, so we

did not get so hot as we might have been."

It amused the Doctor and Jim very much to see the

gentlemen take the ladies by the waist when they were

dancing with them, probably never having seen waltzing

before. They were pleased also, as the Doctor said, with

" the manner in which the ladies showed their beautifal
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white necks and arms, but they saw several that they

thought had better been covered." " The many nice and

sweet and frothy little things that the ladies gave them in

tea-saucers to eat, with little spoons, were too sweet, and

they did not like them much ; and in coming away they

were sorry they could not find the good lady to thank her,

the crowd was so great ; but the ckickabobloo (champagne),

which was very good, was close to the door, and a young

man with yellow hair and moustaches kept pouring it out

until they were afraid, if they drank any more, some of the

poor fellows who were dancing so hard would get none."

The scene they witnessed that night was truly very

brilliant, and afforded them theme for a number of pipes of

gossip after they got home.

It has been said, and very correctly, that there is no end

to the amusements of Paris, and to the Indians, to whose

sight every thing was new and curious, the term, no doubt,

more aptly applied than to the rest of the world. Of those

never-ending sights there was one now at hand which was

promising them and " aU the world " a fund of amusement,

and the poor fellows were impatient for its arrival. This

splendid and all-exciting affair was the King's fete on the

1st of May, his birthday as some style it, though it is not

exactly such, it is the day fixed upon as the annual cele-

bration of his birth. This was, of course, a holiday to the

Indians, as well as for everybody else, and I resolved to

spend the greater part of it with them.

Through the aid of some friends I had procured an

order to admit the party of Indians into the apart-

ments of the Duke d'Aumale in the Tuileries, to witness

the grand concert in front of the Palace, and to see the

magnificent fireworks and illumination on the Seine at

night. We had the best possible position assigned us in

the wing of the Palace, overlooking the river in both

directions, up and down, bringing all the bridges of the

Seine, the Deputies, and Invalides, and other public build-

ings, which were illuminated, directly under our eyes.
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During the day, Mr. Melody, and Jeffrey, and Daniel had

taken, as they called it, "a grand drive," to inspect the

various places of amusement, and the immense concourse of

people assembled in them. Of these, the Barrieres, the

Champs Elysecs, &c., they were obliged to take but a passing

glance, for to have undertaken to stop and to mix with the

dense crowds assembled in them would have been dangerous,

even to their lives, from the masses of people who would

have crowded upon them. The Indians themselves were

very sagacious on this point, and always judiciously kept at

a reasonable distance on such occasions. It was amusement

enough for them during the day to ride rapidly about and

through the streets, anticipating the pleasure they were to

have in the evening, and taking a distant view from their

carriages, of the exciting emulation of the Mai/-pole, and a

glance at the tops of the thousand booths, and "flying

ships," and "merry-go-rounds" of the Champs Elysees.

At six o'clock we took our carriages and drove to the

Tuileries, and, being conducted to the splendid apart-

ments of the Duke d'Aumale, who was then absent from

Paris, we had there, from the windows looking down upon

the Seine and over the Quartier St. Germain, and the

windows in front, looking over the garden of the Tuileries

and Place Concorde, the most general and comprehensive

view that was to be had from any point that could have

been selected. Under our eyes in front, the immense area

of the garden of the Tuileries was packed with human
beings, forming but one black and dotted mass of some

hundreds of thousands who were gathered to listen to the

magnificent orchestra of music, and to see and salute with

" Vive le Roi !" " Vive la Reine !" and " Vive le Comte de

Paris !" the Royal Family as they appeared in the balcony.

Though it appeared as if every part of the gardens was

filled, there was still a black and moving mass pouring

through Rue Hivoli, Rue Castiglione, Rue Royale, and

Place Concorde, all concentrating in the garden of the

Tuileries. This countless mass of human beings continued
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to gather until the hour when their Majesties entered

the balcony, and then, all hats off, there was a shout

as vast and incomputable as the mass itself of " Vive le

Roi!—Vive le Roi!—Vive la Reine !—Vive le Comte de

Paris !" The King then, with his chapeau in his hand,

bowed to the audience in various directions; so did her

Majesty the Queen and the little Comte de Paris. The
band then struck up the national air, and played several

pieces, while the Royal Family were seated in the balcony,

and the last golden rays of the sun, that was going behind

the Arc de Triomphe, was shining in their faces. Their

Majesties then retired as the twilight was commencing, and

the vast crowd began to move in the direction of the Seine,

the Terrace, and Place Concorde, to witness the grand scene

of illumination and " feu d'artifice " that was preparing on

the river.

As the daylight disappeared, the artificial light commenced

to display its various characters, and the Indians began to

wonder. This scene was to be entirely new to them, and

the reader can imagine better than I can explain what was

their astonishment when the King's signal rocket was fired

from the Tuileries, and in the next moment the whole river,

as it were, in a blaze of liquid fire, and the heavens burst

asunder with all their luminaries falling in a chaos of flames

and sparkling fire to the earth ! The incessant roar and flash

of cannons lining the shore of the river, and the explosion

of rockets in the air, with the dense columns of white, and

yellow, and blue, and blood-red smoke, that were rising

from the bed of the river, and all reflected upon the surface

of the water, heightened the grandeur of its effect, and

helped to make it unlike anything on earth, save what we

might imagine to transpire in and over the deep and yawn-

ing crater of a huge volcano in the midst of its midnight

eruption.

This wonderful scene lasted for half an hour, and when
the last flash died away, all eyes like our own seemed to

turn away from the smoking desolation that seemed to be
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left below, and the dense mass was dividing and pouring

off in streams through the various streets and avenues,

some seeking their homes with their little children, and

hundreds of thousands of others, to revel away the night

amidst the brilliant illuminations and innocent amusements

of the Champs Elysees.

We turned our eyes at that moment from the scene, and,

in turning around, found ourselves blockaded by a phalanx

of officers in gold lace and cocked hats, and ladies, attaches

of the royal household. Deputies, Peers of France, and other

distinguished guests of the Royal Family, who had been

viewino- the scene from other windows of the Palace, and

had now gathered in our rooms to look at " les Pcaux

Rouges.'" ]\Iy good friend M. Vattemare was present on

this occasion, and of great service to us all, as there were in

this crowd the incumbents of several high offices under the

Crown, and others of distinction with whom he was acquainted,

and to whom he introduced us all, converting the rooms and

the crowd in a little time into a splendid soiree, where conver-

sation and refreshments soon made all easy and quite happy.

The servants of the Duke's household conducted us into

the several apartments, explaining the paintings and other

works of art, and also took us into the Duke's bedchamber,

where were the portraits of himself and the Duchess, and

others of the Royal Family. There was, we learned, in another

part of the Palace, a grand bal on that evening, and that

accounted for the constant crowds of fashionable ladies and

gentlemen who were pouring into our apartments, and who

would have continued to do so in all probability for the

greater part of the night had we not taken up the line of

march, endeavouring to make our way to our carriages on

our way home. This was for some time exceedingly difficult,

as we had a succession of rooms and halls to pass through

before we reached the top of the staircase, all of which were

filled with a dense mass of ladies and gentlemen, who had

got information that the loway Indians were in the Duke's

apartments, and were then making their way there to get a
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peep at them. We crowded and squeezed through this

mass as well as we could, and were all laughing at Jim's

remarks as we passed along. He thought the people had

all left the King and Queen to see the Indians. " Come see

Ingins " (said he in English) " at Salle Valentino—see em
dance—better go back, see King, see Queen— Ingins no

good." Mr. Melody gave the poor fellow the first idea that

his words were thrown away, as these people were all French,

and did not understand English ; so Jim said, " I spose em
no buy Bible then?" and began to whistle. We soon

descended the gi-and escalier, and, taking our carriages,

were in a few minutes entering the Indians' apartments in

Salle Valentino.

Jim got home a little provoked, as the Doctor was show-

ing a very handsome eyeglass which had been presented to

him : two or three of the women had also received presents

in money and trinkets, but Jim's wife, as well as himself,

was amongst the neglected or overlooked. He then took

out of his pouch and throwing it down upon the table one of

his beautiful gilt bound little Bibles, and said, " Me no sell

em." " Did you try, Jim ?" " Yes, me try em, but me no sell

em—folks call em Onglaise. Onglaise no good, I guess, I no

seU em." Poor Jim! he looked quite chapfallen at the

moment, and much more so when Daniel afterwards told

him that he ought to have had an auction or other sale of

his Bibles before he left England, fur the French didn't care

much about Bibles, and if they did they wouldn't buy his, for

they were in the English language, which they could not

read. Jim's regrets were now very great, to think they had

so little oversight as to come away without thinking to make

some conversion of them into ready cash. Daniel told him,

however, that he thought there would be nothing lost on

them, as they would sell better in America than they would

have sold in England, and he had better pack them away

until they went home.

The conversation running upon Bibles, Jim was asked,

as there was some sympathy expressed for him, how many
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he and his wife had, to which he replied, " I no know—

I

guess a heap." It was in a few moments ascertained more

correctly from his wife, who had the immediate charge of

them, that they had twenty-eight, and the account soon

returned from the whole party, that in all they had received

about 120 since they arrived in England.

They took their suppers, which were ready when they

got back, and their cliichabohloo (vin rouge) with their pipe,

and engaged M. Vattemare for some time to explain the

meaning of the many beautiful decorations they had seen

worn on the breasts and shoulders of the officers they had

met in the palace. The explanations of these things pleased

them very much : as to the fireworks, they said that was such

great medicine to them, that they did not care about talking

on the subject until they had taken more time to think.

Just as M. Vattemare and I were about to leave the

room, I found Jim and the Doctor interrogating Daniel

about the " big guns that spoke so loud : they thought

they must have very large mouths to speak so strong," and

were anxious to see them. Daniel told them that those

which made the loudest noise were at the Hospital of the

Invalides, and it was then agreed that they should go there

the next day to see them.

Jim said they had all been delighted at what Daniel read

in his paper about their going before the King and Queen,

and that he must be sure to bring the paper at an early

hour the next morning, to let them hear what was said

about the Indians being in the palace the second time, and

in the rooms of the Duke, to see the fireworks.

The rest of their evening was taken up in " thinking

"

on what they had seen, and the next morning, as he had

promised, Daniel came in with the paper and read a long

account of the amusements of the day and evening, and also

of the hundreds of thousands in the crowd who moved
along in front of the Duke d'Aumale's apartments to look

at the Indians, in preference to look at the King and the

Queen. It was decided (as he read) that the crowd was
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niu^h more dense and remained at a much later hour in

front of that wing of the palace than in front of the balcony,

where the Royal Family and the orchestra of music were.

This pleased them all very much ; and after their breakfasts,

while they were yet in this cheerful train of feelings, the

young man who had brought them the money from the King
made his appearance, and I was instantly sent for. On
arriving I was informed by him that he had coma from his

Majesty with the gold and silver medals, to be presented

in his Majesty's name to each one individually. This an-

nounced, the Indians of course put all other occupations

aside, and, being all seated on the floor, at the request

of the chief, the medals were called out by the inscriptions

on them and presented accordingly. The first presented

was a gold medal to White Cloud, the chief: the inscription

on the back of it read thus :

—

" Donn^ a Mu-hu-she-haiu, par le Roi : 184.'5."

The next presented was to the War-chief—a gold medal

of equal size, and inscription in the same form. Silver

medals, of equal size with inscriptions, were then presented

to all the warriors and women and children. This last part

of the list, women and children, seemed to startle them a

little. The idea of women and children receiving medals

was entirely new to them, and put them quite at a stand.

There was no alternative but to take them, and be thank-

ful for them; but it seemed curious enough to them—

a

subject not to be named, however, until the messenger had

departed with their thanks to his Majesty for his kindness.

This was done by the War-chief, and the gentleman de-

parted.

The old Doctor and Wa-ton-ye, the two unmarried men of

the party, were the only ones who seemed to show anything

like decided dissatisfaction in their faces, though Jim and

Little Wolf were fumbling theirs over in their fingers, evi-

dently in a struggle of feeling whether to be dissatisfied or

not. The Little Wolf was a warrior of decided note, who
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had taken several scalps, and his wife had never taken one,

and yet her medal was ecjual to his own ; however, by the

operation he had got two medals instead of one. Jim felt

a little touched, and, though never having done much more

in war than his squaw had, was preparing to make a great

harangue on the occasion, and even rolled over on his back,

and drew up his knees, for the jmrpose, but, taking the

shining metal from his wife's hands, and placing it by the

side of his own, he thought they would form a beautiful

ornament, both hanging together, symbolic of an affectionate

husband and wife, and he was silent. The poor old Doctor,

though, who had taken one prisoner certain,, and possibly some

scalps, and (as the old War-chief had one day told him) un-

doubtedly " many lives," who could only dangle one medal

(having no wife), and that one no better than those given

to the women and children, lost all traces of the complaisant

smiles that had shone on his face a little time before, and,

rising suddenly up, and wrapping his robe around him, he

found his way to the house-top, where he stood in silent gaze

upon the chimneys and tiles, more suited to the medita-

tions that were running through his troubled mind. Wa-

ton-ya, in the mean time, with smothered feelings that no

one ever heard vent given to, hung his with its tri-coloured

ribbon upon a nail in the wall just over his head, and, draw-

ing his buffalo robe quite over him, hid his face, and went

to sleep.

White Cloud and the War-chief sat during the while,

with their families hanging about their shoulders and knees,

well pleased, and smiling upon the brightness of his Ma-

jesty's familiar features in shining gold, as they turned their

medals around in various lights. Theirs were of a more

precious metal, and each, from the number of his family

with him, became the owner of three, instead of one, over

which the poor Doctor was yet pondeiing on the house-top,

as he stood looking off towards the mountains and prairies.

When their carriages were at the door, to make their

visit to the Hopital des Invalides, as promised the night
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before, the Doctor was unwilling to break the charm of

his contemplations, and Wa-ton-ye could not be waked, and

the rest drove off in good cheer and delight. They hung

their medals on their necks, suspended by their tri-coloured

ribbons, the meaning of which having been explained to

them, and they were soon at the mouths of the huge cannon,

whose " big mouths" had " spoken so loudly" the night

before.

After taking a good look at them, and getting something

of their curious history, they entered that wonderful and most

noble institution, an honour to the name of its founder and to

the country that loves and upholds it, the Hospital of Invalids.

Nothing on earth could have struck these people as more

curious and interesting (a race of warriors themselves) than

this institution, with its 3800 venerable inmates, the living

victims of battles, wounded, crippled, fed, and clothed, and

made happy, the living evidences of the human slaughter

that must have taken place in the scenes they had been

through. If this scene convinced them of the destructive-

ness of civilized modes of warfare, it taught them an useful

lesson of civilized sympathy for those who are the unfortu-

nate victims of war and carnage.

The moral that was drawn from this day's visit was an

important one to them, and I took the opportunity, and

many others afterwards, to impress it upon their minds. It

pleased them to hear that these old veterans, with one leg

and one arm, were the very men who were chosen to come

to the big guns, and fire them off, on the day of the King's

fete—the same guns that they fought around, and over, when

they were taking them from the enemies.

Returning from the " Invalides," our carriages were stopped

in Place Concorde for a view of the beautiful fountains

playing, which pleased and astonished them, as they do all

foreigners who pass. The Egyptian obelisk column of Luxor,

of seventy-two feet, in one solid piece of granite, and brought

from Egypt to Paris, was shown and explained to them,

and our carriage driven to the ground where the guillotine
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had stood on which the blood of Kings and Queens had been

shed, and where the father of Louis Philippe was beheaded.

These extraordinary and almost incredible facts of history,

and that so recent, filled their minds with amazement, and

almost with incredulity. Our drive that day was continued

through the broad avenue of the Champs Elysees to the

triumphal arch at the Barriere d'Etoile, and our view from

the top of it was one of the finest they thought in the

world. We were not quite as high as when we were on the

tower of the York cathedral, but the scene around us was

far more picturesque and enchanting.

When we returned we found the old Doctor and Wa-
ton-ye seated upon their buffalo robes, and playing at cards,

quite in good humour, and their medals put away, as if

nothing had happened to put them out. They were much
amused at the descriptions of what the others had seen, and

particularly so at Jim's description of an ugly woman he

saw on top of the Arc de Triomphe, and who followed him

around, he said, and looted him in the face until he was

frightened. Here the Doctor, who had been out of humour,

and was disposed to be a little severe on Jim, replied that " it

was laughable for such an ill-looking, big-mouthed fellow

as him to be talking about any one's ill looks, and to be

alarmed at any one's ugliness, looking out over such a set of

features as he had on the lower part of his face." Jim,

however, having two medals, took but little notice of the

Doctor's severity, but proceeded to tell about the ugly

woman he saw. He said, " her eyes had all the time two

white rings clear around them, and the end of her nose turn-

ing up, as if she had always smcUcd something bad, had

pulled her upper-lip up so high that she could not shut her

mouth or cover her teeth. She had two great rows of

teeth, and there was black all between them, as if a charge

of gunpowder had gone off in her mouth, and her skin was

as white as snow, e.xcepting on her cheeks, and there it was

quite red, like a rose."
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'• Stop, stop, Jim," said I, " let me write that down

before you go any further."

But this was all. He said he could not bear to look at

her, and therefore he did not examine her any further. He
also made some fun about two English ladies, who were up

there when they were on the Arc de Triomphe. He said,

" he had sat down by the side of the railing with his wife,

whei-e these ladies came to them. One of them asked if

they could speak English, to which he made no reply, but

shook his head. He said they had a great many things to

say about him, and one of them wanted to feel his face (his

chin, he supposed), to see if he had any beard ; and when

she did not find any, she said something which he did not

understand, but he said it tickled them very much, and

then he said she put her hand on his shoulder, which was

naked, and took hold of his arm, and said several things,

about which they had a great deal of laugh, which he un-

derstood, and which he would not like to mention, for his

wife did not understand them, and he did not wish her to

know what they were laughing about."

The hour having approached for their afternoon's exhibi-

tion, the conversation was here broken oif. I was, however,

obliged to delay a few minutes for some account they wished

me to give them of the guillotine, which I had spoken of

while in the Place Concorde. I briefly described it to them,

and they all expressed a wish to go some day and see it,

and I promised to take them.

The exhibition in the afternoon was attended by many
more fashionable ladies and gentlemen than that of the even-

ing ; and so many carriages driving up to the dooi-, in a plea-

sant day, was always sure to put the Doctor into the best of

humour, and generally, when he was in such a mood, there

would be wit and drollery enough in him, and his good

friend Jim, to influence the whole group. They were

usually in good spirits, and, when so, were sure to please

;

and thus were they on that, the first of their morning's
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entertainments ; and it happened luckily, for we had in the

rooms some of the most fashionable and literary personages

of Paris—amongst thes'e, the famous writers, Victor Hwjo,

Madame Georges Sands, and several others, to whom the

Indians and myself were personally introduced.

The old Doctor was told by M. Vattemare, who was

a^ain there, to do his best, and all did their parts admirably

well, and much to the astonishment of the ladies, several of

which old dames I found had really supposed, until now,

that the "sauvaffes" were little more than wild beasts.

After the Indians had finished their amusements and retired

from the rooms, / was left lion again and " lord of all the

visitors were now surveying." Then it was that my em-

barrassment came, losing in a great measure the pleasure

that I could have drawn from the society of such persons

who came to praise, by not speaking the French language.

However, I had generally the benefit of my friend M.
Vattemare or others around me ready to help me through

the difficulty. It gave me daily pleasure to find that my
works were highly applauded by the press, as well as by

personal expressions in the room, and in all the grades of

society to which I was then being invited.

Our second evening soon approached, and we found the hall

fashionably filled again,- and of course the Indians, though in

a strange country, in good spirits and gratified, as their very

appearance while entering the room got them rounds of

applause. After their exhibition was over in the usual

way I got 7nr/ applause, and so our mutual efforts were daily

and nightly made to instruct and amuse the Parisians,

which I shall always flatter myself we did to a considerable

extent.

While our exhibitions were now in such a train, we were

studying how to make the most valuable use of our extra

time, by seeing the sights of Paris and its environs.

The Louvre was one of the first objects of our attention

;

and having procured an order from the Director to visit it
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on a private day, we took an early hour and made our entry

into it. Wc were received by the Director with kindness,

and he conducted the party the whole way through the dif-

ferent galleries, pointing out and explaining to them and to

us the leading and most interesting things in it.

The Director, M. de Cailleux, had invited several of

his distinguished friends to meet him on the occasion, and

it was to them, as well as to us, interesting to see the In-

dians under such circumstances, where there was so much
to attract their attention and calculated to surprise them.

M. Vattemare was with us on this occasion, and of very

great service in his introductions and interpretations for

us. Amongst the distinguished persons who were pre-

sent, and to whom I was introduced on the occasion, was

the Baron de Humboldt. He accompanied us quite

through the rooms of the Louvre, and took a great deal of

interest in the Indians, having seen and dealt with so many
in the course of his travels. I had much conversation with

him, and in a few days after was honoured by him with a

private visit to my rooms, when I took great pleasure in

explaining the extent and objects of my collection.

The view of the Louvre was a great treat to the Indians,

who had had but little opportunity before of seeing works

of art. In London we thought we had showed them all

the sights, but had entirely forgotten the exhibitions of paint-

ings ; and I believe the poor fellows had been led to think,

before they saw the Louvre, that mine was the greatest

collection of paintings in the world. They had a great deal

of talk about it when they got home and had lit their pipe.

The one great objection they raised to it was, that " it was

too long—-there were too many things to be seen ; so many
that they said they had forgotten all the first before they got

through, and they couldn't think of them again." There

was one impression they got while there, however—^that no

length of room or number of pictures would easily eradi-

cate from their memories, the immense number of marks of
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bullets on the columns of the portico, and even inside of the

building, shot through the windows in the time of the "Revo-

lution of Jul}^ This api^alling scene was described to them

on the spot by M. Vatteraare, which opened their eyes to an

historical fact quite new to them, and of which they soon

taxed him and me for some further account.

The poor fellows at this time were beginning to sym-

pathize wita the noble fellow the Little Wolf whose wife had

been for some weeks growing ill, and was now evidently de-

clining with symptoms of quick consumption. The buoyant

spirits of the good and gallant fellow seemed to be giving

way to apprehensions; and although he joined in the

amusements, he seemed at times dejected and unhappy.

There were days when her symptoms seemed alarming, and

then she would rally and be in the room again in all the

finery of her dress and trinkets, but was evidently gradually

losing strength and flesh, and decided by her physician to

be in a rapid decline. She was about this time advised to

keep to her chamber and away from the excitement of the

exhibition and sight-seeing, in which the rest of the party

were daily engaged,

By this time the loways had made so much noise in

Paris that they were engaging the attention of the scientific,

the religious, and the ethnologic, as well as the mere curious

part of the world, and daily and almost hourly applications

were being made to Mr. Melody and myself for private

interviews with them for the above purposes. We were

disposed to afford every facility in our power in such cases,

but in all instances left the Indians to decide who they

would and who they would not see.

Amongst those applicants there was a phrenologist, who

had been thrusting himself into their acquaintance as much
as possible in their exhibition rooms, and repeatedly solicit-

ing permission to go to their private rooms to make some

scientific examinations and estimates of their heads, to

which the Indians had objected, not understanding the

meaing or object of his designs. He had become very ini-
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portunate however, and, having brought them a number of

presents at different times, it was agreed at Mr. Melod)''s

suggestion, one day, as the quickest way of getting rid of

him, that he should be allowed to come up. Wo conversed

with the Indians, and assured them that there was not the

slightest chance of harm, or witchcraft, or anything of the

kind about it, and they agreed to let him come in. They
had a hearty laugh when he came in, at Jim's wit, who said

to him, though in Indian language that he didn't understand,

"If you will shut the door now, you will be the ugliest-

looking man in the whole room." This was not, of course,

translated to the phrenologist, who proceeded with his ex-

aminations, and commenced on Jim's head first. Jim felt a

little afraid, and considerably embarrassed also, being the

first one called upon to undergo an operation which he

knew so little about, or what was to be the result of. Stout,

and warlike, and courageous as he was, he trembled at the

thought of a thing that he could not yet in the least appre-

ciate, and all were looking on and laughing at him for his

embarrassment. The phrenologist proceeded, feeling for

the bumps around his head, and, stopping once in a

while to make his mental deductions, would then run his

fingers along again. Jim's courage began to rally a little,

seeing that there was to be nothing more than that sort of

manipulation, and he relieved himself vastly by turning a

little of his wit upon the operator, for a thing that looked

to him so exceedingly ridiculous and absurd, by telling him
" I don't think you'll find any in my head ; we Indians shave

a great part of our hair off, and we keep so much oil in the

rest of it, that they won't live there : you will find much

more in white men's heads, who don't oil their hair." This

set the whole party and all of us in a roar, and Jim's head

shook so as to embarrass the operator for a little time.

When he got through, and entered his estimates in his book,

Jim asked him " if he found anything in his head ?" to which

ho replied in the affirmative. Placing his fingers on " self-

esteem,'" he said there was great fulness there. "Well," said
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Jim, " I'm much obliged to j'ou : I'll set my wife to look there

by and by. And now," said Jim, "take the old Doctor

here : his head is full of em." By this time Jim's jokes had

got us all into a roar of laughter, and the Doctor was in the

chair, and Jim looking on to see what he could discover.

White Cloud thought Jim had cracked his jokes long

enough, and as they had all laughed at them, he considered

it most respectful now to let the man go through with it. So

he finished with the Doctor and then with White Cloud and

the War-chief, and when he came to the women they posi-

tively declined.

Jim, having been rebuked for laughing too much, had
stopped suddenly, and, instantly resolving to try his jokes

upon the poor man in another mood, assumed, as he easily

could, the most treacherous and assassin look that the

human face can put on, and asked the phrenologist if he

was done, to Avhich he replied "Yes." " Now," said Jim,
" we have all waited upon you and given you a fair chance,

and I now want you to sit down a minute and let me exa-

mine your head ;" at the same time drawing; his long scalp-

ing knife out from his belt, and wiping its blade as he laid

it in a chair by the side of him. The phrenologist, having

instantly consented, and just taking possession of the chair

as he was drawing his knife out, could not well do otherwise

than sit still for Jim's operations, though he was evidently

in a greater trepidation than he had put Jim into by the

first experiment that was made. Jim took the requisite

time in his manipulations to crack a few jokes more among
his fellow Indians upon the quackery of his patient, and then

to let him up, telling him, for the amusement of those around,

that "his face looked very pale" (which by the way was

the case), "and that he found his head very full of them."

The phrenologist was a good-natured sort of man, and,

only partially understanding their jokes, was delighted to get

off with what he had learned, without losing his scalp lock,

which it would seem as if he had apprehended at one

moment to have been in some danger. As he was leaving
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the room, Daniel came in, announcing that there were two

Catholic clergymen in the room below, where they had been

waiting half an hour to have some talk with the Indians.

" Let them up," says Jim ;
"1 will make a speech to them :"

at which the old Doctor sprang up. "There," said he,

" there's my robe ; lay down quick." The Doctor's wit raised

a great laugh, but, when a moment had blown it away, Mr.

Melody asked the chief what was his wish, whether to see

them or not. " Oh yes," said he (but rather painfully, and

with a sigh) ; "yes, let them come in : we are in a strange

country, and we don't wish to make any enemies : let them

come up." They were then conducted up and spent half

an hour in pleasant conversation with the chiefs, without

questioning them about their religion, or urging their own

religion upon them. This pleased the Indians very much,

and, finding them such pleasant and social good-natured

men, they felt almost reluctant to part company with them.

Each of them left a handsome Bible as presents, and took

affectionate leave.

After they had left, the Indians had much talk about

them, and were then led to think of " the good people," the

Friends, they had seen so many of in England and Ireland,

and asked me if they should find any of them in Paris, I

told them I thought they would not, at which they were

evidently very much disappointed.

One of the next sight-seeing expeditions was to the

Jardin des Plantes, to which our old friend M. Vattemare

accompanied us. The animals here, from a difference of

training, or other cause, were not quite so much alarmed as

they were in the menagerie in London; but when the

doctor breathed out the silvery notes of his howling totem^

the wolf at once answered him in a remote part of the garden.

Jim imitated the wild goose, and was answered in an instant

by a cackling flock of them. The panthers hissed, and the

hyaenas were in great distress, and the monkeys also : the

eagles chattered and bolted against the sides of their cages,

and the parrots lost their voices by squalling, and many of
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their feathers by fluttering, when the Indians came within

their sight. They pitied ^the poor old and jaded buflalo, as

they did in London, he looked so broken-spirited and de-

solate ; and also the deer and the elks ; but the bears they said

didn't seem to care much about it. They were far more de-

lighted with the skins of animals, reptiles, and fishes in the

museum of natural history; and I must say that /was also,

considering it the finest collection I ever have seen.

The garden of plants was amusement enough for an hour

or so, and then to the Halle aux Vins in the immediate

neighbourhood. This grand magazine of chickabobboo has

been described by many writers, and no doubt seen by many
who read, but few have seen the expression of amazement

upon the brows of a party of wild Indians from the forest of

America, while their eyes were running over the vast and

almost boundless lines of 800,000 casks of wine under one

roof, and heard the piercing war-whoop echoing and vibrat-

ing through their long avenues, raised at the startling

information that 20,000,000 of gallons of this are annually

drawn out of this to be drunk in the city of Paris ; and few

of those who heard it knew whether it was raised to set the

wine running, or as a note of exultation that they had found

a greater fountain of chickabobboo than the brewery they

were in, in London. However true the latter was, the first

was supposed to have been the design, and it must needs

have its effect. A few bottles, in kindness and hospitality

cracked, cooled all parched and parching lips, and our faithful

timepieces told us our engagement with the public was at

hand, and we laid our course again for the Salle Valentino.

" Oh ! what a glorious country," said Jim, as we were roll-

ing along ;
" there's nothing like that in London : the chick-

abobboo is better here, and there's more of it too." Poor

ignorant fellow ! he was not aware that the brewer}' they saw

in London was only one of some dozens, and that the wine in

all those casks they had just seen was not quite as delicious

as that with which his lips had just been moistened.

With their recollections dwelling on the scenes they had
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witnessed in London, they were naturally drawing compari-

sons as they were wending their way back ; and they had in

this mood taken it into their heads that there were no gin-

shops in Paris, as they could see none, which was quite

mysterious to them, until I explained to them the nature

of the cafes, the splendid open shops they were every mo-

ment passing, glittering with gold and looking-glasses.

They were surprised to learn that the delicious poison was

dealt out in these neat " palaces," but which they had not

known or suspected the meaning of. They admitted their

surjjrise, and at once decided that " they liked the free, and

open, and elegant appearance of them much better than

those in London, where they are all shut up in front with

great and gloomy doors, to prevent people from looking into

them, as if they were ashamed."

The cemetery of Pere la Chaise was next to be seen as

soon as there should be a fine day : that day arrived, and

half an hour's drive landed us at its entrance.

This wonderful place has been described by many travel-

lers, and therefore needs but a passing notice here. This

wilderness of tombs, of houses or boxes of the dead, thrown

and jumbled together amidst its gloomy cypress groves and

thickets, is perhaps one of the most extraordinary scenes of

the kind in the world: beautiful in some respects, and

absurd and ridiculous in others, it is still one of the wonders

of Paris, and all who see the one must needs visit the other.

The scene was one peculiarly calculated to excite and

please the Indians. The wild and gloomy and almost end-

less labyrinths of the little mansions of the dead were pleas-

ing contrasts to their imprisonment within the dry and

heated walls of the city , the varied and endless designs that

recorded the places and the deeds of the dead were themes

of amusement to them, and the subject altogether one that

filled their minds with awe, and with admiration of the

people who treated their dead with so much respect.

We wandered for an hour through its intricate mazes of

cypress, examining the tombs of the rich and the poor so
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closel}' and curiously grouped together—a type, even in the

solitudes of death, of the great Babylon in which their days

had been numbered and spent. Whilst we were strolling

through the endless mazes of this siib-rosa citj', we met an

immense concourse of people, evidently bearing the body of

some distinguished person to the grave. The pompous dis-

jilay of mourning feathers and fringes, &c., with hired

mourners, was matter of some surprise to the Indians ; but

when a friend of the deceased stepped forward to pronounce

an eulogium on his character, recounting his many virtues

and heroic deeds, it reminded the Indians forcibly of the

custom of their own country, and they all said they liked to

see that.

We took them to the patched and vandalized tomb of

Abelard and Eloisa ; but as there was not time for so long a

story, it lost its interest to them. They were evidently struck

with amazement at the system and beauty of this place, and

from that moment decided that they liked the French for

the care they took of their old soldiers and the dead.

The poor fellows, the Indians, who were now proceeding

daily and nightly with their exciting and "astonishing" ex-

hibitions, were becoming so confounded and confused with

the unaccountable sights and mysteries of Paris which they

were daily visiting, that they began to believe there was no

end to the curious and astonishing works of civilized man
;

and^ instead of being any longer startled with excitement and

wonder, decided that it would be better to look at every-

thing else as simple and easy to be made by those that know
how, and therefore divested of all further curiosity. This

they told me they had altogether resolved upon :
" they had

no doubt there were yet many strange things for them to see

in Paris, and they would like to follow me to see them all

;

but they would look with their eyes only half open, and not

trouble us with their surprise and their questions.

With these views, and their eyes " half open, " then, they

still took their daily drives, and Mr. Melody or myself, in

constant company, stopping to show them, and to see our-
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selves, what was yet new and wonderful to be seen. There

was still much to be seen in Paris, and the poor Indians were

a great way from a complete knowledge of all the tricks and

arts of civilization.

A drive to the School of Medicine and the Hopital des

Enfans Trouvds was enough for one morning's recreation.

The first, with "Dupuytren's Room,'' was enough to open

the old Doctor's eyes, and the latter, with its 6000 helpless

and parentless infants added to it annually, sufficient to

swell the orbs of Jim, and make him feel for his note-

book. The School of Medicine, with Dupuytren's Room,

forms one of the most surprising sights to be seen in Paris,

and yet, save with the Doctor, there seemed to be but little

interest excited by the sight. The Doctor's attitude was one

of studied dignity and philosophic conceit as he stood before

those wonderful preparations, not to be astonished, but to

study as a critic, while he fanned himself with his eagle's tail.

The expression of his face, which was the whole time un-

changed, was one of a peculiar kind, and, as it was not

sketched at the time, must be for ever lost.

The novel and pitiful sight of the thousands of innocent

little creatures in the Foundling Hospital seemed to open

the " half-closed eyes" and the hearts of the Indians, not-

withstanding the resolutions they had made. When it was

explained to them how these little creatures came into the

world, and then into this most noble institution, and also

that in the last year there had been born in the city of

Paris 26,000 children, 9000 of whom were illegitimate, their

eyes were surely open to the astounding facts of the vices of

civilized society, and of the virtue of civilized governments

in building and maintaining such noble institutions for the

support of the fatherless and helpless in infancy, as well as

for the veterans who have been maimed in the fields of

glorious battle. When I told them that, of those thousands

of little playful children, not one knew any other parent

than the Government, they groaned in sympathy for

them, and seemed at a loss to abhor or applaud the most.
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the sins of man that brought them into the world, or

the kind and parental care that was taken of them by the

Government of the country. Jim made a sure demand upon

Daniel's kindness for the entry of those important facts,

which he soon had in round and conspicuous numbers in his

note-book, to teach to the " cruel and relentless Indians."

The sentimentalism and sympathy of the poor old Doctor

were touched almost to melancholy by this scene ; and in his

long and serious cogitations on it he very gravely inquired

why the thousands of women leading and petting little dogs

in the streets could not l)e induced to discharge their dogs,

and each one take a little child and be its mother? He
said, if he were to take a Frenchwoman for his wife, he

would rather take her with a little child, even if it were her

own, than take her with a little dog.

The guillotine, which happened to be in our way, and

which they had been promised a sight of, they thought was

more like a Mississippi saiv-mill than anything else they had
seen. It drew a murmur or two when explained to them

how the victim was placed, and his head rolled off when the

knife fell, but seemed to have little further effect upon

them except when the actual number was mentioned to

them whose heads are there severed from their bodies

annually, for their crimes committed in the streets and

houses of Paris. Our stay before this awful and bloody

machine was but short, and of course their remarks were

few, until they got home, and their dinner was swallowed,

and their chichahobhoo, and, reclining on their buffalo robes,

the pipe was passing around.

Their conversation was then with Daniel, who had been but

the day before to see the very same things, and they gained

much further information than we did, which he communi-

cated to them. He entered in Jim's book, as he had desired,

the numbers of the illegitimates tmH foundlinf/s of Paris, which

seemed to be a valuable addition to his estimates of the

blessings of civilization; and also the number of annual

victims whose heads roll from the side of the guillotine.
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His boot was then closed, and a curious discussion arose

between the Indians and Daniel, whether the gallows, which

they had seen in the prisons in England and Ireland, was a

preferable mode of execution to that of the guillotine, which

they had just been to see. They had no doubt but both of

them, or, at least, that one or the other of them was abso-

lutely necessary in the civilized world ; but the question

was, which was the best. Daniel contended that the pu-

nishment which was most ignominious was best, and con-

tended for the gallows, while the Indians thought the

guillotine was the best. They thought that death was bad

enough, without the Government trying to add to its pang

by hanging people up by the neck with a rope, as the

Indians hang dogs. From this grave subject, which they

did not seem to settle, as there was no umpire, they got

upon a somewhat parallel theme, and were quite as seriously

engaged, when I was obliged to leave them, whether it

would be preferable to be swallowed whole by a whale, or to be

chewed. Daniel was referring to Scripture for some authority

on this subject, by looking into one of Jim's Bibles, when

Mr. Melody and I were apprised of an appointment, which

prevented us from ever hearing the result.

The next promise we had to keep with them was the one

that had been made to take them to see the fountain of all

the pretty and ugly little dogs and huge mastiffs they saw

carried and led through the streets of Paris—the " Doff

Market."

The Doff Hospital, being en route, was visited first ; and

though one could scarcely imagine what there could be

there that was amusing or droll, still the old Doctor in-

sisted on it that it must be very interesting, and all resolved

to go. It was even so, and on that particular occasion was

rendered very amusing, when the Doctor entered, with Jim

and the rest following. The squalling of "There! there!

there !" by the frightened parrots in Cross's Zoological

Gardens bore little comparison to the barking and yelling

of " les petits pauvres chiens," and the screams of the old
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ladies—" Ne Ics cfFrayez pas, Messieurs, s'il vous plait ! ils

sont tous maladcs— tous maladcs : pauvres betes ! pauvrcs

betes !" It was soon 'perceived that the nerves of the

poor little "malades," as well as those of the old women
their doctors, were too much affected to stand the shock,

and it was thought best to withdraw. The old Doctor,

getting just a glance at the sick-wards, enough to convince

him of the clean comforts these little patients had, and

seeing that their ph^siciiins were females, and also that the

wards were crowded with fashionable ladies looking and

inquiring after the health of their little pets, he was quite

reluctant to leave the establishment without going fairly

in and making his profession known, which he had thought

would, at least, command him some respect amongst female

physicians. He had some notion for this purpose of going in

alone, but sarcastic Jim said the whole fright of the poor

dogs had been produced by his appearance; to which the

Doctor replied that they only barked because Jim was

coming behind him. However, our visit was necessarily

thus short, and attention directed to the Dog Market, for

which Jim was more eager, as he had a special object. This

was a curiosity, to be sure, and well worth seeing ; there

was every sort of whel]) and cur that could be found in

Christendom, from the veriest minimum of dog to the state-

liest mastiff and Newfoundland ; and, at Jim and the

Doctor's approach, hundreds of them barked and howled,

many broke their strings, some laid upon their backs, and

yelled (no doubt, if one could have understood their lan-

guage) that they never saw before in their lives so ill-

looking and frightful a couple, and so alarming a set as

those who were following behind them. Jim wanted to

buy, and, the business-meaning of his face being discovered,

there were all sorts of offers made him, and every kind of

pup protruded into his face ; but the barking of dogs was

such that no one could be heard, and then many a poor dog

was knocked flat with a broom, or whatever was handiest,

and others were choked, to stop their noise. No one

VOL. II. s
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wanted to stand the din of this canine Bedlam longer than

was necessary for Jim to make his choice, which the poor

fellow was endeavouring to do with the greatest despatch

possible. His mode was rather different from the ordinary

mode of testing the qualities he was looking for, which was

by feeling of the ribs ; and having bargained for one that

he thought would fit him, the lookers-on were somewhat

amused at his choice. He made them understand by his

signs that they were going to eat it, when the poor woman
screamed out, '"Diable! mange pas ! mange pas!—venez,

venez, ma pauvre bete !"

The crowd by this time was becoming so dense that it

was thought advisable to be on the move, and off. The
Doctor became exceedingly merry at Jim's expense, as he

had come away without getting a dog for their Dog Feast,

of which they had been for some time speaking.

On their return from this day's drive, they met, to their

very great surprise, their old friend BohasJieela, who had

left his business and crossed the Channel to see them once

more before they should set sail for America. He said he

could not keep away from them long at a time while they

were in this country, because he loved them so much. They
were all delighted to see him, and told him he was just in

time to attend the Dog Feast, which they were going to

have the next day. The Doctor told him of Jim's success

in buying a dog, and poor Jim was teazed a great deal

about his failure. Bohaslieela told them all the news about

England, and Jim and the Doctor had a long catalogue to

give him of their visit to tlie King—of their medals—their

visits to the great fountain of chickabobboo and the

Foundling Hospital, all of which he told him he had got

down in his book. All this delighted Bobasheela, until they

very imprudently told him that they liked Paris much better

than London. They told him that the people in Paris did

not teaze them so much about religion ; that there were

fewer poor people in the streets ; and that as yet they had

kept all their money, for they had seen nobody poor enough
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to give it to. Their chickabobboo was very difFercnt, but

it Avas about as good. The guillotine they were very well

satisfied with, as they considered it much better to cut

men's heads off than to hang them up, like dogs, by a rope

around the neck. This, and keeping men in prison because

they owe money, they considered were the two most cruel

things they heard of amongst the i'^nglish.

Bobasheela replied to them that he was delighted to hear

of their success, and to learn that they had seen the King,

an honour he should himself have been very proud of. He
told them that he never had seen the King, but that,

while travelling in Kentucky many years ago, he was close

upon the heels of the King, and so near him that he slept on

the same (not bed, but) floor in a cabin where the King had

slept, with his feet to the fire, but a short time before. This

was something quite new to the Indians, and, like most of

Bobasheela's stories of the Far West, pleased them ex-

ceedingly.

Jim, who was a matter-of-fact man, more than one of fancy

and imagination, rather sided with Bobasheela, and, turning

to his round numbers last added to his book, of " 9000 ille-

gitimate children born in Paris in the last year," asked his

friend if he could read it, to which he replied '' Yes."

"Well," said Jim, in broad English, "some Jish there, I

guess, ha ? I no like em Frenchwomen—I no like cm : no

good ! I no like em so many children, no fader !" We
all saw by Ji.n's eye, ;md by the agitation commencing, that

he had some ideas that were coming out, and at the instant

he was turning over on to his back, and drawing up his

knees, and evidently keeping his eyes fixed on some object

on the ceiling of the room, not to lose the chain of his

thoughts, and he continued (not in English, for he spoke more

easily in his own language), " I do not like the French-

women. I did not like them at first, when I saw them

leading so many dogs. I thought then that they had more

dogs than children, but I think otherwise now. We, believe

that those women, who we have seen leading their dogs

s -2
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around with strings, have put their children away to be

raised in the great house of the Government, and they get

these little dogs to fill their places, and to suck their breasts

when they are full of milk."

" Hut— tut—tut !" said Melody, " you ill-mannerly fellow !

what are you about? You will blow us all up here, Jim, if

you utter such sentiments as those. I think the French

ladies the finest in the world except the Americans, and if

they heard such ideas as those, advanced by us, they would

soon drive us out of Paris."

" Yes," said Jim (in English again), " yes, I know—

I

know you like em—may be very good, but you see 1 no like

cm !" In his decided dislike, Jim's excitement was too

great for his ideas to flow smoothly any further, and Mr.

Melody not disposed to push the argument, the subject was

dropped, and preparations made for the day exhibition, the

hour for which was at hand.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

La Morgue—The Catacorabs—The Doctor's dream—Their great alarm

—

Visit to the Hippodrome—Jim riding M. Franconi's horse—Indians in

the Woods of Boulogne—Fright of the rabbits—Jim and the Doctor at

the Bal Mabille, Champs Elysees—At tlie Masquerade, Grand Opera—
Their opinions and criticisms on them—Frenchwomen at confession in St.

Roch—Doctor's ideas of it—Jim"s speech—" Industriousfleas"—Death

of the wife of Little Wolf—Her baptism—Husband's distress—Her fune-

ral in the Madeleine— Her burial in Montmartre—Council held—Indians

resolve to return to America—Preparations to depart in a few days

—

Bobasheela goes to London to ship their boxes to New York—He returns,

and accompanies the Indians to Havre—Indians take leave of Chippehola

(the Author)—M. Vatteraare accompanies them to Havre—Kindly

treated by Mr. Wuislow, an American gentleman, at Havre—A splen-

did dinner, and (Queen's) Chichabobboo—Indians embark—Taking leave

of Bobasheela— Illness of the Author's lady—His alarm and distress

—

Her death—Obituary—Her remains embalmed and sent to New York.

After their exhibition was over, and they had taken their

dinner and chickalolhoo (at the former of which they had

had the company of their old friend Bobasheela), their pipe

was lit, and the conversation resumed about the French

ladies, for whom Jim's dislike was daily increasing, and

with his dislike, his slanderous propensity. He could not

divest his mind of the 9000 illegitimate and abandoned

little babies that he had seen, and the affection for dogs,

which, instead of exposmg, they secure with ribbons,

and hold one end in their hands, or tie it to their apron-

strings. This was a subject so glaring to Jim's imagination,

that he was quite fluent upon it at a moment's warning,

even when standing up or sitting, without the necessity of

resorting to his usual and eccentric attitude. This facility

caused him to be more lavish of his abuse, and at every

interview in the rooms he seemed to be constantly frowning
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upon the ladies, and studying some new cause for abusing

them, and drawing Mr. Melody and the Doctor into debates

when they got back to their own apartments. Such was the

nature of the debate ho had just been waging, and which

he had ended in his usual way, with the last word to him-

self, " I no care; me no lilce em."

The subject was here changed, however, by Mr. Melody's

reminding them that this day was the time they had set

to visit the Morgue and the Catacombs, for which an order

had been procured. These had been the favourite themes

for some days ; and there had been the greatest impatience

expressed to go and see the naked dead bodies of the

murdered and/e/o-rfe-ses daily stretched out in the one, and

the five millions of skulls and other human bones that are

laid up like cobhouses under great part of the city. Boha-

sheela had described to them the wonders of this awful place,

which he had been in on a former occasion, and Daniel had

read descriptions from books while the Indians had smoked

many a pipe ; but when the subject was mentioned on this

occasion, there were evident proofs instantly shown that

some influence had produced a different effect upon their

minds, and that they were no longer anxious to go. M.

Vattemare, in speaking of the Catacombs a few days before,

had said that about a year ago two young men from the

West Indies came to Paris, and, getting an order to visit the

Catacombs, entered them, and, leaving their guide, strolled

so far away that they never got out, and never have been

found, but their groans and cries are still often heard under

diff*erent parts of the city. But the immediate difficulty

with the Indians was a dream the Doctor had had the

night before, and which he had been relating to them. He
had not, he said, dreamed anything about the Catacombs,

but he had seen See-catch-e-wee-be, the one-eyed wife of the

^'fire-eater" (a sorcerer of their tribe), who had followed

his track all the way to the great village of the whites

(London), and from that to Paris, where he saw her sitting

on a bridge over the water ; that she gave him a pair of
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new mocassins of moose-skin, and told him that the Gitchee

Maidtou (the Great Spirit) had been very kind in not allow-

ing him and Wash-hamon-ya (Jim) to go under the ground in

the Great Village of the Whites, in England, and their lives

were thereby saved. She then went under an old woman's

basket, who was selling apples, and disappeared. He could

not understand why he should have such a vision as this the

very night before they were to go underground to the Cata-

combs, unless it was to warn him of the catastrophe that

might befall them if they were to make their visit there, as

they had designed. They had smoked several pipes upon

this information early in the morning, and the chiefs had

closely questioned him and also consulted him as their

oracle in all such cases, and had unanimously come to the

conclusion that these were foreboding prognostications suffi-

cient to decide it to be at least prudent to abandon their

project, and thereby be sure to run no hazard.*

Mr. Melody and myself both agreed that their resolve

placed them on the safe side at all events, and that we
thought them wise in making it if they saw the least cause

for apprehension. " They could easily run to the river,

however, in their drive, and see the other place, the

Morgue;" but that could not, on any account, be under-

taken, as the two objects had been planned out for the same

visit ; and, from the Doctor's dream, it did not appear in

the least certain in which of the places they were liable to

incur the risk, and therefore they thought it best not to

go to either. There was a great deal yet to see above

ground, and quite as much as they should be able to see in

the little time they had yet to remain there, and which would

* The place they had escaped in the great village of the whites they

had been told was a Hell. It had been explained to them, however, that

there were several of those places in London, and that they were only imi-

tations of hell, but they seemed to believe that these catacombs (as there

were so many millions of the bones of Frenchmen gone into them) miirht

be the real hell of the pale-faces, and it was best to run no risk.
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be much pleasanter to look at than white men's bones under

ground.

Their minds were filled with amazement on this wonderful

subject ; but their curiosity to see it seemed quite stifled

by the Doctor's dream, and the subject for the present

was dropped, with a remark from Jim, "that he was not

sure but that this accounted for the white people digging

up all the Indians' graves on the frontiers, and that their

bones were brought here and sold." The Catacombs were

thus left for Daniel and myself to stroll through at our

leisure, and the Indians were contented with the sketch I

made, which, with Daniel's account, put them in possession

of the principal features of that extraordinary and truly

shocking place.

As their visit to the Catacombs and the Morgue was aban-

doned, we resolved to drive through the Champs Elysees

and visit the woods of Boulogne, the favourite drive of the

Parisians, and probably the most beautiful in the world.

We had been solicited by M. Franconi, of the Hippo-

drome, to enter into an arrangement with him to have the

Indians unite in his entertainments three days in the week,

where their skill in riding and archery could be seen to great

advantage, and for which he would be willing to offer liberal

terms. Ho had invited us to bring the Indians down, at

all events, to see the place; and we agreed to make the

visit to M. Franconi on our way to the woods of Boulogne.

The view was a private one, known only to a few of his

friends, who were present, and his own operatic troupe. We
were very civilly and politely received; and, all walking

to the middle of his grand area, he proposed to make us

the offer, on condition that the Indians were good riders,

which I had already assured him was the case, and which

seemed rather difficult for him to believe, as they had so

little of civilization about them. As the best proof, how-

ever, he proposed to bring out a horse, and let one of them

try and show what he could do. This we agreed to at once

;

and, having told the Indians before we started that we
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should make no arrangement for them there unless they

were pleased with it and preferred it, they had decided, on

entering the grounds, that the exercises would be too

desperate and fatiguing to them and destructive to their

clothes, and therefore not to engage with him. However, the

horse was led into the area and placed upon the track for

their chariot- races, which is nearly a quarter of a mile in

circumference ; and, the question being put, '' Who will

ride ? " it was soon agreed that Jim should try it first.

"Wal, me try em," said Jim; "me no ride good, but me
try em little." He was already prepared, with his shield

and quiver upon his back and his long and shining lance in

his hand. The horse was held , though, with all its train-

ing, it was some time, with its two or three grooms about it,

before they could get the frightened creature to stand

steady enough for Jim to mount. In the first effort which

they thought he was making to get on, they were surprised

to find that he was ungirthing the saddle, which he flung

upon the ground, and, throwing his buffalo robe across the

animal's back and himself astride, the horse dashed oflF at

his highest speed. Jim saw that the animal was used to the

track, and, the course being clear, he leaned forward and

brandished his lance, and, every time he came round and

passed us, sounded a charge in the shrill notes of the

war-whoop. The riding was ])lcasing and surprised M.

Franconi exceedingly, and when he thought it was about

time to stop he gave his signal for Jim to pull up, but,

seeing no slack to the animal's pace, and Jim still brandish-

ing his weapons in the air and sounding the war-whoop as

he passed, he became all at once alarmed for the health of

his horse. The Indians at this time were all in a roar of

laughter, and the old gentleman was placing himself and his

men upon the track as Jim came round, with uplifted arms,

to try to stop the animal's speed, just finding at that time

that Jim had rode in the true prairie style, without using

the bridle, and which, by his neglect of it, had got out of

his reach, when he would have used it to pull uj) with. Jim
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still dashed by them, brandishing his lance as they came in

his way : when they retreated and ran to head him in another

place, he there passed them also, and passed them and me-

naced them again and again as he came around. The alarm

of the poor old gentleman for the life of his horse became

very conspicuous, and, with additional efforts with his men,

and a little pulling up by Jim, who had at length found the

rein, the poor affrighted and half-dead animal was stopped,

and Jim, leaping oif, walked to the middle of the area,

where we wei-e in a group, laughing to the greatest excess

at the fun. The poor horse was near done over, and

led away by the grooms M. Franconi came and merely

bade us good-by, and was exceedingly obliged to us.

Whether the poor animal died or not we never heard, but

Jim was laid up for several days. On asking him why he

ran the horse so hard, he said it was the horse's fault, that

" it ran away with him the moment he was on its back

—

that the creature was frightened nearly to death ; and he

thought, if it preferred running, he resolved to give it

running enough." The Doctor told him he acted impru-

dently in getting on, which had caused all the trouble.

"In what way?" inquired Jim. "Why, by letting the

animal see that ugly face of yours ; if you had hid it till you

were on, there would have been no trouble."

We were all obliged to laugh at the Doctor's wit ; and

having taken leave of the polite old gentleman, we were

seated in our carriages again for a drive through the woods

of Boulogne.

In the midst of these wild and truly beautiful grounds

the Indians and all got doAvn for a stroll. The native wildness

of the forests and jungle seemed in a moment to inspire

them with their wild feelings, which had, many of them,

long slumbered whilst mingling amidst the crowds of civil-

ization, and away they leapt and bounded among the

trees in their wild and wonted amusements. Their shrill

yells and the war-whoop were soon lost in the distant

thickets which they penetrated, and an hour at least
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elapsed before they could all be gathered together and pre-

pared to return. Their frightful yells had started up all

the rabbits that were unburrowed in the forests ; and whilst

hundreds were bounding about, and many taking to the

open fields for escape, they encompassed one, and with their

united screams had scared it to death. This they assured

us was the case, as they brought it in by the legs, without

the mark of any weapon upon it.

Few scenes in Paris, if any, had pleased them more than

this, and in their subsequent drives they repeatedly paid

their visits to the " woods of Boulogne."

On their return home poor Jim lay down, complaining

very much of lameness from his hard ride on Franconi's

horse, which he knew would prevent him from dancing for

some days, as he was getting very stiff, and afraid he would

not be well enough to go and see the " Industrious Fleas "

(as they were called), where he and the Doctor and Jeffrey

had arranged to go with Daniel and several young Ameri-

can acquaintance, who had decided it to be one of the

choicest little sights then to be seen in Paris, and which

from all accounts is an exhibition of female nudities in living

groups, ringing all the changes on attitude and action

for the amusement of the lookers-on. There was a great

deal of amusing conversation about this very popular exhi-

bition, but in this poor Jim and the Doctor reluctantly sub-

mitted to disappointment when Mr. Melody very properly

objected to their going to see it.

Jim had laid himself on his back at this time, and, not

feeling in the best of humour, began in a tirade of abuse

of the Frenchwomen, of whom he and the Doctor had seen

more perhaps on the previous evening in the Jardin Mahille

in the Champs Elysees, and the masquerade in the Grand

Opera House, than they had seen since they entered Paris.

Their enterprise on that evening had taken place after

their exhibition had closed, when Jim and the Doctor started

with Jeffrey and Daniel and two or three friends who were

pledged to take care of them. It was on Sunday evening.
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when the greatest crowds attend these places, and I have

no other account of what they did and what they saw than

that they gave me on their return home. They had first

gone to the splendid bal in the popular garden, where they

were told that the thousand elegant women they saw there

dancing were all bad women, and that neatly all of them

came to those places alone, as they had nothing to pay, but

were all let in free, so as to make the men come who had to

pay. This idea had tickled Jim and the Doctor very much,

for, although they were from the wilderness, they could look

a good way into a thing which was perfectly clear. It was

a splendid sight for them, and, after strolling about a while,

and seeing all that could be seen, they had turned their

attention to the " Bal Masque " in the Grand Opera. Here

they had been overwhelmed with the splendour of the scene,

and astonished at its novelty, and the modes of the women
who, Jim said, " were all ashamed to show their faces,"

and whose strange manoeuvres had added a vast deal to

the fund of his objections to Frenchwomen, and which he

said had constantly been accumulating ever since he first

saw so many of them kissing the ends of little dogs' noses,

and pretty little children on their foreheads. His mind
here ran upon kissing, of which he had seen some the night

before, and which he had often observed in the exhibition

rooms and in the streets. He had laughed, he said, to see

Frenchmen kiss each other on both cheeks ; and he had ob-

served that, when gentlemen kiss ladies, they kiss them on the

forehead : he was not quite sure that they would do so in the

dai'k, however. "In London always kiss em on the mouth;

ladies kiss em Indians heap, and hug em too : in France

ladies no kiss em—no like em—no good."

In speaking of the hal in the gardens, "he didn't see

anything so very bad in that, but as for the masquerade,

he looked upon it as a very immoral thing that so many
thousands of ladies should come there and be ashamed to

show their faces, and have the privilege of picking out just

such men as they liked to go with them, and then take hold
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of their arms, as he said he repeatedly saw them, and lead

them out." Amongst ^he Indians, he said, they had a

custom much like that to be sure, but it was only given

once a-year, and it was then only for the young married men
to lend their wives to the old ones : this was only one night

in the year, and it was a mark of respect that the young
married men were willing to pay to the old warriors and

chiefs, and the young married women were willing to agree

to it because it pleased their husbands. On those occasions,

he said, " none are admitted into the ring but old married

men, and then the young married woman goes around and
touches on the left shoulder the one who she wishes to

follow her into the bushes, and she does it without being

ashamed and obliged to cover her face."

The Doctor's prejudices against the Frenchwomen were

nothing near as violent as those of Jim, and yet he said it

made him feel very curious when he saw some thousands

with their faces all hidden : he said it must be true that

they had some object that was bad, or they wouldn't be

ashamed and hide their faces. Mr. Melody told Jim and

the Doctor, however, that he didn't consider there was so very

much harm in it, for these very women had the handiest

way in the world to get rid of all their sins. If they hap-

pened accidentally or otherwise during the week to do any-

thing that was decidedly naughty or wicked, they went

into their churches very early in the morning, where the

priest was in a little box with his ear to the window, where

the woman kneeled down and told in his ear all the sins

she had committed during the week, and she then went

away quite happy that, having confessed them to him, he

would be sure to have them all forgiven by the Great Spirit.

They had a great laugh at this, and all thought that Mr.

Melody was quizzing them, until Bobasheela and Daniel both

told them it was all true, and if they liked to go with them

any morning they would take them into any of the French

churches or chapels, where they could see it; and would

venture that they would see many of the same women con-
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fessing their sins whom they had seen at the bal and the

masquerade, and in this way they could tell who had be-

haved the worst, for the most guilty of them would be sure

to be there first. The Doctor seemed evidently to look upon

this still with suspicion and doubt; and as the splendid

church of St. Rock was nearly opposite to their rooms, and

only across the street, it was proposed that the Doctor and

Jim should accompany Daniel and their friend Bohasheela

immediately there, where in five minutes they could see more

or less women at confession, and at the same time a fine sight,

one of the most splendid churches in Paris, and the place

where the Queen goes on every Sunday to worship. This

so excited the party, that they chiefly all arose and walked

across the street to take a view of the church and the

Frenchwomen confessing their sins into the ears of the

priests. They happened to have a fair opportunity of seeing

several upon their knees at confession ; and the old Doctor

had been curious to advance up so near to one, that he said

he saw the priests eyes shining through between the little

slats, and then he was convinced, and not before. He said

that still it didn't seem right to him, unless the Great

Spirit had put those men there for that purpose. He
thought it a very nice place for a young girl to tell the

priest where she would meet him, and he had a very good

chance to see whether she was pretty or not. Jim had by

this time studied out an idea or two, and said, he thought

that this way of confessing sins aided the bah and mas-

querades and the industrious Jleas very much ; and he be-

lieved that these were the principal causes of the great

number of the poor little deserted and parentless babes

they had seen in the hospital where they had been.

The hour for the exhibition arriving, the conversation

about Paris morals and religion was broken suddenly off,

and perhaps at a good time. There were great crowds now
daily attending their amusements, and generally applauding

enthusiastically, and making the Indians occasional presents.

On this occasion the Doctor had made a tremendous boast
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in the part he was taking in the eagle-dance, for the spirit

of which the audience, and particularly the ladies, gave him

a great deal of applause, so much so that at the end of the

dance his vanity called him out in an ofF-hand speech about

the beauty of the city, &c., and, it being less energetic than

the boasts he had just been strutting out, failed to draw

forth the applause he was so confidently depending on. He
tried sentence after sentence, and, stopi)ing to listen, all were

silent. This perplexed and disappointed the Doctor very

much, and still he went on, and at length stopped and sat

down, admired, but not applauded. His friend Jim was

laughing at him as he took his seat, and telling him that if

he had barked like a little dog the ladies would have been

sure to applaud. To this the Doctor said, " You had better

try yourself:" upon which the daring Jim, who professed

never to refuse any challenge, sprang upon his feet, and,

advancing to the edge of the platform, stood braced out with

his brows knitting, and his eyes " in a frenzy rolling, " for full

two minutes before he began. He then thrust his lance

forward in his right hand as far as he could dart it over the

heads of the audience, and, coming back to his balance again,

he commenced. Of his speech no report was made, but it

was short and confined to three or four brief sentences, at the

end of which he looked around with the most doleful expres-

sion to catch the applause, but there was none. The old Doctor

was watching him close, and telling him he had better sit down.

In this dilemma he was still standing after all his good

ideas had been spent, and each instant, as he continued to

stand, mailing his case worse, he turned u])on his heel, and

as he was turning around he added, in an irritated manner,

this amusing sentence :
" You had better go and see the in-

dustrious fleas, and then you will applaud !" This made a

great laugh amongst the Indians, but of course it was not

translated to the audience. He then took his seat, looking

exceedingly sober, and, with his pipe, was soon almost lost

sight of in the columns of smoke that were rising around him.

About this time a very friendly invitation had been given
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them and us by Colonel Thorn, an American gentleman

of great wealth residing in Paris, and all were anticipating

much pleasure on the occasion when we were to dine at his

house ; but, unluckily for the happiness and enjoyment of

the whole party, on the morning of the day of our invitation

the wife of the Little Wolf suddenly and unexpectedly died.

Our engagement to dine was of course broken, and our ex-

hibition and amusements for some days delayed. This sad

occurrence threw the party into great distress, but they met

the kindness of many sympathising friends, who adminis-

tered in many ways to their comfort, and joined in attend-

ing the poor woman's remains to the grave. Her disease

was the consumption of the lungs, and her decline had been

rapid, though her death at that time was unexpected.

When it was discovered that her symptoms were alarming,

a Catholic priest was called in, and she received the baptism

a few moments before she breathed her last. Through the

kindness of the excellent Cure of the Madeleine church, her

remains were taken into that splendid temple, and the

funeral rites performed over them according to the rules of

that church, in the presence of some hundreds who were led

there by sympathy and curiosity, and from thence her body

was taken to the cemetery of Montmartre, and interred. The
poor heartbroken noble fellow, the Little Wolf shed the

tears of bitterest sorrow to see her, from necessity, laid

amongst the rows of the dead in a foreign land ; and on

every day that he afterwards spent in Paris he ordered a

cab to take him to the grave, that he could cry over it, and

talk to the departed spirit of his wife, as he was leaving

some little offering he had brought with him. This was

the second time we had seen him in grief; and we, who had

been by him in all his misfortunes, admired the deep affec-

tion he showed for his little boy, and now for its mother,

and at the same time the manly fortitude with which he met

the fate that had been decreed to him. On this sad occa-

sion their good friend M. Vattemare showed his kind

sj'mpathy for them, and took upon himself the whole
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arrangements of her funeral, and did all that was in his

power to console and soothe the brokenhearted husband in

the time of his affliction. He also proposed to have a suit-

able and appropriate monument erected over her grave,

and for its accomplishment procured a considerable sum by
subscription, with which, I presume, the monument has, ere

this, been erected over her remains. The Little Wolf in-

sisted on it that the exhibition should proceed, as the daily

expenses were so very great, and in a few days, to give

it all the interest it could have, resumed his part in the

dance that he had taken before his misfortune.

Owing to letters received about this time from their

tribe, and the misfortune that had happened, the Indians

were now all getting anxious to start for their own country,

and, holding a council on the subject, called Mr. Melody in,

and informed him that they had resolved to sleep but six

nights more in Paris, and that they should expect him to be

ready to start with them after that time. This was a short

notice for us, but was according to Indian modes, and there

was no way but to conform to it. Mr. Melody had pledged

his word to the Government to take care of these people,

and to return to their country with them whenever the

chiefs should desire it ; and I was bound, from my deep

interest for them, to assent to whatever regulations Mr.

Melody and the chiefs should adopt as the best.

This notice came at a time when it was unexpected by me,

and I think not anticipated by Mr. Melody, and was there-

fore unfortunate for us, and probably somewhat, though less

so, to them. The very heavy outlays had all been made for

their exhibitions, and their audiences were daily increasing.

If their exhibitions could have been continued a month or

two longer, the avails would have been considerable, and of

great service to Mr. Melody, who had the heavy responsi-

bility on his shoulders of taking these people back to their

country at his own expense.

The closing of their amusements, and positive time of their

departure, was now announced, and immense crowds came in

VOL. II. T
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within the remaining few days to get the last possible glance

at the faces and the curious modes of " les Peaux Rouges^

The poor fellows enjoyed their interviews with the public

to the last, and also their roast beef and beefsteaks and

chickabobboo.

They had much to say in the few days that were left

;

they quitted their daily drives and sight-seeing, and devoted

their time to the pipe and conversation, in a sort of recapi-

tulation of what they had seen and said and done on this

side of the Atlantic, and of friends and affairs in their own
humble villages, where their thoughts were now roaming.

They were counting their cash also, packing away all their

things they were to carry, and looking out for the little pre-

sents they wished to purchase, to take home to their friends.

In all of these occupations they had the constant attention

of their old and faithful friends Bolasheela and Daniel.

In one of their conversations after the funeral of the poor

woman, the Doctor and Jim had much to say of the honours

paid to her remains by the French people, which the whole

party would recollect as long as they lived. They were

pleased with and astonished at the beauty and magnificence

of the Madeleine church, and wished to get some account of

it to carry home to show their people, and thus, besides

several engravings of it, Jim's book carried the following

entry by my own hand :—" La Madeleine, the most splendid

temple of worship in Paris, or perhaps in the world ; sur-

rounded with 52 Corinthian columns, 60 feet high; south

pediment, a bas-relief representing the Day of Judgment,

with the figure of Magdalene at the feet of Christ."

As the party were to embark at Havre on their home-

ward voyage, it became a question how they were to get

their numerous trunks and boxes they had left in London,

filled with clothes and other articles that they had pur-

chased or received as presents while in England. To
relieve them of this difficulty, their friend Bobasheela volun-

teered to go to London and take all their boxes to Liver-

pool, and ship them to New York, and was soon on the way.
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This was a noble and kind act on the part of Bobasheela,

and it Avas done with despatch, and he was back in Paris

just in time to accompany his friends to Havre. M.
Vattemare was in readiness to attend them also ; and all

their transactions in Paris being brought to a close, and

they having taken leave of Chippehola and other friends,

started for their native land, with my highest admiration

for the sober and respectful manner in which they had con-

ducted themselves while under my direction, and with my
most ardent desire for their future success and happiness.*

Here was about the period at which my dear wife and I

had contemplated our return, with our little children, to

our native land, where we should have returned in the

enjoyment of all the happiness we had anticipated or could

have wished, but for the misfortune that had been for some

time awaiting me, but not until then duly appreciated, in

my own house. Those of my readers who were not familiar

with the completeness of my domestic happiness prior to this

period of my life, will scarcely know how to sympathize

witli me, or perhaps to excuse me for adverting to it here.

My dear Clara, whom I have introduced to the reader

before, who shared with me many of the toils and pleasures

of the prairies of the " Far West," and was now meeting

with me the mutual enjoyments of the refined and splendid

world, had, a few weeks before, in company with a couple of

English ladies of her acquaintance, paid a visit to the Mint,

from which they all returned indisposed, having taken

severe colds by a sudden change from the heated rooms into

the chilly atmosphere of the streets. With my dear wife,

who was obliged to retire to her room, the disease was dis-

* I learned Irom M. Vattemare, on his return, that the party were

treated with great triend^hip by an American gentleman in Havre, Mr.

Winslow, who invited them to dine at his house, and bestowed on them

liberal presents. They embraced their old friend Bobasheela in their arms

on the deck ol' their vessel, and he sailed for London as their vessel was

under weigh for America. The rest of their history is for other historians,

and my narrative will continue a little further on events in Paris.

t2
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covered in a few days to have attached to her lungs ; and

although for several weeks she had been suffering very

much, and confined to her bed, no serious apprehensions

were entertained until about the time that the Indians left,

when my whole thoughts and attentions were turned to her,

but to discover in a few days that our plans for further

mutual happiness in this world were at an end—that her

days were nearly numbered, and that her four dear little

children were to be committed to my sole care.

To those who have felt pangs like mine which followed,

I need but merely mention them ; and to those who have

not felt them, it would be in vain to describe. Her feeble

form wasted away ; and in her dying moments, with a

Christian's hope, she was in the midst of happiness, blessing

her dear little children as she committed them to my care

and protection.

The following obituary notice, penned by a lady of her

intimate acquaintance, the reader will excuse me for insert-

ing here, as it is the only record of her, except those

engraven on the hearts of those who knew and loved her :

—

Died—On the 28th inst., No. 11 bis, Avenue Lord Byron, Paris, Mrs.

Clara B. Catlin, the wife of the eminent traveller so distinguished ftir his

researches into Indian history and antiquities of America, and so universally

known and respected in Europe and his native country, Geo. Catlin, Esq.,

from the United States of America. The devoted friends who watched

the last moments of this most amiable, interesting woman with intense

anxiety, still clung to a faint hope, deceived by a moral energy never sur-

passed, and the most unruffled serenity of temper, that (had it been the

will of Heaven) they might have been permitted to rescue a life so precious

—but, alas ! this gentle, affectionate, intellectual being was destined never

more to revisit the land of her birth, and all that was earthly of so much

worth and loveliness has passed away, whilst the immortal spirit has ascended

to its kindred skies

!

" None knew her, but to love her
;

None named her, but (o praise."

Galignani's Messenger, 30th July, 1845.

The reader can imagine something of the gloom that was

cast over my house and little family, thus suddenly closed

for ever from the smiles and cheer of an affectionate wife
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and a devoted mother, whose remains were sent back to her

native land— not to greet and bring joy to her kindred and

anxious friends, from whbm she had been five years absent,

but to afford them the last glance at her loved features,

then to take their place amongst the ranks of the peaceful

dead.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

Eleven Ojibbeway Indians arrive from London— Their exhibitions in

the Author's Collection— Portraits and description of— Their amuse-

ments—Their pledge to sobriety

—

Chickabobboo explained to them—

•

Birth of a Pappoose — M. Gudin — Indians and the Author dine

with him— His kind lady— The Author breakfasts with the Royal

Family in the palace at St. Cloud—Two Kings and two Queens at

the table—The Author presented to the King and Queen of the Belgians

by Louis Philippe, in the salon—Count de Paris—Due de Brabant

—Recollects the Indian pipe and mocassins presented to him by the

Author in the Egyptian Hall—Duchess of Orleans—The Princess

Adelaide—The King relates anecdotes of his life in America—Washing-

ton's farewell address—Losing his dog in the Seneca village—Crossing

Buffalo Creek—Descending the Tioga and Susquehana rivers in an

Indian canoe, to Wyoming, the Author's native valley—The King
desires the Author to arrange his whole Collection in the Louvre for the

private views of the Royal Family—He also appoints a day to see the

Ojibbeways in the Park, at St. Cloud—Great rejoicing of the Indians

—

A dog-feast—The Indians and the Author dine a second time at M.
Gudin's.

In the midst of my grief, with my little family around me,

with my collection still open, and my lease for the Salle

Valentino not yet expired, there suddenly arrived from

London a party of eleven Ojihbeway Indians, from the

region of Lake Huron, in Upper Canada, who had been

brought to England by a Canadian, but had since been

under the management of a young man from the city of

London. They had heard of the great success of the

loways in Paris, and also of their sudden departure, and
were easily prevailed upon to make a visit there. On
their arrival, I entered into the same arrangement with

them that I had with the two former parties, agreeing with

the young man who had charge of them to receive them

into my collection, sharing the expenses and receipts as I
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had clone before ; he being obligated to pay the Indians a

certain sum per month, and bound to return them to

London, from whence they came, at his own expense. As
my collection was all ai-ranged and prepared, I thought

such an arrangement calculated to promote their interest

and my own, and in a few days their arrival and exhibitions

were announced, they having been quartered in the same

apartments which had been occupied by the loways before

them.

The following are the names of the party, with their

respective ages given (see Plate No- 18) :

—

1. Maun-gua-daus (a Great Hero)—Chief 41

2. Say-say-gon (the Hail-Storm) 31

3. Ke-che-us-sin (the Strong Rock) 27

4. ilfiAsA-sAe-OTOKgr (the King of the Loons) 25

5. Au-nim-muck-kivuh-iim (the Tempest Bird) .... 20

6. A-wun-ne-wa-be (the Bird of Thunder) 19

7. Wau-bud-dick (the Elk) 18

8. U-je-jock (the Pelican) 10

9. Noodin-no-hay (the Furious Storm) 4

10. Min-nis-sin-noo (a Brave Warrior) 3

11. Uh-wus-sig-gee-zigli-gooh-hway (Woman of tlie Upper

World)—wife of Chief 38

12. Pappoose—born in the Salle Valentino.

The chief of this party, Maun-guadmis, was a remarkably

fine man, both in his personal appearance and intellectual

faculties. He was a half-caste, and, speaking the English

language tolerably well, acted as chief and interpreter of the

party.

The War-chief, Say-say-gon, was also a fine and intelligent

Indian, full-blooded, and spoke no English. The several

younger men were generally good-looking, and exceedingly

supple and active, giving great life and excitement to their

dances. In personal appearance the party, taken all to-

gether, was less interesting than that of the loways, yet, at

the same time, their dances and other amusements were

equally, if not more spirited and beautiful than those of

their predecessors.
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Thus, in the midst of my sorrow, I was commencing

anxieties again, and advertised the arrival of the new
party, and the commencement of their exhibitions. They
began with more limited but respectable audiences, and

seemed to please and surprise all who came, by the excite-

ment of their dances and their skill in shooting with the

bow and arrows, in the last of which they far surpassed the

loways. It was impossible, however, by all the advertising

that could be done, to move the crowds again that had been

excited to see the loways; the public seeming to have

taken the idea that these were merely an imitation got up
to take advantage of their sudden departure. It happened

quite curious, that, although the party consisted of eleven

when they arrived, about the time of the commencement
of their exhibitions the wife of the chief was delivered of a

pappoose, which was born in the same room where the poor

wife of the Little Wolf had died. This occurrence enabled

us to announce the party as twelve—the same number as the

loways ; which, with the name somewhat similar, furnished

very strong grounds for many of the Parisians to believe that

they were paying their francs to see their own countrymen

aping the Indians of America.

It seemed strange that it was so difficult to do away this

impression, which operated against them the whole time

they were in Paris, though all who saw them but a moment
were satisfied and pleased. Their amusements were much
like those of the loways, but with national differences in the

modes of giving them, which were, to the curious, subjects

of great interest.

The same hours were adopted for their exhibitions—the

same vehicles were contracted for, for their daily exercise

and sight-seeing— and their guardian, with Daniel, took

charge of all their movements on these occasions. Their

daily routine therefore was in most respects the same as

that of the loways, and it would be waste of valuable time

here for me to follow them through all.

We held the council, as we had done in the other cases,
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before our arrangements were entered upon, and all was

placed upon the condition that they were to conduct them-

selves soberly, and to drink no spirituous liquors. The
temperance pledge was therefore given, after I had explained

to them that, with the two other parties, ale in England, and

vin ordinaire in France, when taken to a moderate degree,

were not included in the term " spirituous liquors," and that

they would of course, as the other parties had been indulged,

have their regular glass at their dinners, and also after their

suppers, and before going to bed ; and that they would call

it, as the others had done, cliickubobhoo. This indulgence

seemed to please them very much, and, being at a loss to

know the meaning of chichabobboo, I took an occasion to

give them the history of the word, which they would see was

of Ojibbeway origin, and, laughing excessively at the inge-

nuity of their predecessors, they all resolved to keep up

their word, and to be sure at the same time not to drop

their custom, of taking the licensed glasses of chicha-

bobboo.

Amongst the kind friends whom this party made in Paris,

one of the best was M. Gudin, the celebrated marine

painter, in the employment of the King. This most excel-

lent gentleman and his kind lady were frequent visitors to

their exhibitions, and several times invited the whole party

and myself to dine at their table, and spend the day in the

beautiful grounds around his noble mansion (the " Chateau

Beaujon"), and, in its present improved condition, little less

than a palace.

Not only will the Indians feel bound for life to acknow-

ledge their gratitude to this kind lady and gentleman, but

the writer of these notes will feel equally and more so for

the kind and unmerited attentions the^ paid to him during

his stay in Paris. It was through tne friendly agency of

M. Gudin that the King invited my collection to the

Louvre, and myself, in company with him, to the royal break-

fast-table in the palace at St. Cloud. I take no little

satisfaction in recording here these facts, not only for myself.
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but injustice to one of the most distinguished painters (and

one of the best fellows) of the age. On this occasion, the

proudest one of my wild and erratic life, we were conducted

through several rooms of the palace to the one in which the

Royal Family, chiefly all assembled, with their numerous

guests, were standing and ready to be seated around a cir-

cular table of 15 or 18 feet in diameter, at which, our seats

being indicated to us, and the bow of recognition (so far as

we were able to recognise acquaintances) having been made,
all were seated. This extraordinary occasion of my life was

rendered peculiarly memorable and gratifying to me, from

the fact that there were two Kings and two Queens at the

table, and nearly every member of the Royal Family. The
King and Queen of the Belgians, who were at that time on

a visit to Paris, with his Royal Highness the little Due de

Brabant, were the unusual Royal guests at the table on the

occasion. The number of persons at the table, consisting of

the two Royal Families, the King's aides-de-camp, and

orderly officers of the palace, with the invited guests,

amounted to about 30 in all ; and as Kings and Queens and

royal families eat exactly like other people, I see nothing

further that need be noticed until their Majesties arose and

retired to the salon or drawing-room, into which we all fol-

lowed. I was there met as I entered, in the most gracious

and cordial manner by His Majesty, who presented me to

the King of the Belgians, who did me the honour to address

me in these words :
—" I am very happy, Mr. Catlin, to meet

a gentleman whose name is familiar to us all, and who has

done so much for science, and also for the poor Indians. You
know that the Queen, and myself, and the Due de Brabant

were all subscribers to your valuable work, and we have

taken great interest in reading it."

The two heirs- apparent, the little Count de Paris and

His Royal Highness the Due de Brabant, came to me, and,

recognising me, inquired about the Indians. The conversa-

tion with her Majesty, and also with the Princess Adelaide,

and the Duchess of Orleans, was about the Indians, who
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they had heard had gone home, and in whom thoy all seemed

to have taken a deep interest.

The little Due de Brabant recollected the small pipe and

mocassins I had presented him when he visited my collection

in the Egyptian Hall, under the protection of the Hon.

Mr. Murray.

I had a few minutes' conversation with the King of the

Belgians, and also with the graceful and pensive Duchess of

Orleans, and our ears were then all turned to the recitals of

his Majesty, around whom we had gathered, whilst he was

relating several scenes of his early life in America, in com-

pany with his two brothers, the Due de Montpensier and

the Count Beaujolais, which it seemed my advent with the

Indians had brought up with unusual freshness in his

mind.

He commented in the most eloquent terms upon the

greatness and goodness of General Washington, and told us

that he and his brothers were lucky enough to have been

present and heard his farewell address in Philadelphia,

which he had been in the habit of reflecting upon as one of

the most pleasurable and satisfactory incidents of his life.

He gave us an amusing account of his horse getting

mired in crossing Buffalo Creek, and of his paying a visit

to the tribe of Seneca Indians, near to the town of Buffalo,

on Lake Erie :

—

" Being conducted," said he, " to the village and to the chief's wigwam,

I shook hands with the chief, who came and stood by my horses head, and

while some hundreds of men, women, and children were gathering around,

I told the chief that I had come to make him a visit of a day or two, to

which he replied that he was very glad to see me, and I should be made

quite welcome, and treated to the best that he had. He said there would

be one condition, however, which was, that he should require me to give

him everything I had ; he should demand my horse, from which I would

dismount, and having given him the bridle, he said, ' I now want your gun,

your watch, and all your money ; these are indispensable.'

" I then, for the first time in my life, began to think that I was com-

pletely robbed and plundered ; but at the moment when he had got all,

and before I had time for more than an instant thought of my awkward
condition, he released me liom all further alarm by continuing, 'If you

have anything else which you wish to be sure to get again, I wish you to
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let me have it; for whatever you deliver into my hands now you will be

sure to find sale when you are about to leave ; otherwise I would not be

willing to vouch for their safety ; for there are some of my people whom wc

cannot trust to.'

" From this moment I felt quite easy, and spent a day or two in their

village very pleasantly, and with much amusement. When I was about to

leave, my horse was brought to the chiefs door and saddled, and all tlic

projierty I had left in his hands safely restored.

" I then mounted my horse, and, having taken leave, and proceeded a

short distance on my route, I discovered that I had left my favourite dog,

which I had been too much excited and amused to think of, and did not

recollect to have seen alter I entered their village.

" I turned my horse and rode back to the door of the chiefs w ig-

wain, and made inquiries for it. The chief said, ' But you did not

intrust your dog to my care, did you ?' ' No, I did not think of my poor

dog at the time.' 'Well then,' said he, ' I can't answer for it. If you

had done as I told you, your dog would have been safe. However,' said

he, ' we will inquire for it.' At which moment one of his little sons was

ordered to run and o])en a rude pen or cage by the corner of the wigwam,

and out leaped my dog, and sprang upon my leg as I was sitting on my
horse. I offered the honest chief a reward for his kindness ; but he refused

to accept it, wishing me to recollect, whenever I was amongst Indians again,

to repose confidence in an Indian's word, and feel assured that all the pro-

perty intrusted to an Indian's care I would be sure to find safe whenever

I wanted it again."

After reciting this amusing incident, his Majesty described

to me the route which he and his brothers took from Buifalo

to the falls of Niagara, and thence on horseback to Geneva,

a small town at the foot of the Seneca Lake, where they

sold their horses, and, having purchased a small boat, rowed

it 90 miles to Ithaca, at the head of the lake. From thence

they travelled on foot, with their luggage carried on their

backs, 30 miles to Tioga, on the banks of the Susquehana^

where they purchased a canoe from the Indians, and de-

scended in it that romantic and beautiful river, to a small

town called Wilkesbarre, in the valley of Wyoming.
From thence, with their knapsacks on their backs, they

crossed the Wilkesbarre and Pokono mountains to Easton,

and from thence were conveyed in a coach to Philadelphia.

I here surprised his Majesty a little, and his listeners, and
seemed to add a fresh interest to his narrative, by informing
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Ilim that I was a native of Willvcsbavrc, in the valley of

Wyoming, and that while his Majesty was there I was an

infant in my mother's arms, only a few months old.

He related a number of pleasing recollections of his visit

to my native valley, and then gave us an account of an

Indian ball-play amongst the Cherokees and Choctaws,

where he saw 500 or 600 engaged, during the whole day,

before the game was decided ; and he pronounced it one of

the most exciting and beautiful scenes he had ever beheld.

After an hour or so spent in amusing us with the pleas-

ing reminiscences of his wild life in America, he expressed

a wish to see my collection, and requested me to place it in

a large hall in the Louvre, for the private views of the

Royal Family ; and also appointed a day and an hour when
he would be glad to see the Ojibbeway Indians at St. Cloud,

and desired me to accompany them.

From the Palace, my friend M. Gudin, at the request

of the King, proceeded with me to Paris and to the Louvre,

with his Majesty's command to M. do Caillaux, director

of the Louvre, to prepare the Salle de Seance for the recep-

tion of my collection, which was ordered to be arranged in

it. My return from thence to the Indians, with the inform-

ation that they were to visit the King, created a pleasing

excitement amongst them, and, as the reader can easily

imagine, great joy and rejoicing.

This was an excitement and a piece of good news to the

poor fellows that could not be passed over without some

signal and unusual notice, and the result was, that a dog-

feast was to be the ceremony for the next day. Conse-

quently a dog was procured at an early hour, and, according

to the custom of their country, was roasted whole, and, when

ready, was partaken of with a due observance of all the

forms used in their own country on such occasions, it being

strictly a religious ceremony.

The same indulgence in seeing the sights of Paris, and of

exercise in the open air, was shown to them as to the other

party ; and the same carriages contracted for, to give them
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their daily drives ; in all of which they were accompanied by

their guardian, to whom the sights of Paris were also new

and equally entertaining, and they all made the best use of

their time in these amusements.

Their good friend M. Gudin appointed another day

for the whole party to dine at his house, and having a

number of distinguished guests at his table, the scene was a

very brilliant and merry one. The orator of the party was

the chief Maun-gua-daus, though on this occasion the War-
chief, whose name was Say-say-gon (the Hail-storm), arose

at the table and addressed M. Gudin and his lady in a

very affectionate manner ; thanking them for their kindness

to them, who were strangers in Paris and a great way from

their homes, and at the same time proposing to give to his

friend M. Gudin a new name, saying that, whenever

the Indians made a new friend whom they loved very much,

they liked to call him by a name that had some meaning to

it, and he should hereafter call him by the name of Ken ne-

wab-a-min (the Sun that guides us through the Wilderness).

There were several gentlemen of high rank and titles

present, and all seemed much entertained with the appear-

ance and conduct of the Indians.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

Indians' visit to the Palace of St. Cloud—The Park—Artificial lake

—Royal Family—Prince de Joinville—Recollected seeing the Author

and Collection in Washington—King and Queen of Belgians—The

regatta—The birch-bark canoe and the Prince de Joinville's " Whitc-

haller"—War-dance— Ball-play—Archery— Dinner prepared for the

Indians—M. Gudin and the Author join them—Indians' return—Gossip

at night—Their ideas of the King and Royal Family—Messenger from

the King, with gold and silver medals and money, to the Indians—The

War-chief cures a cancer—Author's Collection in the Salle de Stance,

in the Louvre—The Indians and the Author dine with M. Passy, Member

of Deputies—Kind treatment by himself and lady—King visits the

Collection in the Louvre—The Author explains his pictures—Persons

present—An hour's visit—The King retires—Second visit of the King

and Royal Family to the Collection—The Author's four little children

presented to the King—His Majesty relates the anecdote of bleeding

himself in America, and his visit to General Washington at Mount

Vernon—Ilis descent of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, in a small boat,

to New Orleans—Orders the Author to paint fifteen pictures for Ver-

sailles.

The day, which had arrived, for our visit to the King at St.

Cloud, was a pleasant one, and, all the party being ready,

we went off in good spirits ; and on our arrival our car-

riages were driven into the Royal Park, and conducted to a

lovely spot on the bank of an artificial lake, where there

were a considerable number of persons attached to the

Court already assembled to see the Indians ; and in the lake,

at their feet, a beautiful birch-bark canoe from their own

tribe, belonging to the Duchess of Orleans, and by the side

of it an elegant regatta-boat, belonging to the Prince de

Joinville, with " White Hall,'' in large letters, on her sides,

showing that she was a native of New York.

The Indians had been told that they were to paddle one

of their own canoes for the amusement of the Royal Family,
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but had not as yet dreamed that they were to contend for

speed with a full-manned " White-Haller,'' in a trial for speed,

before two kings and two queens and all of the Royal Family.

Just learning this fact, and seeing the complement of men
in blue jackets and tarpaulin hats, in readiness for the con-

test, they felt somewhat alarmed. However, I encouraged

them on, and the appearance of the Royal Family and the

King and Queen of the Belgians, in their carriages, at the

next moment, changed the subject, and their alarms were

apparently forgotten.

Their Majesties, and all of the two Royal Families, de-

scended from their carriages, and, gathering around the

Indians in a group, listened to each one's name as they

were in turn presented. {Plate No. 19.)

Louis Phillipe, and also the King of the Belgians, con-

versed for some time with the chiefs, while her Majesty and

the other ladies seemed more amused with the women, and

the little pappoose, in its beautifully embroidered cradle,

slung on its mother's back.

After this conversation and an examination of their cos-

tumes, weapons, &c., the targets were placed, and an exhi-

bition of their skill in archery ensued. And after that,

taking up their ball-sticks, "the ball was tossed," and they

soon illustrated the surprising mode of catching and throw-

ing the ball with their rackets or " ball-sticks."

This illustration being finished, they sounded the war-

whoop, and brandished their shields and tomahawks and

war-clubs in the war-dance, which their Majesties had ex-

pressed a desire to see. {Plate No. 20.)

Every member of the two Royal Families happened to be

present, I was told, on this occasion—a very unusual occur-

rence ; and all had descended from their carriages, and

grouped in a beautiful laun, to witness the wild sports of

these sons of the forest. I was called upon at that moment

to explain the meaning of the war-dance, war-song, war-

whoop, &c., for doing which I received the thanks of all the

party, which gave me peculiar satisfaction.
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The King at this time announced to the chief that he

wished to see how they paddled the birch canoe, that he had
two American canoes, which they had put into the water

;

one was a canoe, he said, made of birch-bark by their own
tribe, the Ojibbeways, and had belonged to his son, the

Duke of Orleans; and the other, now belonging to the

Prince de Joinville, was made in the city of New York
;

and he was anxious to be able to decide which could make
the best canoe, the white men or the Indians.

The whole party now assembled on the shore, and the

sailors and the Indians took their seats in their respective

boats, with oars and paddles in hand, and the race soon took

place. {Plate No. 21.) It was a very exciting scene, but it

seemed to be regi-etted by all that the Indians were beaten,

but which I think might not have been the case if they had
put two in their canoe instead of four, sinking it so deep as

to impede its progress ; or if they had put two squaws into

it instead of the men, as they are in the Indian country

much superior to the men in paddling canoes.

I had much conversation on this occasion with H.R.H.
the Prince de Joinville relative to the Indian modes and

his travels in America, when he recollected to have seen

me and my collection in Washington city.

Whilst these amusements were thus going on, my friend

M. Gudin had prepared his canvas and easel near the

ground, where he was busily engaged in painting the group,

and of which he made a charming picture for the King.

These curious and amusing scenes altogether lasted about

two hours, after which their Majesties and all took leave,

the King, the Queen, and the Duchess of Orleans succes-

sively thanking me for the interesting treat I had afforded

them. Their carriages were then ordered to drive back

empty, and all the royal party were seen strolling amidst

the forest towards the Palace.

The Indians and ourselves were soon seated in our car-

riages, and, being driven to a wing of the palace, were

informed that a feast was prepared for us, to which we were

VOL. II. u
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conducted, and soon found our good friend M. Gudin by
our side, who took a seat and joined us in it. The healths

of the King and the Queen and the little Count de Paris

were drunk in the best of chickabobhoo, and from that we

returned, and all in good glee, to our quarters in the city.

The reader by this time knows that this interview afforded

the Indians a rich subject for weeks of gossip in their

leisure hours, and charged their minds with a burthen of

impatience to know what communications there might yet

be from the King, as they had heard that gold and silver

medals and presents of other descriptions were sent to the

loways after their interview.

They proceeded with their exhibitions, as usual, how-

ever, and on the second day after the interview there came

a messenger from the King with medals of gold for the two

chiefs, and silver ones for each of the others of the party,

and also 500 francs in money, which was handed to the head

chief and, as in the former instances, equally divided

amongst them.

This completed all their anxieties, and finished the

grandest epoch of the poor fellows' lives, and of which they

will be sure to make their boasts as long as they live, and

give me some credit for bringing it about—their presenta-

tion to the Kings and Queens of France and Belgium.

A curious occurrence took place a few days after this, as

I learned on inquiring the object for which two ladies and

a gentleman were in daily attendance on the Indians, and

occasionally taking the War-chief away for an hour or two

in their carriage and bringing him back again. Daniel

told me that the young lady, who was one of the party, had

dreamed that Say-say-ffon could cure a cancer on the face

of her father, which had baffled all the skill of the medical

faculty and was likely to terminate his life ; and in conse-

quence of her dream, the relatives and herself were calling

on him to induce him to make the attempt, which he had

engaged in, and in their daily drives with him they were

taking him to the Garden of Plants and to various parts of
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the country, where he was searchhig for a particular kind

of herb or root, with which he felt confident he could cure it.

These visits were con^tinued for some weeks, and I was

informed by Daniel and by the Indians that he succeeded

in effecting the cure, and that they handsomely rewarded

him for it.

About this time, my lease expiring, I closed my exhibi-

tion, removing my collection to the Salle de Seance, in the

Louvre, where Daniel and I soon arranged it for the inspec-

tion of the King and Royal Family ; and it being ready, I

met his Majesty in it by appointment to explain its contents

to him.

The King entered at the hour appointed, with four or

five of his orderly officers about him, and, on casting his

eyes around the room, his first exclamation was that of sur-

prise at its unexpected extent and picturesque effect.

My friend M. Vattemare, and also another friend, Maj.

Poore, from the United States, were by my side, and greatly-

amused and pleased with the remarks made by the King

during the interview, relative to my paintings, and also to

incidents of his life amongst the Indians of America during

his exile. His Majesty soon recognised the picture of an

Indian ball-play, and several other scenes he had witnessed

on the American frontier, and repeatedly remarked that my
paintings all had the strong impress of nature in them, and

were executed with much spirit and effect. He seemed

pleased and amused with the various Indian manufactures,

and particularly with the beautiful Crow wigwam from the

Rocky Mountains standing in the middle of the room, the

door of which I opened for his Majesty to pass under.

After his visit of half an hour he retired, appointing

another interview, telling me that the Queen must see the

collection with him, and also commanding the director of

the Louvre to admit my little children to his presence,

having heard of their misfortune of losing their mother, for

which he felt much sympathy.

At the time appointed, a few days after, I met his Ma-
u 2
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jesty again, with a number of his illustrious friends, in my

collection ; and after he had taken them around the room

awhile to describe familiar scenes which he had met thcic

on his former visit, I continued to explain other paintiiit;^

and Indian manufactures in the collection. {Plate No. 2"2.)

In the midst of our tour around the hall his Majesty met

something that again reminded him of scenes he had witnessed

in his rambling life in the backwoods of America, and he

held us still for half an hour during his recitals of them.

He described the mode in which he and his two brothers de-

scended the Ohio and Mississippi rivers in an old Mackinaw

boat which they purchased at Pittsburg, and in which they

made their way amongst snags and sawyers and sandbars

to the mouth of the Ohio, six hundred miles, and from that

down the still more wild and dangerous current of the Mis-

sissippi, one thousand miles, to New Orleans, fifty-two years

ago, when nearly the whole shores of these rivers, with their

heavy forests, were in their native state, inhabited only by

Indians and wild beasts. They lived upon the game and

fish they could kill or purchase from the various tribes of

Indians they visited along the banks, and slept sometimes

in their leaking and rickety boat, or amongst the canebrake,

and mosquitos, and alligators, and rattlesnakes on the shores.

I took the liberty to ask his Majesty on this occasion

whether the story that has been current in the American

prints " of an Indian bleeding him " was correct ; to which

he replied, " No, not exactly ; it had been misunderstood.

He had bled himself on one occasion in presence of some

Indians and a number of country people, when he had been

thrown out of his waggon, and carried, much injured, to a

country inn ; and the people around him, seeing the ease

and success with which he did it, supposed him, of course,

to be a physician ; and when he had sufficiently recovered

from his fall to be able to start on his tour again, the neigh-

bours assembled around him and proposed that he should

abandon his plan of going farther west ; that if he would

remain amongst them they would show him much better
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land than he would find by proceeding on, and thej' would also

elect him county physician, which they stood much in need

of, and in which capacity he would meet no opposition. He
thanked them for their kindness, assuring them that he was

not a physician, and also that he was not in search of lands,

and, taking leave, drove off."

He also gave an account of their visit to General Wash-

ington at Mount Vernon, where they remained several days.

General Washington gave them directions about the route

to follow in the journey they were about to make across the

Alleghany Mountains on horseback, and gave them also

several letters of introduction to be made use of on their way.

While we were thus listening to the narrations of his

Majesty, my kind and faithful nurse was approaching from

the other end of the room and leading up my little children

(^Plate No. 22), whom he immediately recognised as my
little family, and in the most kind and condescending

manner took them by their hands and chatted with them in

language and sentences suited to their age.

His next object was to designate the paintings he wished

me to copy and somewhat enlarge, and soon pointed out

the number of fifteen, which T was commanded to paint for

the palace at Versailles.

During the time that my collection was thus remaining

in the Louvre many distinguished persons about the Court

had access to it, and amongst the num ber an excellent and

kind lady, Madame Passy, the wife of one of the distin-

guished members of the House of Deputies. This charm-

ing lady sought an acquaintance with the Indians also, and,

taking a deep interest in their character and situation, in-

vited them all to dine at her house, where they were treated

with genuine kindness and liberaHty, which they will never

forget.
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The Author leaves his Collection in the Louvre, and arrives with the Indians

in Bruxelles—Indians at the soiree of the American Minister in Bruxelles

—Author's reception by the King in the Palace—Small-pox among the

Indians—Indians unable to visit the Palace—Exhibition closes—Seven

sick with small-pox—Death of one of them—His will—A second dies

—

His will—The rest recover—Faithful attentions of Daniel—The Author

accompanies them to Antwerp, and pays their expenses to London on a

steamer—Death of the War-chief in London—His will—The Author

raises money by subscription and sends to them—Letter from the sur-

vivors, in England, to the Author—Drawings by the War-chief—The

Author stopped in the streets of London and invited to see the skeleton

of the War-chief !—His indignation—Subsequent deaths of four others of

this party in England—The three parties of Indians in Europe—Their
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Things which they saw and learned—Estimates and statistics of civilized
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premises—And the probable results.

During the time that my collection was exposed to the ex-

clusive views of the Royal Family and their guests, the

Indians were lying still, at my expense, which was by no

means a trifling item. The young man whom I said they

Were under a contract with to pay them so much per month

had performed his agreement with them for the two first

months, and when the third month's wages became due he

declared to them and to me that he could not pay them, nor

pay their expenses back to London, as he was obligated to

do. These duties then devolved on me, or at least, the

Indians having been so long under my control and direction,

I assumed them, and told the chiefs I would pay their

expenses to London, and probably make something for

them on the way, after my exhibition in the Louvre was

finished.
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They were thus lying idle at this time, waiting for me to

be at liberty to go with them, and, as I have said, living at

my expense. I told thetn that I designed going by the way

of Belgium, and making their exhibitions in Bruxelles,

Antwerp, and Ghent for a few weeks, the whole receipts of

which, over the expenses, they should have, and I fully

believed it would be sufficient to pay their expenses quite

home to their own country ; and that I would also, as I had

promised, pay all their expenses from Paris to London myself.

With this design and with these views, leaving my col-

lection in the Louvre, I started with the Indians for

Bruxelles, where we arrived the next evening.

We were all delighted with the appearance of Bruxelles,

and the Indians in fine glee, in the fresh recollections of the

honours just paid them in Paris, and the golden prospect

which they considered now lay before them. But little

did they dream, poor fellows! of the different fate that

there awaited them. While resting a few days, preparing

for the commencement of their exhibitions, they were kindly

invited, with the author, to attend the soiree of the

American Minister, Mr. Clemson, where they were ushered

into a brilliant and numerous crowd of distinguished and

fashionable people, and seemed to be the lions of the

evening, admired and complimented by all, and their way
was thus paved for the commencement of their exhibitions.

I had in the mean time made all the preparations and the

necessary outlays for their operations, which they merely

began upon, when it became necessary to suspend their

exhibitions, owing to one of the numlier having been taken

sick with the small-pox.

I had at this time an audience appointed with the King,

at the Palace, where I went and was most kindly received

and amused in half an hour's conversation with His Majesty

about the condition and modes of the American Indians.

He expressed the deepest sympathy for them and solicitude

for their welfare and protection, and, a few days after my
audience, transmitted to me, through one of his ministers,
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a beautiful gold medal, with an appropriate inscription

on it.

The nature of the sickness that had now appeared

amongst the Indians prevented the contemplated interview

at the Palace, and also all commnnication with the public.

It was still hoped by the physicians that a few days would

remove all difficulty, but it was destined to be otherwise,

for in a few days two others were attacked, and in a day or

two more another and another, and at last they were in

that pitiable and alarming state that seven of them were on

their backs with that awful and (to them) most fatal of all

diseases.

My position then, as the reader will perceive, was one of

a most distressing and painful kind, with my natural sym-

pathy for their race, and now with the whole responsibility

for the expenses, lives, and welfare of these poor people on

my shoulders, their only friend and protector in a foreign

country, as their conductor had left them and returned to

London, and my own life in imminent danger whilst I was

attending on them.

One of these poor fellows died in the course of a few

days in their rooms, another died in one of the hospitals to

which lie was removed, and a third died a few days after

they reached London, though he was in good health when

he travelled across the Channel.

Such were the melancholy results of this awful catastrophe,

which the reader will easily see broke up all their plans of

exhibitions in Belgium, and ended in the death of three of

the finest men of the party.

Their sickness in Bruxelles detained me there near two

months before the survivors were well enough to travel,

during which gloomy time I had opportunity enough to

test the fidelity of my man Daniel and his attachment to

the Indians, who stayed by them night and day, fearless of

his own danger, as he lifted them about in his arms in their

loathsome condition both when dead and alive.

When the party were well enough to travel I went to
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Antwerp with them, and placed them on a steamer for

London, having paid their fare and given them a little

money to cover their first expenses when they should arrive

there. I then took leave of them, and returned to my
little family in Paris, having been absent near three months,

with an expenditure of 350Z.

With the poor fellows who died there seemed to be a

presentiment with each, the moment he was broken out

with the disease, that he was to die, and a very curious cir-

cumstance attended this conviction in each case.

The first one, when he found the disease was well iden-

tified on him, sat down upon the floor with the next one, his

faithful and confiding friend, and, having very deliberately

told him he was going to die, unlocked his little trunk, and

spreading all his trinkets, money, &c., upon the floor, be-

queathed them to his friends, making the other the sole

executor of his will, intrusting them all to him, directing

him to take them to his country and deliver them with his

own hand. As he was intrusting these precious gifts, with

his commands, to an Indian, he was certain, poor fellow

!

that they would be sacredly preserved and delivered, and

he then locked his little trunk, and, having given to his

friend the key, he turned to his bed, where he seemed com-

posed and ready to die, because, he said, it was the will of

the Great Spirit, and he didn't think that the Great

Spirit would have selected him unless it was to better his

condition in some way.

About the time of the death of this young man his con-

fiding and faithful friend was discovered to be breaking out

with the disease also, and, seeming to be under a similar

conviction, he called Say-say-gon (the War-chief) to him,

and, like the other, unlocked his little trunk, and, taking

out his medal from the King, and other presents and money,

he designated a similar distribution of them amongst his

relatives ; and trusting to the War-chief to execute his will,

he locked his trunk, having taken the last look at his little

hard-earned treasures, and, unlocking that of his deceased
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companion, and designating, as well as he could, the manner

in which the verbal instructions had been left with him,

gave the key to the War-chief, and begged of him to take

charge of the trunk and the presents, and to see them

bestowed according to the will of the testator. After this

he turned away from his little worldly treasures, and sud-

denly lost all knowledge of them in the distress of the awful

disease that soon terminated his existence.

The War-chief was one who escaped the disease in

Bruxelles, and, being amongst those whom I took to Ant-

werp and sent by steamer to London, was at that time in

good health and spirits ; but letters which I received a few

days after their arrival in London informed me that he was

there attacked with the same disease, and, most singular to

relate, as soon as he discovered the disease breaking out

upon his skin, he said that he should die, and, calling the

chief Maun-gua-daus to him, he, like the others, opened his

trunk, and, willing his gold medal from the hand of Louis

Philippe, to his little son, and his other trinkets and money

to his wife and other relatives, intrusted the whole to the

chief to execute. He then unlocked the trunks of his two

friends who were dead, and, as well as he could recollect

them, communicated to Maun-gua-daus the nature of the

two bequests that had been intrusted to him, and died,

leaving the chief to be the bearer of all the little effects

they had earned, and sole executor of their three wills.

It is a fact which may be ofinterest to be made known, that

all of this party had been vaccinated in their own country,

and supposed themselves protected from the disease ; and

also that the only three full-blooded men of the party died.

The other four who had the disease had it in a modiiied

form, and, in all probability, with the three who died, the

vaccine matter had not been properly communicated, or,

what is more probable, and often the case in the exposed

lives they lead, it had in some way been prevented from

taking its usual effect.

After their misfortunes in Belgium and in London the
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excellent lady of the American Ambassador in Bruxelles

raised, by a subscription, several hundred francs and sent

to me in Paris, to which I got other additions in that city,

and forwarded to them in England, to assist in paying

their expenses back to their own country ; and shortly after,

and before they embarked for America, I received the fol-

lowing letter from them, which I feel it my duty to mj^self

to insert here, lest any one should be led to believe that I

did less than my duty to these unfortunate people :

—

"To Geo. Catlin, Esq., now in Paris.

" Our dear Friend, " London, Jan. 27, 1846.

" We send you our words on paper to let you know that we are

thankful for your kindness to us. You have done everything to make us

happy while with you in Paris and Belgium ; and as all our people know in

America that you are indeed their best friend, they will be glad to hear

that you have taken us into your kind care whilst we were in a foreign land,

and that while you were in a deep affliction with your own family.

Mabn-gua-daus,
Ke-che-us-sin,

a-wun-ne-wa-be,

Wau-bdd-dick,

Uh-wus-sig-gee-zigh-gook-kway."

The above letter was spontaneous on their part, and

written in the hand of Maxin-gua-daus, the chief, who spoke

and wrote the English language very correctly.

I was much shocked and distressed to hear of the death

of Say-say-gon, the War-chief, for he was a remarkably fine

Indian, and had become much attached to me. His life, as

a warrior and a hunter, had been one of an extraordinary

nature, and the principal incidents of it, particularly in the

hunting department, he had been for some weeks engaged,

just before their disastrous sickness, in illustrating by a

series of designs in his rude way, presenting me a portfolio

of them, with the story of each, which I wrote down from his

own lips as he narrated them.

This most amusing and original keepsake, which I shall

treasure up as long as I live, and which I regret that the

dimensions of this work did not allow me the space to insert.
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can at all times be seen by the curious of my friends who
desire to see it.

For the amusement of the reader, however, I have made
room for a couple of his drawings, which will convey some

idea of their general character, and of the decided clever-

ness of this good fellow at story-telling and design. The
woodcuts are traced from the originals, and are therefore as

near fac-similes as I could make them. Plate No. 23 re-

presents Pane-ioay-ee-tung, the brother-in-law of Say-say-gon,

crossing the river Thomas in a bark canoe, who had the

following curious and amusing encounter with a bear which

he met swimming in the middle of the river. Though the

Indian had no other weapon than a paddle, he pursued the

bear, and, overtaking it, struck it a blow, upon which it

made an effort to climb into the canoe, by which the canoe

was upset and the Indian sank under it. He arose to the

surface, however, just behind the canoe, which in its pro-

gress had passed over him, and, being bottom upwards, the

bear had climbed upon it, as seen in the sketch, and, having

seen the man sink under it, was feeling under the canoe

with his paws in hopes of getting hold of him. The bear,

having made no calculation for the progress of the canoe,

had not thought of looking behind it for his enemy, but

balanced himself with difficulty without being able to look

back ; and whilst he was thus engaged feeling for his enemy

under the canoe the Indian silently swam behind it, and,

cautiously pushing it forward with his hand, succeeded in

moving it near the shore, where he discovered his friend

Say-say-gon hunting with his rifle, who was in waiting for

it, and when near enough shot it in the head.

Plate No. 24 is his illustration of the first interview

between white men and the Ojibbeway Indians ; his descrip-

tion of it is as follows :

—

" Gitch-ee-gaw-ga-osh (the point that remains for ever), who died many

snows since, and who was so old that he had smolced with three generations,

said that his grandfather, On-daig, met the first white man who ever entered

an Ojibbeway's wigwam. That white man was a great chief, who wore a red

coat. He had many warriors with him, who all came in sight of the village
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of On-daig (the crow), and, leaving his warriors behind, he walked towards

the wigwam of On-daig, who came out, with his pipe of peace in one hand,

and his war-club in the other. On-daig oftbred his pipe to the white chief

to smoke, who put his sword behind him in one hand, and raised his hat

with the other. On-daig never had seen a white man's hat before, and,

thinking the white chief was going to strike him with it, drew his war-

club. They soon, however, understood each other, and smoked the pipe

together."

But a few months after the death of this fine Indian I

was on a visit to London, and while walking in Piccadilly

was accosted by an old acquaintance, who in our conversa-

tion informed me that the skeleton of my old friend the

War-chief had been preserved, and he seemed to think it

might be an interesting thing for me to sec. The struggle

between the ebullition of indignation and the quiescence of

disgust rendered me for the moment almost unfit for a

reply ; and I withheld it for a moment, until the poor Indian's

ideas of hyaenas before described had time to run through

my mind, and some other similar reflections, when I calmly

replied, " I have no doubt but the skeleton is a subject of

interest, but I shall not have time to see it."

My friend and I parted here, and I went on through

Piccadilly, and I know not where, meditating on the virtues

of scientific and mercenary man. I thought of the heroic

Osceola, who was captured when he was disarmed and was

bearing a white flag in his hand ; who died a prisoner of war,

and whose head was a few months afterwards offered for sale

in the city of New York I I thought also of the thousands

of Indian graves I had seen on the frontier thrown open

by sacrilegious hands for the skulls and trinkets they en-

closed, to which the retiring relatives were lurking back to

take the last glance of, and to mingle their last tears

over, with the horror of seeing the bones of their fathers

and children strewed over the ground by hands too averse

to labour and too ruthless to cover them again.

I was here forcibly struck with the fitness of Jim's re-

marks about the hyaenas, of "their resemblance to Chemo-

kimons or pale-faces," when I told him that they lived by
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digging up and devouring bodies that had been consigned

to the grave.

I thought also of the distress of mind of the Little

Wolf when he lost his child at Dundee—of his objec-

tions to bury it in a foreign land ; and also of the double

yjang with which the fine fellow suffered when dire necessity

compelled him to leave the body of his affectionate wife

amidst the graves of the thousands whose limbs and bones

were no curiosity. And I could thus appreciate the earnest-

ness with which, in his last embrace of me in Paris, he

desired me to drive every day in a cab, as he had been in

the habit of doing, to the cemetery of Montmartre, to see

that no one disturbed the grave of her whom he had loved,

but was then to leave ; and that I should urge his kind

friend M. Vattemarc to hasten the completion of the beauti-

ful monument he was getting made, that it might be sure

to be erected over her grave before she might be dug up.

With regard to the remainder of the party of Ojibbe-

ways whom I have said I had advised to return as soon as

possible to their own country, I am grieved to inform the

reader that, from letters from several friends in England, I

have learned that the chief has persisted in travelling

through various parts of the kingdom, making his exhibi-

tions of Indian life during the last year, and has had the

singular and lamentable misfortune of burying three of his

children and his wife !

These, being facts, show a loss of seven out of twelve of

that party, affording a shocking argument against the pro-

priety of persons bringing Indians to Europe with a view

t-o making their exhibitions a just or profitable speculation.

Three of the former party died while under my direction,

as I have described in the foregoing pages ; and a noble fine

Indian, by the name of Jock-o-sot, of the Sac tribe, brought

to England by a Mr. Wallace about the same time, was

dying, and died on his way home, from causes he met in

this country ; making the melancholy list of eleven who
lost their lives in the space of eighteen months.
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These are facts which bring the reader's mind, as well as

that of the author, to inquire what were the objects of these

jjarties in England—how they came here—and what their

success, as well as what will be the results that will probably

flow from them. Each of these speculations has undoubtedly

been projected by the white men who brought the Indians

over, having conceived a plan of employing and taking to

Europe such parties, who would be great curiosities in a

foreign country, and by their exhibitions enabled to realise

a great deal of money.

These parties, in each case, have been employed, and in-

duced to come on condition of a certain sum of money to be

paid them per month, or so much per year, to be given them

on their return to their own country, with the additional

advantage of having all their expenses borne, and them-

selves entitled to all the numerous presents they would
receive during their travels.

As I have been with each of these parties the greater

part of the time while they were making their exhibitions,

I feel quite sure that this last condition of their engage-

ments has been strictly kept with them, and that by it the

Indians profited to a considerable amount from the kind

and charitable hands of people whom they were amusing.

But how far they have been benefited by the other con-

ditions of their engagements, after they have returned to

their homes, I am unable to tell.

As for their reception by the public generally where

they have travelled, and their conduct whilst amongst and

dealing with the world, it gives me great pleasure, as a

living witness, to tender to that public my grateful acknow-

ledgments for the kindness and friendship with which they

received those unsophisticated people ; and in justice to the

Indians, as well as for the satisfaction of those who knew
them, to acknowledge the perfect propriety of their conduct

and dignity of deportment whilst they were abroad.

There were of the three parties thirty-five in all, and I

am proud, for the character of the abused race which I am
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yet advocating, that, for the year and a half that I was daily

and hourly in familiarity with them in Europe, I never dis-

covered either of them intoxicated, or in a passion with one

another, or with the world. They met the people, and all

the wondrous and unaccountable works which their eyes

were daily opened to in the enlightened world, with an even-

ness of temper and apparent ease and familiarity which

surprised all who saw them.

Their conduct was uniformly decent and respectful, and

through their whole tour, whilst abroad, they furnished a

striking corroboration of two of the leading traits of their

national character, which I have advanced in my former

work, of their strict adherance to promises they make, and

of their never-ending garrulity and anecdote when, in their

little fireside circles, they are out of the embarrassing gaze

of the enlightened world, who are wiser than themselves.

For these nightly gossips, which generally took place in

their private apartments after the labours of the day were

done and the pipe was lit, the excitements of the day, and

the droll and marvellous things they had seen in their

exhibition-room and in the streets of London and Paris,

afforded them the endless themes ; and of these little sittings

I was almost an inseparable member, as will have been seen

by many anecdotes entered in the pages which the reader

has already passed over.

It will be pleasing therefore to the reader, at least to

those who felt an interest in those poor people, to learn,

that, though they might have been objects of concern and

pity whilst making a show of themselves in this country,

they were, nevertheless, happy, and in the height of amuse-

ments, philosophically enjoying life as they went along;

and to those who know me, and feel any anxiety for my
welfare, that, although I was aiding them in a mode of liv-

ing to which I was always opposed, I was happy in their

society, and also in the belief that I was rendering them an

essential service, although my labours were much less suc-

cessful as regarded my own pecuniary interest.
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One of the leading inducements for Indians to enter into

such enterprises, and the one which gains the consent of

their friends and relations around them, and more parti-

cularly is advanced to the world as the plausible motive for

talcing Indians abroad, is that of enlightening them—of

opening their eyes to the length and breadth of civilization,

and all the inventions and improvements of enlightened

society. These three parties (having met their old friend

and advocate abroad, who has introduced them to the

highest society of the world—has led them into three palaces,

and from those down through every grade of society, and

into almost every institution and factory of the continent—
whose eyes and whose ears have been opened to most of the

information and improvements of this enlightened age, and

who have gone back to relate and to apply, in their own
country, the knowledge they have gained) will furnish the

best argument on record, for or against the propriety of

bringing American Indians abroad, as the means of enlight-

ening them and making them suitable teachers of civiliza-

tion when they go back to the wilderness. And though the

pages of this book cannot sum up the results of these visits,

which can only be looked up ultimately in the respective

tribes to which they have returned, yet a few words more

upon the materials with which they have returned, and the

author's opinion (in his familiar knowledge of the Indians'

mode of reasoning) of their probable results, may not be

obtrusive, as a sort of recapitulation of scenes and estimates,

with their tendencies, made in the foregoing pages.

It is natural, or at least habitual, to suppose that, for the

ignorant to learn is always to improve ; and that what a

savage people can learn amongst civilized society 7mist be for

their benefit. But in this view of the case, which would

generally be correct, there arises a very fair question how
far, for the benefit of the unenlightened parts of the world,

it is judicious to acquaint them at a glance, w th the whole

glare of the lights and shades of civilized life, by opening

the eyes of such parties to .so many virtues and so many
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luxuries and refinements so far beyond the possibility of

their acquiring, and at the same time to so many vices, to

so much poverty and beggary not known in their simple

modes of life, to teach to their people and to descant on

when they get home ; themselves as well as those whom they

are teaching, despairing of ever attaining to what they

have seen to admire and covet, and unwilling to descend to

the degrading vices and poverty which they have seen

mixed up in the mysterious and money-making medley of

civilization.

If I startle the readers, let them reflect for a moment upon

what perhaps some of them have never yet exactly appre-

ciated—that a man, to know how his own house looks, must

see how the houses of others appear. To know how his own

city and country actually look, and how his countrymen act

and live, he should see how cities and countries look, and

how people act, in other parts of the world. If he will do

this, and then leave all civilized countries a while, and the

din and clatter, and the struggles for wealth amidst the

rags and vices of the community he has lived in, and taste

for a time the simple, silent life of the wilderness, he will

find, on returning to his home, that he has been raised

amongst a variety of vices and follies which he never before

had duly appreciated, and will then realise, to a certain

degree, the view which the savages take of the scenes in

civilized life when they look into the strange m.cdley of

human existence in our great towns and cities, where all the

contrasts are before their eyes, of. rich and poor, equally

struggling for wealth or the means of existence.

With such eyes were those wild people here to look ; and

without the cares and liourly and momentary concerns which

lead the scrambling, busy world through and across the

streets, blinded to what is about them, the poor but entirely

independent Indians were daily and hourly scanning from

the top of their buss, or the platform of their exhibition-

rooms, the scenes, and manners, and expressions that were

about them ; and though they looked with unenlightened
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eyes, they saw and correctly ajjprcciated many things in

London and Paris which the eyes of Londoners and Pari-

sians scarcely see. They saw their sights and got their

estimates and statistics, and in the leisure of their inquisi-

tive and abstracted minds drew deductions which few of

the business world have leisure or inclination to make
;

and with all of these they have gone back to be the illus-

trators and teachers of civilization in the wilderness.

Each one will be a verbal chronicler, as long as he lives, of

the events and scenes he witnessed while abroad, and IFaslt-

ha-mon-ya for Jim), with his smattering of civilization, and

his book of entries, which he will find enough to read and

translate, will furnish abundance of written evidence for

them to comment upon to their nation, who will be looking

to them for information of the secret of civilization.

The bazaar of toys and trinkets presented to them, with

the money and medals which they will open to view in the

wilderness, will glitter in the eyes of their people, and, it is

to be feared, may be an inducement to others to follow their

example.

Their Bibles had increased in their various boxes since

the last census to more than a hundred and fifty ; their reli-

gious tracts, which they could not read, to some thousands
;

their dolls, in all, to fifty; and other useless toys, to a great

number. Then came their medals, their grosses of buttons,

their beads, ribbons, brooches, fans, knives, daggers, combs, pis-

tols, shawls, blankets, handkerchiefs , canes, umbrellas, beaver hats,

caps, coats, bracelets, pins, eye-glasses, &c. &c. ; and then their

prints—views of countries they had seen, of churches, cathe-

drals, maps of London and Paris, views of bridges, oi factories,

of coal-pits, of catacombs, of Morgues, Sec. &c., to an almost

countless number, all to be opened and commented upon,

and then scattere 1, as the first indications of civilization,

in the wilderness. These are but mere toys, however, but

gewgaws that will be met as matters of course, and soon

used up and lost sight of. But Jim's book of the statistics

of London, of Paris, and New York, will stand the Magna
x2
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Charta of his nation, and around it will assemble the wise-

acres of the tribe, descanting on and seeking for a solution

of the blessings of civilization, as the passing pipe sends off

its curling fumes, to future ages, over its astounding and

marvellous estimates of civilized nations, of cities, of churches,

oi courts of justice, and gaols—of the tens of thousands of

civilized people who are in it recorded (to their amazement) as

blind, as deafand dumb, and iiisane ; ofgalloivs and guillotines, of

massacres and robberies, the number of grog-shops and brew-

eries, of coal-pits, of tread-mills and foundling hospitals, of

poorhouses and paupers, of beggars and starvation, of brothels,

of prisonsfor debtors, of rapes, of bigamg, of taxation, of game-

laws, of Christianity, of drunkenness, of national debt and

repudiation.

The estimates of all these subjects have gone to the wil-

derness, with what the eyes of the Indians saw of the poverty

and d'strcss of the civilized world, to be taught to the un-

taught, and hereafter to be arrayed, if they choose, against

the teachings of civilization and Christianity in the Indian

communities : a table of the enormous numbers in the civil-

ized world who by their own folly or wickedness drag

through lives of pain and misery, leaving their Indian

critics, in the richness of their imaginations, to judge of the

immense proportion of the enlightened world who, in just

retribution, must perish for their crimes and their follies

;

and in their ignorance, and the violence of their prejudices,

to imagine what proportion of them are actually indulged

in the comforts of this life, or destined to enjoy the happi-

ness of the world to come.

Teaching, I liave always thought, should be gradual, and

but one thing (or at most but few things) taught at a time.

By all who know me and my views, I am known to be, as I

am, an advocate of civilization ; but of civilization, as it has

generally been taught amongst the American Indians, I

have a poor opinion ; and of the plan I am now treating of,

of sending parties to foreign countries to see all that can be

seen and learned in civilized life, I have a still poorer
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opinion, being fully convinced that they learn too niiuh for

useful teachers in their own country. 'Ihe strides that they

thus take arc too great and too sudden for the slow and

gradual steps that can alone bring man from a savage to a

civilized state. They require absolutely the reverse of what

they will learn from such teachers. 'I'hey should, with all

their natural prejudices against civilized man, be held in

ignorance of the actual crime, dissipation, and poverty that

belong to the enlightened world, until the honest pioneer,

in his simple life, with his plough and his hoe, can wile

them into the mode of raising the necessaries of life, which

are the first steps from savage to civil, and which they will

only take when their prejudices against white men are

broken down, which is most effectually done b)' teaching

them the modes of raising their food and acquiring property.

I therefore am constrained to give judgment here against

the propriety of parties of Indians visiting foreign countries

with a view to enlightening their people when they go back
;

and here also to register my opinion, for which I am daily

asked, as to the effects which these visits to Europe will

have upon the parties who have been abroad, and what im-

pressions they will make amongst their people when they

return.

I am sure they saw many things which pleased them and

gained their highest admiration, and which they might be

benefited by seeing : and also that they saw many others

which it would have been decidedly better they had never

seen. They have witnessed and appreciated the virtues

and blessings, and at the same time the vices and miseries

and degradations of civilized life, the latter of which will

doubtless have made the deepest impressions upon their

minds, and which (not unlike some ynore distinguished travellers

than themselves) they will comment and enlarge upon, and

about in equal justice to the nation they represent and are

endeavouring to instruct.

Their tour of a year or two abroad, amidst the mazes and

mysteries of civilized life, will rest in their minds like a
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romantic dream, not to be forgotten, nor to be dreamed

over again ; their lives too short to aspire to what they have

soon to approve, and their own humble sphere in their native

wilds so decidedly preferable to the parts of civilized life

which they did not admire, that they will probably convert

the little money they have made, and their medals and

trinkets, into whisky and rum, and drown out, if possible,

the puzzling enigma, which, with arguments, the poor fel-

lows have found it more difficult to solve.

With this chapter I take leave of my Indian friends ; and

as the main subject of this work ends with their mission to

Europe, the reader finds himself near the end of his task.

In taking leave of my red friends, I will be pardoned for

repeating what I have before said, that on this side of the

Atlantic they invariably did the best they could do ; and

that, loving them still as I have done, I shall continue to do

for them and their race, all the justice that shall be in the

power of my future strength to do.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

The Author returns to his little children in Paris—His loss of time and
money—The three Indian speculations—His efforts to promote the

interests of the Indians, and the persons who brought them to Europe

—

His advice to other persons wishing to engage in similar entcr|)rises

—

The Author retires to his atelier, and paints the fifteen pictuies for the

King—The pleasure of quiet and retirement with his four little children

around him—He offers his Indian Collection to the American Govern-

ment—And sends his memorial to Congress—Bill reported in favour of

the purchase—The Author has an interview with the King in the Tuilcrics

—Delivers the fifteen pictures— Subjects of the pictures painted—Conver-

sations with the King—Reflections upon his extraordinary life—The
Author's thoughts, while at his easel, upon scenes of his life gone by

—And those that were about him, as he strolled, with his little children,

through the streets and society of Paris—Distressing and alarming

illness of the Author's four little children— Kindness of sympathizing

friends—Death of "little George"—His remains sent to New York, and
laid by the side of his mother—A father's tears and loneliness—The
Author returns with his Collection to London.

Tilts commencement of this chapter finds me at my easel, in

a comfortable atelier in my own apartments in Paris, where

I had retired, with my little children about me, to paint the

fifteen pictures for the King, and others for which I had

some standing orders.

My collection was at this time placed in a magazine in the

vicinity of my dwelling, and my faithful man Daniel still

continued his charge over it, keeping it in repair, and

plying between it and my painting-room when I required

models from my collection to work from.

The true measure of ordinary happiness I have long be-

lieved to be the amount of distress or anxiety we have

escaped from ; and in this instance I felt, retired from the
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constant anxieties I had lived under for the last six or seven

years, demanding all my time, and holding my hand from

my easel, as if 1 could be happy, even in my grief, with my
four dear little children around me, whom their kind mother

had but a few months before, in her dying breath, committed

to my sole keeping and protection.

My house, though there was a gloom about it, had a

melancholy charm from its associations, whilst its halls were

enlivened by the notes of my little innocents, who were

just old enough for my amusement, and too young fully

to appreciate the loss they had sustained, and whose little

arms were now concentrated about my neck, as the only

one to whom they claimed kindred and looked for ])ro-

tcction.

My dear little namesake, George, and my only boy, then

three years and a half old, was my youngest, and, being the

only one of my little flock to perpetuate my name, had

adopted my j<ainting-room as his constant play-house, and,

cronies as we had become there, our mutual enjoyment was

as complete as my happiness was, in the dependence I was

placing on him for the society of my future days. His first

passion, like that of most children, had been for the drum,

with which, slung upon his back, with drumsticks in hand, he

made my atelier and apartments ring, and never was happier

or more proud than when we addressed him as "Tam-
bour Major," by which name he familiarly went, and to

which he as promptly answered.

Besides the company of this dear little fellow, I had the

sweet society of my three little girls, of ten, eight, and six

years old, and with all, and the pleasures at my easel, 1

counted myself in the enjoyments of life that I would have

been unwilling for any consideration to part with. I thus

painted on, dividing my time between my easel, my little

children, and the few friends 1 had in Paris, resolving and

re-resolving to devote the remainder of my life to my art,

being in possession of the fullest studies from nature to

enable me to illustrate the early history of my country in its
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various dealings with the Indian tribes of America ; and in

these labours I also with pleasure resolved to continue my
efforts to do justice to their character and their memory.

The American Congress was at that time in session, with

a surplus revenue in ihe treasury of more than 12,000,000

of dollars ; and, deeming it an auspicious time, I proposed

the sale of my collection by my Memorial, to that body,

believing there was sympathy enough for the poor Indians

in my country, and dis]iosition to preserve all the records

of this dying race, to induce the Congress to purchase the

collection as connected with the history of the country.

I had been stimulated, the whole time whilst making the

collection, with the hope that it would be perpetuated on

the soil where these ill-fated people have lived and perished ;

and was constantly encouraged in my labours with the belief

that such would be the case.

On my Memorial, a Bill was reported by the Joint Com-

mittee on the Library, complimenting me in the strongest

terms, and recommending its purchase ; but, owing to the

sudden commencement of the Mexican war at that time, no

action was had upon it, and it now remains to be seen

whether the Government will take it up again, or whether

the collection will be left, because more highly appreciated,

in a foreign land. My unavoidable belief still is, that some

measure will be adopted for its preservation in my native

country, a monument to those people who have bequeathed

to the United States all her dominions, and who are rapidly

wasting away ; though I have fears that the call for it may
be too late, either to gi-atify my ambition to see it perpetu-

ated amongst the records of my country, or to enable me to

feel the reward for my hard labour.

The Bill reported in the Congress I have taken the

liberty to insert here, for the very high compliment it con-

veys, as well as for the benefit it may in some way afford me
by the value therein set upon my works.
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Bill reported in tlie American Congress, 1846, for tlie Purchase

of Catlin's Indian Gallery, July 24th, 1846. Read and

laid upon the table. Mr. W. W. Campbell, from the Joint

Committee on the Library, made the following Report:—
The Joint Committee on the Library, to whom was referred the Memorial of Mr.

Catlin for the purchase of his Gallerij of Indian Collections and Paintings;

and also the Memorial of American artists abroad, and of American citizens

resident in London, respectfulli/ report—
That of Mr. Catlin, who desires to place, on certain conditions, his

extensive collection of Indian portraits, costumes, and other objects of in-

terest connected with Indian life, in the possession of the Government, it

is hardly necessary to speali, since his reputation is established throughout

this country and Europe. A native of the state of Pennsylvania, his early

studies were directed to the law, winch, under an impulse of enthusiasm

that often marks original genius, he soon abandoned for the pencil, stimu-

lated by desire to give to his country exact and spirited representations of

the persons, costumes, ceremonies, and homes of the aboriginal inhabitants

of this continent, now retreadng and gradually vanishing away before the

power of civilization. Nor did he devote himself to his enterprises merely

to gratify curiosity and preserve memorials of a bold, independent, and re-

markable race of men, but to direct attention to certain lofty traits of their

character, and excite, generally, friendly sentiments and efforts for their

benefit. In making this collection, he expended eight entire years of his life

and 20,000 dollars, and visited, often at great hazard of his personal safety,

more than forty different (and most of them remote) tribes. Unaided by

public or private patronage, he pursued and effected his object, sustained,

as he observes, by the ambition of procuring a full and complete pictorial

history of a numerous and interesting race of human beings rapidly sinking

into oblivion, and encouraged by the belief that the collection would finally

be appropriated and protected by the Government of his own country, as a

monument to a race once sole proprietors of this country, but who will

soon have yielded it up, and with it probably their existence also, To civil-

ized man.

On Ml-. Catlin's return from the western prairies, the attention of Con-

gress was, in 1837 and 1838, turned towards his collection, and a resolu-

tion for its purchase was moved in the House, and referred to the Commit-

tee on Indian Atfairs, who, it is understood, expressed in their report an

unanimous opinion in favour of the purchase, though the near approach of

the close of the session prevented its being submitted for consideration.

In transferring his collection to Eurojie, Mr. Catlin had no intention of

alienating it, or changing its nationality and destination ; but, by its exhi-

bition, sought to secure support for his family, and obtain means of bring-
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iiig- out his great and expensive worli on the Indians—a work which has

thrown much light upon their character and customs, and been received

with distinguislied favour on both sides of the Atlantic.

The judgment of our citizens, and that of eminent foreigners, is concur-

rent in regard to the value of this collection for the illustration of our his-

tory, and as a work of art. By desire of the King of France, it now occupies

a gallery in the Louvre, and has been highly eulogized by the most distin-

guished artists and men of science in Paris. A large gold medal has been

presented to Mr. Catlin by the King of the Belgians, with a letter express-

ing a high opinion of his productions.

The American artists now in Paris, in a memorial addressed to Congress,

urging the importance of securing this collection to our country, say,

" Having made ourselves acquainted with the extent and interest of this

unique collection, and of its peculiar interest to our country ; and also aware

of the encouraging offers now made to its proprietor for its permanent

establishment in England, as well as the desire generally manifested here

to have it added to the historical gallery of Versailles, we have ventured

to unite in the joint expression of our anxiety that the members of the pre-

sent Congress may pass some resolution that may be the means of restoring

so valuable a collection to our country, and fixing it among its records. In-

teresting to our countrymen generally, it is absolutely necessary to Ame-
rican artists. The Italian who wishes to portray the history of Rome
finds remnants of her sons in the Vatican ; the French artist can study

the ancient Gauls in the museums of the Louvre ; and the Tower of London

is rich in the armour and weapons of the Saxon race.

" Your memorialists, therefore, most respectfully trust that Mr. Catlin's

collection may be purcliased and cherished by the Federal Government, as a

nucleus for a national museum, where American artists may freely study

that bold race who once held possession of our country, and who are so fast

disappearing beibre the tide of civilization. Without such a collection, few

of the glorious pages of our early history can be illustrated, while the use

made of it here by French artists, in recording upon canvas the American

discoveries of their countrymen in the last century, shows its importance."

Your Committee feel the justice of these sentiments of American artists,

and also the importance, as suggested in their memorial, of securing, by

the purchase of his collection, the future efforts of Mr. Catlin for its enlarge-

ment. Let the Government appropriate his collection, and the chief am-

bition of its author's life will be realized, and ho will be enabled, in a few

years, to double it in value and extent.

The bill which has recently passed the House for the establishment of

the Smithsonian Institution provides that there shall belong to it a " gal-

lery of art
; '' and of course it must be intended that such gallery shall be

occupied by works of art. That such works should be principally Ame-
rican, is the obvious dictate of patriotism. No [iroductions, your Committee

believe, at present exist, more appropriate to this gallery than those of Mr.

Catlin, or of equal importance. Should Congress fidl to act on this subject,
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or decide unfavourably to Mr. Catlin's proposal, he may, notwithstanding

his reluctance, be compelled to accept the positive and advantageous offers

now made to him in England.

The love of art, and respect for those w ho have cultivated it with success,

especially for those who have illustrated, by their productions, the history

of their country, have ever been cherished by the most civilized nations.

It has been justly observed, that " among the Greeks the arts were not so

much objects to promote gratification as of public interest; they were em-

ployed as the most powerful stimulants of piety and patriotism, commissioned

to confer distinction upon those who were conspicuous for valour, for wis-

dom, and for virtue. A statue or picture gave celebrity to a city or a state,

and a great artist was considered a national ornament—a public benefactor,

whom all were bound to honour and reward."

Your Committee believe the price of his collection, as named by Mr. Cat-

lin, is moderate, and that a failure to obtain it would occasion deep regret

to all the friends of art, and to all Americans who reasonably and justly

desire to preserve memorials of the Indian race, or the means by which our

future artists and historians may illustrate the great and most interesting

events in the early periods and progress of our country.

The Committee, therefore, recommend that the bill for the establishment

of the Smithsonian Institute be so amended as that provision shall be made

therein for the purchase of Mr. Catlin's gallery at the price mentioned by

him—namely, sixty-five thousand dollars— payable in annual instalments of

ten thousand dollars.

New York Journal of Commerce, Nov. Vsth.

When I had completed the pictures ordered by the King,

his Majesty graciously granted me an audience in the Palace

of the Tuileries to deliver them, on which occasion he met

me with great cheerfulness, and, having received from me a

verbal description of each picture, he complimented me on

the spirit of their execution, and expressed the highest satis-

faction with them, and desired me to attach to the back of

each a full written description. The dimensions of these

paintings were SO by 36 inches, and the subjects as follow :

—

No. 1. An Indian ball-play.

2. A Sioux Council of War.

3. Buffalo-hunt on snow-shoes.

4. Mahto-toh-pa (the Four Bears), a Mandan chief, full length.

5. A Buiialo-hunt, Sioux.

6. Eagle-dance, and view of loway village.

7. Mah-to-he-ha (the Old Bear), a medicine-man of the Mandans.

8. Wan-ee-ton, one of the most distinguished chiefs of the Sioux.

9. Ee-ah-sa-pa (the Black Rock), a Sioux chief, full length.
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10. Mu-hu-shee-kaw (the White Cloud), loway chief.

11. Shonta-ye-ee-ga (the Little Wolf), an loway warrior.

12. Wa-tah-we-huck-a-nah (the Commanding General), an loway

boy.

13. Maun-gua-daus, an Ojibbeway chief.

14. Say-say-gon (the Hail Storm), an Ojibbeway warrior.

15. Ah-wun-ne-ica-be (the Thunder-bird), Ojibbeway warrior.

His Majesty had on several occasions, in former interviews,

spoken of the great interest of the scenes of the early his-

tory of the French colonies of America, and French explor-

ations and discoveries in those regions, and the subject was

now resumed again, as one of peculiar interest, affording

some of the finest Fccnes for the pencil of the artist,

which he thought I was peculiarly qualified to illustrate.

Additional anecdotes of his rambling life in America were

very humorously related ; and after the interview I re-

turned to my painting-room, and continued happily engaged

at my other pictures, with my familiar sweet smiles and

caresses about me.

As a painter often works at his easel with a double

thought, one upon the subject he is creating upon the can-

vas, and the other upon the world that is about him, I

kept constantly at work, and pleasantly divided my extra

thoughts upon the amusing little tricks that were being

played around me, and the contemplation of scenes and

events of my life gone by. I ran over its table of contents

in this way :
" My native valley of Wyoming—the days and

recollections of my earliest boyhood in it—my ten years in

the valley of the Oc-qua-go, where I held alternately the

plough, my rifle, and fishing-tackle—my five years at the

classics—my siege with Blackstone and Coke upon Little-

ton—my three years' practice of the law in the Courts of

Pennsylvania—the five years' ])ractice of my art of portrait-

painting in Philadelphia^my eight years spent amongst

the Indian tribes of the prairies and Rocky Mountains—
and, since that, my eight years spent in the light of the re-

fined and civilized world, where I have been admitted to

Palaces, and into the society of Kings, Queens, and Princes
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—and now at my easel, in my studio, with my dear little

babes around me, thanking Him who has blessed me with

them, and courage and health, through all the vicissitude-;

of" my chequered life, and now with strength to stand by

and support and protect them."

I thought also of the King, the wonderful man, with whose

benignant and cheerful face I had been so often conversing
;

whose extraordinary life had been so much more chequered

than my own ; many of whose early days had been spent on

the broad rivers and amongst the dense and gloomy forests

of my own country ; who, driven by political commotions

from his native land, sought an asylum in the United States

of America, and there, in the youthful energy of his

native character, 52 years ago, crossed and re-crossed

the Alleghany Mountains, descended the Ohio river 600

miles in his simple and rickety pirogue, and from the mouth

of the Ohio to New Orleans, ] 000 miles on the muddy waves

of the Mississippi, amidst its dangerous snags and sand-bars,

when the banks of those two mighty rivers were inhabited

only by savages, whose humble wigwams he entered, and

shared their hospitalit}' ; who afterwards visited the shores

of Lake Erie, and also the Falls of Niagara, before the axe

of sacrilegious man had shorn it of its wild and native

beauties ; who visited the little commencement of the town

of Buffalo and the village of the Seneca Indians ; who

paddled his canoe 90 miles through the Seneca Lake to

Ithaca, and from thence travelled by an Indian's path, with

his knapsack on his back, to the Susquehana river, which

he descended in an Indian canoe to Wyoming, my native

valley ; and then on foot, with his knapsack again upon his

back, crossed the Wilkesbarre and Pokono Mountains to

Easton and Philadelphia ; and who consequently thus knew,

52 years ago, more of the great western regions of America,

and of the modes of its people, than one of a thousand Ame-
ricans do at the present day.

I contemplated the character of this extraordinary man,

reared in the luxuries of Palaces, thrown thus into the midst
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of the vast and dreary forests of the Mississippi, launching his

fragile boat and staking his life upon its dangerous waves, and

laying his wearied limbs,upon its damp and foggy banks at

night, amidst the howling wolves and rattlesnakes and mos-

quitoes ; and after that, and all these adventures, called,

in the commotions of his country, to mount the throne and

wield the sceptre over one of the greatest and most en-

lightened nations of the earth. I beheld this great man

in these strange vicissitudes of life, and France, whose

helm he took in the midst of a tempest, now raised to the

zenith of her national wealth and glory, after 17 years of

uninterrupted peace and prosperity. I contemplated the

present wealth and health of that nation and her institu-

tions, her grand internal improvements, and cultivation of

science and the arts ; and I reflected also, with equal

pleasure and surprise, on what I had seen with my own

eyes, the rjreatness of soul of that monarch as he was taking

the poor Indians of the forest by the hand in his Palace,

and expressing to them the gratitude he never yet had lost

sight of, that he bore them for the kindness with which

their tribes everywhere treated him when he entered their

wigwams, hungry, on the banks of the Mississippi and the

great lakes in America. He had the frankness and truth-

fulness to tell them that "he loved them," for the reasons

he had given, and the kindness of heart to convince them

of his sincerity in the way that carries the most satisfactory

conviction to the mind of an Indian as well as it often docs

to that of a white man.

These contemplations were rapid and often repeated, and

there were many more ; and they never passed through my
mind without compelling me to admire and revere the man
whose energy of character and skill have enabled him, with

like success, to steer his pirogue amidst the snags of the

Mississippi, and at the helm of his nation, to guide her out

of the tempest of a revolution, and onward, through a reign

of peace and industry, to wealth and power^ to which she

never before has attained.
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In the midst of such reflections I often strolled alone in

a contemjilative mood through the wilderness throngs of the

Boulevards—the great central avenue and crossing-place

—

the aorta of all the circulating world—to gaze upon the end-

less throng of human beings sweeping by me, bent upon

their peculiar avocations of business or of pleasure—of

virtue or of vice; contrasting the glittering views about

me with the quiet and humble scenes I had witnessed in

various parts of my roaming life.

In the midst of this sweeping throng, knowing none and

unknown, I found I could almost imagine myself in the

desert wilderness, with as little to disturb the current ot

contemplative thoughts as if I were floating down the gliding

current of the Missouri in my bark canoe, in silent contcm-

]jlation of the rocks and forests on its banks.

In a different mood, alsOj I as often left my easel and

mingled with the throng, with my little chattering children

by my side, forgetting to think, and with eyes like theirs,

scanned the thousands and tens of thousands of pretty

things displayed in the shops, and whiled away in perfect

bliss, as others do, an hour upon the pavements of the

Boulevards.

The reader has learned, from various books, the features

of this splendid scene, with all its life and din and glittering

toys, and of Paris, with its endless mysteries, and beauties,

and luxuries, and vices, which it is not the province of this

work to describe; but from all that he has read he may not

yet know how completely he may be lost sight of in the

crowds of the Boulevards, and what positive retirement he

may find and enjoy, unknowing and unknown, if he, wishes

to do so, in his apartments in the centre of Paris, where his

neighbours are certainly the nearest and most numerous in

the world.

In London and New Yoi-k one often thinks it strange

that he knows not his neighbours by the side of him ; but

in Paris, those on the sides are seldom taken into considera-

tion as such, and so little do people know of, or care for, each
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other's business, that few have any acquaintance with their

neighbours above and below them.

The circumscribed limits of the city, and the density of

its population, enable the Parisians to make a glittering

display in the streets, in the brilliancy and taste of which

they no doubt outdo any other people in the world. The

close vicinity of its inhabitants, and the facility with which

they get into the streets, and the tens of thousands of induce-

ments that tempt them there, tend to the concentration of

fashion and gaiety in the principal avenues and arcades,

which, in the pleasant evenings of s])ring and summer,

seem converted into splendid and brilliant salons, with the

appearance of continuous and elegant soirees. To these

scenes all Parisians and all foreigners are alike admitted,,

to see and enjoy the myriads of sights to be seen in the

shop-windows, as well as to most of the splendid collections

of works of literature and the arts, which, being under the

Government control, are free to the inspection of all who

wish to see them. Amidst most of these I have been, like

thousands of others, a visitor and admirer for two years,

seeking for information and amusement—for study and con-

templation—alone ; or enjoying them in company with my
little children, or travelling friends, for whose aid and amuse-

ment I have as often given my time.

The reader will here see that I have before me the ma-

terials for another book, but as the object of this work is

attained, and its limits approached, with my known aversion

to travel over frequented ground, I must refer him to

other pens than mine for what I might have written had I

the room for it, and had it not been written twenty times

before.

The little bit of my life thus spent in the capital of

France, though filled with anxieties and grief, has had its

pleasant parts, having seen much to instruct and amuse

me, and having also met with, as in London, many warm
friends, to whom I shall feel attached as long as I live. In

the English society in Paris I met a number of my London

VOL. II. Y
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friends, where the acquamtance was renewed, with great

kindness on their parts, and with much pleasure to myself.

I met also many American families residing in Paris; and,

added to their numbers, the constant throng of Americans

who arc passing to and from the classic ground of the East,

or making their way across the Atlantic to the French

metropolis, and swelling their occasional overflowing and

cheerful soirees. At these I saw many of the elite and

fashionable of the French, and noticed also, and much to my
regret, as well as surprise, that, in the various intercourse I

had in different classes, the Americans generally mixed less

with the English than the French society.

This is probably attributable in a great degree to the

passion which English and Americans have, in their flying

visits to the city of all novelties, to see and study something

new, instead of spending their valuable time with people of

their own family and language, whom and whose modes

they can see at home. This I deem a pity ; and though

among the passing travellers the cause is easily applied, and

the excuse as easily accepted, yet among the resident English

and Americans, of whom there arc a great many and fashion-

able families, there seems a mutual unsocial and studied

reserve, which stands in the way of much enjoyment, that I

believe lies at the doors of kindred people in a foreign land.

My time, however, was so much engrossed with anxieties

and grief and my application to my art, that I shared but

moderately in the pleasures of any society ; and the few

observations I have been able to make 1 have consequently

drawn from less intercourse than has been had by many

others, who have more fully described than I could do had

this book been written for the purpose.

My interviews with society in this part of the world, as

far as they have been held, have been general, and my
observations, I believe, have been unbiassed. And as I

mingled with society to see and enjoy, but not to describe,

my remarks in this place, on the society and manners of

Parisians and people in Paris, must end here, and neces-
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sarily be thus brief, to come within the bounds of my in-

tentions in commencing this work.

The society which fascinated me most and called for all

my idle hours was that of my four dear little children,

whose arms, having been for ever torn from the embrace of

an affectionate mother, were ready to cling to my neck

whenever I quitted the toils of my painting-room. There

was a charm in that little circle of society which all the

fascinations of the fashionable world could never afford me,

and I preferred the simple happiness that was thus sweetly

spread around me to the amusements and arts of matured

and fashionable life.

The days and nights and weeks and months of my life

were passing on whilst my house rang with the constant

notes of my little girls and my dear little "Tambour
Major," pi-oducing a glow of happiness in my life, as its

hours were thus carolled away, which I never before had

attained to.

My happiness was here too complete to last long,

and, as the sequel will show, like most precious gifts,

was too confidently counted on to continue. A sudden

change came over this pleasing dream of Lfc ; the cheering

notes of my little companions were suddenly changed

into groans, and my occupations at my easel were at an

end. The chirping and chattering in the giddy maze

of their little dances were finished, and, having taken to

their beds, my occupation was changed to their bedsides,

where they were all together writhing in the agonies of

disease, and that of so serious a nature as to require all

my attention by night and by day, and at length anxieties

of the most painful kind, and alarm—of grief, and a broken

heart

!

To those of my readers who have ever set their whole

heart upon and identified their existence with that of a dar-

ling little boy, and wept for him, it is unnecessary—and to

those who have never been blessed with such a gift it would

be useless—for me to name the pangs that broke my heart

Y 2
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for the fate of my little " Tambour Major," who, in that

unlucky hour, thoughtlessly relinquishing all his little toys,

laid down with his three little sisters, to run the chances

with them, and then to be singled out as he was by the

hand of death.

In kindness the reader will pardon these few words that flow

in tears from the broken and burning heart of a fond father
;

they take but a line or two, and are the only monument that

will be raised to the memory of my dear little George, who

lived, in the sweetness of his innocence, to gladden and then to

break the heart of his doating parent, the only one while he

was living, to appreciate his loveliness, and now the only one

to mourn for him. The remains of this dear little fellow were

sent to New York, as a lovely flower to be planted by the

grave of his mother, and thus were my pleasures and peace

in Paris ended. Two idols of my heart had thus vanished

from me there, leaving my breast with a healing and a fresh

vound, to be opened and bleeding together. My atelier had

lost all its charms; the escalier also was dreary, for its

wonted echoing and enlivening notes had ceased ; and the

beautiful pavement of the Place Madeleine, which was

under my windows, and the daily resort, with his hoop and

his drum, of my little " Tambour Major."

The Boulevards also, and the Champs Elysees, and the

garden of the Tuileries, the scenes of our daily enjoyment,

were overcast with a gloom, and I left them all. * *

At the time of writing this my heart flies back and daily

hovers about the scenes of so many endearing associations,

while my hand is at work seeking amusement and forgetful-

ness at my easel.

I have before said that the practice of my art is to be the

principal ambition of the rest ofmy life ; and as the beginning

of this chapter found me in my atelier in Paris, the end of

it leaves me in my studio at No. 6, Waterloo Place, in London,

with my collection, my thousands of studies, and my little

children about me where I shall be hereafter steadily seek-
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ing the rational pleasures and benefits I can draw from

them ; and where my friends and the world who value mc
or my works may find mc without ceremony, and will be

greeted, amongst the numerous and curious works in my
collection^ enumerated in the catalogue which I have given,

for the amusement and benefit of the reader, at the end of

my first volume.
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TJie two following Lclters, written from the loivaij Mission on the

Upper 3fissoiiri, with several others more recently received by

Mrs. A. Richardson, of Newcaslle-on- Tyne, hear conchcsive

proof of the sincerity of the Society of Friends, and of the benefit

that promises to flow from their well-directed and charitable

lOWAY INDIANS.

Extract of a Letter from S. M. Irvin.

lowmj and Sac Mission, May 2Uh, 1847.

Having a leisure morning, I most cheerfully give a few minutes to my
dear friend in England. I have just been thinking, before I took my pen,

how very mysterious are the workings of God's providence ! Near four

years ago, a party of our loway Indians started out on what ajjpeared to us

to bo a wrong and uncalled-for expedition. We dreaded the result, and,

so far as our opinion was consulted, it was given against the design, advising

rather that they should stay at home, go to labour and economy, and not go

to be shown as wild animals. In these notions we thought we were sus-

tained by reason and Scripture, and were at least sincere in our views. We,
however, made but little resistance, and when it was determined that they

should go we submitted, did what we could for their comfort and success,

gave them the parting hand, and commended them to the care of a merci-

ful Providence. They started, spent the winter in St. Louis and New
Orleans, associated with bad company, were exceedingly intemperate, and

seemed to have grown much worse, which tended to confirm us in the

belief of the error and impropriety of such a measure, and our hearts

mourned over them. In the sjiring they went to the eastern part of the

United States, and from thence to England. From the latter place we
heard of the death of one and another, and of a probability of their going

to France, and becoming enchained with the externals of the Catholic

religion. Here we thought our opinions were fully confirmed. How can

any good result from this ? How much harm must ensue to these poor

people, and probably through them to their nation

!

But at this point a ray of light seemed to break forth, and we could sec



through the dark vista a possibility of good resulting from it. Hitherto we
could only trust in the government of God, knowing that He would bring

good out of evil, but we could not see by what process it could be accom-
plished. But we now began to learn that the people of England, particu-

larly the Society of Friends, were taking a warm interest in their welfare,

stimulating their minds in favour of industry, economy, and Christianity,

and especially guarding them against the pernicious effects of ardent spirits.

There the foundation of hope, on rational and tangible principles, com-

menced. Perhaps the friends of God and his cause in England were to be

the honoured instruments of making an indelible impression on the minds

of these poor wanderers, and, if so, how well will they be repaid for their

pilgrimage, and how happily shall we be disappointed ! Next came an

affectionate letter from your own hand. This was the second development

of the unseen but operating hand of God in carrying on his own work. A
young man of ardent piety and devotion to the cause of God was next

recommended as a suitable person to come and labour among the Indians as

missionary from England. I may say that the whole mystery was now
plain. We could now say to each other, God has taken them over to

England to send a suitable missionary, whose labours will be, doubtless,

blessed to their conversion, and thus we could see how easily God, ouTcove-

nant-heepiny God, can foil the designs of Satan. How our hearts did burn

within us when we thought of the goodness of God in these things ! The
original design we could not but look upon as a work of the enemy, got up

for the purpose of selfishness and speculation, but now we could see the

scale turn, and the pleasing prospect of hailing our young brother as a

fellow-helper in this cause more than reconciled us to the hitherto myste-

rious movement. He came, and, though it was found best under the cir-

cumstances to assign him for a time to a different field of labour, still it is

the same common cause, whether among the Otoes or loways.

Very important pecuniary aid, both in money and clothing, was also sub-

sequently received, from which our cause has, in no small degree, been

aided and encouraged. Next a helpmate is proposed for our young friend,

who is here alone, and toiling against the trials of a new and strange

society and manners, and the prejudices of the Indians. God, through

suitable instrumentality, conducts the negotiation to a favourable issue ; the

solitary individual is strengthened to part from her friends and country, is

conducted by the hand of God across the dangerous deep, is brought more

than 2000 miles, and, by a great variety of hazardous conveyances, almost

to the centre of a great continent, and is now safely landed within the walls

of this house. Truly may we exclaim, What hath God wrought! But
the wonders and cause for gratitude stop not here. Our kind friend. Miss

G., is not only here, but already is she engaged, twice or thrice a-day, in

instructing the poor little daughters of the forest in needlework and such

other instruction as may be suitable, and as yet I see nothing in the way
but that she may very soon be able to give every moment of time that she

can spare to these little ones. How pleasing will this be ! How cheer-
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fully and happily will the hours pass away, and how largely will she be
rewarded for all her toil ! I have skipped, as you will see, with more than

eagle flight, over this narrative, for it furnishes materials enough for an

interesting volume. I should like much to dwell upon it, but your mind
can carry out the details, and see, as clearly as any other, the lineaments

of God's goodness.

• Miss G. will have so much to say to you, that I am sure she will not

know where to commence, and I think she will be about as much puzzled

to describe many things so that you can understand.

Mr. Bloohm has not yet arrived from the Otoe mission, but we look

for him daily. So soon as I heard of Miss G.'s approach, I advised him
of it, but he, being about fifty miles from the post-office, may not have

received the letter. That you may better understand our relative situa-

tions, I will subjoin a rude outline of them with the pen.

Miss G. remained some time in St. Louis for Mr. Lowrie, and was

afterwards instructed by him to come on to this place, he being prevented,

by low water, from calling for her at St. Louis. Last Friday he passed up
the Missouri river to the Otoe and Omahaw mission, leaving word that he

would be back, at the farthest, by the end of this week. If Mr. Bloohm
be able, he will come down with Mr. L., if not before him. As soon

as they arrive, we hope to be able to make full arrangements about all our

affairs, and you may expect to be informed of all that will interest you in

due time.

Extract of a Letter from Jake M. Bloohm.

Icwai/ and Sac Mission, Mai/ 2Sth, 1847.

[After giving several interesting particulars of her journey from St. Louis,

and arrival at the station, the writer proceeds :—

]

I feel assured, my dear friend, you would be pleased with this institu-

tion. The boarding-house is a most excellent building, three stories high.

On the ground floor are the dining-room, kitchen, pantry, milk-house, and

two sleeping-rooms. On tlie second story, the chapel in the centre, from

back ,to front, and on one side the boys' school in front, with two small

rooms behind, which Mr. Hamilton occupies. On the other side of the

chapel is the girls' school, with two small rooms beliind it for Mr. Irvin.

The third story has the girls' bedroom, back and front, with a small one off

it parted with deals, where I sleep. The boys' on the other side is the

same ; in the middle is a spare bedroom and Mr. Irvin's study.

We rise at five o'clock, and at half-past assemble in the chapel for

worship. While there, breakfast is placed on the table, and the bell rings

again, when we go down. There are four tables, but not all full at present,

as some of the children have left. Mr. Irvin sits at one table with the

boys, Mr. Hamilton and his lady (when able) with the girls. Our table

is called the family tabic ; there are Mrs. Irvin, their father and mother,
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Mrs. I.'s two children, Mrs. H.'s eldest girl, the two men, and myself, as

also any other strangers. Mr. Irvin's father and mother are two very old

people
; they intend leaving as soon as Mr. Lowrie comes, old Mr. I. not

being able to manage the farm now. At breakfast each child has a pewter

plate, with a tin pot turned upside down upon it, a knife and fork, and

spoon. As soon as a blessing is asked, they each turn over their tin pot,

and those who sit with them at table fill it with milk, and give them corn

bread, boiled corn, batten cake (which is much like our pancake), a piece

of bacon, and treacle. Of this they all eat as much as they like. Each

table is served the same, with the exception that we have coffee for break-

fast, and tea for supper. At dinner there is sometimes a little boiled rice,

greens, &e., but no other kind of meat than bacon. We dine at half-past

twelve, and sup at seven. After supper we all remain, and have worship

in the dining-room ; sometimes Mr. Hamilton prays and sings in Indian
;

and, oh ! my beloved friend, could you only hear the sweet voices of those

dear heathen children, you would be astonished, they sing so well. I do

most sincerely hope that the day is not far distant when they shall not

only worship Him with the voice, but with the understanding, and in truth.

Mr. U. teaches all the children from nine till twelve. After breakfast

I take the girls up to make their beds ; two and two sleep together; they

did it so neatly this morning. When done, they go with me to school to

sew or knit till nine, then again after dinner till two, and after five till

supper-time, when I assist to wash their hands and faces, and put them to

bed. Some of them are very fine children, but I am surprised 1 am able

to go so near them, for they are very dirty
;
but they seem very fond of

me. You will laugh when I say that two or three of them often come

running to me, and clasp me round the waist. They wish to teach me

to speak their language ; they can say a good many English words ; they

call their teachers father and mother. A few of them are very little.

After I put on their nightcaps, and lift them into bed, they all repeat a

prayer. You will be surprised when I say I do feel such an interest in

them ; I do wish these feelings may not only continue, but increase. I feel

quite happy, and have never had the least feeling of regret at my coming

out, and I trust I never shall. •

Both Mr. and Mrs. Irvin are most desirous for us to remain here, but

that will rest with Mr. Lowrie and P. B. I am willing to go wherever 1

am of most use. It is a most arduous and responsible office we each hold,

from the little I have seen (and it is but little to what I shall see if the

Lord spare me). We need the prayers of our dear friends. Oh ! forget

us not, you, our far distant and beloved friends ; entreat our Heavenly

Father to give us much of his Spirit, and to us help along. Your old friend

Little Wolf came to see me. He said I might give his and his family's

love to you. A few more came to welcome me ; they are constantly

coming about the house. I am just sent for to assist in the ironing, and

have had to write this while the irons were heating. There is no mangle

liere. The children's clothes are washed and repaired every week.
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May i\st.—Just as I finished the above on Friday afternoon, the

arrival of two gentlemen was announced. They were Mr. Lowrie and my
dear P. B. The latter is loolcina: thin, but upon the whole is much better,

as also much better than I expected to find him ; as for colour, an Indian :

but setting aside his Indian complexion, 1 was glad to see a known face,

and to meet a beloved friend ; and now, my dear friend, I can call him my
beloved husband. The marriage took place on Saturday the 29th, at eight

o'clock in the evening, by Mr. Hamilton, in Mr. Irvin's room. Old Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin were there, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin junior, Mr. Lowrie, Mr
Melody (who had come to the mission on a visit), and one of the men, who
had expressed a wish to be present. Mrs. H. was not strong enough to

join us, which I did regret. Mr. Lowrie has settled for us to remain here,

at least for some time
; P. B. to assist Mr. H. with the boys and other

labour, while I take the full charge of the girls. Oh ! that wc may each

have strength to perform these our arduous duties. The old people leave

in a few days, when we shall have their room, which is on the ground

floor, close by the dining-room. We shall have to sit at table with the

children, and should Mr. H. be from home or sick, at any time, we shall

have the full charge. We have, one and all, made up our minds to assist

each other when it is needful, and I do most sincerely pray that we may be

enabled to labour together in the same spirit which was in Christ Jesus.

It is His work, it is His cause ; and wc all, I trust, esteem our privilege

great, that we, unworthy as we are, should be permitted to take part in this

glorious work. Mr. Lowrie, I believe, intends leaving to-morrow ; it will

be three weeks before he can reach New York. Mr. Melody left this

morning; he speaks highly of the kindness he received while in England,

and, I believe, would very well like to pay a second visit. * * » *

And now, dear friend, I think I have given you all the intelligence

that it is in my power to send at the present time. It is likely that my
dear husband may send a note, but he is much occupied, and, I believe,

going to St. Joseph with Mr. Lowrie. He joins with me in kindest love

to you and Mr. •, not forgetting all our dear friends, to whom you will

be so kind as to present it, and ever believe me to remain

Your most affectionate friend,

J. M. Blooum.
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HORSE-TAMING

:

Being an Account of the successful application, in ttvo recent

Experiments made in England, of the expeditious method of
Taming Horses, as practised by the Bed Indians of North

America.— Communicated by Alexander John Ellis, B.A.,

of Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1842.

EXTBACT.

The object of the following pages is two-fold : first, to extract the account

of the North American Indian method of Ilorse-taming, as given by Mr.
Catlin in his new work, entitled ' Letters and Notes on the Manners,

Customs, and Condition of the North American Indians,' and to detail

certain experiments which have been tried by the direction and in the

])resence of the Communicator ; and, second, to urge gentlemen, farmers,

stable-keepers, horse-trainers, horse-breakers, and all others who may be

interested in the taming of horses, to try for themselves experiments similar

to those hero detailed, experiments which are exceedingly easy of trial, and

will be found exceedingly important in result.

The following is a detail of the experiments witnessed and directed by

the Communicator:

—

During a visit in the North Riding of Yorkshire, the volumes of Mr.
Catlin first fell under the Communicator's observation, and among other

passages those just quoted struck him forcibly. Although he scarcely

hesitated to comprehend the circumstances there detailed, under a well-

known though much-disputed class of phenomena, he was nevertheless

anxious to verify them by actual experiment before he attempted to theorize

upon them. And he now prefers to give the naked facts to the public, and

leave his readers to account for them after their own fashion. It so hap-

pened that, while staying with his brother-in-law, F. M., of M Park,

the Communicator had the pleasure of meeting W. F. W., of B , a

great amateur in all mattere relating to horses. In the course of conversation

the Communicator mentioned what he had read about horse-taming, and the

detail seemed to amuse them, although they evidently discredited the fact.
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The Communicator beg^ged them to put the matter to the test of experunent,

and M., who had in his stables a filiy, not yet a year old, who had never

been taken out since she had been removed from her dam, in the preceding

November, agreed that he woitld try the experiment upon this filly. The
Communicator made a note of the experiments ou the very days on which

they were tried, and he here gives the substance of what he tlien wrote

down.

Experiment the First.

Subject—A Filly, not yet a year old, u-Iio had never been talten out of the

stable since she had been removedfrom her dam in thepi eceding November.

Friday, Feb. 11, 184-2.—In the morning W. and M. brought the filly

from the stable to the front of M.'s house. The filly was quite wild, and

on being first taken out of the stable she bolted, and dragged W., who only

held her by a short halter, through a heap of manure. W. changed the

halter for a long training halter, which gave him such power over her that

he was easily able to bring the little scared thing up to the front of the

house. Both M. and W. seemed much amused, and laughingly asked E.

(the Communicator) to instruct them in Catlin's method of taming horses.

E. did so as well as he could, quoting only from memory. The experiment

was not tried very satisfactorily, but rather under disadvantages. The filly

was in the open air, many strangers about her, and both the experimenters

were seeking rather amusement from the failure than knowledge from the

success of their experiment. W. kept hold of the halter, and M., with

considerable difficulty, for the filly was very restive and frightened, managed

to cover her eyes. He had been smoking just before, and the smoke must

have had some effect on his breath. When he covered her eyes, he blew

into the nostrils, but afterwards, at E.'s request, he breathed ; and, as he

immediately told E., directly that he began to breathe, the filly, who had

very much resisted having her eyes covered and had been very restive,

" stood perfectly still and trembled." From that time she became very

tractable. W. also breathed into her nostrils, and she evidently enjoyed it,

and kept putting up her nose to receive the breath. She was exceedingly

tractable and well behaved, and very loth to start, however much provoked.

The waving of a red handkerchief, and the presenting of a hat to her eyes,

while the presenter made a noise inside it, hardly seemed to startle her at all.

Saturday, Feb. 12, 1842.—This morning the filly was again led out to

show its behaviour, which was so good as to call forth both astonishment

and praise. It was exceedingly tractable, and followed W. about with a

loose halter. Attempts were made to frighten it. M. put on a long scarlet

Italian cap, and E. flapped a large Spanish cloak during a violent wind

before its eyes, and any well broken-in horse would have started much more

than did this yearling.
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E.VPKK1MENT THE SliCOND.

Subject—A Filly, three years old, coming Jour, and very obstinate
; quite

unbroken-in.

Saturday, Feb. 12, 1842.—While the last experiments were being tried

on the yearling, W. espied B., a fanner and tenant of M., with several men,

at the distance of some fields, trying, most incfFecfually, on the old system,

to break-in a horse. W. proposed to go down and show him what eflect

had been produced on the yearling. The rest agreed, and W., M., and E.

proceeded towards B., W. leading the yearling. On their way they had to

lead her over a brook, which she passed alter a little persuasion, u'ithont

force. One of the fields through which she had to pass contained four

horses, three of which trotted up and surrounded her, but she did not

become in the least degree restive, or desirous of getting loose. When the

party arrived at the spot, they found that B. and his men had tied their filly

short up to a tree in the corner of a field, one side of which was walled, and

the other hedged in. W. now delivered the yearling up to M., and pro-

posed to B. to tame his horse after the new method, or (to use his own

phrase) to " puff" it. B., who was aware of the character of his horse,

anxiously warned W. not to approach it, cautioning him especially against

the fore-feet, asserting that the horse would rear and strike him with the

fore-feet, as it had " lamed " his own (B.'s) thigh just before they had come

up. W. therefore proceeded very cautiously. He climbed the wall, and

came at the horse through the tree, to the trunk of which he clung for some

time, that he might secure a retreat in case of need. Immediately upon his

touching the halter, the horse pranced about, and finally pulled away with a

dogged and stubborn expression, which seemed to bid W. defiance. Taking

advantage of this, W. leaned over as far as he could, clinging all the time

to the tree with his right hand, and succeeded in breathing into one nostril,

without, however, being able to blind the eyes. From that moment all

became easy. W., who is very skilful in the management of a horse, coaxed

it, and rubbed its face, and breathed from time to time into the nostrils,

while the horse offered no resistance. In about ten minutes W. declared

his conviction that the horse was subdued ; and he then unfastened it, and,

to the great and evident astonishment of B. (who had been trying all the

morning in vain to gain a mastery over it), led it quietly away with a loose

halter. Stopping in the middle of the field, with no one else near, W.
quietly walked up to the horse, placed his arm over one eye and his hand

over the other, and breathed into the nostrils. It was pleasing to observe

how agreeable this operation appeared to the horse, who put up its nose

continually to receive the " puff." In this manner W. led the horse through

all the fields, in one of which were the four horses already mentioned, who
had formerly been the companions of the one just tamed, and who surrounded

it, without, however, making it in the least degree restive. At length W.
and the horse reached the stable-yard, where they were joined by C. W.
C. C, of S Hall, and J. B. son of B. the farmer. In the presence of
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these, M., and E., W. first examined the fore-feet, and then the hind-feet

of the horse, who offered no resistance, but, while W. was cxaniining the

hind-feet, leant its neck i-ound, and kept nosing W.'s back. He next

buckled on a surcingle, and then a saddle, and finally bitted the horse with

a rope. During the whole of these operations the horse did not oti'er the

slightest resistance, nor did it flinch in the least degree. All who witnessed

the transaction were astonished at the result obtained. The Communicator

regrets only that he is not at liberty to publish the names at length. This

experiment of bitting was the last that VV. tried, since the nature of the

country about M Park did not admit of ridings being tried with any

])rospect of safety. The whole experiment lasted about an hour. It should

be mentioned that when J. B., to whom W. delivered up the horse, attempted

to lead it away, it resisted ; whereupon E. recommendod J. B. to breathe

into its nostrils. He did so, and the horse followed him easily. The next

day, B., who is severe and obstinate, began at this horse in the old method,

and belaboured it dreadfully, whereupon the horse very sensibly broke away.

This result is important, since it shows that the spirit is subdued, not broken.

These are all the experiments which the Communicator has as yet had

the opportunity of either witnessing or hearing the results of, but they are

to him perfectly satisfactory; the more so, that Mr. W., who made the

experiments, was himself perfectly ignorant of any process of the kind until

informed of it at the actual time of making the experiment. It may bo

considered over-hasty to publish these experiments in their present crude

state, but the Communicator does so with a view to investigation. He will

have no opportunity himself of making any experiments, as he is unac-

quainted with the treatment of horses, and neither owns any nor is likely

to be thrown in the way of any unbroken colts. But the experiment is easy

for any horse-owner, and would be best made in the stable, where the horse

might easily be haltered down so as to offer no resistance. The method

would, no doubt, be found efficacious for the subjugation and taming of

vicious horses. The readers will, of course, have heard of the celebrated

Irish horse-charmers. They never would communicate the secret, nor

allow any one to be with them while they were in the stable taming the

horse. It is agreed, however, that they approached the head. The Com-
municator feels sure that the method they employed was analogous to that

contained in these pages. Persons have paid high prices for having their

horses charmed ; they have now an opportunity of charming horses them-

selves, at a very small expense of time and labour. Half an hour will

suffice to subdue the most fiery steed—the wild horse of the prairies of

North America.

The Communicator has no object but that of benefiting the public in the

above communication. The method is not his own, nor has he the merit of

having first published it ; but he thinks that he is the first who has caused

the experiment to be made in England, and the entire success of that expe-

riment induces him to make the present communication, in the hope that he

may benefit not only his countrymen by the publication of a simple, easy,
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and rapid method of performing what was fuimorly a long, tedious, and dif-

ficult process, but also the " puir beasties " themselves, by saving them from

the pains and tortures of what is very aptly termed " hreahing-'m." Mr.

Catlin, indeed, speaks of the horse's struggles being severe, but they were

the struggles of a wild horse, just caught on a prairie, and not of the

domestic animal quietly haltered in a stable. The process as now presented

is one of great humanity to the horse, as well as ease and economy to the

horse-owner. The only objections to it are its novelty and simplicity.

Those who have strength of mind to act for themselves, and not to despise

any means, however simple or apparently childish, will have cause to rejoice

over the great results at which they will arrive. But the great watchword

which the Communicator would impress upon his readers is, " Experiment
!"

Magna est Veritas et pnevalebit.

A. J. E.

Note.— Tlie above experiments, which the Author has supposed miyht he interest-

ing to some of his readers, have been even more successful than he would have

anticipated, having always believed that to bring about the surprising compromise

he has so often witnessed by exchanging breath, the animal should be a wild one,

and in the last extremity offear and exhaustion.—The Author.
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